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PREFACE.
816462

The editor and publisher of “Cist’s Advertiser,” at the instance of his friends

and subscribers, nearly a year since issued a volume compiled of various histori-

cal and statistical sketches, which made their appearance originally in his columns.

Of these but a small edition was sold, the editor’s other engagements not permit-

ting him the opportunity of offering it personally to his subscribers and others.

A new volume is now presented, which, like the former, comprehends many

valuable records, both of the past and the present, which will derive still higher

interst in the lapse of time, and as subjects of reference in future years.

There is no individual in Cincinnati, expecting to make it his permanent resi-

dence, whose gratification and interest it will not be to preserve the information

thus afforded, as a means of retracing the past, and thus affording him a source

of rich enjoyment in the decline of life, when such gratifications have become few

and faint.
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CINCINNATI MISCELLANY.
CINCINNATI’ JUNE, 1845.

<N© postponement on account of the Weather.

I observe the following, which forms a regular

advertisement in a Hickman (Ky.) newspaper,

<and put it on record as a trait of the region and

the times:

u Notice.—The funeral of Mr. Nicholas J.

Poindexter
,
having been postponed on account of

the inclement weather, will take place near Tot-

•ten’s Mill, on the 26th April next. The public

are invited.

Ear for Music.

The band of an English Ambassador at Con-

stantinople, once performed a concert for the en-

tertainment of the sultan and his court. At its

conclusion his Highness was asked which of the

pieces he prefered. He replied, the first, which

was recommenced, but stopped, as not being the

right one. Others were tried with as little suc-

cess, until at length the band, almost in despair

of discovering the favourite air, began tuning

their instruments, when his Highness exclaimed,

4* Inshallah, Heaven be praised, that is it!”

Scntiipentality.

The French carry sentiment farther than any

other people in the world—in fact they carry it

into every thing. The remains of Bichat, one of

the most distinguished physiologists and medical

writers of France, after having reposed forty-

three years in the old Catherine Cemetery at

Paris, have been lately removed with great pomp
and ceremony to Pere Lachaise. But on exhu-

ming the remains, lo and behold! the skeleton

was found without a head! The grave digger

supposed he had mistaken the grave of the cele-

brated professor for that of some decapitated

malefactor, but the circumstance served to iden-

tify the skeleton as that of the professor; for

when Bichat died, his loss caused his friend, Prof.

•Roux, so much grief, that he procured its ampu-

tation to preserve it as a souvenir. The latter

was now called upon for the head, and it was

finally restored and intered with the body, in situ.

The son of the celebrated Broussais, also, for

the purpose of preserving a vivid remembrance

-of his father, had his head cut off, and it now
j

forms a mantel decoration in his study. Buffon,
j

almost inconsolable for the loss of his wife, allay-
l

«d his grief in the occupation of dissecting her

body as a labour of love! This is an indisputa-

ble fact.

Of what individuals but Frenchmen could such

traits of sentimentality be, with truth, recorded?

“ Doctor,” said a wag to his medical adviser

one day “ isn’t there such a disease as the shin-

gles?” “ Yes, to be sure,” replied Galen.

—

“ Then I’ve got it, for certain,” said the patient,

• e for the roof of my mouth has broken out in a

dozen places!”

First born male Child of Ohio.

The question has been repeatedly asked—who
is the oldest white male bor,n in Ohio, and still

living?

The Marietta Intelligencer gives Judge Joseph

Barker, son of Col. Joseph Barker, who was born

at Belpre, as having long borne the reputation of

the' oldest native, if not the “ oldest inhabitant”

of the State; and adds, that Lester G. Converse,

of Marietta, has a better title to the distinction in

being born at Waterford, in Washington county,

on the 14th February, 1790.

I cannot find any individual living who was a

native of Cincinnati at an earlier date than May,

1793, which was the birth day of David R. Kem-

per, who was born on Sycamore street, Cincin-

nati, opposite Christopher Smith’s present resi-

dence.

I am able, however, to furnisli the names of

the first born who survive to this day, both of

males and females. They are probably also the

first born male and female in Ohio, among the

living or the dead. These are Christian F. Sense-

man and Mary Heckewelder, the children of Mo-

ravian Missionaries, who were born in 1781, at

Gnadenhutten, on the Tuscarawas, now residing

both in the same county in Pennsylvania; one at

Nazareth, the other at Bethlehem. They were

born within a day of each other.

While on this subject, let me state a singular

fact. Although our city is but fifty-seven years

of age, we have as residents a lady who with her

son and granddaughter are alf born within four

miles of Cincinnati, the last two being born in

the city itself.

The grandaughter is thirteen years of age.

Of course then as far back as 1833, we had indi-

I
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vjduuls of the third generation born here. The

"^great grandniother, one of the early pioneers, is

also yet alive. This is a state of case probably

unparalleled in Ohio, or indeed in any settlement

no older than our state.

Chancery ©clays.

Soon after Mr. Jekyll was called to the bar, a

strange solicitor coming up to him in Westmin-

ster Hall, begged him to step into the court of

chancery to make a motion, of course, and gave

him a fee. The young barister looking pleased,

but a little surprised, the solicitor said to him, “ I

thought you had a sort of right, sir, to this mo-

tion; for the bill was drawn by Sir Joseph Jekyll,

your great-grand-uncle, in the reign of Queen

Anne.”—Lord Campbell's “Lives of the Chan-

cellors.

"

Early Maps of Cincinnati.

Streets .—West of the Section line separating

Section 24 from the rest of the city, there was

not a street laid out at the date of 1815. That

line followed a due north course from a point at

the river Ohio, about half way between Mill and

Smith streets, crossing Fifth street just east of

the mound which lately stood there, and Western

Row about two hundred yards south of the Cor-

poration line. Plum, Race and Walnut streets

extended no farther north than Seventh street,

and Sycamore was not opened beyond the pres-

ent line of the Miami Canal. From Walnut

street west as far as Western Row not a street

was'j opened north of Seventh st., nor from Main

street east, beyond the bank of the canal already

refered to. It was the same case with respect to

Broadway from Fifth street to the Corporation

line in the same direction. Court street, west of

Main, was called St. Clair street, and Ninth

street to its whole length, at that time, was laid

out as Wayne street. Eighth street, east of Main,

was called New Market street.

Public Buildings .—Of churches there were

only—the Presbyterian Church which preceded

the present building, on Main street; the Metho-

dist Church on Fifth, where the Wesley Chapel

has since been built; a Baptist Church on Sixth

street, west of Walnut, on the scite of what

is now a German Church, corner of Lodge street;

and the Friends’ frame meeting house, on Fifth,

below Western Row. Of all these the last only

remains on its original scite; the Presbyterian

Church having been removed to •Vine, below

Fifth, where it still stands under the name of

Burke’s Church, and the others having been since

removed to make way for their successors. The

scite of the present Cincinnati College, on Wal-

nut street, at that date was occupied by the Lan-

caster Seminary. Young as was the place it

furnished business for three banks—the . Bank

of Cincinnati was on Main, west side, and north

of Fifth st.
; the Farmers' and Mechanics' Bank ,

on Main, west side, between Front and Second

streets; and the Miami Exporting Cormpany on

the spot now occupied by W. G. Breese’s store

,

facing the public landing. These, with the Court

House and Jail, which stand now where they then

stood, made up the public buildings for 1815. The
brewery, corner of Symmes and Pike streets; an-

other, corner of Race and Water streets; a potash

factory on Front street, immediately east of Deer

Creek; Gulick’s sugar refinery on Arch street; a

glass house at the foot of Smith street; a steam

saw mill at the mouth of Mill street; and the

great steam mill on the river bank, half way be-

tween Ludlow street and Broadway, constituted

in 1815, the entire manufactories of the place.

Markets .—Besides Lower Market, which occu-

pied the block from Main to Sycamore, as well as

that from Sycamore to Broadway, in the street

of that name, and Upper Market, which stood on

Fifth between Main and Walnut streets, there

was ground vacated for markets, which having

been found unsuitable for the purpose, was never

occupied for that use. One of these embraces the

front of Sycamore street on both sides from a

short distance north of Seventh, to the corner of

Ninth street. Another is on McFarland street,

west of Elm, forming a square of two hundred

feet in the centre of the block. A slight exam-

ination of these places where the dwellings have

been built back from their line of the respective

streets, will point out at once the space dedicated

for this purpose.

They who will abandon a friend for one error,

know but little of human character, and prove

that their hearts are as cold as their judgments

are weak.

Patronymics.

No man thinks his own name a strange or odd

one, however much so it may be to others. We
are so familiar with the names of John Taylor,

or John Miller, or John Carpenter, or John Ba-

ker, that we have lost all sense of the oddity of a

surname which signifies simply, in the original

who bore it, his occupation or employment.

The Cherokees, in Arkansas, having adopted

most of the customs of the whites, their aborigi-

nal names are now translated into the English

language, furnishing a series of names which

seem very singular to our eyes and ears. Of

four individuals arrested under a charge of mur-

der near Tahlequah lately, the names are Squir-

rel, John Potatoe, Wm. Wicked and Thomas
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Muskrat. The chief justice in the Going Snake

district, is Jesse Bushyhead. -

Church Organs.

The lovers of music should witness the per-

formance of an organ made by Mr. John Koehnke,

of our city, for Zion Church
, on Columbia near

Vine street, in which building it is now put up.

It is wonderful that organs made by Erben and

others are brought from the East, when at less

expense a far superior article can be obtained of

Cincinnati manufacture. I fearlessly challenge

comparison here between those made by Erben

and the organ here refered to. There are few

finer instruments of the kind and size any where.

The Cincinnati Historical Society.

It is desirable that files of periodicals now in

existence, or that were once published here,

should be placed for preservation in the library of

this society. Even single numbers, where files

cannot be presented, will be acceptable.

The following prints have been deposited with

Mr. Randall, Librarian of the Society, as a com-

mencement:

1. The Western Washingtonian.

2. The Daily Commercial.

3. Orthodox Preacher.

4. Reformist.

5. Licht Freund.

6. Christliche Apologete.

7. Western Medical Reformer.

8. Youth’s Visiter.

9. Christmas Guest.

10. Artist and Artisan.

11. Western General Advertiser.

12. Cincinnati Miscellany.

I trust that our city press will make up files

for this commendable purpose.

Au Apt Scholar.

An old chap in Connecticut who was one of

the most niggardly men known in that part of the
country, carried on the blacksmithing business
very extensively; and, as is generally the case in

that State, boarded all of his own hands. And
to show he envied the men what they eat, he
would have a bowl of bean soup dished up for

himself to cool, while that for the hands was
served up in a large pan just from the boiling pot.

This old fellow had an apprentice who was rather
unlucky among the hot irons, frequently burn-
ing his fingers. The old man scolded him severe-
ly one day for being so careless.

“ How can I tell,” said the boy, “ if they are
hot unless they are red?”

“ Never touch any thing again till you spit on
it; if it don’t hiss it wont burn.”

In a day or two the old man sent the boy in to

see if his soup was cool. The boy went in—spit

in the bowl; of course the soup did not hiss. He
went back and told the boss all was right.

“ Dinner!” cried he.
• All hands run; down sat the old man at the

head of the table; and in Went a large spoonful of
the boiling hot soup to his mouth.
“Good Heavens!” cried the old man, in the

greatest rage, “ what did you tell me that lie for?
you young rascal!”

“I did not lie,” said the boy, very innocently.
“ You told me I should spit on any thing to try
if it was hot; so I spit in your bowl, and the soup
did not hiss, so I supposed it was cool.”
Judge of the effect on the jours. That boy

never was in want of friends among the jour-
neymen.

From the St. Louis Reveille.

A $>C3pcrate Adventure.

[The following adventure of two men, one of

them a St. Louis Boy, has been sent us, with a

request to publish. The incident is one of those

which gave such wild interest to the homeward
journey of Lieut. Fremont.

—

Eds.]
While encamped on the 24th of April, at a

spring near the Spanish Trail, we were surprised

by the sudden appearance among us of two Mex-
icans; a man and a boy—the name of the man
was Andreas Fuentas, and that of the boy (a

handsome lad eleven years old) Pablo Hernan-
dez. With a cavalcade of about thirty horses,

they had come out from Puebla de los Angelos,

near the Pacific; had lost half their animals, sto-

len by Indians, and now sought my camp for

*aid. Carson and Godey,two of my men, volun-

teered to pursue them, with the Mexican; and,

well mounted, the three set off on the trail. In

the evening Fuentas returned, his horse having
failed; but Carson and Godey had continued the

pursuit.

In the afternoon of the next day, a war whoop
was heard, such as Indians make when returning

from a victorious enterprise; and soon Carson
and Godey appeared driving before them a band
of horses, recognised by Fuentas to be a part of

those they had lost. Two bloody scalps, dang-
ling from the end of Godey’s gun, announced
that they had overtaken the Indians as well as

the horses. They had continued the pursuit

alone after Fuentas left them, and towards night-

fall entered the mountains into which the trail

led. After sunset the moon gave light, and they

followed the trail by moonlight until late in the

night, when it entered a narrow defile, and was
difficult to follow. Here they lay from midnight
till morning. At daylight thev resumed the pur-

suit, and at sunrise discovered the horses; and
immediately dismounting and tying up ‘their

own, they crept cautiously to a rising ground
which intervened, from the crest of which they

erceived the encampment of four lodges close

v. They proceeded quietly, and had got within

thirty or forty yards of their object, when a move-
ment among the horses discovered them to the

Indians. Giving the war shout they instantly

charged in the camp, regardless of the numbers
which thefour lodges might contain. The Indi-

ans received them with a flight of arrows, shot

from their long bows, one of which passed

through Godey’s shirt collar, barely missing the

neck. Our men fired their rifles upon a steady
aim, and rushed in. Two Indians were stretched

upon the grouud, fatally pierced with bullets; the

rest fled, except a lad, who was captured. The
scalps of the fallen were instantly stripped off,

but in the process, one of them, who had two
balls throngh his body, sprung to his feet, the

blood streaming from his skinned head, and ut-
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j<TO?ed a hideous howl. The frightful spectacle

appalled the stout hearts of our men; but they

did what humanity required, and quickly termi-

nated the agonies of the gory savage. They
were now masters of the camp, which was a

pretty little recess in the mountain, with a fine

spring, and apparently safe from all invasion.

Great preparations had been made for feasting a

large party, for it was a very proper place for a

rendezvous, and for the celebration of such orgies

as robbers of the desert would delight in. Sev-

eral of the horses had been killed, skinned, and
cut up—for the Indians living in the mountains,
and only coming into the plains to rob and mur-
der, make no other use of horses than to eat them.

Large earthen vessels were on the fire, boiling

and stewing the horse beef; and several baskets

containing fifty or sixty pairs of moccasins, indi-

cated the presence or expectation of a large party.

They released the boy who had given strong evi-

dence of the stoicism, or something else of the

savage character, by commencing his breakfast

upon a horse’s head as soon as he found he was
not to be killed, but only tied as a prisoner.

Their object accomplished, our men gathered
up all the surviving horses, fifteen in number, re-

turned upon their trail, and rejoined us at our
camp in the afternoon of the same day._ They
had rode about one hundred miles in the pursuit

and return, and all in thirty hours. The time,

place, object and numbers considered, this expe-
dition of Carson and Godey may be considered

among the boldest and most disinterested which
the annals of western adventure, so full of daring
deeds, can present. Two men, in a savage wil-

derness, pursue day and night an unknown body
of Indians into the defiles of an unknown moun-
tain—attack them on sight without counting
numbers—and defeat them in an instant—and for

what?—to punish the robbers of the desert, and
revenge the wrongs of Mexicans whom they did
not know. I repeat it was Carson and Godey
who did this—the former an American

,
born in

Boonslick county, Missouri; £he latter a French-
man, born in St. Louis—and both trained to

western enterprise from early life.

Fine Feelings.

We knew a blunt old fellow in the State of

Maine, who sometimes hit the nail on the head
more pat than the philosophers. He once heard
a man much praised for his “ good feelings.”

Every body joined, and said the man was posses-

sed of excellent feelings.
“ What has he done?” asked our old genius.
“ Oh! in every thing he is a man of fine be-

nevolent feelings,” was the reply.
“ What has he done?” cried the old fellow,

again.

By this time the company thought it necessary
to show some of their favourite’s doings. They
began to cast about in their minds, but the old

man still shouted, “ what has he (Zone?” They
owned that they could not name any thing in

particular.
“ Yet,” answered the cynic, “ you say that the

man has good feelings—fine feelings—benevolent
feelings. Now, gentlemen, let me tell you that

there are people in this world who get a good
name simply on account of their feelings. You
can’t tell one generous action that they ever per-

formed in their lives, but they can look and talk

most benevolently. I know a man in this town
that you would all call a surly, tough and un-

amiable man, and yet he has done more ads of
kindness in this country than all of you put to-
gether. You may judge people’s actions by their
feelings, but I judge people’s feelings by their
actions.”

Superstitions of the Sea.

The author of the “ Naval Sketch Book” gives

the following as the origin of the prevalent notion

among sailors that the appearance of the birds

known as “ Mother Carey’s Chickens,” is the

precursor of a storm:

“ The ‘ Tiger,’ an outward bound East-India-
man, had one continued gale, without intermis-
sion, till she got to the Cape of Good Hope, by
which time she was almost a wreck: that off this

Cape in particular, she was nearly foundered:
that in the height of the gale were seen a num-
ber of ominous birds screaming about in the
lightning’s blaze, and some of them of monstrous
shape and size: that among the passengers was a
woman called ‘ Mother Carey? who always seem-
ed to smile when she looked upon these foul-

weather birds, upon which it was concluded that
she was a witch: that she had conjured them up
from the Red Sea, and that they never would
have a prosperous voyage whilst she remained on
board; and, finally, that just as they were deba-
ting about it, she sprung overboard and went
down in a flame, when the birds, (ever after

called ‘Mother Carey's Chickens?) vanished in a
moment, and left the Tiger to pursue her voyage
in peace.”

“ The Stars and Stripes.”

A correspondent of the New Bedford Mercury

has picked up the following interesting scrap of

history:

1783. “ On the 3d of February, the ship Bed-
ford, Capt. Moores, belonging to the Massachu-
setts, arrived in the Downs, passed Gravesend the

4th, and was reported at the Custom House the

6th. She was not allowed regular entry until

some consultation had taken place between the

Commissioners of the Customs and the Lords of

the Council, on account of the many acts of Par-
liament yet in force against the rebels of America.

She was loaded with fivehundred and eighty-seven

butts of whale oil, manned wholly with American
seamen, and belonged to the island of Nantucket,

|

in Massachusetts. The vessel lay at Horsley

Down, a little below the Tower, and was thefirst

which displayed the -Thirteen Stripes of America in
,

any British port."—Barnard's History of Eng-
!

land
,
page 705.

Brevity.

It is a common idea that the most laconic mili-

tary despatch ever issued, was that sent by Caesar i

to the Horse Guards at Rome, containing the

three memorable words, “ Veni, vidi, vici," and
j

perhaps until our own day, no like instance of I

brevity has been found. The despatch of Sir I

Charles Napier, after the capture of Scinde, to

Lord Ellenborough, both for brevity and truth,

is, however, far beyond it. The despatch con- jl

sisted of one emphatic word

—

<£Peccavi ‘‘I
j,

have Scinde,” (sinned\)



Jesse and Elias Hughes—«]VoS 1.

Day by day (he gallant band who settled the

west at the peril of their lives, are disappearing

from the theatre of human life, and a few brief

years must sweep the survivors to that bourne

from which no traveller returns.

Among these heroic spirits two brothers,

Jesse and Elias Hughes figured in the frontier

wars of Western Virginia. They were both re-

markable men, As early as J 774, Elias bore

arms at the age of 18, and was doubtless at the

period of his death, which occurred as lately as

the 22d of last March, the last survivor of the

memorable battle of Point Pleasant, on the 10th

October, 1774. This was the hardest fight

ever sustained with the Indians, it having lasted

from early in the morning till near night, sev-

eral persons perishing from exhaustion in the

course of the day.

Thomas Hughes, the head of the family had

emigrated from the south branch of the Poto-

mac, and established himself with his wife and

children at Clarksburg, Harrison county, on the

head waters of the Monongahela, at that period

on the frontiers of the white settlements. In

this region, periodically invaded by Indians, the

brothers, Jesse and Elias served their apprentice-

ship to border warfare.

In 1777, Jesse, who was twenty-two, and Elias

twenty years of age, attached themselves to a

company of spies or rangers, raised by Capt.

James Booth for the protection of the settlements.

At one time the brothers being out on a scout,

they examined the localities of the enemy near

the steep bank of a run, made a smoke of rot-

ten wood to keep off the gnats, and lay down

upon their arms for the night, their moccasins

tied to the breech of their guns. Sometime af-

ter, hearing something like the snapping of a

stick, and looking in the direction, they saw at

a distance three Indians approaching. Instant-

ly the young men sprang to their feet, leaped

down the bank and over the run. The Indi-

ans in pursuit, not knoy/ing the place so well,

fell down the bank. The whites hearing the

plash, stopped an instant, put on their mocca-

sins, raised a yell and put off at full speed, leav-

ing the Indians to take care of themselves.

In the middle of June three women went out

from West’s fort to gather greens in an adjoin-

ing field, and while thus engaged were fired on

by one individual of a party of four Indians.

—

The ball passed through the bonnet of a Mrs.

Hacker, who screamed, and with the others ran

towards the fort. An Indian having in his hand a

long staff mounted with a spear, pursuing close-

ly after them, thrust it with so much violence

at a Mrs. Freeman, another of the women that,

entering her back just below the ehouicTeT, u
came out at her left breast. With his tomahawk,
he cleft the upper part of the head, and carried
it oft to save the scalp.

The screams of the women alarmed the men
in the fort, and seizing their rifles they ran out
just ^3 Mrs Freeman fell, a few shots were fired

at the Indian while he was tugging away at the
scalp, but without effect, except so far as to

warn the men outside of the fort that danger
was at hand, and they quickly came in. Among
these were Jesse Hughes

,
and a comrade named

•John Schoolcraft, who, while they were getting

in, discovered two Indians standing by the fence,

and- looking so intently towards the men at the

fort as not to perceive any one else. Hughes
and Schoolcraft being unarmed—having left

their guns in the fort—stepped to one side and

made their way in safely. Hughes, his broth-

er and four others, armed themselves and went

out to bring in the dead body, and while Jesse
1 was pointing out to the rest of the party how
near he had approached the Indians before no-

ticing them, one of the Indians made a howl

like a wolf, and the whole party moved off in

the direction whence the sound proceeded un-

til supposing themselves near the spot, and stop-

ping in a suitable place , Jesse howled also. He
was answered, and two Indians were soon seen

advancing. An opportunity offering, Elias

Hughes shot one and the other took to flight.—

Being pursued by the whites, he took shelter in

a thicket of brush, and while they were pro-

ceeding to intercept him at his coming out, he

returned fthe way he enteied and made his es-

cape. The wounded Indian also got off. In

their pursuit of the others, the party passed by

where the wounded man lay, and one of the men
was for stopping and finishing him, hut Hughes

called out “he is safe! let us have the others,”

and they all pressed forward into the thicket.

On their return the savage was gone, and al-

though his free bleeding enabled them to pur-

sue his track readily for a while, a heavy show-

er of rain falling while they were in pursuit, all

trices ofhim were finally lost.

On the 16th June, Capt. Booth, who being an

well educated man, as well as an efficient lead-

er in scouting parties, being at work in his field,

was surprised and shot by the savages. Jesse

Hughes by common consent succeeded to his

post.

In 1780 West’s fort was again visited by the

Indians. The frequent incursions of the saga-

ges during the year 1778, had led the inhabi-

tants to desert their homes and shelter them-

selves in places of greater security; but being

unwilling to give up the improvements which
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they had already made, and commence anew

in the woods; some few families returned to

their farms during the winter, and on the ap-

proach of spring moved into forts. In this case,

the settlers had been in only a short time, when

the enemy made his appearance, and continued

to invest the fort for some time. Ignorant when

to expect relief, the feeble band shut up there

were becoming desperate when Jesse Hughes re-

solved at all hazards to obtain assistance from

abroad. Leaving the fort at night, he eluded

their sentinels, and made his way to the Bucli-

annan fort. Here he prevailed on a party of the

men to accompany them to West’s and relieve

those who had been so long shut up there. They

arrived before day, and on consultation, it was

thought advisable to abandon the place once

more and remove to Buchannan fort. On their

way the Indians resorted to every artifice to sep-

arate the party so as to cut them up in detach-

ments, but to no purpose. All their stratagems

were frustrated, and the entire body reached the

fort in safety.

In March 1781 , a party of Indians surprised

the inhabitants on Leading creek, Tygart’s Val-

ley, nearly depopulating the settlement. Among
others they killed Alexander Roney, Mrs.

Dougherty, and carried away Mrs. Roney and

son, and Mr. Dougherty prisoners. On receipt

of these tidings at Clarksburg, a party was
promptly made up to chastise the savages, and
if possible, rescue the prisoners, and pursuit be-

ing immediately made, the advance of the party

discovered the Indians on a branch of Hughes’

river. Col. Lowther and the brothers, Jesse and

Elias Hughes led the pursuing force. It was
concluded to leave the Hughes’ watch the ene'

my, while the residue of the party retired a short

distance to rest, with the design to attack them

in the morning. As soon as day dawned, on a

preconcerted signal being made, the whites

crawled through the brush , and a general fire

was poured in on the Indians of whom one on-

ly made his escape. Young Roney unfortu-

nately lay sleeping in the bosom of one of tl"?

Indians,and the same bullet that passed through

the head of the savage deprived the boy of life.

Mrs. Roney, ignorant of the fate of her son, and

in the prospect of deliverance, losing the recol-

ection of the recent murder of her husband,

ran to the whites repeating, “I am Aleck Ro-

ney’s wife of the Valley, I am Aleck Roney’s

wife of the Valley, and a pretty little woman,

too if I was well dressed.” Dougherty who

was tied down and unable to move, was discov-

ered by the whites as they rushed into the camp.

Fearing that he was one of the enemy and might

them injury as they advanced, one of the

party stopping, demanded who he was. Benum-
bed with cold, and discomposed by the firing,

he could not make himselfknown or understood.

The whitd man raised his gun, directing it tow-

ards him and called out that if he did not say

who he was, he would put a ball through him,

be he white man or Indian. Fears supplying

him with energy, he exclaimed at last, “J ,

am I to be killed by white people at last.” Col.

Lowther then recognized him and saved his life.

The plunder recovered on this occasion was so

abundant as to divide fourteen pounds seventeen

shillings and six pence—nearly forty dollars to

each of the recaptors.

In September, 1785, a party of Indians who
had been stealing horses near Clarksburg were

followed by a company raised on the spot out

of the border warriors, commanded as before by

Lowther, and the brothers Hughes, Jesse and

Elias. On the 3d night after starting, the whites

and Indians unknown to the fact had encamped
within a short distance of each other. In the

morning the pursuers divided taking two differ-

ent routes. Elias Hughes and his party discov-

ered the Indiana by the smoke of their fires,

and creeping cautiously up through the brush

were enabled to get near enough for Hughes to

shoot, when one of the savages fell and the res-

idue took to flight. One of the Indians passing

near where Col . Lowther stood
,
was fired at by

him as he ran, and killed on the spot. The hor-

ses and other plunder regained from the savages

were taken home by the whites who were how-
ever waylaid on the route, and one of their num-
ber, John Barnet, so badly wounded, that he died

before reaching home.

At another time Elias Hughes and his men
discovering a party of Indians, fired upon them.

The Indians ran in different directions. Hughes

made after one, and was gaining upon him fast,

in a bottom piece of land in which were no

trees, when the Indian turned quickly about

with loaded gun uplifted. Hughes’ gun was

empty and there were no trees to spring behind.

But instantly springing obliquely to the right

and left, with a bound and out stretched arm,

he flirted the muzzle of the Indian’s gun to one

side, and the next moment had his long knife

in him up to the hilt.

On the 5th December of the same year, the In-

dians made another inroad into these devoted

regions, and marking their progress with blood

and plunder, massacred several of the men and

women and carried off some prisoners, a daugh-

ter of Jesse Hughes among the the rest. She

remained in captivity a year, when she was ran-

somed by her father.

In September 1789, Jesse being one of a party

3
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of drovers who were taking cattle into Marietta

for the supply of the settlers there, the compa-

ny encamped for the night, when within a few

miles of th£ river Ohio. In the morning while

dressing they were alarmed by a discharge of

guns which killed one and wounded another of

the drovers. The most of the party escaped by

flight, Nicholas Carpenter and his son, who had

hid in a pond of water, were discovered, toma-

hawked and scalped. George Leggett, another

of the drovers was never heard of afterwards,

having doubtless lost his life there. Hughes him-

self, although taken at great disadvantage, ef-

fected his escape. He wore long leggings, and

when the firing commenced, they were fastened

to his belt, but were hanging loose below. Al-

though an active runner he found his pursuers

were gaining on him, and that his safety depen-

ded in getting rid of these incumbrances. In

as brief a space of time as possible, he halted,

stepping on the lower part of the leggings and

broke the strings attaching them to the belt,

which he had no time to untie or even to get out

his knife and cut. As little lime as this cost,

it was at the hazard of his life. One of the In-

dians approached and flung a tomahawk at

him, which however, only grazed his head.

—

Once disencumbered of the leggings, he soon

made his escape.

On one occasion during this period of danger,
which kept such men as the Hughes’ in con-

stant employment Jesse, observed a lad, in-

tently engaged, fixing his rifle .
‘ ‘Jim,” said he,

“what are you doing there
1?” “Jam going to

shoot a gobbler that / hear on the hill side,” said

Jim . I hear no turkey” replied Hughes. “Lis-

ten,” said Jim. “there—don’t your hear it; lis-

ten again.” “Well” said Hughes, after hear-

ing it repeated, “/’ll go and kill it.” “No you
won’t,” exclaimed the lad, “it is my turkey; I

heard it first.” “Well,” said Hughes “you know
I am the best marksman, and besides I don’t

want the turkey; you may have it.” Jim then
acquiescing, Hughes went out, with his own ri-

fle from the side of the fort which was furthest

from the supposed turkey, and skirting a ravine

came in on the rear, and as he expected, discov-

ered an /ndian who wa3 seated on a chesnut

stump; surrounded and partly hid by sprouts,

gobbling at intervals and watching in the

direction of the fort, to see whom he would be

able to decoy out. Hughes crept up behind him,

and the first notice given the savage of his pres-

ence, was a shot which deprived him of life. He
took off the scalp and went into the fort where

Jim was waiting for the prize. “There now,”

said the lad. “you have let the turkey go; I

should have killed it if I had gone.” “No,”

said Hughes, “/did not let it go,” and taking
out the scalp & throwing it down, “There take
your turkey, Jim, I don’t want it.” The lad was
overcome and nearly fainted in view of the nar-

row escape he had made.
In 1790 the hostilities of the /ndianshad been

reduced to Stealing horses, merely. The Ohio
above Marietta was their crossing place to

Clarksburg, the route from that river being
through a dense forest. All was quiet in the

settlements, as they had been for some time

without alarms on the score of Indians. One
night a man who had ahorse in an enclosure,

heard the fence fall: he jumped up and ran out

and saw an Indian spring on the horse and dash

off. An hour or two sufficed to rouse the neigh-

borhood, and a company of twenty-five or thir-

ty persons agreed to assemble and start by day

light. They took a circle around the settle-

ment, and soon struck the trail of ten or twelve

horses, ridden off, as they judged probable, by

the same number of Indians. The captain call-

ed a halt for consultation. Jesse Hughes who
was one of the party was opposed to following

their trace, alleging he could pilot them a near-

er way to the Ohio, where they would be able

to intercept their retreat. A majority, inclu-

ding the captain advocated pursuit. Hughes

then insisted that the Indians would waylay

their trail, in order to know if they were fol-

lowed, and could choose spots whore they would

be able to shoot two or three of the whites, and

put their own friends upon their guard, and that

the savages once alarmed would keep the start

they had already got. These arguments appear-

ing to shake the purpose of the party, the com-

mander, jealous of Hughes’ influence, broke up

the council, calling on the men to follow him,

and let all cowards go home. He dashed oil

then, the men all following him. Hughes felt

the insult keenly, but kept on with the rest.—

They had not proceeded many miles till the trail

went down a drain, where the ridge on one side

was very steep, with a ledge of rocks for a con-

siderable distance. On the top of the cliff, two

Ihdians lay in ambush, and when the company

got opposite, they made some noise which in-

duced the men to halt; that instant two of the

company were shot and mortally wounded.—

Before any of them could ride round and ascend

the cliff, the Indians were out of reach and

sight.

The party of whites then agreed that Hughes

was in the right, and although fearful they were

too late, changed their route to intercept them

at the crossing place. They gave the woun-

ded men in charge of some of their numbers,

and making a desperate push, reached the Ohio
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river next day about an hour after the savages

had crossed it. The water was yet muddy with

the horses trails, and the rafts the Indians had

crossed on, were yet floating on the opposite

shore. The company were then unanimous for

abandoning all pursuit. Hughes had now full

satisfaction for the insult. It seemed
,
he said,

as if they were going to prove the captain’s words

and show who were the cowards. As for him-

self, he said he would cross with as many as

were willing, half their party, being a3 he sup-

posed, enough to take the enemy’s scalps. They

all refused. He then said if but one man would

cross with him he would keep on, but still no

one ^would consent. He then said he would go

by himself and take a scalp or leave his own.

After his party had got out of sight, Hughes

made his way up the river three or four miles,

keeping out of view from the other shore, as he

supposed the Indians were watching to see if

the party would cross. He then made a raft and

crossed the river, and encamped for the night.

He struck their trail next day, and pursuing it

very cautiously some ten miles from the river

found their camp. There was but one Indian

in it, the rest being out hunting. In order to

passhis time pleasantly, he had made a sort of

fiddle out of bones, and was sitting at ease sing-

ing and playing. Hughes crept up and shot him.

He then took his scalp and made his way home.

This is the last I have been able to learn of Jes-

se Hughes, except that he survived many years,

and died not long since.

After Gen. Wayne’s treaty, Elias Hughes and

family settled upon the waters of the Licking in

Ohio. The Indians having, at an early day, kill-

ed a young woman whom he highly esteemed,

and subsequently his father, the return ot peace

did not eradicate his antipathy to the race. In

the month of April, 1800. two Indians, having

collected a quantity of fur on the Rocky Fork

of Licking, proceeded to the Bowling Green,

stole three horses and put off for Sandusky.

—

The next morning Hughes, Ratliff and Bland,

going out for tho horses and not finding ther^,

did not return to apprise their families, but con-

tinued upon the trail, and at night discovering

the Indians’ fire on Granny’s creek, some few

miles N. W. of where Mt. Vernon stands, lay

down for the night, and the next morning walk-

ed up to the Indians as they were cooking their

morning repast. At first the Indians looked

somewhat embarrassed, proposed restoration of

the horses, and giving part of their furs by way
of conciliation, from which the whites did not

dissent, but were thinking of the whole of their

furs and the future safety of the horses.

It being a damp morning; it was proposed to

shoot off all their guns and put in fresh loads.

—

A mark was made; Hughes raised his gun os-

tensibly to shoot, which attracted the attention

of the Indians to the mark and wa#a signal .

—

Ratliff downed one, Bland’s gun flashed, but
Hughes turning quickly round, emptied his gun
in the other Indian’s head, setting fire at the

same time to the handkerchief around it. On re-

turning they kept their expedition a secret for

some time.

Hughes’ memory failed him considerably the

last three or four years. Previously his eye sight

failed him entirely
,
but partially returned again.

With patience he waited his approaching end,

firmly believing that his Redeemer lived, and
that through Iiim ho should enjoy the life to

come.

His decease occurred, as I have stated, on the

22nd last March. With him doubtless disap-

peared the last survivor of those who bore a part

in the memorable battle of Point Pleasant, at

the mouth of Kanawha, seventy-one years since.

The body was attended to the grave with every

demonstration of the respect due to his past ser-

vices, by several military corps, and a concourse

of his fellow citizens.

The General Assembly of the Presbyte-
rian Church.

This body composed of the delegates of tho

Presbyterian churches in the United States, met
for the first time in Cincinnati, and for the sec-

ond time in the west, on Thursday last. Thero
are nearly two hundred on the rolls, who are

constituted in about equal proportions of min-
isters and ruling elders. They are generally
fine looking men, with much less of the rigid

Scotch and Scotch /rish cast of features than
might be expected from the great element of
their descent.

An impression appears to prevail that this

body is selected from the church at large, out of
its strongest members. This is a great mistake.

Each Presbytery, according to its number; sends
one or more ministers, and as many lay repre-

sentatives, and the usual practice is to delegate
them in turn, varying in particular cases to suit

the convenience of members. The presump-
tion therefore is, that each general assembly is a
fair representation—and no more, of the talent

and weight of character of the denomination
at large. Neither is the title D. D. appended to

the names of the ministers, any evidence of the

greater weight of influence, talent, knowledge
or piety c.

r him who holds it as compared with
the rest. It is conferred not by the church but

by the various colleges of learning throughout
die land, and as a general rule, it is doubtless
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the fact that those who bestow degree most free-

ly, are least qualified to judge on the subject.

—

One of the Doctorates in the Synod of Cincin-

nati was lately confered on one of the members

by Augusta college, Ky. He had probably

graduated there. / could find fifty ministers

of others in the same denomination better enti-

tled to pre-eminence in knowledge, judgment,

and pulpit abilities. ZT these distinctions are to

be confered, they ought to be bestowed by the

General Assembly; but the whole system is at

variance with that parity of presbyters which

forms a fundamental doctrine in the church or-

der and government of Presbyterians.

Various questions of deep interest to that

church are fairly before the assembly, and some

of them have been discussed, at length. The
debates are public and appear to command a

crowd of auditors.

The Indian Trail.

“The Indians have attacked Mr. Stuart’s

house, burnt it, and carried his family into cap-

tivity 1” were the first words of a breathless

woodman, as he rushed into a block-house of a

village in Western New York, during one of the
early border wars. “Up, up—a dozen men
should have been on the trail two hours ago,”
“God help us!” said one of the group, a bold,

frank forester, and with a face whiter than ash-

es, he leaned against the wall gasping for

breath. Every eye was turned on him with sym-
pathy, for he and Mr, Stuart’s only daughter,
a lovely girl of seventeen were to be married
in a few days.

The bereaved father was universally respect-

ed. He was a man of great benevolence of heart,

and of some property, and resided on a mill seat
he owned about two miles from the village,

—

His family consisted of his eldest daughter and
three children. He had been from home, so the
runner said, when his house was attacked, nor
had his neighbors any intimation of the catas-

trophe until the light of the burning tenements
awakened the suspicions of a settler, who was
a mile nearer the village than Mr. Stuart, and
who proceeded towards the flames, found the
house and mills in ruins, and recognized the feet
of females and children on the trail of Indians.
He hurried instantly to the fort,and was the indi-
vidual who now stood breathlessly narrating the
events which we in fewer words have detailed.

The alarm spread through the village like a
fire spreads in a swamp after a drought, and be-
fore the speaker had finished his story, the little

block-house was filled with eager and sympa-
thizing faces. Several of the inhabitants had
brought their rifles, and others now hurried
home to arm themselves. The young men of
the settlement gathered, to a man, around Plen-

ary Leper, the betrothed husband of Mary Stuart;

and though few words were spoken, the earnest
grasp of the hand, and the accompanying looks,

assured him that his friends keenly felt for him,
and were ready to follow him to the world’s
end . That party was about to set forth, when
a man was seen hurriedly rurtningup the road
from the direction of the desolated home.

“It is Mr. Stuart!” said one of the oldest of
the group, “stand back, and let him come in.”
The men parted right and left from the door-

way, and immediately the father entered, the
neighbors bowing respectfully to him as he pass-
ed. He scarcely returned their' salutation, but
advancing directly to his intended son-in-law,
the two mutually fell into each other’s arms.
The spectators, not wishing to intrude on (he
privacy of their grief, turned their faces away
with that instinctive delicacy which is nowhere
to be found more often than among those who
are thought to be rude borderers; but they heard
sobs and they knew that the heart of the usual-
ly collected Mr. Stuart must be fearfully agita-
ted.

“My friends,” said he, at length—‘this is kind,
I see you know my loss, and are ready to march
with me! God bless you! Pie could say no
more, for he was choked with emotion

.

“Stay back, father,” said young Leper, us-
ing for the first time a name which in that mo-
ment of desolation carried sweet comfort to the
parent’s heart “you cannot bear the fatigue as
well as me—death only will prevent us from
bringing back Mary.”

“I know it—I know it, my son—but cannot
stay here in suspense. No, I will go with you.
I have to-day the strength of a dozen men!”
The lathers who were there nodded in assent,

and nothing further was said, but immediately
the party, as if by one impulse, set forth.

There was no difficulty in finding the trail of
the Indians, along which the pursuers advanced
with a speed incredible to those unused to for-

est life, and the result of long and severe disci-

pline. But rapid as their march was, hour af-

ter hour elapsed without any signs of savages,

though evidence that they passed the route a

while before was continually met. The sun
rose high above the heavens until he stood above
the tree tops

} then he began slowly to decline,

and at length his slant beams could scarcely

penetrate the forest; yet there was no appear-
ance of the Indians, and the hearts of the pur-

suers began to despond. Already the pursuits

was useless, for the boundaries of the settlers’

district had long been passed; they were in the

very heart of the savages’ country; and by this

time the Indians had probably reached their vil-

lage. Yet, when the older men, who alono
would venture to suggest a return, looked at the

father or the intended son-in-law, young Leper,
they could only utter the words which would
carry despair to two almost breaking hearts, and
so the march was confined. But night drew on,

and one of the elders spoke:
“There seems to be no hope,” he said, stop-

ping and resting his rifle on the ground, “we
are far from our families. What would become
of the village if attacked in our absence!”

This was a question that went to every heart,

and by one consent the party stopped, and ma-
ny, especially of the older ones, took a step or

Uwo involuntarily homewards. The father and
young Leper looked at each other in mute des-

pair.

“You are right, Jenkins,” said the young
man, at length . “It is selfish in us to lead you
so far away from home on”—aud here for an in-

stant he choked—-“on perhaps a fruitless errand.

Go back; wo thank you for having come so far.

But as for me, my way lies ahead, even if it

leads into the very heart of an Indian village.”
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“And 1 will followyou!” “Audi!” exclaim-

ed a dozen voices; for daring, in moments like

these, carried the day against cooler counsels,

and the young to a man, sprang to Leper’s side.

Even the bid men were affected by the con-

tagion. They were torn by conflicting emo-

tions, now thinking of their wives and little

ones behind, and now reminded of the suffering

captives before. They still fluctuated, when
one of the young men exclaimed in a low voice—

'•See ! there they are!” and as he spoke he

pointed to a thin column of light ascending in

the twilight above the tree tops, from the bot-

tom of the valley lying immediately beyond
them

.

•‘On them,' on,” said Jenkins, now the first to

move ahead; “but silently, for the slightest

noise will ruin our hopes.”

Oh, how the father’s heart thrilled at these

words! The evident belief of his neighbors in

the uselessness of further pursuits, had wrung
his heart and with Leper he had resolved to go

unaided, though meantime he had watched with

intense anxiety the proceedings of the councils,

for he knew that two men, or even a dozen,

would probably be insufficient to rescue the

captives. But when his eyes caught the dis-

tant light, hope rushed wildly back over his

heart. With the next minute he was foremost

in the line of pursuers, apparently the coolest

and most cautious of all.

With a noiseless tread the borderers proceeded

until they were within a few yards of the

encamped Indians, w horn they discovered

through the avenue of trees, as the fire flashed

up, when a fresh brand was thrown upon it.

—

Stealthily creeping forward a few paces further,

they discerned the captive girl with her two
little brothers and three sisters, bound, a short

distance from the group; and at the sight, the

fear of the father lest some of his little ones, un-

able to keep up in the hasty flight, had been
tomahawked, gave way to a thrill of indescri-

bable joy. He and Jenkins were now by com-
mon consent looked on as the leaders of the par-

ty. He paused to count the group.

“Twenty-five in all,” he said, in a low whis-

per. “We can take off a third at least with one
fire, and then rush in on them,” and he looked
to Jenkins who nodded approvingly.

In hurried whispering the plan of attack was
regulated, each having an Indian assigned to

his rifle. During this brief pause every heart

trembled lest the accidental crackling of a twig

or a tone spoken unadvisedly above a whisper
should attract the attention of the savages. Sud-
denly, before all was arranged, one of them
sprung to his feet, and looked suspiciously in

the direction of our little party. At the same
instant, another sprung toward the prisoners,

and with eyes fixed on the thicket where the

f

mrsuers lay, held his tomahawk above the start-

ed girl, as if to strike the instant any demon-
strations of hostilities should appear.

The children clung to their sisters, side with

stifled cries. The moment was critical
;
if the

proximity of the pursuers was suspected their

discovery would be the result. To wait until

each man had his victim assigned him, might
prove ruinous; to fire prematurely might be

equally so. Bn* Leper forgot every considera-

tion in the peril of Mary, and almost at the in-

stant when the occurrences we have related

were taking place, took aim at the savage stand-

ing over his betrothed, and fired. The Indian
fell dead.

Immediately a yell rang through the forest

—

the savages leaped to their arms, a few dashed
into the thicket, others rushed on the prisoners,

the most sagacious retreating behind trees. But
on that whoop a dozen rifles rang in the air, and
half a score of the assailed fell to the earth,
while the borderers, breaking from the thicket,
with uplifted tomahawks, came to the rescue.

—

A wild hand-to-hand conflict ensued, in which
nothing could be seen except the figures of the
combatants, rolling together among the whirl-
ing leaves; nothing heard but angry shouts,
and the groans of the wounded and dying. In
a few minutes the borderers were victorious.

Leper had been the first to enter the field.

—

Two stout savages dashed at him with swinging
tomahawks, but the knife of Leper found the
heart of one, and the other fell stunned by a
blow from the but end of his father’s rifle, who
followed his intended son-in-law a step or two
behind. A second’s delay would have been too

late.

Fortunately none of the assailants were kill-

ed, though several were seriously wounded.

—

The suddenness of the attack may account for

the comparative immunity which they enjoyed.
How shall we describe the gratitude and joy

with which the father kissed his rescued chil-

dren? How shall we tell the rapture with which
Leper clasped his affianced bride to his bosom?
We feel our incapacity for the task and drop a
veil over emotions too holy for exposure. But
many a stout borderer wept at the sight.

Soda Water Factory, Steam Putty, 8cc.

One of the summer luxuries of large towns

and cities, great and little, is Soda Water. Of

this the consumption in many places, is incon-

ceivable to those who forget how extensively

and frequently, men need, or fancy they need

the refreshing influence of cooling draughts,

—

There are two soda water manufacturers in Cin-

cinnati, where the article is made, and the foun-

tains charged fit for use. My notes refer how-

ever only to that of J . S . Glascoe, the more im-

portant of the two establishments.

Soda water is made by impregnating water

with carbonic acid gas, in the proportion of

5

parts in bulk of one, to twelve of the other, the

gas in a fountain of the capacity of 17 gallons,

being condensed into a volume of one twelfth

its natural space. It is the expansion of that gas

when discharged for use, which creates the ef-

fervescence in the tumbler, and the pungency of

the soda water when drained at a draught.

The following is the process of manufacture.

The gas is generated in a strong leaden vessel

by the action of diluted sulphuric acid on mar-

ble dust— carbonate of lime. It is passed into

two gasometers holding 75 gallons each, and

thence forced by steam power acting on three

air pumps into the fountain, compressing ninoty

five gallons of carbonic acid gas into the spac3

of seven gallons in the course of three minutes.



A safety valve ia in connection with the ma-

chine which indicates a pressure of 85 lbs to the

square inch in the fountain. I learn that Mr.

Glascoe fills fountains for.Maysville, Covington

and Frankfort, Kentucky; Lawrenceburg and

Rising Sun, Indiana; and Dayton, Ohio, as well

as great numbers in our city. As only one

dollar for each filling is charged by him, the

old method of filling by hand, equally inconve-

nient and dangerous, has been generally aban-

doned. He tells me he filled last year more than

1100 fountains, the number of which he expects

will reach this year to 1500.

Mr. Glascoe also manufactures putty by steam

power, producing at the rate of four hundred

thousand pounds per annum, equal to 8 000

kegs of 50 pounds each . In this process he

has been enabled to reduce the price from 121

to 4 cts. extending his sales in all directions

to a distance which controls the markets of the

west, the south-west, and the region along the

lakes to the north . This is effected by machinery

which crushes the whiting, previously dried by

hot air, under a huge roller of 1200 lbs., the

mass being turned up again under the action of

plough sheares, so that no part of it escapes pul-

verising. The oil being then poured in on the

mass, the process of grinding and crushing is

renewed and carried on until the entire mass is

thoroughly mixed and rendered £t for immediate

service.

The whole process is well worth a visit to the

manufactory.

Modern Buildings.

The progress of the arts as well as of wealth

and cultivated taste, is introducing improve-

ments in house building, of which our predeces-

sors had no conception. We of Cincinnati, can-

not of course build houses which shall com-

pare in luxury and extravagance, with some of

the palaces in Boston, New York, and Phila-

delphia. Still, we are erecting houses as fine

as any people ought to build, and some equal

in substantial and simple elegauce, to those

found anywhere. One of the latest of these is

that of J. M. Niles, on Eighth, between Walnut

and Vine streets. The mouldings, stucco work,

&e., of the parlors are very rich, indeed.

In another class of these buildings, such as

Messrs. Parkiiurst , Probasco, S . S. Smith, on

Fourth street, bath houses and other conven-

iences are introduced to great extent. In Mr.

Probasco’s the doors are all made in the style of

cabinet work, and of our richest and most beau-

tiful native woods. This is the introduction,

or rather the revival of a highly ornate feature

in architecture. I say revival, the oldest house

in this city—Mr. Wade’s, on Congress street

—being built in this style. All the wood-work

except the floors being of black-walnut, a wood
whose beauties cannot be duly appreciated un-

til the lapse of time has brought them out to

view.

Relics of the Past!
Ft. Hamilton, June 21st, 1792.

Dear General

:

Agreeable to the directions con-

tained in your letter of the 11th inst, five of the

scythes were sent forward to Major Strong, and

with the remaining six I commenced work on

Monday, and have already cured five cocks of

hay, which in my opinion, is little inferior to

timothy. It is so warm on the Prairie that it is

cut, cured, and cocked the same day; conse-

quently can lose none of its juices. An addi-

tional number of scythes will be necessary,in or-

der to procure the quantity you want. I can

find no sand as a substitute for whetstones—per-

haps some might be procured among the citizens.

One, two or three, if more cannot be had, would

be a great relief. The window glass, iron and

hemp came forward, but not of the other arti-

cles wrote for.

I have allowed the mowers one and a half ra-

tions per day, and both them and the hay-ma-

kers, half a pint of whiskey each. This I hope

will meet your approbation. I have also prom-

ised to use my endeavors to procure them ex-

tra wages. As the contract price of whiskey is

about 16 shillings per gallon, and this extra li-

quor cannot bo considered as part of the ration ;

would it not be well to furnish it as well as the

salt in the Quarter Master Department. I am
sure you will conceive that men laboring hard

in the hot sun require an extra allowance, and

it maybe brought here at 15s. cost and carriage.

Lt. Hartshorn returned last evening with his

command, and will no doubt report to you. He

is of opinion there is a camp of Indians not far

distant from this, on the west side of the river.

I shall employ his cavalry as a covering party to

the hay makers, &c., which will make the duty

of the infantry lighter—the many objects we
have to attend to makes their duty very hard.—

The want of camp kettles to cook their moat in

is a great inconvenience. Inclosed you have a

return for articles we cannot well do without.

The want of clothing for the men is also a sub-

ject of complaint. I am told there are a num-

ber paiis of linen overalls in store at head quar-

ters. I wish you would think proper to send

them here, with some shirts to cover our naked-

ness. Indeed I should feel much relieved by a

visit from you. Permit me here to suggest the

necessity of furnishing grass hooks for the horse,



nnd indeed the contractor’s men ought to have

them also.

The officers of the 2d regiment contend with

me for rank, and I believe are about to make a

representation to the President on the subject.

As I filled Captain Mercer’3 vacancy, and was

myself the bearer of his commission, and being

appointed by a different act of Congress, I feel

no uneasiness with respect to their claims. But

the want of my commission may be some in-

convenience. I addressed Gen. Knox on this

subject in March last—having received no an-

swer, I fear from the multiplicity of business in

your office at that time he overlooked my request,

and have therefore to solicit your influence with

him for a copy of my commission to support my

claims.
Respectfully yours,

JNO. ARMSTRONG,
Capt. Commandant.

Gen. Jas. Wilkinson.

Fort Washington, July 6th, 1792.

Dear Sir :

I have only time to tell you that you

must forward by the convoy, if it has not reach-

ed, the enclosed letter, or if it has, by two of

your runners— it being of moment. Keep a

good lookout for “poor Jack” or Charley may
burn the hay. Adieu.

Yours, &c.

JAS. WILKINSON, B. Gen’l.

N. B. I send a nag for your particular atten-

tion. She is my favorite, and is very poor.

J. W.
J. Armstrong, Esq., Capt. Com’dt.

Ferocity of a Bear.
The following remarkable instance of fero-

city in a bear is related as having occurred at

Bridgeport, Maine, nearly forty years ago. It is

seldom that the black bear manifests so much
ferocity when met with in the forest of New
England. This one, however, was accompanied
by her cubs, and her courage and rage were
stimulated by the love of her offspring:

“Benjamin Foster, son ofMaj. Asahel Fos-
ter, of Bridgeton

, being on his way through a
thicket of woods, was suddenly alarmed by the
growling of a bear. He soon discovered an old

she bear and two cubs. The old one immedi-
ately made towards him, growling, and very
fierce. He immediately took to the first tree he
could find, which was about nine inches diam-
eter, and about twenty feet to the first limbs;
this he ascended with all possible speed, and
having reached the limbs, he called to the near-

est neighbor, who lived about a quarter of a
mile distant, for help. The bear, on hearing
his cries, retreated from the tree and hallooed i

also, which she repeated as often as he called
for help.

The bear then returned to the tree and climb
ed up nearly to the first limbs, but losing her
hold she fell to the ground; this enraged her,

and she again ascended the tree with greater

velocity, and overtook him at the lenght of a-

bout thirty feet, when she seized him one foot,

but the shoe coming off she fell to the ground;
recovering, she ascended the tree a third time,

and took off the other shoe, he constantly call-

ing for help and finding none. lie had now as-

cended the tree as far as was safe for him to ven-
ture, the bear constantly tearing his feet with
her teeth, until they became a most shocking
spectacle.

The bear at length fastened her jaws so pow-
erfully to one of liis heels as to cause the limbs
by which he held to break, and he fell to the

ground, the bear- falling at the same time on the

other side of the tree; and notwithstanding his

feet was in this mangled condition, he escaped

to the nearest house and arrived safe . The dis-

tance from the ground by measurement, from

v/hence the young man fell, was 48 feet It is

supposed that his repeated and eager cries for

help tended to increase the rage and fu;*y of

the bear, which had her whelps with her.

Governors of the States.

States Governors. T^m exp.

Maine, Hugh J Anderson, Jan 1846
New Hampshire, John H Steele, June 1845
Massachusetts, ^George N Briggs, Jan 1846
Rhode Island, *James Fenner, May 1845
Connecticut, ^Roger S Baldwin, May 1845
Vermont, * William Slade, Oct 1845
New York, Silas Wright, Jan
New Jersey, ^Charles C Stratton, Jan
Pennsylvania, Francis R Shunk, Jan
Delaware, ^Thomas Stockton, Jan
Maryland, *Thomas J Pratt, Jan
Virginia, James McDowell, May
North Carolina, ^William A Graham, Jan

1847
1848
1848
1849
1848
1846
1845

South Carolina,
Georgia,
Alabama,
Mississippi,

Louisiana,

Ohio,

Kentucky,
Tennessee,
Indiana,

Illinois,

Michigan,
Missouri,

Arkansas,

William Aiken,

Florida,

Iowa,
Wisconsin,

Dec 1845
*Geo. W Crawford, Jan 1847
Benj’n Fitzpatrick

, Dec 1845
Albert G Brown, Jan 1846
Alexander Mouton, Jan 1847
*Morclecai Bartley, Dec 1846
^William Owsley, Sept 1848
*James C Jones, Oct 1847
Thos J Whitcomb, Dec 1846
Thomas Ford, Dec 1846
JohnS Barry, Jan 1846
John C Edwards, Nov 1849
Thomas Drew, Nov 1848
Territories.
John Branch, Aug 1847
John Chambers, Mar 1847
Henry Dodge, July 1847

*Whigs 12; Democrats 17.

MARRIAGES.
ON Tuesday, May 8th, by the Rev. D. Shepardson, Mr.

James M. Smith to Miss Jane Poinier.

Thursday, May 22d, by Rev. F. Beecher, Dr Freder-
ick H. Banks of New Orleans, to Miss Virinda Wig-
gins.

Sunday, 25th inst. by Rev. J. W. Hopkins, Mr. John
Clarke to Miss Susan Haymon.

11
Ji " ul ”

ON Tuesday, 13th inst, Hemsley A. son of Andrew
M. and Elizabeth Springer—aged 3 years.

Tuesday, 20th inst. Sarah, consort of N. T. Horton.

Wednesday, 21st inst, Albert, son of John and Maria
Sherer—aged l year, 11 months.



Value of Property here.

I am asked sometimes, why I do not publish

regularly the sales of real estate as they occur,

by way of evidence abroad to capitalists of the

increasing value of property in Cincinnati.

To this the reply may be made, that our city

dailies keep the community advised of such sta-

tistics to better advantage than a weekly pub-

lication permits me. There is however a rea-

son more forcible in the case. It is difficult to

impress persons resident elsewhere, with the

fact that these ordinary sales are any thing else

than heated speculations which must burst as

bubbles. They cannot understand why money
for which it is difficult to obtain 6 per cent in

our atlantic cities should produce 10 to 15 per

cent invested here in real estate, and they nev-

er will, until they become residents here, and

observe with their own eyes the elements of our

prospesity

.

For these reasons, it is occasionally only, that

I touch on the subject. Lately I gave prices of

property sold at sheriff’s sale, feeling that such

a feature in its disposal, must remove all dis-

trust as to its true value. And I will now add

a remarkable example, strictly authentic, of the

perfect safety and great productiveness of judi-

cious purchases in real estate here.

In the year 1839—only six years since, James

Wise and Thomas Bateman purchased a block

or square of the Betts’ property, at $3 33 cents

per foot front. In a year or two they made sales

of a part successively for 7, 10, 12 and 14 dol-

lars. For the whole of the residue, they have

since refused thirty dollars per front ft. J ust such

speculations offer now as formerly, the only dif-

ference being that it takes in later days, larger

investments to produce the same profits.

Veneers.
This article has been extensively imported

from the Atlantic cities heretofore, for our mar-

ket, both for use and for sale. For the benefit

of multitudes who purchase the finer qualities

of furniture, ignorant that the outside wood is

u veneer or facing upon some other, which* is ei-

ther cheaper or stronger, or perhaps both, it

may be not impertinent to state that most of

what they buy is of this description. In this

there is however no deception, they being sup-

plied with an article of furniture equally good,

if not better, and much cheaper, than if made
solid . The veneers brought to this market are

Mahogany, Rose, and Zebra, of foreign woods,

and Black Walnut and Curled Maple of do-

mestic growth, much the larger share being of

the first class. Not less than fifteen to twenty

thousand dollars in value of them have been an-

nually sold or used here.

In those revolutions of manufactures which
are constantly occurring, Cincinnati is now be-

coming the head quarters to the west for the sup-

ply of this article. Mr. Henry Albro, at the

intersection of Symmes street and the Canal;

has had in operation, for the last two years, a
veneering saw, and is turning out every descrip-

tion of veneering from foreign and domestic

woods that may be required. He has already

effected a reduction of 25 per cent, in prices

and is preparing the way to supply our own and

foreign markets with native woods of unrivaled

beauty in surface and figure.

There are no finer ornamental woods in the

world for furniture, than those of American

growth, the black-walnut, cherry and curled

maple, for example. Fashion has heretofore

patronized those of foreign countries, on the

principle which governs thousands, that noth-

ing is valuable but what is
l, far sought and dear-

ly bought.” But fashion, like all despots, has

her caprices, and the Rose and Zebra and Ma-

hogany are evidently declining in favor; and as

our native growth appears winning its way into

use into England and France, and challenges

the admiration of foreigners, it will command

a preference eventually in the domestic as well

as the foreign market.

But our American woods are not only equal'

to any of Foreign growth, but the various wes-

tern articles are superior for cabinet ware to the

corresponding kinds east of the mountains.

—

This is no doubt owing to the greater rapidity

of growth incident to our more fertile soil and

milder climate.

As a specimen of the value of western tim-

ber for these purposes, it may be stated that

black-walnut forks have been sent from St. Lou-

is to the eastern cities, sawed into veneers, and

sent back and sold in that shape for 12£ cents

per superficial foot . These veneers are so thin

that it takes thirty-two to make an inch in thick-

ness. they being not as thick as pasteboards,

and’ the same log which furnishes boards of a

given size, will saw into;veneers fifteen fold.—

—

Specimens of black-walnut, plain and curled,

sawed here and worked up into chair-backs,

cabinet furniture, and. piano frames, ipay be

seen at Geyer’s, Pfaff’s and Ross’ chair facto-

ries, M’ Alpin’s cabinet ware rooms, & Britting’s

piano factory, which cannot be surpassed any

where. Mr. Albro has received an order for ve-

neers of select western woods, to send to the

Boston market, apportion of which is designed

for shipment to London and Liverpool, by way

of testing the demand there, Of that demand

there can bo no doubt, for it will prove not only

one of the most elegant materials for use there,
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but among the cheapest of veneers, the duty un-

der the late Tariff being but 25 shillings per 50

cubic feet—about 25 cts. on 500 veneers of the

usual size, a rate which renders the impost mere-

ly nomirral

.

The parts of trees adapted to ornamental pur-

poses are the forks or crotches, curls, warts, and

other excrescences, which, valuable as they are

for this purpose, are fit for nothing else. As

these have heretofore been sawed into boards, in

which shape they are not one fifteenth part as

productive as in veneers, an inadequate supply

only has been furnished by the saw mills. But

the increased supply created by their multiplica-

tion into veneers, will not only provide for our

domestic markets, but furnish an extensive sale

abroad in Europe, and our atlantie cities.

The domestic woods, thus far sawed at Al-

bro’s are black walnut, curled maple, cherry,

sugar tree, oak, ash and apple, which afford

when sawed up, an infinite variety of curls, dot-

tings, waves, streaks and other fancy figures,

some being of the most graceful and others of

the most grotesque appearance. These are fur-

nished at the mill, at a price as low as from

three to six cents, per superficial foot, and of

first rate specimens. They also saw for the own-

ers of the logs if desired, and as low as at 125 to

/150 cents per 100feet. It is easy to conceive the

increased demand and use, which this reduction

in prices must create. Nor is it less obvious

that hereafter the entire veneer supply of the

'West will be sawed in the West. Independent-

ly of its own growth of woods, which, wherev-

er it can be done, will be cut up on the spot,

the foreign woods from Hayti, Campeachy, Hon-

duras and other places can be imported at as

little expense into Cincinnati or any other place

in the West, of steamboat access, as into any

•of the Atlantic cities, The freight from New
Orleans, which is the butt end of the expense,

is only 18 cents per cwt„ and must become even

less as the demand enlarges. Besides, the fi-

nest veneers made east, are laid aside on the

spot, for the piano and finer descriptions of fur-

niture trade, and our workmen here will not

be satisfied with any thing short of a first rate

article when within their reach.

Mr. Albro’s establishment was built by Mr.
Ferdinand Walters, who possessed an equal in-

terest in it. Mr. W. has the reputation of be-

ing one of the most ingenious machinists in the

United States, and certainly there are many ev-

idences ofit on the premises, the machinery be-

ing greatly simplified as well as improved
; one

lever here serving to run the carriage back and
forwards, while on most of these saw mills, two,

&nd even, three are requisite. Nor must it be.

supposed that it requires no more skill or judg-

ment in these than in the ordinary saw-mills, for

eight or ten years in attending a veneering saw,

is preparation little enough for the employment.

The veneering saw is 4£ feet in diameter, and

is driven with such power and velocity as to

make 400 revolutions in a minute. It has the

capacity to cut two thousand feet per day, but

suchjs the severity of its service that more than

half the time is occupied in sharpening it.

Mr. Albro is about to add a chair top and a

scroll saw for preparing all sorts of scroll work,

and sawing mahogany and other valuable woods

into every needed variety of form and shape.

Any intelligent man, who will sit down and

reflect a few minutes, on the extent and com-

parative unproductiveness of our American for-

ests, devoted hitherto merely to furnishing fire-

wood arrd pearl ash, will discern that it is hard-

ly possible, in a pecuniary sense, to overrate the

importance of furnishing countries like England

and France, with their supply of ornamental

woods.

What the additional advantage of veneering

upon our Western timber will prove, may be

judged by the fact, that a single log of Massanil

la mahogany was sold at auction, in New York,

not long since, for $502 17 cents, or $1 32 cents

per superficial foot.

Relics of the Last War.
Fort Hamilton,

Aug. 17th, 1812.

Sir :

Capt. Collins has agreed to meet the de-

tachment at Lebanon as you wished. I prom-

ised to them payment of his company about 10

o’clock. He has really one of the finest compa-

nies I ever saw
;
somewhere about 100 strong;

they are a fine cheerful set of fellows as can be

well placed in exercise—whatever is offered

them they are ready and willing to march when
and where they are wanted. I expect to be in

Cincinnati to-morrow. They have some tents

and are preparing more. They expect orders

from you for marching.

I am sir respectfully,

Your ob’t, servant,

GEO. P. TORRENCE.
Maj. Gen. J. S.Gano.

Marietta
, June 24th, 1812,

Maj. Gen. Gano :

Sir—The Secretary at war had authorized

me to draw from the Arsenal at Newport fifteen

hundred stand of arms—I request you to receive

them from Major Martin, together with as ma-
ny cartouch boxes. Inspect them thoroughly

before you receive them. Let them be taken

to Cincinnati and safely deposited in some place
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where they will not be likely to be endangered

by fire. They are for the use of Ohio militia.

—

Please write me whether there are any tents,

camp kettles, sabres and pistols &c. &c. in the

Arsenal—as I am recently called upon by the

Secretary at war to establish a military post at

Sandusky.

The expenses of inspection, transportation,

&c.; you will please to charge the State of Ohio

and I will cause payment to be made.

If Maj. Martin will not deliver them subject

{q inspection, you will receive them in boxes as

they are. New arms have lately gone to the

Arsenal—if better than the old ones take them

—

get the best you can..

Address me at Chilhcothe.

With esteem and friendship yours,

R. J. MEIGS, of Ohio.

June 30th, 1812, received on this letter fif-

teen hundred stands of arms without inspection,

andTour hundred cartridge boxes. Capt. Jenkin-

son, Capt. Carpenter and Lt. Ramsey, present.

Chillicothe, Aug. 3 6th, 1812.

Gen . Gano:

You have befoie this seen Capt. Sutton,

from the Army. Muskets and bayonets are pre-

ferred in the army to rifles, even against Indi-

ans. Many ofthe muskets want great repairs,

and I have not enough for the present requisi-

tion. I wish you to send without delay, as

many boxes of muskets'and cartouch boxes, and

tents, and camp kettles as will be enough for

500 men to Urbana. I do not wish in supplying

the new requisition, to take the arms &c., which

you have for your division, and I enclose an or-

der for what I want. I am putting you tosome

trouble, but it cannot be helped. Please keep

an account of postage, expenses, &c. &c. I will

adjust this after the Piqua council is over, 1

should have spent a few days with you, but the

jiew call prevents me.

I should be pleased to see you at Piqua—if

you k
do not come, write to me there. I am

afraid Hull is too slow. The terror the army im-

pressed on its first arrival in Canada, is greatly

diminished.

One waggon will carry all the arms &c. which

I require.

I am sir,

Your Ob’!, serv’t.

R. J. MEIGS,

Urbana, Aug. 25th, 1812.

Gen. Gano.

Or the commandant ofthe militia of Ohio in

the town of Cincinnati:

Sir :

You will without any delay, send by a

two horse light wagon, the six-pounder piece of

artillery at Cincinnati to this place by day and

night.

You will also send me one large and full wag-

on load ot six-pounder balls, and powder, for

which purpose I send an order on the United

States Military Storekeeper at Newport.

Your ob’t. serv’t.

R. J. MEIGS,
Gov. of Ohio.

300 A
balls and 500 lbs. powder sent on the

within to Urbana.

Pioneer Libraries.

The records of the past in the great west are

alwa$3 interesting waymarks of its progress.

—

Beyond this, they frequently serve to shew our

obligations to the noble race of men who have

subdued it for our use.

I trust my readers will find the following no-

tices of the first Library formed in Athens coun-

ty in our State, and its happy results, as interes-

ting as it appears to me. I condense it from the

proceedings of the Washington county school as-

sociation, published in the Marietta Intelligen-

cer of the 22d ult. A discussion arising in that

body o.n the establishment of libraries in each

township of the county, Judge Cutler made the

following statement.

“A settlement was commenced in Athens

County about the year 1799 in the midst of a

broad wilderness. But few families commen-

ced it, and they were twenty miles removed from

all intercourse with the settlement in this coun-

ty. They were alone. They were at first only

three families. In a little time another settle-

ment was formed on Sunday creek. One settler,

Squire True
,
came to the Eastern settlement to

consult about making a road from one settle-

ment to the other. All collected; and some one

after describing their solitary condition, and

stating that there was but one newspaper taken,

coming only once in two months, and but very

few books, suggested the plan of procuring a li-

brary. All were agreed. The next question

was, how shall we get it? We have no money.

Esq. Brown was at that time on a visit, prepar-

ing to move to Sunday creek. Esq* True said

that he could show them how a library could

be obtained. They could do it by catching

Coons,
if Esq. Brown would agree to take and

sell them and lay out the money for books.

—

The plan was resolved on
;
the coons were abun-

dant; the boys could catch 8 or 10 apiece. The

skins were taken to Boston and sold for fifty dol-

lars. Two eminent men were asked to selec’

the books. Theii choice was excellent. And

now for the history of that library. It was in-

creased. The settlement increased; the chil-

dren increased. All had access to that library.
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Some fifty young men, now scattered about

over the West, gained information from that li-

brary. Some aro distinguished lawyers, some

wealthy merchants, some professors in colleges,

some Judges of. court, and one became Thomas

Ewing. Another settlement, containing about

the same number of young men, without these

advantages, presented in the result a very dif-

ferent aspect. Only a ridge separated the two

settlements. Of the latter only a few rose even

to mediocrity of circumstances. Their history

has been stained by crime. Murder and rob-

bery have been committed among them. Of

late the library has been divided betwd?n the

settlements on Federal creek and Sunday creek.

The Federal creek division contains about 400.

From the commencement, the library has been

a good one. There has also been a library at

Belpre, called the Putnam Library, which affor-

ded vast benefit to the young men of Belpre,

and as a consequence, a most respectable settle-

ment has been built up there. We should com-

mence with the mind while it is tender. Chil-

dren, if not engaged in something beneficial,

will be in mischief. There should be a good

foundation laid in season.

Mr. Wm. P. Cutler gave his experience and

recollections, which were that books were ex-

ceedingly uninteresting to him, until he drew a

book from the coon-skin library, which gave

him a taste for reading. Sabbath School books

carry forward children in the work of educa-

tion, and sometimes quite as much as the in-

struction of the day school. Was of the opin *

ion that diffusing libraries was a cheaper as

well as more efficient mode of educating those

who had once learned to read, than schools. On
this point he gave facts and statistics for which

I have not space in my columns.

Judge Cutler resumed.—In 1 800 a family from

Vermont came into this State very poor. The
father was intemperate, but industrious. He
was a shareholder in the cocn-skin library. The
family never had any opportunities for educa-

tion, but the boys were excellent at catching

coons, and caught a fine parcel, took a share

in the library and got books. One boy was found

to possess a mathematical mind superior to al-

most any in this country. He went to Athens

and proved himself very remarkable as a math-

ematical scholar. He is now dead. He left a

property estimated at $500,000, and a high

character. The young persons who drew from

that coon-skin library, acquired millions which

they probably would not have obtained without

the instruction derived therefrom.

Mr. Slocumb, a teacher testifies as follows.

—

His opportunities for instruction were very lim-

ited. At 15 or 16 could write his name and read,

when the tall words did not happen too often.

—

For a few months in the winter season we had

such schools as we could get. Was accustom-

ed to see boys go on the ice to skate; got him

a pair, put them on and started off. His feet

outstripped His head which fell on the ice.

—

Before getting up, he pulled off his akates—and

that was his last skating. Resolved to employ

his evenings in reading. The first book hap-

pened to be very interesting. After labor done

in the daytime he spent his evenings and ear-

ly mornings in reading. Whatever proficiency

he had made in teaching was the effect of that

fall on the ice. When teaching school in Har-

mar, two lads come under his instruction about

the same time, with equal capacities. One boy

was allowed to run abroad on the Sabbath; the

other was kept. Many years after, within five

days, the first was hanged, and the second, or-

dained as a Presbyterian preacher. The latter

having his Sabbaths to spend at home, acquired

a taste for reading. The latter when in school

was the more mischievous of the two.

Cake and Candy Factories.

One of the wonders suggested by many de-

scriptions of our city business is, how can most

of these persons pay such extravagant rents as

they do out of such picayune operations as they

appear to carry on? This difficulty has presen-

ted itself to me frequently, as I suppose it has

also to others. Taking the census of 1 840, and

many of my statistical examinations since; have

set me right on this score, and made it apparent

that individuals were piling away three, five and

even ten thousand dollars per annum, out of a

business which did not appear to me likely to

pay expenses.

One of these businesses thus underrated by me
was that of cake and candy manufacturing.—

I

supposed in the eight or ten establishments o f

this sort, there might be perhaps as many thou-

sand dollars worth of products sold. On this it

must be obvious, nothing more in the shape of

profit could be made than to support the fami-

lies of those engaged in them. Yet many of

them paid high rents, and had other expenses

to meet.

When I took the census, I found that there

were twelve persons engaged in this business,

and the yearly value made by themselves and

hands amounted to 54,000 dollars. The
value produced at this time in the general pro-

duction of prices, is but 40,000 dollars,

and the quantity made, & nett profits are about

the same as five years since. 24 hands are em-

ployed as assistants.
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I take the case of Mr. E. Harwood on Fift

street to illustrate this business. His differs

from the rest in this respect, that while individ-

uals produce more than he does in particular

branches of Confectionary and fancy baking, he

manufactures a more general assortment than

any of the others. Besides the almost infinite

variety of cakes and candies usually made, he

makes lozenges of every description. Jujube

paste of various flavors; wedding cake orna-

ments, and fancy work of all sorts.

One interesting feature of this business ‘is the

supply of wedding cake &c. for wedding occa-

sions. These are furnished to an extent of

which I was not aware. One bill, the highest

supplied this season amounting to as much as

one hundred and sixty-three dollars. Another,

one of our longest established cabinet makers

ordered to the value of one hundred, as did one

of our arbiters of fashion in a different line, to

the same value. It is well that these expenses

are not ordinarily incurred oftener than once in

a lifetime, a few such drafts on his purse, suffi-

cing to strip a man of ordinary resources.

I have the testimony of eastern men, that they

have nothing in New York, Boston, or Philadel-

phia, to surpass in taste, elegance or quality,

the finer specimens supplied wedding parties by

either Harwood or Burnett.

Strawberry Statistics.

This is almost the only article which, between

the action of drought and cold weather, has not

failed in our market supplies this spring.

It has been repeatedly stated that 4000 quarts

per day are sold during the season of strawber-

ries in our markets. As I have understood, this

is considered abroad incredible. I examined

the strawberry stands at Lower Market street

last Saturday, and found one hundred and six-

teen cases, averaging thirty-five boxes of one

quart each to the case, being a total of four

thousand and sixty quarts. The quantity offer-

ed at Canal Market, and at various stands

through the city, would easily increase the ag-

gregate to 5000 quarts. These are sold at pres-

ent from 5 to 6 cents per quart, according to

quality, the price of the article averaging 8 cts;

throughout their entire period of sale

.

A four-horse waggon drove up on Friday last

to Fifth street market with two tons strawberries

!

Most of this delicious fruit is cultivated in adja-

cent Kentucky, where patches of from five to ten

acres are frequent. Two of the Strawberry gar-

dens are eighteen and twenty acres, and one of

them reaches to thirty acres in extent, there be-

ing at least one hundred and forty acres devo-

ted to the culture of this article.

Poisons and their Antidotes.
I notice in one of my exchanges a case of loss

of life, by a mistake of Sal petre for Epsom
Salts. The following table serves to show what
abundant means are supplied as antidotes to

poison in mistakes of the sort. It is indeed re-

markable how many of them may be handed
from the tables or cupboards of almost every
family in the land. It seems providential, that

remedies so simple, and at the same time so

readily obtained at the instant of need should be

found almost every where, Pearlash, vinegar,

sweet oil, green tea, whites of eggs, sugar, milk,

molasses, tobacco, chalk, lime, and salt, consti-

tuting the great mass.

Poisons. Treatment.

Acids: Vitriol
,

Potash or Pearlash, dissolved

Jlqua Foriis, in water : or magnesia
; copi-

ous draughts of warm water

or flax seed tea.

Alkalies. Pot-

ash, Soda
, &c.

Antimony :

—

Tartar Emetic.

Arsenic.

Copper : Blue

Vitriol.

Laudanum :

Sugar of Lead.

Mercury: Corro-

sive Sublimate.

Sal petre.

Essential Salt

of Lemons.

Lunar Caustic .

White Vitriol.

Vinegar,—large quantities of

Sweet Oil.

Strong decoction of green

tea, or of Peruvian bark, or

red oak bark. Abundance

of warm water, or flax seed

tea to promote vomiting.

Hydrated per-oxide of Iron
;

otherwise thirty grains white

Vitriol, as emetic; great

quantities white of eggs with

milk, tobacco smoked large-

ly in a pipe.

Solution of Epsom Salts, or

of Glauber Salts.

Brown Sugar; white of egg

with milk; molasses.

Stomach pump : otherwise 30

grains white vitriol
;
promote

vomiting.

Epsom or Glauber Salts; oth-

erwise thirty grains white

vitriol.

Very large quantities of

white of eggs, or Flour mix-

ed with water and milk.

Produce vomiting with large

draughts of warm water and

Flax seed tea.

Chalk and water, or lime in

water . No drinks to produce

vomiting; mind this last.

Strong salt and water in

large quantities; much flax-

seed tea, or milk and water.

Large quantities of milk ;



white of eggs; warm drinks.

Hf.mlock, Str a- 30 grains white vitriol as

monjum, &c. emetic; use stomach pump;

after these, coffee, lemonade

or vinegar and water.

The dose of white vitriol named is for an a-

dult. The stomach pump must be used by a

physician.

Send for a physician instantly; in the mean-

time use the remedies directed a9 they may be

accessible. Use them most promptly.

Hamilton and Burr.

Our thanks are due, and cordially tendered

to the correspondent from whom we derive the

subjoined interesting communication: ‘T send
you,” he writes, “an original anecdote of Gen.
Hamilton and Colonel Burr, which you may re-

ly upon as authentic. It was related to a party

of gentlemen, of whom I was one, by the late

Judge Rowan, of Kentucky, in his life time at

different periods,a distinguished member of both

houses of Congress, from that state; and cele-

brated in the western country as the first crim-

inal lawyer of his day—not even excepting Mr.
Clay himself. At the time of the relation, in

the winter of 1840, he had passed his eightieth

year, but he had retained his eminent colloqui-

al faculties unimpaired; and he told the story

with on emphasis and manner peculiarly his

own . He remarked that he retained in his mem-
ory the exact words of the parties, and that he
was the only living recipient of them. But four

persons, up to that moment, had ever had cogni-

zance of the circumstance; these were, General
Hamilton, Colonel Burr, their mutual friend

General D"****, and himself. He had his infor-

mation from General D****, and he was pledg-
ed to secrecy during his life time. The injunc-
tion of secrecy was now removed, by the recent-

death of his friend, and he felt at liberty to

speak. He had been silent for forty years; he
was a young man when he heard the anecdote;
he was an old man now ,when proposing to relate

it for the first time, “Gentlemen,” said he “this

one circumstance filled up, in my mind, the out-

lines of the character ol these two celebrated
men; I wTant no other history of them. You may
write ponderous tomes, eulogistic of the one and
denunciatory of the other; but I have a fact in

my head, and it is the centre ofmy opinion . Col-
onel Burr, when arraigned for his trial, did me
the very great honor to invite me to become his

eounsel and advocate, but I remembered the

fact, and refused

.

“It was at that period in our history when
the Confederation, having cast off the iron hoop
of war, seemed to have no other bond of strength.

Men’s minds were unsettled ; there was no grav-

itation of principle; no unity of purpose; no
centre of motion : Patriotism had expended its

enthusiasm ;
liberty had lost its vitality, and for-

bearance its subordination . Burr believed that

the staggering elements would fall in confusion,

writhe fora season in anarchy- and emerge in

monarchy. He believed that the fermentation,

if.allowed to take its course
,
would froth and effer-

vesce, and rectify, by crystalizin^ the desire to

put Washington on the throne. He thought how-

1

ever, that there was a shorter way to ‘stability’

by intrigue; by the conjunction of adverse in-

fluences; a way less sinuous to his own ad-

vancement. He believed that there was no man
without his price, while his acute discernment

told him that Hamilton’s was a character which
even his own partizans would turn to in despair,

and prefer it to his, in testing an experiment or

trying a theory. He had a proposition to make
to General Hamilton

;
it was patriotic or it was

traitorous; it was full of meaning, overreaching

the words, balancing the ambiguity nicely, but

searching enough to find the weakness, had it

existed- He knew he would be understood

without being committed; answered without

being betrayed . There was treason in it; but

it was in the occasion, the manner, the words,

if you please, and yet it was no where, if he
chose to disclaim it! He had a proposition to

make, but he would not write it down! Mark
the man: he could not be prevailed on to put

it upon paper. He gave his friend the words,

and the emphasis, & made him repeat both, until

they told right to his own ear. These were the

exact terms:

“ ‘Colonel Burr presents his compliments to

General Hamilton: Will General H. seize the

present opportunity to give a stable government
to his country, and provide for his friends ?’

“‘General Hamilton did not hesitate a mo-
ment: this was his answer:

—

“‘General Hamilton presents in return, his

compliments to Colonel Burr: Colonel B. thinks

General H. ambitious: he is right; General II.

is one of the most ambitious of men, but his

whole ambition is to deserve well of his country. 5

“There is an answer,” continued the narrator,

“which would have deified a Roman ;
there is the

first of the offences which lie expiated at Wee-
hawken

.

CORRESPONDENCE.

One of the Cincinnati Pioneers.

Butler Co., Slate of Ohio
,
May 31, 1845.

Mr . Charles Cist :

Dear Sir—In your paper of the

7th inst. I see a list of the names of the early

pioneers of the city of Cincinnati—among them
I see four as far back as 1790 ;

that is John Rid-
dle, James Ferguson , Mrs. Wallace and Mrs.
Gano. When I was about 17 years of age Mr.
James Burnes and myself from Washington co.,

Pennsylvania, landed at Cincinnati, between the

1st and lOthof April, 1719. We continued there

until the second week in June. Mr. Burnes
purchased one in and out lot—he cleared one
acre of ground, and planted it in corn and mov-
ed there’ the next spring. There was but four

families there when we landed . Mr.- McHen-
ry had a large family, two sons and two deugh-
ters, young men and voung women. I expect
fome of them live in Hamilton county. They
lived a number of years w'here the Hamilton
road crossed Mill creek, perhaps 4 or 5 miles
from the city. A Mr. Kennedy had a small

family. A Mr. Dement had a small family. A
Mr. Ross had a small .family. Mr. McMillin,
John Vance, David Logan, Mr. Reeves, Hardes-
ty, Van Eaton, and McConnell, all lived in one
shanty, being perhaps the first that was ever

Jput up in the place, as nearly all of them had
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been oat with the surveyors, surveying Symmes’
purchase, and were ihere when the town was laid

out, and all had lots in it. I returned then as

a volunteer in September 1790 on Harmar’s cam-
paign. Harmar’s army marched from there the

last week in September for the Indian towns,

near where Fort Wayne was afterwards built.

I served through that campaign, returued with

the troops to Cincinnati, and tarried there that

winter, and until December, 1791 . I was a vol-

unteer in St. Clair’s defeat on the4th of Novem-
ber 1791. That winter after Harmar’s campaign
that I was at Cincinnati, I recollect Mr. Riddle
was there—Mr. Ferguson I think was there— il

it is the same, he married a Miss Reeder— Mrs.
Wallace was there—her maiden name was
Sayre—Col. Wallace and she were married in

92 or 93. I do not recollect any of the name of

Gano—there are of that name who lived at Co-
lumbia.

1 expect if live to be in the 'city in the course

of a month
,
when I expect to give you a call

.

THOMAS IRWIN.

Professional Ideas and Feelings.

It is inconceivable how thoroughly habit im-

bues men with a professional spirit. A few in-

stances will suffice to establish th’s point.

Brindley, the celebrated Engineer, on an ex-

amination before the House ofCommons, made

a remark which implied his very low estimate

of river navigation. A member of the commit-

tee which was taking his testimony became quite

restive, and at last exclaimed. Mr. Brindley, for

what purpose do you suppose rivers were made?

To feed canals
,
was the characteristic reply.

An auctioneer in New Orleans, had five chil-

dren which he named Ibid. Ditto
, lot, One

More and The Last. The man was obviously

insensible of the ridiculous character of such

patronymics, and decided on them with the
j

same motive, that he would strike off an in-

f

voice of goods under the hammer, the whole
|

choice springing from business association of

ideas.

An instance of professional feeling of a dif-

ferent kind is the following.

A brave veteran officer during the war of 1812

reconnoitering a battery considered impregna-

ble and which it was necessary to storm, an-

swered the engineers who were dissuading him

from the attempt: “Gentlemen, you may think

what you please; all I know is that the Ameri-

can flag must be hoisted on the ramparts to-mor-

row morning, for I have the orders in my pocket!'1
'
1

In this case the simple feeling uppermost was

“I must obey orders.” It never seemed to en-

ter his mind that the attempt might prove im-

practicable.

Here is one case sui generis.

Favart, a French author wrote to a friend in

London: “Buffon, the great naturalist, has just

lost his wife. He would be inconsolable at the

event were it not for lire pleasure he anticipates

in dissecting her.

Horne Tooke, on hrs death bed, was asked
by one of his friends, flow do you do. Do!
said the grammarian, tortured probably more by
the bad English than by his own pains, I don’t

do at all—I* suffer.

Some of my readers have seen a grammar of

the Latin language, by James Ross, of Philadel-

phia. Never was a man more wrapt up in his

studies than Ross. A man who did not under-

stand Greek or Latin, and that critically, was
in his eyes, of no use in society. Business call-

ed him once to Harrisburg, and to occupy a few

minutes while waiting for the individual he came
to see, he strolled into the court house. A mur-
der ease was before the jury, the evidence was
all through, and the prosecuting attorney had
closed his speech, in which he had happened to

observe that such and such was the general rule

of law on a particular point then in issue. The
counsel for prisoner adverting to this remark ad-

mitted the rule, but added, It is well known
there is no general rule without an exception.

—

This was too much for Ross. He had stood un-

moved, the most pathetic appeals to public sym-

pathy, but that a proposition like this should be

asserted in open court was absolutely shocking.

“Begging the counsel’s pardon,” said he “that

is not true, all Greek nouns ending in, os are

of the masculine gender. There is one univer-

sal rule and admits of no exception.” The sur-

prise of the court, and the irrepressible laugh-

ter of the auditory may be more readily imagin-

ed than described.

Perhaps the most striking example of the

kind, is an anecdote recorded of an Oxfordshire

jailor, who accosted a prisoner condemned to

the gallows, thus—my good friend I have a lit-

tle favor to ask, which, from your obliging dispo-

sition, I think you will hardly refuse. You are

ordered for execution on Friday a week . I have

a particular engagement on that day ; if it makes

no difference to you, suppose we say next Fri-

day instead!!!

Things in England.
In the Davenport Gazette of the 5th ult., 1

observe an interesting letter to the editor from

his brother , J. Milton Sanders, now in Europe

on the* ''"Magnetic LighV> business. It is too

long to transcribe for my columns. I subjoin

however, one or two brief extracts which will in-

terest us of Cincinnati. His own observations

of the destitutions and sufferings of the poor in

England, are not at all in accordance with the

notions on that subject, in the United States

.

“What strikes an American upon visiting this

country, is the solidity with which every thing
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is built. The English appear to have long ago

tried all our present experiments, and, like wise

men, they have ascertained that the only cheap

way to build a thing is to spare no expense, but

to construct it from the solid iron or marble,

and in a manner that ages may make no im-

pression upon it. We are paving our streets

with small stones, or else trying experiments

with other materials. The streets here are com-

posed of huge blocks of marble sunk in the

ground. Every street is like a floor, and every

pavement like Platt Evens’, only instead of free

stone, they here have granite or marble. The
docks are built to last for centuries, as also the

Assizes Court, a building partly finished, and

which when completed, will be one of the most

magnificent structures in the world. It was be-

gau in 1838, and will require at least half a do-

zen years more labor to finish it. Our build-

ings, however, magnificent or vast, must be

driven forward with lightning rapidity, even if

they do totter in a dozen years, but there they

take things more coolly—they have worn off

their youthful ardor, and like a full grown man,

they build—not for present comfort and gratifi-

cation alone, but for the present and future al-

so. Every thing here that you look at is solid.

Marble seems used altogether for purposes where
we use wood, and where we constantly employ
the carpenter, the English employ the iron foun-

der or the stone-cutter.

So far as I have seen and read since I have
been here, 1 am inclined to think that the ac-

counts we get of the starvation and misery of

the poor, is altogether exaggerated. The popu-

lation here is more dense than in our country,

therelore we must look for more poor people,

and consequently more destitution. But, thus

far, I have seen but three or four children—and
no grown persons—barefooted, and none dressed

worse than you will find them in New York.

—

The poor here mostly wear rough shoes with

thick wooded soles, and are dressed in corderoy,

or some fabric similar to it. I scarcely or nev-

er take up a newspaper but I see some article

relative to assisting the poor, and speaking of

their destitution, of the cold weather, and of

the necessity of doing something for their relief.

There are twenty-seven benevolent societies

and institutions in this city, and I understand
that they do a vast amount of good

.

There is a marked difference between our

poor people and those here, in respect to educa-

tion. Here the poor are very ignorant, while
ours can, with few exceptions, read and write.

There is considerable difference between the

English and American in appearance asm every

thing else. The English all look alike. They
have fair skin, flush faces, and the same cast of

features; and with some exceptions, they do not

appear naturally to possess the mental vigor of

our countrymen. This may be a mistaken idea,

but still I gained it by what I conceive to be
close observation. So far as I have seen, the

English are also a polite, obliging people . They
treat you with attention, are gentlemanly in

their address, and prove that they are an enlight-

ened people.

I have seen more drunkenness here than I

would see at home in a month; and who could

anticipate any thing else when you encounter
a “Gin Palace” at every turn of a cornel 7 Here
they drink the liquor pure, not mix it into ‘Ju-

leps,’ ‘Cocktails,’ ‘Slings,’ etc. as we do; still

with all of this, the more I see of the English,

the more I am convinced of the distorted carica-

tures Charles Dickens has drawn, and which pass

with us for genuine and highly wrought sketch-

es. Dickens’ sketches of us are equally truth-

ful as those drawn by his own people, and there-

fore you may judge how well he paints.

The First Lion.

A writer in the N. Y. Commercial gives the

following account of the first lion introduced in-

to the U. States;

“The first lion that appeared in this country

made his debut in the year 1798. He came to

New York in a French Brig belonging to the

Island of Gaudaloupe, which had made a voy-

age to Africa for slaves, and, having landed

them at Charleston, South Carolina, proceeded

to New York to obtain an outward cargo of cal-

licoes, beads, New England rum and tobacco,

for the Congo market.
“ The lion was a small young whelp, not more

than six months old, and was brought as a pet

by the commander of the French slaver.. While
the brig was in New York, the lion became
troublesome and mischievous, and the French-

man, weary ofhim, sold him to a man who was
a servant in a hotel situated where the old Ton-
tine now stands. This man ,

whose name I think

was Gold, paid ten dollars for the whelp, took

him home and caged him till he was a year old,

when he commenced exhibiting him. A lion

in that lionless age, was a downright wonder,

and every body was anxious to say, ‘I have ab-

solutely seen a sartin live lion.’

“Mr. Gold, the owner of the animal, without

the aid of the puffs of the press, soon became a

lion himself, in consequence of his association;

and the two lions were objects of universal cu-

riosity. Mr. Gold was not unapprised of the

fact, and made the most of it.

To obtain admittance to the lions, the curi-

ous had to pay one dollar, and that fee was deem-
ed dog cheap by the admirers of the wonders of

animated nature . Mr. Gold remained proprie-

tor of the ‘only lion there was in the U. States’

till the year 1820, when he sold out for the

sum of one thousand dollars, and with deep re-

gret parted with the author of his fortune and
his fdme, his majesty the king ol the beasts.

“I met this Mr. Gold in the year 1832, and
these facts from his mouth. He was then an old

man, possessed of a large fortune, all of which
came through the lion; and he fold me that be-

fore he sold the animal, he had produced him
upward of thirty thousand dollars. He never
exhibited him for less than one dollar ‘the

sight.’

“Those were old and happy days; the men
of that era about which Mr. Thomas Ritchie
likes to talk, when Mr. Jefferson wore red plush
breeches, and old John Adams and Timothy
Pickering insisted that every man of taste and
fashion should wear a cocked hat and periwig.

But

—

Old times have changed; old manners gone—
A stranger fills the Stuarts’ throne.

“And now you can see a whole army of lions,

tigers, leopards, zebras, elephants, rhinoceroses,

and one-third of the whole animal world, by

paying the very small sum of twenty-five cents ”
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Cincinnati in 1876.

The following article was written for the car-

rier of the “Advertiser” for last New Years day,

and was designed, as appears on its face, to fur-

nish a picture of Cincinnati, so far as it is sketch-

ed, thirty years hence. Some of the anticipa-

tions may appear extravagant, but the reality

when that period shall arrive, will be found in

advance of present conjecture. In one respect,

what was fancy six months since, is now reali-

ty. I allude to Texas forming a part of our re-

public. And I am induced to publish these

speculations now, in the fear, that if I put them

aside for any length of time, what is now proph-

ecy will probably lose its interest by becoming

history.

I have no doubt that in less than thirty years,

the hourly issues of newspapers referred to here,

will supercede the immense sheets which

now constitute some of our ‘most important

dailies.

THE CINCINNATI ROCKET.
January 1st, 1876, 10 o’clock issue.

The New Custom House.
We learn on undoubted authority, that the

commissioners appointed for that purpose by

the President, have selected as a scite for the

new Custom House, that desirable location now
occupied by the row of dry good stores stretch-

ing from Tate Willoughby & Co. to Norton,

Brothers &Co., embracing a front of’l 50 feet on

Pearl street, and nearly central to the block from

Walnut to Vine street. As this lot has been pur

chased through to Third street, there v ill be

ample space for the splendid edifice, with its ap-

propriate offices for the various deputies con-

nected with the department, which the already

heavy and rapidly increasing importations to

this port require. We learn that Mr. J. Long-

worth, the owner of the premises is to receive

7-50,000 dollars for the property. We consider

that sum not much more than the value of the

mere ground, and allows him hardly any thing

for the substantial warehouses erected not more

than fifteen years ago, leaving nothing for the

Third street improvements, which in truth ought

to have been pulled down twenty years since.

Our City Hall.

The city hall is now rapidly advancing to

completion, and will when finished, form one of

the most magnificent structures in our magnifi-

cent city. Its transcendant elevation, which

will enable it to overtop even the new Custom

hou 3e, about to be built just south of it, must

display its glories, and render it an object of ad-

miration to the thousands upon thousands who

pass every week up and down the beautiful riv-

er which washes our proud city’s feet. We un-

derstand that it will be ready for occupation on
the 15th inst., just six weeks from the period

when the foundation stone was laid. We defy

any city in our widespread republic, to surpass

this specimen of industry and activity, as we
also challenge its equal in elegance of design,

and symmetry of proportions. Some of our ol-

der citizens whose recollections go back far en-

ough, remember it as a place of public amuse-
ment in 1845, under the name of Shires’ gar-

dens.

Members of Congress.
On the steamboat Texas just landed at our

wharves from Galveston, came passengers, the

Hons. Wra. Burnet, and J. L. Williams, the

Senators elect from Brazoria, the State lately ad-

ded to one great National Confederacy and for-

ming its sixty fifth Star. Mr. B. is a son of the

late D. S. Burnet in the early days of Texas its

Vice President. Col. Williams is an emigrant

from Arkansas, who has however been a citi-

zen of that State for twenty-five years. They
will go in the 12 o’clock cars to Washington,

which will enable them to see a delightful coun-

try for the first time
,
and also to reach that city

by day-light.

The Philadelphia Fire;

The 9 o’clock cars from Philadelphia of this

morning, bring no further particulars of the ca-

lamitous fire which has desolated that fair and

flourishing city. We are promised all the de-

tails by our correspondent there; which will

doubtless reach us by the 12 o’clock line, and

we shall lay them before our readers in the 10

o’clock issue of to day. The train this morn-

ing reached the depot in the unprecedented pe-

riod of four hours and fifty minutes, being at

least twenty minutes shorter passage than ever

known before. The past generation thought,

when they had carried steam on rail roads to

sixty miles an hour, the Ultima Thule of progress

had been reached; what would they have

thought of being swept forward at the rate of

one hundred and twenty miles per hour by at-

mospheric pressure
1

? We do not despair, in view

of the late important discoveries in chemistry,

which we announced in our 8 o’clock issue, of a

speed of 200 or even 250 miles per hour, being

brought within reach of our enterprising citi-

zens. We recommend Locke’s line as affording

the best accommodations to persons travelling

this route.

Main Street Grade.

We have received a communication signed

Publius, denouncing the project on foot in the

City Councils, for making a new and strait grade
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from the corner of Main and Front, to strike the

present grade at Jackson place, formerly Court

square, the old City Court House, once occupy-

ing the West end of that square. We are obli-

ged to decline publishing the article, our re-

stricted limits precluding it.

Centennial Anniversary of Indepen-
dence.

Throughout the whole length and breadth of

the land, but one spirit appears to animate the

American people in reference to the approach-

ing Centenary of our National Independence,

which occurs on the 4th July of the present

year. There is no doubt, judging by the gen-

eral interest the subject has already elicited,

that the festivities and spectacles of every de-

scription that are arranging for that day, will be

on a scale worthy of the greatest empire in the

world. We know of nothing determined here,

as a part of the exercises or exhibitions lor that

occasion, except that the directors of our Acad-

emy of Fine Arts, have resolved to throw open

the doors of its great rotunda to the public, on

that day, free of expense. We can conceive of

nothing more appropriate. No American can

contemplate the sublime works of Powers, or the

series of our early Presidents and Statesmen

from the pencil of Kellogg, with other works of

other Cincinnati artists without a thrill of re-

joicing in the glories of the land which gave him
birth.

An Old Pioneer.

On Christmas last, we started down to pay

our respects to Jonah Martin Esq., the patriarch

of our city, and the last survivor of the pioneers.

Mr. M. is now in his eighty-seventh year, and

in the possession of better health than he has

had for many years. He is a noble relic of the

past. It is wonderful to think of a man in the

enjoyment of an existence which may last for

a dozen years yet, and lost as it were among the

675,000 inhabitants of our populous city whose

recollections go back to the period of 1795,

when he personally knew every man, woman
and child which then made up its inhabitants,

then numbering only 500 persons. We under-

stand he attributes his vigorous health, to the

early abstinence from spirituous liquors, which

characterised his habits at the period in the ear-

ly part of the present century, when it was the

fashion for almost every one to sacrifice on the

altars of Bacchus.

Street Paving.
One of the great improvements of the age,

we regard Stevens’ system of paving streets.—

A apecimen ot this may be found on Fourth st.,

extending from Main to Sy.camore. It consists

of a chemical preparation, which in its fluid

state, passes over and through a layer of six or

eight inches deep of tan bark or sawdust, and

hardens to a degree which keeps the whole

pavement perfectly elastic, while the surface is

smooth enough to pass the water during and af-

ter rains immediately into the gutters. Noth-

ing can be more delightful than the noiseless

revolution of carriage wheels over such surfaces.

It is like rolling over an unbroken sward, or rath-

er over carpeting. Mr.S. deserves the thanks

of the community he has delivered from the

nuisance of noise, filth, jolting and dust, to which

we have been for years subjected under the old

system of paving our streets.

Course of Trade.
Our rail road reporter has registered yesterday

by the Transportation Car line to Boston, via.

the Lakes, two hundred and fifty bales 4-4 cot-

ton sheeting, as a consignment to the Boston

market. At the value there—seven cents, they

will bear transportation, and nett a fair profit to

the forwarders, Messrs. Sprague and Adams of

the Globe mills of this city. We learn that it is

the calculation of these gentlemen to enlarge

their operations the ensuing spring, so as to em-

brace the manufacture of fancy prints for the

Eastern markets, which we have already three

or four factories engaged in making, who expect

to find a market for their surplus articles in the

Chinese and India markets, now thrown open

the commerce of all nations.

Early Bridges over Mill and Deer Creeks.

At the commencement of the present centu-

ry, fthere was a floating bridge across Mill creek

at its mouth, and a ferry kept along side, which

became the dependence for crossing when the

high waters rendered the bridge useless. They
were both in charge of a man named White,

who probably owned the ferry. Between the

two he carried on quite a profitable business.

—

In the spring of 1807 or 8, a rise in the Ohio un-

moored one of Jefferson’s gunboats, which was
built at the mouth of Crawfish creek, just above

Fulton, and had been fastened by a grapevine

cable, my friend Salisbury not having then open-

ed his assortment of Manilla rope. As she float-

ed by the then village of Cincinnati, every canoe

here was put in requisition, and with some diffi-

culty the vessel was towed into Mill Creek, and

secured beneath the bridge already referred to.

The river continuing to rise, Mill Creek was
backed up, as it has since been, several miles,

with the effect to use the boat as a lever to lift

the bridge from its moorings, the string pieces

and all above giving way, and likely to float
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off in detached parts. To prevent this as far as

possible, White stripped the bridge of its plank,

when away went the craft, and with it a

considerable portion of the bridge timbers.

—

These plank afterwards formed the floor of the

first warehouse built in Cincinnati.

At that period, the only bridge across Deer

Creek, was one with a descent at each end, less

than one fourth in height compared with those

now built over it, and built of a single string

piece from bank to bank. This was protected

from freshets by piling loads of stone on the

edges, for thirty feet or more each way from the

banks. The rayine in 1800 was not more than

12 feet across, and overhung with evergreen

and water willows.

At a later date, that is to say, during the great

flood of 1832, the bridge over Mill Creek was

raised as in 1807 by the pressure of the waters,

but being substantially built, floated off entire,

keeping company down the Ohio, with a Metho-

dist meeting house which was carried out of

the Muskingum. The bridge lodged at the head
of an Island, 6 miles above Louisville, and was
soon alter brought up to reoccupy its original

position. This was effected, after a vain effort

to tow it back entire by steamboat, by taking

it to pieces and loading it into a flatboat. This

was the bridge destroyed by fire at a later date.

Relics of the Past.

Capt. Jno. Armstrong to Gen. Jas. Wilkinson.

Dear General

:

I feel myself in some measure relieved

from the visit you have paid this post. As the

important duties imposed on my command, have

come within your own observation, any re-

marks with respect to my apprehensions from

the enemy become unnecessary . Every force

you may please to put under my command,

shall be employed to the utmost advantage, my
abilities and exertions may be adequate to.

Securing the hay appears to be an object of

great attention, perhaps one or more public

teams may be had at head quarters—the use of

them here would effect your wish. Fifty paiis

of shoes, if more cannot be spared, would be a

great relief. Ten cartridge and ten bayonet

belts also would enable me to parade my com-

pany in uniform. To serve m^in this instance

/ am sure would give you pleasure, /well know

they aro in store, but perhaps claimed by some

officers who have not men to wear them. Ten

men will complete my company, perhaps you

may think proper to increase my command by

sending them forward. The whipsaw I have

received is not calculated for my wants—per-

haps a better one might be procured. The

scythes are subject to be broken, and some of
them being good for naught, more may be
thought necessary. The whipsaw, file, and
whetstones as soon as they can be had, will

serve to forward the business you have ordered.

Two or more non-commissioned officers would
add to the safety of my small parties.

Yours with respect,

JOHN ARMSTRONG,
July 1st, 1792.

Ft. Hamilton, July 8th, 1792,

half past 12 o’clock, P. M.
Dear Sir:

Your letter by express was this
r

moment
handed me—I am truly sorry for the misfortune

of Col. Spencer’s family, and much obliged to

you for the early information and advice. The
convoy moved this morning, at which time the

spies were detached in the direction mentioned

in my letter of yesterday. If they discover no

fresh tracks they will not return. Be assured

every exertion on my part will be made, not on-

ly to save my men, but to procure as much hay

as possible. The weather for some days past

has been unfavorable to our hay parties. The

horse will be detached for you the moment Capt.

Peters arrives.

Yours with due respect,

JNO. ARMSTRONG.
Gen. James Wilkinson.

Gen. James Wilkinson to Capt. Jno. Armstrong

Fort Washington, July 10th, 1792.

Dear Sir :

I send you by Capt. Peters ten gallons port

wine, and 5 galls, brandy which please accept.

The waggons are hired at 20s. per day and

found—you know how to get the penny worth

out of them—drive late and early, andpmake

short halts—at the same time keepyour scythes

steadily at work. We shall soon complete the

300 tons, and the sooner the safer and better.

—

I wish you to send me an escort of 20 horse on

Friday, that I may join you.

Last night l received an express from Maj.

Gen. Wayne, the purport solely to prohibit of-

fensive operations, on our part. This express

costs the public 100 dollars, for what? The

shoes and belts are sent to you. Mr. Miller is

to do duty whilst he continues with you.

In haste, I am yours &c.

JAS. WILKINSON, B. Gen’l,

J. Armstrong, Esq., Capt . Com’dt.

Ft. Hamilton, July 14, 1792, 8 o’clock P .M.

Dear General:

Your letter of this morning by Serj’t.

Armstrong came duly to hand. I send you the

two men mentioned therein, as also a letter to
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Col. Johnston on private business, which I will

ask you to forward by your express. My hay

and bullocks are safe, and / conceive much

more exposed when grazing than in the pen.

—

Capt. Peters’ company will on to-morrow en-

camp on the parade, as well as the men of Lt.

Hartshorn’s troops. I nm willing to believe were

you here they would be permitted to remain on

the ground they at present occupy.

Believe me sir, I am conscious of our expo-

sed situation, and well know we have been re-

connoitred by the enemy; who will probably

with three hundred attempt a stroke at this post

—I mean the haymakers. In two days more I

shall have all my hay home. And Mr. Miller

who has been particularly useful to me, and a

judge of the quantity, says there will be an hun-

dred and fifty tons. This is more than 1 'calcula-

ted on. The remaining 150 can easily be pro-

cured, and as much more if wanted, and work-

men, guards, &c. can be furnished. Two or

more carpenters are wanted to assist Ward.

With due respect,

JNO. ARMSTRONG,
Gen. James Wilkinson.

Orthography.
The following order for goods on a business

house here by its customer at Dayton
,

is a spe-

cimen of the literature of the period and region

which gave it birth. If the schoolmaster was
abroad at that date, he had not got far west.

Dayton
, Dec. 6£/i, 1813.

Messrs. Yateman & Anderson,

Gentilmen—You will pleas let Mr.

vancleve have the barril of Coffy and a Blige

aus, Smith Eaker.

N . B. Pleas to let aus no if a half tun of shug-

ger kittle Can Be had and at wat prise—By the

Bare, if you can purchis 4 Dizen Duch Aul-

macks and 3end them by the Bare you will

much a Blige aus.

Value of Property.
A sale of property yesterday on Vine street

just over the corporation line, presents some in-

teresting facts. It was taken at Sheriff’s sale in

1830 by the late owner, resident in Philadelphia

to secure a debt, at 5 dollars 33cts., being two
thirds its appraised value. In 1833 during the

palmy days of the United States Bank, the pur-

chaser disposed to invest the proceeds in the

stock of that institution, authorised his agent

here to sell it for what it would fetch, even if

not more than it had cost in 1830. The agent
dissuaded his principal from doing so, asserting

he could make no other investment of money so

much to his advantage, and that if he would
keep it ten or twelve years, it would sell for

more than thirty dollars per front foot, fi was

accordingly retained, and offered for the first

time yesterday at public sale, when it brought

the average price per foot of thirty-six dollars

fifty cents.

The front was 280 feet, and the property which

cost in 1830 fifteen hundred dollars, has with-

in 15 years produced over ten thousand dollars.

Quere, what would the fifteen hundred dol-

lars have produced the owner if he had put it in-

to United States Bank stock! It would have

bought less than ten shares which have since

sold as low as three dollars per share.

A Disappointment.

My friend Dick B ,
who never buys any

thing for cash which he can obtain on credit

was passing by a tailor’s shop on Main street,

where the firm of & take measure

on a large and a sliding scale, when glancing at

the wall he beheld the significant words, WE
TRUST, and was about to negotiate for a new

suit, when approaching nearer and reading on,

to the smaller fetters below, he found the whole

read as follows: We trust no one will ask credit,

who is not prepared to give us accepted orders

on a wholesale dry goods store, or ready money.

Dick evaporated on the spot

.

Early Militia Parade.
Cincinnati, Sep. 24th, 1798.

General Orders.

The Secretary of the Territory, now vested

with all the powers of Governor and Comman-
der in Chief of the same—will on Tuesday the

25th instant, review the first battalion of the

militia of Hamilton county. The battalion is

to be formed for this purpose at 3 o’clock, on

some convenient spot of ground near to Major

Ludlow’s.

Arthur St. Clair Jr. and Jacob Burnet Esqs.,

will act as aids de camp to the Commander in

Chief on this occasion, and are to be respected

and obeyed accordingly.

WM. HENRY HARRISON,
Commander in Chief

Militia N. W. Territory.

Will Col. Gano please to fill up the blank in

the above order with the hour which he may
think most convenient, and let me know the one

fixed on. W. H. H.

Lt . Col. J . S. Gano,

Commander First Battalion Hamilton county

Militia.

The Battle of Waterloo.
Among other things in a volume recently pub-

lished in England, entitled “The Iron Duke,”
and consisting mainly of sayings and doings
of his Grace of Wellington, is the following
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laconic letter, written by the Duke to Marshal

Beresfokd, giving an account of the Waterloo

affair soon after it took place;

“You will have heard of our battle of the loth.

Never did I see such a pounding match. Both

were what the boxerscail ‘gluttons.’ Napoleon

did njt manoeuvre at all. He just moved tor-

ward in the old style, in columns, and was driv-

en off in the old style. The only difference

was that he mixed cavalry with his infantry

,

and supported both with an enormous quantity

of artillery.

“I had the infantry for some time in squares,

and we had the French cavalry walking about

as if they had been our own. I never saw the

British infantry behave so well.”

Shed not a Tear.

Shed not a tear, o’er your friends early bier.

When I am gone.

Smile when the slow tolling bell you shall hear.

Weep not for me, when you stand round my

grave

:

Think who has died his beloved to save;

Think of the crown all the ransomed shall have,

When I am gone.

Plant yea tree, which may wave over me,,

When I am gone.

Sing ye a hymn when my grave ye shall see,

Come at the close of a bright summer’s day,

Come when the sun sheds its last lingering ray,

Come and rejoice that I thus post away

—

When I am gone.

Plant ye a rose that may bloom o’er my head,

When I am gone

.

Breathe not a sigh for the blest early dead,

Praise ye the Lord, that I am freed from all care

:

Serve ye the Lord, that my bliss ye may share;

Look up on high and believe I am there,

When I am gone.

Good Breeding.

To be thoroughly well bred, requires educa-

tion, early training, and real goodness of heart.

To those who have not had and have not

now these advantages, some hints may be of-

fered, so far as personal behaviour is concerned,
and when we enumerate some of the transgres-

sions against good manners, we will perceive

they are more common than we might have
supposed. Among them, says a good critic is

“loud and harsh speaking, making noises in

eating or drinking, leaning awkwardly while

sitting, rattling knives and forks when at table,

starting up suddenly and rushing unceremoni-
ously out ot a room, tossing any thing away
with indifference or contempt, receiving any
thing without thanking the giver, standing in

the way of any one when there is little room
to pass, (a grievous practice in this city,) step-

ping before any one who is looking at any ob-

ject particularly, pushing or jostling any one
without apologizing, taking possession of a seat

that belongs to another, intruding opinions whera
they are not sought, or where they give offence,

leaving acquaintances in the street or in a pri-

vate circle without bidding them good bye or

courteously saluting them, slapping any ore fa-

miliarly on the shoulder, interrupting a person
who is in conversation, telling long, tedious, or

humdrum stories, whispering in company, ma-
king remarks on the dress of those about you
or upon things in the room where you are, flatly

contradicting a person—using slang phrases, (a
very common habit,) interlarding our speech
with foreign phrases, (well hit off in the new
comedy of Fashion,) repeating the words, says

she, you know, and you understand, helping
yourself first at the table, using a fork as a tooth-

pick
,
scratching the head, putting the fingers in

the ears, cleaning or paring the nails before

company, mentioning the price of any thing
when it is offered to a guest, asking questions

which give pain, and neglecting to answer let-

ters.”

Clerical Witness.
The London Herald has a rich report of a

breach of promise case. The plaintiff was the
daughter of a clergyman; the defendant, a cap-

tain of one of her Majesty’s regiments. One
of the witnesses for the plaintiff was Rev. Lu-
cius George, who testified that the gallant Cap-
tain was a constant visitor in the young lady’s

family, and was with her in her walks and
drives. So marked were the attentions as to

attract the “decided notice” of the witness. One
day, the latter met Capt. O’Brien at the bar of a
hotel , at Cove, the place of the lady’s residence,

and asked him what brought him there? The
latter, in reply, wished to have a talk with tho

Rev. witness. It seems that O’Brien wished to

have some doubts cleared up touching the creed

of the girl’s father. He had heard, that, though
he was a clergyman of the established church,

yet he was a papist at heart. During the talk,

the Captain partook brandy and water freely;

the clergyman, however, declined. At this

point the counsel for O’Brien thus cross exam-
ined the witness:

—

‘Cross examined by Mr. Freeman—When
did the conversation take place in Cove?—A-
bout the beginning of July.

At what time of the day was it?—about half-

past 10 o’clock at night, when I went to get a
candle to go to bed.

Welt, I suppose with the help of the brandy
punch you changed his opinion? I did not
take any of it; (laughter.)

Well, but he took two tumblers of brandy
punch before he spoke to you on the subject?

Not it; he only took one tumbler—hut he came
up to the mark afterwards.

Yes, he came up to the mark, as you call it.

You have the misfortune, like myself, to be a
bachelor? I have, if it be a misfortune, (laugh-
ter.)

But I wish to have your opinion on it? I

would sooner you gave me your own, (laugh-

ter.)

Then my opinion is that it is a most misera-
ble state, (laughter.)

Mr. Bennett—then I advise you to try matri-

mony, (great laughter.)

Mr. Freeman—

I

believe you are a pretty

pleasant companion to the ladies!

Mr. George—I am very glad you think so.

Now, are you not a very pleasant man? Why
you may say so if you think proper, (laughter.)
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young; lady in your life? 'Really, / du not see

what this has to do with Miss Forrest, (laugh-

ter.)

Come now did you ever pay attention to a

young lady? My lord, are these the usual ques-

tions a witness is subject to in the chair.

Mr. Freman—When wc have such a witness

and such evidence, they are. Now did you ev-

er sit next a girl
1

? I don’t think it necessary to

answer such a question, (laughter.) It I saw
any object but to annoy a person I would an-

swer it

.

I assure you I have no wish to annoy you.

and if I have done so /humbly beg your pardon,

but I must put the question and ask you, did

you ever sit near a nice girl at dinner? I have
no doubt but I did, [laughter.]

And did you not pay her those nice and gen-

tle attentions? I suppose / have; but what has

this to do with the matter? However, I did not

come here to give an account of every transac-

tion of my life, [laughter.]

Court— I may as well relieve you of your em-
barrassment by telling you the object of these

questions. You have sworn that you saw him
pay attentions to the lady, and Mr, Freeman
wishes to know what your notion of attention

is.

Mr. Freeman—I do not wish to give you the
slightest offence, and you need not have called

on the court for protection.

Mr.George—Then I will answer you with
pleasure; but I did not see what reference the
question had to the matter. I will now bow to

the decision of the Court.
Mr. Freeman—Now, don’t criminate yourself,

[laughter.]

Washington Officials.

In all countries, and under every form of

Government, there is a power behind the throne

greater than the throne itself. Do you see that

boy? said one of the illustrious ministers of

France. He is the arbiter of the destinies of

Europe. How so? you ask. I will tell you;

he governs his mother, his mother governs me,

I govern the king my master, and my gracious

sovereign governs the whole continent.

Among those of my readers who have visited

Washington during the administration of Gen .

Jackson, there are individuals who well recol-

lect Jemmy Duffy, one of the officials of the

White House. I never could make out Jemmy’s

office exactly, but a very important part of his

functions was to stave off a gang of people who
had no business with Old Hickory

,
yet who

would have absorbed his whole time to the ex-

clusion of his appropriate duties, but for the

guardian care of Duffy,
whose intuitive knowl-

edge taught him who among the crowds of

Goths and Vandals in the shape of office seek-

ers and loafers, besetting the Capitol, had a

claim to be admitted to an audience, It may
be readily supposed Jemmy had no sinecure, and

that he made ample use of hie discretionary

powers. “Faith” said Jemmy, on one occasion,

“they do say I am a thought rough,and may be its

thrue,
but I don’t know how long I may howld

my office, and while I do reign, 1 mane to reign.”

When General Jackson left the white house

Mr. Duffy left the premises also. “There niver

was but one ould Hickory in the world, and no

man could be hisaqual,and afther being his right

hand man for eight years, its not meself that

shall keep the doors for the nixt one.” So Jemmy
abdicated, and Martin Dunnavan succeeded

him during the administration of Mr. Van Bu-

ren. He also proved well suited for his employ-

ment and continued in office until the ides of

March, 1841, when Gen. Harrison came on

to take possession of the White House. The
palace had been duly vacated by its late tenant,

and Dunnavan stood at the door ready to re-

ceive the new President, and deliver up the keys

of the house. As Harrison entered the dwell-

ing. Martin put his best leg foremost, in the

attitude of delivering up his trust. And who are

you? said the President. Plaze your honor’s

worship and glory, my name is Dunnavan, 1 am
the Last of the Martins, and will I go too? Why,
said the kind hearted old man, with a smile,

we have a saying in Our part of the country, that

it is ill luck to drive the martins away from th§

house, so /think you had better stay, Dunnavan.

Whether Martin remained under Tyler, and

continues under Polk, I never distinctly Iearn^

but believe to be the fact, if so he has done

the honors for four Presidents, in little more than

as many years.

St. Clair’s Defeat.

I am indebted for the following letter to

Judge Matson
,
of North Bend. The Judge has

been a resident of Hamilton county for fifty-four

years, and an accurate and intelligent observer

of cotemporary events, as well as a sharer

in the toils, privations and dangers of western

pioneer life. He has promised me further in-

teresting notices, on subjects kindred to the

present.

“In the month of January, 1792, Gen. Wil-

kinson being about to set out to St. Clair’s bat-

tle ground to bury the dead who had been left

there in the disastrous action of the 4ih Novem-

ber preceding, and bring offvaluable public prop

erty, reported to be still on the spot, made a call

for volunteers to strengthen his force which

amounted to merely two hundred regulars.

—

Some one hundred and fifty men or more from

various parts of the county, rendezvoused in Cin-

cinnati. The volunteers from North Bend of

which I was one, were under the command of

Capt. Brice Virgin, and we left that place—some

mounted, but principally on foot, being promis-
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ed horses from among those belonging to the

United States, which were kept across the river,

in Kentucky where Newport now is. There

was the heaviest snow on the ground ever

known within the memory of the whites, which

on the day before we started was increased to

two feet in depth. The Ohio had been fro-

zen, and so thick was the ice at Cincinnati that

all our efforts to open a channel for the flats to

bring over the horses proved abortive, and they

had to be taken up and crossed above the mouth

of the Little Miami, where the ice was found

strong enough to bear their weight. As soon

as we could be made ready, wiiich was on the

25th, the regulars and volunteers set out, the late

Gen. Harrison, then an ensign, and lately arri-

ved, being one of the officers. We took the old

trace, opened by Gen. St. Clair. The first night

we encamped on the hill, near what is now Ca-

ry’s Academy, this side Mt. Pleasant, and the

next arrived at Fort Hamilton. Left Hamilton

pretty late in the day, and encamped that night

at Seven Mile creek, and next day reached Fort

Jefferson, then the Outside post. Capt. Shaylor

was in command there.

Here Gen. Wilkinson issued a general order

to the effect that the severity of the season had

compelled him to abandon one object of the ex-

pedition, the destruction of an Indian town fif-

teen miles below, on a branch of the Wabash,

that he would send back the regulars to Fort

Washington, and that the mounted men would

proceed to the battle ground, with the public

sleds to bring offsuch o‘f the artillery and other

property as might be recovered . We encamped

next night, eight miles this side of the field of

battle, which last spot we reached the succeed-

ing morning at 1 1 o’clock.

On this day’s march, and when we were ab'out

half way to the battle field, we arrived where
the pursuit had ceased, and on counting the

number of dead bodies which appeared to have

been dragged and mutilated by wild bpasts, I

made it seventy-eight, between that spot and
the battle ground. No doubt there were many
more, who finding themselves disabled, crawled

into the woods and perished there.

We were ordered to encamp directly where

the artillery &c. had been left, I suppose with

the view of beating down the snow to facilitate

finding what we were in search of. Here we
found the artillery dismounted, except one piece,

a six-pounder. Some of the carriages had been

destroyed as far as they could be with fire. We
brought off that piece and two carriages with

the irons of the rest, together with several mus-

kets. We previously buried the dead by the

fatigue parties digging a large pit, into which

as many of the dead were thrown as it would
contain. We had not a sufficiency of spades &c.

to do justice to the undertaking, and left great

numbers unburied, as we worked little more
than the residue of that day. The men had
been all scalped, and so far as their clothing was
of much value, all stripped. Hardly one could

be identified, the bodies being blackened by

frost and exposure, although there did not ap-

pear any signs of decay, the winter having set

in early, and proving very severe. One corpse

was judged by Gen. Gano and others to have

been that of Gen. Richard Butler. They had

noticed the spot where he fell during the ac-

tion, and entertained little doubt as to his iden-

tity. He lay in the thickest of the carnage the

bodies on one side actually lying across each

other in some instances. The pile in the pit

was so numerous that it raised quite a mound of

earth above the surface of the ground, when we
covered it up, The main body had been en-

camped on a large open flat, and the advanced

corps of Kentuckians occupied timbered ground

in front, from which they were driven in by a

general assault of the savages, who then occupi-

ed sheltered ground to pour in a destructive fire

on the Americans. Two ravines, one on each

side of the main encampment, put down to the

creek which were also occupied by the Indians

who were thus enabled to creep under shelter of

the edges to attack their enemies.

We then travelled to Cincinnati where the

public horses were given up, and the troops dis-

persed home, many of the volunteers being

frost bitten on the route.

Most of the pieces of artillery had been car-

ried off, and of course escaped our search at the

time. Several were afterwards found in the bed

of the creek. One piece, a six-pounder, was

ploughed up a number of years after, on the bat-

tle ground, by some person who occupied the

field, and taken down to Cincinnati and sold

for sixty dollars to a Capt. Joseph Jenkinson

who commanded a volunteer artillery corps in

the place. I suppose it to be the same piece

which Governor Meigs ordered to Urbana in

1812, in the letter you published lately in the

“Advertiser” Perhaps some of your readers

can shed light on this part of the subject.

Yours,

J. MATSON.
North Bend, June 16th, 1845.

Infirmity of Purpose.

Cruel as the spectacle may appear, yet one
may derive a moral lesson even at a Spanish
Bull Fight. The Plaza de Toros, with its fierce

encounters and ghastly wounds, is not perhaps

exactly the place at which one would reason to

learn philosophy; but still the reflecting obser-
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Yer cannot fail to see that the reason why the

bull, with his untamed strength and desperate

courage, does not triumph completely over his

puny Toes, is because he lacks a determined pur-

pose. The mounted picadare (lancer) goes down
horse and man, before the impetuous charge of

the infuriated bull—the horse is pierced through

and through, and the rider lies helpless and
crushed beneath his struggling steed. One
would suppose, indeed that there was no hope,

and that another thrust from those blood-stained

horns must silence the foe forever. But it is

rarely so. As the Bull gathers strength for a

fresh attack upon the prostrate mass before him,

an espad—a little fellow, attired like the Figaro
ol the stage—adroitly intervenes, flashing a scar-

let mantle before the dazzled eyes of the raging
creature . Cunning combats against force—the

impetuous monarch of the Andalusian plains

hesitates irresolute, and then dashes after the
new annoyance, leaving the bruised picadore to

the rescuing care of the attendants. And it is

upon this principle that the combat is mainly
conducted. When any one of the quadrilla of

bull fighters is too hard pressed, another calls

off the attention of the bull by ready interfer-

ence, and thus, while many horses perish, but
few of the biped combatants are slain.

The bull lacks a determined purpose--he has
power enough and more than enough; but he
suffers his attention to be distracted by a multi-
plicity of objects; and it is often even so with
men. An iron will must triumph over obsta-

cles; but if we lack perseverance and concen-
trativeness, running first to the right hand and
then to the left, afler any thing that may catch
Che eye or please the fancy, the probabilities are
that we shall fail in every endeavour. It is the
faculty of having a determined purpose, fixed
and inflexible, which for the most part consti-

tutes greatness among men. They pursue a

straight line, and are not to be called off by the
flitting by of gaudy colours; and in every pur-
suit, this is the main element of success. Mark
out your object then—do you seek fame or for-

tune—would you excel in science or gather re-

,

nown in literature—have you athirst fordis-i

tinction—would you traverse distant lands? No!
matter what your intend, set it clear before

3
ou

;

and press onward towards it unfalteringly. This
;

is the grand secret of a triumphant life; and it I

will be found that many of those who stumble
j

and fall down by the wayside, are like the bull

;

of the Plaza de Toros
, deluded victims to idle:

streamers and flaunting flags.

Habits of Sheep.

Dr. Anderson relates the subjoined anecdote,
which shows how perseveringly these animals
will follow their leader, an amusing fact in illus-

tration of natural history,

“A butcher’s boy was driving about twenty
fat wethers through the town of Liverpool

,
but

they ran down a street along which he did not
want them to go. He observed a scavenger at

work with his broom a little way before them,

and called loudly for him to stop the sheep.

—

The man did accordingly what he could to turn

them back, running from side to side, and flour-

ishing his broom with great dexterity; but the

sheep much agitated pressed onward; and at last

one of them came right up to the man
,
who fear-

ing it might jump over his head, while he was
stooping, grasped the broomstick in both hands.

and held it over his head. He stood for a few
seconds in this position, when the sheep made a
spring and jumped fairly over him without
touchingthe broom. The first had no sooner clear-
ed his impediment than another and another, in
so quick succession, that the man, perfectly con-
founded, seemed to lose all recollection, and
stood in the same attitude till the whole jumped
over him : not one of them attempted to pass on
either side, though the street was quite clear.”

Shoulder Arms!
An unexpectedly touching scene was presen-

ted to the French Academy of Sciences very
lately. The new invention of Van Petersen
was to be exhibited—an artificial arm, by which,
if the wearer has but a third of the shoulder re-

maining, he can pick up a pin, lift a glass of
wine to his lips, hold a newspaper, etc. A com-
mittee had been appointed by the academy to

decide on its merits, and an old soldier from
the Hospital of Invalids was the subject of ex-
periment. He had been for many years depri-

ved of both arms at the shoulder, and when the
substitutes were attached, he performed all that
was set down by the inventor, v/ith the greatest
ease—taking a glass of wine, etc. But half an
hour of these restored functions had moved the
heart to the old militaire. As the arms were
detached, his breast heaved with emotion diffi-

cult to be suppressed—“harder to bear,” he
murmured, “than the first loss, when he did not

know their value.” The Academy sat a few
moments in breathless silence, all present evi-

dently affected.

“Well!” exclaimed M. Arago, at last, * ‘has
no one any thing to propose? Are we to let

this brave old man go back mutilated, when
we can relieve him? How much do they cost?”

“Five hundred francs each!”
“Ah! it would be costly to re-furnish all the

maimed soldiers of the Hospital, but the others
have not been reminded of their loss. We will

subscribe the thousand francs for this one.”
The proposition was received with acclama-

tion, and the veteran walked away gesticula-

ting with new arms.

Pharmacy in Questions and Answers.
What is Pharmacy? The science of con-

cealing how little can be done to assist nature.

What is the best method to procure bark?

—

Throw physic to the dogs.

When may a cold be said to be caught?

—

When your nose runs alter it.

What would you call a slight attack of the fe-

ver and ague? No great shakes.

What is phlebotomy? Skilful bleeding.

State the most effectual time to bleed. The
moment your patient becomes convalescent,
then put in your bill; delay is dangerous, and
health ungrateful.

What would you call a violent outbreak?

—

Rash

!

What is the usual result of affection of the

heart? Increase of sighs.

Can the patient get assistance? Yes. How?
By ringing the belle.

How is the heart enlarged? At the expense
of the corporation.

Where is the best place to examine diseases?

At a magistrate’s office.

Why? Because there they lodge all com-
plaints.



First Settlement on the Miami.
The impression that John Cleves Syxnmes,

and those who purchased from him were the

first settlers on the banks of the Miami
,
has ex-

tended so generally as to leave no doubt of the

fact in the public mind. It will probable there-

fore surprise the community as it did me to

learn that in 1785, sixty years ago and four

years prior to the landing ofSymmes, the whole .

Miami bottom was explored as far up as Ham-

ilton and openings made at the best spots for

the purpose of establishing pre-emption rights,

by a party from Washington county, Pennsyl-

vania. One of the company, John Hindman is

yet living and resides a few miles from Hills-

borough Ohio. I add his narrative as given to

me in his own words.

“My father, John Hindman was a native and

resident of Lancaster county, Pennsylvania,

where I was born in 1760, and at the age of 20

left that neighborhood for Washington county,

where I remained four years. In the month of

March, 1785, I left the State of Pennsylvania,

taking water at the mouth ofBuffalo creek with

a party, consisting of William West, John Sim-

ons, John Seft, and old Mr. Carlin and their

families. We reached Limestone point, now
Maysviiie, in safety, where we laid by two

weeks. The next landing we made was at the

mouth of the Big Miami. We were the first

company that had landed at that place. The In-

dians had left two or three days before we lan-

ded. We found two Indians buried as they

were laid on the ground, a pen of poles built

around them, and a new blanket spread over

each one. The first we found was near the bank

of the Ohio, and the second near the mouth of

White Water. Soon after we landed, the Ohio

raised so as to overflow all the bottoms at the

mouth of the Big Miami. We went over there-

fore to the Kentucky side, and cleared thirty or

forty acres on a claim of a man by the name of

Tanner, whose son was killed by the Indians

some time afterwards on a creek which now

bears his name. Some lime in May or June we

started to go up the Big Miami, to make what

we called improvements, so as to secure a por-

tion of the lands which we selected out of the

best and broadest bottoms between the mouth

of the river and where Hamilton now stands.

—

Westarted a north course and came to White

Water, supposing it to be the Miami ; we pro-

ceeded up the creek, but Joseph Robinson who

started from the mouth of the Miami with our

party, and who knew something of the country

from having been taken prisoner with Col.

Laughery and carried through it, giving it as

his opinion, that we were not at the main river,

we made a raft -and crossed the stream, having

the misfortune to lose all our guns in the pas-

sage. We proceeded up to where Hamilton

now is, and made improvements wherever we
found bottoms finer than the rest, all the way
down to the mouth of the Miami. I then went

up the Ohio again to Buffalo, but returned the

same fall, and found Gens. Clarke, Butler, and

Parsons at the mouth of the Big Miami, as com-

missioners to treat with the Indians. Major Fin

ney was there also. I was in company with

Symmes when he was engaged in taking the

meanders of the Miami river at the time John

Filson was killed by the ^Indians. ”

Kentucky.

Kentucky has a State character sui generis .

—

When we cross the Ohio river from Cincinnati,

a people is found of temperament, habits, pur-

suits and taste, as different from the population

of Ohio as can be found, if we were to travel

five hundred miles in any other direction. In

early days the Kentuckian was half horse, half

alligator, and a slight sprinkle of the snapping

turtle . Now he is all hcrse. Pie realises the fa-

ble of the centaur, being inseparable from his

steed. Every man there ought to receive the

given name of Philip- a lover of horses.

Accordingly wherever one of our citizens trav-

els through Kentucky, horse-bills and advertise-

ments of races are apt to attract hi3 notice

.

Apropos of races. The Oakland races near

Louisville came off, in jockey phrase, last week.

This leads me to notice another characteristic

trait of these people.

It is well known that Rev. N. L. Rice now

of our city, held a public theological debate last

year at Lexington, Ky ., with a distinguished

opponent, Alexander Campbell, of Bethany.

That such a discussion should attracts crowds

will not surprise those who recollect the dense

masses which blocked up the Tabernacle a few

weeks since during the debate between Messrs.

Rice and Pingree, but I suspect no where else

than in Kentucky, could the sporting Jraternity

have found in such controversies, materials for

the long odds. Bets were made on the speed

and bottom of the debatants, as they would have

been at the race ground, begining with three

to one on Campbell, the odds equalizing in the

progress of the debate, and finally two to one

that Rice would drive his opponent out of the

field in the course of debate. As the judges who

presided (here were not authorized to decide, and

popular vote was taken on the merits of the

debate, I presume the shareholder in each case

was allowed to determine which had won

or lost, in the exercise of his own personal judg-

ment.

5



That debate was conducted with ability on

both sides, no doubt. I never heard Mr- Camp-

bell make a public address, but his reputation

is established in the whole .west. Mr . Rice, al-

though comparatively young in years, is, as is

well known, of great intellectual power, and oth-

erwise admirably ‘qualified for oral discussion,

and as he was a Kentuckian, and the debate

held on the soil of the State, it is probable much

State pride and feeling was excited in the breasts

of many, who cared little for the subjects in

dispute. This feeling was exhibited afterwards,

in a shape which could hardly have been shown

any where else. One of the running horses at

the Oakland races I have referred to, bore the

name of Nathan L. Rice, in honor of the cham-

pion of Kentucky. lie was, indeed, beaten

with great ease, which is more than can ever

have been said of his name-sake. The name
was at any rate as much out of character for the

horse, as the race ground would have been for

the man.

CORRESPONDENCE.

The Mammoth Cave—No. I.

Mr. Cist:

The natural curiosities of our coun-

try are many and wonderful, and each day, al-

most, brings with it some new discovery. The

falls of the great Niagara, our burning and hot

springs, the Natural Bridge of Virginia, as well

as our caverns and grottoes, have their visiters

in countless numbers, seeking the gratification

of a laudable curiosity, or to regain lost health.

The most singular and most wonderful of all,

is allowed to rest, nearly in its original beauty

and grandeur, scarcely attracting a tithe of the

great stream of travels, that courses yearly from

one end of our Union to the other. I would call

the attention of those who desire to have their

curiosity satisfied, or knowledge added to, to

the Mammoth cave of Kentucky. It is within

two days travel of Cincinnati, being 95 miles

south and west of Louisville, in Edmonson coun-

ty, Ky., one fourth of a mile from Green river.

There is a steamboat running regularly past the

Cave, affording every facility to travellers. Up-

on their arrival they will find the “Cave House”

to be neat and clean, with fine piazzas for prom-

enading, and a table sufficiently well supplied

to satisfy the palate ot the most dainty . The
surface of the country, in the region of the Cave

is peculiarly diversified, and will attract the at-

tention of the naturalist in an eminent degree.

But the external of the cou ntry, however singu-

lar it may be, yields in interest, to the internal

of the Cave, which all visiters are anxious to en-

ter the moment of their arrival. At least I found

it so with myself. Five of us, with the guide

in advance, left the house for the entrance,

which is in a little ravine called “Cave Hollow,”

and is 200 feet above Green river, and 100 feet

below the general level of the table land, above-

It is thickly shaded by forest trees, that serve as

a sort of screen, to hide the mouth which is

yawning to receive you. Turning short round

a mass of rock, you stand instantly in the very

breath of the cave, which is steadily passing out,

condensing as it strikes you. In summer you

experience a chilly damp, and feel as if you were

entering some long-shut-up and uninhabited

old house. The thermometer, in the heat of

summer varies some 30 degrees, by being rais-

ed or lowered at this point some five or six feet.

Fifty feet below, and at an angle of 30 degrees

from where you stand, you see, in the dim light

of the Cavern, a large hopper, capable of hold-

ing 20 cart loads, which was used during and

previous to the last war, for leaching the earth

of the Cave, by the saltpetre workers. You be-

come used to the chiil in a few moments, and

start down the steps, which lead around the side

of the immense opening—at the bottom you

find level and good walking, and after advan-

cing a few rods, your torches become of use.

—

About a hundred yards from the entrance, at

the '‘narrows,” you come to a door, above which

a rude iEolian harp is fixed, that is forever “dis-

coursing sweet sounds,” as the cool air of the

Cave is constantly rushing out to the warmer

atmosphere above, with a current of four miles

per hour. Near this place and beyond, the tracks

of oxen and carts remains as perfect as when

made 30 years ago, and being protected from

heat and frost, drought and rain, why should

they change in a thousand years? You now
gradually descend until the Cave opens out into

immense proportions, and you come to the first

branch, called after the ornithologist, Audubon,

being the only place where birds of any kind

have ever beeu found, and they were bats. At

this point is what is called the Grand Dome,

being 80 feet high, and near a hundred feet in

diameter. We lit it so as to have a fine view,

with Bengal lights, when we stood enchainod

by wonder and admiration. “Gothic Avenue,”

next received us after climbing up a long flight

of steps, running out and up, from the side of

the main Cave. The purity of the air is now
felt by all; the chill has now left us, and the

thermometer stands at 57, never varying either

winter or summer. Our curiosity was now rav-

enous, and we proceeded to gratify it at all haz-

ards. Forward was the order for the time, each

one seeing something to wonder at, and exclaim

about. “Stalagmite Hall,” is the first place of

great interest in this avenue. It is a spacious

enlargement of the Cavern, the roof of which is

curiously supported by columnb of all shapes
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and dimensions; being formed by the stalag-

mite ascending, and the stalactite descending,

until they meet, and form a single piece. They
are sometimes in rows, and sometimes isolated,

producing a most singularly beautiful effect, as

all beyond the reach of our lights was in utter

darkness, and left the imagination free as air, to

fill up the distance in whatever manner the in-

tense excitement of the moment could conjure

up. A few hundred yards farther on, we stop-

ped and refreshed ourselves at a sulphur spring,

which lay directly in our path. All this dis-

tance we had fine walking, and we began now

to act more like boys just let loose from school

than any thing else. Certain it is we were not

sober and sedate men, for we ran, jumped, hol-

lowed, screamed, and laughed as if we were

mad!—Dr. Croghan, the proprietor of the Cave,

explained all this, for I was anxious to know
why our desire to jump, run, and laugh, could

not without some exertion be repressed. He said

,

that the carbon ol the blood, that principle

which isso abundant in the upper air, and which

when the blood is nearly saturated with it, pro-

duces that dull and lethargic feeling often ex-

perienced, was continually being extracted by
the pure air of the Cave when breathed into the
lungs; and as a ^consequence, your blood was
coursing through your veins, red and limpid,
and as volatile as quick-silver. Elastic to a won-
derful degree in every muscle, and buoyant in

feeling from the novelty of our situation it is not
to be wondered at, that we made bovs of our-
selves for the time. “Devil’s Arm Chair” and
“Elephant’s Head ,” formed out of the Stalag-

mite were the next curiosities. * ‘Haunted Cham-
ber” is a place where two mummies were found
in a high state of preservation. The Indians no
doubt, have penetrated into this Cavern to a
greater distance than we might expect, as there
are sundry indications, in other avenues. It is

said, there is no principle of decay in the Cave,
as the temperature is so uniformly at one point,

and so dry. “Lover’s Leap,” next arrests your
footsteps, after getting down which, you find

your way through a fissure in the rock, and
come into a lower cavern, containing what is

termed the “Gothic Chapel,” one of the most
beautiful places we had yet seen. Talk about
the abbeys and pillared halls of the old world!
they are nothing to this specimen, in the back-
woods of the new. Here is a temple, older than

any built with hands, and of an architecture so

unique, that it has not to this day, received its

appropriate name. A more otiginal pulpit can-

not be conceived. It is of the most singular

shape, just large enough to hold a man, and is

formed about the centre of this part of the Cave,

by the drippings from the roof, which is suppor-

ted on each side by double rows of columns,
leaving it in a half circle, and forming a sort of

an amphitheatre, as it were, for the audience.

Long did we stop here, and admire the ever va-

rying changes produced by each different dispo-

sition of our lamps . We left however, and went
on still farther to the “Cinder-pile,” a vefy ap-

propriate name for the spot, as the formation

here, resembles remarkably, the pile of cinders
thrown from a blacksmith’s forge. We were
now four miles from the entranca, and had to re-

trace our steps, to the main Cave, our curiosity

wonderfully excited by promises made by our
guide of what we should see on the morrow.

—

We had been in the Cave over six hours, which
had flown by, as so many minutes. We found
a good supper ready for us, and very comforta-

ble quarters in the “Cave House.” The couch
soon received my tired limbs, and slumoer came,
bringing with it the wildest dreams imaginable.

The caverns presented by the excited imagina-

tion, were of the most fantastic shape, and per-

petually changing. Daylight at last peeped in

at my windows and with alacrity I arose, that I

might be ready for my under-ground journey.—
I found five or six of the gentlemen belonging

to our party already on the piazza, preparing for

the descent. The guide came at length, with a

lamp for each, and a gallon can of oil slung up-

on his back. As this was to be a long journey,

our host had, with commendable care, paid at-

tention to the anticipated wants of seven or eight

men, who, no doubt, might be hungry during

the day. K.

Seats of Government in Ohio.

It seems by the following letter, that the Ohio

Legislature held its session of 1810—1 1, at Zanes-

ville, and that they were then about to deter-

mine on a permanent scite for the capital of the

State.

Zanesville,
Jan; 3d, 1811.

Sir:

I received your3 of the 25th ult., since

which nothing of importance has transpired,

though business is going on more briskly now,

but there is too much argument ;
six lawyers in.

the house of Representatives, and two practic-

ing lawyers in the Senate. Thi3 day the seat,

of government comes on the carpet in the House

of Representatives. Sell’s farm, which is the

place the Commissioners reported, twelve mile*

above Franklinton, on the west side of the Scio-

to is most spoken of; but there is Worthington,

Franklinton, Zanesville, a place ’in Delaware,

not far from Bixbie’s; but this latter place i*

supposed too much north—it is difficult to say

where it will rest yet . Very little is yet said of

the resolution, bnt its friends I fear are the ma-

jority. If so, as they are in the habit of sweep-

ing, they may sweep away with it, but I find

there is no telling how a question will be deter-

mined until it is tried.

I cannot tell when an adjournment will take

place, but I do not expect to be at home before

the last of the month.

Remember me to my old friend Capt. Carpen-

ter. Capt. Hubbell ate breakfast with me on

Monday last, and was on his road to Washing-

ton—! think he started on with Worthington

Please remember me to the family.

S 3L6 ARON GOFORTH

,



Adventure at Higgins*’ Block-House.

I give the following narrative from notes of a

statement made me a few weeks since, by Mr.

E. E. Williams, of Covington, Ky.; probably

the only survivor among the actors in the events

which he records.

After the battle of the Blue Licks, and in 1786

our family removed to Higgins’ block-house on

Licking river, 14 miles above Cynthiana. Be-

tween those periods my father had been shot by

the Indians, and my mother married Samuel

Van Hook, who had been one of the party en-

gaged in the defence at Ruddle’s station, in 17-

80, and on its surrender was carried with the

rest of the prisoners to Detroit.

Higgins’ Fort, or block-house, had been built

at the bank of Licking, on precipitous rocks,

at least thirty feet high, which served to protect

us on every side but one. On the morning of

the 12th June, at daylight, the fort whieh con-

sisted of six or seven houses, was attacked by a

party of Indians, fifteen to twenty in number.

There was a cabin outside below the fort where

William McCombs resided, although absent at

the time. His son Andrew and a man hired in

the family, named Joseph McFall, on making

their appearance at the door to wash tnemselves

were both shot down, McCombs through the

knee, and McFall in the pit of the stomach.

McFall ran to the block-house, and McCombs
fell, unable to support himself longer, just after

opening the door of his cabin, and was dragged

in by his sisters, who barricaded the door instant-

ly. On the level and upon the only accessible

tide, there was a cornfield, and the season be-

ing favorable, and the soil rich as well as new,

the corn was more than breast high. Here the

main body of the Indians lay concealed, while

three or four who made the attack attempted

‘hereby to decoy the whites outside of their de-

fences. Failing in this they set fire to an old

fence and corn-crib, and two stables, both long

enough built to be thoroughly combustible.

—

These had previously protected their approach

in that direction. Capt. Asa Reese was in com-

mand of our little Fort. “Boys.” said he, “some

of you must run over to Hinkston’s or Harri-

son’s.” These were 14 and 2 miles off, but in

different directions. Every man declined. I

objected, alleging as my reason, that he would

give up the fort before I could bring relief, but

on his assurance that he would hold out, I agreed

to go. J jumped off the bank through the thick-

et of trees whT5h broke my fall while they

scratched my face and limbs. I got to the ground
with a limb clenched in my hands, which I had
grasped unawares in getting through. I recov-

ered from the jar, in less than a minute, crossed

the Licking, and ran up a cow-path on the op-

posite side which the cows from one of those

forts had beat down in theii;. visits for water. As
soon as I had gained the bank, 1 shouted, to as-

sure my friends of my safety, and to discourage

the enemy. In less than an hour I was back

with a relief of ten horsemen, well armed, and

driving in full chisel, after the Indians. But

they had decamped immediately upon hearing

my signal, well knowing what it meant, and it

was deemed imprudent to pursue them with so

weak a party, the whole force in Higgins’ block-

house hardly sufficing to guard the women and

children there. McFall, from whom the bullet

could not be extracted, lingered two days and

two nights in great pain, when he died, as did

Combs on the ninth day, mortification then ta-

king place.

From Higgins’ station, we moved in the fall

of 1791 to Covington, or rather the mouth of

Licking, buildinga cabin about twenty rods be-

low the point . This was the first house put up

in what is now Covington.

Before this however, and in the fall of 1790,

I had volunteered in Harmar’s expedition, and

was on my road, when my horse descending a

piece of hill ground got one foot entangled a-

mong the roots of a tree, and in his efforts to

extricate himself, fell and broke his leg. In the

fall I was so much hurt as to confine me to bed

for two weeks, before 1 could again walk.

—

Next year my brother James and myself volun-

teered with St. Clair among the troops from Ken-

tucky , and continued with him till the defeat. I

assisted in building Forts Hamilton and Jeffer-

son and Greenville. I was not in the battle, be-

ing detached with the troops under Maj. Ham-
tramck, back to Fort Hamilton to escort on the

provisions, clothing, &c., of which the army

stood in want, When we had nearly reached

on our return, the place where we had left the

army, we met the flying stragglers. I then re-

turned to Kentucky. Wayne season troops in

1792, and came on himself m 1793, and encamp-

ed his entire force at “Hobson's Choice,” a strip

of dry ground above Mill creek, reaching at its

upper range somewhere about the present Gas
works, and started" thence about the first of Au-
gust. James and I were sent for as old Indian

fighters, and a corps of ahout 65 scouts was form-

ed and put under the command of Captain

Ephraim Kibby, of Columbia. We moved on

the line of forts already constructed, built Fort

Recovery—St. Clair’s battle ground,—Fort

Wayne in the forks of Maumee, and Fort Defi-

ance on the Auglaise . We then went on to the

rapids of the Maumee, where Wayne, defeated

the Indians. Here again I escaped the battle.
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although less danger was incurred in it than

usual in Indian fights, the regulars having driv

en the enemy with such spirit, and at such a

rate, that the volunteers, and especially the moun-

ted men who were compelled to take an exten-

sive circuit to get round the fallen timbers where

the charge was made, were not able to over-

take either the pursuers or pursued, who were

driven two miles on a run at the point of the

bayonet. Capt. Kibby’s company had been de-

tached across the river to scour the woods, and

rouse the Indians, who were supposed to be con-

cealed on that side, and likely to endanger the

rear of the American troops, as they could ea-

sily have crossed by wading the ripple above

the rapids. It appeared however, that there

were none at that place. I returned home being

regularly discharged. There was hardly any

money in circulation. A few of the officers

drew enough to pay their expenses home, but

the private soldiers and volunteers did not get

their pay for many months afterwards.

Mill Creek Bridge in 1798.

In one of my Iat numbers I published a his-

tory of the early Mill and Deer Creek bridges.

The following subscription paper drawn up by

John Cleves Symmes, supplies a chasm in the

early records of Cincinnati. Of theindividuals,

signing the subscription, Judge Burnet and

Griffin Yeatman of our City, alone survive.

Hamilton County
, April 10th, 1798.

We the under-written subscribers, whose

names are hereunto affixed, do promise to pay

to Thomas Gibson, George Cullurn, John Matson,

Sen,, and William H. Harrison, Esqs., or to the

order of any three of them, the several sums an-

nexed to our names for the express and sole pur-

pose of forming and erecting a bridge over Mill

creek at its mouth, either of stone or wood,on pil-

lars or bents, so high as tobe level with the top of

the adjacent banks, and twelve feet wide, cover

ed with three-inch plank-,and so strong that wag-

gons with three tons weight may be safely drove

over the same, and so durable that the under-

taker shall warrant the bridge to continue, and

be kept in repair for passing loaded waggons,

seven years after the bridge is finished.

The great advantage of this bridge, as well

for supplies going to market, as to the merchants,

tradesmen, and other inhabitants of Cincinnati,

as for travellers in general, need no illustration.

One year from the date hereof is allowed to

fill this subscription, and contract with an un-

dertaker to build the said bridge, which if not

begun within the year, this present subscription

shall be void.

Subscriber's Names.

John Cleves Symmes, One hundred dollars.

Thomas Gibson ,
Forty dollar?,

Wm. II. Harrison, Forty dollars.

Corn’s. R Sedam, Forty dollars,

Israel Ludlow, Seventy dollars,

Joel Williams, Thirty dollars.

Wm, Ramsay, Five dollars."

Samuel Dick, Seven dollars.

Smith & Findlay, Ten dollars.

George Fithian, Three dollars,

J. Clarke, Five dollars.

Andrew Park, Three dollars.

Culbertson Park, Three dollars.

Stephen Wood, Ten dollars.

David Snodgrass, Two dollars.

Aaron Reeder, Thiee dollars.

Burt & Newman, Five dollars,

Griffin Yeatman, Five dollars.

J. Sellman, Five dollars.

Benjamin Stites, Eight dollars,

Thomas Goudv, One dollar.

George Gordon, Three dollars,

A. St. Clair, jun., Five dollars.

Wm. McMillan, Two dollars.

J. & Abijah Hunt, Twenty dollars.

Jacob Burnet, Five dollars.

Joseph Prince, Three dollars.

^Twenty dollars in addition to Wm. Ludlow’®
subscription, subscribed for him by Wm. H
Harrison at Mr, Ludlow’s consent.

Great Men not always wise*

John Quincy Adams, having received a vol-

ume of Scott’s Commentary on the Bible from

the publisher at Philadelphia, in reply said:

—

“With my sincere thanks for your kind at-

tention, I must pray you consider me a subscri-

ber for the book, and, to saye the trouble of re-

peated payments, enclose a check for the

whole subscription—a general principle of pro-

priety interdicting niy acceptance of articles o>f

value while I am in the public service.”

Mr. Adams does not seem to perceive that by

such a course, he i3 opening wide the door for

his becoming an unwilling purchaser of not on-

ly books of every description, but various other

kinds of goods. He will find his card, or I great-

ly mistake, an open letter or authority for eve-

ry book publisher to draw on him for the value

of one copy of any publication he makes. Nor

will this prove the only article he will thus be

compelled to buy

.

Mr. Clay, on the contrary, has more knowl-

edge of the world, that is to say of human nature.

Witness his late correspondence with Orlando

Fish, of New York.

“Epistolary.—Punch will have to knock

under to Orlando Fish. The following corres-

pondence is a curiosity

:

“Dear Sir: Deprived as we are doomed to be,

of the pleasure of having yourself at our head



for a few ensuing years, will you allow us the

minor pleasure of having ourself at yours, for a

brief period, by accepting this Hat? and may it

afford you, sir, what you have so zealously la-

bored to secure to us—Protection.

Very respectfully yonr ob’t servant,

ORLANDO FISH.
Hon. Henry Clay.

REPLY.
Ashland, 29th Jan., 1845.

My Dear Sir: I offer many and cordial thanks

for the Hat which you have kindly presented

to me, and for the note which accompanied it.

The Hat might have “protected” a better or wi-

ser head than mine, but no head was ever cov-

ered by a better or more elegant Hat.
Most truly, I am your friend and

obedient servant,

H. CLAY.
Orlando Fish, Esq.

Had Mr. Clay paid for the hat, he would have

been supplied with hats sufficient, and more

than sufficient to last his natural lifetime. He

treated the subject like a man of sense. Mr.

Adams is a learned man, learned rather than

wise. If he had been more piactical in his

knowledge, he must have perceived that he laid

himself under no more obligation by accepting

the commentaries than Henry Clay was under

to Orlando Fish for the beaver . The publisher

and the manufacturer could make more money

out of the names of John Q. Adams and Henry

Clay, than they could have obtained by the di-

rect payment of their articles of which they

made presents. These things are tricks of the

trade, perfectly understood in the business world.

Territorial Marriage Licences.

The following document, among the papers

of Col. Thomas Gibson, who solemnized the

marriage referred to, relates to the lady whose

brief history may be'found in thelast Advertiser.

It is one of those remarkable coincidences which

baffle all calculation and probability, that my
narrative had hardly gone to press, when this

licence came to light.

BY HIS EXCELLENCY,
Arthur St. Clair, Esq., Governor of the Terri-

tory of the United Slates North West of the Ohio.

PERMISSION of MARRIAGE is given

to John Downs and Lucy Virgin, both of

Hamilton county, and the honorable the Judges

of the Territory aforesaid, the Justices of the

Courts of Common Pleas, or any of them, or any

other person authorized by the Statutes of the

Territory aforesaid to solemnize MARRIA-
GES, are hereby empowered, upon application

to them made by the parties aforesaid, to join

them together as HUSBAND and WIFE.
Given under my hand and seal at Cincinnati

the twentieth day of September, in the year of

our Lord, one thousand eight hundred.
ARTHUR ST. CLAIR.

Relics of the Last War.
Cincinnati, Feb. 14th, 1813.

Dear Sir:

I have the pleasure to inform you

that the detachment of militia has marched for

Dayton in good health and spirits. The batall-

ion from my division will consist of five compa-

nies, between three and four hundred strong.

—

I have had uncommon difficulties to encounter

in organizing and marching them, the Brigade

Mdjor having notified me of his resignation at

a time when his services was most wanted, and

Gen. Findlay not having official notice of his

exchange, and Brigadier General Wingate,

Col. Mills, and Major Kain never joining until

yesterday, so you may judge of my situation,

having the sick, lame, lazy, and worst of all, the

ignorant, to attend to, and had not Mr. Thomp-

son taken some part of the arrangement off my
hands in the Quarter Master department, I could

not have got them on the march so soon. They
are now completely equipt— I made them pur-

chase blankets &c. with their advance pay, and

have several engaged that I have hired to make
up cartridges, as we could get none at the Ar-

senal. I shall send a load of ammunition to Day-

ton on Tuesday—have kept a guard for that pur-

pose. The cartridges made are the best I have

ever seen. I got buckshot moulds made, and

as I got them for eight dollars, which is very

cheap, I shall not put them in Bryson’s account

as they are very useful for the State, some 9 and

some 12 buckshot in each cartridge, and by ex-

periment, I find they will answer much better

than ball cartridges; though I have had some of

them made—I have them put up in dozens, and

completely packed—about 60 dozen in each

tight keg, that will not admit the wet to injure

the ammunition. I have sir, been indefatigable

in my exertions on this occasion, and hope my
transactions will meet your approbation. I send

a greater supply of unfixed ammunition than the

detachment will require, which will be wanted

in advance as I presume, and knowing the diffi-

culty of obtaining buckshot, I will order the man
to go on casting a quantity, that by giving a

short notice, may be forwarded to your order to

any point on the frontiers. We have a rumor

in town that Gen. Harrison has had an engage-

ment and been victorious, God grant it may be

true. I am sir in very great haste, which will

apologise for this confused scrawl.

From your most ob’t. humble ser’vt.

JOHN S. GANO

.

His Ex. Gov Meigs.

St. Marys ,
May 28th, 1813.

Maj.Gen.J. S.Gano.

Sir—A company of riflemen, under the



command of Captain David E. Hendricks from

the division under the command of Major Gen.

Whiteman has recently been ordered to this

place, and perhaps they never could have render-

ed more essential services than at this time as

there is not a man for duty here. I expect a part

of said company here today. The Captain came

in last evening. He states that the, company is

extremely reluctant to come on without assu-

rance of receiving one month’s pay ;I have prom-

ised they should be paid one month’s wages in

advance
,
and notwithstanding, you may consid-

er it as not coming within your jurisdiction,

yet under existing circumstances, I thought.it

my duty to call on you to intercede with the

District Paymaster, to send on the money with

Captain Hendricks. I hope you will use every

exertion with Mr. Hunt or Mr. Taylor, (as the

case may be.) I have wrote to Mr. Hunt on

the occasion. The money may be enclosed to

me, I will make any arrangement he may direct,

or he may authorise any other person that may

seem just to him. Paymaster Smith has gone

to the Rapids, and will be gone a considerable

time before he can return. Something is ne-

cessary to be done, or I shall have command of

a garrison without an individual to do duty, my-
self and staff excepted.

The water taking a rise in the St. Mary’s and

Auglaize, and believing it indispensibly neces-

sary, that the provision should descend the riv-

er the first opportunity, as we cannot expect an-

other flood, I sent every man on with the boats

from this post, and left but a Sergeant’s com-

mand at Amanda, You may therefore judge our

situation. We have no news only what you

must have heard. Please write me when- con-

venient. And permit me to close with my best

wishes for your welfare &c.,

JOHN WINGATE,
Brigadier General.

Cincinnati
, May 31st, 1813.

Dear General

:

I received your letter by Capt. Hendricks

and immediately attended to your request. I

called on Mr. Hunt who informed me he was

instructed by the Secretary of war to make no

payments in advance. I then called on Gen-

Harrison, who informed me he wished to accom-

modate the men, I then proposed if he would

sanction it I would make the advance, which

he said he would, and I send l?y Capt. David E.

Hendricks five hundred dollars, which you will

please to have paid out on regular muster pay,

and receipt rolls in the name of your pay master

Smith, as I have thought best to attach them

to Col. Mills’ regiment. Out of the five hundred

dollars I have given Capt. Hendricks forty for his

own use, which he will account for in his pay

The better way will be to pay one month’s pay

and have all the rolls complete for the month
5

it will save trouble.

I am sir, in great haste,

Your friend and humble serv’t.

JOHN S . GANO,
Gen. John Wingate.

Franklin ton, Sept. 26th, 1813.

Dear General:

I have the honor to report myself to you

as Maj . Gen. Commandant of the Ohio Militia

in service, under your command. I have order-

ed two companies of upwards of eighty to St.

Mary’s. The one commanded by Capt. Joseph

Carpenter, I presume Major Whistler took on to

Fort Wayne, and Capt. Titus’ company ordered

to report to, and receive orders from the com-

manding officer at St. Mary’s. I have in addi-

tion, a regiment commanded by Col. Delong on

their march to Seneca, and ordered one hun-

dred men properly officered to Fort Meigs, from

his regiment, which is about 800 strong. I have

one regiment from my division here of 8 compa-

nies, and 600 strong, thopgh some are about to

be detailed or engaged in the Quarter Master’s

employment. I have a regiment here upwards

of 600 strong—they will march to-morrow for

Seneca. Unless I receive your orders to the

contrary, I wT
ill leave this on Wednesday morn-

ing for that place, with my staff which is small,

Maj. A. A. Meek, aid, and Maj. Joseph Yance,

and await your orders. The Governor consid-

ered Fort Findlay as a post of no importance, as

the stores have been removed—though I will

send a small detachment from Upper Sandusky

on my arrival there as I think it of importance

to keep open that communication. I shall be

happy to hear from you and receive your orders

whieh shall be promptly obeyed at all times.

—

I only regret I could not be with the first to

cross into Canada with you.

I am sir, yours

with respect and esteem,

JOHN S. GANO,
Maj. Gen. Com’dt. O. Militia,

Gen- Wm, H. Harrison.

Felix G. M’Connell.
With much of the manner of Crockett, he is

by far his superior in intellect. I would place
implicit confidence in his judgment. Some of
his colleagues have informed me that in his sec-

tion of country ho is invincible before the peo-
ple, and respected by all who know him . Ma-
ny anecdotes, which I cannot write out, have
been related pertaining to his canvass for Con-
gress, in which he was opposed by a Whig gen-
tleman of great ability as speaker. Let me tell

one, although it loses its forco when put on pa-

per. At a great gathering of the people of his

district on the 4<h of July last, to hear the com-
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peVitora for Congres3 express their views, his op-

ponent, after discussing various points of politi-

cal moment, concluded his address with an elo-

quent appeal to the ladies, hundreds of whom,
from all parts of the district, had assembled up-

on the occasion. The concluding part of his op -

1

ponent’s speech seemed to strike home, which
McConnell, who was watching its effects, in-

stantly perceived. When he took the stump,

after replying to the prominent political allusion

of his competitor, he haid it was not in him to

do injustice to any one; but as the gentleman

had alluded to that tender passion called love,

he must say comparatively with himself he

knew no more about it than did an old aunt he

had in North Carolina, who lived to the age of

150, and after all died an old maid “I grant,” said

McConnell, “that my Whig friend is a fine look-

ing man, just forty, and not yet married—look

at him ladies, and assure yourselves I do him no

discredit. But I do say that men must be judged

by their acts—a fine looking man just forty,

and not yet married! Look at that picture,”

pointing down upon his competitor, “and now
look at this!” (Here the speaker drew himself

to his full- length, and running both hands
through his fine bushy beard, gazed around and
around upon the audience, and continued.) “I

am, I think, a pretty considerable good looking

man for my age and inches, and I have one of

the best and prettiest little wives, a straight and
strict member of the Methodist persuasion, that

this or any other country ever produced. And
why did I get her? Because I possessed that

passion which my more polished friend rubbed
out years ago—yes, years ago—four hundred
and sixty moons have shone upon him and yet

unmarried! When I discovered that the con-

sent of her father could not be obtained—and
he, by-the by, was a good old fellow, although

a Whig—like a man, I entered beneath the

roof of her parents, and like a man, I bore her

upon my shoulders from the house to the bridal

altar, chased by dogs howling, barking and
biting, to the portals of the Church. A happy

wife, three little McConnels, and an easy con-

science, are the fruits of the tender passion as I

possessed it. If he can say as much, Felix

Grundy McConnell backs out from the canvass

— if not, let him forever hold his peace.” My
informant says, nothing could have been more
effective—the ladies waived their white ’ker-

chiefs in very ecstacy of delight—the men
shouted and stamped as men never shouted and

stamped before—and the county gave the ec-

centric McConnell an overwhelming majority.

The Bright Side of Human Nature.

In aletter published in the Lynn [Mass.]_P/-

oneer, giving a description of the fire in Pitts-

burgh, we find the following passage:

“The big church below rne kept the flames in

check, and not until the buildings beyond me
had done their worst did my house take fire. I

was sitting upon a trunk, my wife beside me,

and Jesse behind us in the open cross street a

little east of our house, when four or five of the

mass came to me and asked where my house

was. I pointed to it, and accordingly they went

to work and cleared every room in that house,

bringing out every thing, I believe, that it con-

tained, the kitchen furniture only excepted ;
they

brought out every bedstead, every bureau; they

brought my
s
lipsalve, my tooth brush, all my

books and papers, every straggling pamphlet
and newspaper; and, finally, pulled my sign off

the window-shutter. Nor did they stop at this;

but they procured a dearborn wagon, and never
stopped till they had carried every article to a
place of safety, taking glasses and breakable ar

tides in their hands. I do not know the name
of one of them. Two black girls of fourteen or

fifteen years of age carried out a good furniture

wagon load of articles, taking them up to the

new court-house and watching them till they
were finally removed, and all refused not only
compensation or wages, but they refused to ac-

cept presents. To one m,an I presented a man-
tle clock, because fbelieved it could not be sav-

ed but by being carefully carried to the country.

He took it away. Yesterday I left rny office

door open; and, when I came back, the clock

was on the mantlepiece keeping time and ex-

actly right. My goods were carried to six or

seven different places upon the hill above the

town; they have all been returned to me I be-

lieve. and all that I have paid for trouble taken
was two dollars to the wagoner. Yesterday a

colored woman brought home our first washing
of white clothes since the fire, and begged that

we would accept the trifling favor from her, be-

cause we had done so much for ‘her kind of peo-

ple.’ Mrs. E. saw a bundle of her clothes upon
a cart on the evening ol the fire as she was go-

ing up on the hill ; she took hold of it, and the

cart went on, leaving the heavy bundle on the

road with her. Two little ragamuffin boys, less

than twelve years old, came to her assistance,

and carried it a great way to the house of an ac-

quaintance; when she took out her purse to pay
them there was not a cent in it. It was a hand *

some bead purse; she offered it to them. ‘No,

indeed,’ said one of them, ‘we’d be ashamed to

take any thing from you at such a time as this.’

There were your regular alley blackguards.”

Long and Short.

An amusing anecdote is related of the late

Sir Charles Williams, who for many ^ears trav-

eled the western circuit, and had a full share

of business. Being a diminutive man, he pre-

sented a striking contrast to another counsellor

Williams, who went the same circuit, and who
was a very tall person. It happened, on one oc-

casion, at Exeter, that some irregularity among
the counsel called for the interference of the

Judge, to whom the persons of the two barris-

ters°were unknown out of court. Mr. Williams

the little was addressing the court, when the

judge requested him to stand.

“My lord, I am standing,” exclaimed the as-

tonished counsel.

“Then,” continued his lordship, addressing

theother, “Mr. ohn Williams, 1 will thank you

to sit, sir.”

“My lord, I am sitting,” said Mr. Williams

the tall.

MARRIAGE.
On Wednesday the 18th inst., by the Rev. Mr. Wil-

son, Mr. Thomas Gibson to Miss Florilla Graham, all

DEATHS.
On Monday the 16th inst., Mrs. Ruth Davenport,

consort of Cyrus Davenport.

On Tuesday the 17th inst., Rebecca C. Clopper.

On Thursday the 19th inst., Anna infant daughter of

P. and M. Wilson, aged 18 months.
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Wonders of Art.

Some time since I referred to a master piece

of name punching, bearing in circular form, the

stamp, “7th Annual Fair of the Ohio Mechan-

ic’s Institute,” which was so minute that four

of these circles could be laid upon a dime. Eve-

ry letter was distinctly formed, duly proportion-

ed, and visible to the naked eye. This piece of

work was executed by Mr. Sheppard of the firm

of Sheppard & Davies, gold pen manufacturers,

Main between 7th and 8th streets, and was ex-

hibited at the last fair ol the Institute, /thought

the performance wonderful, and did not suppose

it could be surpassed as a piece of delicate and

accurate engraving.

What will my readers think of an engraved

circle so small that it covers no more space

than the wreath circle of a half dime, and yet

presents in that space a well defined copy of

“The Lord’s prayer, and the ten command-

ments” with their respective titles'? This was

executed in the establishment of Toppan, Car-

penter & Co., and handed me by Mr. C. A. Jew-

ett, who has charge of their branch in Cincin-

nati. It may be seen at my office by the curious

in such matters.

The First Church in Cincinnati*

The original proprietors of Cincinnati, when
they laid out the town, dedicated four in-lots,

numbered 100, 115, 139, and 140, for the use

of a church, grave yard, and school; this was

in 1789. In that year the properly was occupi-

ed as a burial ground. In 1790, Rev. David

Rice of Kentucky, a Presbyterian Clergyman,

came to Cincinnati and organized a Presbyterian

Society, which hascontinued ever since, and is

now represented by the First Presbyterian Soci-

ety of Cincinnati.

In 1791, a number of the inhabitants, formed

themselves' into a company, to escort the Rev.

Jame9 Kemper from beyond the Kentucky Riv-

er to Cincinnati; they accompanied him hither

and on his arrival, a subscription was set on foot

to build a meeting house. Before this time the

trees upon a portion of the lot, at the corner of

Fourth and Main streets, had been partially

cleared, and within a small circle, seated upon

the logs— the people met for worship, in the

open air, with their rifles by their sides. Tn

1792, the meetinghouse was erected, and the

whole tour lots were enclosed with a post and

rail fence. The timber for the building was ta-

ken from the spot upon which it was erected.

The subscription paper for the erection of the

Church is still in existence—it is dated January

16th, 1792. It is headed as follows

:

“We the subscribers, for the purpose of erec-

ting a house of public worship, in the village

6

of Cincinnati, to the uses of the Presbyterian

denomination, do severally bind ourselves, and
executors, firmly, and by these presents, the

several sums of money, and commutations in

labor, respectively annexed to our names, to be

paid to John Ludlow, Jacob Reeder, James Ly-
on, Moses Miller, John Thorpe, and Wra . Me-
Millen, or either of them, their heirs or adminis-

trators, trustees appointed for the business of

superintending the building aforesaid, payments
to be made as follows:

One third part oi our several subscriptions, to

be paid so soon as the timbers requisite for the

aforesaid building may be collected on the

ground, where the said house is to be built.

—

Another third, when the said house is framed

and raised. And the other third part, when the

aforesaid house may be under cover, and weath-

er boarded.

In witness whereof, we have hereunto sub-

scribed our names, on the day affixed to our

names
Here follow the names of the subestibers,

which are given, that we may cherish the mem-
ory of the generous dead, and furnish an exam-

ple to the living.

John Ludlow
Jacob Reeder
James Lyon
Moses Miller

John Thorpe
Wm. McMillen
John B Smith
David E Wade
James Brady
Joel Williams
Levi Woodward
Wm. Woodward
Jeremiah Ludlow
James Dement
Richard Benham
John Cutter

Joseph Lloyd
Nehemiah Hunt
Cornelius Miller

Abram Bosten
Gabriel Cox
Samuel Pierson

Daniel Bates

Benj. Fitzgerald'

James Kemper
Isaac Bates
John Adams
Wm. Miner
James Miller

Seth Cutter
S Miller

John Lyon
James McKane
William Harrison

Margaret Rusk
Benjamin Valentine

Asa Peck
Robert Hind
Robert Benham
Samuel Dick
Joseph Shaw

Isaac Felty
James Wallace
Robert Caldwell
Jona Davies
Thomas Ellis

Daniel Shoemaker
John Blanchard
Benjamin Jennings
Jno Gaston
JonasSeaman
Reuben Roe
John Cummins
Elliott & Williams
Thomas McGrath
James Bury
Thomas Gibson
Henry Taylor
Elias Waldron
Thos. Cochran
James Richards
John Bartle

J Mercer
II Wilson
Wm. Miller
James Reynolds
Thomas Brown
Matthew Deary
James McKnight
John Darrah
Samuel Martin
Dan’l. C Cooper
Moses Jones
Francis Kennedy
Israel Ludlow
J Gilbreath

James Wilkinson
Winthrop Sargeant
Richard Allison
Mahlon Ford
John Wade
M McDonogh
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Samuel Kitchell

Matthias Brant

SamuSl Williams
.Tabesh Wilson
David Logan
James Lowry
David Long
Alex. McCoy
Joseph Spencer
David Hole
James Blackburn
James Cunningham

J Mentzies
Joshua Shaylor
Wm . Peters
James Kremer
W M Mills

H Marks
Matthew Win ton

Ezekiel Sayre
Samuel Gilman
W Elwes
John Dixon
Daniel Hole

On the 11th June, 1794, another subscription

was circulated for the purpose of further finish-

ing the Presbyterian meeting house in Cincin

nati, and also for paling the door yard and fen-

cing in the burying ground, to be paid to th<

same persons named as Trustees.

To this paper, in addition to those who had al-

ready subscribed to build the meeting housfe,

and who again contributed to its completion,

we find the names of

Ezra F Freeman
David Zeigler

C Avery
Oliver Ormsby
Job Gard
Robert Mitchell

Martin Baum
G Yeatman

Jno Brown
Joseph Prince
Andrew Park
John Riddle
Patrick Dickey
A Hunt & Co.
Peter Kemper

When iho property was dedicated by the pro-

prietors, they held the equitable title only; the

government held the legal estate, but had con-

tracted with John Cleves Symmes, to convey to

him a large tract of land which included the

town plat of Cincinnati; the proprietors claimed

under Symmes. In 1794, the President of the

United States issued a patent to Symmes, who

was thus invested with the legal estate; and af-

terwards on the 2£th December 1797, conveyed

the lots to Moses Miller, John Thorpe, John

Ludlow, James Lyon, Wm. McMillen. David E.

Wade and Jacob Reeder, Trustees for the Pres-

byterian Congregation of Cincinnati. The title

thus conferred, has been fully confirmed by the

Supreme Court of Ohio in Bank, in 1838-39, in

their decision in the case of the city of Cincin-

nati against the 1st Presbyterian Church.

In the list of subscribers for building the

meeting house, we may notice James Wilkinson
,

then a Colonel in the army, and commandant

of Fort Washington, and the Gen. Wilkinson of

later American history.

Winthrop Sargeant Adjt. Gen. of the North

Western Army, afterwards Secretary of the N.
W . Territory and subsequently Gov . of Missis-

sippi.

Richard Allison, Surgeon Genl . of St. Clair

and Wayne’s armies. Mahlon Ford, a Captain

in the regular service, and who was afterwards

dreadfully wounded in St. Clair’s defeat.

Captain Shaylor and Peters, officers in St. Clair’s

army, John Thorpe, Superintendent of artificers,

Mr. Elliott, one of the partners of Elliott and

Williams government contractors, was the fa-

ther of Commodore Elliott, of the U. S. Navy,

and was killed between Springdale and Hamil-

ton by the Indians in 1794. His body was in-

terred near the corner of Main and Fourth sts.,

in the Presbyterian burial ground, and was re-

moved some years since to the Cemetery beyond

the canal
,
where his son has erected a handsome

monument to his memory.

Relics of the Past.

Fort Washington, July 10th, 1792.

Dear Sir:

1 will thank you to spare the rifle horse, as

much as may consist with due caution. They
have a hard tour before them, and I wish to

have the horses in vigor.

Yours,
JAS. WILKINSON,

Brigadier General.
Jno . Armstrong,
Com’dt. Ft. Hamilton.

N. B. 1 have expected Ashton some days with

three hundred men, but have given him up.—
He means to resign, poor Smith is dying—Free-

man killed—what then? J. W.
Capt. John Armstrong.

Fort Washington
,
July 14th, 1792.

Dear Sir:

I have this moment received your letter

by Serj’t. Policy, and send out Ser’jt. Arm-
strong and a party of the horses for the two pris-

oners, who have escaped from the enemy. You
will mount them on two of the Quarter Master’s

best horses, and let them move under cover of

the night. I cannot leave this post until I take

their examination and transmit it to the Sec’y. of

war, and therefore the sooner they arrive the

better.

Should the enemy attempt to pull down your

bullock pen, or to fire your hay, during the sea-

son of darkness* Capt. Peters and a Sub, are to

sortie with fifty men, and with or without flints,

as you may judge proper. The gates to be in-

stantly shut, and your works manned in the most

defensive manner your force may admit. I go

upon the possibility that circumstances may in-

duce you to have his command, some where or

some how within your walls.

Capt. Barbee is not to move before he receives

further orders, but is daily to keep out light re-

connoitring -parties, on foot or horseback, in ev-

ery direction.

My respects to Barbee.
In haste, yours,

JAS. WILKINSON,
Brig. Gen. Commanding.

Jno. Armstrong,
Capt. Com’dt. Ft. Hamilton.
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Fort Hamilton , July 1 7th, 1792.

BrIg. Gen. Jas. Wilkinson.

Dear General

:

Your letter of yesterday came duly to

hand . The distressed situation of the settlers

on the Little Miami, and in short every where

on the frontiers calls loudly for the aid of Gov-

ernment. Is it not probable that you may be au-

thorized to call into service from Kentucky, a

body of horse sufficient to justify an enterprize

against some of the Indian towns. Perhaps that

on Auglaize river, or at its mouth. The savages

are certainly very poor, and the destroying their

cornfields would make them more so. This in

my opinion would have a better tendency to

bring about a peace, than to expend dollars

in presents at a treaty. Some of Capt. Barbee’s

men being sick and their horses lame, the great-

er part of the infantry being on fatigue, was I to

detach any part of the former, who are employ-

ed for the safety of the workmen, the objects

jou have in view could not be accomplished in

due season; and indeed with all my exertions,

unless additional workmen are sent forwajd, it

will bo winter before the house I have began

will be finished. Two carpenters, two sawyers,

with whipsaw files could be employed to public

advantage.

Enclosed you have a return of Captain Bar-

bee’s troops, who are daily employed as patroles.

With me there is no doubt but the enemy are

contemplating a stroke at our advanced posts;

if intended against this place and St. Clair, pol-

icy would justify the peaceable disposition they

have shown towards both, as it might in their

opinion throw us off our guard, but be assured

I shall leave as little to chance as our situation

will admit of.

Enclosed you have an account against those

spies for articles furnished by Mr. Ewing for the

payment for which I am held responsible.

Please to direct the stoppages to be made and

paid to Mr. Bunton, in behalf of the contractor.

All is well here. Yours,

John Armstrong.

Fort Washington t
July 19th, 1792.

Dear Sir :

Mr. Hartshorn has this day returned from Co-

lumbia, and l expect to leave this post [if noth-

ing material intervenes] on the 2d, with 68

fresh pack horses; in the meantime, you will be

pleased to send back all the hired teams you can

spare, as they are expensive, under an cscotl of

infantry, taken from your garrison—say 20 or

25 men. T gave the horse, the riflemen, and

Capt. Peters’ company, for a march forwards,

and shall take from you all but two of your

scythes—this may happen about the 24th; in

the meantime make hay.

Yours,
JAS. WILKINSON.

J. Armstrong, Capt. Com’dt.

Scenery around Cincinnati.

In the neighborhood of this city, we have ev-

ery variety of scenery, picturesque, wild or mag-
nificent, where nature and art have vied with

each other in the exhibition of their respective

charms. Of these, various instances will occur

to my readers; it is natural scenery, simply, I

am about to describe .

There is a tract of seventy acres just this side

of Columbia, in the rear of, and overtopping what

is called Sportsman’s Hall, a mile or two above

Fulton, which embraces, in that part of it adja-

cent to the river, every thing to interest and grat-

ify the man of taste. Of this tract some ten

acres forms a perfect circle, ex.cept where a nar.

row tongue of land connects it with the adjacent

country.. Opposite this tongue the circle of the

tract strikes the Ohio bottom, beyond which the

river itself sweeps in a graceful curvature, which

presents circle touching circle, and affords

from the spot to which I refer, a view which

can be taken at one glance to the right and left,

four miles up the current of the Ohio, and down

as far as the lower part of Covington, being in

range 10 mile9 and an half. In this glance, fre-

quently four or five steamboats at a time serve

to grace and enliven the scene. Stepping for-

ward to the edge of the circle, the whole scope

of that magnificent clearing, Turkey Bottom, is

visible to the east, while immediately in front,

the highly cultivated farms and extensive un-

cleared timbered land of Kentucky lies before

the spectator.

The circle to which I refer is elevated abrupt-

ly, perhaps 210 feet from the bottom land, which

skirts its entire edge, the surface rolling gently

and gracefully on every side. And what I ad-

mire as much as any other feature of this char-

ming spot, is the native forest, which cleared

of its undergrowth, exhibits a grove of sugar

trees of the noblest class. The proprietor, I. D.

Wheeler, of the firm of I. D. Wheeler & Co.

has on this place erected a cottage edifice of

great simplicity, and in perfect keeping with

the whole scene, where he passes the hours

abstracted from business pursuits. I was remind-

ed by the spot, of Robinson Crusoe and his is-

land, not merely in its isolation, but the tnmo-

ness of the birds, squirrels, and rabbits which

rove the scene, fearless of guns, which are never

permitted to be fired on the premises.

I regret to add that there is one thing wan-

I
ting to complete the magic of the scene. What
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that ig may be conjectured, when I state as I»am

bound in candor to acknowledge, that Mr.

Wheeler abides there in single blessedness. As

the beauty of the scene brings visitors daily in

numbers, it is to be hoped, that some of the

forms of loveliness, which press the velvet car-

pets on his lawn with steps so light as to leave

hardly an impression there, may be persuaded

to take up an abode, and become the guardian

genius of so sweet a spot, which only needs an

Eve to complete its attractions. Even Eden was

a desert and a solitude while Adam was alone.

What lady will take the hint!

Cat Latin.

FELIS ET MURES.
A FABLE.

Felis sedit by a hole,

Intend she cum omni soul—

Prendere rats;

Mice cucurrerunt over the floor,

In numero duo, tres, or more

—

Obliti cats.

Felis saw them oculis,

I’ll have them, inquit she, I guess—

Dum ludunt,

Tunc ilia crept toward the group,

Habeam, dixit, good rat soup—

Pingues su nt.

Mice continued all ludere

Intenti they in ludum vere

—

Gaudenter

:

Tunc rushed the felis into them;

Et tore them omnes limb from limb

—

Violenter.

MORAL.

Mures omnes nunc be shy,

Et aurem praebe mihi

—

Benigne,

Sic hoc facis—“verbum sat,”

Avoid a devilish big Tom cat

—

# Sttidiose

!

DEATHS.
On Monday, June 30th, Mrs. Huldah Gazlay Mills,

wife of Rev. Thornton A. Mills, in the 30th year of her

age.

On Monday, June 30th, at 11 o’clock A. M., Napoleon
B. Mosby.

Planing Machines.
This is a part of the labor-saving apparatus

of modern days, which threatens to change the

face of mechanical employment. The planing

machine however,, takes from manual labor its

severest as well as most unprofitable drudgery;

the ripping up and planing out flooring boards.

In the putting up annually, for this city and sub-

urbs 1500 houses, an immense amount of this

article is needed, certainly not less than five

millions of feet. Accordingly there are twelve

planing machines operating in Cincinnati, prin-

cipally on Woodworth's patent. There are three

or four however, which run on the concave sys-

tem with Conical spring rollers or slides
,
being

Bicknell's patent , a Cincinnati invention which

cuts 25 pr. cent per day more than the other,

and what is of more importance to the purchas-

er, supplies an article of perfect joint and sur-

face superior in smoothness lo any other wrought

by machinery.

Messrs J. H. Story & Co. have just put their

planing machine in operation, which is one of

Bicknell’s patent , in a newly erected building

constructed expressly for ihe purpose, on Third

below John street. The floor of the establish-

ment is made of brick , and the shavings are con-

sumed as fast as made, serving to put and keep

the^ Engine in motion. Messrs. Story & Co.

are practical carpenters, whose workshop occu-

pies the upper story of the building, and as such

offer special advantages to builders in their

knowledge of what kind of article suits for bro-

ther carpenters, both as respects materials and

work.

The value of flooring boards made at these

twelve machines amounts to 120,000 dollars an-

nually; the average priee being equal to $2
40 cts per M feet.

CORRESPONDENCE.
Mammoth Cave--No. 2.

Mr. Cist:

In my last number I closed by a descrip-

tion of our party of eight, with their prepara-

tions, for their journey to be undertaken, inten-

ding to find our way as far into the Cave as any

who had preceded us: It is better for visiters

to associate some six or eight together, that they

may have the benefit of a combination of lights,

as each person carries a lamp, suspended by an

iron wire bale. Great care should be taken in

crossing the rivers, not to get all your lights in

one boat at a time, as an accident, such as up

setting your frail craft, would leave you in dark-

ness visible, and no means that I am aware of

would give you any clue to the shore. For who
can swim in perfect darkness, in a strait line?

And should you be fortunate enough so to do,

the hirsute horrors of a perpendicular rock,

springing directly up from the water, might be

the barrier to safety, instead of the gentle and

sandy declivity, of the point of departure. In

our eagerness to cross the rivers, we did not

think of danger, until we were afloat, and all

our flambeaux, placed upon a little spot in the

prow of our tottering bark.

But let ue start on our journey. Equipped aa
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1 have mentioned, we soon entered the mouth

of’ the ever-breathing Cavern. The enchanting

strains of the Eolian Harp greeted our ears, pass-

ing which, we lost the last remnantof the light

above. Leaving “Gothic” and “ Audubon” av-

enues on our right, we continued our journey

in what is termed the “Main” Cave, until we

came to a small house, or box, rather, as it had

no roof, and but one apartment. It was occu-

pied by a Dr. Mitchell, who had been its inhab-

itant near four months, hoping to cure an affec-

tion of the lungs. He had improved somewhat,

but I am satisfied, no permanent cure can be

effected by this mode of living.

A little distance beyond the house, there is a

large rock which has fallen from the roof, very

much resembling the hull of a steamboat. Be-

hind this rock, you descend through an opening

as it were under the wall of the Cave, called the

“Dog Hole.” As unpromising as this may sound,

and as aiffieult as may be the entrance, it is the

vestibule of one of the most interesting and won-

derful avenues, amongst tho one hundred and

sixty-nine already discovered. Descending in

your journey, you arrive at the “Side Saddle”

pit, “Minerva’s” dome, and next the “Bottom-

less Pit.” This is a curious point. The dome ,
>

is merely the “pit,” extending up through the

roof, say twelve or fifteen feet in diameter.

—

From the top of the dome, to the bottpm of the

pit, which are exactly opposite, it is very near

300 feet. The pit has very much the appear-

ance ofan old well, the sides being perpendicu-

lar. The pit i« directly in your path, and there

could be no further progress, were it not that the

proprietor has throw a temporary bridge across

it, with a railing upon one side, and that a very

frail one. That we might have a good view of

it, the guide saturated a newspaper with oil

from his can, set it on fire, and dropped the bla-

zing envoy into the pit. The illumination was

beautiful, showing every fissure in the walls of

this immense shaft.

Leaving the pit, it is no great distance to the

winding way. This, in some places is not more

than four feet high, the top half of which, is

from three to five feet in width, while the low-

er half is not more than 13 inches. It is very

crooked, and your entrance into the “Relief

Chamber,” allows you to straighten up and ex-

pand, much to your comfort. Next you come
into the River Hall, which traversing some dis-

tance, and descending a ladder, you come to the

first river,—the river “Styx.” This is four miles

from the mouth of the Cave. The river has a

sandy margin, and I should suppose was nearly

fifty yards in width, without any apparent cur-

rent, as it was said to be very low, five or six

feet in depth, and transparent as air. A few

steps further on, is “Red River,” a little wider,

and about as deep as the “Styx, ” One fourth of

a mile from this, is the “Echo” River, the deep-

est and widest ofthe three, being about 10 feet

in depth, and a quarter of a mile in width. Ira

several places we discovered a slow current. It

has been ascertained that the surface of this riv-

er, is nearly upon a level with the surface of

Green river, which passes the Cave House but

a short distance from the lawn. It must of

course flow into Green River, as they usually

rise and fall together. This point is five milea

from the entrance. Five miles! It is along
distance from the light of the glorious sun. Min-

iature rivers and mountains, vales and cliffs had

been passed, that had never in all previous time

drank in the light, of aught save our torches,

while their relations and namesakes above had

been revelling in the sun’s rays for countless

ages. But then the distance yet to be made is

before us, with all the jewels of this rich casket

yet to be seen, and we must enter our boat, and

shove out into the darkness beyond. The trans-

parency of the water is astonishing, as we could

see the sand and pebbles by the light of our

lamps, as plainly as if in air. The guide told us

the water was very low, and we found that we
had almost to prostrate ourselves in the boat,

that we might pass under the roof, which ap-

pears like an arch sprung from one side of the

Cave to the other. This was soon after leaving

the shore. One Fourth of July, some three or

four years since, a party of two ladies and two

gentlemen, with the guide, crossed the river,

which was then slightly rising, and made a vis-

it of some six or eight hours. They enjoyed

themselves, as all do, who see the wonders of the

Cave beyond the rivers, little thinking ofthe

danger, which they had left behind, and which

was increasing each moment of their stay. Up-

on their return, they were amazed and stupified

to find the water had risen some 4 or 5 feet, in

their absence. Consternation seized upon them

for a time, as visions of starvation, in utter dark-

ness flashed upon their minds. They gave them-

selves up for lost. They knew not when the

water would fall, or whether they could repass

the low and arched portion of the roof spoken of

above. They resolved however to try, and that

quickly , as each fleeting moment added to the

fast rising flood, and a little delay might cut

them oft' forever from the cheerful light of day,

and anxious friends without. They stepped in-

to the small and tottling flat boat with boating

hearts— they pushed boldly out, the guide in

the bow. In a little time they see the dreaded

arch by the light of their torches, and instantly
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feel the descending roof with their hands. All

now lay down on their backs in the sand and

water which was at the bottom of this craft, and

succeeded in squeezing themselves, and their

cockle-shell of a boat through the opening left

by the still rising water. One hour longer, and

their egress would have been utterly stopped !

—

On their arrival at the mouth, they found there

had been a tremendous fall of rain, which had

suddonly raised Green River, as much as it had

its counterpart in the Cave. K.

Mammoth Cave^-No. 3.

Mk. Cist:

About half way across the river the

pavern expands into mammoth proportions, and

the number of chambers and repesses above are

innumerable. Hero is the remarkable echo

which gives its name to the river. A slight

stroke of the oar upon the frail boat, is repeat-

ed millions of times, receding at each succes-

sive echo, until the sound dies away in the most

distant chambers aboye you, assuming the mel-

ting tones of the wind harp. The ear is never

surfeited with this musical cclio, and ajl the dif-

ferent noises we could conjure up, were tried

over and over again with the same harmonious
effect. The most bewitching melody, is return-

ed to the expectant ear, from the musical apart-

ments above, whatever may be the pause. A
pistol was discharged, and thunder burst upon
us, as grand and startling as any ever heard a-

bove; always., however giving us a strain of

sweet melody as it left us. Simple and discon-

nected sounds suit this place the best. Ole Bull

might play one of his most ravishing airs here,

and it would be a jumble of discords on its re-

turn. X)ne plain, distinct cause will give back

•a most beautiful effect, as each portion of the

-cavern, has time to articulate, and send to you
Us own echo, in its own form. This will be

soon discovered by the -visiter. During our voy-

age, we saw many of the eyeless fish, floating in

ihe clear water, without any apparent concern

fot their safety. With a scoop net we caught

several, and examined them closely. They are

white, about four to six inches in length, and

entirely destitute of eyes. They are a new spe-

cies, wonderfully suited to their dark a.nd silent

abode, being so constituted as to possess an

external covering, whose sense of touch, is pe-

culiarly delicate, enabling it to perceive the

slightest impulse given to the water, and from

whence it proceeds. I had sent to me, by a

friend who is travelling upon the continent of

Europe, a short time after my visit to the Mam-
moth Cave, a bottle, containing a fish in fine

preservation, from the celebrated Grotto of

Adelsberg, at the head of the Adriatic, Austria.

This fish is also without eyes, but is very differ

ent in its conformation, from the fish of the Ken-

tucky Cavern. The “Proteo” of the Grotto of

Adelsbej-g, is nearly six inches in length, very

much the shape of an eel, having the same char-

acter about the head and tail. The color is of

an ashy grey on the back, running into a dirty

white underneath. It has no fins. The tail is

flatened, tyid answers all the purposes of an oar

for sculling. About an inph from the point of

the nose, there extends from its body, on each

side, an arm, of half an inph in length, the end

of which is garnished with three fingers or

claws. It has two exactly similar appendages,

one third of its length from the tail. These

arms, or legs, indicate that it walks upon the

bottom of the stream which runs through the

Austrian Grotto. The fish of our great'Cave

bears a strong resemblance to the catfish of our

rivers, but has no thorns for its defence, its del-

icate sense of touch answering in the place of

all warlike weapons.

Leaving the river, wc pursued our journey,

and at some distance from the river, a sharp an-

gle of the wall of the Cave presented to us, the

rudder, pink stern, after bulwarks, and wheel-

house of a large steam ship. Farther on “Ma-

ry’s Vineyard” is reached, through a hole in the

roof, by the aid of a ladder. Here met our eyes,

the beautiful Stalagmite formation, in the shape

of bunches of grapes. They are formed by the

dropping of water, impregnated with lime. The
water upon its striking, flies off in spray, and

thus forms the globule, which looks much like a

half-ripe grape. Beautiful stalactites, are imme-

diately above, suspended from the roof. Two
miles from the “Vineyard” you are ushered into

“Cleaveland’s Cabinet .” Here let rhe scientif-

ic, as well as the enthusiastic stop—iook—ad-

mire—and wonder. This portion of the Cave

cannot be described. No person will ever have

an adequate idea of it, unless he sees it.

Conceive, if you can, yourself standing under

an arch, some twenty feet in height, and fifty in

width, encrusted with a thick coating of frost,

through which is protruding in all directions,

buds, vine-tendrils, rosettes, sun-flowers, cactus

leaves,—every thing from the most exqui-

site and perfect lily to the elegance and taste,

of the most elaborate Corinthian Capital, fash-

ioned from a material the most delicate/ and all

of a pearly white; and you may have some con-

ception of this unique Cabinet . At some points

the roof is entirely studded with snow-balls,

which have, apparently, been frozen there, and

present innumerablefacets to your lamps, where-

in the light is reflected, with sparkling brillian-

cy, as if from millions of diamonds. Sulphate



of Soda, as pure as it can be is under your feet,

in piles. Every turn you make, presents some

new and beautiful vegetable form, of the utmost

delicacy. All are very fragile, and many visit-

ers destroy them with the most wanton careless-

ness. They do not think that any curious trav-

eler will ever come after them. As these speci-

mens of Fibrous Gypsum are entirely unique, be-

ing very probably without a parallel in the world,

and have been thousands of years in arriving at

their present wonderful state, the barbarity, and

idiotic gratification, of a stupid and ignorant

visiter rriay be conceived. A most shameful

course taken to disfigure, the beauty of this

chaste ceiling, and apparently very popular, is

to make the initials of the name, upon its white

surface, by the smoke of the lamp. Hundreds

of such efforts are visible in all parts of the Cave,

but especially here. The guide should be in-

structed to report every visiter to Dr. Croghan,

who is guilty of such shameless conduct, and

payment should be exacted for spoliation of prop-

erty.

A gentleman of our city, of scientific attain-

ments, has given the name of Oolophylites
,
or

Curled Leaf Stones, to the fibrous gypsum for-

mations, of “Cleaveland’s Cabinet.” After leav-

the Cabinet, which is near a mile iu length, you

are arrested by the “Rocky Mountains”—truly

and appropriately named, as any who may ev-

er cross them, will surely Acknowledge . Gloom
of a peculiar nature, characterizes this spot a-

bove all others, Fen and pencil, will bothfail,

in giving the slightest idea of the magnitude and

grandeur of this awful place. We lit our Ben-

gal lights, and were silent with awe.

Still further on, and thirteen long and weary

miles from the entrance, we came to the gem of

this whole cavern. It is named “Serena’s Bow-

er.” This beautiful spot is guarded by an ap-

pertore, which is very difficult to enter. The
interior of the Bower is a fit ending to so vast a

Cavern, amply repaying the determined explo-

rer for his energy in reaching it.

It is small and deep, bottom,roof and sides being

entirely covered with stalactite formations. From

the ceiling, the stalactites join on the sides, and

rundown to. and form the very floor of this most

beautiful grotto. The roof is shaped much like

an umbrella. The idea that strikes you is, as

if from a common centre in the roof, the long

hair from the heads of an hundred females had

been let down, and that it had been dropped

from that centre in the most graceful manner

imaginable to the walls, down which it flows in

most grotesque confusion, forming miniature

grottoes, surrounded with fan-like pillars; and

when illuminated interiorly, producing a most

exquisite picture. This is a Fairy realm, anti

this the abode of their Queen.

In the side of the Bower, and about three feet

from the floor, is a basin of the most limpid wa-

ter: around the edge of which, the most curi-

ously shaped pillars, form as it were, a fence

for its protection . Hanging a lamp inside of

the columns, and above the water, it illuminated

this magic fountain, and drew from each one

present, an acclamation of wonder and delight.

We sat down, and quietly feasted our eyes, with

the rare and exquisite beauties of tht3 lovely

spot. We had been over six hours, constantly

traveling and wondering; and were now much
impressed With our utter exclusion from our fel-

low beings.

Six hours longer, and we were again withih

sight of the heavens, with the sun, red and low
in the west. K.

Governors of the States.

States Governors. T'm exp.

Maine, Hugh J Anderson, Jan 1846
New Hampshire, John H Steele, June 1845
Massachusetts, ^George N Briggs, Jan 1846
Rhode Island, *James Fenner, May 1845

*Roger S Baldwin
* William Slade,

Silas Wright,
^Charles C Stratton, Jan
Francis R Shunk, Jan

^Thomas Stockton, Jan
^Thomas J Pratt, Jan

Jan

Connecticut, *Roger S Baldwin, May 1845
Vermont, * William Slade, Oct 1845
New York,
New Jersey,

Pennsylvania,
Delaware,
Maryland,
Virginia, James McDowell,
North Carolina, ^ William A Graham, Jan
South Carolina, William Aiken, Dec

1847
1848
1848
1849
1848

May 1846
1845
1845
1847Georgia, *Geo. W Crawford, Jan

Alabama, Benj’n Fitzpatrick
, Dec 1845

Mississippi, Albert G Brown, Jan 1846
Louisiana, Alexander Moutoh, Jan 1847
Ohio, *Mordecai Bartley, Dec 1846
Kentucky, ^William Owsley, Sept 1848
Tennessee, *James C Jones, Oct 1847
Indiana, Thosj Whitcomb, Dec 1846
Illinois, Thomas Ford, Dec 1846
Michigan, John S Barry, Jan 1846
Missouri, John C Edwards, Nov 1849
Arkansas, Thomas Drew, Nov 1848

Territories.
Florida, John Branch, Aug 1847
Iowa, John Chambers, Mar 1847
Wisconsin, Henry Dodge, July 1847

* Whigs 12; Demociats 17.

Washington Officials.

Cincinnati
,
June 20th, 1845.

Mr. Charles Cist :

Dear Sir— I read the notice of Martin

Dunnavan in yours of the 1 8th with much inter-

est, as an evidence of which 1 add my own rec-

ollections of Martin.

I saw him at his post on a visit I made to

Washington in 1843, and again in 1845, and can

therefore vouch the fact that he continued un-

der both the Tyler and Polk dynasties, after

having served under both Van Buren and Har-

rison.



When I saw him in 1843, it was in company

with Mrs. L and other ladic9. “Oh!”

said Martin to Mrs. L., who was remarking the

faded and soiled condition of the furniture and

upholstery, “things do look very shabby here

indade. When 10c gave the last party to Lord

Ashburton, I pledge you my honor there was

hardly lights enough for the party to see each

other’s faces. 7t’s aaltered times here now. But

we shall see better days soon I hope.” Then

sinking his voice and looking round
, as if afraid

of its echo. “I hope your ladyship is a ginuine

dimocrat. “Surely, Martin, and so is all the

party.” “There,” said Martin, “I knew yees

well enough, that you would not betray me.”

When 1 saw him in 1845 he reminded me of

this scene. “I towld you,” said he “things

would all come round again.”

I feel it but justice to Martin to vindicate him

from the imputation to which his continued ser-

vice under the last four Presidents might sub-

ject him,of being a successor of the vicar of Bray.

An early settler.

One of my subscribers who has recently re-

lumed from a business trip to the neighborhood

of Greenupsburg, says:

“Among many objects of interest to me in my
visit to the neighborhood, was an old lady. Mr».

Lucy Downs
,
at whose table I sat with her self,

her daughter, grand daughter, and great grand

daughter . By this you may readily suppose she

is a relic of the pa9t. She was the daughter of

Jeremiah and Lucy Virgin, and the sister of

Brice Virgin, a name well known to our early

settlers She was born September 17, 1769,

in what is now Fayette county, near Beeson-

town—since Uniontown, being the first child

of American parents born on this side of the

Allegheny mountains; and is therefore an imper-

sonation of the great west. She says she re-

moved in 1790 to Limestone and thence in 1792

to Cincinnati, where she was married to Mr.

John Downs. They returned to Pennsylvania

and finally settled in Greenup county, Kentucky.

Her residence is at Oldtown in that county.

She distinctly recollects seeing Gen. Wash-
ington at her father’s, and a neighbor’s house

when she wa3 between four and five years ofj

age. He was then engaged surveying lands in

what is now called “Washington’s bottom,”

from that circumstance. The old lady enjoys

good health and walks quite erect.

Old town, her place of residence, is alleged

in the neighborhood to have been an Indian

village in early times. There are old residents

who have been there 45 and 50 years, who al-

ways considered it such, by what they learned

from the first settlers. It is certain that toma-

hawks, flints, pipes and other Indian appenda-

ges have been picked up for years and are still

found, although in less numbers.

I have learned from other sources that there

was an Indian village also in the southern part

of the State. I should be glad if some of your

correspondents who are familiar with the sub-

ject, could determine these facts. It is well

known to be the received opinion that Ohio and

Indiana were the dwelling places for the Indian

tribes, to whom Kentucky was hunting grounds

and battle fields. I had no other opinion prior

to this v :

sit of mine to Greenup county.”

Planing Machines.
I have referred two or three times to the

subject of planing machines, as of vast impor-

tance to the house building interest, divesting

the journeyman carpenter of the mo9t labori-

ous and unprofitable part of his business—rip-

ping out rough boards and dressing their surfa-

ces.

Mr. B. Bicknell
,
a highly ingenious mechan-

ic here, has greatly improved as well as simpli-

fied the old fashioned Woodworth’s planing ma-

chine, and as a consequence has been annoyed

and persecuted with suits from individuals hold-

ing under that patent. It is with great pleas-

ure I learn, therefore, that the suit brought in

lie Kentucky district Court at Frankfort, to te9t

the validity of his right to make and sell “Bick-

nell’s Concave or Conical planing machine,”

brought by the rival establishment,has just been

decided in favor of the Cincinnati inventor.

—

Judge Munroe held, “That Bicknell’s wa9 no

infringement of Woodworth’s patent, even if

Woodworth’s could be sustained, either for a

combination or improvement;” that it did not

use the carriage claimed by Woodworth : that it

did not use his planing wheel ,
either horizontal

or vertical; and that Bicknell’s planing wheel

is differently applied to the boards, which gave

it a greater capacity to plane the surface, and

that the cutter wheels, used for tonguing and

grooving were not the same described by Wood-
worth

;
Bicknell’s having cutters to give a

smooth edge to the plank, which Woodworth’s

had not.

There are now four of Bicknell’s machines

in operation here, to wit: T. Bateman & Co., J.

H. Story & Co., Thompson and Mitchell, Wor-

cester & Co., and a fifth belonging to Bicknell

and Jenkins, is about to be put up, at the inter-

section of Race street with the Miami canal.

—

This will make when completed, 13 establish-

ments of the sort,which will cut this season over

five millions of feet of flooring boards, which at

twenty-four dollars per M, the current average

price, is a product of 12(^000 dollars.
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had died during his absence in India, and had
left him his whole estate consisting of a small

Revolutionary Patriotism.

Inslances of heroic devotion to the liberties

and independence of the United States during

our revolutionary struggle were of constant oc-

currence. I publish the following authentic nar-

rative of the life ofChristopher LuDwiCK,who re-

sided during my boyish days in the Northern Lib-

erties, ofPhila. and whose grave and venerable

appearance always filled up in my youthful fan-

cy, the picture of one of the ancient patriarchs.

His history and example point out what men,

comparatively obscure, may accomplish for the

public welfare where the spirit of doing so ex-

ists.

Christopher Ludwick was born on the 17th of

October, 1720, at Giessen in Hesse Darmstadt,

in the circle of the Upper Rhine, in Germany.

His father - was a baker, in which business the

son was instructed as soon as he was able to

work. At fourteen years of age he was sent to

a free school, where he was taught to read and

write, and the common rules of arithmetic. He
was carefully instructed at the same time in the

principles of the Christian religion as held by

the Lutherans. Of this school he always re-

tained a grateful remembrance. At seventeen

years of ago he enlisted as a private soldier in

tho army of the Emperor of Germany, and bore

his part in the war carried on by the Austrians

against the Turks, between the years 1737 and

1740. At the close of the war in Turkey, he

set off witRone hundred men for Vienna. Their

march was through a dreary country, and in ex-

tremely coid weather. Seventy-five of his com-

panions perished on the way. He spent seven

months in Vienna. The incident that made the

deepest impression on his mind while he re-

mained in that city, was the public execution

of the commissary-general of the Austrian ar-

my, for fraud and peculation.

From Vienna lie went to Prague, where he

endured all the distresses of a seventeen weeks’

siege. After its surrender to the French arms

in 1741, he enlisted as a soldier in the army of

the king of Prussia.—Upon the return of peace

he went to London, where he entered himself

as baker on board the Duke of Cumberland East

Indiaman, and went to the East Indies under

the command of Admiral Boscawen. He spent

three years and a half in different parts of that

country. In 1745 he returned to London, where

he received in wages for his services one hun-

dred and eleven guineas and an English crown.

With this sum of money in his pocket he set

off for Germany to visit his father, who he’ found

7

freehold, which he immediately sold for five

hundred guilders. With this money, and part
of his wages, he returned to London, where he
remained several months, enjoying the pleasures
of that great city. After spending his last shil-

ling at the places of public resort in the neigh-
borhood of London, he went to sea, and passed
the years between 1745 and 1 752 in successive

voyages from London to Holland, Ireland, and
the West Indies, as a common sailor. In these

voyages he saved 25 pounds sterling; with
which he bought a quantity of ready made
clothes, and embarked with them for Philadel-

phia, where he arrived in 1753. He sold these

clothes for a profit of three hundred per cent, and
with the proceeds returned to London. Here he

spent nine months in learning the Confectiona-

ry business, and the making of gingerbread.

—

In the year 1754 he returned to Philadelphia

with a number of gingerbread prints/ and im-

mediately set up his business of family and gin-

gerbread baker.

In the year 1774 he felt, with the great ma-

jority of the people of America, the impulse of

that spirit of liberty, which led them to oppose,

first by petitions and afterwards by arms, the at-

tempts of Great Britain to subjugate the Amer-
ican colonies. He possessed nine houses in Phil-

adelphia, a farm near Germantown, and three

thousand five hundred pounds, Pennsylvania

currency, at interest, all of which he staked

with his life, in the cause of his country. Ho
was elected successively, a member of all the

committees and conventions which conducted

the affairs of the revolution, in Pennsylvania,

in 1774, 1775 and 1780. His principles and con-

duct were alike firm, under the most difficult

and alarming events of those memorable years.

In one of the conventions in which he was a

member, it was proposed by General Mifflin to

open a private subscription for purchasing fire-

arms. To this motion some persons objected

the difficulty of obtaining, by such a measure,

the sum that was required. Upon this Mr. Lud-

wick rose and addressed ihe chair in the follow-

ing laconic speech, which he delivered in bro-

ken English, but in a clear and firm voice : “Mr.

President, I am but a poor gingerbread baker,

but put down my name for two hundred pounds.’

The debate was closed with this speech, and

the motion was carried unanimously in the af-

firmative.

In the spring of 1777 he was appointed su-
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perintcndent of bakers, and director of baking

in the army of the United States. When Ixis

commission was delivered to him by a Commit-

tee of Congress, they proposed that for every

pound of flour he should furnish the army with

a pound of bread. “No, gentlemen,” said he,

“I will not accept of your commission upon any

such terms; Christopher Ludwick does not want

to get rich by the war; he has money enough.

I will furnish one hundred and thirty-five lbs.

of bread for every hundred weight of flour you

put into my hands.” The committee were stran-

gers to the increase of weight which flour ac-

quires by its manufacture into bread. From

th s time there were no complaints of the bad

quality of bread in the army, nor was there a

moment in which the movements of the army,

or of any part of it, were delayed from the want

of that necessary article of food. After the cap-

itulation of Lord Cornwallis, he baked six thou-

sand pounds of bread for his army by order of

General Washington.

At the close of the war he returned and set-

tled on his farm near Germantown . His house

had been plundered of every article of furni-

ture, plate and wearing apparel; by the British

army on their march to Philadelphia. As he

had no more cash than was sufficient to satisfy

the demands of the market, he suffered a good

deal from the want of many of the conveniences

of life. He slept six weeks between blankets,

rather than contract a single debt by replacing

his sheets. He was alike averse to borrow-

ing money; for such had always been the ac-

commodation of his manner of living to his rea-

dy cash, that he never but once was without as

much as was equal to the necessaries of life,

and that was in Berlin, where he received a gra-

tuity of two-pence from a stranger, to purchase

a mug of beer.

He died on the evening of the 17ih of June

1800, in the 80ih year of his age.

The following is an extract from his will.

“As I have, ever since I have arrived at years

of discretion; seen the benefit and advantage

that arise to the community by the education

and instruction of poor children, and have earn-

estly desired that an institution could be estab-

lished in this city or liberties, for the education

of poor children of all denominations gratis, with-

out any exception to country, extraction or re-

ligious principles of their parents or friends, and

as the residue and remainder of my estate will,

in my opinion, amount to upwards of three thou-

sand pounds specie, I am willing that the same
shall be a mite or contribution towards such in-

stitution, and flatter myself that many others

will add and contribute to the fund for so laud-

able a purpose. And therefore 1 do will, de-

vise and direct that all the residue and remain-

der of estate: real and personal, whatsoever and

wheresoever, not hereinbefore otherwise dispo-

sed of, shall be appropriated as and towards a

fund, for the schooling and educating gratis of

poor children of all denominations in the city

and liberties of Philadelphia, without any ex-

ceptions to the country, extraction, or religious

principles of their parents or friends.”

In every stage and situation of life, Mr. Lud-

wick appeared to be, more or less, under the in-

fluence of the doctrines and precepts of chri

tianity. Part of this influence, it has been said,

was derived from his education. But it much
increased by the following circumstance. His

father inherited from his grandfather a piece of

silver of the size of a French crown, on one side

of which is marked in has relief, a represen-

tation of John baptizing our Saviour, with the

following words in its exergue, in the German
language : “ The blood of Christ cleanueth from

all sin.” 1 John i. 7. On the other side was

the representation of a new born infant, lying

in an open field, with the following words in its

exergue: “I said unto thee when thou wast in

thy blood, live.” Ezekiel xvi. 6. This piece

of silver Mr. Ludwick carried in his pocket, in

all his voyages and travels in Europe, Asia and

America. It was closely associated in his mind

with the respect and affection he bore for his

ancestors, and with a belief of his interest in the

blessings of the Gospel. In looking at it in all

his difficulties and dangers, he found animation

and courage. In order to ensure its safety and

perpetuity, he had it fixed a few years ago in the

lid of a silver tankard, in the front of which he
had engraved the following device: a Bible, a

plough and a sword; and under it the following

motto : “May the religion, industry and courage

of a German parent, be the inheritance of his

children .”

The Pardoning Power.
On the assumption by Thomas W. Bartley of

the office of Governor of Ohio, which devolved

on him by the appointment ofWilson Shannon,

Minister to Mexico, a rule was introduced by

him in relation to applications for the pardon of

convicts in the State Penitentiary, that previous

notice must be given in the public prints to the

community, of which the culprit had heretofore

made a part, that such application would be

made . I objected to the rule at the time as un-

fair, impolitic and divesting the Governor of

responsibility, which alone belonged to him.

—

That it was both, might be found in the facts,

that while the friends and relations of the con-

vict would always be actively engaged in gov.



Clerics.ting him out, the keeping him in lay, in the ne-

glected province of no body’s, or perhaps every

body’s business. I alleged from what I had

seen in service as a juror, that it was generally

difficult to obtain a conviction, impossible with-

out the clearest evidence, and that the whole re-

sponsibility of judging whether the executive

clemency ought to be exercised, was thus left

entirely to a mass of signatures, of which it was

impossible to judge what representations had

been made to obtain them. As I expected,

the rule has been made a means of getting men
out of the penitentiary, in whose presence no

man in society is safe. In the case lately, of

two persons who were convicted of murder, par-

dons were issued, when the fact was,that a larger

number of signatures was obtained to a remon-

strance than were signed to the application for

release . As matters now stand, our criminal

court trials and convictions are a perfect mocke-

ry. For my individual share, I shall hereafter vote

for no man for Governor of Ohio, who acts under

any such rule, or disturbs the verdict of a jury

where fresh evidence has not come to light subse-

quently to the trial. I believe that every man wh o

signs such petitions, or votes in Governors who
pardon convicts of whose guilt there can be no

doubt, is taking a sure course to establish Lynch

law in this community. In proportion as it be-

comes evident that the ordinary course of jus-

tice is uncertain or defective, will individual

feeling interpose as the avenger of its own
wrongs.

City Officers.

Cincinnati had a town charter as far back as

forty-three years, This was given by the Ter-

ritorial Legislature, Jan. 1st, 1802. The gov-

ernment of the place was put into the hands of

seven trustees or members of town council,

with a President, Recorder, Collector or Clerk ,

and Marshal.

The early records are imperfect, and such as

have been preserved, do not present a full list

of public officers. Those which are on record
from 1802 to 1815, at which date a new charter

was confered on the town of Cincinnati are as

follows

:

Presidents .

David Zeigler, 1802, and 1803.

Joseph Prince, 1804.
James Findlay, 1805, 1806, 1810 and 1811.

Martin Baum, 1807 and 1812.
Daniel Symmes, 1808 and 1809.

Wm. Stanley, 1813.

Samuel W.lDavies, 1814.

Recorders.
Jacob Burnet, 1802 and 1812.
Charles Kilgour, 1803.
Aaron Goforth, 1805 to 1809.

James Andrews, 1810 and 1811.

Samuel W. Davies, 1813.
Griffin Yeatman , 1814.

John Reily, 1802.

Wm. McFarland, 1813.
Matthew Nimmo, 1804.
Griffin Yeatman, 1805 and 1806.
John Mahard, 1807.

Until 1813, the Council does not appear to

have preserved regular minutes of proceedings,

or to have held its meetings at any fixed place.

In 1813 and 1814, that body met at the Colum-

bian Inn—the present Neff & Brothers corner

of Main and Second streets.

In 1815, the town received an act of incorpo-

ration from the Legislature of Ohio. The coun-

cil met at the house of Samuel McHenry.
Wm . Corry, Mayor and President

; Oliver M

.

Spencer, Recorder; Wm. Ruffin, Clerk; David

Kilgour, Treasurer; and James Chambers, Mar-

shal.

By the charter of 1815, the Mayor was elec-

ted by the Trustees out of their own number.

—

On the 14th April, 1817, the board met at the

Council chamber, the upper floor of a building

which then stood on the public landing, just

east of Main street, and opposite Bonte’s cord-

age store. Wm. Corry was Mayor for 1815, 18-

1 6, 1817 and 1818 ; and O. M. Spencer Recorder

for 1815 and 1816; and Martin Baum for 1818.

Wm. Ruffin Clerk in 1815, Geo. P. Torrence

in 1816, and Jesse Embree in 1817 and 1818.

—

David Kilgour was Treasurer for 1815 and 1816,

as was Jacob Wheeler for 1817 and 1818. Jas.

Chambers held the office of Marshal during

these four years.

In 1819 the city was created, and divided in-

to four wards. Up to this time the voting for

the whole city was done at the Mayor’s office.

The Mayor was elected by the city at this date.

Isaac G. Burnet held that office from 1819 to

1830, of which periods, from 1827 was by pop-

ular election. The successive Presidents of

council from 1819 to 1834,were Jesse Hunt, Wm.
Oliver, Samuel Perry, Calvin Fletcher, Lewis

Howell, Dan Stone, E. S. Haines, & N. G. Pen-

dleton. Recorders during the same period, Wm.
Oliver, Sam’l. Perry, Thomas Henderson, Chas.

Tatem, Oliver Lovell, Samuel R. Miller, and

Ebenezer Hinman. Clerks, Rich. L. Coleman,

Wm. Phillips, Wm. Ruffin. Thomas Tucker,

Daniel Roe, John Gibson, John T. Jones and

Charles Satterly, who still holds the post. Treas-

urers, Jacob Wheeler, Richard L. Coleman, Ste-

phen McFarland, James Comly, & Samuel Scott.

Marshals,Samuel R. Miller, John C.Avery,Wm.
C. Anderson, Zebulon Byington, Wm. Doty,

and Jesse Justice.

In 1831 , Elisha Hotchkiss was elected May-
or, and in 1833 Samuel W. Davies to the same
office, w'ho held it by successive elections un-

til 1843, when Henry E. Spencer became itsin-
' cmnbenr .
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The new Route East.

1 had the pleasure on Monday, of seeing Mr.

Winter, of the “Chemical Dioramas,” who is

just in from the Lakes, and have taken the fol-

lowing minutes from him on that interesting

subject—travelling on the newly opened route

via Toledo to the East.

Mr. W. says he came through from Toledo by

the Canal,247 miles, to our city,in 66 hours. Ex

penses from Rochester to Cin’ti,as follows. Roch-

ester to Buffalo, by Canal boat 100 feet long and

cabins to match, $2. Buffalo to Toledo by steam-

boat Indiana, $6. Canal boat to Cincinnati,

$7 50cts. Total from Rochester, $15 50cts.

—

If we add $21 from Rochester to Albany, and

50cts from Albany to New York, we have

the aggregate expense from Cincinnati to New
York, $18 50cts. Canal and steamboats, and

rail road departures daily on the whole route.

—

Mr. W. who has been travelling of late years,

all over the United States, gives this route east-

ward the preference for convenience and com-

fort over all others. Its speed and cheapness

commend it equally to public notice and sup-

port.

Cincinnati Historical Society.

This Society has just issued a circular explain-

ing its object, and inviting the co-operation of

all who take any interest in collecting and pre-

serving the various documents which are scat-

tered through the community, shedding light

on the early history, biography and antiquities

of the west.

There must be much, within the reach of in-

dividuals, owned by them for which they can-

not obtain as safe a depository as the society of-

fers in its shelves and closets, much, that if not

soon secured, must inevitably perish in the va-

ried dangers to which it is exposed. I trust that

the call of this Society will meet a ready and

liberal response.

Building in Cincinnati.

The Louisville Courier of the 2lst ult.
,
offers

a challenge by James S. Speed, bricklayer, on

behalf of himself and brother-master brick-

layers of that city, I presume, that they will lay

more bricks there this season than any individ-

ual or firm in this city ;
and offer to bet a suit of

the best that can be made in either city on the

result. I am opposed to betting, and shall do

nothing to secure them a bet here, the more so

that I am conscious they would lose it, if made.

I prefer stating facts to set Mr. Speed right, and

refer him to any friend of his in Cincinnati, to

verify the statement.

Mr. Lewis Todhunter, bricklayer, of our city,

has now on hand, in various stages of erection.

nineteen buildings, in behalf of which bricks to

the amount of 2,500,000 have been purchased

or contracted for. Mr. John N.Ridgway has

buildings, in progress and under contract, which

will [require 2,500,000 more. From the 15th

March to the 10th June
; a period of but three and

a half months, he has actually laid 1.500,000 of

these, and the residue will be put into the walls

by September. Mr. Todhunter’s engagements

will also be completed by the same pariod, and

there can be little doubt, judging by last year’s

work, that a million more bricks will be laid

by these individuals before the year expires.

—

Here then will be six millions brick laid by

these two alone. Will Mr. Speed say that he

and his brother will lay in Louisville an equal

quantity? When he does so I will furnish

him with evidence that we have laid last year

80,000,000 brick, in and adjacent to Cincinnati^

and there is every reason to believe we shall

equal that amount this.

Our Common Schools.

I have said nothing on the subject of the late

examination of our public schools, not that they

do not interest me greatly,but because a weekly

publication like mine, is not the proper vehicle

for the record of matters occuring day by day

successively, and because I have not room, con-

sistently with other subjects requiring my no-

tice, to do justice to our schools. By what I

saw and what I learned, these institutions, pop-

ular in a double sense, are maintaining, and in

some respects advancing their well earned repu-

tation of past years. The public exhibitions,

which on Tuesday last, crowned the labors of

the past year, and brought the school sessions

to a close for the summer vacation were crow-

ded with deeply interested and admiring audi-

tors and spectators. At the first district school,

the following valedictory was sung by the schol-

ars with marked effect.

A Parting Song.

Written for the Children of the First District

Common School, Cincinnati; and sung at the

Close of the Exhibition in that School, Friday,

June 27th, 1845.

Tune—Lucy Neal.

We meet, a band of children young,

And on this happy day

We join together in a song,

With voices light and gay;

No servile subjects of a King

—

No slavish tyrant’s tools

—

We freely meet, and freely sing

Our noble Common Schools!

Oh! the Common Schools,

Oh! the Common Schools;



The pride of Cincinnati fair,

Are these, her Common Schools!

From day to day, throughout the year,

With faithful mind and heart,

Our teachers kindly meet us here,

Instruction to impart

:

And this our sole tuition fee

—

Obedience to the rules;

For still to all alike are free

Our noble Common Schools!

Oh! the Common Schools, &c.

And while we join the good to praise

That on our lot attends,

To God our thankful hearts we raise,

Who gives us home and friends:

We bless him for the gift of mind,

With all that gift controls;

For parents, friends, and teachers kind,

And for our Common Schools!

Oh! the Common Schools, &c.

And now we part!—and all below

May never meet again

;

For Life’s a stage on which, we know,

Is many a changing scene:

But may each one around we see.

Life’s lesson so improve,

That we shall all admitted be

To that great school above

!

Oh ! the Common Schools

,

Oh! the Common Schools;

The pride of Cincinnati fair

Are still her Common Schools!.

L. J. C.

Cincinnati Fifty Years Ago—No. 1.

It will be recollected that Wayne’s treaty

with the Indians was made in 1795. This gave

a wonderful impulse to the growth of the whole

west, especially to the region in the neighbor-

hood of Cincinnati. I propose to sketch as ac-

curately as possible, the appearance and condi-

tion of our city at that period, as that of a vil-

lage of a few hundred inhabitants. At that

date, the residents, men, women, and children,

were all personally known to each other.

I shall make my statements from notes taken

down from the lips of the early settlers here.

The river Ohio was a bluff bank, and the trees

in front of the city had been partially cleared.

Two or three coves at various points between

Main and Lawrence streets, afforded landing

places for boats. One of these known by the

name of Yeatman's^ove, from the circumstance

that our old fellow citizen, Griffin Yeatman kept

tavern at the head of it, indented the bank at

the foot of Sycamore street, Here the river was
let in as far up nearly, as the line of Front street.

Another cove afforded a landing,'as well as pro-

tection >for boats just above Ludlow street;

this was called Dorsey’s cove. Another still

higher up, projected from the river not far be-

low Deer Creek. The shore fell off to Second
or Columbia street, Water street being then

higher than Front. An extensive swamp filled

up the ground rearwards until it struck the base

of the hill.

I shall complete the residue of this number
from notes taken down by me, two or three

years since, as the recollection of the oldest set-

tler in Ohio. He has since deceased.

Emigrants came down in every sort of craft. I

came down in a flat, loaded with corn, and lan-

ded in Cincinnati, April 7th 1794, precisely six

years from my first landing at Marietta, April

7th, 1788, having been one of the original 49

who made the first settlement in Ohio. The old-

est building now in the city, is Liverpool’s

old log cabin, corner of Walnut and Front

street, It was one of the original cabins. *

—

There was a pond at the corner of Main and

Fifth streets, which extended into the south-

west corner—Burdsal’s—of that block, a consid-

erable distance. This was overgrown with al-

derbushes, and occupied by frogs. Main street

above Fifth had to be causewayed with logs to

pass it. I bought a lot of James Lyon, in 17-

94— 100 ft. by 200, on Walnut below Fourth for

150 dollars, and the corner of Fourth and Wal-

nut the same size, three years afterwards, for a

stud horse valued at 400 dollars. I cultivated

the square opposite the Cincinnati College from

1795 to 1800, as a cornfield. I was offered the

corner lot of Main and 4th, 100 ft. on Main by

200 on Fourth street—the Harrison drug store

corner—in 1796 for 250 dollars. The same

year, Francis Menessier, of Gallipolis, bought

the lot 100 feet on Main, and 200 feet on Third

Street—where the Trust Company Bank stands,

for an old saddle, not as good as can now be

bought for ten dollars. Governor St . Clair bough
t

60 acres at 50 dollars per acre. This included

that part of the city from the Canal to Mrs. Mer-

cer’s line, and from Main to Plumb streets. The
wagons used frequently to mire in getting to the

hill. I have helped to get them out at Liver-

pool’s corner, and on Main street opposite Jona-

than Pancoast’s, where we had to pry them out

with rails. Corn sold at 37* cents per bushel,

Pork at 50 to 75 cts. per 100 lbs. When it rose

to one dollar every body said it could not keep

that price. Wheat flour, 75 to 100 cts. per

100 lbs. Wild Turkeys 12£ to 25cts. each, ac-

cording to quality . I have known wild turkeys

shot, that weieso fat that they would burst in

falling. Rifle powder sold at 100 to 150 cts. per
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)b. Salt G to 7 dollars per bushel . I bought at

those,prices,rock salt from M’Cullagh, who kept

store on Main where Lawson’s copper smith es-

tablishment now is. I was offered Conn’s lot

at the corner of Main and Lower Market street,

100 by 200, for 250 dollars, payable in carpen-

ter work. St . Clair’s house on Main street is the

oldest permanent dwelling, & Hopple’s on Low-
er Market street, the oldest building for busi-

ness purposes in Cincinnati.

*Taketi down in 1844.

Boston Wit.
The Bostonians, stimulated in water as well

as railroads by New York City, have been for

several months agitated by the question of in-

troducing water from abroad for the supply of

the article to that city. Handbills, addresses,

pamphlets, and even caricatures on the subject

abound. The following appears in the “Boston
Courier” on the subject.

Examination of a Candidate for Water
Commissioner.

Mark me,

—

now will I raise the waters,”—Mer-
chant of Venice .

Q-—Are you in favor of pure soft water?
Ar—I am in favor of whatsoever things aie

pure.

Q-—What water can be brought into the city
successfully?

A.—Any that will run downhill.
Q.—But suppose the case of Taunton?
A.—It might be reinforced.
Q.—Do the people of Boston lack water?
A.—I know many who cannot boast of clean

hands.
Q-—Where is the want chiefly felt?
A.—Among the ‘‘great unwashed-”
Q.—How many straddling hugs to the bucket

full does the water of Long Pond contain?
A. Just enough to make it a lively drink.
Q- What do you think of the tadpoles in

Mother Brook ?

A.—That they may turn to croakers in time.
Q,—What animalculae are to be discovered in

the water of the Boston wells?
A.—Chiefly dead cats.

Q.—Are they numerous?
A.—Almost as numerous as the pamphlets on

the water question.

Q.—What proportion of a cat would a chemi-
eal analysis of the Boston water exhibit?

A.—I cannot say, but it is estimated that their
united tails would reach the length of the pro-
posed aqueduct,

Q —Do you think a single-catted well affords
water superior to one pretty well “stodged”
with those animals?
A.—In general, I think it is not desirable that

water for nice drinking should taste too strong-
ly of cat.

s

Q—Can you explain the reason why the wa-
ter in Charles river is less catty nowthan former-
ly.

.A .— It is supposed to have some connection
with the increased manufacture of sausages.

Q.—What is your definition of “hard drink-
ing?

A.—Sitting on a rock and swallowing cold
water.

Q.—What corporation bids tho fairest to bring
a certain and constant supply of water into the
city?

A—A corporation of milk men.

The Harvest.

The farmers in the west are in the midst of a

harvest, which is equal in abundance and qual-

ity to the finest they have ever gathered into

their barns. The early hay has been compara-

tively a failure, but the second crop, as such, is

superior to any thing previously known.

What i3 most remarkable in this, is that two

or three weeks since, there was a general, in-

deed, universal impression, that the crops this

year would prove a failure, in some regions ut-

terly so. Such Was the effect of the dry and

parching weather, through March, April and

May, that hay rose in the Cincinnati markets to

twenty dollars per ton. Every description of

feed for horses and cattle threatened to become

exhausted, and probabilities of partial famine,

and extreme pecuniary pressure became matter

of gloomy foreboding. Two or three weeks of

copious rainy weather, have changed the whole

face of things, and increased our faith in the glo-

rious promise, that seed time and harvest should

not fail on the earth as long as it stands. I am
glad to find that individuals who had bought up

certain necessaries of life extensively, as objects

of speculation, have been taught a valuable les-

son on this score.

Bank Note Engraving.
A variety of Banks are now organizing through-

out this State, and if we derive no other bene-

fit from their issues, two points at any rate will

be gained by the community. The banishment

of the ragged and greasy notes now in circula-

tion, and the establishment of a currency behind

which we can look to the credit of the State, so

far at least as to the value of bonds on which

these issues are based. The engraving is doing

and about to be done by Rawdon
, Wright &

Hatch , and Toppan, Carpenter & Co., two engra-

ving houses in Cincinnati.

It is the design of these banks to furnish por-

traits of the successive Governors ofOhio, as de-

corations for the three and one dollar issues.

—

Of these, I have seen those of Gov’s. Morrow,

Vance and Corwin, at the office of Messrs. Top-

pan, Carpenter and Co., and at Messrs. Rawdon,

Wright, & Hatch, the portraits of Gov’s. Tiffin^

M’Arthur and Worthington.

These are fine specimens of the proficiency to

which Bank note Engraving has been brought



in the West, and evidences that Ohio is able to

supply these as well as other wants, out of her

own resources.

Wayne’s expedition in 1793.

The following diary appears to have been

kept by an officer belonging to the legionary

corps of Gen. Wayne. Aside from the fresh-

ness of this species of narration, written down

on the spur of the moment, which in the hands

of an intelligent writer is sure to interest, there

are some incidental remarks worthy of notice.

The first is, that distances are described by

the ‘five mile spring,’ ‘seventeen mile’ and‘twen-

tv-nine mile tree,’ which serves to point out the

little improvement which the Miami country at

that period afforded, as way marks on the march.

But the letter is especially valuable, as a testh

mony from beginning to end of the untiring vi-

gilance, and press-forward spirit of Anthony

Wayne, which afforded a presage from the first

day’s march, of his peculiar fitness for the haz-

ardous and responsible service on which he was

detached by government.

Camp S. W. Branch Miami
,
Oct. 22d. 1793.

Dear Sir :

Agreeably to promise I have seized the

first opportunity of writing you, and to be methf

odical in the business, I shall give it to you by

way ofjournal.

7th Oct. our first day’s march was great, con-

sidering that the army had not get properly in

their geers—I think it was about 10 miles. Oiir

second, 8th, was greater, it reached Fort Ham-
ilton. Many of the men were exceedingly fa-

tigued, and it was pretty generally believed,

hard marching—the General thought otherwise,

and it must bo so. 9th, our third day’s march,
was to the five-mile spring, advance of Hamil-
ton. Observe, we fortified our camp every night

and were very vigilant, or ought to be so, 10th,

our fourth day’s march, we encamped about the

17 mile tree, and nothing extraordinary happen-
ed, excepting that our line of march extended

for near five miles, owing to the rapidity of the

marching, and the badness of the roads for our

transportation, superadding the straggling sol-

diers, worn down with fatigue and sickness,

brought up by the rearguard whom they retar-

ded considerably.

1 1th , we proceeded on to the 29 mile tree, for-

tified as usual, and occupied a fine comman-
ding ground, and nothing of consequence hap-

pened here. 12th, the roads were very bad, and

some of our waggons broke down, but as the

General’s orders declared there should be no in-

terstices, the line of march, was not impeded,

and we made say ten inilcs, this day. 13th

we advanced by tolerable quick movements, un-

til we came within a mile or so of Fort Jeffer-

son, and this day furnished a good deal of sport,

for as the devil would have it, Col. Hamtramck
was mancevreing his troops, and had a sham
fight, which was construed by the whole army,
as an attack upon our advanced guaids or flank-

ers—it really frightened a good many, but we
all said, let them come, or,we are ready for them.

We had marched hard this day, and I think not

so well prepared; however it was at length dis-

covered to be a sham fight, and every body

knew it then. Oh, it was Hamtramck’s usual

practice! said they; but it was all in my eye

—

they never thought of Hamtramck. 14th, we
marched past Fort Jefferson without even desi-

ring to look at it; indeed some of us turned our

heads the other way with disdain; and it haa

been threatened (as report says) to be demolish-

ed entirely. This day’s march brought us to

where I am now sitting, writing to my friend.

We fortified our encampment very strong and

feel very secure. 15th, the waggons were sent

back to Fort St. Clair for stores, provisions, &c.
and an escort of two subaltern, and between 80

and 90 men; and nothing happened extra this

day, 16th, the devil to pay, Col. Blue, with

near 20 of the cavalry went out to graze the hor-

ses of the troops, and after some time Blue dis-

covered something crawling in the grass, which

he at first thought was turkeys, but immediate-

ly found them to be two Indians, and ordered a

charge ;
himself, two serjeants and a private char-

ged, the rest ran away ;
tho'consequence was, the

two Indians killed the two Serjeants—Blue and

the private escaped. The leader of the rascals

who behaved so cowardly was immediately tried

and condemned, but pardoned the next day,

—

17th, Lt. Lowry, Ensign, formerly Dr. Boyd;

with the escort of 90 men, guarding the wagons,

were attacked by a party of thirty or forty In-

dians who rushed on with savage fury and yells

which panic struck the whole party (excepting

the two officers, and about 15 or 20 men, who
fell a sacrifice to savage barbarity,) and they all

fled, and have been coming into Fort St. Clair

by twos and threes ever since. The Indians

plundered the waggons, and carried off with

them sixty-four of the best waggon horses in

the army, killing six horses at the waggons in

this defeat. Mr. Hunt has been a considerable

loser
;
his wagon was plundered also. Col. Ad-

air pursued the Indians, and found several hor-

ses dead, which he supposed had been tired and

they killed them, a proof that their flight was

very rapid. In this attack we have lost two
promising, worthy and brave officers, and about

twenty men, mostly of Capt. Shaylor’scompany
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for his and Capt. Prior’s formed the escort, and

are both now rather in disgrace.

We have been led to believe that this place

would have been made the grand deposit until

this day; we now learn that there will be afor-

ward move in the course of ten days, nine mile*

further into the Indian country, to a place call-

ed Still Water; the reason I can’t surmise, but

they say, they are very cogent ones, I have no

business to pry, but if I should accidentally find

it out. you shall be informed. In the meantime,

Believe me to be very sincerely,

your friend,

JNO. M. SCOTT.

Mill Creek Bridges,

Mr. Cisx:

Dear Sir—When I first knew Mill creek,

and until the year 1822, the bed of that stream

was not more than half of what it is at present.

The creek banks, especially on the east side,

were much bolder, and the creek extended fur-

ther into the river than at present. Mill creek

was deep and miry in that neighborhood, and

we were compelled to cross at a ford about half

a mile up. Even at this distance, so subject

was the creek to back water, that many lives

were lost in early days, at such times, of those

who rode or drove in, ignorant of the depth.

—

The first effort towards a bridge was made in

1798, by Symmes and others, which failed for

want of funds. In 1806, exertions were again

made to put a bridge across, by subscription.

—

One Parker was the architect, who built it of

yellow poplar which grew on the Mill Creek

bottoms . This was a fragile affair which might

have lasted a few years, if it had not been car-

ried away by a flood in December, 1808. It

cost xibout 700 dollars. This was the bridge al-

luded to in yours'of the 11th inst. /knew Fran-

cis White very well . He was suspected by the

neighbors of securing the gun boat under the

bridge with the design of carrying it away, in

the expectation of making money by the ferry

he kept. In 181 1 a new bridge was put up by

Ethan Stone, under authority from the Legisla-

ture and of course was subject to toll . This re-

mained eleven years, and was carried off in 18-

2? by the greatest freshet ever known on that

stream before or since. Mill creek had been

swollen by heavy rains at the head waters in the

course of one night, and such was the effect at

the mouth, that by morning the bridge and an

immense pile of masonry in the shape of abut-

ments had disappeared, and the creek doubled

in width to its present size. Such was the vio-

lence of the freshet, that it tore out of root

two sycamore 'trees, adjacent to the bridge,

of the largest description. Muddy creek which

puts into the Ohio, two miles above North Bend,
was equally swelled, and on this occasion more
than an acre of Judge Short’s orchard was swept
away, on the highest bank between the Great
and Little Miamis. The river Ohio was then
as low as it has been any time this season, which
increased the power and injury of this freshet.

As an evidence how much narrower the mouth
of Mill creek has been, it may be stated that

the bridge put up in 1811 was but one hundred
and twenty feet in length. By virtue of the same
authority, Mr. Stone again put up a bridge; this

time built with arches, which the county pur-

chased out of his hands, and made a free bridge.

This was the one carried off by the great flood

of 1832, brought back from near Louisville, and

afterwards destroyed by fire three years since.

Yours respectfully,

J. MATSON.
North Bend, June 29th, 1845.

Churches in Cincinnati.

A correspondent corrects my last list ofChurch-

es, by stating that the church on College street,

put down as under the pastoral care of Dr. Bris-

bane, is in reality a Welsh Calvinistic Metho-

dist church, in charge of Rev. Edward Jones,

which worships in Harrison street, having sold

the house, now and formerly occupied by them

for religious purposes, to the “Colored Disciples

Church.”

It is believed that this Welsh church applied

for admission into the Presbyterian church

general, by making an application to that effect

to the late Gen’l Assembly, sitting in Cincinnati,

and that their application was granted, although

no public recognition of the fact has been

made.

Dr. Brisbane’s congregation, since they left

their late church edifice, occupy the Doctor’s

parlors, which has been furnished with seats for

that purpose.

MARRIAGES.
In this city, on Sunday the 13th inst.. by Mark P. Tay-

lor, Esq., by Mr. William Allen to Miss Mary Louisa
Wilcox.

On Tuesday the 8th inst., by the Rev. D. Sheppardson,
Mr. Andrew Gally to Miss Charlotte Fountain.

On Wednesday the 9th inst, by Elder Wm. P. Stratton,

Mr. Joseph T. Vansant to Miss Phebe Davis.

DEATHS.
At Bedford Springs, Pa., on the 3d inst, James F. Con-

over, Esq., president of Cin. Gas Co.

In this city, on Monday the 7th inst, Sarah Amanda.
youngest daughter of Allen Goodrich and Harriet Elliot

Kellogg; aged one year and eight months.

On Wednesday the 9th inst, Caroline Victoria, eld-

est daughter of John and Mary Bailey; aged 7 years.

On Thursday the 10th inst, Mrs. Mary Clark, wife of

John Clark, late of East Kensington, Pa.



Documents of last War.
Orders, Cincinnati, Sept. 16th, 1813.

Col. Henry Zumalt:

Sir—You will on the receipt of this,

march your regiment with as much expedition

as possible to Dayton, and from thence to Frank-

linton, and report yourself to the commander in

Chief or your superior officer, and obey such or-

ders as you may receive a9 to the further march

and disposition of the regiment under yopr com-

mand. The two companies from Lebanon, arid

the two companies from Hamilton, you must

order to march, and join you at Dayton. The

procuring music is essential, and the command-

er in chief has informed me 9ome extra pay will

be allowed if you can procure it—you will

march this evening if possible. Two months

pay will be advanced as soon as it can be procur-

ed, therefore the pay-master must be furnished

with the muster rolls, that he may follow with

the money. The Qrms&c. on your march will

see that you are furnished with every necessary

for men on march.
Attest J. S- GANO,

Maj, Gen. Com’dt. 1st Div. 0. Mi.

D. Wade, Aid.

This day gave an order on Maj. Morton for 50

stands of arms and accoutrements for Zumalt’s

regiment

.

Extracts from a letter dated Sept. 18th, 1813,/rom

Gen. Harrison to Gov. Meigs.

“Be pleased to send a full company of one

hundred men to Fort Meigs—thirty or forty will

do for Lower Sandusky.”

“I am informed that the term of lh^ Garrison

at Fort Findlay, will expire on the22d inst. will

you.be pleased to order there twenty or thirty

m6n^’ '

ROBT. C. BARTON,
Aiddecamp.

Rec’d. the 24th.

Franklinton, Sept. 22d, 1813.

Franklinton, Sept. 28th, 1813.

Dear General:

I have to Inform you the regiment from

the first division left here yesterday lor Sandus-

ky, and from thence to Seneca, without receiv-

ing their advance pay as promised them. I was

obliged to apply to the Quarter Master, at this

place for some shoes, socks and blankets for

them which 1 procured, on a statement made,

and becoming responsible to that department,

that I would procure your sanction— 69 pair

shoes—26 pair socks, and 68 blankets, which

the men haverreceipted for as part of their pay,

and will be deducted. I expect to leave this

day for Sandusky, from which place I will n-

gain write you.

I am happy to inform you I have prevailed

on Major J . Lawrence Lewis, a gentleman, and

an excellent disciplinarian, to act as Brigade Ma-

jor and Inspector to the Ohio troops. He certain-

ly will be an acquisition to us, and to the

service, and is very highly recommended by

Gov. Meigs, and the first characters in the State-

I have ordered a detachment to Fort Findlay,

and there is also a company at Manares Block-

house, &c. I have had no accurate return of

the Ohio militia in service, except Col. Zumalt’s

regiment, which is near eight hundred strong,

and Col. Delong’s, which is about the same,

though a number has been detached to the Quar-

ter Master, and artificer’s department; and I

have had to leave some sick. The men that

have marched areffine, robust, healthy men ;
and

if they had some pay to purchase necessaries,

say they will be willing to march to any place

where ordered. I have been obliged to be ve-

ry rigid with the officers and men, and I find

both want drilling—-and that will never make
some men officers. Any orders you may have

to communicate relative to the Ohio commission

shall be immediately attended to by your most

Ob’t. humble serv’t.

J.OHN S. GANO,
Maj . Gen. Com’dt. O. Mil. in pervice.

Headquarters. Sandwich, )

Canada, Oct. 1st. 1813. $
Sir:

Your dispatch of the 26th inst., was receiv-

ed last evening. You will leave a company at

Upper Snndusky, and march all the rest of your

command to Lower Sandusky, where al^o you

will leave a company. With the balance ofyour

command you will proceed to Fort Meigs.

You will be pleased to give Capt. Oliver, the

commissary, every assistance in your power to

get the provisions for the army. Upon your ar-

rival at Fort Meigs, you will leave there about

twenty elective men, and with the balance pro-

ceed to this place with the drove of cattle which

is coming on for the use of the army.

Yours respectfully,

WM. HENRY HARRISON.
Col. Delong, Com’dg. a Det. of O. Mi’a,

A true copy, A. A. Meek.

Growth of our cities.

I have been waiting to get thejiouse build-

ing for 1844 in our principal cities, that I might

compare their relative growth, and now present

the results.

The number of houses put up in 1844, was in

Philadelphia

,

1512

New York, 1213

Boston, 1625

Cincinnati, 1228

8
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Assuming the existing population as a basis,

to keep up the Cincinnati ratio of improvement,

Philadelphia should have put up 2763, N, York

4052, and Boston 2149. In other words, to equal

our growth, Philadelphia shonld have increased

80, New York 230, and Boston 32 por cent, more

than they have during the year referred to.

The actual increase of buildings in these cit-

ies brought to a scale common to them all,

points out the present growth of New York 4,

Philadelphia 7, Boston 10, and Cincinnati 13

per cent, annually, calculating on the existing

condition of those cities, respectively.

March of Mind.

We are apt to boast of the refinement and in-

telligence of the nineteenth century. What with

Phrenology, Etherology, and Clairvoyance, we

seem retrograding to the dark ages, and it may

be within the chapter of possibilities, that we

shall yet revive “witchcraft” panics. What is

there in the superstitions of the past to surpass

the following?

SALES’ CELEBRATED MAD-STONE,
A well tried and sure preventive to HYDRO-
PHOBIA ,from the bites of Mad-dogs and oth-

er rabid animals.

TT1HIS justly celebrated Mad-Stone, so long

|_ the property of the late Humphrey Sale, of

Caroline county, Virginia, in whose hands it

proved so successful in preventing that dreadful

disease, the HYDROPHOBIA, in hundreds of

cases ,
of persons who had been so unfortunate as

to be bitten by Mad-dogs, or other mad animals,

is now the property of the subscriber, who has it

in his possession, and who resides at Cherry
Grove, in the low,er end of Caroline county,

three miles from Sparta, and on the road lead-

ing from Port Royal to Newtown.
The subscriber begs leave to assure the pulic,

that the good qualities and virtues of this Stone,
in preventing bad effects from the bites and
wounds made by Mad-dogs and other rabid and
venomous animals and reptiles, have been so fre-

quently and fully proven to the satisfaction of
the community at large, that he deems it only
necessary tor him to say, that it is with the great-

est confidence he recommends it to public pat-

ronage.
The terms of application of the Stone, are, for

every patient Fifty Dollars, and Board, with the
kindest attention given, free of charge.

He would also inform persons residing at a
distance, who may require the services of the
Mad-Stone, that his residence is about 12 miles
from Milford Depot, on the Richmond and
Fredericksburg railroad, and about the same dis-

tance from Port Royal, on the Rappahannock
river, where a steamboat passes twice a week

SAMUEL ANDERSON.

‘Tommy, my son, what is longitude?’

‘A clothes line, daddy.’

‘Prove it, my son.’

‘Because it stretches from pole to pole.’

Value ol a Lawyer’s Opinion.

Cities, like men, have their peculiar charac-

teristics. Industrious, maritime, wise or frivo-

lous, they reveal by their physiognomy the na-

ture of their inhabitants. Every thing that strikes

your eye will be a revelation of the fates of the

citizens, the history of each class of population

will be found, so to speak, written in the streets.

One is especially struck with the truth of this

remark, on visiting Rennes; on seeing its grand
edifices and magisterial mein; its magnificent

squares, with grass springing up between the

paving stones; promenades traversed at long in-

tervals by thoughtful students.

It happened that a farmer named Bernard,

having come to market at Rennes, took it into

his head, when his business was accomplished
and there were a few hours of leisure, that it

would be a capital use of that spare time to con-

sult a lawyer. He had often heard people speak

ofM. Portier de la Germandie, whose reputa-

tion was so great that the people thought a suit

already gained if he undertook it. Bernard ask-

ed for his address, and went immediately to his

office in St. George street.

The clients were numerous, and Bernard had

to wait for a long time. At length his turn came
and he was introduced. M . Portier de la Ger-

mandie pointed him a chair, laid his spectacles

upon his table
,
and asked what brought him

there.
4’Pon my word, Squire,’ said the farmer, twirl-

ing his hat round, ‘1 heard so much talk about

you, that finding myself at leisure in Rennes,
I thought I would take advanrage of the circum-

stance and come and get an opinion of you.’

‘I thank you tor your confidence, my friend,’

said Mi de la Germandie, ‘but you, of course,

have a law suit.’'

•A law suit ! a law suit, indeed ! ! I hold them
in utter abomination; and more than that Peter
Bernard never had a dispute with any man liv-

ing.’

‘Then you wish to settle some estate, or di-

vide the property among the family.’

‘Beg pardon, Squire, my family and I never
had any propeity to divide: we eat from the

same dish, as the saying is.’

‘It is about some contract for the purchase or

sale of something.’

‘Not at all; I am not rich enough to purchase
any ihing, nor so poor as to sell what I have.’
‘What, then, do you want of me?’ asked the

astonished lawyer:
‘What do 1 want? Why, I told you at first,

Squire, I came for an opinion for which I will

pay of course, as I am in Rennes now at leisure,

and it is necessary to profit by the circum-
stance.’

M. de la Germandie took pen and paper, and
asked the countryman his name.

‘Peter Bernard,’ answered he; happy indeed
that be had succeeded in making himself un-
derstood.

‘Your age?’
‘Thirty years or thereabout.’

‘Your profession?’

‘My profession? Oh, ah, yes—that is what
I am. Oh, I am a farmer.’

The lawyer wrote two lines, folded up the pa-

per and gave it to the client.

‘Is it done already?’ said Bernard. ‘Very
well, that’s right. There is no time to get rus-
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ty here* as they say. How much do you charge

for this opinion, Squire?’

‘Three francs.’

Bernard paid without disputing, made a grand

scrape with his foot; and went out delighted

with having profited by the occasion.’

When he arrived at home, it was already fonr

o’clock. The jaunt had fatigued him, and he

went into the house for repose.

Meantime, his grass had been cut four days,

and was completely dried, and one of his lads

came to ask whether he should get it in at once.

‘Not this evening,’ said Mrs. Bernard, who
had just joined her husband; ‘it would be too

bad to set the people to work at so late an hour

when the hay can be got in to-morrow just ns

well.’

The lad urged that there might be a change
of weather, that every thing was in order, and

the people were doing nothing.

Mrs. Bernard said the wind seemed to be in

the right quarter for fair weather, and they

would not get the work done before dark that

night.

Bernard listened gravely to these advocates

without knowing how to decide between them,

when he suddenly recollected the paper he had
received from the lawyer.

‘Stop a minute,’ cried he, ‘I have got an opin-

ion. It is from a famous lawyer, and cost me
three francs. This will settle the matter. Here,

Therese, come tell us what it says; you can read

all kinds of writing, even a lawyer’s.

Mrs. Bernard took the paper, and with some
little difficulty read these lines:

—

‘Never put off until to-morrow what you can

do to-day.’

‘That’s it,’ said Bernard, as if he had received

sudden light upon the subject. ‘Make haste

with the wagon, the girls and the boys, and let

us get the hay in.’

His wife offered some more objections, but

Bernard declared that he was not going to pay

three francs for an opinion ,
and then not follow

it; sohesetth'e example, and led all hands to

the field, and they did not return to the house

until all the hay was in the barn.

The event seemed to prove the sagacity of

Bernard’s movements, for the weather changed

in the night. A terrible storm came on, and the

next morniug the streams had overflowed their

banks,and swept off every particle of new mown
grass. The hay harvest of every other farmer

in the neighboihood was utterly destroyed.

—

Bernard alone saved his hay.

The first experiment gave him such confi-

dence in the opinion of the lawyer, that ever af-

ter he adopted it as a rule of conduct, and be-

came—thanks to his order and diligence—one

of the richest farmers in the country. He nev-

er forgot the service which M. de la Germandie
had rendered him, and he brought every year

to that lawver, a pair of good fat chickens; and

ho was in the habit of saying to his neighbors,

when they were talking of the lawyers, that

next to the commands of God and the church,

the most profitable thing to the world was a

lawyer’s opinion.

New Mayor of New York.

The New Mirror gives the following republi-

can anecdote of the new municipal first magis-

trate.

“Mr. Havemayer was educated at Columbia
College, where ho took his degree with great
credit to himself. The day after his release
from Alma Mater, he was standing with his fa-

ther, on the steps of the sugar bakery, and the
old gentleman took the opportunity to inquire
intohts choice of a profession, “I suppose, now
you have finished your education,” said he,

“you will be a lawyer or a physician?” “Nei-
ther!” said the son. “And what then?” ex-

claimed the father, a little surprised at his son’s

decision.—‘In the first place, sir, I’ll drive that

cart!’ was the firm reply, and when I have been
through all the subordinate steps of your busi-

ness, I’ll share in the direction of it, with your
leave?” He “suited the action to the word,” for

calling to the man who was about leaving the

door with a load, he jumped upon the cart, took
the reins and commenced his apprenticeship.

—

He drove cart fora year ,
and rose gradually,

through all the stations of his father’s employ,
till he finally became a partner, and an able one,

in the business.

Science of Sounds*

The following hints will be of much utility to

some of our readers,— and especially to those

whose duty calls them to speak often in public.

“It is a curious fact in the history ofsounds,
that the loudest noises perish almost on the spot

where they are produced, whereas musical tones

will be heard at a great distance. Thus if we
approach within a mile or two of a town or vil-

lage in which a fair is held, we may hear very
faintly the clamor of the multitude, but most
distinctly the organs and other musical instru-

ments which are played for their amusement.
If a Cremona violin, Amati, be played by the

side of a modern, the latter will sound much the

louder of the two, but the sweet brilliant tone of

the Amati will be heard at a distance the other

cannot reach. Doctor Young, on the authority

of Durham, states, that at Gibraltar the human
voice was heard at the distance of ten miles. It

is a well known fact, that the human voice is

heard at a greater distance than that of any oth-

er animal. Thus,when the cottager in the woods,

or in an open plain, wishes to call her husband,

who is working at a distance, she does not shout

brut pitches her voice to a musical key, which
she knows from habit, and by that means reach-

es his ear.—The loudest roar of the largest lion

could not penetrate so tar. “This property of

music in the human voice,” says the author,

“is strikingly shown in the cathedral abroad.

—

Here the mass is entirely performed in musical

sounds, and becomes audible to every devotee,

however placed in the remotest part of tho

church; whereas, if the same service had been

read, the sounds would not have travelled be-

yond the precincts of the choir.” Those ora-

tors who are heard in large assemblies most dis-

tinctly, are those who, in modulating the voice,

render it most musical. Loud speakers are sel-

dom heard to advantage. Burke’s voice is said

to have been a sort of a lofty cry. which tended,

as much as the formality of h is discourses in

the house of Commons, to send the members
to their dinner. Chatham’s lowest whisper was
distinctly heard, “his middle tone was pweet,

rich and beautifully varied;” says a writer de-

scribing the orator, “when he raised his voice

to its high pitch, the house was completely fill-

ed with the volume of sounds; and the effect



wae awful, except when he wished to cheer and
animate; and then he had a spirit-stirring note,

which was perfectly irresistible. The terrible,

however, was his peculiar power. Then the

house sunk befo rehim; still he was dignified,

and wonderful as was his eloquence, it was at-

tended with this important effect, that it possess-

ed every one with a conviction that there was
something in him finer even than his words;
that the man was infinitely greater than the or-

ator,”

Fancy Drinks.
The following are only a few of the fancy

drinks manufactured at Concert Hall, Boston:

—

Clay -and Huvsen, Polk add Dallas, Race
Horse, Ching Clung. Tog. Rappee, Tip and Tv,
Fiscal Agent, I. O. U.. Tippena Pecco, Moral
Suasion, Vox Populi, Ne Plus Ultra, Shnmbro.
Pig and Whistle, Silver top, Poor Man’s Punco.
Split Ticket. Deacon, Exchange, Stone Wall,
Virginia Fence, Floater, Shifter.

Who savs that Boston, with all its boasted tem-
perance, cant come the “fancy touches” in the

spirituous way, over all other cities.

Irish Friars.
In Ireland a warming pan is called a friar.

—

Not many years ago, an unsophisticated girl

took service in a hotel. in the town of

Poor thing—she had never heard of a warming
pan in her life, though she regularly confessed

to a friar once a year.

It so happened, on a cold and drizzly night,

that a priest took lodgings in the inn. He had
travelled far, and being weary, retired at an ear-

ly hour Soon after, the mistress of the house
called the servant girl.

‘Betty, put the friar into No. 6.’

Up went Betty to the poor priest.

‘Your reverence must go into No. 6, my mis-
tress says.’

‘How, what?’ asked he, annoyed at being dis-

turbed .

‘Your reverence must go into No. 6.’

There was no help for it, and the priest arose

donned a dressing gown and went into No. 6.

In about fifteen minutes the mistress called to

Betty,

‘Put the friar into No. 4.’

Betty said something about disturbing his rev-

erence, which her mistress did not understand.

So she told the girl, in a sharp voice to do al-

ways as she was directed, arid she would always
do right. Up went Betty, and the unhappy
priest, despite his angry protestations, was obli-

ged to turn out of No. 6, and go into No. 4.

—

But a little time elapsed ere the girl was told to

put the friar into No. 8, and the poor priest

thinking that every body was mad in the house,

and sturdily resolved to quit it on the next morn-
ing, crept into the damp sheets of No. 8. But
Jje was to eujoy no peace there. Betty was a-

gain directed to put the friar into No. 3, and
with tears in her eyes she obeyed. In about an
hour, the landlady concluded to go to bed her-

self, and the friar was ordered into her room.

—

Wondering what it all mean Betty, t roused up
the priest and told him that he must go into No.
11. The monk crosse.d himself, counted his

beads, and went into No. 11. It so happened
that the husband of the landlady was troubled

with the greeneyed monster. Going up to bed,

therefore, before his wife, his suspicions were
confirmed by seeing between his own sheets, a

man sound asleep. To rouse the sleeper and
kick him into the street was the work of a mo
ment; nor was the mistake explained till the

next day, when the priest informed the inn-

keeper what outrages had been committed upon
him, and he learned to his amazement, that he
had been serving the whole night as a warming
pan.

Hiram Powers*
Late letters from Hiram Powers to his friends

in Cincinnati, afford us some interesting infor*

mation of that distinguished artist’s progress and

prospects.

Since the exhibition of his Greek Captive at

Pall mall, which was attended by the whole

world of fashion and influence in society, Mr.

Powers has received three orders for duDlicatea

of that statue. He has also an order for a du-

plicate of tho Eve, the original being destined

lor this country, which it will no doubt reach

by spring, in company with copies of the Greek

Slave, Fisher boy, &c. These may be expected

in Boston by June next. Lord Francis Egerton,

the owner of the well known Stafford gallery

of Sculpture and paintings, has trensmitted Mr.

P. an order for n work from his chisel, giving

the artist a carte blanche as to the subject.

The high eminence and distinguished success

of Powers, reflect great credit on- the judgment

of his early friends, and the discriminating lib-

erality of one of our citizens, who afforded him

the means of establishing himself in Italy, where

surrounded by all that is excellent in Art, an-

cient or modern, his wonderful productions are

creating an era in Sculpture.

Property Investments in Cincinnati^

As the central parts of our city fill up, its out-

side is of necessity taken up for improvements;

and garden, and even farming lots are becom-

ing rapidly absorbed in the demands for build-

ing purposes which are growing out of our con-

stantly increasing population and business. On
monday morning the owner of a three acre lot

on Eighth street, near Mill creek who purchas-

ed. it in 1829, at $700 per acre, was offered,/er-

ty thousand dollars for the premises! After re-

flecting an hour or two, he refused it.

On Friday last, a kitchen garden property of

sixteen acres just across Mill creek, exchanged

owners, at the price of 22,000 dollars, one half

cash down—the residue one and two year pay-

ments. The purchasers in this case have bought

it as an investment, having heretofore never

laid out money in property. I state this to in-

dicate that these prices are not speculative val-

ues. In connexion with these facts, it may be

well to remark that Eighth et. is now paved, or



iii process of paving from Main street west, more

than two miles
, and will require and maintain a

communication to Delhi, Greene, find other

townships which must constitute it shortly one

of the main avenues of Cincinnati.

Win. Penn and John Cleves fcymmes.

These men were wonderfully alike in some

things, while greatly dissimilar in others. The

same intelligent views of dealing with their sav-

age neighbors, actuated both. It is true that

Svmmes cannot compare with Penn in the en-

larged benevolence which shut out the sale of

rum to the aborigines, but it must be recollec-

ted that Penn had been enlightened on that sub-

ject before he left his native country, and that

Symnves merely conformed to the almost uni-

versal practice of the region and the age in which

he lived. Both were men of comprehensive

views, who looked to and lived for the future,

conscious that they were laying foundations

for commonwealths of greater consequence than

the States they left. Wm. Penn when about

taking possession of his new purchase, direc-

ted this letter to his Indian neighbors. Itsau

thenticity may be relied on.

England, 2 mo. 21st, 1682.

The Great God, who is in the power and wis-

dom that made you and me, incline your hearts

to righteousness, love and peace. This J send

you to assure you of my love, and to desire you

to love my friends: and when the Great God

brings me among you, I intend to order all

things in such manner, that we may all live in

love and peace, one with another, which I hope

the Great God will incline both you and me to

do. I seek nothing but the honor of his name,

and that we who are his workmanship, may do

that which is well pleasing to him. The man
which delivers this unto you, is tny special friend,

sober, wise and loving, and you may believe

him. I have already taken care that none of

my people wrong you; by good laws I have pro-

vided for that purpose; nor will I ever allow any

of my people to sell rumme to make your peo-

ple drunk. If any thing should be out of order,

expect when I come it shall be mended, and I

will bring you some things of our country that

are useful and pleasant to you.

So I rest in the love of our God that made us.

I am your loving friend,

WM. PENN.
I read this letter to the Indiane by an inter-

preter, the 6th mo, 1682.

THO. HOLM.

After Svmmes had completed his contract

with the United States for the Miami purchase

he despatched the following letter, from Lime-

atone,_now Maysvilie, Ky., to the Indiana in

possession of the territory.

“ Brothers of the Wyandofs and Shawanese

!

Hearken to your brother, who is coming to live

at the Great Miami. He was on the Great Mi-

ami last summer, while the Deer was yet red,

and met with one of your camps; he did noharm

to any thing which yoirhad in your camp; he

held back his young men from hurting you or

your horses, and would not let them take your

skins or meat, though your brothers were very

hungry. All this he did, because he was your

brother, and would live in pence with the Red

people. If the Red people will live in friend

ship with him. and his young men who came

from the great Salt ocean, to plant corn and

built Cabins on the land between the Great and

Little Miami, then the White and Red people

shall all be brothers and live together, and we

will buy your Furs abd Skins, and sell you

Blankets and Rifles, and Powder and Lead and

Rum. and every thing that our Red Brothers may

want in hunting and in their towns.

Brothers! A treaty 13 holding at Muskingum

Great men from the thirteen fires are there, to

meet the Chiefs and head men of all the nariona

of the Red people. May the Great spirit direct

all their councils for peace! But the great men

and the wise men of the Red and White people

cannot keep peace and frierdship long, unless

we, who are their sons and warriors, will also

bury the hatchet and live in peace.

s

Brothers! I send you a string of white beads,

and write to you with my own hand, that you

may believe what I say. I am your brother,

and will be kind to you while you remain in

peace. Farewell!
JNO. C . SYMMES.

January the 3d, 1789.

The Western Farmer and Gardener*
This is a periodical, devoted, as its title pur-

ports to the cause of the cultivation of the soil,

that grand and sole basis of worldly prosperity

to the whole community. It is now in its fifth

volume, struggling along through the precarious

and inadequate support which almost every

publication beyond a newspaper seems doomed
to, in this banknote world of ours.

The Farmer & Gardener is however, a work of

great merit, and of peculiar value, as a register

of observations and facts communicated by ma-

ny of its intelligent subscribers. It is embel-

lished monthly with lithographs of our beet

fruits and fairest flowers, and at two dollars per

annum, affords the cheapest vehicle of commu-

nicating or obtaining much interesting matter of

great interest to the Farmer and Horticulturist

The names of those who are engaged con-
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tributlng original articles from time to time as

may be seen by looking them over, are such as

would confer credit upon any periodical of the

kind, while they inspire confidence in the views

they express, or facts they communicate.

The Jewish Pilgrim at Jerusalem.

Are these the ancient, holy hills,

Where Angels walked of old?

Is this the land our story fills

With glory yet not cold 11

For 1 have passed through many a shrine,

O’er many a land and sea,

But still, Oh! promised Palestine,

My dreams have been of thee.

1 see tl.y mountain cedars green,

Thy vallies fresh and fail

;

With summers bright as they have been

When Israel’s home was there:

Tho’ o’er thee sword and time have passed,

And cross and crescent shone,

And heavily the chain hath pressed

—

Yet still thou art our own:

Thine are the wandering race that go

Unblessed through every land,

Whose blood hath stained the polar snow,

And quenched the desert sand!

And thine the homeless hearts that turn

From all Earth’s shrines to thee,

With their lone faith for ages bourne

In sleepless memory

.

For thrones are swept and nations gone

Before the march of time.

And where the ocean rolled alone

Are forests in their prime;

Since Gentile plowshare marred the brow

Of Zion’s holy hill

—

Where are the Roman eagles now?

Yet Judah wanders still.

And hath she wandered thus in vain

A pilgrim of the past?

No ! long deferred her hope has been,

But it shall come at last;

For in her wastes a voice I hear,

As from some prophet’s urn,

It bids the nations build not there

,

For Jacob shall return.

Oh! lost and loved Jerusalem!

Thy pilgrim may not stay

Tosee the glad earth’s harvest home

Jn thy redeeming day;

And now resigned in faith and trust,

I seek a nameless tomb

;

At least beneath thy hallowed dust

—

Oh! give the wanderer room!

A Legend of Kentucky.

North Bend, July 12th, 1845.

Your friend John Hindman is in er-

ror, alleging that Tanner’s Creek, Indiana, deri-

ved its name from youngTanner being killed by

the Indians on its waters. Tanner wa3 not

killed at all, although doubtless believed to be

by the neighborhood, at the time Hindman left

the Great Miami, which was soon after Tanner

had been carried away by the savages. I knew

the whole family well—the old man Tanner be-

ing the first clergyman, I ever heard preach at

North Bend, andforsome time the only one.

Tanner the father, owned the land, where Pe-

tersburg, Kentucky, is now built, and resided on

it, being about three miles below the Miami,

and opposite the creek which derived its name

as the station also'did, from Tanner who was the'

principal man settled there. Hogan, Tanner’s

son-in-law, who lived with him, and wasa first-

rate hunter, gave name to the creek just above

Aurora.

In May* 1790 John Tanner, the youngest boy,

and nine years of age, was out in the woods

gathering walnuts, which had been lying over

from the previous season among the leaves,

when he was made prisoner by a party of Indi-

ans, and carried to the Shawnese towns, in the

first place, and afterwards taken away to the

head waters of the Mississippi. Nothing was

heard of him by his friends for 24 yeais, except

that in 1791, the next year, a party of Indians,

composed partly of the same individuals, protv-

ling in the neighborhood, captnred Edward Tan-

ner , a brother of John, and nearly fifteen years

old. After travelling two days journey in the

wilderness, the boy appearing contented, and

supposing that he would be discouraged from

attempting to make his escape, at such a dis-

tance from home, his captors relaxed their vi-

gilance, and the boy watching his opportunity

regained his liberty, being obliged in the hurry

to leave his hat, which was of undyed wool, be-

hind, and which the Indians carried to their

home. They had told him on their way out,

that they had carried a boy off from the same

place the year before. John Tanner recognized

the hat as soon as he saw’ it as his brother’s.

Nothing was known of John, as already stated,

for many years, although Edward attended the

various treaties for successive years, and travel-

ed to distant points, even west of the Mississip-

pi. The Indians with whom John was domesti-

cated, had been for years settled on the Upper

Mississippi, and traded with the Hudson Bay

Company, which of course baffled the search

thus made. In 1798, the Tanner family left
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Kentucky for New Madrid,
where old Tanner

died, after marrying, in the mean time a third

wife.

In 1817, soon after the close of the war. Tan-

ner, who by this time had married an Indian

wife, and had six children by her, with a view

of learning something about his relations, and ex

pecting to receive a share ot the family property

came down the chain of lakes to Detroit, and

there reported himself to Gov. Cass, as an Indi-

an captive, taken from opposite the mouth of Big

Miami, in Kentucky, in 1790. He gave the fam-

ily name as Taylor, which was as near as he

coxild recollect or probably articulate it. Cass

gave notice of the fact through the medium of

the press, adding that the individual would be

present at a treaty to be held with the /ndians

at St. Mary’s, formerly Girths town ,
and now the

county seat of Mercer County, Ohio. The Tan-

ner family had removed years since to New
Madrid, and with the exception of Edward Tan-

ner, was composed of the widow and children,

born of the later marriages, since John’s capture.

But a nephew by marriage of the young men
named Merritt, who lived where Rising Sun has

since been built, having seen the notice, was

firmly persuaded, that the individual, although

improperly named, was his long lost and fong

sought uncle Tanner, and under that conviction

went to the treaty ground, and found the case

as he supposed it to be. The two started off for

the Miami region together. Tanner, although

in feeble health, having fever and ague at the

time, was with difficulty persuaded to sleep in

the cabins which they found on the route, pre-

ferring to camp out, and to gratify him, one fine

night, Merritt, having selected a suitable spot

for repose, went to a neighboring house, got coals,

and attempted to kindle a fire, which as the

leaves and brush were wet, burned with diffi-

culty. Tanner who had become thoroughly In-

dian during his long residence among them,

now got up in a pet, kicked the fire to pieces,

and flashing powder from his rifle made his own
fire, remarking, White man's fire no good. In-

dian fire, good! They stopped all night at my
house on their way to the lower country, and

there I obtained these particulars. When they

reached New Madrid, it so happened that Ed-

ward was out on one of his excursions to hunt

up his brother, and John after waiting a few

days, became impatient to get back, and left for

home without even seeing his brother, who had

sought him so anxiously for years. Soon after

reaching his Indian home, Tanner had a quar-

rel with an Indian and was badly shot, but af-

ter lingering a great while, recovered so far as

to set out w’ith Col. Long, and a party who were

on their way to Detroit. His strength gave way

on the journey, and they were obliged to leave

him on the road. He finally recovered and was

employed by the United States authorities as

interpreter among the Indians at the Sault St,

Marie at the outlet of Lake Superior, which is

the last I heard of him .

Tanner’s life was published years ago, but I

never saw a copy of it , and do not know wheth-

er it is now extant.

Respectfully yours,

J. MATSON.

Problem in Physics.

Every miller is familiar with the fact , that the

velocity of water wheels is greater by night

than by day, and that, of course, he can grind

in the same proportion more, in an equal period

between sun-set and daylight, than from day-

light to sun-set. At a saw mill, also, a greater

quantity of lumber can be cut by night than by

day, in the same number of hours. So a flat or

keel boat floats further in an equal space of time

by night than by day. And there are many

more facts of the same class, well attested,

which present an interesting problem in natu-

tal philosophy. I can conceive of but two cau-

ses to produce these results; and they do not,

even unitedly, seem to me sufficient to account

for the effect. The first is, that water, at a tem-

perature of 60 deg., weighs 61 lbs. per cubic foot,

while at 40 degrees, it weighs 62 lbs. If these

temperatures represent the ordinary difference

between day and night, the specific gravity of

the water is l-62nd part greater by night than

by day, and the same ratio will indicate the dif-

ference of power applied to the wheels during

the same periods.

Another and weightier cause, is that vapors

held suspended in the upper regions of the at-

mosphere by day, descend by night, and lest up-

on the water, and by their weight and density,

increase the action of the water, in the same de-

gree of difference that exists between air heated

by the noon day sun, and the same air chilled

by the dews of night.

I have said that a boat will float further in the

same number of hours by night than by day,

but the fact on this point of the subject, as de-

termined by my own experience, is, that a keel

boat wiU float as far in the twelve hours of nig he

as she can be rowed during the twelve hours of

day. 1 came down the Ohio in 1826, on a keel

boat, during an uncommon rise, and the last

two days of our passage to Cincinnati, we rowed

forty-eight miles each day, and floated forty-

eight miles each night, commencing both peri-

ods from six o’clock, and of course, allowing

to each twelve hours.
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I should feci gratified to receiye a better so-

lution of the problem involved in the case, than

I am conscious, is furnished in this article.

A Law Student in Alabama.
An exchange save, that Mr. ( ., who studied

law in the o$ce of a senior member of the bar

in some town of some State, emigrated to Ala-
bama for his examination.

‘Judge P.,’ said Mr. C’s. friend, ‘is now in

the village; will you go and stand your examin-
ation.

Of course C . consented . He had been sever-

al days anxiously waiting for *he Judge at the
• Exchange, alias grocery, a.ias dog-
gery. After the formality of an introduction

,

the Judge said :

‘Well. Mr. C., yon want to be examined for

admittance to the bar.’

‘Yes, sir.’

‘Well, sir, let’s take something to drink—Bar-

keeper, give us tvt(0 juleps.’

‘Mr. C., can you swim?’
‘Yes sir, I can,’ said C., greatly surprised.

‘Well, sir, lei’s take another drink— barkeep-
er, two cocktails.’

The cocktails vanished, and the Judge said

—

‘Mr. C , have you got a horse?’

‘Certainly sir,’ said C.

‘Very good,’ said the Judge, as soberly as

though charging a Grand Jury. ‘Mr. C., if you
please, we’ll take a drink. Barkeeper, two tod-

dies.’

The toddies disappeared, and C. owns he be-

gan to feel rather queer.

‘Mr. C.’ said the Judge, ‘can your horse
swim?’

‘Yes, sir,’ he can—‘for I have tried him from
necessity.’

‘Then sir,’ said the Judge with increased grav-

ity, ‘your horse can swim—and you can swim,
and by

, I think you are well qualified

for an Alabama lawyer. Give me your com-
mission, and I will sign it. Meanwhile, bar-

keeper, give us two punches for my friend Mr,
C, and myself.

Mr. C.,’ continued the Judge, ‘I drink suc-
cess to your admission to the Alabama bar.’

Powers of Music.

In the “Gossip with Readers and Correspon-

dents” we find the following illustration on the

power of music.
“Oblige us, reader, by confessing that the fol-

lowing anecdote forcibly illustrates the power of

simple, plaintive music, a theme upon which
we have often dwelt in these pages. Would
that we could relate it to you in the inimitable

manner of our friend B : if we could,
by

the by, the manner would'nt be inimitable:—
Some years since, a well-known military gen-

tleman and musical amateur of Philadelphia, be-

ing on a visit to his numerous friends to New
York, was delighted to encounter here the band
of the far-farned Frank Johnson. He forthwith

engaged the ‘colored troupe’ to accompany him,
together with two or three vocalists, on the fol-

lowing evening, on a serenading tour to the res-

idences of his distinguished frieuds, in various
quarters of the town. They every where met
with the most rapturous reception, and were of-

ten invited in, to partake of the hospitalities of

the famines whom they serenaded. Between two

and three o’clock in the morning, they armed
opposite to the residence (as they supposed) of

a most lovely lady, to whom the leader of the

serenade movement had well nigh lost his heart,

upon a very casual acquaintance. Here was
poured forth the wealth of their instrumental

and vocal powers. But not the slightest sign

of appreciation or approbation was manifested;

all was silence; no outward blind rattled, no in-

ner curtain rustled. At length, while the prime
mover of the entertainment was singing in a

most tender style the closing stanza of ‘Home,
sweet Home,’ a light suddenly gleamed through
the fan-lights of the entry

;
steps were heard ap-

proaching; the door was_unbolted, and a cadav-

erous ‘male human,’ in nignt gown and night

cap, the latter surmounted by a broad brimmed
Quaker hat, stepped out upon the door stone,

and holding the candle above his head, that he
might better survey the rather ‘mixed’ company
of performers, addressed the last singer with:

‘Friend, thee seems to think there is no place like

home— like thy ‘sweet, sweet home,’ I think
t'tee said : now, why doesn't thee go to thy home

?

Thee surely is not wanted here— neither thee

nor thy friends!” and the door was closed be-

hind the speaker. Perhaps no wetter blanket

ever enveloped a ‘water-cure subject at Graffen-

burgh,’ than was felt to come down upon (hat

corps of musicians and their employer, when
the white skirts of that vanishing Quaker dis-

appeared aiong the hall.

Characteristic.—The Pittsburg Chronicle,

whose editor has just returned to the city, after

an absence of a month, notices the new build-

ings and the increased business in the same
squares where smoke still ascends from the

smouldering ruins. It says. Our people are like

their own steam engines— the more fire that is

applied to them the fader they work. Their en-

ergy and perseverance is like their iron—it was
not made to be burnt.”

MARRIAGES.
At Lebanon, on Tuesday the 8th inst, hv W.Eulass,

Esq . Mr. James Knight to Miss Emily Cross, all of
this city.

In this city, on Saturday the 12th inst, by the Rev.
James Hill. Dr. G..H. Stewart of Ross county,' Ohio, to

Miss Sophia F. daughter of Capt. John Newton, of Cin-
cinnati.

On Sabbath the 13th inst, by the Rev. G. W. Matey.
Mr Lewis D. Askew to Miss Margaret Sparks, of

Colerain Township.

On Monday the 14th inst, by the Rev. W. Sehon, J. B
Clark Smith of N. J., to Miss. Eleanor Crowell, of
this city.

DEATHS.
On Thursday the 10th inst, Mrs. Mary Clark, aged

32 years.

Tuesday the 15th inst, Nathaniel Pendleton, son of
Robt. B. and Susan S. Bowler ; aged 22 months.

Same day, Mrs. Margaret Conkling, consort of
Richard Conkling; aged 44 years.

Same day, John Alexis, only son of Francis and Eliza
Hardie ; aged 20 months.

Thursday the 17th inst, Helen, daushter of Thomas
R. and Susan I. Raymond ; aged 17 months.

Saturday the 19th inst, James R., son of Thomas A.
and Catherine Conway

;
aged 15 years.

Monday the 21st inst, Wm. Augustus, son of Nathan
M. and Mary Ann Florer ; aged 3 years

Same day, Mrs. Susan A., wife of Alexander Will,
iameon
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Cincinnati Fifty Years Ago.

It seems wonderful at this brief lapse of time,

to contemplate the rise of property in our city.

Major Ferguson, who fell in St. Clair’s defeat in

1791, a short time before bought lotNo.!l3, on

the original town plat, for eleven dollars. This

is the property one hundred feet front on Broad-

way, by two hundred feet on Fourth street, be-

ing the south-west corner of those streets. The

property, if divested of improvements, would

now command at Sheriffs sale, twenty thousand

dollars.

At this time there was but one frame dwel-

ling in Cincinnati, which belonged to Israel

Ludlow, and stood at the lower end of Main

street. The room in front was occupied as a

store. Matthew Winton kept tavern on Front st.,

nearly opposite to David E. Wade, rather to the

west. Ezekiel Sayre exactly opposite Wade.

John Bartle kept the first store in Cincinnati.

—

This was the scite of the present Cincinnati Ho-

tel and a hipped roof frame house. A German

named Bicket had a dram shop opposite Plum

s treet, between Front street and the river bank.

John S. Wallace, resided on Front street, below

Race. Joel Williams kept tavern at Latham’s

corner. There was a great flood in 1792, which

flooded the entire bottom to the depth of five

feet. The original timber on the town plat was

besech, sugar tree and walnut, with poplar on

some spots, many of the trees of large growth.

—

The improvements went gradually up Main and

Sycamore streets towards the hill, which was so

steep, the ascent was almost too much for a

horse. Corn was raised here in 1790 and 1791.

The men worked in companies, and kept a

guard on the lookout. In a large field up Western

Row, John S. Wallace and several others were

shot at by Indians. The party fired back, and

drove off the savages, who left fifteen blankets

on the field, but succeeded in carrying off the

horses belonging to the party, which were in the

enclosure. The Indians were still more troub-

lesome in 1792, although their mischief was

confined to destroying cattle, and conveying off

horses. They shot three arrows into a large ox,

with such force as to make marks on the oppo-

site side. The arrows had stone heads. Pro-

visions were very scarce and dear on the first

settlement. I saw ten dollars given fora bar-'

rel of flour, and eight dollars for a bushel salt.

Our meat was got principally from the woods,

A great share of the hunting was done in Ken-

tucky, where the game was more abundant, and

less danger of being surprised by the Indians.

My husband killed two bears and an elk, as late

as 1794. The game was so abundant as to form

the principal support of the army at. Fort Wash-

ington. Turkeys were so plentiful that their

breasts were salted down, smoked,^and chipped

for the table as dried beef in later days.

Antiquities.

A few years since Mr. E. Chidester of Can-

field, Trumbull county, in this State, in felling

an oak tree on his father’s farm, discovered un-

doubted marks of an axe, which by the later

growth ot the timber, as indicated by its annu-
al circles must have been impressed on it some
two hundred years since. This remarkable cir-

cumstance attracted many visiters and close scru-

tiny, but the opinion was universal, that the tree

had been cut into, centuries before. The in-

cision had been made, apparently when the tree

was fifteen inches diameter, doubtless with the

view of cutting it down, as the chip had gone to

the centre, when a small hollow appearing at

the heart of it, the tree had been abandoned.

The entire space cut away was filled with new
and solid wood in which was distinctly preserv-

ed, each stroke of the instrument. Nothing pe-

culiar was observed until the tree fell, when
the appearance of a stump within a stump was

observed in the northerly half, which was the

side on which the cutting had been made. The
butt was afterwards split into firewood, of which

several pieces, plainly establishing the above

facts, were kept for considerable length of time.

Outside of the old scar one hundred and sixty

concentric circles of growth in sound wood

were apparent. The tree had been dead some

years, and the sap and the parts adjacent, were

so far decayed as to prevent a certain count

—

perhaps 15 or 20 should be added. This, with

the time the tree had been dead, being over five

years, gives at least 180 years back, or the year

1660, as the date of this visit from civilized men

to Northern Ohio. Whether these are the rel-

ics of the French, Spanish, or English explorers,

is a question for antiquarians to discuss, al-

though the origin is probably shrouded forever

in impenetrable darkness.

In connection with this remarkable circunv

stance, I will add the statement of one of the

oldest settlen here who records what fell under

her own notice at the time. I have it direct

from her own lips.

“/ii 1791, an old poplar tree nearly seven feet

feet in diameter, was cut down in the process of

clearing, going on in those early days. It stood

some distance west of where Powell’s foundry

is built. On chopping eighteen or twenty inch-

es from the outside, the chopper came to where

it had been before cut, and grown over solid

again, the old mark being full broader than one

I

made by a common axe. I found an old chip

'there which had not been cleaned out, anil look-



ed much discolored. Judging by the circles of

the tree, the first chopping must have been done

more than one hundred years since, say in the

neighborhood of the year 1680.”

Doouments of last War.

Head Quarters, Ohio Militia,

Lower Sandusky, Oct. 6th, 1813.

Dear General:

I have the honor to inform you by Major

Vance, that I arrived here yesterday with the

2nd regiment; the 1st will be here from Seneca

to-day ; the 3rd is on the left and centre lines of

communication. These two regiments are con-

siderably reduced, having detached one compa-

ny at Upper Sandusky, two companies to Fort

Meigs, and three small companies to Detroit,

who start to day as an escort to the beef cattle.

And there is a number engaged in the employ

of the Quarter Master, by special request of Col.

Bartlet, and a number sick. The effective force

in the two regiments at this place, is about one

thousand. The garrison here will be relieved as

the Chilicothe Guard’s time has nearly expir-

ed. I found the garrison of Upper Sandusky

in a dirty miserable state. I have ordered the

company of militia there to build a small hospi-

tal, to cleanse the fort and put the rooms in re-

pair, with safe and comfortable fire places, which

must be done at this post. Ifyou think proper,

I am anxious to receive your orders to know
how the troops are to be disposed of. We are

all willing to cross into Canada or go to Detroit,

or where you may think proper. The men are

very orderly good militia, and willing to do their

duty, but are badly clothed for the winter in

this northerly climate, on account of their not

receiving the pay that was promised in advance,

which was attended with great murmuring and

complaint. Many were not able to buy a blank-

et or pair of shoes, and actually marched from

the neighborhood of Cincinnati to Franklinton,

without shoes, blankets, tents, or camp kettles.

I there got a partial supply, and some compa-

nies marched to Seneca without more than two

tents, and 2 camp kettles to a company. They

are all now supplied with camp equipage, so that

they are more comfortable. Brigade Major Lew-

is I expect up to day, and will have the two

regiments again inspected and make report.—

Major Vance, one of my aids, can give you ev-

ery information in detail, whom I highly recom-

mend to your excellency, and beg that he may

be despatched back ns soon as practicable

.

I am sir, with great respect and esteem,

Your humble servant,

JOHN S. GANO.
Maj. Gen. Com’dt. O. Mil. in service.

Gen. Wm. H. Harrison, Detroit.

IIeadQuarters, Detroit Oct. 12th, 1813.

Dear Sir :

Your favors by Major Vance were du-

ly received. He will return by water as soon as

the wind is fair for him, I will give you further

instructions. In the mean time, you will be

pleased to send a detachment to repair and open

the road to portage on Lake Erie. One or two

bridges must be built or the road will be impas-

sable for waggons. If there should be any old

boats at Sandusky, please to repair them for the

purpose of transporting all the provisions and

clothing at Sandusky down to the portage on

the bay, and give to the Quarter Master and

Commissary all the assistance in your power. It

Capt. Oliver is yet at Sandusky; tell him that it

is important that all the salt provisions which

may be at Fort Meigs, should be immediately

sent to this place.

Yours with great respect,

WM. HENRY HARRISON.
Maj. Gen. John S. Gano.

Lower Sandusky.

Head Quarters, Detroit, Oct. 14, 1813.

Sir:

You will furnish Lt. Col. Croghan, with

two of your smallest companies, amounting in

the whole to not less than one hundred men, for

the purpose of a guard to the prisoners under

his direction to Chillicothe. Upon the arrival

of these companies at Chillicothe, they will be

discharged.

I am very respectfully,

your humble servant,

WM. HENRY HARRISON.
Maj. Gen . John S . Gano.
Lower Sandusky.

Upper Sandusky, Oct. 12th, 1813.

Dear Sir :

The large quantity of commissary

stores now at McArthur, for which I am requir-

ed to furnish immediate transportation, requires

that considerable repairs should be made on the

road to enable me to comply with the requisi-

tion. I do not feel myself authorized without

special instructions from a superior officer to

employ men for this purpose, the less so as it has

been the custom generally to have the roads and

bridges repaired by the troops in service. The

object of this is to know, if it be practicable to

obtain a detachment from your command to open

theroad and repair the bridges between this and

Lower Sandusky. A bridge will be necessary

across Wolf creek, between Seneca and Lower

Sandusky, and a number of smaller ones be-

tween here and that post. Capt. Welsh is now

engaged in erecting one across Tymochtee, He

is at work under an order of Gov. Meigs. I

find it impossible for the teams to get on until
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h e road is opened wider, and the bad place

bridged. Will you have the goodness sir, to in-

form me if you can give me any aid in this bu-

siness—repairs must be made on it, and this

appeared to me the most proper mode.

I am sir, with much respect.

your most ob’t. serv’t.,

B. HUGHES, A.D. Q. M.G.
Maj .Gen . J. S. Gano, L. Sandusky.

Bicknell’s Patent Planing Machine.

I feel highly gratified in learning that the U.

States District Court, at its late session at Colum-

bus, decided the case of Brooks & Morris vs.

Bicknell & Jenkins, in favor of the defendants,

ruling that the invention of Bicknell’s vvas.no

infringement of Woodworth’s patent, and leav-

ing it free for the public to rule,
as it undoubt-

edly will, that Bicknell’s buckeye invention is

vastly superior in merit to that of his New York

competitor. The case has resulted, as I said in

one of the early numbers of this paper, that it

must. It is gratifying to find that all the array

of influence enlisted on the part of the plaintiff

failed to crush the ingenious and public spirit-

ed inventor'of this valuable improvement.

Sugar Mills and Engines for Louisiana.

I had occasion to refer last week to a notice

in the Pittsburgh “Spirit of the Age,” on the sub-

ject of the manufacture of sugar mills &c. for

the southern markets. For want of time, and

yet more, owing to the incompleteness of my
information at the moment, the correction I

made was neither explicit nor minute enough

to do our Cincinnati mechanic establishments

justice. I will now upon undoubted authority

go into specifications.

The Pittsburgh article stated, as an evidence

of the thriving condition of the foundries and

machine shops of that place, that seven sugar

mills and engines had been made at one estab-

lishment, and five at another there during this

season.

Let us contrast our city manufactures in this

line with these results. Messrs. Niles, &, Co.,

have put up twenty-five; David Griffey, eight;

James Goodloe, seven; Anthony Harkness, six,

of these Sugar Mills and Engines this season.

J. Ilolabird and Bcvan, Scott &, Co., who have

just engaged in the business have, put up one

each, making forty-eight manufactured in Cin-

cinnati to twelve in Pittsburgh.

This difference, great though it be, does not

cover the whole case . Jill the larger class of Sa-

ggar Mills and Engines for Louisiana are made
in Cincinnati. These cost from four to seven

thousand dollars, and will average all of five

thousand dollars each. The article supplied

from Pittsburgh, is of the second class, and lor

second rate sugar estates, costing thirty-five hun-

dred dollars.

Let me exhibit the difference in figures.

12 Mills and Engines made at Pitts-

burgh, 3500 42,000

48 do do do at Cincinnati , 240,000

There is a large amount beaides of repairing

and refitting Mills and Engines for Louisiana,

done here, of which this season’s bills will ex-

ceed 30,000 dollars, making an aggregate of

270,000. It is an under estimate, to say that

twelve more will be built in the course of the

current year, at least ten of that number being

already under contract.

I have been thus at once, full and minute on

this subject, because an impression prevails

abroad, that our manufacturing interest is of

less weight than that of Pittsburgh, and in fact

many of our own citizens are ignorant of the

red! state of facts. Abstract the rolling mills,

glass and cotton yarn factories of Pittsburgh

from the manufacturing comparison, and in eve-

ry other description of mechanical industry and

product, Cincinnati is far in advance of that

place.

Documents relative of War of 1812.
Headquarters, Ohio Militta,

Lower Sandusky. Oct. 15th.

His Excellency Gen. Harrison :

Sir—

I

dispatched my acting brigade, Ma-

jor Vance to you for orders on the 6th iinst.—he

has not returned. 1 have made several details

of detachments since he left this. I have fur-

nished the Quarter Master and Commissary with

a number of men for extra duty, and have sent

a company to Fort Findlay—1 will send ano-

ther detachment with beef cattle to Detroit as

scon as they can be collected in sufficient num-

bers for an escort. I have directed the com-

mandants at the different posts on the left cen-

tre and right lines of communication, to afford

every assistance to the Quarter Master and Com-

missaries in protecting the public stores, and es-

corting provisions &c., and have rendered con

aiderahle service with the waggons J brought on

. to those departments, and have twelve now load-

ing with provisions for the Kentucky troops at

Portage. If you calculate on retaining the Ohio

troops, I will be much obliged by your inform-

3 ing me of their probable destination, as I wish

- to make some arrangements for my winter qrs.

&c.
;
and. if to be discharged, the sooner I am

to be informed the better. I will always take

pleasure in rendering my country and yourself

all the setvice in rpy power, and most sincerely

congratulate you upon your glorious victories

and success.

With respect, &c.,

J. S. GANO.
10 o’clock I*. M. 1 this moment received your;»



of the 12th inst., and have in some measure an-

ticipated your orders by sending on a detach-

ment to repair the road to portage, which I ex-

pect them to complete to»morrow, and have had

a detachment at work on the road between Mc-

Arthur and Upper Sandusky, and are building

a bridge across Tymochtee &c.

Head Quarters
,
Detroit, Oct. 16th, 1813.

Dear Sir :

You will take the command of all the

posts upon the frontier of the State of Ohio.

—

You can establish your quarters at Fort Meigs,

Lower or Upper Sandusky . You will afford all

the security possible to the frontiers as well by

repelling any invasion of the savages as by pre-

venting any depredation upon them.

You will as expeditiously as possible, order to

this place such a number of men from your com-

mand, with a due proportion of officers, as ad-

ded to the number already sent, will make five

hundred men. It is all important that beef cat"

tie should be forwarded to this place with as

much expedition as possible—you will use ev-

ery exertion to forward them, and take care that

they are furnished with suitable escorts from the

troops under your command

.

I am with great regard,

your humble servant,

WM. HENRY HARRISON.
Major Gen . John S. Gano,

L. Sandusky.

Head Quarters, Buffalo^ Oct. 25th, 1813.

Dear Sir :

I arrived here yesterday with a de-

tachment of the army, and will proceed imme-
diately to Fort George. Nothing of consequence

had taken place, when the last accounts came

from Gen . Wilkinson’s army . He has certain-

ly however, before this, entered Canada at the

head of a very large force which he had assem-

bled at, and in the neighborhood of, Sackett’s

Harbour.

There was a man by the name of Crandall, in

custody at Lower Sandusky, on suspicion of be-

ing a spy—there is no positive proof against him

;

be pleased therefore to release him . I will thank

you also to deliver the three Mingo or Delaware

Indians which you have in your possession to

the Delaware Chief, Anderson, who has pro-

mised to to be responsible for their good be-

haviour. Indeed I believe that they never in-

tended any harm. If Anderson has returned

home, you can send them to him, or to Mr. John-

ston at Piqua.

Yours very respectfully,

WM. HENRY HARRISON.
Major Gen. Gano.

Ujyper Sandusky, Nov. 4lh, 1813.
Sir:

Major Thompson informed me this morn-
ing, that you were much in want of forage at

Lower Sandusky. I expected a supply would have

been sent from Cleavelandsome time since, and

am astonished that it has not come on. Capt.

Reed, the Quarter Master at that post, wrote me
about the 15th ult., that he would in a few days

send on a supply. I have not at this time one

team to command, all the public teams fit for

service, being in advance. Four private teams

came in this morning with oats; I offered them

two dollars per bushel to go on to Lower San-

dusky, but they refused; I would have impres-

sed them, but they were so poor and weak they

would not have been able to get through. The
fact is the roads are impassable for loaded wag-

gons. A brigade of ox-teams were about six

days getting from here to Fort Ball, where find-

ing it impracticable to proceed, they deposited

their load and returned, after having left a num-
ber of their oxen on the way, and this not in

consequence of mismanagement or neglect of

the wagon master, but in consequence of the ex-

treme badness of the roads, and the worn out

situation of his oxen.

Capt. Catterlin favored me with a copy of your

general order of the 16th ult, relative to having

the roads repaired by the troops, stationed at

the different Garrisons, which 1 enclosed to the

commanding officer at Fort McArthur, at the

same time urging the necessity of his detailing

a part of his company to open the road from that

to this post immediately. Mr. Smith, the com-

mander at that post wrote me, that the Cap-

tain and Lieutenant, and a number of the men
had gone home sick, and that the ensign, did

not think proper to comply with the requisition.

This information I requested Capt. Oliver to give

you.
By the first wagons I will send you a small

supply of grain, if 3011 should not get it from

Cleveland, every exertion has been made to

get a stock on hand here for the winter, but the

heavy draft made on it by Gov. Shelby has left

us but little; it was always contemplated to sup-

ply the post at Lower Sandusky from the settle-

ments on the Lake.

I will send the blacksmith (Piatt) on to-raor-

row or the day after. The flour &c. left at

Fort Ball shall be taken on as soon as teams

can be had to do it. Major Thompson informs

me that the commandant at Seneca has sent a

corporal and six men to guard it until it can be

removed.
With great respect, Your obedient servant,

B. HUGHES,
Maj . Gen. .7. S. Gano,
Lower Sandusky.
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A Legend of Kentucky.
Sixty-three years have passed away since the

disastrous battle of the Blue Licks, where Ken-

tucky valor was betrayed by its characteristic

impetuosity into the ambush of the savages, and

the most gallant settlers of the west, became

the victims of Indian barbarity. Hardly a fam-

ily in the settlements escaped the loss of one or

more valuable members. Cols. Todd and Trigg,

Lieutenant Boone—son of Daniel Boone, and

more lamented than any other one, the noble

spirited Capt. Harland, with numbers of less

note, fell in that bloody held. No adequate idea

can now be formed of the grief aud desponden-

cy which followed the catastrophe of that unfor-

tunate day.

On the long roll of the reported slain were

the names of a few, who had in fact been cap-

tured, and after surviving the ordeal of the

gauntlet had been permitted to live as captives.

Among these was an excellent husband and fa-

ther, who, with eleven other captives, had been

taken by a tribe, painted black, as the signal of

torture and death to all. The night after the

battle these twelve prisoners were stripped and

placed in a line on a log, he to whom we have

specially alluded being atone extremity x)f the

devoted row.

The cruel captors, then beginning at the oth-

er end, slaughtered eleven, one by one, ;
but

when they came to the only survivor, though

they raised him up also and drew their bloody

knives to strike under each uplifted arm, they

paused, and after a long powwow, spared his

life—why, he never knew. For about one year

none of his friends, excepting his faithful wife,

doubted his death; she, hoping against reason^

still insisted that he lived and would return to

her. Wooed by another, she from time to time

postponed the nuptials, declaring that she could

not divest herself of the belief that her hus-

band survived. Her expostulating friends final-

ly succeeded in their efforts to stifle her affec-

tionate instinct; she reluctantly yielded, and

the nuptial day was fixed. But just before it

dawned, the crack of a rifle was heard near

her lonely cabin ; at the familiar sound she leap-

ed out like a liberated fawn, ejaculating as she

sprang, “that John's gun!” It was John’s gun,

sure enough, and in an instant she was once

more in her lost husband’s arms. But nine

years afterwards, that same husband fell in “St.

Clair’s defeat,” and the same disappointed but

persevering lover renewed his suit, and at last

the widow became his wife.

Total abstinence testimony.

Indisputable and valuable as are the direct

benefits of the modern Temperance movement,

the indirect effects are hardly less so. It is not

merely that confirmed inebriates have been res-

cued from wretchedness and disgrace, and their

families saved from want, but individuals are in

various ways withdrawn from the fascinating in-

fluence of convivality before habitual drinking

has created an appetite which can no longer be

restrained within bounds. Fifty years ago, it

was as much a matter of course to invite a guest

to take a glass of wine, or brandy, or whisky,

as to offer a plate at the dinner table. The fol-

lowing document from the pen of William Ea-

ton, in early life a subaltern in Wayne’s army,

and holding in later years, a General’s com-
mission in the United States service, affords a
striking because a condensed view of the ef-

fects of such customs.

An /NSTEUCTivE Record.—In August, 1793, a

court martial was convened on the spot where
Cincinnati now stands, by order of General St.

Clair, for the trial of one ensign Morgan; who
was found guilty and cashiered. Three years

thereafter, the late Gen. Wm. Eaton, (a mem-
ber of the court,) then consul to Tunis, thus re-

corded the fate of his associates:

Brig. Gen. Posey Resigned and dead.

Major D, it U .1

“ H. Damned by brandy.

Capt. P, Dead per do.

“ P, Dead.
“ Eaton, At Tunis.
“ P. Damned by brandy.
“ M. Dead.
“ F. Dead.
“ P. Dead.
“ J.~

• Damned by brandy.

“ C. Killed.

Eaton’s own fate, although delayed, was seal-

ed by the same habits. He died in 1811, con-

firmed in intemperance.

Among orders filed away in 1792, by a mer-

chant of that period, and now lying on my table,

the whole number being twelve, ten are for

spirituous liquors, as follows: “Twenty Gallons

whiskey,—half a gallon cogn eac—ten gallons

whiskey—three gallons whiskey—one gallon

madeira—two.gallons cogneac—whiskey-whis-
key—whiskey—whiskey. These were all for

officers in the United States army. Some of
whose initials correspond with Eaton’s list.

Howard, the Philanthropist.
He was a singular being in many of the com-

mon habits of life; he bathed daily in cold water;
and both on rising and going to bed swathed*
himself in coarse towels, wet with the coldest
water; in that state he remained half an hour or
more, and then throw them off, freshened
and invigorated as ho said, beyond meas-
ure. Ho never put on a great coat in the
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coldest countries; nor was he ever a minute un-

der or over the time of an appointment for 26
(

years. He never continued at a place, or with a

person a single day beyond the period prefixed

tor going, in liia life; and he had not, for the

last ten years of his experience, ate any fish,

flesh or fowl, nor sat down to his simple fare of

tea, milk, and rusks, all that time, flis jour-

neys were continued from prison to prison; from
one group of wretched beings to another, night

and day; and when he could not go in a car-

riage he would walk. Such a thing as an ab-

straction was out of the question.

Some days after his first return from an at-

tempt to mitigate the plague at Constantinople,

he favored me with a morning visit to London.
The weather was so very terrific, that l had
forgot his inveterate exactness, and had yielded

up the hope of expecting him . Twelve at noon
was the hour, and exactly as the clock struck,

he entered my room; the wet— for it rained in

torrents, dripping from every part of his dress,

like water from a sheep just landed from its

washing. He would not have attended to his

situation, having sat himself down with the ut-

most composure, and began conversation, had I

not made an offer of dry clothes. ‘Yes,’ said he,

smiling, ‘I had my foars, as I knocked sit your
door, that we should go over the old business of

apprehension about a little rain water, which
though it does not run off my back as "it does
that of a duck, does me as little injury, and af-

ter a long drought is scarcely less refreshing.

—

The coat that I have on has been as often wet-
ted through as any duck’s in the world, and in-

deed gets no other cleaning. I assure you, a

good soaking shower is the best brush for broad-

cloth. You, like the rest of my friends, throw
away your pity upon my supposed hardships,

with just as much reason as you commiserate
the common beggars, who being familiar with
storms, necessity, and nakedness, are a thou-

sand times (so forcible is habit) less to be com-
passionated than the sons and daughters of ease

and luxury, who, accustomed to all the enfeeb-
ling refinements of feathers by nifeht and fires by
day, are tanght to shiver at a breeze. All this is

the work of art, my good friend; nature is intre-

pid, hardy, and adventurous; but it is a practice

to spoil her with indulgences from the moment
we come into the world. A soft dress and soft

cradle begin our education in luxury, and we
do not grow more manly the more we are grat-

ified ; on the contrary, our feet must be wrapt in

wool or silk, we must tread upon carpets,

breathe, as it were, in fire, and fear the least

change in the weather. ‘You smile,’ said Mr.
Howard, after a pause, ‘but 1 am a living in-

stance of the truth I insist on. A more puny
youngster than myself was never seen. If I wet
my feet I was sure to take a cold. I could not

put on my shirt without its being aired. To be
serious, I am convinced that what emasculates the

body debilitates the mind,
and renders both unfit

for those exertions which are of such use to us
social beings. I therefore entered upon a re-

form of my constitution, and have succeeded in

such a degree that I have neither had a cough,
cold, the vapors, nor any more alarming disor-

der, since I surmounted the seasoning. Former-
ly mulled wines, and spirits, and great fires,

were to comfort me, and to keep out the cold, as

it is called; the perils of the day were to be

baffled by something taken hot on going to

bed, and before I pursued my journey the

next morning, a dram was to be swallowed
to fortify the stomach! ‘Believe me,’ said Mr.
Howard, ‘we are too apt to invert the remedies

which we ought to prescribe for ourselves. Thus
we are forever giving hot things when we should
administer cold. We bathe in hot instead of

cold water, we use a dry bandage when we
should use a wet one, and we increase our food

and clothing, when we should, by degrees, di-

minish both.’ ‘If we would trust more to na-

ture, and suffer her to apply her own remedies
to cure her own diseases, the formidable cata

logue of maladies would be reduced to one-half,

at least, of their present number.’

—

Pratt's

Gleanings.

(j^r^The Rev. Sydney Smith had a talent for

dressing salad as well as repudiators. See his

poetical recipe, so pat:

Recipe for Dressing salad.
BY THE REV. SYDNEY SMITH.

Two large potatoes passed through kitchen sieve.

Smoothness and softness to the salad give;

Of mordant mustard add a single spoon

—

Distrust the condiment that bites too soon

—

But deem it not, thou man of herbs
,
a fault,

To add a double quantity of salt;

Four times the spoon with oil of Lucca crown,

And twice with vinegar procured from town;

True flavor needs it, ami your poet begs,

The pounded yellow of two well boiled eggs.

Let onions’ atoms lurk within the bowl,

And, lastly, in the flavored compound toss

A magic spoonful of anchovy sauce,

O! great and glorious: 0! herbacious treat!

’Twould tempt the dying anchorite to eat.

Back to the world he’d turn his weary soul,

And plunge his fingers in the salad bowl

.

Lightning Rods.

As the summer advances, 1 feel it my duty to

call public attention to providing lightning rods

to our various buildings, public and private.

—

Probably there are not one in twenty of the edi-

fices in Cincinnati protected by these impor.

tant preservatives.

This may be ascribed partly to the general

disposition in mankind to undervalue dangers

which arc not immediately at hand, and to neg-

lect, therefore, proper precautionary measures,

but is principally owing to the fact, that there

has hitherto been no person here engaged in the

manufacture, and putting up of electric rods as

a distinct business. Mr. J. Spjratt, I observe

by his advertisement to that effect, has gone in-

to that business, and puts up conductors at the

extremely low price of ten cents per running

foot, which will enable most persons to have

themselves protected from lightning, at an ex-

pense not exceeding five dollars to a building.

Mr. Spratt has abandoned the insecure and in-

efficient plan of linking iron joints, and con-

nects his rods by screwing one length into ano-

ther which preserves the connecting parts, from

oxydation , and the building from the injury

which must result from that circumstance.
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Marriage Licenses.

A statement of Marriage Licences issued by

Arthur St. Clair, Gov. to wit.

1795.

Nov. 14th, Isaac Bates and Nancy Duvall

41 16th, John Smith and Phebe VanNuys.

1796.

Feb. 9th, Robt. Mitchell and Frances Cox.

“ 21st, Miles Movfoot and Mary Alter.

“ 22nd, Wm. Sloan and Elizabeth Pricket'

“ 24th, Stephen Wood and Cath. Freeman.

“ 25th, Ian Gregarach and Temperance

Young. ..

April 10th, Daniel Symmes, Esq. and Elizabeth

Oliver.

May 9th, Nichs. Johnston and Sarah Ferris.

44 10th, Geo. Morfoot and Ruth Lowry.

Scites for Country Seats.

I cannot understand why it is, that while city

lots command a higher price here than at Pitts-

burgh, that scites for country seats are much

more expensive in that neighborhood than at an

equal distance from Cincinnati. I have under

my notice several desirable spots for the pur-

pose around our city, of which I shall refer to

one merely, and to that, principally, because it is

in the market. Six miles west upon the Chevi-

ot road, a macadamised public road, and with-

in a short distance of that place, is a ten acre

lot. It lies beautifully, faces the South and

is susceptible of being made a country seat,

such as can hardly be seen outside of the val-

ley of the Miami. Such a spot at an equal dis-

tance from Pittsburgh
,
and possessing equal nat-

ural advantages, could hardly be bought there

for less than 300 dollars per acre, and this whole

tract is offered for 1200 dollars.

The solution of the difficulty I referod to is

probably that much of the immediate adjacency

of Pittsburgh is composed of hills, too high for

pleasant or convenient residences, and that the

business parts of the city are too restricted in

space, to allow of residences there, to the extent

they exist here.

Our City Solons.

At the adjourned meeting of the city council

on Friday evening, a debate sprung up on a

proposition that B . F. Greenough
,
who is sup-

plying a portion of the city with light by cam-

phine, or chemical oil, be allowed to take back

his lamps, in other words, that the existing ar-

rangement with him should terminate.

Great complaints were made by members on

the subject of the lamps. One member alleged

that he could not walk the streets in peace on

account of the various objections made by his

constituents. Mr. Decamp said that Greenough

appeared disposed to do as he pleased with the

lights, lighting and putting out as he pleased.

—

Some of them burned by night, and some by
day, and some weie not lighted at all, the light

going out as soon as the lamp-lighter left them.

The whole secret of the business seemed to be,

that Mr. Greenough furnished lamps which
were not adapted to the burning any other kind

of oil, and thus compelled the use of the cam-
phine. Finally Mr. Greenough was directed to

take back his lamps by a vote of 13 to 7.

Some interesting facts were developed in the

discussion of a motion made by Mr. Meader, to

equalise the compensation of the wood meas-

urer at the Fifth street market, and those at the

river. It seems conceded that 46 feet wood 'at

the river measure 58 feet at Fifth street market,

and that what was a cord of wood at the land-

ings becomes a cord and a quarter after being

drawn up hill. This is equal to the ancient

process in Cincinnati of killing cattle for the

fifth quarter i. e. the hide and tallow; or the coin •

age herein 1806 of quarter dollars by dividing

a Spanish dollar into five equal parts, the fijtk

paying the-M&pense of the Mint.

S. B. Star Spangled Banner.

The building of the Steamboat Yorktown, a

few months since, has formed an era in steam

boat architecture, and nearly all the vessels

since built are indebted to that splendid boat

,

more or less, as a model, in which they have

gained nothing by departing from its proportions

or arrangements, so far as it has been done.

In the opinion I thus express, my judgment and

taste are amply sustained by professional men
fitter qualified to decide on such subjects than

I pretend to be.

Our latest specimen of modern boat-building

the Star spangled Banner, left our city the be-

ginning of the week. I subjoin her measure-

ments and specifications.

Hull built by Litherbury & Lockwood. Joiner

work, Robert Cavfield. Engine builder; James

Goodloc. Length, 183 feet. Breadth of beam,

31 feet. Water wheels, 27 feet in diameter;

length of buckets, 10 feet, and 28 inches wide.

Hold 7 feet 9 inches. She has four boilers 28

feet in length, 42 inches diameter, double en-

gines, and two 24 inch cylinders, with 9 feet

stroke. She draws 4 feet water light, and hard _

ly more than 8 feet with 500 tons, her full cargo.

She has 36 state rooms, and of course 72 berths,

all appropriated to cabin passengers, the boat

officers being provided with state rooms in the

pilot house. This arrangement affords the offi-

cers an opportunity to attend to their appropri-

ate duties without the annoyance and interfer-
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once of other?, and dispensing with the nuis-

ance of a Social Hall, protects the gentlemen,

and especially the ladies on board, from the ef-

fluvia of cigars, which ordinarily taints the

berths, I notice as an improvement, that the

lower berth projects over the line of the upper

one, in this respect affording facilitios for reach-

ing the higher range without the usual incon-

venience. The cabin seats are armed chairs,

two feet in breadth, which supply a degree of

comfort and protection to the aged or the inva-

lid in assigning them space at the dinner table,

which cannot be encroached on, and enabling

them to take their meals as pleasantly as at

home

.

The Star spangled Banner,
is in short built for

convenience, comfort and speed, and I doubt

not will prove a popular boat in the New Or-

leans trade for which she is designed. A speedy

return with full freight and passengejs to our

public landing will I trust, justify all /expect,

from the business capacities of the boat.

Her engines built by J. Goodloe, judging by

her trial trip on last Thursday, work with un-

surpassed ease and efficiency, anil are highly

creditable to the shop where made.

The Star spangled Banner is owned by Rich-

ard Phillips & Elmore Bateman , who are also

Captain and clerk to the boat.

Tricks of the Trade-

Great Bargains! Immense Sacrifices! Selling

out at cost ! Selling out at 25 per cent, below cost!

These are notices to be found occasionally pla-

carded over the windows and adjoining the

doors of certain dry goods houses in Cincinnati,

as profusely as space permits, to catch the eye

and clean the pockets of a class of customers

who are not up to the tricks of trade.

In all this, however, if we examine the sub-

ject, therais no deception on the part of the sel-

lers. “Selling off at cost”, and at 25 per cent be-

low cost are modifications of the same thing,

the article being sold at the purchaser's cost or

expense, varying never less than 25 per cent ad-

vance from what it can be bought at regular hous-

es. This also explains the “immense sacrifice”

which is what the buyer
,
not' the seller loses.

—

A 8 to the “bargains,” if we look to the deriva-

tion of the word

—

bar-gains,—there is no decep-

tion also, the word itself expressing the idea of

barring or excluding profits or advantages.

Occasionally, however, the seller finds in the

purchaser a nut too hard for his jaws to crack.

Not long since a couple of hoosiers stopped into

a store on Fifth street, which held out the usual

bait, “Goods for sale, 25 per cent below cost.”

One of these supplied himself with a coat pat-

tern, a piece domestic sheeting, calicoes, &,c

.

taking care to inquire, “what does this cost
1

?”

article by article as he bought. His bill being

made out amounted to 20 dollars. He made up

a bundle of the goods, by tying them in a large

handkerchief, and opening a leather pouch,

counted out and handed over fifteen dollars in

payment. “Five dollars more if you please,”

said the storekeeper, as he found no more shel-

ling out, and bowing politely. “Five dollars

more,” said the hoosier. 1 guess you have got

your full pay, when you take the 25 per cent

off.” The storekeeper tried to explain, but to

no purpose. “Did you not telf me what these

things cost?” “Yes.” “Well, where is the 25

per cent less, or discount? The dry goods man
with his clerks blustered and threatened very

hard, but it was no go. The hoosiers were pre-

pared for action, either at a magistrate’s office

or on the spot
,
and marched off finally, carrying

their point.

City building operations.

Our city building operations tor the last week
or two have been partially checked by exces-

sively hot weather, and are delayed now by the

diminishing supply of materials. Shingles have

advanced fifty per cent, and in the article bricks

the demand and consumption has taken up the

whole supply. At this time last year there

were ten millions of bricks on hand. Now there

are none in market, the current manufacture

being required to fill existing engagements. A
much larger quantity of bricks has been laid, up

to the 15th July last, than for the corresponding
period of the past year, so that there can be no
doubt our erections of 1845 will equal those of

1844.

Portrait Painting.
A portrait painter in large practice might

write a pretty book on the vanity and singular-

ity of his sitters. A certain man came to Cop-
ley, and had himself, his wife, and seven chil-

dren, all included in a family piece.

‘It wants but one thing,’ said, ‘and that is the

portrait of my first wife, for this one is my sec-

ond.’

‘But,’ said the artist, ‘she is dead, you know
sir; wnat can I do? She must come in as a

woman; no angels for me.’

The portrait was added, but some time elap-

sed before the person came back; when he re-

turned, he had a stranger lady on his arm.

‘I must have another cast of your hand, Cop-
ley,” he said, ‘an accident befell my second wife,

this lady is my third, and she is come to have
her likeness included in the family picture.’

The painter complied— the likeness was in-

troduced—and the husband looked with a glance

of satisfaction on his three spouses. Not so

the lady; she remonstrated, never was such a

thing heard of—out her predecessors must go.

The artist painted them out accordingly, and
had to bring an action at law to obtain payment
for the portraits which he had obliterated.



A Legend of North Bend.

in the month of August, 1791, a ma'^ named

Fuller, with his son William, a lad of 16 years

of age, or thereabouts, was in the employ of

John Matson Sen,, and in that capacity, the Ful-

lers accompanied Matson, a brother of his, and

a neighbor, George Cullum to the Big Miami,

to build a fish dam in its waters, at a place a-

bout two miles from North Bend. Old Fuller

sent his son towards night to take the cows

home, but the boy did not reach home, and for

several {lays, the neighborhood turned out to

hunt him up, suspecting that he had been taken

by Indians. No trace of him was however ob-

tained, nor any thing heard of him for nearly

four years, when Wayne’s treaty afforded an op-

portunity for those who had relatives captured

by the Indians to ascertain their fate. Old Ful-

ler. under the hope of learning something res-

pecting his son, accompanied a party to Fort

Greenville, and spent a week making inquiry

among the Indians present, but to no purpose.

One day being in conversation with Christopher

Miller
, one of Wayne’s spies, and who had

f
been

taken eaptive hirnself in early years, and brought

up among the Indians, he was describing his

son’s personal appearance, as being heavy built,

cross eyed, and a little lame, when Miller ex-

claimed, “I can tell you where he is.” He then

went on to say, that he had himself made him

a prisoner, that he knew where he was, and if

he would come back in three weoks, he would

produce him there. Fuller returned according-

ly, and obtained his son, who accompanied him

iiome. The statement of Miller was, that he

was out on a scout on the Miami with two In-

dians, and the youth being intent on hunting the

•cows, had got quite near before he observed

Miller. When he saw him,he attempted to run,

fearing that Miller might be an Indian. Miller

called out “don’t run .” The boy spoke up and

said, “who are you?” “My name is Miller.”

Young Fuller supposed it to be a Thomas Mil-

ler at North Bend, and stood still waiting the

other’s -approach. As it was now dusk, it was

not until Miller had got nearly up to him, that

the boy perceived his mistake, and endeavored

to make his escape. Being Somewhat lame, he

was however soon overtaken and captured.

—

Miller then gave a whistle on his powder char-

ger, when two Indians appeared. They hur-

ried the boy across the Miami, the waters of

which were quite low at the time. After travel-

ing some distance, they encamped for the rest

of the night. In the morning, the Indians dis-

covering that Fuller was lame, and defective in

his eyes, were for tomahawking him, alleging

they could never make a good .Indian of him.

but Miller objected, saying lie was his captive.

He was taken to one of th^Indian towns, where

he remained until the treaty of 1795. He had

been a bad boy hitherto, and his residence a-

mong the savages, made no improvement in him.

He did no good after getting home, and associ-

ating with a gang of horse thieves, lost his life

not long after in a marauding expedition, made
by the party into Kentucky.

Progress of Cincinnati.

In speaking of the growth of Cincinnati, pre-

sent and probable, I take care so to present the

subject as to invite a scrutiny into my state-

ments. 1 do not wish to sustain these merely by

what reputation for judgment or veracity I may
possess.

When persons abroad allege that Cincinnati

claims to have built 12,000 houses within the

last twelve years, as a correspondent of the

Louisville Courier asserts, I deny their right to

hold the city or any respectable part of it, re-

sponsible for guesses, or lor any thing but state-

ments of alleged fact, vouched by men of fair

standing. 1 do not assume to know more of

Cincinnati, than any one may, who will make it

a business to watch and record it9 progress.

I have registered the actual increase of build

ings during the last twelve years, by which I re

fer to dwelling houses, business offices, and

store houses and work shops alone, as follows:

1833 321 1839 394

1834 300 1840 406

1835 340 1841 806

1836 365 1842 852

1837 305 1843 1003

1838 334 1844 1228

In 1840, 35 millions brick were made, as per

the census returns of that year. In 1845 this

quantity was increased to 80 millions. The man-

ufacture of 1845, will shew no decrease. If this

seem incredible to any of my readers, let me

call their attention to the following list of pub-

lic buildings now in course of erection or finish-

ing off, which have all been commenced since

January 1st, 1845, with the quantity of bricks

they will consume.

Cincinnati College, 1,000,000

Masonic Hall, 660,000

Roman Catholic Church, 600,000

Odd Fellows’ Hall, 400,000

Central Presbyterian Church

,

395,000

Third do do 395,000

Seventh St. do do 400,000

Tabernacle do 400,000

Seven smaller Churches. 1,750,000

TO

6 ,
000,000

Of private buildings, Niles’ Foundry alone,
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Will require 500,000, the block ot stores :it Lu-

ting’s corner, not short of 1,000,000, the block

at the corner of Fourth and Walnut, at least

500,000 more. The great aggregate of brick

used is made up of 1500 buildings, which will

complete the erection of 1845, and are not here-

in refered to.

First Church in Cincinnati—*No. 2.

The first religious Society formed in Cincin-

nati, I have said, was of the Presbyterian order.

Thiswas organized into a congregation by Rev.

David Rice, of Kentucky, who visited the place

for that purpose in 1790. The inlots constitu-

ting the south half of the block bounded by

Fourth, Fifth, Main and Walnut streets had

been dedicated to the use of this society, which

being at that day too feeble, even with such aid

as 'they could obtain in the town to build a

church edifice, the only use made of the premi-

ses was as a grave yard, where repose to this

period some of our oldest citizens. Meetings

for worship were held at a Horse Mill on Vine

street, below where Third street, has since been

opened, being then the foot of the hill, and al-

so, occasionally, at private houses. John Smith

of Columbia, then a Baptist preacher, better

known since as one of the early Senators from

Ohio in the U. S. Senate, and implicated in

Aaron Burr’s memorable project, occasionally

preached to this society

.

In 1791, Rev. Peter Kemper, who deceased

but a few years since, was invited to take charge

<of this church, and was escorted from Kentucky

where he’resided hy a number of the citizens to

Cincinnati. In 1792, a9 already stated, the first

church edifice was built. This was a plain frame

about 30 by 40, roofed and weather boarded

with clapboards, but neither lathed, plastered,

nor ceiled. The floor was of boat plank laid

loosely upon sleepers. The seats were formed

by rolling in the necessary number of logs which

were placed at suitable distances, and covered

with boards, whipsawed for the purpose, at -prop-

er spaces for seats. There was a breast work

of unplaned cherry boar is which served for a

pulpit, ‘behind which the clergyman stood on a

plank supported by blocks.

The congregation were required to attend

with rifles, under penalty of a fine of 75 cts.,

which was actually inflicted upon John S. Wal-

lace ,,
formerly auditor of this county, who had

left his rifle at home through forgetfulness.

—

Others also, doubtless, incurred fines on this ac-

count. •

As a specimen of the manner in which the

clergymen of that day were sustained, I annex

an original receipt which I have before me.

“deceived February the 14th, 1794, of Mc-

Millan, Esq., the- sum of three, dollars; it being

for Mr. Kernper’s Salary for the year, 94 a salt

unsubscriber

.

Received By me
Cok.nei.ius Van Nuvs.”

The building referred to to above was finish-

ed in the year 1799, so as to be rendered com-

fortable
,
and stood till about 1814, when being

found too small for the congregation worshiping

there, it was sold, and now occupies a part of

Judge Burke’s lot on Vine street, being the old-

est edifice, public or private, a part of Mr. D.

E. Wade’s house, on Congress street excepted

remaining at this time.

In 1797 Rev. Peter Wilson, also from Ken-
tucky, succeeded Mr. Kemper as pastor to the

congregation, and occupied that relation until

July 30th, 1799, when he deceased. He preach-

ed dressed in Kentucky jeans, and a much coar-

ser article than bore that name at a later date.

Elijah Davis was the first appointed Sexton or

“Saxon,” as he is called in the church minutes,

to be paid at the rate of fifteen dollars per year,

the q^lary to be raised by contributions of the

Congregation. At a later date Rev. M. G.

Wallace, now of Terre Haute, Indiana, was

Pastor of the church, and Rev’s. J. P. Camp-
bell and John Davies were stated supplies. This

state of things iasted until May 27th, 1808,

when Rev. Joshua L. Wilson having accepted

the charge of that church, entered on his pastor-

al duties.

Columbus.
There seems to be an unaccountable degree

of ignorance in the American public, as to the

birth place as well as the final burial place of

Christopher Columbus. It is well known he

was born in the State of Genoa, and has usually

been considered a native of the City itself. A
dispute on this point has however long existed.

All debate on the subject has been lately put to

rest. M. Isuardi, a Piedmontese archaeologist,

has discovered among the archives of Genoa,

authentic proof that the illustrious navigator was

born at Colognetto. a village in the republic of

Genoa. It consists in a letter written by the

government, dated 5th November, 1585, to their

ambassador Doria, at Madrid, in which the fol-

lowing passage occurs: “Christopher Colum-

bus of Colognetto, an illustrious man. as you

ought to kno.v, being in Spain, has ordered by

his will, that a house shall be built at Genoa,

which shall bear his name, and has instituted a

fund for the pteservation of this building etc.

etc.’’ A party of South Americans, bn a tour

upon the Continent, happening to be in Genoa

when this fact was ascertained, made a pilgrim-

age to the palace, entered the house: in which
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Ire was born, with their heads uncovered, re-

garding the birth place of the grand discoverer

of the new world as one of the most interesting

scites on their route.

Columbus died at Valladolid, in Spain, in 15-

06, aged 70 years. In 1513 his remains were

transported to Seville, whence they were remo-

ved in 1536 to the city of St. Domingo, and in

January 1776,two hundred and sixty years after,

were taken with great pomp by a Spanish squad-

ron to Havana and placed in the wall of the Ca-

thedral there, on the west side of the great altar.

V white marble tablet has since been set in the

wall to designate the spot which contains these

relics. On the tablet is a medallion likeness of

Columbus in profile, and beneath, the following

inscription.

Olrestos e vmagen del grande Colon 1

Mil siglos durad guardados en la Orna,

Y en la remembranza de nuestra Nacion.
Fecit Habana, 1832.

Which may be translated thus

:

P rest the image of the great Columbus!
t

May it endure a thousand ages, guarded in this
”

Urn,

And in the remembrance of our nation.

I have always wondered why Columbus should

have been so extensively called in Spain and It-

aly, Colon, his name being in Italiaq Columba,

as in Latin, Columbus, or in English Dove.

—

Nor is Colon the equivalent name in the Spanish

language. This discovery serves to explain the

difficulty, Colon being doubtless a name which

he derived from the city of his
L
nativity. Every

one familiar with the literature of the 15th and

16th centuries is aware that it was a common

appellative for a distinguished man to bear a

name which he derived from the place of his

birth or long residence. Colon would be the di.

minutive of Colognetto ;the g in Italian and Span-

ish being thrown on to the third syllabic.

A Chapter on Dnnuing.
In this bank note world of ours, where selling

on credit, and collecting dobls form so large a

share of the active business of life, a good sales-

man, and a good collector, are two of the most

valuable qualifications for employment.

Indeed, excellence in dunning, is a sure pass-

port in the mercantile world, to patronage. I

have not the design, however ol lecturing on the

subject, although it is worthy of a leciure, and

content myself with a few anecdotes, which may
interest some of my readers. They will furnish

hints by which ingenious men may profit in

studying the science.

Mr. G. of our city sold a pair of horses for 150

dollars to Col. , and after applying again

and again for the money to little purpose, sent

his black fellow’, Jim
,
with positive instructiona

not to let him see his face again till he had got

the money out of the Colonel. “Wait at hia

house till you get it, no odds how long he keeps
you.’* Jim accordingly went on his mission,

met the Colonel at the door, just about to leave

home, applied for the money, and was put off

as usual, the debtor walking away as he made
his excuse. After being absent two or three

hours, the Colonel returned and found Jim sit-

ting at the door, took dinner and supper, and.

kept all that day ensconced in the house to es-

cape dunning as he should come out. Jim slept

at the door, and was the first object the Colonel

glanced at, as he threw open his casement in the

morning. “What do you want?” he abruptly

inquired. “Dat money, massa,—Massa G. say

mussent come home to I get it.” The Colonel

paused a moment; there was no dodging such

pertinacity, and no telling how long Jim’s visit

or rather visitation might last. So putting the

best face on the matter, “Come in Jim ,” said he

“and get something to eat in the kitchen, and by

that time I shall be ready for you.” As soon as

Jim had dispatched his meal, he received the

money and departed with rejoicing, still further

heightened when Mr. G. gave him a five dollar

bill for his collecting commissions.

Mr. C , of our city was in the dry goods

business in 1836-7, and with many a worthy

man went to the wall during that period. Hav-

ing no means to get again into business, his fi-

nancial affairs went from bad to worse, and find-

ing it hard to scratch up as much out of his old

city debts as would pay his boarding bills, he

borrowed ahorse, and taking along his outstand-

ing hoosier accounts, set out on a collecting tour.

At Connersvilte ho found one of his old debtors,

almost as hard up as himself. “He had nothing,

was sorry to say so, would do any thing in his

power to assist his friend C If he had

had notice in time or if Mr. C could

have called in the course of a week or two, he

might have done something, he believed. ”

—

“Well,” said C—— , “I have never been in

your place before
,
it seems a pleasant like neigh-

borhood, suppose I board with you a week or

two, and we will look round and see what can

be done.” No objection of course could be

made to this under the circumstances of the case.

C ,
who, as a son of the emerald isle, was

fond of the ladies, had licked the blarney stone

besides, fastened on the girls, the daughters of

thehost, and became as constant as their shad-

ow, palavering them to death. In short, by the

time the first week was through, the young la-

dies were thoroughly tired of their company,

whose engrossing character kept every body



else at a distance, and they signified to the fa-

ther that Mr.C must either leave the house

or they should. Finally, the hoosier had to turn

out, and between borrowing and collecting, he

made up the bill, C generously forgiving

the interest. C , in telling his own story

,

added, “If he had not paid me, I should have

boarded it out, for it was no use for me to come

back without the money. I don’t know who

would have boarded me here .”

/heard Jonathan Young once complain to

Esqr. Mafiard, of a person who had been em-

ployed to collect subscriptions to some benevo-

lent object to which Young had subscribed ten

dollars. “Would you believe it Squire, he call-

ed on me every day last week, and some days

twice or three times. Such dunning is outra-

geous, don’t you think so
1?” “Yes” said the

Squire drily—“he must have had a particular

spite at you, he only called once upon me.

During one period of my employment with

Macalester & Co., the collecting fell into my
hands. P —

, a debtoi, who kept a drug store

on Main Street, was ono of our dilatory cus-

tomers. It was a constant trial of skill between

ue, he in getting into our debt, and I in getting

him out of it. On one occasion I had made out

and presented his bill. He glanced it over and

said he would call and settle it. After the lapse

of a week I presented it again. He then set

the next Monday to pay it. On Monday he had

not the money; call on Thursday. On Thurs-

day again delinquent, and so forth from the be-

ginning of the week to the middle of it, and

from that middle to the beginning of the next,

and so on for six weeks. I grew very tired, but

as 1 was determined neither to lose my temper,

nor fail of my purpose, I changed my battery.

—

If, when I passed by his store I found him alone,

or occupied behind the counter, I kept on, but

if, as was often the case, he was engaged talk-

ing with his neighbors, I made it my practice

to stand within sight, my file of bills displayed

in my hands, and as if waiting upon others for

my turn to be attended to. After tantalizing

him thus for a few minutes, I would say, “Ah,

I see you are busy, Mr. P ,
I will call again ,”

After doing this four or five times P called

on my employers, and complained to Mr. Buch-

anan that he could not stand such dunning as

his man Cist’s.” “Ah!” said Mr. B . in his quiet

way, “I hope he is
t
not rude to you. “No,”

said P , “but he haunts me to death; he is

there from Monday morning till Saturday

night.” “Well,” said Mr. Buchanan, in a tone

which mingled seriousness with pleasantry: “I

would not be plagued that way by any body. I

think you ought to pay him off, and send him
about his business,” i

Another hard case I had in L . His a

vowed principle, was to owe his creditor as long

as he could, and as we were personal friends,

acknowledged to me, that he considered the four

thousand dollars, he kept open on his neighbor’s

books, just so much capital in his business.

—

At one time he had owed a balance on our books

for nearly a year, &ix to nine months of which, I

had been dunning him for the amount, and fi-

nally got him to set a day for payment. “Call,”

said he “next Monday, and I will pay up.” As
this was Tuesday, a week more was staved off.

On Monday morning the first thing I did in the

way of business was to call according to ap-

pointment. “You are very punctual,” said he,

“I generally am in business matters,” I replied.

“In this case however, I had another reason for

being so.” “All” said he, “what was that.”

—

“Why.” said I “if a person were to set a day

to pay me money, and I did not call; it would

look as though I doubted whether he meant to

give it me, which,” added I, “on the footing of

friendship, you and'I are, would be absolutely

an insult; don’t you tniuk so!” He opened his

eyes and stared at me, to ascertain if I w’as quiz-

zing him. But I was perfectly serious and doubt-

less looked so. He paid the debt, and I have

not a shadow of doubt, I should have had to call

twenty limes more for itv if I had not hit him so

close

.

Vine Street Hill.

As our building operations in Cincinnati, and

its northern liberties have enlarged last year

and the present to an extent of 1500 houses, it

may be of some interest to examine their fea-

tures. I take building materials for my present

subject. Eighty millions of bricks were laid

within those bounds in 1844. An equal if not

larger quantity Ivill be laid the current year.™

Within a trifle these are all made in Cincinnati,

principally within the 8th Ward. As our cellars

are walled with stone,a vast amount of that arti-

cle, is of course requisite for foundations of va-

rious sorts. There is no accurate means of

reaching the quantity annually hauled into our

city for that purpose, but it may be estimated

as correctly as suffices for all practical purposes,

at 150,000 perches. The number of perches

hauled per day for the season compared with the

actual cellar measurements establish this con-

clusion. As to lime, it requires 120,000 bushels

for laying the brick alone, referred to above.

—

Probably an equal quantity of stone is required

for paving and macadamizing the streets in the

same bounds.

A visit I made a few days since to the hill at

the head of Vine street, has enabled me to wit-

ness the operations by which our city is built up



and beautified. Through Mulberry street which

connects Main street with Vine, along the edge

of our northern hills, part of it having been cut

down seventy feet for the puipose of obtaining a

proper bed for it, stone has been, and still is

quarried extensively, and the surplus earth cut

down and carted aeross towards Vine street, so

as to fill up the chasm between that street as it

ascends the hill, and the heights to the east.

—

Grading and paving to the value of sixteen thou-

sand dollars have been made in this region al-

ready, a large proportion of which has been ex-

pended upon Mulberry street. On the scite of

these improvements an extensive lime kiln has

been erected, which holdsfifteen hundred bush-

els, and is capable of supplying three hundred

bushels lime every twenty four hours. The kiln

is filling and emptying all the time, cooling

neither by day nor night. Th’’s is but one among
the many kilns outside of the city which fur-

nish us with building lime. The building

stone furnished us is all taken from the hills to

our north, from quarries belonging to Messrs.

Torrence, Graham, Reeder, Slack and Price.

The effect of the cutting down and filling up

to w'hich I have referred
,

is to prepare for the

connection of Cincinnati with the hill region to

the north, which at no distant day must take

place. Twenty years hence, additions for miles

to the north will be made to Cincinnati, as a

means of providing for the enlargement of the

city, in the only direction in which there is

room for it to extend. Spacious streets and rows

of dwellings will then occupy hills and hollows,

which as they now stand, seem to bid defiance

to the ingenuity and resources of man in pro-

viding the means, of bringing them to a suita-

ble level and practical grade lor ascent.

Documents of last War.
Headquarters, 0. M.

Lower Sandusky, Nov. 6tb, 1813.

Sir:

I received yours of the
r

4th inst.; the in-

formation given as to the want of forage at this

place is correct; my horses and those of my
staff, and horse teams here, have had no forage

for a long time, and in consequence have had

to discharge or send back teams much wanted

at portage, as I am erecting a fort there, and

store and block house on the other river. Capt.

Reed promised sending some grain on here but

could not procure the transportation until I sent

three boats round to Huron river, and I expect

one will be here in five or six days. My hor-

ses have failed much, and Jfqprwill die. Flour

will soon be very scarce here, and beef also—

a

boat load is now preparing for Bass Island, and

they only have it as they can catch it, at portage.

Troops passing and re-passing so frequently

makes the issues very uncertain.

I have ordered a small guard to Fort Ball, and

the property must and shall be protected. I shall

have the balance of the British prisoners sent

on from Seneca to-morrow, 76 men, women and

children, under a militia escort. I am pleased

with your regular exertions in your.department

as far as came within my notice. I thank you

for the information as to the men and officers at

McArthur, and will certainly call them to ac-

count for their conduct. I am glad you are

sending on some artificers, provided they have

tools. I wish you to inform Capt. Catterlin, as

I have not time to write him, that he must be

ready to send on a detachment of a subaltern

and about twenty men &c., as he will receive

orders to receive the detachment from here with

the prisoners to go to Franklinton, and mention

this to you that they may be ready and not de-

tain the prisoners at Sandusky, as it is an ob-

ject to take them to provision, instead of trans-

porting it to them.

I am sir, yours with esteem,

JOHN S. GANO.
B. Hushes, A. D. Q. M. G.

Headquarters, O. M.

L. Sandusky , Nov. 18th, 1813.

Capt. B. Hughes, Upper Sandusky:

Capt. Carlinton has in charge three Brit-

ish officers, prisoners of war, and who are on

their parole. You will afford them all the accom-

modation in your power, and facilitate their

march to Chillicothe as much as possible.

By command of Maj. Gen. Gano.

JOSEPH VANCE,
Aid-de camp.

Headquarters, O. M.

L. Sandusky, Nov. 27th, 1813.

Dear General:

I received your letter from Buffa-

lo on the 20th inst. Crandall that you ordered

released, I am informed was released shortly af-

ter you left this place. The three Delaware Indi-

ans, and one Potawotomee, I have sent to Up-

per Sandusky, with directions to Mr. Stick nev

to deliver them as you directed. They appear-

ed much pleased, and made Very fair promises.

I have been much engaged in forwarding pro-

visions and cloathing to Detroit, sending escorts

with prisoners to Chillicothe, giving orders to

the different posts, and erecting a small fort at

Portage, and a store and block house at the

landing at the crossing place of the peninsula

from this river. The weather has been so very

bad I am afraid they will not be completed



until spring. / will use every exertion to ac-

complish it. There have becnscveral droves of

cattle sent on to Detroit, and I presure they are

well supplied as to beef. The militia have been

sickly at every post, and a«. must be expected,

some have died. I shall get the men into quar-

ters this day, and will soon have them comfort-

able—they have had much fatigue and exposure,

but I presume not to be compared to that of

your immediate command

.

My militia have been near three months in

service, and have not received a cept of pay.

—

An idea has occured, which I think proper to

communicate for your consideration, that is, as

soon as a company, or a subaltern command is

recruited of regulars, that they should be sent

out to some of those posts under proper officers,

relieve the militiaand do garrison duty. It would

bring them into a state of subordination and dis-

cipline by the time the spring campaign opens,

it would in some measure inure them to a sol-

dier’s life, and prepare them much better than

raw troops for the field, and be a saving to the

United States. These observations have not

arisen from sinister motives, therefore you will

excuse the liberty I have taken. I have made
this place my headquarters, in consequence of

the large quantity of public property that was at

this post, but it is now principally sent off, and as.

soon as the works at portage that I have laid off

are in a state of forwardness that I can leave

this, l wish to visit the posts, and spend some

time at Urbana, where I can communicate to

the left and centre line with more facility, and

if permitted would make a short visit to my
troops at Detroit, though I will at all times

strictly conform to your orders, and do my du-

ly, and have, and will exact it from those under

my command, which has convinced them l am
not seeking popularity. I have appointed as 1

before informed you, Major J. Lawrence Lewis

my brigade Major and Inspector, from whom I

have received essential service in the discipline

and arrangement of my troops, and as I find

Judge Huntington alias pay master and Hunt
very scrupulous in their duty. I wish him or

some regular officer appointed by you to mus-

ter and inspect the troops at the different posts

under my command, and if it is necessary, to

forward to your adjutant general my monthly

reports.

Iam extremely anxious to hear from you, and

the lower army.

Accept Sir, the assurance of my esteem, and

respect and sincere wishes for your success and

happiness.

JOHN S. GANO.
Maj. Gen. Wm H. Hariuson.

C/iillicotke
, Jan. 29 tit

,
1814.

Dear General:

I received yours of the 16th. Gen. Har-

rison has authority to arm
,
supply and employ

all the Indians against the enemy. Ho is nt

Cincinnati. Gen. Howard goes to Detroit. Col.

Campbell will in a few days send on to L. San-

dusky about two companies of recruits. By di-

rection of war department, I have ordered a de-

tail of 1450, to be organized and held in readi-

ness to march at a moments warning. All this

will be too late to aid if the British attempt De-

troit or Put in Bay. If you have no name for

the new fort, and have no objections, as it was

erected by you and Ohioans, and laid out by you,

you may by my order call it “Fort Gano.”

I shall return to Marietta on my way to Hull’s

trial, having been summoned; unless the Court

Marshall will admit of my deposition as I have

l proposed. I much wish I could see you, and

hope to, in the spring.

I am with much esteem,

vour ob’t servant,

R. J. MEIGS,
Major Gen. Gano. *

Headquarters, Cincinnati, Jan. 16th 1814.

Dear Sir:

I have directed Major Todd Ass’t. In-

spector General, to proceed immediately to you

to muster your whole command . Give him such

directions as
3
ou may deem proper, and send in

your paymasters immediately with their esti-

mates, to receive money for their pay which

shall be ready for them.

It is possible that the enemy may make an at-

tempt to recover Detroit. We mus* be in readi-

ness to fly to its relief. You will therefore be

pleased to concentrate your whole force at Low-

er Sandusky and Fort Meigs excepting an offi-

cer and 12 or 15 men in each of the other forts,

and have every thing in readiness for a forward

move. Gov. Meigs will hold in readiness an ad-

ditional number of militia.

If Capt. Oliver as Deputy Quarter Master Gen-

eral is near you, give him the necessary orders

for any provision you may want. Ascertain what

supplies of ammunition you have, and direct

any deficiency of cartridges to be supplied. I

believe there are materials some where near

you.

Let me hear from you as soon as possible upon

every subject connected with your command.

Conciliate the Indians as much as possible.

The government have determined to employ

them extensively against the enemy.
Yours with great respect,

WM. HENRY HARRISON,
Major Gen. Gano,

1 Com’g. theO. Militia in service.



Perseverance.
'•The most extraordinary and the best attested

msiance of enthusiasm existing in conjunction

with perseverance, is related of the founder ol

the Foley family. This man, who wai a fiddler,

living near Stourbridge, was often witness of

the immense labor and loss of time caused by

dividing the rods of iron necessary in the pro-

cess of making nails. The discovery of the pro-

cess called splitting, in works called splitting

mills, was first made in Sweden, .and the conse-

quences of this advance in art were most disas-

trefts to thq manufactures of iron about Stour-

bridge. Foley the fiddler was often missed from

his accustomed rounds, ancj was not again seen

for many years. He had mentally resolved to

ascertain bv what means the process of splitting

of bars of iron was accomplished
;
and, without

communicating his intention to a single human
being, he proceeded to Hull, and thence, with-

out funds, worked his passage to the Swedish
iron-port. Arrived in Sweden, he begged and
fiddled his way to the iron-foundries, where, af-

ter a time he became a universal favorite with

the workmen; and, from the apparent entire

absence of intelligence or any thing like ulti-

mate object, he was received into the works, to

every part of which he had access. He took

the advantage thus offered, and having stored

his memory with observations and all the com-
binations, he disappeared from among his kind

friends,as he had appeared, no one knew whence
or whither.

•‘On his return to England he communicated
his voyage and its results to Mr. Knight and an-

other person in the neighborhood, with whom
he was associated, and by whom the necessary
buildings were erected and machinery provided.

When at length every thing was prepared, it was
found that the machinery would not act,—at all

events, it did not answer the sole end of its

erection— it would not split the. bar of iron.

“Foley disappeared again
, audit was conclu-

ded that shame and mortification at his failure

had driven him away lorever. Not so: again,

though somewhat more speedily, he found his

way to the Swedish iron-works, where he was
received most joyfully, and, to make sure of

their fiddler, he was lodged in the splitting

mill itself. Here was the very aim and end of

his life attained beyond his utmost hope. He
examined the works, and very soon discovered
the cause of his failure. He now made drawings
or rude tracings and, having abided an ample
time to verify his observations, and to imprees
them clearly and vividly on his mind, he made
his way to the port, and once more returned to

England. This time he was completely success-

ful, and by the results of his experience enrich-

ed himself and benefited the country. I hold
this to be the most extraordinary instance of full

and resolute purpose on record .”

Raising the Wind.
Wind is an element necessary to vitality.—

While it is thus an indispensible agent of" na-
ture, art and the progressive intelligence of the
times have adapted it to innumerable valuable
purposes. The difficulty, in many cases, is to

“raise the wind,” which, in a great measure, and
in many instances, depends on the operator.

—

The last means resorted to for this purpose of
which wo have heard,- is tho following 1

:

A fellow disguised as a gentleman, so far a4

good dress and address favored the personation^

rude up a few days since on a high-blooded and
well conditioned charger, to the door of one of

those accommodating gentlemen who are al-

ways willing to lend money on deposit, and who
look on laws against usury as being first among
the superfluities of legislation. The equestrian

alighted and addressed the comparatively ob-

scure Rothschild in the most familiar terms,

calling him by name, and biiefly and frankly

telling him he came to borrow money from him
— a small sum—just fifty dollars, which he
wanted for immediate use, and which he could

not otherwise procure, the bank in which he

deposited not being yet opened. He would pay

it in the course of the day, and give ten dollars

as a bonus, and five dollars a day so long as it

might remain unpaid.

“All very fair,” said Discount, “but what se-

curity !”

“My watch,’, said the man in search of mo-
ney.

‘•It won’t do,” said Discount.

“Well, then, take my riding njare for the

time being,” said the individual who was hard

up—“I suppose that will satisfy you?”
“I can accommodate you,” said Discount;

“but mind you, I shall put the mare to livery

till you settle up, and you will be in for the ex-

penses.”

“Very welt,” said the other— “it can’t be

much even if they charge by the hour; because,

as I have said already, I’ll be in funds when the

bank opens.”

The terms of the transaction were drawn up

and mutually signed, the fifty dollars were paid

over to this modern Jeremy Diddler, and Dis-

count took his pledge to the livery stable.

“Hallo, there,” said he on reaching the stable

door.

“Hallo,” said the master of the horse.

‘•Have you got room in your stable for this

mare?” said Discount.

“We’ll endeavor to accommodate her, said the

dther coolly .”

“Well
,
give her the very best in your stable,”

said Discount, “and charge your price, I like to

pay well and be paid well : “live and let live is

my motto.”

“You are extremely liberal and disinterested.”

was the remark in teply; “but, pray, give your-

self no uneasiness about the mare. She is mine;
and I trust I shall never treat her in a manner
that will draw on me the displeasure o,f the So-

ciety for the Prevention of Cruelty to Anim-
als.”

“Yours!” said Discount, his lip quivering
with surprise and astonishment.

“Mine—yes, mine/” said the dealer in horse

flesh. “I gave her to a gentleman to ride not

more than half an hour ago, and like a good
customer, he paid me five dollars in advance.”

“I have got an idea,” said Discount.

“So have I,” said the other—“I have got an
idea that some person has been fooling you.”
“Fooling me, sir,” said Discount— “I should’nt

care about being fooled ; but to be diddled— done
cleanout of $50—d— me, sir, it’s too, bad;
but I’ll offer a reward of $50 more to find the
fellow, and if I catch him he goes to Baton
Rouge, where the State will furnish him board
and lodging ‘free gratis’ for seven years. But
never mind: when I take a deposit^ in live
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stock again, I’ll be sued for usury, that’s all.”

Our readers by this time will see that the sharper

.

hired the mare to make the raise, and that Dis-|

count, who had been himself for years shaving,

was, for the first time in his life, shaved.

JV*. O. Picayune.

Rise ef Eminent Men.
The following extracts are taken from an in-

teresting article, to be found in the Edinburgh

Review for January land, upon Twiss’s Life of

Lord Eldon.

Influence of Accident on Great Men.—“It

is a curious coincidence that the two greatest

Chancery Lawyers of their day should both have
been forced into the profession by incidental

circumstances. Romilly says that what princi-

pally influenced his decision was, the being

thus enabled to leave his small fortune in his fa-

ther’s hands, instead of buying a sworn clerk’s

seat.withit. At a later period of my life, after

a success at the bar which my wildest and most
sanguine dreams had never painted to me

—

when I was gaining an income of $8,000 or $9,-

000 a year—I have often reflected how all that

prosperity had arisen out of the pecuniary diffi.

culties and confined circumstances of my fa-

ther.’

“Wedderburn (Lord Loughborough) began
as an advocate of the Scotch bar. In the course

of an altercation with the Lord President, he
was provoked to tell his lordship that he had
said as a judge what he could not justify as a

gentleman. Being ordered to make an apology,

he refused, and left the Scotch for the English

bar. What every one thought his ruin, turned

out the best thing that could happen to him:
“ ‘There’s a divinity that shapes, our ends,

Rough hew them how we may.”

“Lord Tenterden’s early destination was
changed by a disappointment. When he and
Mr. Justice Richards were going the Home Cir-

cuit, they visited the cathedral at Canterbury

together. Richards commended the voice of a

singing man in the choir. ‘Ah,’ said Lord Ten-
terden, ‘that is the only man I ever envied!

—

When at school in this town we were candid-

ates for a chorister’s place, and he obtained it.’

“It is now well known that the Duke of Wel-
lington, when a subaltern, was anxious to re-

tire from the army, and actually applied to Lord
Camden (then Lord Lieutenant of Ireland) for

a commissionership of customs! It is not al-

ways true, then, that men destined to play con-

spicuous parts in the world have a conscious-

ness of their coming greatness, or patience to

bide their time. Their hopes grow as their ca-

pacity expands with circumstances; honors on
honors arise, like Alps on Alps; in ascending

one they catch a glimpse of another, till the last

and highest, which was veiled in mist when
they started, stands out in bold relief against the

sky.”

Human Nature.

One of these weaknesses of humanity which

seems almost universally prevalent, is a dread

of acknowledging ones age. It is not confined

to the female sex or the single lite, although

most abundant in these relations of society.

called the other day on Mr. —
, a mer-

chant on Pearl street, for' his capitation tax.

—

The merchant was busy in the warehouse cel-

j

lar, and being called up, presented a head near-

ly bald, and a remnant of hair white as snow,

with other personal appearances which satisfied

the collector that the subject was over sixty

years years of age, and of course exempt from

further taxes. He therefore apologised for dis-

turbing him, alleging that he had obtained Ris

address from his lady, and had inferred him
from the age of the wife to be a younger person.

“Who says Jam sixty ?” exclaimed the merchant
with great vehemence, “/ calculate to pay that

taxforfifteen years to come/”

Another of his domiciliary visits was paid to

Mr. Jacob W
, one of our old and res-

pectable citizens. “What do you want with

me?” said Jacob to the collector, “1 am beyond

your limits; I am over sixty !” “There!” said

his wife, to whom he had been married only ;i

few weeks. “Mr. W
, what did you

mean by telling me not two months ago, that

you were not fifty?

I remember, in taking the census of 1840, I

obtained the necessary statistics of one family

of high respectability, from the lady. She gave

me the column, “between 20 and 30” for her

husband, and the same on the female side for

herself. She leaned over my shoulder while /

put the figures down, and not understanding my
method of entry, observed, “you are not put-

ting me down older than my husband.” “No
madam, [ put you down both simply between
20 and 30.” “But I want you to put him down
older than me.” I took some pains to explain

that this was out of ^niy power, every column
giving its range of ten years. I left her less than

I
half satisfied, and on asking a mutual acquain-

tance for the explanation, was told “S/ie is oldr

than her husband, and was afraid you would put

her down so.

HEATHS.
DIED—On the 22nd inst., after a protracted and pain-

ful illness, Mary Ann, infant daughter of Rev. Samuel
and Frances W. Lynn, of Boone County, Ky. aged
one year, five months* and fifteen days.

Thou hast fled, dear Spirit—to the world of repose—
Thy crown to inherit, where the Tree of Life grows;

Where the weary find rest—where the captives go free;

Where the Martyrs are blest, and thou, Jesus sbaltsee.

Fare thee well, dear Spirit! we remain herewith those

Who, no crown inherit, where no Tree of Life grows—
Where the weary rest not, nor the captives go free—

Till with Mary Ann, blest—their Redeemer they’ll see.

L.

On Thursday, the 24th inst., Rufus C. son of Robert C-

and Emeline Florer, aged 3 years and 5 months.

On Sunday the 20th in9t., George M. Bryarly.
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The Changes of human life.

Not long since I made a visit to an old friend

who resides about three miles out of tbwn, on

one of those beautiful farms of high rich lands,

which in almost every direction surround the

city. The road for some distance lies along

the line of the WhiteWater canal, immediately

upon the banks of the Ohio river, and from

the number of steamboats, canal boats, car-

riages, &'c. constantly passing and repassing,

a person might almost fancy himself in the

vicinity of London ot Dublin, or some of the

oldest cities of Europe.

On passing out of the city I observed an old

man whom I recognized as a soldier of the re

volution. I had met with him several years

ago in the “ lar West.” He returned to Cin-

cinnati about four years since, and has resided

with his son. He is eighty-four years of age,

enjoys good health, and seems very happy.

—

These men of the revolution, whether poor or

rich, always appear cheerful and happy—neither

unduly elated nor depressed by circumstances,

they seem to enjoy that independent, peaceful

state of mind, which the world can neither give

nor take away.

My friend in the country, though not a sol-

dier of the revolution, was one of the early pi-

oneers of the West—a race Of men who suffered

great privations and hardships, in the first set-

tlement of Kentucky and Ohio. Mr. T. re-

moved with his father and the family, from Vir-

years have passed away, and where are all the

members of that large and interesting house-

hold, and those who sojourned with them?--
Only two remain . Six have descended to the

narrow house. Some have removed from the

United States, and all are scattered like the

leaves in autumn.

It is a singular coincidence, that another nu-

merous and interesting family, with whom
a few years previously, T and my family had
spent a very pleasant summer irt the city—have
all passed away but two. The father and the

sons are all numbered with the dead. Mr. B—
was my early and constant friend, and one of

the best of men—benevolent, kind and hospita-

ble—a worthy, good citizen, and a man of ex-

cellent taste and judgment. His old family re-

sidence, with its recent improvements by the

present worthy proprietor, is one of the most

splendid and beautiful mansions in this or any
other city. But the men of that day will soon

all have passed away, and with them much that

is intimately connected with’ the early pros-

perity and history of Cincinnati. The friends

who loved them, will soon follow them. It is

of very little consequence where men pass their

days—whether in town or country—in log-

cabins or in splendid palaces. This world is

not our rest. Our days are as a shadow that

passeth away. Without the hope of the gospel,

this would be a dark world indeed. But this

blessed hope we have; it shines upon the tomb

gir.ia to Kentucky in 1779. He was then very! of our friends, and casts a heavenly light over

\

the darkness of the grave.

“ Hope springs exulting on triumphant wing,

That we shall meet again in future days:

There ever bask in uncreated rays,

No more to sigh or shed the bitter tear.

Together hymning our Redeemer's praise.

In such society, yet still more dear;

While circling time moves round in an eternai

sphere.”

young, but remembers how greatly the first

settlers were harassed and perplexed, and many

of them butchered by the Indians. He has seen

as many as three hundied of these savages

make an unsuccessful attack upon a station de-

fended by only six men. He was in Gen. St.

Clair’s defeat, wheTe nine hundred of his fellow

soldiers were left dead upon the ground. He is

now upwards of three score years and ten
, has

resided in this county for more than half a cen-

tury, and witnessed the growth of Cincinnati

from its very infancy. He owns a large and

valuable tract of land, which twelve years ago

was supposed to be worth about fifty dollars an

acre : now it is worth two hundred, and some

portions of it, desirable building scites, would

command from three hundred to five hundred

dollars per acre. I spent the summer of 1832

with my family, at this delightful place. Every

thing was changed since then. Oh what chan-

ges time and death can make ! Only a

M

,

Otir North-West Territory.

There is nothing in Cincinnati exhibits a growth

as vigorous as the north-western part of our city,

popularly called Texas.—What constituted ori-

ginally the Seventh Ward was, only seven years

ago, interspersed here and there with dwellings,

but consisted principally of brick yards, cattle

pastures and vegetable gardens, for the supply

of our markets. Such was the unimproved con-

dition of this region, that nearly two hundred

and fifty acres occupied as pasturage, were own-

few ed by four or five individuals alone. Two bun-



tired and fifty acres of pasturage in a city, and

that city as thriving ns Cincinnati! The whole

number of dwellings, at that period, within the

bounds of that Ward, were short of three hun-

dred andfifty, and its whole population could not

have reached to twenty-five hundred souls, and

these the buildings and inhabitants of a sec-

tion of Cincinnati more than a mile square!

Now, what a change! Eleven hundred new

buildings, most of them of a character for beau-

ty, permanence, and value equal to the average

ot the main body of our city improvements.

—

The streets graded and paved to a great extent,

churches and public school houses going up in

its midst, and well paved sidewalks, adding to

the general finish and convenience. With all

these improvements, too, space has been left at

the sidesandin the fronts of the buildings, for

that free introduction of shrubbery and flow-

ers, which render our city so attractive to stran-

gers, and so airy and pleasant to ourselves it is,

in Bhort, completely rus in urbe, abounding in

spots which combine the comfort of a country

villa, with the convenience and advantages of a

city residence.

It may serve to give a striking view of the

magnitude and extent of the improvements in

this region, to state that London street has been

graded from Fulton or Mound st, west, which

extent, some 1,200 feet in length, is now dug

down from five to ten feet, to fill up 1,000 feet

farther west and the entire width—sixty feet

—

of the street. The stupendous character of the

work may be inferred from the volume of earth

filled in, which, at the intersection of Baymil-

ler street, measures sixteen feet in depth . The

greater part of this is also paved, and progress-

ing as fist in paving as is prudent, the graded

ground being covered with stone as fast as it

settles to its permanent bed. This must be-

come one of the finest entrances to our city.

—

The population of this section of Cincinnati is

now, doubtless, eleven thousand, the inhabi-

tantshaving quintupled since 1838.

A new and important avenue to trade and

marketing has been opened through this part of

the city, by extending Freeman street to the

Hamilton road. The effect of this will be to di-

rect a large share ol the travelling to the city,

to the intersection of Fifth and Front streets,

and to bring the pork wagon9 into direct com-

munication with the pork-houses which must be

put up on the line of the Whitewater Canal.

This avenue will also become a formidable ri-

val to Western Row, as a connection between

the adjacent parts of Indiana and Cincinnati,

owing to the scandalous condition into which

the upper part of that street has been suffered to

}

dilapidate1

,
which renders it impassable in win-

j

ter, and unpleasant at all times.

What good one man may do.

The following remarkable statement forms

the basis of a petition to the Massachusetts Le-

gislature. Why may not good in this depart-

ment be as extensively done here.

In the summer of 1841, John Augustus, a man
in humble life, now well known to the friends

of temperance in Boston, and who deserves to

be through the State, visited the Police Court
in Boston, and, being very much interested in

the case of a poor man, who, for the vice of

drunkenness, had been sentenced to thH House
of Correction, stepped forward and offered ro

become bail for him. His proposal was accep-
ted. He paid, out of his own pocket, the fees

of court, amounting to a few dollars, and took
the condemned man with him out of the court

room. He persuaded him to sign the pledge,

furnished him with food and lodgings, and at

last secured employment for him, and from
henceforth the rescued drunkard became an in-

dustrious and sober citizen.

Mr. Augustus, inspired by the success of his

first attempt, and impelled by the yearnings of

his noble heart, continued his visits to the Po-
lice Courts, and from August, in the year 1841,
to February of the present year, - has rescued
from the jaws of the House of Correction, and
from the fellowship of convicted felons, one
hundred and seventy-six men and fifty-six wo-
men—in all, two hundred and thirty-two human
beings—a large portion of whom, but for the vice

of intemperance,would have enjoyed an unques-
tionable right to the- general regard of society.

Fortunately for his bei>evolent attempt to stand

between the drunkard and the customary course
of law, Mr. Augustus has preserved a careful

record of every case in which he has interested

himself, and he is thus enabled to furnish an in-

telligent account of a large portion of the per-

sons, who by his means, have been saved from
confinement in South Boston. Full three-fourths

of the number, or about one hundred and sev-

enty-five, are now temperate and orderly citi-

zens, and are gaining a livelihood. About one
half of the whole number were residents of Bos-

ton, and the other half were temporary visitors

to the city from the country and from neighbor-
ing States. The proportion of foreigners was
much larger of the men than of the women.

—

iPhe amount of costs paid by Mr. Augustus, for

the release of the persons, is $976,61. This a-

mount has nearly all been paid back to him by
the persons thue rescued . Of course, this a-

mount of costs has been saved to the towns li-

able for it. It will be readily seen, however;
that a much larger sum has been saved, by so
many intemperate persons having become use-
ful citizens; instead of being shut up in prison
at the public charge . To those towns in the
country which occasionally receive large bills

for the support of drunkards in the House of
Correction in South Boston, this point is not un-
worthy of notice. These considerations are

glanced at, because, indeed, they should not be
overlooked; but they are of little moment in

comparison with the tears which have been
dried up, the hearts which have been healed,

and the families which have been made happy.
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by the restoration ot" so large a number of the

human brotherhood, to temperance, usefulness

and respectability. By the minute and unques-
tionable records kept by Mr. Augustus, rising

eight-tenths of all the persons sent to the House
of Correction are sent there for drunkenness.

—

Through his Samaritan efforts, the number of

commitments for this dreadful vice has been
!

largely reduced—and besides the diminished
expense, consequent upon reduction, the com-
munity has been incalculably blessed by the

|

change.
The following statement w ill show the actual

reduction in the commitments to the House of

|
Correction, for drunkenness, since the Washing-

j

toninan reform commenced in Boston, but, es-

j

pecially, as respiting from the efforts of Mr. Au-
gustus, In 1841, they were-605; in 1842, they
were 551 ; in 1843, 459; in 1844, 407, On the

j

first of January, of the present year, the num-
!! her of persons remaining in the House of Cor-

|j
rection , committed by the Police Court, was

ij only 123; of which number 110 were committed

|

for drunkenness, viz; 47 males and 63 females,
other offences being but 13. During the first

i

year, Mr. Augustus has saved 120 persons from

j

the House of Correction ; 20 ofwhom have since

j

been sentenced to the House of Correction, the
1 remaining 100 are doing well. It would be ea-

sy to show the actual amount, in dollars and
I cents, saved to the State, by a result like this,

ij but not so easy to exhibit the blessings result-

j

ing to the rescued men; or to their families,
’ many of the members of which would, doubt-

I less, otherwise have become outcasts, or have
found their way to our almshouses.

It is impossible to enter, in detail, into the
formidable difficulties which a humble meelian-

I ic, like Mr. Augustus, has had to encounter,
in order to proceed in his beneficent work. To

I
say nothing of the formalities and liabilities

which belong, alike, to all courts of law, he has,

in most cases, provided a temporary home for

r his fallen brother, and allowed no rest to his

j

head, until he has done his utmost to procure
for him employment. It should be added, that,

within a few mouths, a number of the ‘merchant;

j

princes,’ and other eminent philanthropists, of
Boston, havo given Mr. Augustus a substantial

i

testimonial of their respect for his unwearied

|

and invaluable services. Previous to this liber-

j

al act; Mr. A. had relied upon his own scanty
resources, and had found it exceedingly diffi-

cult to carry into effoct his praiseworthy labors.

Hints.
There is a mode of conveying ideas, of admi-

, rable efficiency, which for want of a more appro-

I

priate name, may be called hinting. Its brevity,

which is sure to arrest attention, its obscurity,

which unites it with the sublime, its irresistible

j

energy, all render it a powerful and efficient

weapon for its appropriate employment. A few

examples will illustrate.

“If your honor should lose your purse before
r

' you get home,” said a bar-keeper to a magis-

trate attending a county Court, who was leaving

the house, without settling off a score which he

had run up during the past week or two, “I
hope vou will recollect you did not pull it out
here »

“Have you found your watchdog which was
stolen?” was a question asked a gentleman on
the doorstep of a certain provision store. “No,
not exactly, but I know where they sold the sau-

sages’? w as the reply.

A millet, meeting of one of those boys (of

which most villages have one) called an “idiot,”

asked him a question, which Jock was unable

to answer. “Jock,” said the miller, “you are

a fool.” “Yes, sir,” said Jock, ‘every body says

so; but,’ continued he, .‘here are somethings I

know, and some things I don’t know.” “Well,

what do you know, then?” “I know millers

always have fat pigs.” “Well, and what don’t

you know?” again asked the miller. “Why,” re-

plied Jock, “I don’t know whose meal they eat.”

The best instance of the kind perhaps is the

following

:

“During the discussion of a ministerial meas-

ure in the House of Commons lately, Sir Rob-

ert Peel made some pungent allusion to those

who, without having the power actually to de-

feat his policy, were yet very successful in caus-

ing delay. Referring to the leaders in this sort

of work, he reminded the House that “when
travellers in the East do not want to go too fast

they put ajackass in front!”

Former Prices of Cotton.

In 1828, ten bags of Sea Island Cotton
, pro-

duced 90c. a lb. The same planter, for his two
succeeding crops received $ 1 aud $1,50 a pound.

For two bags of extra kind in 1798 $2 a pound
was received, the highest price ever paid for cot-

ton. The Sea Island Cotton is superior to the

best cotton produced in any part of the world.

While a pound of the best produced elsewhere
can be spun into a thread of only 115 miles, ma-
king 350 hanks to the pound, a pound of Sea
Island from South Carolina has been spun at

Manchester, in England, into a thread of over

238 miles.

An Indian Adventure in Maine.

Among the early settlers of what was then the

province of Maine, a man named Smith was for

many years the object of dread as well as ha-

tred to the Indians who occupied portions of

that region. lie had lost several relations by

their hands, and had vowed eternal enmity to

the whole race. He had been twice taken by

the savage tribes, but had contrived to escape

from them, and had killed several of their num-

ber. He sought every opportunity to do them

mischief in any way. By this courso he had be-

come so exceedingly obnoxious to the red men,

that they would not even kill him directly if they

could, but were constantly on the watch to take

him alive for the purpose of satisfying their ven-

geance by the infliction of the utmost torture

that barbarity could invent. Smith being a-

ware of this disposition of theirs, was the less
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afraid of their bulleta, and being at one period

engaged splitting fence rails, in the ardor of his

employment, had neglected his usual lookout,

and not once thought of his antagonists, the sav-

ages, until he found himself suddenly seized at

the arm by an Indian named Wahsoos, and look-

ing around found himself surrounded’ by five

others. Now Smit! now Smit! we got you, ex-

claimed the leader of the party. Smith saw it

would be vain to resist, and assuming an air of

composure, thus addressed his captor: “Now,

Wahsoos; I will tell you what I’ll do; if you

will now help me to split open this log, I will

then go with you without any resistance, other-

wise I will not walk a step, and you will have

to carry or kill me,” The Indians now having

him safe in their possession, and willing to save

themselves trouble, agreed to split the log, if he

would tell them how. Smith had already open-

ed the end of the log with a large wooden

wedge, and renewing his blows on the wedge

with a beetle, he directed them to take hold of

the separated parts of the log, three on each side,

and pull with all their might, while he should

drive in the wedge. The red men were not with-

out their suspicions, but kept their eyes on

Smith’s motions, while they pulled at the sun-

dered parts of the log. Every blow of Smith

opened the crevice wider, which enabled the

/ndians to renew their hold by inserting their

fingers deeper into the crevice, when Smith,

slightly changing the direction of the beetle,

struck on the side of the wedge, knocking it out

of the log, which closing with great force,

caught every foe *by the hands, save one, who

seeing the predicament of his companions, took

to his heels; but was soon brought down by

Smith’s long barrelled gun/ which he had kept

near him. The other five expected no mercy,

and were not disappointed. Five blows from

Smith’s axe, silenced their death-song.

A year or more after this affair, Smith was re-

turning from an excursion, and passed near a

bend of the Androscoggin ri.yer, about a mile a-

bove the falls on which the Lewiston Mills are

now located. It was nearly dark, and he dis-

covered an Indian making a fire on a rock by

the river bank. Smith saw through the busi-

ness at once: the fire was for a beacon, to guide

the landing of a strong party. With unerring

aim, he shot the lone savage, who pitched into

the water, and Smith quickly threw the fire and

fire-brands after him; and then proceeded down
to the falls, and there he soon kindled another

fire on a projecting rock; and then retiring up

the river bank a short distance, awaited the re-

sult. He soon heard the songs of a company
of warriors, who had discovered the file, and

were steadily paddling towards it in high glee.

Smith could hardiy refrain from laughing aloud,

as they neared the fatal beacon. Their songs

were suspended by surprise, as the rapid motion

of their canoes, and the hoarse roar of the falls

revealed too late the dreadful truth. A brief

death song uttered in savage yells, and the cries

of several squaws and papooses, were all that

preceded their last and dreadful plunge over

the perpendicular falls.

To the Point.

We find the following in an obscure exchange.
We do not remember of ever before seeing it

in print, and it is too good to be lost. All the

German logic or profound metaphysical research

ever displayed, cannot so satisfactorily demon-
strate the existence of the soul.

The Rev, James Armstrong preached at Har-
mony, near the Wabash, when a doctor at that

place, a professed deist or infidel, called on his

associates to accompany him, while he attacked

the methodise, as he said. At first he asked
Mr. Armstrong, “if he following preaching to

save souls'?” who answered in the affirmative.

He then asked Mr. Armstrong “if he ever saw a

soul?” “No.” “If he ever heard a soul?” “No.”
“If he ever smelt a soul?” “No.” “If he ever

tasted a soul?” “No.” ”If he ever felt a

soul?” ’Yes, thank God,” said Mr. Arm-
strong. “Well,” said the doctor, “there are

four of the five senses against one to evidence

there is no soul Mr. Armstrong then asked

the gentleman “if he was a doctor of medicine?”
and lie was also answered in the affirmative.

—

He then asked the doctor, “if he ever sgiw a

pain?” “No.” “If he ever heard a pain?”

—

“No.” “If he ever tasted a pain?” “No.”

—

“If he ever smelt a pain?” “No.” “If he
ever felt a pain?” “Yes.” Mr. Armstrong
then said, “There are also four senses against

one to evidence that there is no pain; and yet.,

sir, you know there is pain, and I know there

is a soul The doctor appeared confounded
and walked off.

Woman’s JEariiings.

The inadequate prices at which female labor

is compensated, is a prolific source of evil in our

cities. There are in Cincinnati, alone, five

thousand women who sew for a living, most of

them for the extensive clothing shops on Mail?

and Front streets. Besides this, there are num-

bers more who reside jin Fulton, Newport,

Covington, and in our northern suburbs, who de-

pend upon similar employment for a livelihood.

I am not aware how low competition for em-

ployment, has reduced this description of it. but

shirts have have been made heretofore as low

as ten to twelve and a half cts. each. What a

scandal to a Christian community are such wa-

ges!

A project has been started in a New York

print, by a Mr. Goin of that city, which would

at once relieve the distresses of these unfortu-

nate women, without prejudice to ffie interests
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pi' any class of people. It js this: To have a

piece of land 3et apart, of government property,

a good and convenient building erected fhereon,

and there to have all the clothing, even down to

the knitting ofsuspenders, required for the sup-

ply of the army and navy of the United States,

made by females, under female arrangement.—

The government would pay to 3uch an institu-

tion no more than it now pays to capitalists who

monopolize the business of furnishing clothing

for the War and Navy Departments. Large for-

tunes are annually made by these contractors;

the articles in which they speculate are the pro-

duce of these women who are now destitute.

—

Why not let them retain, not only their wages,

bu,t the profit of the third person. Mr. Goin does

npt enter into the details of this plan; these he

leaves to the Secretaries of the army and navy

department.

Igoin for this plan, and do hope that it may
engage the attention of some public spirited

member of Congress—Mr. Pratt of New York,

fpr example— to press the measure into exis-

tence.

Covington and Newport.
Let those who are in doubt what is the cause

W,hy Lexington does not improve like Dayton,

Cleveland, or Cplumbus ; and Louisville, progress

in the same degree with Cinci,nnati. Observe

the progress of Newport and
;
Covington dur-

ing the last five years, and the relative decrease

of the slave population in those places.

In 1840, the population of Covington was 2026
“ 1845, do do 4388

Colored population in 1840, 111
do do 1845. 203

In 1840, the population ofNewport was 1016
“ 1845, ,do do 1710

Colored population in 1840,

do do *

1845, 76
In 1840 the blacks of these places wpre as 1

to 20.

In 1845, as to the whites 1 in 22. This lats

is the present prpportion of blacks to whites in

Cincinnati. In Lexington and Louisville I pre-

sume the blacks form more than one third of

the community

,

I have little doubt Covington will have a pop-

ulation against the next census of nine thousand

individuals; and Newport three thousand. They
are as much one as Pittsburgh and Allegheny

City, divided merely by a water course, and are

both mainly buildup out of Cincinnati’s business

and improvement. They will be in five years

as populous as Lcxipgton, probably the wealth-

iest city in the State; and by 1875, will surpass

Louisville in population, unless the intervening

period of time shall witness the extinction of sla-

Jiere withju the.vqrv limits of Kentucky.

Cemeteries.

Before the establishment of Rural Cemeteries

near the Eastern cities, the custom prevailed ot

burying the dead under the churches. Tfiey

were crowded in so revolting a manner, as to

render the air in the churches unwholesome,

considerable discussion ensued, and finally the

custom was prohibited, and Cemeteries establish-

ed a few miles out, in all the atlantic cities.

—

While the matter was in agitation, Mr Piekpont

published in the Boston papers, the following

translation of an

EPITAPH,
On a celebrated French Physician .

IJere lies,

Under the pure and breezy skies,

The dust

Of SiMOjt ^eter, the deyout and just,

Doctor of Medicine,

At his request.

He sleeps in Earth’s sweet, wholesome breast.

Rather tljan in a noisy ceynetery

Under a church ,
where all the great they bury,

It were, he said, a sin

Past all enduring.

A sin, which to commit, he was unwilling;

Should he, who, while alive, got fame and breads

The sick by curing,

Entirely change his hand and go, when dead,

The well to killing.

Fort Washington Reserve.

The following proclamation is an interesting

and valuable document, as it give? $e history

of the reservation along side of Fort Washing-

ton . I had supposed heretofore that Congress

had exempted this spot at the period of grunt-

ing Symmes hia million of acres, but it seems to

have been a movement of St. Clair himself. It

may be worthy of notice, that the seal of the

“Territory north west of the river Ohio” pre-

sents the Territorial coat of arms, the device

being a Buckeye tree with timber in the fore-

ground cut up into logs. The motto “meliorem

lapsa locavet .” This is doubtless the origin of

our state appellative “Buckeye.”

Proclamation.

J3y his excellency
, Arthur

„ <Stf* Clair, Major General in
Service of the U. States

,

< the territo- \ and Governor and Com -

l
*YOJ

T*E ”' s
- \mander in Chief of their

> N. W. OF THE $
J J

5 river ohio. 5 Territory north-west of the

river Ohio.

Whereas, it has been represented to me, that

certain persons generally known by the name

of the proprietors of the Miami Purchase, have

taken it upon themselyes to sell and dispose of di-

vers tracts and parcels of land, the property of

the United Slates, lying and being to the east-



ward of a line to be drawn from a place upon

the bank of the Ohio river, exactly twenty miles,

following the several courses of the same, above

the great Miami river, parallel to the general

course ot that river; whereby many unwary per-

sons have been induced to make settlements

upon the same, contrary to the authority of the

United States, and in defiance of their proc-

lamation
,
against the making settlementson any

of the public lands without due authority for so

doing. It is hereby made known that the lands

contracted for by the honorable John Cleves

Symmes and his associates, or their agents, is

bounded in the manner following, viz: All that

tract or parcel of land, situate, lying, and being

in the Western country adjoining to the Ohio

river, beginning on the bank of the same river,

at a spot exactly twenty miles distant along ihe

several courses of the same, from the place

where the great Miami river empties itself into

the great river Ohio, from thence extending

down the said river Ohio along the several cour-

ses thereof, thence up the said Miami river a-

long the several courses thereof, to a place from

whence a line drawn due east will intersect a

line drawn from the place of beginning aforesaid,

parallel with the general course of the great Mi-

ami river, so as to included one million of acres

within those lines and the said river, and from

that place upon the great river Miami, extending

along such lines to the place of beginning, con-

taining as aforesaid, one million of acres- That

the land lying to the eastward of the said paral*

lei line, from the Ohio to where it may intersect

the little Miami river, and from thence down

the line to the Ohio river, and along the Ohio

river to the place before mentioned, where the

parallel line begins, is as yet, the property of

the United States, and has not been aliened or

sold to any person whosoever. That the settle-

ments which have been made upon the same,

are entirely unauthorized, and the persons who

now occupy them are liable to be dispossessed

as intruders,and to have their habitations destroy-

ed; and that they are not treated in that man-

ner immediately, is owing only to the circum-

stance, that they were made to believe the said

proprietors of the Miami purchase had a right to

the land, and to give them an opportunity to

represent their case to Congress: And I do here-

by strictly prohibit all persons to extend the set-

tlements they have already made, or to form

new settlements to the eastward of the afore-

said parallel line, and with tfiat line the little

Miami and the Ohio river, until the pleasure of

.Congress in the premises shall be made known
—as they shall answer the contrary at their peril.

And Whereas, It is necessary, that a certain

tract of land adjacent to and lying round Fort

Washington, should be set apart and reserved

for public use, I have ordered the same to be

done, and it is bounded in the manner follow-

ing, viz: Beginning on the Banks of the Ohio

river at the middle of the street,* which passes

to the westward of the house where Bartle and

Strong now live, and running from thence with

the said river to the east side of Deer Creek,

from thence running north fifteen degrees, thirty

minutes west and hundred and twenty perches,

and from thence by and with a strait line to be

drawn at right angles from the same until it

reaches the middle of the street aforesaid
-

,

thence down the middle of the said street to the

place of beginning, and all the land lying and

being within these boundaries, is hereby set

apart and reserved for public use until Congress

shall determine otherwise—and all persons are

hereby strictly forbidden to cut down, carry

away or otherways destroy any timber, trees or

wood that may be growing, standing or lying

upon or within the same.

And Whereas, There are houses and lots at

present occupied by certain persons which arc

included within the boundaries of this reserved

tract: It is hereby made known to them, that

they will be allowed to possess the same until

the present crop is taken off. and no longer, un-

less they shall obtain permission for the same

under the hand and seal of the officer command-
ing the Garrison or General commanding the

troops upon the Ohio, and shall voluntarily sub-

mit themselves to the military laws as followers

of the army.

In Testimony, whereof I have hereunto set

my hand and caused the seal of the territory to

be affixed this 19th day of July, one thousand

seven hundred and ninety-’one, and in the year

of the Independence of the United States the

sixteenth.

By his excellency’s command,
Winthrop Sakoeni, Secrctarv.

ARTHUR St. CLAIR-
Broadway.

The Herring Pie.

A STORY FOR MARRIED FOLKS.

It vasa cold winter’s evening; the rich bank-
er Brounker had drawn his easy chair close into

the corner of the stove, and sat smoking hie long

clay pipe with great complacency, while his

intimate friend Van Grote, employed in exactly

in the same manner, occupied the other corner.

All was quiet in the house, for Brounker’s wife

and children were gone to a masked ball, and,

secure froip fear of interruption, the two friends

indulged in a confidential conversation.

“1 cannot think,” said Van Grote, “why you

should refuse your consent to the marriage.—
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Berkenrode can give Iris daughter a good fortune,

and you.say your son is desperately in love with

her.”

“I don’t object to it,” said Brounker. “It is

my wife who will not hear to it.”

“And what reason has she for refusing?”

“One which I cannot tell you,” said his friend,

linking his voice

.

“Oh! a myatery—comet, out with it. You
know I have always been frank and open with

you, even to giving you my opinion of your ab-

surd jealousy of your \*/ife .”

“Jealous of my wife? nonsense! Have I not

just sent her to a masked ball ?”

“I don’t wonder you boast of it. 1 should

like to have seen you do as much when you were

first married. To be sure, you had reason to

look sharply after her, for she was the prettiest

woman in Amsterdam. Unfortunately she has

taken such advantage of your love, that the gray

mare has become the better horse, and you re-

fuse an advantageous match for your son; to

gratify her caprice.”

“You are quite wrong, my good friend. I

never allow any one to be master here but my-

self; and in the present instance I cannot blame
Clotilda. The secret of her refusal lies in a

herring pie.”

“A herring pie!” exclaimed Van Grote.,

“Yes, a herring pie. Yoq may remember it

was a favorite dainty of mine, and that my wife

could not endure even the smell of it. Well,

during the first years of my marriage, I must

confess that I was, a little—a very little—

jealous of Clotilda. My situation obliged me to

keep open house, and among the young sparks

who visited us, none gave me more uneasi-

ness than the handsome Colonel Berkenrode.^

—

The reputation that he had already acquired for
1

'gallantry was enough to create aiarm, and the

marked attention he paid ray wife convinced me
it was well founded. Whnt could I do? It

Was impossible to forbid him the house, for he

had it in his power to deprive me of the gov-

ernment contracts; in other words, to ruin me.

After pondering deeply on the subject, I deci-

ded on doing nothing until the danger should

become imminent; all that Was necessary was
to know how things really stood; having just

purchased this house, I caused a secret closet

to be made behind the stove here. It commu-
nicates with my private room, and from it I

could overhear every thing that passed in this

apartment without risk of being discovered.—

r

Thank God I have had no use for it for the last

fwenty years, and, indeed, I do not know what
has become of the key. Satisfied with this pre-

caution, I did not hesitate to leave Clotilda,

when any of her admirers paid her a visit,

though I promise you that some of the Col-

onel’s gallant speeches made me wince.”

“Upon my word,” interrupted his friend, “you
showed a most commendable patience . In your

lace l should have contented myself with for-

idding my wife to receive his visits.”
* ‘There spoke the old bachelor. But as I did

not want to drive her headlong into his arms, I

went a different way to work. Day after day
I was forced to listen to the insidious arguments
of the seducer. My wife—I must own made a

stout defence—at one time tried ridicule, at an-

other entreaty, to deter him from his pursuit of

her. He began to lose hope in proportion as I

gained it, till one day he bethought himself of

threatening to blow out his brains if she would
not show compassion. Moved at this proof of
the strength of his passion, she burst into tears,

and pleaded that she was not free—in short, she
gave him to understand that I was the obstacle

to his happiness. Berkenrode was too well
skilled in the art of seduction, not to see that he
had gained a point. He raved, cursed me as the

cause of his misery, and tried to obtain a pro-

mise from, her, in case she should become a
widow. She stopped him pereniptorily ; but I

never closed an eye that night, and Clotilda,

though she did not know that I watched her,

was as uneasy as myself On the following day
a circumstance occurred that increased her agi-

tation. While at breakfast, a message came
from the cook asking to see me alone. I de-

sired him to come in ‘as I was not in the habi t

of interfering in domestic affairs’ and commu-
nicate his business in my wife’s presence;—
When the man entered he wOs pale as a ghost,

and scarcely seemed to know what he was a-

bout. At last he told me that he had received

a packet containing a small bottle, three hun-
dred guldens, and a note, in which he was re-

quested to put the contents of the former into

the first herring pie he should prepare for me.
He was assured that he might do it without fear

as the contents of the bottle were quite harm-
less, and would give a delicious flavor to the pie.

An additional reward was promised if he com-
plied. with the request and kept his otvn counsel.

Tjre honest fellow, who Was much attached to

met, said he was Convinced there must be some-
thing wrong in the affair, and should not be

happy till bottle and money were out of his

hands. I poured a few drops of the liquid on a

lump of sugar, and gave it to my wife’s lap

dog. It fell into convulsions, and died in a few
minutes. The case was now plain; there had
been an attempt to poison me. Never shall Ijfor-

get Clotilda’s pale face as she threw herself

weeping into my arms— “Poison ! A murderer!”
she exclaimed, clasping me as if to shield me
from danger: “Merciful Heaven, protect us
both!” I consoled her with the assurance that

I was thankful to my unknown enemy, who
was the means of showing me how much she
loved me. That day Berkenrode came at the

usual hour; but in vain did I take my seat iri

the hiding place; he was not admitted. I af-

terward tound that she had sent him a letter,

threatening that if ever lie came again that her
husband should be informed of all that had
passed. He made many attempts to soften hef
resolution, but to no purpose, and in a year af-

ter he married, fro acquaintance has ever ex-
isted between the families; and now you know
why my wife refuses her consent to our son’s

marriage with Berkenrode’s daughter.”
“I cannot blame her,” said Van Grote. “Who

would have thought that Berkenrode, a soldier,

and man of honor, could have been capable of
such a rascally deed

1?”

“Ha! ha! ha!” laughed Brounker; “and do
you really think it was the general who sent

the poison?”

“Why, who else?’*

“Myself to be sure! The whole was my oivn

contrivance, and it cost me three hundred gul-

dens in a present to my cook; but was money
well laid out, for it saved my wife, and gbt rid

]

of her troublesome lap dog at the same time.”

“Do you know, Brounker, I think it vfas



lather a shabby trick to leave Berkenrode under
ouch an imputation; and now that your son’s

happiness depends on your wife’s being unde-
ceived ”

“1 am aware of all that, but to undeceive her
now is not so easy as you think. How can I expect
her to disbelieve a circumstance in which for

the last twenty years she has put implicit faith.”

He was interrupted by the entrance of Vrow
Brounjter. Her cheeks were flushed, and she
saluted Van Grote rather stifflv.

“What! not at the ball, Clotilda?*’ asked her
husband.
“No: I had a bad headache,” she replied and

Maurice has promised to take charge of his sis-

ter. But I have come to tell you that I have
been thinking over his marriage with Mina Ber-
kenrode, and have altered my mind on that sub-

ject. In short, I shall withdraw mv opposition

to the match.”
The friends looked at each other in astonish-

ment.
“By the by,” she continued, “here f

is a key I

found some time ago; I think it must belong to-

you.’’

“Well, Clotilda,” said her husband, striving

to hide his confusion as he took the key, .“this

is good news about the marriage ”

“Suppose you and your friend celebrate it by
a supper. There is a herring pie in the house,

and you need not fear that it is poisoned.”

She left the room. Brounker looked foolish,

and Van Grote rubbed his hands as he exclaim-
ed, “Caught in your own trap! He who digs a

pit for his enemy shall fall into it himself.”

“Nevertheless,” replied Brounker, “I think I

liave got well out of mine.”

Thomas Hood.
Hood whose death may be noticed in our late

papers, was one of the wittiest writers of the

age. His candle burned bright to the last. The

following is one of his latest.

“Mrs. Gardiner is a widow, devoted to the

cultivation of flowers in her door yard garden,

who has the peculiarity of identifying herself

with each variety. Hood, standing at the little

gate, compliments her on the appearance of her

carnations; to which she replies, *

‘Yes, I’ve a stronger blow than any one in the

pla'ce, and as to sweetness, no body can come
•high me. Would you like to walk in, sir, and

smell me?’
Accepting the polite invitation, I stepped in

through the little wicket, and in another mo-

ment was rapturously sniffing at her stocks, and

the flower with the sanguinary name. From the

walls I turned to a rose-bush, remarking that

there was a very fine show of buds.

‘Yes, but I want sun to make me bust. You
should have seen me la£t June, sir, when I was

in my full bloom. None of your wishy-washy

pale sorts—[this was a fling at the white roses

at the next door]—none of your provincials or

pale pinks. There’s no maiden blushes about

me. I’m the regular old red cabbage!”

And she was right; for, after all, that hearty,

glowing, fragrant rose is the best of the species

—the queen of flowers, with a ruddy enbonpoird
,

remaining one of Rubens’ beauties.

fAnd there’s my American creeper. Miss

Sharp pretends to creep, but Lord bless ye ! be-

fore ever She gets up to her first floor window, 1 -

shall be running all over the roof of the- villa.

You see I’m over the portico already.”

Dueling;
I am glad to perceive tlidt this senseless as

well as wicked practice is falling silently into

contempt. A man who in Ohio were to chal-

lenge another to a combat of this nature would
expose liimself to general ridicule.

The duel still lingers in some parts of the

country, and certain neighborhoods, which af-

ford facilities to evade the laws on fashionable

murder, are much annoyed with the evil. I’he

neighborhood in Delaware which adjoins Phila-

delphia, or rather Pennsylvania is a retreat of

this species . A late meeting of the young bloods

from Philadelphia at this spot has furnished the

Governor of Delaware with a plea, and Emotive
to demand the offender from the Governor of

Pennsylvania for the purpose of being tried for

the violation of the laws of the State.

They have a punishment in Delaware that is

just the thing for duelisis. They mount the of-

fendei on a platform 20 feet high, with his wrists

and neck fastened in holes in a board. Aftqr

remaining in this position an hour for the a-

musement of the bystanders, he is fastened to a

post and receives thirty-nine lashes, well laid

on.

One or two administrations of this discipline

would probably guard against a repetition of the

offence. It would lower a peg or two the dig-

nity of broadcloth offenders against the laws to

receive “forty stripes save one,” at the hands of

the public hangman.

They manage this subject admirably in Mex-
ico. There, the man who kills his antagonist

in a duel isboundfor his debts. Hence it is a va-

lid reason, as well as a cogent one, to refuse a

meeting, where the challenger cannot show that

he is clear of pecuniary obligations. It would

soon put down dueling in the United States,

if no one was privileged to fight a duel unless

he was out of debt.

OH—B—

—
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1
MARRIED,

On Tuesday the 29th ult., by the Rev Mr. Gurley,
Mr. Thomas Farxs to Miss Rachael Doerrer.

DEATHS.
At Wooster, Ohio, July 10th ult., Rev. Thomas G.

Jones,aged 67 years. Mr. Jones was a Pioneer in Ohio

and formerly took an active part in the public business

of the State.

In this city on Monday August 4th. Margaret, con-

sort of Peter Bell, Esq., in the 79th year of her age.

On Sunday 3d Eunice wife of Jas. Myrack, aged 65

years.

At Cummingsville July 30th, of Congestive Fever,

Miss Rachael Ruhamah Clopper youngest daughter

of Nicholas Clopper, deceased.
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The Buckeye*

Mr. Cist—The remarks made in your paper

of 6th August, on the Seal of the Territory of

the United States, northwest of the Ohio River,

I

suggests an origin much too respectable for the

offensive nickname of Buckeye, now fastened on

our State.

You say that “ the seal presents the Territorial

coat of arms,—the device being a buckeye tree,

with timber cut up into logs. The motto, Melio-

rem lapsa locavis,” which you consider as doubt-

less the origin of our state appellative of Buckeye.

My copies of the seal are less perfect than

yours, being impressions after ten years longer

use, and I have never been able to decipher the

motto. The device is distinct, but I find no buck-

eye tree. In the foreground is a forest tree fell-

edby the axe, the trunk yet resting on its stump,

and the branches all cut off. In the rear and

close by is a fruit tree, which, from its shape and

the large round fruit, is doubtless the apple tree,

and to this the motto alludes: “ A better than the

i.; fallen takes its place;” or, more literally, “ He

(the pioneer) has set a better than the fallen.”

j

The motto is without meaning if the tree be con-

j

sidered a buckeye, as it certainly would be with-

out truth, for it is the most worthless of all

|:

trees.

The buckeye served to indicate the existence

of good soil, but to the early settlers it was a most

useless tree: it could not be used in building, nor

|j

for fences, nor even for fuel. As a tree it conse-

I quently stood very low in the estimation of early

settlers, and by a figure of speech very forcible

to them, it was applied to lawyers and doctors

whose capacity and attainment were of a low

grade. If some of the juveniles of your bar had

laboured in their profession only thirty years ago,

they would have been little apt to covet the name

of Buckeye, as some of them have done in later

time, and had it been conferred on them by others

|

they would have repelled the name.

The first I ever met with the name in any other

than an opprobrious sense was in 1823, when

reading Long’s Expedition to the Yellowstone.

In speaking of Cincinnati, he says, (as I remem-

li
ber now, for I have not seen the book since) that

|

the natives were called Buckeyes, in contradis-

tinction to emigrants, who were generally called

Yankees. This was laughed at then as a piece

|
of amusing information, entirely new to the in-

I habitants. But, tempora mutantur, the mistake

|
spread, and in a few years more the art and tal-

I ent of your city were combined to assume the

I
name of Buckeyes or Leatherheads, and to ele-

ji vate the opprobrious epithet into dignity. In the

I

fostering of the name they have been sufficiently

successful, and if they will persist in being Buck-

eyes it is to be hoped that they will cause the

name to be duly honoured, meantime their elder

denizens will concede the name to the native

born. J- H. J*

August 14, 1845.

My correspondent who furnishes the proof of

his being a professional gentleman, in the ability

with which he presents one side of a subject,

seems not to have read, or if he has, appears un-

convinced by, the able and witty argument of

Dr. Drake, presented at our Pioneer Celebration

of 1833, in favour of the Buckeye. In order that

both sides may be heard, I present that article. It

is of some length, but none the less valuable on

that account, and deserves a more general peru-

sal than its original publication allowed.

Mr. President and Young Gentlemen:

Being born in the East, I am not quite a na-

tive of the valley of the Ohio, and, therefore, am

not a Buckeye by birth. Still I'might claim to

be a greater Buckeye than most of you who were

borne in the city, for my Buciceyeism belongs to

the country, a better soil for rearing Buckeyes

than the town.

My first remembrances are of a Buckeye cabin,

in the depths of a cane brake, on one of the tri-

butary brooks of Licking River ; for whose wa-

ters, as they flow into the Ohio, opposite our city,

I feel some degree of affection. At the date of

these recollections, the spot where we are now

assembled was a Beech and Buckeye grove
;
no

doubt altogether unconscious of its approaching

fate. Thus, I am a Buckeye by engrafting, or

rather by inoculation, being only in the bud,

when I began to draw my nourishment from the

depths of a Buckeye bowl.

The tree which you have toasted, Mr. President,

has the distinction of being one of a family of

plants, but a few speciei of which exist on the

earth. They constitute the genus JEsculus of the

botanists, which belongs to the class Heptandria.

Now the latter, a Greek phrase, signifies seven

men; and there happens to be exactly seven spe-

cies of the genus—thus they constitute the seven

wise men of the woods; in proof of which, I may
mention that there is not another family of plants

on the whole earth, that possess these talismanic

attributes of wisdom. But this is not all. Of

the seven species, our emblem-tree was discover-

ed last—it is the youngest of the family

—

the sev-

enth son ! and who does not know the manifold

virtues of a seventh son!

Neither Europe nor Africa has a single native

species of JEsculus, and Asia but one. This is

the JEsculus Hippocastanum
, or Horsechestnut.

Nearly three hundred years since, a minister

from one of the courts of Western Europe to

that of Russia, found this tree growing in Mos-

cow, whither it had been brought from Siberia.

He was struck with its beauty, and naturalized it
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in his own country. It spread with astonishing

rapidity over that part of the continent, and cros-

sing the channel, became one of the favourite

slxade trees of our English ancestors. But the

oppressions and persecutions recounted in the

address of your young orator, compelled them .to

cross the ocean and become exiled from the tree

whose beautiful branches overhung their cottage

doors.

When they reached this continent did they

find their favourite shade tree, or any other spe-

cies of the family, to supply its place in their af-

fections? They did not—they could not— as

from Jamestown to Plymouth the soil is too bar-

ren to nourish this epicurean plant. Doubtless,

their first impulse was to seek it in the interior;

but there the Indian still had his home, and they

were compelled to languish on the sands of the

sea board. The Revolution came and passed

away : it was a political event, and men still

hovered on the coast
; but the revolving year at

length unfolded the map of the mighty West,

and our fathers began to direct their footsteps

thitherward. They took breath on the eastern

base of the Allegheny Mountain, without having

found the object of their pursuits; then scaled its

lofty summits—threaded its deep and craggy de-

files— descended its western slopes— but still

sought in vain. The hand of destiny, however,

seemed to be upon them; and boldly penetrating

the unbroken forests of the Ohio, amidst savages

and beasts of prey, they finally built their “half-

faced camps” beneath the Buckeye tree. All

their hereditary and traditional feelings were now
gratified. They had not, to be sure, found the

Horsechestnut, which embellished the paths of

their forefathers; but a tree of the same family,

of greater size and equal^beauty, and, like them-

selves, a native of the New World. Whb, of

this young assembly has a heart so cold, as not

to sympathise in the joyous emotions which this

discovery must have raised? It acted on them

like a charm,—their flagging pulses were quick-

ened, and their imaginations warmed. They

thought not of returning, but sent back pleasant

messages, and invited their friends to follow.

Crowds from every state in the Union soon pres-

sed forward, and, in a single age, the native land

of the Buckeye became the home of millions.

Enterprise was animated; new ideas came into

men’s minds
;
bold schemes were planned and

executed; new communities organized; political

states established; and the wilderness transform-

ed, as if by enchantment.

Such was the power of the Buckeye wand;

and its influence has not been limited to the west.

We may fearlessly assert, that it has been felt

over the whole of our common country. Till

the time when the Buckeye tree was discovered,

slow indeed had been the progress of society in

the New World. With the exception of the Re-

volution, but little had been achieved, and but

little was in prospect. Since that era, society

has been progressive, higher destinies have been

unfolded, and a reactive Buckeye influence, per-

ceptible to all acute observers, must continue to

assist in elevating our beloved country among

the nations of the earth.

Every native of the valley of the Ohio, should

feel proud of the appellation, which from the in-

fancy of our settlements, has been conferred upon

him, for the Buckeye has many qualities which

may be regarded as typical of a noble character.

It is not merely a native of the West, but pe-

culiar to it; has received from the botanists the

specific name of Ohioensis , and is the only tree

of our whole forest, that does not grow elsewhere]

What other tree could be so fit an emblem of our

native population?

From the very beginning of emigration, it has

been a friend to the “ new comers.” Delighting

in the richest soils, they soon learned to take

counsel from it, in the selection of their lands,

and it never yet proved faithless to any one who

confided in it.

When the first log cabin was to be hastily put

up, the softness and lightness of its wood made

it precious; for' in those times labourers were few,

and axes once broken in harder timber, could not

be repaired.

When the infant Buckeyes came forth to ren-

der the solitary cabins vocal and make them in-

stinct with life, cradles were necessary, and they

could not be so easily dug out of any other tree.

Thousands of men and women, who are now ac-

tive and respectable performers on the great the-

atre of western society, were once rocked in

Buckeye troughs.

In those early days, when a boundless and lofty

wilderness overshadowed every habitation, to de-

stroy the trees and make way for the growth of

corn, was the great object—hie labor, hoc opus

erat. Now, the lands where the Buckeye abound-

ed, were from the special softness of its wood,

the easiest to clear, and in this way it afforded

valuable though negative assistance to the first

settlers.

Foreign sugar was then unknown in these re-

gions, and our reliance for this article as for many

others, was on the' abounding woods. In refe-

rence to this sweet and indispensable acquisition

the Buckeye lent ns positive aid ; for it was not

only the best wood for troughs, but every where

grew side by side with the graceful and delicious

sugar maple.

We are now assembled on a spot, which is

surrounded by vast warehouses, filled to over-

flowing, with the earthen and iron domestic
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should add the great western manufacturing

town at the head of our noble river. The poor-

est and obscurest family in the land, may be, and

are, in fact, adequately supplied. How different

was the condition of the early emigrants! A
journey of a thousand miles, over wild and rug-

ged mountains, permitted the adventurous pio-

neer to bring with him little more than the Indi-

an or the Arab carries from place to place

—

his

wife and children . Elegances were unknown,

even articles of pressing necessity were few in

number, and when lost or broken could not be

replaced. In that period of trying deprivation,

to what quarter did the first settlers turn their

inquiring and anxious eyes? To the Buckeye

—

yes, gentlemen, to the Buckeye tree; and it prov-

ed a friend indeed, because, in the simple and ex-

pressive language of those early times it was “ a

friend in need.” Hats were inanufacted of its

fibres—the tray for the delicious pone and johnny-

cake—the venison trencher— the noggin— the

spoon—and the huge white family bowl for mush
and milk, were carved from its willing trunk;

and the finest “ boughten” vessels could not have

imparted a more delicious flavour, or left an im-

pression so enduring. He who has ever been

concerned in the petty brawls, the frolic and the

fun of a family of young Buckeyes around the

great wooden bowl overflowing with the “ milk

of human kindness,” will carry the sweet re-

membrance to his grave.

Thus beyond all the trees of the land, the

Buckeye was associated with the family circle

—

penetrating its privacy, facilitating its operations,

and augmenting its enjoyments. Unlike many
of its loftier associates, it did not bow its head

and wave its arms at a haughty distance; but

might be said to have held out the right hand of

fellowship; for, of all the trees of our forest, it is

the only one with five leaflets arranged on one

stem—an expressive symbol of the human hand.

Mr. President and Gentlemen: I beg you to

pardon the enthusiasm which betrays me into

continued tresspasses on your patience. As an

old friend of the Buckeye tree, I feel, that to be

faithful I must dwell still longer on its virtues.

In all our woods, there is no tree so hard to

kill as the Buckeye. The deepest girding will

not deaden it, and even after it is cut down and

worked up into the side of a cabin, it will send
out young branches—denoting to all the world,

that Buckeyes arc not easily conquered, and
could with difficulty be destroyed.

The Buckeye has generally been condemned
as unfit for fuel, but its very incombustibility

has been found an advantage; for no tree of the

forest is equally valuable for backlogs, which are

the sine qua non of every good cabin fire. Thus

treated, it may be finally, though slowly, burned;

when another of its virtues appears, as no other

tree of our woods affords so great a quantity of

alkali; thus there is piquancy in its very ashes!

The bark of our emblem-plant has some strik-

ing properties. Under a proper method of pre-

paration and use, it is said to be efficacious in the

cure of ague and fever, but unskilfully employed,

it proves a violent emetic; which may indicate

that he who tampers with a Buckeye, will not

do it with impunity.

The fruit of the Buckeye offers much to inte-

rest us. The capsule or covering of the nut, is

beset with sharp prickles, which, incautiously

grasped, will soon compel the aggressor to let go

his hold. The nut is undeniably the most beau-

tiful of all which our teeming woods bring forth

;

and in many parts of the country is made sub-

servient to the military education of our sons :

who, assembling in the muster field (where their

fathers and elder brothers are learning to be mi-

litia-men), divide themselves into armies, and

pelt each other with Buckeye balls ;
a military

exercise at least as instructive as that which their

seniors perform with Buckeye sticks. The inner

covering of the nut is highly astringent. Its

substance, when grated down, is soapy, and has

been used to clean fine fabrics in the absence of

good soap. When the powder is washed, a large

quantity of starch is obtained, which might, if

times of scarcity could arise in a land so fertile

as the native soil of this tree, be used for food.

The water employed for this purpose holds in

solution an active medicinal agent, which unwa-

rily swallowed, .proves a poison; thus again ad-

monishing those who would attempt to use up a

Buckeye, that they may repent of their rashness.

Who has not looked with admiration on the

fine foliage of the Buckeye in early spring, while

the more sluggish tenants of the forest, remain

torpid in their winter quarters; and what tree in

all our wild woods bears a flower which can be

compared with that of our favourite? We may
fearlessly challenge for it the closest comparison.

Its early putting forth, and the beauty of its

leaves and blossoms, are appropriate types of

our native population, whose rapid and beautiful

developement, will not be denied by those whom
I now address, nor disproved by reference to

their character.

Finally, the Buckeye derives its name from

the resemblance of its nut to the eye of the buck,

the finest organ of our noblest wild animal; while

the name itself, is compounded of a Welsh and

a Saxon word, belonging, therefore, to the oldest

portions of our vernacular tongue, and connect-

ing us with the primitive stocks, of which our

fathers were but scions planted in the New
World.
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But, Mr. President and Gentlemen, I must

dismiss this fascinating topic. My object has

been to show the peculiar fitness of the Buckeye

to be made the symbol-tree of our native popu-

lation. This arises from its many excellent

qualities. Other trees have greater magnitude,

and stronger trunks. They are the Hercules of

the forest; and like him of old, who was distin-

guished only for physical power, they are re-

markable chiefly for mechanical strength. Far

different is it with the Buckeye, which does not

depend on brute force to effect its objects ; but

exercises, as it were, a moral power and admo-

nishes all who adopt its name, to rely upon in-

tellectual cultivation, instead of bodily prowess.

Pittsburgh ami Cincinnati.

In the “ Advertiser” of the 23d ultimo, after

quoting a statement in the Pittsburgh “ Spirit

of the Age,” that as many as twelve sugar mills

and engines had been manufactured in that city

this season, I remarked that we had made of

those articles in Cincinnati, this year already,

forty-eight, and that twelve more would be com-

pleted during the current season, making sixty

in all; and that, in comparing these widely dif-

ferent results, full justice would not be done to

our business operations without adverting to the

fact, that the Pittsburgh made mills and engines

were of a smaller description, which at $3,500

each, were worth $42,000; while those of Cincin-

nati manufacture averaged $5,000 each, and

made an aggregate of $240,000. My compara-

tive statement was made for the purpose of disa-

busing our citizens of the impression which pre-

vails to some extent here, that the manufacturing

interest of Cincinnati is inferior in magnitude to

that of Pittsburgh. I added, “ abstract the rol-

ling mills, glass and cotton yarn factories of

Pittsburgh from the comparison, and in every

other description of mechanical industry and

products, Cincinnati is far in advance of that

place.”

The editor of the Spirit of the Age makes this

statement the subject of a long article, which, as

I have not room to give the whole, and dislike,

on a subject of this sort, to make extracts, lest I

invite suspicion of garbling the article, I shall

merely say that he does both the subject and my-

self injustice—unintentionally, as I believe. For

instance, although he quotes my closing remark

correctly—the same that I have placed in this

article in quotations—yet he slides, in less than

six lines, from “ rolling mills” to manufactures

of iron, and appears throughout the article to

suppose that I was desirous to exclude the entire

iron manufacture of Pittsburgh from the compa-

risons I made. I am well aware of the magni-

tude of the rolling mill operations there, and

freely acknowledge that in' bar iron as well as in

cotton yarns our Cincinnati manufacturers are

left in the background. As to glass, we do not

manufacture it. And in saying that if these ar-

ticles were excluded from the comparison, we
were far in advance of Pittsburgh, I did not mean

to concede that our general mechanical and ma-

nufacturing operations did not surpass those of

Pittsburgh. The statistics of the census of 1840,

I thought, had settled that question; for, if our

manufacturing and mechanical products exceeded

those of Pittsburgh in 1840, the disparity must

be heightened by the lapse of later years.

After all, the true way in debates of this sort,

is to furnish the statistics. If Mr. Riddle, of the

Spirit of the Age, will make out a statement of

the manufactures pf iron and other metals, wood,

leather, cotton, wool and linen, drugs, paints,

chemicals, paper, food, &c., classifying it under

different heads, giving the details which make up

the aggregate, in short, affording the means of

furnishing a corresponding statement for Cincin-

nati, I will pledge myself to furnish a statement

in similar form of our operations, and let the

figures determine the dispute. Each party hold-

ing himself liable to prove any part of the state-

ment which may be required.

By Pittsburgh, I include all the adjacent parts,

across both rivers, within one mile, and the like

distance in other directions. By Cincinnati, 1

include the like circular distance.

The Realcn Path.

BY L. J. CIST.

“ We are born—we live—we die—we are buried !”

I.

That Beaten Path! that Beaten Path!

It goetli by the door;

And many a tale to tell it hath

Of the days that are no more!

For o’er that path, in weal and wo,

Earth’s weary ones have trod;

And many a hurried step, or slow,

Hath press’d its time-worn sod;

Here Childhood’s mirth and Youth’s glad shout

Have each its merry peal rung out;

Oft, gentle Woman’s graceful tread,

In fairy motion o’er it sped;

And Manhood’s care surcharged breast

A weightier step upon it press’d;

While Age’s palsied footsteps, slow,

Here last, perchance, abroad

Have feebly tottered forth, to show

Three-score-and-ten prepared to go,

—

Life’s journey trodden now below

—

To stay its steps with God!
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II. Jj

See’st thou yonder smiling boy,

Just escaped his mother’s arms?

With what eager, gushing joy

—

Heedless of her fond alarms

—

Out upon that path he springs,

Light as bird with feathered wings;

Running now a frolic race,

Walking then with sober pace.

And, anon, with childish grace,

Casting down his wearied form,

With unused exertion warm,

On the grassy margin, green,

Of the pathway he is in;

—

Of that path which thus, a child,

Treads he first, with spirits wild;

—

Of that path which he shall tread,

Oft in manhood’s darker day,

When his weary, aching head

Gladly would he seek to lay

With the care-forgetting dead,

’Neath its grassy turf for aye!

in.

Ring out! Ring out! A joyous shout

For the fair and gentle Bride!

Make room! make room! for the gallant Groom,
In his dashing and manly*pride!

For his Bridal’s done!—he hath woo’d and won
The flower of the country rare;

And worthy he of his Ladye—she,

The fairest of England’s fair!

Ring out! Ring out! A pealing shout!

Let Vassal to Vassal call,

Each servant gay, in his best array,

Attend in the ancient Hall:

For the Bridal train rideth on amain,

And the Lord of that Hall doth come;
By that PATH where, a boy, first he wandered in

j°y*

He bringeth his fair Bride home!

IV.

A toll!—A sad and a muffled toll

Of the deep Church-bell, for a parted soul!

The Child that in glee o’er that pathway sped

—

The Youth that in beauty and manhood wed

—

The Aged Lord of the Castle is dead!

Hath rested his body in solemn state,

And now ’tis borne from the Castle gate.

Sad its retainers, as mournfully slow,

Over that Beaten Path they go

—

That path through which, when a child, he sped,

That path by which his fair Bride he led,

That path o’er which they now bear him—dead!

Pause they now at yon Churchyard’s door,

And now—’tis entered—the pathway o’er;

That Beaten Path he will pass no more!

One Day and a Half in the Idle ol' u To-

bacco Clicuir.

[by a sufferer.]

Saturday
,
July 22, 1843.—Took my hat for a

walk; wife—as wives are apt to—began to load
me with messages, upon seeing me ready to go
out. Asked me to call at Cousin M’s, and bor-
row for her the “Sorrows of Werter.” Hate to

have a wife read such namby-pamby stuff, but
must humor her whims, and concluded that I had
rather she would take pleasure over Werter’s
Sorrows, than employ her tongue in making
‘sorrow’ for your humble servant.

Got to Cousin M’s door. Now, Cousin is an
old maid, and a dreadful tidy woman. Like tidy

women well enough, but can’t bear your dread-

ful tidy ones, because I am always in dread while
on their premises, lest I should offend their super-

superlative neatness by a bit of gravel on the

sole of my boot or such matter.

Walked in, delivered my message, and seated

myself in one of her cane bottom chairs, while
she rummaged the bookcase. Forgot to take out

my cavendish before I entered, and while she

hunted, felt the tide rising. No spitbox in the

room, windows closed, floor carpeted, stove var-

nished. Looked to the fireplace—full of flowers,

and hearth newly daubed with Spanish brown:
here was a fix. Felt the flood of essence of ca-

vendish accumulating. Began to reason with
myself whether, as a last alternative, it were
better to drown the flowers, redaub the hearth, or

flood the carpet. Mouth in the mean time pretty

well filled. To add to my misery she began to

ask questions. “Did you ever read this book,
?•” “Yes, ma’m” said I, in a voice like

a frog from the bottom of a well, when I wished
book, aunt, and all, were with Pharaoh’s host, in

the Red Sea. “How do you like it?” continued
the indefatigable querist. I threw my head on
the back of the chair, and my mouth upward to

prevent an overflow. “Pretty well,” said I.

She at last found the Sorrows of Werter, and
came toward me. “0! dear, Cousin Oliver, don’t

put your head on the back of the chair, now
don’t—you’ll grease it, and take off the gilding.”

I could not answer her, having now lost the

power of speech entirely, and my cheeks were
distended like those of a toad under a mushroom.
“Why, Oliver,” said my persevering tormentor,

unconscious of. the reason of my appearance,

“you are sick; 1 know you are; your face is

dreadfully swelled;” and before I could prevent

her, her hartshorn was clapped to my distended

nostrils. As my mouth was closed imperturba-

bly, the orifices in my nasal organ were at

that time my only breathing place. Judge,
then, what a commotion a full snuff of harts-

horn created among my olfactories.

I bolted for the door, and a hearty acheehe-
liee! relieved my proboscis, and tobacco, chyle,

&c., “all at once disgorged” from my mouth,
restored me the faculty of, speech. Her eyes
followed mo in astonishment, and I returned
and relieved my embarrassment by putting a
load on my conscience. I told her I had been
trying to relieve the toothache by the temporary
use of tobacco, while, truth to tell, I never had
an aching fang in my head. I went home mor-
tified.

Sunday Forenoon .—Friend A. invited myself

and wife to take a seat with him to hear the cel-

ebrated Mr. preach. Conducted by
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neighbor A. to his pew. Mouth as usual, full

of tobacco, and, horror of horrors ! found the

pew elegantly carpeted with white and green,

two or three mahogany crickets, and a hat stand,

but no spitbox. The services commenced; every

peal on the organ was answered by an internal

appeal from my mouth for a liberation from its

contents, but the thing was impossible. I thought

of using my hat for a spitbox, then of turning

one of the crickets over, but I could do nothing

unperceived. I took out my handkerchief, but

found, in the plenitude of her officiousness, that

my wife had placed one of her white cambrics in

my pocket instead of my bandanna. Here was
a dilemma. By the time the preacher had named
his text, my cheeks had reached their utmost ten-

sion, and I must spit or die.

I arose, seized my hat, and made for the door.

My wife—confound these women how they dog

one about ! imagining me unwell, she might

have known better—got up and followed me out.

“ Are you unwell, Oliver ?” said she, as the door

closed after us. 1 answered her by putting out

the eyes of an unlucky dog with a flood of ex-

pressed essence of cavendish. “ I wish,” said

she, “ Mr. A. had a spit-box in his pew.” “So
do 1.” We footed it home in moody silence. I

was sorry my wife had lost the sermon, but how
could I help it ? These women are' so affection-

ate, confound them ; no, I don’t mean so. But
she might have known what ailed mo, and kept

her seat.

Tobacco ! 0 tobacco ! But the deeds of that

day are not told yet. After the conclusion of

the services along came farmer Ploughshare. Pie

had seen me go out of church and stopped at the

open window where I sat. “ Sick to-day Mr.
!” “Rather unwell,” answered I, and

there was another lie to place to the account of

tobacco. “We had powerful preaching, Mr.
; sorry you had to go out.” My wife ask-

ed him in, and in he came ; she might know eh
would, but women must be polite. But she was
the sufferer by it. Compliments over, I gave
him my chair at the open window. Down he
sat, and fumbling in his pockets, he drew forth a

formidable plug of tobacco, and commenced un-
twisting it. “ Then you use tobacco,” said I.

“A leetle occasionally,” said he, as he deposited

from three to four inches in his cheek. I men-
tally pity those using more. “A neat fence that

of yourn,” as flood after flood bespattered a newly
painted white fence near the window. “Yes,”
said I, “ but I like a darker color.” “ So do I,”

answered Plougshare, “ and yaller suits my no-
tion. It don’t show dirt.” And he moistened
my carpet with his favorite color. Good, thought
I, my wife will ask him in again I guess. We
were now summoned to dinner. Farmer Plough-
share seated himself. I saw his long fingers in

that particular position in which a tobacco chew-
er knows how to put his digits when about to un-
lade. He drew them across his mouth

; I trem-
bled for the consequences, should he throw such
a load upon the hearth or the floor. But he had
no intention thus to waste his quid, and, shock-
ing Co relate, deposited it beside his plate on my
wife’s damask cloth.

This was too much. I plead sickness and rose.

There was no lie in the assertion now, I was sick.

I retired from the table, but my departure did not
discompose farmer Ploughshare, who was uncon-
scious of having done wrong. I returned in sea-

son to see him re-place his quid in his mouth to

undergo a second mastication, and the church
bell opportunely ringing,’ called him away be-

fore he could use his plate for a spit-box, for

such, I am persuaded- would have been his next,

motion. I went up strairs, and throwing myself
on the bed, fell asleep. Dreams of inundation,

floods and fire harassed me. I thought I was
burning and smoking like a segar. I then

thought the Merrimack had burst its banks and
was about to overflow me with its waters. I

could not escape, the water had reached' my
chin—I tasted it, it was like tobacco juice. I

coughed and screamed, and awakening, found 1

had been to sleep with a quid in my mouth. My
wife, entered at the moment I threw away the

filthy weed—“IIuz, if I were you I would not

use that stuff any more.!’
“ I won’t,” said I. Neither fig nor twist, pig-

tail or cavendish has passed my lips since, nor
ever shall they again.

Culture of the Grape.
Robinson & Jones, of our city, have lately put

to press a brief practical treatise on the culture

of the grape, worth fifty times the price to the

purchaser, which it costs him, in the profitable

hints it suggests. The author is one of a num-

ber of individuals who cultivates the grape in

Hamilton county. My perusal of this manual,

which gives the proper statistics on this subject,

has afforded me the following conclusions:

1. Individuals in Hamilton county wHo have

one-twentieth of §ieir farm in grapes, make

more of that portion than the entire residue.

2. The produce on an average exceeds a yield

of 400 gallons to the acre, as high in some in-

stances as 700 gallons being made from a small

vineyard of eighteen hundred vines, embracing

not quite an acre. At the current rate for the

article—$1.50 per gallon—this would be $600

per acre as the crop Aralue, and worth under any

possible depreciation 400 dollars per acre, which

would be a net profit of 250 dollars to each acre,

a revenue no other crop affords.

3. The Catawba grape, which is now generally

cultivated in this region, affords a wine that

stands without a competitor in the world, and

no degree of extension in its culture could ever

reduce the price to fifty cents per gallon. At

that rate, raising grapes would be more profita-

ble than any existing crop in the West. But it

is in reference to raising grapes for the table that

I feel much interest on this subject. At fifty

cents j>er bushel, Catawba grapes will furnish a

verylprofitable crop, although the price they are

now worth for making wine forbids their sale at

that price; but they will be furnished at that

price here in less than five years. At that price

they will be as cheap as any other wholesome

fruit, and ought to furnish food at the breakfast

table, to the banishment of the beef-steaks and

other animal food, which they would supercede.

All fruit ought to be eaten, as is my practice,
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early in the* day, and I judge that the robust

health my family enjoys should recommend the

practice.

I can freely recommend this little treatise.

The author insists on it, that the culture of the

grape is not severe work, but rather an amuse-

ment. “You are living in the country, the

newspapers contain nothing of importance [N.B.

He does not take the Advertiser], the Oregon

territory is not yet ours, and it will be a hard

matter to get it, the rumor of broken banks and

Swartwouters will not give you much trouble.”

By way of conclusion, therefore, cultivate the

grape.

The Pardoning Power.

I observe, in a late city paper, notice, that an

applicatibn will be made to obtain the pardon and

release of a certain individual convicted of hav-

ing counterfeit money in his possession, and sen-

tenced for five years to the penitentiary. The

alleged ground for the application is the inno-

cence of the convict. I know enough of the case

to be satisfied of his guilt. But without referihg

to what I know personally in this case, look at

the absurdity of suffering the signatures to a

petition to outweigh the verdict of a jury upon

the subject. In such cases, men sign, frequent-

ly without looking at the petition, on simply a

representation of its contents, a statement of ac-

quittal, in an instance where twelve men on

their oaths, and after proof and investigation of

the circumstances, decide that he is guilty. I do

not undertake to judge for others, but I would

not suffer my columns thus to aid in getting a

convict loose on the community for any sum
offered to procure the insertion of such notices.

And I lift up my voice, feeble and alone though

it may be, pleading with the community to

pause before they sign such applications. They
are an insult to those of our fellow citizens who
made the verdict; they are injurious to the com-

munity who have just got rid of disturbers of

their peace or safety. I warn every man who
signs such applications that he is doing all in his

power to nullify all law with its safeguards and

restraints, and to restore the community to its

original element0 of society, where the weak and

peaceable are made the prey of the turbulent and

strong, and where every man assumes the right

to judge and decide his own cause. In one word,

to proclaim the supremacy of mobs and Lynch
law.

R:iiI-I£ond to Xeuia.

On Monday, the 17th, by invitation of the Di-

rectors of the Little Miami Rail-Road Company,

the editor of the Advertiser made one of a pro-

miscuous assemblage of travelers to Xenia, on the

occasion of the Rail-Road being opened for the

first time to that flourishing and beautiful vil-

lage, sixty-eight miles out. The road winds

through a delightful country, and follows with

slight variations, the course of the Little Miami,
through one of the most fertile vallies in the wide
world. It may indeed be doubted whether there

be a margin of bottom land of equal breadth and

richness on earth, taking into view the size of

the stream. Breadths of a mile in extent filled

with Indian corn, in its growth the most grace-

ful of the cereal grains, and forming a most pic-

turesque landscape, are of repeated occurence.

Nor are the bottoms of the Little Miami, per-

ceptibly of less magnitude, fifty or sixty miles up

the stream. The road appears well finished and

must create, as well as provide for, an immense
travel and transportation northward, and even-

tually to the Lake and the Atlantic Cities.

Everywhere along the road I found abundant

testimony that the most ample harvest has been

or is about to be gathered in, that has been

known for six years, and the quality is as re-

markable as the quantity. The next link in the

chain will take us to Springfield, which will

then qnable the traveling community to connect

with the line of the National Road both east and

west.

The Little Miami and Sandusky Rail-Road, of

which this route is the commencement, will form

when completed, a most important avenue for

the transportation of western produce cast, and

of the Atlantic Cities’ merchandize west. Of
what magnitude its business is destined to be-

come, may be inferred from the amount of mer-

chandize which is now sent to and received from

Toledo, 1143 packages for the west and south-

west being received in one day by one of our for-

warding houses. The Canal transportation is

preparing the Rail-Road transportation business,

so that by the time the Rail-Road is completed,

the entire Canal business will thus be turned

over to the cars.

College of Rental Surgery.

Among this years’ city improvements may be

numbered an unassuming building of no particu-

lar order of architecture, which occupies the well

known sciteof Talbott’s school room, on College

street, and' nearly covering the lot on which it is

built; the edifice being 60 feet by 27, and three

stories in height. This is the new College of

Dental Surgery of Dr. Cook and his associates.

The building is expected to be finished by the 1st

of next month, and to be fitted up for theoretical

and demonstrative teaching on Dental Science,

by tho first Monday of November, when the pub-

lic lectures commence. The main hall of the

college is the lecture room, capable of holding 250
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persona. Other rooms will be appropriated to

the library and anatomical museum and labora-

tory, and mechanical operations of the college.

In the testimonials which will be afforded to

the public by competent and skilful professors to

those who shall graduate there, must result pro-

tection from the impositions and in many cases

irreparable injuries which have been inflicted on

the community by mere pretenders to dental

knowledge.

As a subject of city pride, it may be stated

that Baltimore and Cincinnati arc the only cities

in the world, in which colleges of dental surgery

exist.

Bustlesi.

« A Yankee” finds employment in the north-

west region of our city in carding cotton for

bustles. I hope the extensive scale on which he

carries on his operations will reduce the price of

bran, and thereby restore that article to its legi-

timate use. The following is his advertisement,

which I insert without charge:

Bustles! Bustles!!—The undersigned having

recently put in operation some cards in the

building on the southwest corner of Smith and

Seventh streets, would respectfully inform the

fashionable part of the community that he is pre-

pared to make any quantity of Bustles of the

latest and most approved patterns, containing

from four to sixteen pounds of superior carded

cotton, at short notice. Bustles warranted to fit

or no sale.

N.B. When not supplied with orders for the

above article the machinery will be employed in

manufacturing a very superior article of Batting

from clean cotton, which article can be had at

all times in quantities to suit, and at the right

price, of A YANKEE.

Commission.

By His Excellency
,
Arthur St.

Clair, Esq., Governor and Com-

mander in Chief of the Territory

of the United States, North-West

of the River Ohio, to Benjamin

Eerie
,
Greeting.

You being appointed an Ensign in the First

Regiment of Hamilton County Militia, by virtue

of the Power vested in me, I do by these presents

(reposing special trust and confidence in your

Loyalty, Courage and good Conduct) commis-

sion you accordingly.

—

You are therefore care-

fully and diligently to discharge the duty of an

Ensign in leading, ordering and exercising said

Regiment in Arms, both inferior Officers and

Soldiers; and to keep them in good Order and

Discipline: And they are hereby commanded to

obey you as their Ensign, and you arb yourself to

observe and follow such Orders and Instructions

as you shall from Time to Time receive from me

or your superior Officers.

Given under my hand, and the Seal of the

said Territory of the United States, the

2lst day of August, in the Year of our

Lord 1798, and of the Independence of

the United States of America, the twen-

ty-third.

By His Excellency’s Command,
WM. HENRY HARRISON,

Secretary.

Statistic)).

It is remarkable how much worthless informa-

tion goes the rounds of the press, when the exer-

cise of a moment’s reflection would detect its

character. This is the business of the editor,---

if he be too lazy or too incompetent to do so, his

readers will hardly take the pains.

Our fellow citizen, Nicholas Longworfh, is

stated in several of our city papers to have made
500 bbls native wine this season. If these edi-

tors had known or knowing the fact had remem-

bered it, that the seasoh of pressing grapes had

not yet arrived, this statement would hardly

have been made. Mr. Longworth’s wine, be the

quantity what it may, will not be barreled for

weeks to come.

CORRESPONDENCE.
Tlic Calla Ethiopica.

Mr. Cist.—In your paper of last week there

appeared some remarks on the Calla Ethiopica,

wherein Mr. Pancoast remarked it was a native

of Pennsylvania, or to that effect. If the plant

alluded to be the Calla, Mr. Pancoast is much
mistaken; and I presume Mr. Schnetz is a man
not likely to palm on the public a native plant

for that of foreign origin. The Calla Ethiopica

is a native of the Cape of Good'Hope, throwing

up a stem two to three feeY high, depending on

the age of the plant. The flower is singularly

formed of one whorl or vase-like calyx of pure

white, in the spring. The leaf is arrow-shaped;

the root, perennial and tender, will not bear the

least frost, consequently cannot be a native of

hist country. This plant may stand out ail the

winter in the south, if planted in the mud two

or three feet below the surface of the water: as

the root would then be sufficiently protected from

frost. This plant is too generally cultivated with

the lover of flowers in this part to know that it re-

quires the warmth of a room to protect it through

the winter, and may be considered a green-house

plant. T. WINTER.
August 16, 1845.

THE SEAL OF
THE TERRITO-
RY OF THE U.S.

N. W. OF THE
RIVER OHIO.
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CORRESPONDENCE.
Recollections of Harmar’s Campaign.

Mr. C. Cist:

Dear Sir.—I forward you, as I promised, my
recollections of the incidents connected with Har-

mar’s Campaign, which fell under my observa-

tion, or in which I bore a part.

General Harmar marched his army from Fort

Washington, if I recollect right, the last week

of September, 1790. His expedition was designed

against the Indian towns on the St. Joseph, or

Maumee, near where FortWayne was afterwards

built. The army followed the trace made be

Gen. Geo. R. Clarke with the Kentucky troops,

in October, 1782, as far as the Piqua towns, on

both sides of the Great Miami, which were de-

stroyed by him on that visit. Thence we had a

tolerable Indian trace to where there had been a

large trading establishment, St. Mary's, from

which we had a good Indian trace to our final

object, which was sixty-four miles from there

into the wilderness.

There were, perhaps, one hundred and thirty

of the Kentucky militia mounted and armed: one

third of that force with swords and pistols, the

balance with rifles. They were remarkably use-

ful in that campaign, being found active and ef-

ficient in hunting up pack-horses or beef cattle,

which were apt to stray off after night, scouring

the woods for the purpose, and sometimes rousing

from their concealment Indians who were watch-

ing our movements. On account of these servi-

ces they were exempt from camp duty at night.

When the army got within thirty or forty miles

of the Indian towns for which we were marching,

there were ten or twelve of these mounted men
sent out in search of some pack-horses that had

been lost over night. They started a smart young
Indian, took him prisoner, brought him into camp,

where he was examined by two of the Kentucki-

ans, who understood the Indian language. Pie

spoke freely, and told all he knew respecting the

movements of his people, saying that they had at

first intended to make a stand and defend their

towns; but after holding a council, gave up the

idea, and had moved their families and property

down the river, intending to burn their wigwams.

When the army arrived they found all his state-

ments true.

Two days after the army rpached the Indian

towns, orders were given to draft four hundred

men from the different companies, with a view to

send them out and see what discoveries they could

make respecting the enemy. They were to draw

two days provisions, and to be out over night.

About twenty of the mounted men, and, per-

haps, half a dozen footmen volunteered to go

along. I was one of these last. The detachment
14

crossed the St. Joseph whefe the centre of the

town stood ; struck a trace on the west bank

that led a west course, and followed it within one

mile of the river. On the route the mounted men

started two Indians and shot them both; lost one

man ourselves. Pursued the trace till sunset, and

found evident signs, though much scattered, of

Indians. None of them appeared fresh. About

sunset the six pounder in camp was fired. Col.

Trotter, of Lexington, Ky., who had the com-,

mand of the detachment, concluded this was a

signal for our recall, and countermarching we

got into camp a little after dark. The next day’s

tour we were placed under the command of Col.

Hardin, we crossed the river where we did the

day before, and struck a good Indian trace a short

distance from the river, directly north; after fol-

lowing it four or five miles, we found considera-

ble of fresh signs of savages. Two or three In-

dian dogs got in among the troops, which disap-

peared again shortly, discovering that they were

not among their masters.

The Colonel ordered a halt, directing the diffe-

rent companies to station themselves on the right

and left of the trace, and keep a sharp lookout.

Our company went round the point of a brushy

grove, which threw us out of sight of the trace,

though not far from it. The Colonel sent Maj.

Fountain, with eight or ten mounted men, to re-

connoitre. After travelling a short distance on

that trace, they came to where it crossed a small

stream of water, which, being muddy on each

side, pointed out plainly the fresh tracks of Indi-

ans who had been making a hasty retreat, with

a view of drawing the detachment into an am-

buscade. The Major returned, and reported ac-

cordingly. Colonel Hardin was so keen for pur-

suit, that he started off with the principal part of

the troops in such a hurry, that he forgot to give

us any orders. After waiting awhile we became

impatient, struck the trace, and finding they

were gone, followed on. We had not gone far,

however, until we met Major Fountain, and Cap-

tain Faulkner, having explained that we had

been directed to halt until we should get orders

to march, we pressed forward to overtake the

main body of our comrades.

In a short time we met two of the mounted

men at full speed, each having a wounded man

behind him. “Retreat,” said they, “ for God’s

sake! There are Indians enough to eat us all

up.” We proceeded on, however, till we had

gained a high swell of ground, when we saw our

troops putting back upon the trace—the Indians

in pursuit, yelling and shooting. We halted,

formed a line across the trace, and treed, with a

view to give them a shot. They came within

seventy or eighty yards of us, when they halted

instantly. 1 expect the reason was Col. Hardin,
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Hall, Fountain, and four or five others were on

horseback close by where we were. We 1 remain-

ed there until the retreating troops had all passed

by, none of whom halted with us except the men
on horseback. We covered their retreat, and

marched into camp a short time after dark, under

the direction of Cols. Hardin and Hall. The six

pounder was discharged every hour till daylight,

as a signal for the benefit of the stragglers, of

which several came in that night.

Having been acquainted with Col. Hall in

Bourbon County, Kentucky, and knowing he
was near the front, I went to his tent next

morning, to learn what had been the move-
ments in front on the day before. He stated

that the trace passed through a narrow prairie

with a heavy growth of limber and underbrush
on each side. At the far end it entered into a

thick growth of timber. At this spot within a

few feet of the trace, the enemy had kindled up
a fire. Here the advance halted as soon as they

came up, and just at this moment the Indians

rose from their coverts on the prairie sides, and
poured in a deadly fire so sudden and unexpected

that it threw our troops into a confusion, from
which they could not be rallied, and it was on

their retreat, we being within a short distance of

that prairie path, that we protected their right

about movement, as I have already stated.

The army lay some days encamped, after

Hardin’s detachment had been thus defeated,

when preparations were made for our return to

Fort Washington, after destroying all the pro-

perty of the enemy within reach. The first day

the army marched about five miles, leaving a

party of three or four mounted men with an offi-

cer on a commanding piece of ground to observe

if the Indians should make their appearance and

offer signs of pursuit. About two hours after the

army had disappeared, the Indians began to come
in by droves, hunting for hid provisions, as they

had large quantities put up in that way. On
learning this late in the evening, from the party

left behind to watch their movements, Col. Har-
din was keen to have another brush with the sa-

vages. A draft of four hundred men was accord-

ingly made and placed under his command, in

the calculation to surprise them before daylight.

The detachment marched back to the post where
this officer with his party had been stationed,

when, taking to the left hand, Col. Hardin cross-

ed the St. Mary’s near its junction with the St.

Joseph’s, and pushed forward up the west bank

of that river towards the Indian town built there.

He was followed by Majors Fountain, M‘MiIIan
}

andW yllys. Ilarmar’s trace crossed the Maumee
River at Harmar’s ford. As soon as the river

was passed the town was in sight. The day was
just dawning as the troops moved on, Major

Fountain, with a few mounted men in front.

As they turned the point of a hazel thicket, and

at a few rods distance, fifteen or twenty Indians

were discovered around a fire. The Major char-

ged right in among them, fired both his pistols,

and then drew his sword; but, ten or twelve of

the savages, at the time not more than as many

feet off, discharged their rifles at him. One of

the soldiers, George Adams by name, being close

by fired on them and received four or five flesh

wounds by a volley in return. Wyllys and M‘Mil-

lan, with a small party of regulars, finally suc-

ceeded in drawing them into the river. Fountain

although wounded in several places, and survi-

ving but a few minutes, yet hung to his saddle.

Our men took him off, and buried him under the

side of a log, or under a bank, and Adams rode

the horse in. When Wyllys, with the regulars,

was driving the savages into the river, Hardin

met them on the other side, but was compelled

by inferiority of force to retire. There were

many Indians killed in the skirmish of the second

day; and if we had had a few more troops detach-

ed from Harmar’s command, of those who were

not wanted in camp, the enemy would have re-

ceived the worst drubbing they ever got from the

whites; as it was, they lost more men than they

ever lost before in any one of our western battles.

Majors Fountain and Wyllys were both killed,

with.other officers of inferior rank. Major M‘Mil-

lan collected the scattering troops and remained

on the ground until all the Indians had disap-

peared, and then marched into camp, which he

reached before sunset.

Next morning General Iiarmar sent Captains

Wells and Gaines, both of the Kentucky troops,

as an express to Fort Washington. When they

reached the bottoms of the Big Miami, at a short

turn of the trace they were following, they met

five Indians very unexpectedly. On the instant,

Gaines wheeled to the left and Wells to the right

and by the promptness of the movement saved

their lives. They both made a wide circuit;

—

Wells got to the mouth of the Miami, and Gaines

struck the river where Ripley now stands. The

-army, however, reached Fort Washington before

either Gaines or Wells.

I knew Jacob Fowler and Ellison Williams.

They were both good woodsmen and hunters.

Fowler was in St. Clair’s campaign, in the com-

missary or quarter-master’s department. He had

a friend, a Captain Piatt, who was killed at St.

Clair’s defeat. He had also a brother killed by

the Indians, within a mile or two of Hamilton,

while we were out on St. Clair’s expedition.

Williams, I believe, was in neither Harmar’s

nor St. Clair’s campaigns.

I would be glad to have a chat with your friend

John Bush. There is no doubt we could recol-
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lect many other incidents that took place in II ar-

mor’s campaign, if we had a chance of comparing

notes.

The Indian prisoner, to whom I referred in

the early part of this letter, was taken to Fort

Washington, although afterwards sent home.

Yours,

THOMAS IRWIN.

Blue Bell, Butler County, Ohio,

August 23, 1845.

Wholesoaneness of Fruit.

Such is the cheapness of meat in the United

States, as compared with European countries,

that the emigrants to America have acquired a

taste for the indulgence, which they have trans-

mitted to their descendants, until we have be-

come the most ca.rniverous nation on the globe.

Perhaps I ought to except the Feejee islanders,

whose principal food is the bodies of their ene-

mies, captured or slain in battle.

I entertain great doubts of the wholesomeness

of any diet, in which meat forms the largest

share; and as I have all my life enjoyed an un-

common degree of good health, I must impute it

to the great extent to which vegetable food enters

into my entire sustenance. Lest I be misunder-

stood on this point, let me state briefly and ex-

plicitly, that I refer to bread and fruits.

My family of eleven persons consumes a bar-

rel of flour every twenty days. One half my
marketing is fruit, which I buy of the best qua-

lity and fully ripe.

There is no finer climate in the world for fruit

than our own country, and the west surpasses

the east in quality and productiveness, as far as

our Atlantic region transcends Europe. France,

Spain, Italy, and the Levant, furnish figs and

grapes of a finer quality than ours ; but our

peaches, pears, and plums, taking quality and

quantity together, surpass those of any other

section of the world. As to apples, our middle

states, from western Pennsylvania and Virginia

to Indiana inclusive, raise finer and more abun-

dantly than any where on the face of the globe.

Of this region Ohio takes the lead, and in a few

years will be obliged to export her surplus of the

article.

I am not opposed to the moderate use of meat,

but recommend by my own experience, as a pre;

servative of health, a free use of fruit, always to

be procured ripe. When grapes shall have be-

come more abundant in our markets, as they

soon must under their general culture, they

ought to form a regular (dish on (the breakfast

table.

.Tloilmi Poetry.

“ The world is full of Poetry. The air

Is living with its spirit; and the waves

Dance to the music of its melodies

And sparkle in its brightness. Earth is veiled

And mantled in its beauty.”

I remember when a man could read poetry,

without danger of being decoyed into reading

mere advertisements. But having grown wiser, I

read nothing now-a-days, as the city council,

ordinances, by the title. The pith or point of

an article must be discovered these times, as the

epigram once was, by the closing line. The sub-

joined article was my latest take in.

Rescued Treasure.

The spirits of the storm were out,

Red lightnings rent the murky air,

And the tornado’s battle shout

Had roused old Ocean from his lair.

High on a ridge of serried rocks

A gallant frigate lay impaled,

Reeling before the wild waves shocks,

While Death the trembling seamen hailed,

He hailed them in the breaker’s roar,

He hailed them in the shrieking blast,

He hailed them when the tempest tore

From the bruised hulk the broken mast.

And one by one they leaped and' sank

Into old Ocean’s boiling breast,

Till all save one the cup had drank,

That lulled them to eternal rest.

Boldly the last survivor springs.

Strongly he struggles toward the land,

Till a gigantic billow flings

Your frigate’s Captain on the strand.

One treasure still his hand retains,

That wind nor wave could make him drop;

And tightly every finger strains

On Chapman’s Magic Razor Strop!

IViiniiMinatology

.

MONOGRAPH OF THE DOLLAR: ByJ.L. Riddell,

M. D., of the New Orleans Mint. 8vo. pp. 504. Ste-

reotyped and printed by E. Shepard, 1845.

This is a remarkable work, in which the curi-

ous and rare are blended in due proportion with

the practical and every day business of life. We
have all heard of the almighty dollar. Here is

the whole history of its whole family over the

globe. The author is melter and refiner in the

Branch Mint, New Orleans, and Professor of

Chemistry in the Medical College of Louisiana.

It may readily be imagined that he is therefore

thoroughly qualified for treating properly, the

subjects on which he writes.

This book presents impressions of every emis-

sion of dollars which have been coined in the va-

rious mints of the world, duly classified, with

a corresponding arrangement of their counter-
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tations which arc spread over the United States

and perhaps other countries. The variations of

the genuine are 147, of the counterfeits 277. Of

these 62 of the genuine, and 242 of the counter-

feits, are of Mexican dollars alone What a sa-

tire on human nature ! 242 counterfeiting es-

tablishments in the United States ! !

The book is replete with a great variety of

knowledge, at once full and exact in its details,

affording every variety of information to the ban-

ker, the coin collector, and to the general reader,

much of it being rare and curious, and all of it of

great practical importance. Such is the exact-

ness of the impression that a counterfeit may be

detected by it at a glance.

It is almost inconceivable that any individual,

however qualified for the peculiar studies the

writing of this treatise demands, could be found

disposed to engage in the immense amount of la-

bor it involves, or that a person willing to devote

years of patient toil to such an enterprise should

possess the necessary scientific knowledge for

the purpose.

The work is admirably classified as well as ar-

ranged for reference, and for comparison of those

genuine and .counterfeit pieces, which correspond

to each other, and in short is a book which no bu-

siness man should be without,

I observe from a notice in the work that

this valuable publication will probably be the pre-

cursor of a treatise on coins, foreign and do-

mestic, perhaps more extensive and general in

its nature.

I cannot close this article without referring to

the typography and binding of this book, which

are both creditable in a high degree to its Cin-

cinnati getting up. The binding is by'C. F.

Wilstach, corner Main and Fourth streets, and

will compare to advantage with any specimens

of the kind from the Atlantic binderies.

City Dignitaries.

Every city has its own great men in the per-

son of its public functionaries. We have all

heard of the Lord Mayor of London, with his

magnificent coach and out riders. And a Lon-

don Alderman—what associations cluster round

the very name ! I must repeat an anecdote or

. two.

At a late public dinner in London, one of the

company was speaking of the blessings of Provi-

dence.

“Ay !” said Alderman W., who was present,

smacking his lips, “ it is indeed a blessed place.

We get all our turtle soupfrom it.”

A beggar solicited food from another of these

dignitaries, who directed his servant to give tne

applicant a crust of bread. The half famished

wretch devoured it on the spot. Emboldened by
the favour , he asked for other assistance.

“ Pity a poor man your worship.”

“ Poor,” exclaimed his worship, “ I would give

five guineas for your appetite.”

Our great men are the City Council. The
Mayor, it is true, is the terror of all evil doers,

and discharges his functions with great zeal as

well as ability. But though he has power to

commit, he has none to discharge, The sublime

attribute of mercy is in the hands of the Jail

Committee of Council.

In 1838, Jonah Martin and myself were to-

gether members of the City Cquncil. We were

personal friends, and held the same general po-

litical principles. Beyond this we had none of

the sympathies which usually hold public men
in the same traces. We divided on the coffee-

house question—on the huckster licenses—on

public improvements—on every thing almost.

We were placed together on the Jail commit-

tee. Here we were again at issue. I had cen-

sured the Mayor for not enforcing the laws, and

could not with any degree of consistency concur

with my colleague in turning out culprits almost

as soon as the Mayor sent them to jail. Jonah,

on the contrary had an unbounded antipathy to

crowding the cells and to putting in criminals for

the first offence, however flagrant.

A prime minister of Spain, on a visit to Co-

runna, the Duke of Ossuna, liberated a galley

slave that acknowledged he had been a very great

rascal and deserved his punishment, while he

paid no attention to the pleas which others made
who alleged their innocence of the crimes laid to

their charge. “ Go,” said he “ it is not fit such

a fellow as you should be here to corrupt the

morals of so many honest and respectable peo-

ple.” Martin reversed the practise and was for

turning all new offenders adrift for fear the more

hardened cases would make them worse. So be-

tween us I had as much trouble to keep them in,

as he to get them out.

As we approached the cells, the poor despond-

ing wretches would creep out of the lairs in

which they were disposed like so many brutes.

Every step in the jail yard gave way in one pro-

gress—the eye was kindled in hope, the head

bowed in reverence, and unless a flagrant case,

the heart of the bondman was rejoicing in deliv-

erance. Ours was the power to bind or to loose.

Our great men, then, are the City Council.

They are the Lords President of the community.

Sovereigns, three hundred and sixty-four days in

the year, and servants on one only, the first

Monday in April. Some of them feel according-

ly like a street commissioner of that day with
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whom an individual was remonstrating for un-

due exercise of authority.
.

“ 1 don’t know,” said

officer, “ how long I shall continue in office, and

while I do reign, / rhean to reign .” I propose to

furnifh a gallery of portraits of these great men,

the conscripti patres of Cincinnati, of which next

week will present the' first of the series.

Dayton lame*tone.

The general use which is now making of this

building material may give interest to the follow-

ing statements.

This beautiful limestone, in its rough state,

has been used for years in Dayton, but it is only

of late years that its fitness for ornamental pur-

poses by dressing its face, was rendered apparent.

Messrs. Dickey, ShaefFer & Co. of that city own

the most extensive quarry in its vicinity. This

is three miles out of it, and its elevation is 180

feet above Dayton, which enables the proprietors

to provide just such a descending grade for the

cars that take it on railways into market, as to

carry enormous loads.

There are four courses or strata in the quarry.

One 20 inches thick, one 13 inches, one varying

from 5 to 12 inches, and one uniformly 4 inches

thick. It is the first description which has been

so extensively used in the Miami canal locks.

The four inch stone is generally used in flagging

pavements, and the intermediate thickness for

ordinary building purposes.

A walk through the streets will suffice to im-

press on the public the importance, for building

purposes, of this limestone. Our public buildings

are all greatly indebted for their appearance to

this article, which in some instances, as the Ca-

thedral on Plum street, and the new Cincinnati

College, forms the entire front.

There is a pleasant story on the subject, which

I am assured is not less true than amusing. H.

G. Phillips, Esq. of Dayton, and one-ofits influ-

ential citizens, a few years since being about to

build a fine dwelling for himself, visited Cincin-

nati to procure the cut free stone, at that time

exclusively used here. Having made his pur-

chase at one of the yards here, he called on one

of his neighbours who ran a canal boat from

Dayton to Cincinnati. “I have a lot of cut free

stone at Humble’s yard, I want you to bring out

on your next trip. You can find the place I

suppose.’ ‘Very easily,’ replied the Captain dryly,

‘ I took in last week a load of our limestone and

shall take another to-morrow for Humble to dress.

He tells me they are preparing to use Dayton

marble in all the best houses they are now build-

ing in Cincinnati. But it’s all right, I get load-

ing both ways by this means.’

Mary.

Inscribed in the Album of a young friend.

BY LEWIS J. CIST.

Mary!—it is a gentle name,

And they alone should bear it

Whose gentle thoughts and kindly deeds

Proclaim them meet to wear it.

Mary!—the first of whom we read

Is in the Sacred Word:

The blessed yirgin, undefiled.

The Mother of our Lord!

’Twas Mary to the Saviour knelt

And washed his feet with tears,

Sincere repentance then she felt.

For sins of other years.

With pity touched the Saviour said,

“ Thy sins be all forgiven!”

And she who knelt a sinner, rose

—

Mary—a child of Heaven!

Martha, we learn, remained at home,
“ Troubled with many things,”

While Mary ran in haste to meet

Her Lord, the King of kings!

And He, who truly reads each heart,

Jesus, of her did say:

“ Mary hath chosen that good part

Which shall not pass away!”

And when the Lord of Heaven became

The lowly', crucified,

Three Marys stood around the cross.

And wept when Jesus died.

’Twas Mary sought at early dawn

The tomb from whence he brake.

And her’s the first recorded name

The risen Saviour spake.

Then, Mary, let it be your aim

To keep these still in view;

And as you bear the gentle name,

Possess their graces too!

Be meek and lowly—pure in heart—
Be every sin abhorred;

Like Mary, “ Choose the better part,”

And early seek the Lord!

Printing Ink Factories.

There are three manufactories of printing ink

here, which of course not only supply the home
market but provide for the wants of the “ Art

Typographic ” throughout the west, as far as the

article has yet been introduced. These are the

establishments of Messrs. Henry Co., J. A.

James, and Stearns Sf Co. My further remarks
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apply to the last, which is the only one 1 have

had the opportunity to examine.

Printing ink, as is generally known, is made

of lampblack, or the soot winch falls in the pro-

cess of burning rosin or other bituminous sub-

stances. This is done by condensing the smoke

in buildings suitable to the purpose. The black

is ground in oil by means of a steam engine.

With their present fixtures Stearns & Co. can

manufacture 2000 lbs. per week, and have in fact

made five hundred lbs. per day for weeks. The

ink is excellent and can be sold as low as any ar-

ticle of equal quality. This firm supplies the

principal share consumed in the city offices, and

sells also to the cities and towns in the interior

of the State, and generally to the west and

southwest, in which directions the market is

constantly enlarging as the article gets into use.

Ink of every grade is made in this establish-

ment from common news, up to the finest card

ink, and at prices from 25 cts. to 100 per lb:

Sales are made nearly as fast as the article is

prepared for the market, and the eastern ink, so

long the sole dependence and supply in Cincin-

nati, is to a great extent driven from this market.

The sales of Cincinnati made ink must reach

an annual value of twenty thonsand dollars.

Messrs. Stearns & Co. deserve especial credit

for their success in manufacturing an article

which compares to advantage with any made in

our Atlantic cities, after the successive fail-

ures here of twelve or fifteen individuals in the

same attempt, and in the face of the prejudice

created by such failures, for its introduction into

general use. The velocity card presses of L'Hom-

medieu
<$f

Co. and E. Shepard, which require for

their work the finest in the market, use Stearns

& Co.’s exclusively.

A Fact ami a Moral.

A Pennsylvania farmer, a dutchman, was over-

taken in the neighborhood of Stoystown, by a

traveller, who was directing his journey to the

great west on horse. The farmer was on horse

also, seated on a bag of grain, about half filled

with wheat, which he was taking to mill. To
balance this part of the load, a large stone occu-

pied the opposite half of the bag. The following

dialogue ensued :

Traveler.—I see you have got a big stone in

your bag. What is that for ?

Farmer.—By shure do make de pag schteady.

T.—That stone dont steady the load. Throw

it away and put half your grain on each side.

Besides the sharp corners of the stone will wear

your bag into holes.

Accordingly the farmer exclaims, “ Py ching

I neffer dought apout dat,” dismounted, arranged

his load as advised, the traveller assisting hint

for the purpose. The parties rode on a mile or

two, when the traveler, tired of his slow progress,

bid his neighbor good bye, and trotted forwards.

After he had got out of sight, sudden misgivings

seized the Pennsylvanian. “By ching it is all

a tarn Yenky drick. EfTery potty in de Klades

garries dere krice so, ant dat feller hash some

getch in it.” Thus soliloquising, he put backi re-

stored the stone to its time honored place, and

then pursued his journey to mill, exulting that no

Yankee should get any advantage of him, no how

he could fix it.

This narrative, which is an absolute fact, is in

full keeping with the ideas and characters of per-

sons in other regions, who are ready enough to

suspect sinister motives where unsolicited kind-

ness is bestowed.

Growth of IVew Fork.

We in the West who have seen villages of a

few houses become large and flourishing cities in

the lapse of forty years, and especially Cincin-

nati springing in fifty-five years from a settle-

ment in which at that time a small garrison out-

weighed, in numbers, the residue of the popula-

tion residing in the place, are apt to suppose that

there is no parallel to these things in the Atlantic

section of the republic. Such cases are doubtless

rarer there, but they exist where it is hardly to

be suspected, in New York for example. Sam’l

Breck, an old inhabitant of Philadelphia, gives

his recollections of New York in 1787, in the

following language (I copy from the “National

Magazine,” of July last) :

“ In the month of June, 1787, on my return

from a residence of a few years in France, I ar-

rived in New York, and found it a neglected

place, built chiefly of wood, and in a state of

prostration and decay. A dozen vessels in port.

Broadway from Trinity church, inclusive, down

to the Battery, in ruins, owing to a fire that had

occurred when the city was occupied by the ene-

my during the latter end of the war. The

ruined walls of the burned houses standing on

both sides of the way, testifying to the poverty of

the place, five years after the conflagration; for

although the war had ceased during that period,

and the enemy had departed, no attempt had

been made to rebuild them. In short, there was

silence and inactivity everywhere; and the popu-

lation was very little over twenty thousand.”

The proportional increase of New York in 58

years is fully as remarkable as that of ours, if we
cofine our compa rison to population merely.

It is true we have an increase of three years- --

to 1848—to go upon, in order to render the com-

parison equal in point of age.
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Street Liglitiug*

One of our recent city improvements is the in-

troduction of gas pipes along the line of Fourth

street, west, and the putting up lamp posts to

afford light to the streets. It is greatly to be re-

gretted, however, that the mass of foliage which

the lower limbs of the shade trees presents by

way of interference with the rays of light, being

considerably below the range of the lamps, must

diminish to a great extent the benefit of gas light

to passengers on this street, and the same state

of the case may be true of other streets. It will

be well, therefore, for those who reside on Fourth

street to give those shade trees a thorough trim-

ming in the lower limbs, and let them not hesi-

tate to do so under the general impression, that

the spring is the proper or only season for that

purpose. On the contrary, I have the authority

of orchardists and others that the summer is the

appropriate season for trimming, all wounds of

the kind healing over more readily and perfectly

now than in the spring. The late General Har-

rison had his whole orchard trimmed over on one

occasion, in the month of August, and to better

advantage, as he expressly stated, than he ever

had it done in spring.

Hobson's Choice.

This is a phrase derived from the practice of

John Hobson, who kept a livery stable at Oxford,

England, and whose invariable rule was to let

out his horses to the students in their regular

routine as they occupied the stalls. This gave

rise to the proverb, “ Hobson’s choice—that one

or none.”

General Wayne named his camp at Cincinnati

“ Hobson’s Choice,” why, it is not easy to con-

jecture. It was on the scite of the present Gas

Works, reaching both above and below that spot.

I do not know a more appropriate use of the

phrase, than in Beau Nash introducing Mrs.

Hobson, a beautiful woman, into the Bath ball-

rooms, as master of the ceremonies, in these

terms: “ I have often heard of ‘ Hobson’s choice,’

but never had the pleasure to view it before, and

you will coincide with me it reflects credit on his

taste.”

A Dispute.

We were comfortably situated in the stage.

The horses were under way, when a young man
continued a conversation which it appeared that

he had broken off at the last stopping place.

“At any rate,” said he, “ 1 do not believe the

story about Jonah swallowing the whale.”
“And what is there so strange in that, young

man,” said an elderly deacon on the opposite

seat.

“Strange,” said the youth, “ it is absurd, as-

tonishing, impossible.”
“ You speak very confidently, sir, wiser men

than you have believed it, continued the deacon,
“ and indeed why should not that be true as well

as any other part of the good book?”
“ I never saw it in the good book !” exclaimed

the other.
“ Then I am sorry to say that you are very ig-

norant of your Bible, young man, and it seems
to me that a person who shows such a lack of re-

ligious knowledge ought not to be so confident
on such a subject,” and the old deacon looked at
another very sober gentleman who sat opposite

to him, as if for his approval.

The other gentleman opened his mouth for the

first time and said

—

“ I perfectly agree with the young man. I do
not believe in that story either.”

The deacon looked thunderstruck and he stam-

mered out—“ But, sir, I thought that you told

me you were a member of a church.”
“ Yes, sir, I am, and I believe every thing that

is contained in the Bible.”
“ I beg your pardon, sir, but—

”

“ And 1 beg your’s sir, but the young man
said he did not believe that Jonah swallowed the

whale.”
“Jonah swallowed—whale swallowed,” said

the deacon, bewildered. “ Did you not say,

young man, that you did not believe the whale
swallowed Jonah?”
“ Not at all, sir—I said I did not believe that

Jonah swallowed the whale.”
“Well, well,” said the deacon, “ that alters the

case, and I’m sure that I did not know what you
were talking about.”

Here the old gentleman opposite took a pinch

of snuff, and leisurely observed that such was
generally the case with religious controversy:

that one party was talking about one thing, and the

other party of another. “ Therefore,” said he in

conclusion, “ I very seldom engage in religious

discussions, and more especially do I avoid them
when travelling in a stage coach.”

The deacon looked at the gentleman, as if he
intended to know him when he saw him again,

and the young man went to sleep.

A Scene at Washington.

When Mr. McLane was Secretary of State, a
new minister arrived from Lisbon, and a day was
appointed for him to be presented to President
Jackson. The hour was set, and the Secretary
expected the minister to call at the State Depart-
ment for him; but McLane’s French is like that

of the present translator to the Department, ra-

ther difficult of comprehension, and the Portu-
guese misunderstood him, and proceeded to the
White House alone. Jle rang the bell, and Jem-
my O’Neal, Marlin’s predecessor, came to the
door.
“ Je suis venu voir Monsieur le President,”

said the minister.
“ What ‘the divil does that mane?” muttered

Jemmy—“ he says Prisident though, and I s’pose

he wants to see the gineral.”
“ Oui, oui,” said the Portuguese, bowing.
So Jemmy ushered him into the green room,

where the General was smoking his corncob pipe

with great composure. The minister made his

bow to the President, and addressed him in
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French, of which the general did not understand

one word.
“ What does the fellow say, Jemmy?”
“ Divil a know I knows—1 reckon he’s a fur-

riner.”
“ Try him in Irish, Jemmy,” said Old Hickory.
Jemmy gave him a touch of the genuine Mile-

sian, but the minister only shrugged his shoul-

ders with the usual “ plait-il.”

“ Och!” said Jemmy, “ he can’t go the Irish,

sir—he’s French, by the hill o’ Howtli!”
“ Then send for the French cook, and let him

try if he can find out what the gentleman wants.”
The cook was hurried from the kitchen, sleeves

rolled up, apron on, and carving-knife in hand.

The minister, seeing this formidable apparition,

and doubting that he was in the presence of the

head of the nation, feared some treachery, and
made for the door, before which Jemmy planted

himself to keep him in. When the cook, by the

General’s order, asked him who he was and what
he wanted, he gave a very subdued answer, to

the astonishment of the cook, the President, and
Jemmy, who now discovered for the first time
the character of the stranger.

In this stage of the business McLane came in,

and the minister was presented in form—but the

matter could never be alluded to in Old Hick-
ory’s presence without throwing him into a pas-

sion.

Picture of Detroit.

A correspondent of the Cleveland Herald writes

as follows:

Detroit of to day is a much greater city than

the Detroit of my last visit, many years age.

—

And the Detroit of 1832, how different from the

old French post of Fort Pontchartrain, sixty

years before the peace of 1763, when the Gover-
nor and Commandant made grants of land on
condition that the holder should assist in raising

a May Pole every year in front of the officers’

quarters! But the Detroit of to-day has rem-
nants of the French dominion. Respectable fa-

milies trace their titles and their ancestors to the

days of the May Pole, and either proud of their

ancient custom, or contemning of the modern,
still ride through the streets in a horse cart with-

out tire#, sitting in the bottom upon a buffalo

robe.

From the erectiou of Fort Pontchartrain to

this hour, this place has had its garrison. Three
companies are now here belonging to the Fifth

Regiment, quartered in barracks behind the

town. It is the head quarters of Brevet Major-

General Brooks, who is the Colonel of the Regi-

ment, a daring officer of the last war, who re-

sembles Lannes, one of Napoleon’s heroes, in his

form, character and countenance. About three

miles below town, a permanent fortification is

being built, at an expense of about $200,000.

When the British frightened General Hull to

surrender the place on the 16th of August, 1812,

one of his excuses was that the town lay between
the fort and the British, and he could not fire

upon them. A brave and true man would have
burned the town and then drove the British into

the river.

From my window I see the ground where
Pontiac lay with his Indian forces in 1761, when
he was in the execution of his favourite design of

driving the English from the West. You recol-

lect the romantic circumstance of that stratagem.

On the same day Fort Mackinaw, Detroit, Fort
St. Joseph’s on Lake Michigan, Fort Niagara
and Fort Pitt, then occupied by the English,

were to be captured under the guise of friendship.

The Ottowa king conducted the attack on De-
troit in person, and fixed upon the day appointed

for the general massacre as a council for peace
within the garrison. In the evening previous, a

squaw came to the Commandant wTith a pair of

moccasins she had made for him, received her
pay, and began to shed tears. After much im-
portunity, it appeared that this officer having
been kind to her and given her many moccasins
to make, she wept to think that he and his fami-

ly and people would be so soon among the dead.

At the risk of her life she disclosed the plot.

She said the Indians would appear in council,

with their guns cut short and concealed beneath

their blankets. When Pontiac should unwrap
himself and drop his blanket on the floor, every

one was to take his man, and in the struggle

little doubt remained that the white man would
fall. Colonel Campbell assured the squaw of

safety, and proceeded to hold the talk as though

nothing was known. But while Pontiac was
speaking, the troops were under arms and con-

cealed about the council room, which he did not

fail to discover, and omitted to give the signal.

The old Chief persisted in his assertion of friend-

ship to the last; the warriors, although frustrated

in a great enterprise at the moment of expected

success, retained their composure, and many be-

gan to doubt the truth of the report of the Indian

girl. But the Commandant stripped off the

blanket from some of the Indians, showing their

short guns, upbraided them with treachery, and,

what is most singular, suffered every one to de-

part without harm.

“Touch Not, Handle Not.”

One of those meddling gentlemen, who, like

Thomas of old, are never satisfied until they

have puf their finger on every thing they see,

was not long since observed by a friend with his

hand done up, to use an every day phrase, in some
half a dozen handkerchiefs. He accosted him
with the usual question

—

“ What ails your hand?”
“Why,” said he, “ t’other day I wertt into the

mill to see ’em saw clapboards, and I saw a thing

whirling around so swift, and it looked so smooth

and slick, that I thought I’d just touch my finger

to it and see how it felt, and don’t you think it

took the eend of it right off, and then they holler-

ed out, { You musn’t touch that—it’s the carcilar

saw that saws all the clapboards.’ But they spoke

half a second too late—the eend of my finger was

gone, and I never seed it since.”

Tatin-Eiigllsli.

Coleridge gives the following artful combina-

tion of Latin so as to produce sensible English

sounds, as one of the most witty productions of

Dean Swift. It must be confessed that it is ex-

quisite.

A LOV

Mollis abuti,

Has ana cuti,

No lasso finis,

Molli divinis,

0 mi de armis tres,

1 mi na dis tres,

Cantu disco ver

Mias alo ver?

: SONG.

Moll is a beauty,

Has an acute eye,

No lass so fine is,

Molly divine is,

Oh, my dear mistress,

I’m in a distress,

Can’t you discover

Me "as a lover?
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Cultivation of the Grape.

An article on this subject, for which many in-

teresting facts were supplied by Mr. Schumann’s

valuable manual on raising grapes, just publish-

ed by Robinson & Jones, was inserted in the

“ Advertiser” of the 20th ultimo. I have since

been made acquainted with some facts on the

productivenes and value of the grape as a crop,

worthy of general notice.

The last years growth of Catawba was bought

up for the wine manufacture, at three dollars per

bushel; the wine being worth from $1 25 to $1 50

per gallon, and the prospectus that the crop will

fetch this year at least as much.

As a bushel of Catawbas will make four gal-

lons of wine, besides affording a residuum, from

which vinegar can be made to profit, the per-

manent value of the grape as an article of pur-

chase and sale, must be determined by the value

of the wine. It is evident, plainly, that we are

not cultivating sufficient now, and in the pre-

sent gradual progress of the culture will, proba-

bly for years, not raise enough of the article to

surpass the demand for wine, and settle to such

prices as to render grapes accessible for table

uses at a reasonable price. I desire, therefore, to

show that the cultivation of grapes is an object

worthy of being embarked in on a large scale.

There is hardly any land in Hamilton County

which will not produce more bushels of grapes

than of Indian corn to the acre, while on favour-

able scites* they will produce three bushels of

grapes to one of corn. I say nothing of the dif-

ference between raising a crop of which the prin-

cipal labour is through with the first year, and in-

creases in value every succeeding one, and a crop

which requires the ground to be ploughed again

and again every season, and every year in attend-

ing it as much toil as during the previous one.

Nor shall I contrast the labour necessary to take

the corn from the stalk as a crop into market,

with that of gathering the grape. Nor, if the

proprietor manufactures it himself into wine, can

it be necessary to refer to the great profit the

process affords.

In any view of the subject that can be taken,

no man who feels any inte/est in it can fail to be

strongly impressed, by Mr. Schumann’s treatise,

with a conviction that our Ohio hill sides will be

eventually as extensively cultivated with the

grape as the wine producing districts of France

and Germany.

Pearces’ Factory.

This is an establishment which has been gra-

dually growing into importance for years, whose

operations have been the less noticed here, that

most of its manufacturing products go to the

South.

J. H. Pearce occupy the principal part of

the building. One department of their business

is the manufacture of cotton yarn, carpet chain,

batting, &c. Of these they manufacture, with

the labour of twenty-two hands, an annual value

of $20,000. Another branch carried on here is

the making of cotton gins, spinning machines,

corn mills and shellers, &c. They employ for

this purpose eighteen hands, and turn out a pro-

duct of $45,000 annually.

I was shown here what may be termed, a

Plantation Cotton-Spinning Machine, one of a

large number finishing for the South, and design-

ed to furnish cotton-yarn, at a single operation,

from the raw material in the pod. This machine

encloses in a frame less in size than a common

breakfast-table, folded down, a Cotton Gin, Card-

ing Roller, and Spinning shafts, running six par-

rallel threads, which may be worked with such

ease that one ordinary hand, in an day, performs

the usual labour of ten, on the old fashioned sys-

tem. These machines are distributed over the

south and southwest, the proprietors keeping four

members of their establishment at various points

throughout the lower Mississippi valley, to see

them started, and instruct the working part of

that community in their use. They have already

supplied that country, during the last fifteen

years, with twenty-five hundred of these ma-

chines, at $130 each, their value, when set up at

their place of destination. The great peculiarity

of this invention is, that, as it takes the cotton

from the seed and puts it into yarn, without go-

ing through the usual detached processes, which

always impair the beauty and strength of the

cotton fibre, it furnishes the planter with an ar-

ticle altogether different from, and superior to,

the cotton ginned and pressed into bales. I saw

specimens of yarn made by this machine, and

cloth woven from the same kind of yarn. The

yarn was of uncommtin strength, and appeared,

at a distance, rather to resemble woolen than cot-

ton, in its filature; and the cloth, which was not

fine, being designed merely for plantation wear,

was remarkable for its evenness and firmness,

being of durability which no factory could im-

15
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pare i.o its goods. It will readily be perceived of

what consequence such a labour-saving imple-

ment must be to the lower Mississippi valley,

supplying them with yarn, at their own doors, of

a quality better, and at an expense less than any

they can get from a distance. This machine, I

was pleased to learn, in' its present character, is

a Cincinnati invention, and the use of it rapidly

spreading throughout the south and southwest.

Nothing can surpass it in beauty of fabric and

exactness of performance.

Besides these operations Henry Pearce occupies

a part of the building in executing machinery for

bagging and cotton factories. Much of the ma-

chinery in use in Kentucky has been made here.

He employs eighteen hands, and produces, say

$40,000 value annually in his fabrics.

Pearces’ factory is on the Miami Canal, not

far from its mouth, and operates, of course, by

water power. Its figure and elevation on an ap-

proach from the lower end of Fifth street, renders

it a striking and picturesque object.

HKesmcrism.—No. 1.

Nearly a year since, I presented in the “ Ad-

vertiser” of that period my views on Mesmerism,

or Animal Magnetism, which, it was supposed

by myself and others, had to a great extent the

effect of Setting this agitating question at rest.

But there seems to be no limits to the reign of

scepticism in this age of infidelity, and the evil

spirit which was supposed to be laid to “Vex the

earth no more,” is as rampant as ever ; indeed

bolder if possible.

It was formerly confined to private circles. It

now speaks out in the press and the pulpit. Dr.

Cogley has denounced Mesmerism as a phantasy

and a chimera at the brimstone temple, and Bro-

thers Blanchard and Dyer Burgess do not conceal

their judgment, that it is the divination and sor-

cery that existed among the Jews in former ages.

I must, therefore, buckle on my armour, and

come to the rescue once more. What Professors

Bronson and Stewart illustrate in public lec-

tures, let me establish by the press.

Every intelligerit and attentive observer has

noticed repeatedly the power of sympathy, al-

though unable to determine its cause or the ex-

tent of its operations ; and all the well attested

mesmeric phenomena are so many truths, con-

firmatory of the principle. My design is then to

collect some facts, well known and authentic, of

the existence of which others are probably as fa-

miliar as myself ; and I shall argue the reality of

Animal Magnetism from the evidence they afford.

In the state of Pennsylvania, and to the extent

in which her emigrants may be found in the

West, there exists a great variety of ascertained

fact and practice, founded on the great principle

of sympathy, correspondence, or magnetism,

which runs through all nature. Some of these

are remarkable enough, when we compare them

with the kindred subjects of neurology and ani-

mal magnetism.

If a farmer there has the misfortune to cut his

leg, foot, &c., in chopping wood, the axe is

brought home, and hung up in the chimney cor-

ner. Twice a day it is dressed with hog’s fat,

and after a suitable time, of which the neighbours

judge by the appearance of the axe, the man is

discharged cured, and fit to go to work again.

So in the case of treading on a nail. The nail is

carefully drawn, greased, and hung up the chim-

ney, examined from day to day, and after certain

changes have taken place in the surface the cure

is perfected, aud the man goes to work as usual.

What does this establish, if it does not prove the

power of sympathy between the axe or nail, as

the case may be, and the wound? They suffer

together, and heal at the same time.

If a person burns or scalds himself, the usual

recipe is, to breathe forcibly and repeatedly upon

the injured part. The heat is withdrawn by the

operator, to be breathed into the open air. This

process of cure has been witnessed by hundreds

living in this city, to say nothing of the vast

numbers in Pennsylvania, who are constantly

familiar with it.

Sometimes blood flows inordinately from the

nose, by cutting an artery, bursting blood vessels,

or any other cause which defies the skill of the

regular physicians. In all such cases, a messen-

ger is despatched to some individual in the neigh-

bourhood, who has the gift of- stopping blood.

No odds if the operator has never seen or heard

of the sufferer, all he needs is his name and place

of residence, and the discharge is instantaneously

arrested in a manner as striking and certain as it

is mysterious.

It is useless to dispute the fact. It is as wrell

attested as any result in laboratories of science or

courts of justice. You need go no farther than

Carthage, Hamilton county, to test its efficacy.

I have a friend in that neighbourhood, Mr. John

Hogendceblor, who in this manner can stop any

discharge of blood, however violent.

I shall say nothing of the power of the divining

rod, in “hunting for water, minerals, &c.—How
does it happen that, by its agency, not merely

can water be found—for water may be found

without it— but of a quality superior to any

around it, nay, dug within five feet of it, and at

a definite depth, frequently fifty feet nearer the

surface of the earth than where the wells are dug

under a different process.

Then there is the cure of the swinney in horses.

I defy the ordinary farrier to reach this disease-

In Pennsylvania, they take a smooth stone, and



rub the horse on the part affected, then lay the

stone on the grass, with the rubbed side down.

Repeat this three times, and it is certain to work

a cure.

There is the laying a charm or spell upon rifles,

and bewitching people and cows, which prevails

so extensively in the same state. I know there are

multitudes with whom a sneer will weigh as much
as an argument, who won’t listen to a word on

this subject. But every hunter knows to his sor-

row, that when his rifle is in this predicament,

he cannot kill game, and it is no joke to the poor

sufferer to be ridden all night by witches, or his

cows drained.by that accursed race of their last drop

of milk.

What shall I say of the countless operations of

the moon observed in that state—perhaps else-

where. I need only specify a few. The lower

rail of a fence laid in the dark of the moon,

sure to become soon imbedded in the ground,

while another, laid on the opposite side, shall re-

main years out of ground, if laid in the light of

it. Rails split more easily in the light of the moon
than in the dark. Radishes planted in one period

of the moon, run all up to seed, in others, run to

fibrous roots. Meat boiled at the waning, shrinks,

but swells at the increase. When the circle of the

moon is to the earth and she appears lying on her

back, it never rains, for in that position she lipids

all the water. But let the position be reversed,

and the horns down, the rain is pouring out all

the time. Mrs. M , of Butler county, Penn-

sylvania, assured me, from her own experience,

that if babies diapers were rinsed in cold water,

it would infallibly give the child the bellyache.

As to the mesmeric passes, I see nothing ex-

traordinary in their effects. I can find individu-

als enough among the auditory of a church, put

to sleep as successfully and profoundly by the

right and left hand passes,—yes, and in some in-

stances without any gesture at all—of our pulpit

lecturers. I had supposed this fact sufficiently

known to have rendered the kindred magnetic

movement perfectly intelligible.

With one singular and curious fact, and in

which we can more distinctly see the working of

the magnetic or sympathetic power of nature, I

shall close the article.

In Pennsylvania, the inner bark of a white

walnut, or butternut, is boiled down and used

for medical purposes. It is as remarkable as it

is indisputable, that if the bark be scraped down-

wards, the application purges, if upwards it vo-

mits. If scraped each way, it both vomits and

purges. This fact is so well known, that the

scraping is never confided to any persons, but

those who can be depended on to scrape it the

right way.

The same is equally true of the. slippery elm,

or of the elder bush. And I am assured by an

intelligent sailor of my acquaintance, that salt

water drawn from the ocean while the tide is ris-

ing, will vbmit if drank, just as surely as it will

purge if taken at ebb tide.

I look upon these facts, for which I can find

fifty witnesses here, and thousands in Pennsyl-

vania, equally wonderful with any thing in ani-

mal magnetism.

The City Council—No 1.

In arranging for exhibition a picture gallery of

the conscript fathers of Cincinnati, a distinguish-

ed place must be allotted the presiding officer of

that body.

The qualifications for a suitable president to

the Council a. e quickness in apprehending points

of order, and a degree of firmness in enforcing

them, that is not incompatible with the suavi-

ty of manner which will enable him to execute

his duty with the necessary promptitude, without

giving personal offence.

Mr. President Strong is a Buckeye, I believe,

in whose family history it is a singular circum-

stance, considering that Cincinnati is hardly

more than fifty years of age, that both his father

and grandfather are indentified with our City his-

tory and settlement, they having held honoura-

ble rank in the military service under Harmar,

St. Clair and Wayne. It is a marked evidence

of our advance in age here when we can furnish

incumbents to this office, as we have twice done

ip rival candidates for the Mayoralty of Cincin-

nati, of individuals born here.

Mr. S. presides with great dignity of manner,

and with the patience necessary to listen to the

long winded harangues which members, who are

thus qualifying themselves as in a debating school

for more dignified offices, occasionally inflict on

the president, as well as other listeners, and fre-

quently called to decide a knotty point of order,

manifests considerable skill in unraveling its in-

tricacies, and is very prompt as well as impartial

in enforcing the rules of the board. What I

particularly like Mr. Strong for, is his obstinacy,

or what he would call firmness, I am an obsti-

nate man myself, and can therefore appreciate

the quality in others. I asked Jonah Martin once,

who he considered the two most obstinate, big-

oted and prejudiced men in Cincinnati: “ I don’t

know,” replied Jonah, “ unless itis you and C.”

“ The very two persons I had in view,” remark-

ed I, “ and it is the highest compliment you could

pay us, for what you term obstinacy I call firm-

ness, what you consider bigotry is simply adhe-

rence to principle, as what passes with you for

prejudice, is our readiness to do our duty and take

the consequences.

To return to Mr. D. E. A. Strong. He is an
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eminently practical man, having been a mer-

chant in active business; and with his understan-

ding of the city wants, and the city interests, it

js matter of regret, that he is not placed upon

some of the business committees, whfflfe he could

he tilling a larger measure of usefulness than in

presiding over the deliberations of the board.

I dislike drawing a picture, and specifying

whose portrait it is, but am compelled to do it in

this case. When I get among the members the

likeness itself must designate the individual.

Fire Wardens.

I observe complaints made in the daily prints

of the inactivity of these officers. What can per-

sons expect from such men as Judge Torrence,

or councilman Stephenson, two of the best among

them? Do they imagine they can neglect their

own business and spend six days of the week ex-

amining whether the houses of a large city, such

as ours, are exposed to taking fire from the care-

lessness of neighbours? The whole system is de-

ficient and defectiyp. There are thirty-two fire

wardens, about three to a ward, having general

jurisdiction wherever they please to exercise it

—

which, of course, is nowhere.

If we desire to have any good result from the

appointment of such officers, let the institution

be remodeled. Let each block in the city have

its own fire warden, who will then be interested

in taking care of the block; and fine him five dol-

lars for every fire which results from his neglect

to remove all undue exposedness to it.

Nomenclature.

By accident or design, names are sometimes

placed in singular collocation, and furnish new
ideas to old and familiar names Tims, we have

had for years as newspaper periodicals, the Tole-

do Blade, the Kent Bugle
,
and the Roman Citizen,

These all derive their adjectives from the town or

county in which they are established. The latest

thing of the kind outstrips all of them. It is the

Piketonian, printed at Piketon, Pike county and

edited by Samuel Pike. If Mr. P. has not yet

adopted a motto, I suggest the Irish insurrection-

ary device of 1798: “The Pike shall win our

way to freedom.”

Free Translations.

A schoolboy, reading Caesar’s Commentaries,

came to the words, “ Casar transit Alpes, sum-

ma diligentia which, to the astonishment of his

master, he translated—“ Caesar crossed the Alps

on the top of a diligence!” Another in the same

class translated the well-known proverb, “Nemo
omnibus horis sapit,” as follows: “ No man knows
pt what hour the omnibus starts.”

These are admirable specimens, but not equal,

I think, to the Cincinnati law student, who, be^

ing asked to give a free translation of “Nemo re-

pentefuit turpissimus,” paraphrased it: “ It takes

five years to make a lawyer.”

New Churches.

Amidst the general advance of Cincinnati in

its buildings, an uncommon share of those erect-

ed or in progress this year are of a public nature.

The Cincinnati College, the Masonic and Odd

Fellows Halls, the College of Dental Surgery,

all bear date 1845. Then there are two Roman
Catholic chapels ; two Presbyterian houses of

worship; ope for the Welsh Church op College

Street; two for the Christian Disciples; and four

for the Methodist Episcopal Church, constituting an

aggregate of fourteen houses of public worship,

most of them handsome and spacious, for one

year. I doubt if this has its equal ip the United

States.

Price of nn Opinion.

In a cold night in November, in the year 1835,

a man enveloped in a large cloak rapped at the

door of one of the most distinguished advocates

of Paris. He was quickly shown to the chamber
of the learned lawyer.

“ Sir,” he said, placing upon the table a large

parcel of papers. “ I am rich, but the suit that

has been instituted against me this day will en-

tirely ruin me. At my age a fortune is not to

be rebuilt; so that the loss of my suit will con-

demn me forever to the most frightful misery-

I come to ask the aid of your talents. Here are

the papers; as to facts, I will, if you please, ex-

pose them clearly to you.”
The advocate listened attentively to the stran-

ger, then opened the parcel, examined all the

papers it contained, and said: “Sir, the action

laid against you Is founded in justice and morali-

ty; unfortunately, in the admirable perfection of

our codes, law does not always accord with jus-

tice, and here the law is for you. If, therefore,

you rest strictly upon the law, apd avail your-
self, without exception, of all the means in your
favour—if, above all, these means are exposed
with clearness and force, you will infallibly gain

your suit, and pobody will afterwards dispute

that fortune which you fear to lose.”

“Nobody in the world,” replied the client,

is so competent to do this as yourself, an opi-

nion drawn tip in the sense, and signed by you,

would render one invulnerable. I am bold enough
to hope that you will not refuse me.”
The skilful advocate reflected some momentsr

taking up again the papers that he had pushed
away with ap abruptness peculiar to him, said

that he would draw up the opinion, and that it

would be finished the following day at the same
hour.

The client was punctual to his appointment.

The advocate presented him with the opinion,

and without taking the trouble to reply to the

thanks with which the other overwhelmed him,

said to him rudely:

‘‘Here is the opinion; there is no judge who
after having seen that, will condemn you. Give

me three thousand francs.”
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The client was struck dpmb and motionless

with surprise.
“ You are free to keep your money,” said the

advocate, “ as I am to throw the opinion into

the fire.”

So speaking, he advanced towards the chimney,
but the other stopped him, and declared that he
would pay the sum demanded; but he had only
half of it with him.
He drew in fact, from his pocket-book fifteen

hundred francs in bank notes. The advocate

with one hand took the notes, and with the other

threw the opinion into the drawer.

“But,” said the client, “ I am going, if you
please, to give you my note for the remainder.”

“ I want money, bring me fifteen hundred
francs, or you shall not have one line.”

There was no remedy ; the three thousand
francs were paid. But the client to avenge him-
self for being thus pillaged, hastened to circulate

this anecdote. It got into the papers and for a

fortnight there was a deluge of witticisms of all

kinds upon the disinterestedness of the great ad-

vocate. Those who did not laugh at it, said it

was deplorable that a man of such merit should
be tainted with a vice so degrading as avarice.

Even his friends were moved by it, and some of

them went so far as to remonstrate with him
publicly; but the only reply he made was by
shrugging his shoulders, and then, as every thing

is quickly forgot in Paris, people soon ceased to

talk of this.

Ten years had passed. One day the court of

passation, in its red robes, was descending the

steps of the palace of justice to be present at a

public ceremony. All at once a woman darts

from the crowd, throws herself at the feet of the

procureur general, seizes the end of his robe, and
presses it to her lips. The woman was looked
upon as deranged, apd they tried to drag her
away.

“ Oh, leave me alone, leave me alone!” she
cried; “ I recognise him—it is he—my preserver!

Thanks to him, my old age is happy. Oh, you
do not know, you—one day—I was very unhap-

py then—I was advised to bring an action against

a distant relation of my husband, who it was said,

had possessed bimself of a rich heritage that ought
to have come to my children. Already I had sold

half of my property to commence the action,

when, one evening, I saw enter my house a

gentleman, who said to me: ‘ Do not go to law,
reason and morality are for you, but the law is

against you. Keep the little you have, and add
to it these three thousand francs, which are truly

yours.’ I remained speechless with surprise ;

when I would have spoken and thanked him he
had disappeared, but the bag of money was there

upon my table, and the countenance of that ge-

nerous man was engraven upon my heart, never
to be erased. This man ; this preserver of my
family is here! Let me thank him before God
and before man.”
The cpurf had stopped. The procureur gene-

ral appeared moved, but conquering his emotions,
he said:

“ Take away this good woman, and take care

that no harm comes to her; I don’t think she is

quite right in her mind.”
He was mistaken ; the poor woman was not

mad; only she remembered, and Monsieur Dupin
had had chosen to forget.

The First Locomotive.

It is now very generally conceded, that of all

the inventions of man, none holds any compari-
son with the steamboat. The mind can scarcely

combine a calculation which may measure its

importance. Some vague estimate may indeed
be formed of it, by imagining what would be the

state and condition of the world, at the present
day, were there no steamboats; were we still to

find ourselves on board sloops, making an aver-

age passage of a week to Albany, exposed to all

the disasters of flaws from the “ downscomer,”
and discomfiture of close cabins; or ascending
the Mississippi in a keel-boat, pushed every inch

of the way against its mighty current, by long
poles, at the rate of fourteen miles in sixteen

hours.

It is now almost forty years since the first

steamboat ascended the Hudson, being the first

practical application of a steam-engine to water
conveyance. Then, no other river had seen a
steamboat; and now, what river, capable of any
kind of navigation, has not been bepaddled with

them? It is not my purpose to enter the list of

disputants, since sprung up, striving to prove that

the immortal Fulton was not the first successful

projector of a steamboat. In common with the

world, I can but mourn over the poverty of his-

tory, that tells not of any previous successful

effort of the kind. Steam, no doubt, was known
before. The first tea-kettle that was hung over

a fire, furnished a clear developement of that im-

portant agent. But all I can say now, is, that I

never heard of a steamboat, before the “ North
River” moved her paddles on the Hudson; and
very soon after that period, when it was contem-
plated to send a steamboat to southern Russia, a

distinguished orator of that day, in an address

before the Historical Society of this city, elo-

quently said, in direct allusion to the steamboat:
“ The hoary genius of Asia, high throned on the

peaks of Caucasus, his moist eye glistening as

he glances over the destruction of Palmyra and
Persepolis, of Jerusalem and of Babylon, will

bend with respectful deference to the inventive

spirit of this western world;” thus proving con-

clusively, that the invention was not only of this

country, but that no other country yet knew of

it. In fact, the invention had not yet even reach-

ed the Mississippi; for it was not until a year af-

ter, that a long-armed, high-shouldered keel-boat

man, vfrho had just succeeded in doubling a bend
in the river, by dint of hard pushing, and run his

boat in a quiet eddy, for a resting spell, saw a

steamboat gallantly paddling up against the cen-

tre current of that “ Father of Rivers,” and ga-

zing at the scene with mingled surprise and tri-

umph, he threw down his pole, and slapping his

hands together in ecstacy, exclaimed: “Well
done, old Mississippi ! May I be eternally

smashed, if you han’t got your match at last
!”

But, as before hinted, it is not my design to

furnish a conclusive history of the origin of

steamboats. My text stands at the head of this

article; and I purpose here to record, for the in-

formation of all future time, a faithful history of
“ The first Locomotive.” I am determined, at

least that that branch of the great steam family
shall know its true origin.

In the year 1808, I enjoyed the never-to-be-

forgotten gratification of a paddle up the Hudson,
on board the aforesaid first steamboat that ever

moved on the waters of any river, with passen-

gers. Among the voyagers, was a man I had
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known lor some years previous* by the name of

Jabez Doolittle. He was an industrious and in-

genious worker in sheet iron, tin, and wire; but

Ins greatest success lay in wire-work, especially

in making “ rat traps;” and for his last and best

invention in that line, he had just secured a pat-

ent; and with a specimen of his work, he was
then on a journey through the state of New York

for the purpose of disposing of what he called

“county rights;” or, in other words, to sell the

privilege of catching rats according to his patent

trap. It was a very curious trap, as simple as it

was ingenious; as most ingenious things are, af-

ter they are invented. It was an oblong wire

box, divided into two compartments; a rat enter-

ed one, where the bait was hung, which he no
sooner touched, than the door which he entered

fell. His only apparent escape was by a funnel-

shaped hole into the other apartment, in passing

which, he moved another wire, which instantly

reset the trap; and thus rat after rat was furnish-

ed. the means of “following in the footsteps of

his illustrious predecessor,” until the trap was
full. Thus it was not simply a trap to catch a

rat, but a trap by which rats trapped rats, ad in-

finitum. And now that the recollection of that

wonderful trap is recalled to my memory, I

would respectfully recommend it to the attention

of the Treasury Department, as an appendage to

the sub-Treasury system. The “ specification ”

may be found on file in the patent office, number
eleven thousand seven hundred and forty-six.

This trap, at the time to which I allude, abso-

lutely divided the attention of the passengers;

and for my part, it interested me quite as much
as did the steam-engine; because, perhaps, I could

more easily comprehend its mystery. To me,
the steam-engine was Greek; the trap was plain

English. Not so, however, to Jabez Doolittle.

I found him studying the engine with great avid-

ity and pcrseverence, insomuch that the engineer

evidently became alarmed, and declined answer-
ing any more questions.

“ Why, you needn’t snap off so tarnal short,”

said Jabez; “ a body would think you hadn’t got

a patent for your machine. If I can’t meddle
with you on the water, as nigh as I can calcu-

late, I’ll be up toyou'on land, one of these days.”

These ominous words fell on my ear, as I saw
Jabez issue from the engine room, followed by
the engineer, who seemed evidently to have got

his steam up. •

“ Well,” said I, “ Jabez, what do you think of

this mighty machine?” “ Why,” he replied, “ if

that critter had’nt riled up so soon, a body could

tell more about it; but 1 reckon I’ve got a little

notion on’t;” and then taking me aside, and look-

ing carefully around, lest some one should over-

hear him, he “then and there ” assured me in

confidence, in profound secresy, that if he didn’t

make a wagon go by steam; before he was two
years older, then he’d give up invention. I at

first ridiculed the idea; but when I thought of

that rat trap, and saw before me a man with sharp
twinkling gray eyes, a pointed nose, and every
line of his visage a channel of investigation and
invention, I could not resist the conclusion, that

if he really ever did attempt to meddle with hot
water, we should hear more of it.

Time went on. Steamboats multiplied; but
none dreamed, or if they did, they never told their

dreams, of a steam wagon; for even the name of
“ locomotive ” was then as unknown as “ loco-

foco.” When, about a year after the declaration

of the last war wdth England,
(dnd may it he the

last,) I got a letter from Jabez, marked “ private”
telling me that he wanted to see me “ most des-
perately;” and that I must make him a visit at

his place, “ nigh Wallingford.” The din of arms,
and the destruction of insurance companies, the

smashing of banks, and suspension of specie pay-
merfts, and various other inseparable attendants
on the show and “ pomp and circumstance of

glorious war,” had in the mean time entirely

wiped from memory my friend Jabez, and his

wonderful rat trap. But I obeyed his summons,
not knowing but that something of importance
to the army or navy might come of it. On
reaching his residence, imagine my surprise,

when he told me he believed he “ had got the no-
tion.”

“ Notion—what notion?” I inquired.
“ Why,” says he, “ that steam wagon I tell’d

you about a spell ago; but,” added he, “it has
pretty nigh starved me out;” and sure enough,
he did look as if he had been on “ the anxious
seat,” as he used to say, when things puzzled
him.

“ I have used up,” said he, “ plaguey nigh all

the sheet iron, and old stove pipes, and mill-

wheels, and trunnel-heads, in these parts; but
I’ve succeeded; and for fear that some of these

cute folks about here may have got a peep through
the key-hole, and will trouble me when I come
td get a patent, I’ve sent for you to be a witness;
for you was the first and only man I ever hinted
the notion to; in fact,” continued he, “ I think
the most curious part of this invention is, that as
yet I don’t know any one about here who has
been able to guess what I’m about. They all

know it is an invention, of some kind, for that’s

my business you know; but some say it is a
threshing machine, some a distillery; and of late

they begin to think it is a shingle-splitter; but
they’ll sing another tune, when they see it spin-

ning along past the stage coaches,” added he,

with a knowing chuckle, “ won’t they?”
This brought us to the door of an old clap-

boarded, dingy, long, one-story building, with a
window or two in the roof, the knot-holes and
cracks all carefully stuffed with old rags, and
over the door he was unlocking, was written, in

bold letters, “No Admittance.” This was his
“ sanctum sanctorum.” I could occupy pages in

description of it, for every part exhibited evi-

dences. of its uses. The patent office at Wash-
ington, like modern magazines, may exhibit fin-

ished productions of inventive genius; but if we
could look into the port-folios of their contribu-
tors, in every quarter of the Union, and see there
the sketches of half-finished essays, still-born

poems, links and fragments of ideas and concep-
tions, which “ but breathed and died,” we might
form some notion of the accumulation of “ no-
tions ” that were presented to me, on entering
the work-shop of Jabez Doolittle. But to my
text again. “ The First Locomotive.” There
it stood, occupying the centre of all previous
conceptions, rat-traps, churns, apple-parers, pill-

rollers, cooking stoves, and shingle-splitters,

which hung or stood around it; or as my Lord
Byron says, with reference to a more ancient but
not more important invention:

“Where each conception was a heavenly guest,

A ray of immortality, and stood
Star-like around, until they gathered to a God.”

And there it stood. “ the concentrated focus ”
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of all previous rays of inventive genius, “ The
First Locomotive.'” An unpainted, unpolished,

unadorned, oven-shaped mass, of double-riveted

sheet-iron, with cranks, and pipes, and trunnel-

heads, and screws, and valves, all firmly braced

on four strongly-made travelling wheels.

“ It’s a curious critter to look at,” says Jabez,

“ but you’ll like it better when you see it in mo-
tion.”

He was by this time igniting a quantity of

charcoal, which he had stuffed under the boiler.

“ I filled the biler,” says he, “ arter I stopped

working her yesterday, and it han’t leaked a

drop since, It will soon bile up; the coal’s first

rate.”

Sure enough, the boiler soon gave evidence of

“ troubled waters,” when, by pushing one slide,

and pulling another, the whole machine, cranks

and piston was in motion.
“ It works slick, don’t it?” said Jabez.
“ But,” I replied, “ it don’t move.”
“ Yo^ mean,” said he, “ the travelling-wheels

don’t move; well, I don’t mean they shall, till I

get my patent. You see,” he added, crouching

down, “ that trunnel-head, there—that small cog
wheel? Well, that’s out of gear just yet; when
I turn that into gear by this crank, it fits, jkm
see, on the main travelling-wheel, and then the

hull scrape will move, as nigh as I can calculate,

a leetle slower than chain lightnin’, and a darned

leetie too! But it won’t do to give it a try, before

I get the patent. There is only one thing yet,”

he continued, “ that I han’t contrived—but that

is a simple matter—and that is, the shortest mode
of stoppin’ on her. My first notion is to see how
fast 1 can make her work, without smashing all

to bits, and that’s done by screwing down this

upper valve; and I’ll show you.”
And with that he clambered up on the top,

with a turning screw in one hand, and a can of

soap-fat in the other, and commenced screwing
down the valves, and oiling the piston-rod and
crank-joints; and the motion of the mysterious

mass increased, until all seemed a buz.

“ It’s nigh about perfection, ain’t it?” says he.

I stood amazed in contemplating the object be-

fore me, which I confess I could not fully under-

stand; and hence, with the greater readiness, per-

mitted my mind to bear off to other matters more
comprehensible; to the future, which is always
more clear than the present, under similar cir-

cumstances. I heeded not, for the very best

reason in the world, because I understood not,

the complicated description that Jabez was giving

of his still more complicated invention. All 1

knew was, that here was a machine on four good
sturdy well-braced wheels, and it only required

a recorded patent, to authorise that small con-

necting cog-wheel or trunnel-head to be thrown
into gear, when it would move off, without oats,

hay, or horse-shoes, and distance the mail-coach-

es. As I was surrounded with notions, it was
not extraordinary that one should take possession

of me. It dawned upon me when I saw the ma-
chine first put into motion, and was now fully

orbed above the horizon of my desire; it was to

see the first locomotive move off. The tempta-
tion was irresistible. “And who knows,” thought
I, “ but some prying scamp may have been peep-

ing through the key-hole while J abez was at work

;

and, catching the idea, may be now at work on

some clumsy imitation?—and if he does not suc-

ceed in turning the first trick, may divide the

honours with my friend!”

“Jabez,” said I, elevating my voice above the
buzzing noise of the machine, “ there is only one
thing wanting,”

“ VVhat is that?” says he, eagerly.
“ Immortality,!’ said I; “and you shall have

it, patent or no patent!”
And with that, I pulled the crank that twisted

the connecting trunnel-head into the travelling-
wheels, and in an instant away went the machine,
with Jabez on top of it, with the whiz and rapi-
dity of a flushed partridge. The side of the old
building presented the resistance of wet paper.
One crash, and the “first locomotive” was ush-
ered into this breathing world. I hurried to the
opening, and had just time to clamber to the top
of a fence, to catch the last glimpse of my fast

departing friend. True to his purpose, I saw him
alternately screwing down the vaives, and oiling

the piston-rod and crank-joints; evidently deter-

mined that, although he had started off a little

unexpectedly* he would redeem the pledge he had
given, which was that when it did go, it “ would
go a leqtle slower than a streak of chain-light-

nin’, and a darned leetle too!”

“ Like a cloud in the dim distance fleeting,

Like an arrow” he flew away!

But a moment and he was here; in a moment
he was there; and now where is he?—or rather,

where is he not? But that, for the present, is nei-

ther here nor there.

The vile Moslem ridiculed the belief, so reli-

giously cherished by the Christian Don, that in

all the bloody contests that laid the creseent low
in the dust, Saint Iago, on a white horse led on
bo battle and secured the triumph of the cross;

but as this has now become matter of history,

confirmed by the fact that on numerous occa-

sion's this identical warrior saint was distinctly

seen “ pounding the Moors,” successfully and
simultaneously in battle soenes remote from each
other, thus proving his identity by saintly ubi-

quity; so we may safely indulge the belief that

the spirit, if not the actual body and bones of Ja-

bez Doolittle, stands perched on every locomotive
that may now be seen threading its way at the

rate of thirty miles an hour, to the total annihi-

lation of space and time. The incredulous like

the Moors of old, may indulge their unbelief; but
for myself, I never see a locomotive in full ac-

tion, that I do not also see Jabez there, directing

its course, as plainly as I see the immortal Clin-

ton in every canal-boat, or the equally immortal
Fulton in every steamboat.

Unfortunately, however, these, like Jabez Doo-
little, starter in their career of glory without a
patent, trusting too far to an Ungrateful world*
am. now the descendants of either may (if they
pay their passage) indulge the luxury that the in-

ventive spirit of their ancestors has secured to the
age.

But my task is done. All I now ask, is that
although some doubt and mystery hang over the

first invention of a steamboat—in which doubt,
however, I for one do not participate—none
whatever may exist in regard to the origin of the
locomotive branch of the great steam family; and
that, in all future time, this fragment of authen-
tic history may enable the latest posterity to re-

tra«e, by “ back track” and “ turn out,” through
t long railroad line of illustrious ancestors, the

first projector and contriver of “ The First Loco-
motive,” their immortal progenitor, uJabez Doo-
little, Esq., nigh Wallingford, Connecticut.”
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Bwinlemlfil Legalooi.

About forty years ago, an old man of Scottish

birth, who had realised a large fortune in Eng-
land, and from time to time made purchases of

landed property in his native country, died after

a protracted life of miserable penury, leaving

only collateral relations. These persons had
fully expected to be benefited by their kinsman,
so that their surprise was necessarily very great

when they learned that he had executed a con-
veyance of his whole property to a legal practi-

tioner of Aberdeen, who had been accustomed to

manage it. It appeared that the old man, under
the influence of mere crotchet, or some tempo-
rary irritation, had resolved to disappoint them,
at the same time that he enriched a man who had
no natural claim upon his regard.

The relations had hardly recovered from the

first sense of discomfiture, and the friends of Mr.
C had scarcely begun to congratulate him
upon his good fortune, when he announced to the

heirs that he had destroyed the deed, and that the

property would consequently pass to them as if

the deceased had been intestate. He had with
reluctance, he said, consented to allow of the

deed being drawn up, and only for the purpose of

securing the property for the rightful heirs. These
individuals consequently entered upon full pos-

session of the old man’s estates and effects. They
pressed upon the agent’s acceptance a gift of

about six thousand pounds, in gratitude for his

honourable conduct. It is pleasant to record that

he is still living, and a considerable land proprie-

tor in the district where he originally practised

as a solicitor or agent.

More recently, a circumstance somewhat simi-

"

lar took place. Two aged sisters were joint-pro-

prietors of an estate in Perthshire. The elder was
married and had a son; the other was unmarried.

The elder dying first, her share of the property

was inherited by her son, then an officer in the

Guards. The second lady having some ground-
less dislike to this gentleman, bequeathed her

share to a favourite nephew, far down in the fa-

mily tree, and who had no expectation of such an
inheritance. Finding, after the death of the old

lady, how the property was destined, this gentle-

man lost no time in writing to his cousin—a per-

son, we may mention, with whom he was but

slightly acquainted, for they had been living at a

distance from each other, and were in totally dif-

ferent walks in life—informing him that he could

not for a moment think of taking advantage of

such a will, but begged to surrender his right,

without any reserve, into the hands of the heir-

at-law. What added to the merit of this action,

the legatee considered the whole matter as a pri-

vate family affair, and said not a word about it

to any beside the party principally concerned. It

only became known in consequence of legal pro-

ceedings for the transference of the property to

the heir-at-law, an opinion from counsel having

decided that it was best to proceed upon the will,

instead of holding it as null, which was the wish

of the legatee.

These examples of high conscientiousness will

be admired by all. They are felt to be the nobler,

that public opinion would not have greatly re-

sented a more selfish procedure in either in-

stance. The agent might have appropriated the

estate of his client, to the preclusion of all natu-

ral heirs, and still more might the junior cousin

have sat quietly down in possession of his aunt’s

property, without forfeiting the esteem of society,

seeing that they only did what the law allowed,

and what hundreds would have done in their case*

We therefore unavoidably accord high praise to
their conduct, which we see to have sprung en-
tirely from a genuine integrity and unselfishness
of nature. But, it may be asked, is this appro-
bation of such conduct a good sign of the public
morality? We fear not; for absolutely the course
taken by these two men was precisely what ought
to have been taken, and no more. Their conduct
only shines by reason of our believing that most
men would have acted differently. Let us fully

admit, then, the relative merit, seeing that most
men feel as if they were well enough if they only
act as their neighbours generally do, and any ex-
ception from common selfishness argues a supe-
rior nature. But still, also, let us understand
that such actions ought not to be rare, nor their

merit felt as calling for unusual notice or com-
mendation.

Eclectic Hledical Institute.

We have had for some time the rival Colleges,

the Ohio Medical and the Botanico-Medical, and

now it seems there is a third intended to combine

the excellencies of both. Is there no end to hu-

man calamity, that we should have a third set

of doctors let loose on the community: We
shall see here calomel and lobelia, blood letting

and steam, harmoniously working side by side.

This seems to be got up to introduce a set of

novi homines into practice. The Professors in

the different departments are little known in the

community at any rate.

Cassius M. Clay.

The public is, familiar with the fact that Mr.

Clay’s press has been received in this city, whith-

er it was sent off* by direction of the meeting

which assembled at Lexington, for the purpose of

getting rid of threatened difficulties. It was sup-

posed that Mr. Clay, who was very ill at the

time, could not survive. I learn, however, that

he is on the recovery; and for myself I entertain

no doubt that his first business act after arriving

here, will be to set up the press in Covington, our

neighbour city.

A Temperance Story.

Two young men, “ with a humming in their

heads,” retired late at night to their room in a

crowded inn; in which, as they enter, are reveal-

ed two beds ; but the wind extinguishing the

light, they both, instead of taking as they sup-

posed, a bed a piece, got back to back into one,,

which begins to sink under them, and come
around at intervals in a manner very circum-

ambient, but quite impossible of explanation.

Presently one observes to the other:

“ I say, Tom, somebody’s in my bed.”
“ Is there,” says the other ;

“ so there is in

mine, d—n him! Let’s kick ’em out!”

The next remark was:
“ Tom, I’ve kicked my man overboard.”
“ Good!” says his fellow toper, “ better luck

than I; my man has kicked me out—right on the

floor!”
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The Pioneer mothers.

It must not be infered/rom the narratives of

Indian adventure usually published, that our Pio-

neer Mothers were not exposed to equal dangers

with their husbands. Many of them evinced a

degree of active courage which would have doue

honour to the sterner sex. Some of these cases

occured in our own neighbourhood.

A family, consisting of the husband, the wife,

and two children, one two years old, the other at

the breast, occupied a solitary cabin in the neigh-

bourhood of a block-house, where several other

families resided, in the year 1789, near the Little

Miami river in this state. Not long after the

cabin was built the husband unfortunately died;

and such was the grief and gloom of his widow,
that she preferred to live alone, rather than min-

gle with the inhabitants of the crowded block-

house, where the noise and bustle would be ab-

horrent to her feelings. In this solitary situation

she passed several months. At night it was a

common thing to see and hear the Indians around

her habitation; and to secure her babes from the

tomahawk, she resorted to the following precau-

tion. Raising a puncheon of the floor, she dug a

hole in the ground and prepared a bed, in which,

after they had gone to sleep, she placed them side

by side, and then restored the puncheon. When
they awoke and required nourishment she raised

it, and hushing them to sleep, returned them to

their hiding place. In this way, to use her own
words, she passed night after night, and week af-

ter week, with the Indians and her babes, as the

sole objects of her thoughts and vigils.

The following incident displays the female

character under an aspect a little different, and

shows that in emergencies it may sometimes rise

above that of the other sex.

About the year 1790, several families, emigra-

ting together into the interior of Kentucky, en-

camped at the distance of a mile from a new set-

tlement of five cabins. Before they had laid down,
and were still sitting round the blazing brush, a

party of Indians approached behind the trees and
fired upon them. One man was killed on the

spot, and another fled to the village, leaving be-

hind him a young wife and infant child! As no

danger had been apprehended, the men had not

their ammunition at hand, and were so confused

by the fire of the savages, that it was left for one

of the mothers of the party to ascend into the

Wagon where it was deposited, break open the

box with an axe, hand it out, and direct the men
to return the fire of the enemy. This was done,

and they dispersed.

The following narrative was communicated by
John Rowan of Kentucky to Dr. Drake of our

city, and is referred to by the doctor in an ad-

dress which he delivered at Oxford, Ohio, in 1836.

16

“ In the latter part of April, 1784, my father

with his family, and five other families, set out

from Louisville, in two flat-bottomed boats, for

the Long Falls of Green river. The intention

was to descend the Ohio river to the mouth of

Green river, and ascend that river to the place of

destination. At that time there were no settle-

ments in Kentucky, within one hundred miles.of

the Long Falls of Green river (afterwards called

Vienna.) The families were in one boat and their

cattle in the other. When we had descended the

river Ohio about one hundred miles, and were

near the middle of it, gliding along very securely,

as we thought, about ten o’clock of the night,

we heard a prodigious yelling, by Indians, some

two or three miles below us, on the northern

shore. We had floated but a little distance farther

down the river, when we saw a number of fires

on that shore. The yelling still continued, and

we concluded they had captured a boat which had

passed us about midday, and were massacreing

their captives. Our two boats were lashed to-

gether, and the best practicable arrangements

made for defending them. The men were distri-

buted by my father to the best advantage in case

of an attack; they were seven in number includ-

ing himself. The boats were neared to the Ken-

tucky shore, with as little noise from the oars as

possible. We were afraid to approach too near

the Kentucky shore, lest there might be Indians

on that shore also. We had not yet reached their

uppermost fire (their fires were extended along

the bank at intervals for half a mile or more),

and we entertained a faint hope that we might

slip by unperceived. But they discovered us

when we had got about midway of their fires,

and commanded us to come to. We were silent,

for my father had given strict' orders that no one

should utter any sound but that of his rifle; and

not that until the Indians should come within

powder burning distance. They united in a most

terrific yell, and rushed to their canoes, and pur-

sued us. We floated on in silence—not an oar

was pulled. They approached us within less than

a hundred yards, with a seeming determination

to board us. Just at this moment my mother

rose from her seat, collected the axes, and placed

one by the side of each man, where he stood

with his gun, touctyng him on the knee with the

handle of the axe, as she leaned it up by him

against the side of the boat, to let him know it

was there, and retired to her seat, retaining a

hatchet for herself. The Indians continued ho-

vering on our rear, and yelling for near three

miles, when, awed by the inferences which they

drew from our silence, they relinquished farther

pursuit. None but those who have had a prac-

tical acquaintance with Indian warfare, can form

a just idea of the terror which this hideous yell-
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ing is calculated to inspire. I was then about

ten years old, and shall never forget the sensa-

tions of that night; nor can I ever cease to ad-

mire the fortitude and composure displayed by

my mother on that trying occasion. We were

saved, I have no doubt, by the judicious, system

of conduct and defence, which my father had

prescribed to our little band. We were seven

men and three boys—but nine guns in all. They

were more than a hundred. My mother, in

speaking of it afterwTards, in her calm way said

we had made a providential escape, for which we
ought to feel grateful.”

Nearly two years afterwards another incident

occurred at a fort on Green river, which displays

the dangers which beset the emigrants of that

period, and illustrates the magnanimity of the

female character.

About twenty young persons, male and female,

of the fort, had united in a flax pulling, in one of

the most distant fields. In the course of the fore-

noon two of their mothers made them a visit, and

the younger took along her child, about eighteen

months old. When the whole party were near

the woods, one of the young women, who had

climbed over the fence, was fired upon by several

Indians concealed in the bushes, who at the same

time raised the usual war-whoop. She was

wounded, but retreated, as did the whole party;

some running with her down the lane, which

happened to open near that point, and others

across the field. They were hotly pursued by

the enemy, who continued to yell and fire upon

them. The older of the two mothers who had

gone out, recollecting in her flight, that the

younger, a small and feeble woman, was bur-

thened with her child, turned back in the face of

the enemy, they firing and yelling hideously,

took the child from its almost exhausted mother,

and ran with it to the fort, a distance of three

hundred yards. During the chase she was twice

shot at with rifles, when the enemy were so near

that the powder burned her, and one arrow pass-

ed through her sleeve, but she escaped uninjured.

The young woman who was wounded, almost

reached the place of safety when she sunk, and

her pursuer, who had the hardihood to attempt

to scalp her, was killed by a bullet from the fort.
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Our City Watch.

It is a common subject of newspaper notice,

that in connection with a stabbing affray, a riot,

or a fire, that there were none of the watch to be

found. But persons forget the Irishman’s excuse:

“ Plaze your honour, could I be like a bird in two

places at wunst?” It is easy finding out where

the watchmen are not; the following incident

will serve to show where they sometimes are.

Our well known and long respected fellow

citizen, Robert Rands, alike for size and activity

a terror to rogues, was formerly, perhaps is still

a member of the night watch. Rands is or was a

shoe-maker—a very appropriate occupation for

the name—and had lately invented a coating of

India rubber for boots and shoes, calculated to

render them impervious to the slush of winter,

and rain of all weathers. As this was a desidera-

tum to the watchmen, whose duty kept them out

in the most inclement seasons, the article was in-
*

troduced and patronised among Rands’ associates

on duty; but the great difficulty was that the

boating would not dry, and continually caught

up in walking, various undesirable substances.

On one occasion one of the watch, Mr. B
,

came off duty, and as carpenter’s shavings were

adhering to his boots, Butterfield, the captain of

the watch, between jest and earnest, accused him

of sleeping on a shaving pile, to the annoyance of

B ,
and the amusement of the rest. B

called his attention to the India rubber: “ You
know,” said he, “that this stuff takes hold of

every thing it touches, and there were shavings

swept out upon street, in my beat.” “ That

maybe,” said Butterfield drily, “but you seem

to have India rubber on your cap too,” taking a

shaving off it; “do you let your head stand where

your feet should be?”

Colour Factories.

The wand of the enchanter which changes one

substance to another in his slight of hand, or the

touch of Midas, transmuting every thing to gold,

are not more surprising than some of the opera-

tions of modern chemistry, which are calculated

to make men that are ignorant of its powers, dis-

trust almost the evidence of their senses. Who
that beholds prussiate of potash for the first time,

would suppose it any thing else than rock candy,

and does not feel tempted to take the poison to

his lips, and when told that this is the product of

hoofs and horns, scraps of leather, hogs bristles,

and stale cracklings—the most revolting of sub-

stances to sight and smell—but would smile in-

credulously at the statement.

Mr. Charles Dummig is engaged largely in

the manufacture, having two establishments north

of the corporation line, and on nearly opposite

spots, upon the Miami canal. He has hardly

been a year in operation, and cannot be said to

be fully so yet. In a few weeks, two additional

furnaces will be added to the concern, when he

will be enabled to enlarge his manufacture to

three thousand pounds per week. He sends al-

most all he makes by the Miami canal via Toledo

to New York, where it commands the highest

price in market.



Mr. Dummig is prepared to make Chrome yel-

low and green, Paris, Antwerp and mineral blue,

but devotes his whole energies to the prussiate of

potash, which is required in large quantities for

the woolen factories and calico print works in

New England. It is also purchased for render-

ing iron as hard as steel. The other articles

named are used by painters, paper stainers, and

oil cloth manufacturers, for whom they furnish

blue and yellow of the deepest and most brilliant

tints with all the intermediate sjhades.

It is inconceivable what mighty masses of offal

such an establishment consumes. Four thousand

pounds of animal substances, and two thousand

pounds of potash, are used in Mr. D.’s factories

daily. Twelve hands are constantly employed

here, and the manufacturing process going on

without intermission day or night.

One of these factories is forty-five by sixty-five

feet; the other forty by eighty, and two stories

in height. Mr. Dummig’s operations will enable

him to put into the market during the current

year, not less than five hundred casks of this ex-

tremely valuable Article, worth, at its present

value at the East, $120,000.

There is an establishment on Deer creek of the

same*' nature, belonging to Wayne § Pleis, of

which I can give no account at present. It may
serve to give a realising sense of the vast quanti-

ties of raw material consumed in them to be told,

as I have been, that the supply except in the

slaughtering season, falls far short of the demand,

and on an average of the year barely meets it.

How much more do such businesses, in which

skill and labour constitute the principal share,

and raw materials an insignificant part, commend
themselves to the political economist as well as

philanthropist, than those heavy enterprises which

exist among us, which after paying out probably

eighty-five per cent, of the product for the raw

material, leave a net profit, perhaps, of from five

to ten per cent, to the community at large.

Iguoraut Voters.

In Horace Mann’s oration, delivered before the

city officers of Boston, July 4, 1842, are the fol-

lowing remarks:

“ For in the name of the living God, it must

be proclaimed that licentiousness shall be liberty,

and violence and chicanery the law; and super-

stition and craft shall bo the religion, and the

self-destructive influence of all sensual and un-

hallowed passions shall be the only happiness of

that people who shall neglect the education of

their children. By the census of 1840 there are

in the United States 175,000 legal voters unable

to read or write, who can determine the election

of a President, Congress, or the Governor of a

State. The custom so prevalent at the West and

South, of stump-speaking, as it is significantly,

but uncouthly called, had its origin in the voter’s

incapacity to read. How otherwise can can-

didates for office communicate with ignorant

voters?”

I am no apologist for ignorance; but I can tell

Mr. Horace Mann, and His coadjutors, who talk

so flippantly of ignorant voters, that he knows
little of what he talks so fluently about. Such

writers presume that school education and book

knowledge are the grand panaceas to make a

community intellectual and moral. Now I hold,

and will furnish the examples if necessary, that

an ordinary degree of education, on which know-

ledge of the world is engrafted, is likelier to qua-

lify a man for becoming intelligent, than a school

education which takes up a large share of the

most valuable portion of human life.

Almost all the eminent names in science, lite-

rature and the arts, have been self-educated men

Franklin, Arkwright, Stephenson, Hiram Pow-

ers and Robert Burns are familiar examples,

among thousands, of the fact.

I can tell Mr. M., moreover, that the voters of

the West and South, who are addressed at poli-

tical meetings, are as intelligent a body of men
as any equal number who reside in any other

section of the country; and that a man who pre-

fers any other mode of appealing to the mass of

mankind than oral addresses, whatever he may

have learned at college, has yet to learn the first

principles of human nature. The press is a legi-

timate and important engine to influence the

community, but the speaker who, in the pulpit

or in mass meetings, addresses a crowd, enjoys

means of influence attainable in no other mode.

The ignorance of lecturers is, in certain in-

stances, as remarkable as the ignorance of voters.

Street .Loungers.

An amusing dialogue between two street

loungers is published in the Knickerbocker.
“ When a feller’s any sort of a feller,” said

Nicholas, “ to be ketched at home is like bein’ a
mouse in a wire trap. They poke sticks in your
eyes, squirt cold water on your nose, and show
you to the cat. Common people, Billy—low,

ornery, common people, can’t make it out when
natur’s raised a gentleman in the family—a gen-

tleman all complete, only the money’s been for-

got. If a man won’t work all the time, day in

and day out; if he smokes by the fire, or whis-

tles out of the winder, the very gals bump agin

him, and say, get out of the way, loaf! Now
what I say is this; if people hasn’t had genteel

fotchin’ up, you can no more expect ’em to be-

have as if they had been fotched up genteel,

than you kin make good segars out of a broom
handle.”

“ That are a fact,” ejaculated Billy Bunkers,

with emphasis, for Billy had experienced, in his

time, treatment at home somewhat similar to

that complained of by Nicholas Nollikins.
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“ But, Billy, my son, never mind, and keep

not a lettin’ on,” continued Nollikins, and a

beam of hope irradiated his otherwise saturine

countenance— ‘ The world’s a railroad, and the

cars is cornin’; all we’ll have to do is to jump in,

chalk free. There will be a time, something
must happen. Rich widders are about yet,

though they arc snapped up so fast; rich wid-

ders, Billy, are special providences, as my old

boss used to say, when he broke his nose in the

entry, sent here like rafts, to pick up deservin’

chaps when they can’t swim no longer. When
you’ve bin down twyst, Billy, and are just off

agin, then comes the widdcr a floatin’ along.

Why spatterdocks is nothing to it, and a widder
is the best of life-preservers when a man is most
a case, like you and me.”
“Well, I’m not perticklar, not I, nor never

was. I’ll take a widder, for my part, if she’s got

the mint drops and never asks no questions. I’m
not proud; never was harristocratic; I drinks

with any body, and smokes all the segars they

give me. What’s the use of bein’ stuck up,

stiffly? It’s my principle that other folks are

nearly as good as me. if they’re not constables

or aldermen. I can’t stand them sort.”
“ No, Billy,” said Nollikins, with an encoura-

ging smile, “ no Billy, such indiwidooals as them
don’t know human natur’; but, as I was goin’ to

say, if there happens to be a short crop of wid-
ders, why can’t somebody leave us a fortin?

That will be as well, if not better. Now look
here; what’s easier than this? I’m standin’ on
the wharf; the rich man tries to get aboard of the

steamboat, the niggers push him off the plank; in

I goes; ca-plash. The old gentleman isn’t

drownded, but he might have been drownded but
for me, and if he had a bin, where’s the use of

his money then? So he gives me as much as I

want now, and a great deal more when he de-

functs riggler, accordin’ to law and the practice

of civilized nations. I’m at the wharf every day;
can’t afford to lose the chance, and I begin to

wish the old chap would hurra about cornin’

along. What can keep him?”
“ If it’ud come to the same thing in the end,”

remarked Billy Bunkers, “ I’d rather the niggers

would push the old man’s little boy in the water,
if it’s all the same to him. Them fat old fellers

are so heavy when they’re skeered they hang on
so, why I might drownded before I had time to

go to bank with the check! But what’s the use
of waitin’? Could’nt we shove ’em in some warm
afternoon ourselves? Who’d know in a crowd?”

Early Records of Cinciimati.

I copy the following memoranda from a book

of field notes kept by John Dunlop, who appears

to have been engaged in the surveys of Symme’s
purchase, as early as January 8, 1789.

“ Memorandums of sundry circumstances in

the Miami purchase, from the 1st day of May,

1789.

“ May 21st.

—

Ensign Luse, with eight soldiers,

and some citizens, going up from North Bend to

a place called South Bend, was fired on by a party

of Indians, the tribe they belonged to we never

could learn. There were six soldiers killed and

wounded, of which one died on the spot; another

died of his wounds, after going to the falls of the

Ohio for the doctor. There was a young man
named John R. Mills in the boat, who was shot

through the shoulder; but by management and

care of some squaws he recovered and got per-

fectly well.

“ September 20th.—The Indians visiting Co-

lumbia, at the confluence of the Little Miami,

they tomahawked one boy and took another pri-

soner. They were sons of a Mr. Seward, lately

from New Jersey. On the 30th same month they

took another prisoner from same place.

“ On the 12th December following a young

man, son of John Hilliers of North Bend, going

out in the morning to bring home the cows, about

half a mile from the garrison, the Indians came

upon him. They tomahawked and scalped him in

a most surprising manner, took away his gun and

hat, and left him lying on his back.

“ On the 17th inst. following, two young men,

one named Andrew Vanemon , the other James

Eafferty, went on a hunting excursion across the

river. When they encamped at night, and had

made a fire, they were surprised by Indians, and

fell a sacrifice into the hands of the savages, be-

ing killed by their first fire. They were both shot

through the back, between their shoulders, the

bullet coming out under their right arms." The
Indians tomahawked and scalped them in a most

barbarous manner, stripped them of their clothes,

and left them lying on their backs quite naked,

without as much as one thread on them. Next

day myself and six others went over and buried

them together in one grave. „

“December 29th General Iiarmar arrived at

Cincinnati, and was received with joy. They

fired fourteen cannon at the garrison on his land-

ing.

“January 1, 1790.—Governor St. Clair arrived.

On his arrival they fired fourteen guns, and while

he was marching to the garrison, they fired four'

teen guns more. As soon as he landed they sent

express for Judge Symmes, who went the next

day to see him, and appoint civil and military

officers for the service and protection of the set-

tlement.”

The Eclectic Scries.

Besides the various mechanical fabrics which

render the business relations of this city so inti-

mate and extensive with the west and southwest,

there are some heavy publishing operations which,

having been carried on for some years past, have

grown with our growth, and besides their regular

business character, exercise a moral influence

highly creditable to the reputation of Cincinnati.

I refer, particularly, in this respect to the edu-

cational publications of W. B. Smith & Co., the

proprietors of what is now universally known

through the Mississippi valley, by the name of
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the Eclectic Series of School Books, written and

compiled by Professors M'Guffey and Ray.

The publication of the series was, in

1842 75,000 volumes,

1843 . . . . 171,500 do.

1844 334,000 do.

During the first six months of 1845, the issues

have been 199,000, and the residue of the year

will more than equal that amount, making the

issue for 1845 at least 400,000 volumes, of which

the value is not less than $60,000. The establish-

ment consumes four thousand reams extra sized

double medium paper annually
,
keeps three power

printing presses constantly in motion, and gives

current employment td»eighty hands.

Besides supplying a large portion of the west

and southwest with the series, which are in gene-

ral use throughout that region, large quantities

are sold to the Atlantic cities, with which coun-

try merchants supply themselves while making

their general book and stationary purchases.

No series of school books eastward are put up

in a neater or more durable style, as has been re-

peatedly 'acknowledged by the booksellers in our

Atlantic cities. It is hardly necessary to do more

than allude to the names of Professors M‘Guffey

and Ray as a guarantee for the scientific accura-

cy, pure taste, and elevated morality of the series.

In this aspect of the subject, the authors, as well

as publishers, have laid the great west under ob-

ligations which cannot be measured by pecuniary

values.

I learn that the Eclectic Series have displaced

in the schools throughout the west, the element-

ary books which preceded them in use.

Ball Exercises.

Every one who knows any thing of Indian

sports and customs, is aware that they are among
other exercises, passionately fond of ball playing.

With some of the tribes, their ball plays resemble

those of the whites. But some are peculiar to

themselves, and have never been introduced

among their civilized neighbours. A late letter

from a Methodist missionary at the south west,

dated Fort Coffee, Choctaw Nation, says:

—

“ The leading and favourite sport of the Choc-

taws is their ball-play. Having never witnessed

one, I extract the following from the description

given by the late Captain Stuart, comraanda!nt of

the United States’ forces, formerly stationed at

this place. He says, 4 It is rough and wild.

The combatants engage in the contest entirely

naked, except the flap. The interest and zeal

which the natives of the forest take in this play,

frequently attract ladies as spectators; sometimes,

however, those of extreme delicacy may have oc-

casion to blush. It is considered something of a

national feast, and is often conducted by some of

the leading captains with great regularity and

order. Preparatory to commencing operations

an extensive plain is selected, on one side of

which two poles are erected about twenty feet

high and placed about six inches apart at the

ground, and diverging in such a manner as to be

about two feet apart at the top. On the opposite

side of the plain, or about two hundred yards dis-

tant two other poles are placed in the same man-
ner. The parties to the contest, varying in num-
ber as may have been previously agreed upon,

t

meet in the centre, when a ball is thrown up from

two sticks about two feet long, with a small net-

ting or basket-work at the end, and the strife

commences. This consists in each party keep-

ing the ball .on their own side of the centre, and

passing it the greatest number of times between

the poles of the side to which they belong. The

excitement and strife become very great; men are

often hurt and sometimes killed. It sometimes

requires more than a day to determine the con-

test. Bets usually run very high.’—This ball-

play seems not unknown to the surrounding na-

tions. The same writer says, ‘ It was formerly

resorted to by the Indians to settle contested

points of difference. A very serious difficulty

which arose between the Cherokees and Creeks,

about thirty years ago, was settled in that man-

ner, and the horrors of war prevented.’
”

One of the most singular results of my explo-

rations in Indian records and narratives, has been

my ascertaining that the game of Shinny, highly

popular in my boyish days, and still in use

in some parts of the United States, is of Indian

parentage. Col. James Smith, the great uncle of

the respectable family of the Irwins of our city,

who was made prisoner by the savages and resi-

ded among them many years, describes it in such

terms as serves both to identify it, and to show

that the whites derived it from their Indian neigh-

bours. It is a deeply interesting and exciting

game, as all ball exercises, indeed are.

I observe that the English game of cricket, an-

other ball exercise, is becoming introduced into

Cincinnati. As an out-door game, it must be a

more manly as well as moral exercise than bil-

liards or ninepins, which in the^attendant cir-

cumstances, at any rate, always deteriorate the

public morals.

The Philosophy of Spitting.

Foreigners complain of our natural want of

refinement and good breeding, and cite our uni-

versal practice of spitting on floors as evidence

that we are barbarians. When the Irish chief-

tainess who had long resisted the arm of that vi-

rago Queen Elizabeth of England, was brought

subdued into her presence, the Queen presented

her with a handkerchief. The heroine inquired
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its use. To spit in, was the gracious reply.

“ In Ireland we spit upon the earth,” rejoined

the undaunted woman; “we leave it to Saxon

kernes to put the spittle in their pockets.”

But has it never occurred to those people that

there are hidden virtues and meanings in spitting

which may be said to invest the practice with a

certain species of dignity. In Africa it forms an

oath, or at least an attestation to treaties. The

last Liberia Herald states as follows:—“ The

Colonies are generally prosperous. Governor

Russwurm has visited an interior tribe of natives

at Dena, about thirty or forty miles due east from

Cape^almas. He made a treaty of peace with

them, which was duly ratified by the ceremony

of “spewing water,” which is the form of an

oath observed by the Dena people. The cove-

nant is performed by the chiefs of the contending

tribes, after the palaver is talked, which is a kind

of court held by all the head men, kings, chiefs,

and all who have any influence. There is a

bowl of water prepared; the king who appears

to be the most willing to make peace, first dips

his hands into the water, and, after slightly

washing his hands, he fills his mouth, and spits it

out on the ground a few times, and spits, the last

lime he fills his mouth, the whole mouthful into

the hands of the other king, who sits before him

while he performs the act. This being done, the

other king gets up and goes through the same

process. This being done by the kings, peace is

made throughout the tribe or nation. The Gov-

ernor succeeded in getting a peace of this sort

made between the Dena and the Cape Palmas

people, there being one of the very influential

men from Cape Palmas in the company.”

Nor is the practice confined to barbarous na-

tions and modern times. Spitting, according to

Pliny, was superstitiously observed to avert the

effects of witchcraft and in giving a more vigor-

ous blow to an enemy. Hence the English de-

rive their custom in boxing, previously to a set-to,

of spitting on their hands. Boys are accustomed

to spit as a testimony or asseveration in matters

of importance. In combinations of the colliers

in the north of England for the purpose of raising

their wages, ^liey spit together on a stone, by

way of cementing their confederacy. The Eng-

lish are therefore the last people who should

complain of a practice they have done so much
to introduce.

Cooiidgc’g Steam Furniture Factory.

When I published lately a statement of the op-

erations in Walter’s Steam Furniture Factory,

I was under the impression that it was the only

factory in Cincinnati in which furniture was

made by machinery and under steam pressure.

In this I made a mistake. J. K. Coolidge, at the

corner of Smith and Front streets, has just put

into operation machinery also driven by steam

power, for the manufacture of the principal arti-

cles of cabinet ware, such as bedsteads; side,

breakfast, and dining tables and stands, cribs,

bureaus, &c.

His machinery consists of Daniel’s planing ma-

chine, made by Steioart § Kimball, on Columbia

street, two circular saws, mortice and tenon ma-

chine, boring and turning apparatus, all driven

by a steam engine.

The building is forty-five feet by twenty and

four stories in height.

Mr. Coolidge has placed this establishment un-

der the charge of Mr. William Turner, an expe-

rienced cabinet maker, employs sixteen hands,

and is prepared to turn out $25,000 worth of

furniture during the current year. His markets

are in the west, south, and southwest, a region

from which our Cincinnati mechanics are rapidly

driving the catchpenny and low priced eastern

articles made for sale alone.

It must be apparent that fabrics cut and fitted

by machinery will possess an exactness, not

usually attainable by hand, which must secure

and maintain a degree of strength which will

enable furniture made in this mode to out last all

other descriptions.

The whole district in the sixth ward, adjacent

to the White Water Canal, must become filled

before long with manufacturing establishments of

various characters.

Artesian Wells.

In our cities an abundant supply of pure whole-

some water is a blessing beyond price. It is in-

dispensable to the luxury of the rich, the comfort

of the poor, and the health of all classes. And
there is hardly a city in the United States, where

the supply is so inadequate to the want of the

article, as in Cincinnati. I take, therefore, a

deep interest in a project now agitating at Louis-

ville, and brought forward lately before its city

council to supply that city with water by Artesian

Wells. If Louisville or Cincinnati can otbain

ample supplies of wholesome water springing be-

low the limestone formation, it is hardly possible

to overrate the importance of the measure. That

such wells may be obtained in certain locations,

in what geologists call the secondary formation,

has been successfully demonstrated both in Eng-

land and France. There is one at the Episcopal

palace in Fulham, one at Turnham Green, nine

more in the parish of Hammersmith in Great

Britain ; and besides others in France, one or

more extensive wells at Paris. So that the prac-

ticability of the project is no longer a matter of

doubt.

The great well of Paris is eighteen hundred
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feet deep, and the expense of digging it, as may
be conjectured, has been enormous. But in rocks

of more recent formation, water has been obtain-

ed to flow on the level of the earth, at a depth of

three hundred feet. In one case of this kind, the

water ran fourteen feet above the tops of the

pipes at the rate of ninety gallons per minute. I

am now speaking of wells for the supply of cold,

wholesome water for drinking and culinary pur-

poses, If we go deep enough we can doubtless

get it such as that supplied to Paris, which is hot

enough to scald our hogs.

Nor are the benefits of such wells confined to

our cities. I have no doubt that they will be found

in the United States the most efficient, as well as

economical agents in draining marshy lands. It

is in this way the water of the Artesian. well at

Paris, which is used only for jets d'eaux, is re-

turned intb a depth where it loses itself in a per-

meable bed of sand, sufficing to absorb the whole.

There is little doubt that any of our morasses

may be drained by digging holes from twenty to

fifty feet in depth.

If these views can be demonstrated as founded

in fact, there is another application of the well

principle ef great importance to Cincinnati. This

is the getting rid of the surplus water which, ow-

ing to the system, or to speak more correctly,

want of system, in the early grading of our city,

has created difficulties which must go on to in-

crease, with the increasing discharge of water

through our streets, which the improvement of

Cincinnati creates. For this evil a drainage well

is a cheap and efficient remedy. The expense

which the wretched grades in the neighbourhood

of Sycamore and Abigail streets have entailed,

and are yet entailing on the city, in the shape of

damages from overflow of water, would have

built a dozen such wells. The culverts, which

freely discharge water in ordinary rains, cannot

relieve the overflow of water during storms such

as we have lately had; whereas wells of this kind

will let off any amount of water.

[Communication.]

Dagucrrcotyping.

An artist of great celebrity, just from Paris and

London, says the Daguerreotypes on this side of

the Anlantic are so far superior to the best of

those produced on the other, that the fact could

not escape the notice of an artist. This cannot

be because we have made greater progress in

chemistry, optics, electrics, and metrical science

generally. Then why? Are we more practical

and experimental, and less theoretical than our

transatlantic friends? The writer imagines not

—but facts are stubborn things, though we may
not be able to account for them. In this country

there are u great many persons practising this

art, but very few who unite practical knowledge

in chemics, optics, and electrics with the skill of

an artist. It is this rare merit, with great expe-

rience and patience, that has given to Anthony

and Edwards, of New York, and Hawkins, of

this city, their deserved preeminence over all /

other operators in the world. We have seen

pictures by the best operators from Vienna,

Paris, Dresden, London, and all parts of our

country—have watched the progress of this truly

delightful art from its origin till the present mo-

ment, and feel proud to agree, from impartial

conviction, rather than patriotism, with Mr.

Healy, that our countrymen, and one of them

our townsman, have no rivals—not even in Paris,

where the art originated. A friend now in Lon-

don, and a very competent judge, writes us lately

that he compared a picture by Hawkins with

those taken by Bain, (by far the best operator in

London,) and that he decidedly prefers those of

our fellow-citizen. Yet Bain is a clever Da-

guerreotypist, having taken those of Her Majesty

the Queen, Prince Albert, Louis Philippe, the

Duke of Wellington, &c., besides a host of minor

nobles and great men of Great Britain and France.

The fact is, Hawkins’ Gallery of the Pioneers

of this City, is the most interesting tableau

vivant imaginable, and will compare advan-

tageously with Anthony & Edwards’ very in-

teresting collection of the Heads of the American

People, which no other collection we have before

seen, will. One reason is, Mr. H. is at once an

artist and a daguerreotypist—the father of the art

in the West, an operator from predilection and

not for petty lucres sake alone; but, from a pas-

sionate preference and devotion to the art—hence

his success. We have no disposition to extol Mr.

Ii. beyond his merit—to over praise or puff any

one or lessen others—for good artists in this way
abound in our city; but we wish our citizens to

be aware that they need not cross the Atlantic

for the finest daguerreotypes. It would be well

for those of our merchants, importers, tourists,

&c., who go abroad annually, and that have any

doubts on this head, to take with them one of

Mr. H.’s latest pictures. We know it would not

be the first time such men as Messrs. Daguerre,

Arago, Vanheim, Plaudet, Voightlander, &c.,

have been surprised. The continual exhibition

of works of art for every department, annually

displayed at Dresden and Munich, should have

some specimens of our progress in Daguerrcoty-

ping; and we cannot forbear hinting to our

friend II. that this would be both practical and

dqsijpble. Z.
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Cincinnati Churches.

In my list last week of new houses of worship,

going up in our city for 1845, two Presbyterian

are reckoned in place offour. This was a typo-

graphical error. There are Dr. Beecher’s, a

stone edifice, on Seventh street, below Western

Row; the Tabernacle, brick, at the corner of

Clark and John streets; the Third Presbyterian,

brick, corner of Fourth and John, and the Cen-

tral Presbyterian, brick, on Fifth, between Plum'

and Western Row. They will be ready for oc-

cupation in the inverse order in which they are

named.

Fable.

“Father of men and beasts,” said the Horse,

approaching the throne of Jupiter, “ it is said of

me, that I am one of' the most beautiful animals

with which thou hast adorned the world
; and

self love incites me to believe the character just;

yet in some particulars, my appearance might
admit of improvement.”
“ Of what kind? Inform me. I am willing

to receive instruction,” said the father of all, and
smiled.

“ I would probdbly run better,” replied the

steed, “ if my legs were longer and more slender;

a neck like a swan would be more becomiug ; a

wider chest would improve my strength
; and,

since thou hast ordained me to carry thy darling,

man, might I not have a natural saddle growing
upon my back, instead of that with which the

well meaning rider confines me?”
“ Have patience,” resumed the God; and with

an awful voice pronounced his creative word.
Life started into the dust, inert matter became
alive; organised members were formed; they were
joined in one consistent body ; and before the

throne, arose—the hideous Camel. The horse
shuddered, and shook with horror.
“ See,” said Jupiter, “ longer and more slen-

der legs; a neck like that of a swan; and a large

chest, and a natural saddle. Would you choose
to have such a shape?” The horse quaked with
extreme aversion.
“ Go,” continued the God, “ take counsel from

this event; be henceforth satisfied with your con-
dition; and, in order to remind you of the warn-
ing you have now received,”—so saying he cast

on the Camel a preserving look,—“ Live,” said

he, “ new inhabitant of the world! and may the

horse never see thee but with trembling aver-
sion!”

Married by Chance.

The Count de M. lived in a state of single and
independent blessedness. He was yet young,
very rich, and was surrounded by every thing
that could give enjoyment to life, except a wife.

He had frequently thought of being a husband,
but had always declared off before the knot was
tied. Once, however, he found himself very
nearly committing the folly of matrimony. A
young person, the daughter of one of his friends,
pleased him—her fortune pleased, him, not less

perhaps, than her person and accomplishments,
and then, there were other reasons of con-
venience, &c., to justify the union, yj*™
The Count, who had so frequently made the

first step towards matrimony, but as frequently
drawn back, had not yet decided upon the course

he should adoptin this case—he had promised the
friends of the lady repeatedly, but had made no
outward sign of performance. His future mother,
however, knowing his weakness in this respect,

resolved to bring matters to a termination, and
therefore demanded of the Count whether he
would or would not marry her daughter, and re-

quested an immediate reply. The Count found
himself in great embarrassment. At this moment
his fears and hesitation returned with more force

than ever, and he trembled at the consequence.
To give up his cherished habits of bachelor-

hood, he found, was hard—it was almost impos-
sible to abandon them. In this emergency, he
resolved to appeal to chance. He wrote two
letters—in the one he accepted the hand of the

lady, in the other he refused it. He then put
them into a hat, and called his servant.

“Take one of these letters,” said he, “and
carry it to the Chateau de .”

“Which, sir?”

“Which you please.”

The servant chose a letter. The Count burnt
the other without opening it.

A distance of ten leagues separated the two
chateaux. The domestic must be absent twenty-
four hours ;

twenty-four hours must elapse be-

fore the Count can know his fate. His situation

is any thing but agreeable—he knows not during
twenty-four hours whether he is a married man
or a single one—whether he has still the power
to dispose of himself, or whether he is not al-

ready disposed of. The domestic returned—he
had carried the letter of acceptation, and M. de
M is, even at this time, the happiest hus-
band in that part of the country.

A Law Abiding Citizen.

In a county not a hundred miles off, a small-

sized man went to the plantation of a certain

gentleman, who was light in wit, but rather

heavy in flesh, with a paper in his hand, folded

in a legal form, and known by the abreviation of
‘ca’ ‘sa.’ Having found the owner cf the man-
sion in the field, he explained his business, when
he was required to read the capias, which com-
menced as usual, “ You are hereby commanded,
without delay, to take the body of,” &c.

“ Humph!” said the prisoner,stretching himself
upon his back, “ I am ready.”
“ Oh, but you don’t expect me to carry you in

my arms.”
“ Certainly you must take my body, you know.

I do not resist the process of the law, understand,
but submit with much cheerfulness.”

“ Will you wait here till I bring a cart?”
“ Can’t promise; I may recover my fatigue in

the meanwhile.”
“Well, tyhat must I do?”
“ You must do your duty.”

And there he lay immoveable until the sheriff

left.

MARRIED.
On the 30th August, by the Rev. Dr. Latta, Mr. Joseph

James to Miss Sarah Jane Picket, all of Cincinnati.
By the Rev. Mr. J. H. Perkins, on Thursday, the 4th

inst., Mr. John R. Childs, Jr., to Miss Frances P.,

daughter of George Wood, all of this city.

In Belpre, Ohio, on the 28th ult., by the Rev. L. C.
Ford, Dr. Isaac Knapp, of Dummerston, Vermont, to
Miss Abigail Baowning, of the former place.

She who hath well performed, till now,
Her duties .all, in life

—

As Daughter, Friend, and Sister true;

Right fittingly will fill, we know,
“ Her Woman’s Sphere,” as Wife! C.
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The Bubble of 1837, 1838.

The present generation will long remember the

hot:bed speculations of 1837 and ’38. A spirit

adverse to making money in the usual modes

was rife throughout the land. In Cincinnati we
escaped the bubble and its explosion in a great

measure. Mihmukie and Jeffersonville may be

said to have been safety valves to us in this

respect.

It was a common occurrence of that period for

a man who had made fortunate investments,

though owning but a few hundreds the day be-

fore, to be considered worth as many hundreds of

thousands the day after. Like all mania of the

sort the decline of these brilliant prospects was

generally as rapid as their rise. One or two in-

dividuals who understood the subject better, and

did not suffer their judgments to be carried away

into the impracticable or uncertain future, mana-

ged, however, to make hay while the sun shone,

and to fnake it to some purpose. Let me narrate

a case of the kind.

Isaac C. Elston, of Crawfordsville, Indiana, en-

tered the section of land on which Michigan City

has since been laid off and built. The land fo

course cost a trifle, comparatively. He then

went on to New York, where he laid it off as a

town plat; had it lithographed, and advertised for

sale. There was no deception in the case. This

was the only port on the Lake which Indiana

could ever have; and of course all the power and

patronage the State could direct to that quarter,

it was sure to acquire. The residue of the narra-

tive I will give in Mr. E.’s own words, premising

that having understood he had laid out a town

there, which he yet had on hands, I was advi-

sing him to sell while he had a chance left, for I

could assure him, I saw that building Tadmors

in the wilderness had had their day, and now or

never was his time. He listened very patiently,

but with the air of a man that does not need ad-

vice, and then told me as follows.

“ I went on to New York, as you know, and

had hardly got quarters in the City Hotel there,

till the speculators were all around me. They

had seen the lithographs and were keen to buy,

but most of them wanted to buy on credit, or

at best, pay a fifth down. I told them this did not

suit me, for if there was money to be made by

waiting for it, I could afford to wait as well as

any others. Finally, two or three Bank Directors

proposed to me to give four hundred thousand

dollars for my city, one half down, the residue in

one and. two years. I replied that I was deter-

mined not to sell unless I sold for cash, for if I

had to wait, I knew that I could make more

money out of it before my payments came due,

than any amount I could get in the way of pur-

chase. We talked a good while, and at last I

17

offered to sell them the undivided half for two

hundred and fifty thousand dollars, and the com-

pany, finding me resolute, and fancying they

could make more out of it by keeping me still in-

terested in the project, accepted the last proposal,

and gave me a check for that amount. I drew it

out of bank in rouleaus of American gold, packed

it up securely, and took it out with me to Craw-

fordsville, where I have since built as fine a house

as any in the State. The great body of the

money is still as safe as the day I got it. My
wife has a roll of one thousand eagles, which she

claims as hers, in her own custody; and now, my
dear fellow, if I never get a cent for my share

of Michigan City, it will never break me. But

the truth is, this is none of your humbugs, and

the place must become of vast importance; and

if I have no other use for the money when the

company get tired of their purchase, if they ever

do, I shall be ready to buy back from them, at a

fair discount. If I had not been a hard money

man, I should have sold principally on credit,

pocketed perhaps $20,000, and taken notes for

nearly $500,000 more, of which I should never

have received one cent. But my specie currency

notions brought me out.”

Remarkable Escape.

There never was a drama off the stage, so full

of scenic effect as the French Revolution. The

narrative of that event has been incorporated by

Walter Scott into his life of Napoleon, with all

the interest of the most ronCantic spectacle.

It was Paine, I think, who being a victim to

the reign of terror, and waiting his turn for de-

collation, escaped with his life from the singular

circumstance that the door of his cell had been

left open on the morning that the attendant went

his rounds to mark the victims for the day. Be-

ing intoxicated, he did not notice that the door

was against the wall, and not closing on it. He

chalked it accordingly, and when the myrmidon

of the law went round to take away the prison-

ers, of course no mark appeared outside, the door

being shut.

The following escape is not less remarkable:

Graf Von Schlaberndorf, was a singular per-

son, a sort of strange German Coleridge, more

however of a philosopher and a politician than a

poet, living like a hermit in the bustling history

of Revolutionary Paris: miserly in small things,

the lord of a garret, slovenly in his attire, and

cherishing a beard; but generous, even magnifi-

cent on a large scale, and actuated in all things

by motives of the purest patriotism and the most

disinterested benevolence, a character ready made

for Sir Walter Scott. This man, as a foreigner

and a German aristocrat, and also as the esteemed

friend of Condorcet, Mercier, Brissot, and the
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Unfortunate Girondist party, naturally enough

during the reign of terror, fell under “suspicion

of being suspected,” and lay for many days, first

in the Conciergerie, and then in the Luxembourg,

in constant expectation of the guillotine. He es-

caped, however, after all; strangely enough, ea-

ring his life by losing his boots ! Varnhagen von

Ense relates the circumstance as follows:

—

“ One morning the death cart came for its

usual number of daily victims; and Schlabern-

dorf’s name was called out. He immediately,

with the greatest coolness and good humour, pre-

pared for departure; presence of mind in some

shape, a grand stoicism or mere indifference, be-

ing common in these terrible times. And Schla-

berndorf was not the man to make an ungraceful

departure, when the unavoidable must of fate

stood sternly before him. He was soon dressed,

only his boots were missing; he sought, and

sought, and sought, and the gaoler sought with

him, in this corner and that; but they were not

to be found. ‘Well,* said Schlaberndorf sharp-

ly, ‘to be guillotined without my boots will never

do. Hark ye, my good friend,’ continued he,

with simple good humour to the gaoler, ‘ take

me to-morrow; one day makes no difference; it

is the man they want, not Tuesday or Wednes-

day.’ The gaoler agreed. The wagon, full

enough without that one head, went on to its

destination ; Schlaberndorf remained in the prison.

Next morning, at the usual hour, the vehicle re-

turned; and the victim who had so strangely es-

caped on tl^e previous day, was ready, boots and

all, waiting the word of command. But behold!

his name was not heard that day; nor the third

day,- nor the fourth; and not at all. There was

no mystery in the matter. It was naturally sup-

posed he had fallen with the other victims named

for the original day; in the multitude of Sufferers

no one could curiously inquire for an individual;

for the days that followed there were enough of

victims without him; and so he remained in

prison till the fall of Robespierre, when with so

many others he recovered his liberty. He owed

his miraculous escape, not the least strange in

the strange history of the Revolution, partly to

the kindness of the gaoler, partly to his good

temper, and above all to the circumstance that

his boots were out of the way at the nick of time.”
0

JBickncll’s Conical Planing Machine.

Mr. B. BicJcnell
,
a resident of our city, having

some time since patented and put into operation

this extremely valuable and ingenious labour-

saving invention, has been harrassed with law-

suits in the U. S. Courts, by the assignee for

Hamilton county, of Woodworth’s patent pla-

ning machine, and by others holding under the

same right in Kentucky. The Kentucky case

came off in May last in the U. S. District Court

for that Slate; Judge Monroe holding that Bick-

nelVs was no infringement of Woodworth's, even

if Woodworth's could be sustained, either for a

combination or improvement; that it did not use

the carriage claimed by Woodworth ; that it did

not use his planing wheel, either horizontal or

vertical; and that Biclcnell's planing wheel is

differently applied to the boards, which gave it a

greater capacity to plane the surface; and that

the cutter-wheels used for tonguing and grooving

were not the same described by Woodworth

;

Biclcnell's having cutters to give a smooth edge

to the plank, which Woodworth's had not.

The case in Ohio came up for trial at the late

July term, before Justice McLean of the U. S.

Circuit Court, for that district. This trial lasted

ten days. The defence consisted of five points

of which it is necessary to notice the last mere-

ly, being that upon which the jury based their

verdict, namely—that the machine of the defen-

dant was so substantially different, that there

was no infringement. The case was argued by

some of our ablest Cincinnati lawyers, and the

subject I imagine is now set to rest. The fact

that we have in Cincinnati alone, fourteen planing

machines in operation, turning out five millions

feet of flooring boards annually; that each ma-

chine is capable of doing the work of one

hundred men; and that the annual saving to the

community in the United States, under this op-

eration is $3,000,000, it may easily be imagined

what a deep interest the public possesses in the re-

sult; for these decisions are not merely authority

to use another machine, but they establish the

fact I have known for years, that there is no

point of comparison between the two, except

their absolute difference, as well as the great su-

periority of Bicknell's; which not only has cut

twenty-five per cent, per day and week more, but

supplied a joint more perfect, and a smoother

face, than any other in use.

.Plato said a just man doing his duty in resist-

ance to power and oppression, was a spectacle

the Gods delighted to contemplate. Not less

worthy of admiration is the conduct of Henry

M. Shreve, in contending against the steamboat

monopoly on the Ohio and Mississippi; and that

of Bicknell against claims, which, obtained from

the United States under extraordinary and suspi-

cious circumstances, have aimed to close the

shops of half the planing machine operators in

the land. If these men had faltered or accepted

shares in the monopoly, by way of compromise;

in the steamboat case, the prosperity of the west

might have been rolled back half a century;

as in the planing machine suit, a check might

have been given to our building operations in the

whole west, that would have been felt for years.
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This important Cincinnati invention will soon

become, I doubt not, a source of fortune, as it

already has of fame, to its inventor, as applica-

tions for rights are now pouring in, I am told,

from all quarters.

The Pioneer [Mothers.—No. 2.

There is an incident in the early settlement of
Kentucky which has not been heretofore noticed.
In the fall of the year 1779, Samuel Daviess, who
resided in Bedford county, Virginia, moved with
his family to Kentucky, and lived for a time, at
Whitley’s station in Lincolp. After residing for

some time in the station, lie removed with his

tamily to a place called Gilmer’s Lick, some six

or sevei^ miles distant from said station, where he
built a cabin, cleared some land, which he put in
corn next season, not apprehending any danger
trom the Indians, although he was considered a
frontier settler. But this imaginary state of se-

curity did not last long; for on a morning in the
month of August, in the year 1782, having step-
ped a few paces from his door, he was suddenly
surprised by an Indian’s appearing between him
and the door, with tomahawk uplifted, almost
within striking distance. In this unexpected
condition, and being entirely unarmed, his first

thought was, that by running around the house,
he could enter the door in safety, but to his sur-
prise, in attempting to effect this object, as he ap-
proached the door he found the house full of In-
dians. Being closely pursued by the Indian first

mentioned, he made his way into the corn field,

where he concealed himself, with much difficulty,

until the pursuing Indian had returned to the
house.

Unable as he was to render any relief to his
family (there being five Indians,) he ran with the
utmost speed to the station of his brother James
Daviess—a distance of five miles. As he ap-
proached Ihe station—his undressed condition
told the tale of his distresses, before he was able
to tell it himself. Almost breathless, and with a
faltering voice, he could only say, his wife and
children were in the hands of the Indians.
Scarcely was the communication made when he
obtained a spare gun, and the five men in the
station, well armed, followed him to his resi-

dence. When they arrived at the house, the In-
dians, as well as the family, were found to be
gone, and no evidence appeared that any of the
tamily had been killed. A search was made to
find the direction the Indians had taken; but ow-
ing to the dryness of the ground, and the adroit
manner in which they had departed, no discovery
could be made! In this state of perplexity, the
party being all good woodsmen, took that direc-
tion in pursuit of the Indians, which they
thought it most probable, they would take. Al-
ter going a few miles, their attention was arrested
by the howling of a dog, which afterwards turned
out to be a house-dog that had followed the family,
and which the Indians had undertaken to kill, so
as to avoid detection, which might happen from
his occasionally barking. In attempting to kill

the dog, he was only wounded, which produced
the howling that was heard. The noise thus
heard, satisfied them that they were near Ihe In-
dians, and enabled them to rush forward with the
utmost impetuosity. Two of the Indians being
in the rear as spies, discovering the approach of
the party, ran forward to where the Indians were
with the family—one of them knocked down the
oldest boy, about eleven years old, and while in

the act of scalping him, was fired at, but without

effect. Mrs. Daviess, seeing the agitation and
alarm of the Indians, saved herself and sucking
child, by jumping into a sink hole. The Indians

did not^stand to make fight, but fled in the most
precipitate manner. In that way the family was
rescued by nine o’clock in the morning, without
the loss of a single life, and without any injury
but that above mentioned. So soon as the boy
had risen on his feet, the first word he spoke was,
“ Curse that Indian

,
he has got my scalp.” After

the family had been rescued, Mrs. Daviess gave
the following account of the manner in which the

Indians had acted. A few minutes after her hus-

band had opened the door and stepped out of the

house, four Indians rushed in, whilst the fifth, as

she afterwards found out, was in pursuit of her
husband. Herself and children were in bed

when the Indians entered the house. One of the

Indians immediately made signs, by which she

understood him to inquire how far it was to the

next house. With an unusual presence of mind,

knowing how important it would be to make the

distance as far as possible, she raised both her

hands, first counting the fingers of one hand,

then of the other—making a distance of eight

miles. The Indian then signed to her that she

must rise: she immediately got up, and as soon as

she could dress herself, commenced showing the

Indians one article of clothing after another,

which pleased them very much; and in that way,
delayed them at the house nearly two hours. In
the mean time, the Indian who had been in pur-

suit of her husband, returned with his hands

stained with poke berries, which he held up, and

with some violenf gestures, and waving of bis

tomahawk, attempted to, induce the belief,, that

the stain on his hands was the blood of her hus-

band, and that he had killed him. She was ena-

bled at once to discover the deception, and instead

of producing any alarm on her part, she was sat-

isfied that her husband had escaped uninjured.

After the savages had plundered the house of

every thing that they could conveniently carry oft*

with them, they started, taking Mrs. Daviess and

her children—seven in number, as prisoners along

with them. Some of the children were too young
to travel as fast as the Indians wished, and dis-

covering, as she believed, their intention to kill

such of them as could not conveniently travel,

she made the two oldest boys carry them on their

backs. The Indians, in starting from the house,

were very careful to leave no signs of the direc-

tion which they had taken, not even permitting the

children to break a twig or weed, as they passed

along. They had not gone far, before an Indian

drew a knife and cut off a few inches of Mrs. Da-

viess’ dress, so that she would not be interrupted

in travelling.

Mrs. Daviess was a woman of cool deliberate

courage, and accustomed to handle the gun so

that she could shoot well, as many of the women
were in the habit of doing in those days. She had
contemplated, as a last resort, that if not rescued

in the course of the day, when night came and the

Indians had fallen asleep, she would rescue her-

self and children by killing as many of the Indi-

ans as she could—thinking that in a night attack

as many of them as remained, would most proba-

bly run off*. Such an attempt would now seem a

species of madness; but to those who were ac-

quainted with Mrs. Daviess, little doubt was en-

tertained, that if the attempt had been made, it

would have proved successful.

The boy who had been scalped, was greatly dis-
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figured, as the hair never after grew upon that

part of his head. He often wished for an oppor-

tunity to avenge himself upon the Indians for

the injury he had received. Unfortunately for

himself, ten years afterwards, the Indians came
to the neighbourhood of his father and stole a

number of horses. Himself and a party of men
went in pursuit of them, and after following them
for some days, the Indians finding that they were
likely to be overtaken, placed themselves in am-
bush, and when their pursuers came up, killed

young Daviess and one other man; so that he ul-

timately fell into their hands when about twenty-
one years old.

The next year after the father died; his death

being caused, as it was supposed, by the extraor-

dinary efforts he made to release his family from
the Indians.

I cannot close this account, without noticing

an act of courage displayed by Mrs. Daviess, cal-

culated to exhibit her character in its true point

ofview.

Kentucky, in its early days, like most new
countries, was occasionally troubled with men of

abandoned character, who lived by stealing the

property of others, and after committing their

depredations, retired to their hiding places, there-

by eluding the operation of the law. One of

these marauders, a man of desperate character,

who had committed extensive thefts from Mr.
Daviess, as well as from his neighbours, was pur-

sued by Daviess and a party whose property he
had taken, in order to bring him to justice.

While the party were in pursuit, the suspected

individual, not knowing any one was pursuing
him, came to the 1 house of Daviess, armed with
his gun and tomahawk—no person being at home
but Mrs. Daviess and her children. After he had
stepped in the house, Mrs. Daviess asked him if

he would drink something—and having set a
bottle of whiskey upon the table, requested him
to help hypnself. The fellow not suspecting any
danger, set his gun up by the door, and while
drinking, Mrs. Daviess picked up his gun, and
placing herself in the door, had the gun cocked
and levelled upon him by the time he turned
around, and in a peremptory manner, ordered
him to take a seat, or she would shoot him.
Struck with, terror and alarm, he asked what he
had done. She told him, he had stolen her hus-
band’s property, and that she intended to take
care of him herself. In that condition, she held
him a prisoner, until the party of men returned
and took him into their possession.

Early Records of Cincinnati.—No. 2.

I continue my extracts from memoranda kept

by J. Dunlop, who made the first surveys in the

Miami purchase.

“April 25, 1792.—As Martin Burkhardt, Mi-

chael Hahn and Michael Lutz, were viewing

some lots at the blue bank, they were fired on by

Indians. Lutz was killed and scalped on the

spot, besides being afterwards stabbed in differ-

ent parts of the body. They shot Hahn through

the body, and followed him in sight of the garri-

son, but finding they could not get his scalp, they

fired at him a second time and killed him. Burk-

hardt was shot through the right shoulder, and

in an effort to clear himself, took to the river to

swim, but drowned, and was found at North

Bend six weeks afterwards.

“Aug. 14th, 1792.—John Macnamara, Isaac

Gibson, Jr., Samuel Carswell, and James. Bar-

rett, were bringing up a hand-mill stone in a

canoe, and at the riffle below the station, they

were fired at by the Indians. Macnamara was

killed, Gibson wounded in the knee, and Cars-

well in the shoulder; Barrett being the only one

escaping without injury.

“A copy of the speech brought in by Isaac

Freeman, from the Chiefs and Warriors of the

Manme towns, to Judge Symmes.

“ * Mawme, July 7, 1789.

“ ‘ Brothers ! Americans!—At the Miami War-

riors!—listen to us warriors, what we have to say.

“ ‘ Now Americans! Brothers,—We have heard

from you, and are glad to hear the good speech

you sent us. You have got our flesh and blood

among you, and we have got yours among us,

and we are glad to hear that you wish to ex-

change; we really think you want to exchange,

and that is the reason we listen to you.
“ ‘As the Great Spirit has put your flesh and

blood into our hands, we now deliver them up.

“‘We Warriors, ifwe can, wish to make peace,

and then our chiefs and yours will then listen to

one another. As we warriors speak from our

hearts, we hope you do so too, and wish you may
be of one mind as we are.

“ ‘ Brothers, Warriors,—When we heard from

you that you wished to exchange prisoners, we
listened attentively, and now we send some, as

all are not here, nor can be procured at present,

and, therefore, we hope you will send all ours

home, and when we see them, it will make us

strong to send all yours which cannot now all be

got together.

“ ‘ Brothers, Warriors,—When we say this, it

is from our hearts, and we hope you do the same;

but if our young men should do any thing

wrong before we all meet together, we beg you

will overlook it; this is the mind of us warriors,

and our chiefs are glad there is hopes of peace

-

We hope, therefore, that you are of the same

mind.

“‘Brothers, Warriors,—It is the warriors who
have shut the path which your chiefs and ours

formerly laid open, but there is hopes that the

path will soon be cleared; that our women and

children may go where they wish in peace, and

that yours may do the same.

“ ‘ Now Brothers , Warriors,—You have heard

from us; we hope you will be strong like us, and

we hope there will be nothing but peace and

friendship between you and us.’

“ The following prisoners came in with Isaac

Freeman, viz:
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“ John White, taken from Nelson county, Ken-

tucky; Elizabeth Bryant and her child, and a

child named Ashby, who were taken from a boat

at the mouth of the Kentucky River—all its

friends said to have been killed at the time. Two
others who were intended to be sent in, ran off

the night before Freeman left their towns, to

avoid returning to the whites.

“ Of those who would be sent in hereafter, was

a Mrs. Bilderback, whose husband was killed at

Mingo Bottom, at the time she was made prison-

er: also, a soldier in Capt. McCurdy’s company,

named Brady. He was with a party guarding

a surveyor, when made captive. Seven soldiers

and several of the inhabitants were killed in the

attack.”

I find in reference to my notes on Symmes’

settlement at North Bend, that he had ten Indian

women and children, who having been made

prisoners in an expedition from Kentucky to the

Indian towns, had been placed in his hands by

Col. Robert Patterson, for the purpose of ex-

changing them for white prisoners among the

savages as soon as opportunity would admit.

Symmes, who had always maintained towards

the Indians a pacific policy, sent Freeman with

a friendly Indian, then on business to North

Bend, and one of the prisoners, a boy of fifteen,

who speaking English, could enable Freeman and

the Indian to communicate with each other; and

Freeman with the Shawnese to whom he was

sent.

Freeman lost his life on a later mission to the

Indians, being fired oil while bearing a flag of

truce.

General Jackson.

The following incident occurred on a visit of

mine to Washington city in 1834. Its truth may
be relied on.

A widow lady in rather straitened circum-

stances had been keeping a boarding house for

some years in that city, and during the general

prostration of active business, growing out of the

currency derangements of that date, had got in

arrears, and to pay some of her most urgent

debts, sent such of her furniture as she could

possibly spare, to auction. The purchaser was a

clerk in one of the Government offices; one of

those public loafers of which there has always

been too many at Washington and elsewhere, who

run in debt as far as they can obtain credit, and

without ever intending to pay. The lady called

on the auctioneer,a respectable man named, Mau-

ro, I believe. He called on the official who pro-

mised to pay as soon as his month’s salary was

due. The month rolled round, and June suc-

ceeded March, and September June, without pay-

ment being made, to the great distress of the wid-

-ow and uneasiness of the auctioneer. And after

further application, the office holder refused abso-

lutely to od anything, alleging it out of his pow-

er to pay. The sum was too large for the auc-

tioneer to spare out of his own pocket or he would

have paid it himself, so deeply did he feel for the

poor creditor. In this perplexity, he concluded

to call upon the President, and state the case, ho-

ping he would suggest some relief. He waited

therefore on General Jackson with his narrative.

The old man’s eye flashed fire. “ Have you

Mr. P ’s note?” he inquired. “ No,” was the

reply. “ Call on him then, and without speak-

ing of the purpose for which you want it, get his

negotiable note and bring it here.”

The auctioneer accordingly asked P Tor his

note. “ What do you want with the note; I don’t

know any body would take it,” remarked the

debtor, adding, however, as he sat down to write,

“ there it is.” Mauro promptly returned to the

President, handing him the note, who without

saying a word sat down and wrote on the back

of the paper “Andrew Jackson.” “Now, sir,”

said the General, “ show Mr. P the endorse-

ment, and if he don’t pay you, let me know it.”

The first man Mauro met as he entered Gadsby’s

Hotel was P , “Ah!” said he “have you

passed the note.” “ Not yet,” said the other,,

“ but I expect to, for I have got a first rate endor-

sor to it.” “ Nonsense,” said P ,
“ who,

is it.” The endorsement was shown him. He
turned pale, begged the auctioneer to wait a few^

minutes, went out, and in a short space of time

returned with the money, which was paid over to,

the widow that day, to the gratification of all par-

ties. P kept quiet on the subject for years,

but finally on a remark being made in his pre-

sence, that General Jackson did not endorse for

any body whatever, remarked he knew better,

for the General had endorsed once for him, and

produced as evidence the note, to the surprise of

all who knew not the circumstances of the case.

Daniel Boone.

I left Cincinnati on Friday last, to attend the

funeral pageant which took place at Frankfort,

Ky., in the deposit at their final resting place, on

the bank of the Kentucky, of the remains of

Daniel Boone and his wife, the first man as well

as the first woman in order of time, as well as in

grade of character as settlers of Kentucky. Those

wha know nothing more of Boone than is re-

corded in the catch-penny biographies published

of the great Pioneer, know almost nothing of

that remarkable man; the rallying point alike in

council or in battle among his cotemporaries,

themselves men of high order of character and

enterprise.

The pageant was a splendid and deeply inter-
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e-sting spectacle. A lew survivors of his cotem-

poraries, gathered from all parts of the State, and

a numerous train of his descendants, direct and

collateral, led the van of the procession escorting

the hearse, which was decorated with forest ever-

greens and white lilies, an appropriate tribute to

the simple, as well as glorious character of

Boone, apd a suitable emblem of his enduring

fame.

The pall-bearers bore the most respectable

and distinguished names among the early set-

tlers of the West. Generals Taylor and Mc-

Afee, Col. John Johnston, of Ohio; Cols. Ward

and Boone, Richard M. Johnson, besides other

venerable looking men who wer; unknown

to me. Ellison E. Williams, who accompanied

him from North Carolina, had been his friend

and often his associate to the day of his death,

and fought under his eye, was among the most

interesting objects on the ground.

The Kentucky Methodist Conference, which

was in session at Frankfort, almost two hundred

in force, made a part of the procession; as did

in nearly equal numbers a fine looking body of

officers and soldiers of the war of 1813. I judge

there were not less than five thousand persons

present,—and I have seen gatherings at political

meetings no larger than this, which were estima-

ted at ten to twelve thousand. The military,

with the masons and odd fellows, as usual,

made a part in the procession- The opening

prayer was made by Bishop Soule of the Metho-

dist Episcopal Church, and the oration or address

commemorative of Boone, was delivered by John

J. Crittenden, one of the U. S. Senators from

Kentucky.

The da}’ was propitious until one o’clock,

when rain began to fall and rendered the re-

mainder of the day unfavourable to the object

for which the multitude had met. The Frank-

fort cemetery is a beautiful and appropriate

place, still finer in its scite than ours; and the

particular spot allotted to the old pioneer, whose

name will never be forgotten while the west re-

tains its existence, has been selected with singu-

larly good taste, being on the very edge of the

hill which crowns the bank of the Kentucky.

Governors Owsley, Letcher, Genls. Desha,

Combs, and various other distinguished public

men of Kentucky, besides those named in the

beginning of this article, were there.

Of the oration, I am sorry to add, that there

was but one opinion expressed, and indeed felt,

that it was a perfect failure; the more mortifying

as Kentucky is one great school of orators, and

might have furnished an hundred individuals of

less established reputation than J. J. Crittenden,

who would have done honor to the State in their

performance.

t'ity MoIoiim.

A President Judge of the Butler and Alle-

gheny District, Penn., who prided himself on his

thorough scholarship, on one occasion corrected a

lawyer who had asserted that in the present case

an action would not lay. “ Lie, sir, you should

say; actions lie—hens lay.” The lawyer swal-

lowed the dose as he best might, but soon had his

revenge, the judge observing to the court, as he

directed the crier to notify its adjournment, that

the next day being the Fourth of July, the court

would not set. “ With submission to the court,”

observed the subject of the former rebuke, “ it

should be sit. Courts sit, and hens set.”

I find by the Atlas of Tuesday, that the Coun-

cilmen of the first ward, announce “ they will

set as a board,” on that day. If any thing is

hatched on the oepasion worthy of notice, my
readers shall be apprised in my next.

Frontier Figures of Speech.

Those who have attended musters and elec-

tions in the early days of Ohio and Kentucky, will

hardly deem the following picture, taken from a

Florida paper, of the “ half horse half alligator”

'nuisance of that day, too highly coloured. These

have been driven off in the progress of civiliza-

tion, successively to Arkansas, Texas and Florida.

I saw and heard a chap of this description in

1825, tell a judge in a county court in the south-

ern section of Illin^s, who had charged the jury

in a case in which he was interested, as he thought

very unfairly, “Wait till I catch you off that

bench, and I’ll make a checquer board of your

face.”

As we were yesterday passing by the court-
house, where an election was going on, a real

“ screamer from the Nob,” about six feet four in

height, sprang out of the crowd, and, rolling up
his shirt-sleeves, commenced the following tirade:

“ This is me, and no mistake! Billy Earth-
quake, Esquire, commonly called Little Billy, all

the way from Noth Fork of Muddy Run! I’m
a small specimen, as you see,—a ramofe circum-
stance, a mere yearling; but cuss me, if I ain’t of

the true ‘ imported breed,’ and can whip any man
in this section of country! Whoop! Won’t «o-

body come out and fight me? Come out some of

you and die decently, for I am spileing for a fight!

I han’t had one for more than a week, and if you
don’t come out, I’m fly blowed before sun-down,
to a certingly! so come up to taw!

“ May'be you don’t know who Little Billy is?

I’ll tell you: I’m a poor man—its a fact—and
smell like a wet dog; but I can’t be run over!

I’m the identical individual that grinned a whole
menagerie out of countenance, and made the rib-

bed nose baboon hang down his head and blush!

W-h-o-o-p! I’m the chap too, that towed the
‘ Broadhorn’ up Salt River, where the snags were
so thick that a fish could’nt swim without rub-

bing his scales off!—fact, and if any body de-

nies it, just let ’em make their will ! Cock-a-doo-

dle-doo! Maybe you never heard of the time

the horse kicked me and put both his hips out of

jin l—if it ain’t true, cut me up for cat fish bait!
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W-h-o-o-p! 'I’m the very infant that refused its

milk before its eyes were open, and called out for

a bottle of old Rye! W-h-o-o-p! I’m that little

Cupid! Talk to me about grinning the bark off

a tree!—’taint nothing; one squint of mine at a

Bull’s heel would blister it! Cock-a-doodle de-

doo! O I’m one of your toughest sort—live for

ever, and then turn to a whiteoak post. Look at

me, [said he, slapping his hands o n his thighs with

the report of a pocket pistol,] I’m the ginewine
article—a real double acting engine, and I can
out-run, out-jump, out-swim, chaw more tobacco

and spit less, and drink more whiskey and keep
soberer than any other man in these localities!

Cock-a-doodle-doo! Darn it, [said Bill, walking
Off in disgust,] if that don’t make ’em fight,

nothing will. I wish I may be kiln-dried, and
.spilt up into wooden shoe pegs, if I believe there

is a chap among ’em that’s got courage enough
to collar a hen. Well! I’ll go home and have
another settlement with Jo Sykes. He’s a bad

chance for a fight, it’s true, seeing as how he’s but
one eye left to gouge at, and an ‘ under bit’ out

of both ears; but poor fellow, he’s willing to

do his best, and will stay a body’s appetite till

the next shooting match.”—Exit Little Billy,

grumbling.

A ESIt of Kcal JTi'isli.

A jaunting car driver named Paddy Geraghty,
hot long since was brought before the Magistrate

of the Head Police Office, Dublin, for having used

threatening language to a Mr. Ellis, Hammond
Lane.
The Magistrate, on hearing the statement of

the 'complainant, directed Geraghty to give se-

curity, himself in <£20, and two other persons in

£10 each, that he would keep the peace.

Paddy and his friends having been ushered by
the bailiff into the office of the bond-signer, or

person who is to See that the bail-bond is execu-

ted, the following dialogue took place, when the

bond was prepared—
Clerk .—The condition of this bond, Geraghty,

is, that you will keep the peace for seven years.

Geraghty ,—(scratching his head.) For seven
years!

Clerk.—Yes, for Seven years; and to all her
Majesty’s subjects.

Geraghty .—To all her Majesty’s subjects!

Good God! What is that for?

Clerk.—Why, it seems to be a great hardship

on you to keep the peace.

Geraghty .—Is it to every one in Dublin?
Clerk.—Av, and to every one in Ireland, too.

Gcraghty.-^-ln all Ireland?

Clerk.—Yes; in England and Scotland, also.

Geraghty .—In England and Scotland! Oh!
that is on account of the union, I suppose; bad
luck to it!

Clerk.—And, likewise, in all her Majesty’s do-
minions.

Geraghty .—Is it at home and abroad?
Clerk.—Yes, certainly.

Geraghty.—Thin, certainly, by St. Patrick, I’ll

never sign it.

Pat was here reminded that if he did not con-

form to the order of the Magistrates, he would be

committed, on which he reluctantly took up his

pen to make the mark to the bond, exclaiming at

the same time, “ Oh! boys, isn’t this dreadful for

nothing at all?”

When the bond was signed, Geraghty shrugged

up his shoulders, saying to the Clerk, with an air
of sarcastic triumph, “ Well, sir, you have done
yer best. Thank God, you can do no more.”

Clerk.—Oh! we don’t want to do any more.
You are. now bound to keep the peace to all her
Majesty’s subjects.

Geraghty .—Looking at the clerk, while at the
same time he was untying the whip aefoss his
shoulders,

—

44 To keep the pace to all her Majes-
ty’s subjects! Och! then by the powers the first

fellow I meet that is not her Majesty's subject, I’ll

make his head smoke.”

JLaviiig :i Culprit.

The following jew des mot is too good to be lost.

The simplicity of the corporal appears to be bona,

fide, and there is an air of vraisemblance and fact

about the affair which make it like enough:
“ Colonel Wemyss, of the fortieth regiment,

was remarkable for the studied pomposity of his

diction. One day, observing that a careless man
in the ranks had a particularly dirty face, which

appeared not to have been washed for a twelve-

month, he was exceedingly indignant at so gross

a violation of military propriety. ‘ Take him,’

said he, to the corporal, who was an Irishman,

take the man, and lave him in the waters of the

Guadiana.’ After some time the corporal re-

turned. ‘ What have you done with the man t

sent with you?’ inquired the colonel. Up flew the

corporal’s right hand across the peak of his cap:

‘ Sure and plase y’r honur, and didn’t y’r hon-

ur tell me to lane him in the river, and ^ure

enough I left him in the river, and there he is now,

according to y’r honnur’s orders.’ The by-

standers, and even the colonel himself, could

hardly repress a smile at the mistake of the cor-

poral, who looked like innocence itself, and

wondered what there could be to laugh at.”

Narrow Escape.

It is impossible to read the incident narrated be-

low, and believe in the doctrine of chance. It

occurred in reference to the late SamuelW illiams,

once a distinguished broker in London, and who
died not long since in Boston:
* One dark, stormy night, while at sea, Mr.

Williams left his berth below with an intention

of repairing to the deck of the vessel. He as-

cended the companion way, (place of entrance

to, and egress from, the ship’s cabin,) feeling his

way along in utter darkness. The storm was

howling, and every rope above him seemed strung

to some strange melody, while the spray was

dashing wildly over the bows of the ship. Just

as Mr. W. reached the deck, the darkness on one

side seemed to thicken, and the noise of the water

to come in more irregularly; suddenly ropes pas-

sed over the head and along the breast of the as-

tonished man. He seized them almost involun-
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tarily, an 1 lielJ them with a convulsive grasp.

An awful crash followed, and ho was borne on-

ward by the rigging on which he had siezed, while

the deck which had sustained his feet had sunk

beneath him.

A larger vessel had run down his own, and he

and perhaps another were saved as by a miracle

to tell the story of destruction, for the larger

ship went booming onward in her course, and

not a cry was heard from the perishing men, nor

was a remnant found of the shattered bark. All

were
“ In the deep bosom of the ocean buried.”

Steamboat Isaac Shelby.

This is a beautiful and fast running boat in the

Cincinnati and Frankfort trade, on which I made

a trip last Friday to witness the Boone pageant of

Saturday last. She is comparatively a new

craft, with fine accommodations and gentleman-

ly captain and clerk, Messrs. Clay and Harlan.

As may be conjectured by the names of the offi-

cers as well as the boat, it is an entire whole

souled Kentucky concern. A pleasanter trip

can hardly be made any where from Cincinnati

than to Lexington or Harrodsburg via Frankfort,

to which city this boat takes passengers. I know

no finer scenery than the Kentucky affords in

its bold and ever changing borders, following

and corresponding with the graceful sweeping

of its various bends. No man accustomed to for-

est scenery, but must be struck with the fact that

in this respect, it has not had its equal on the

globe as a range for the chase. Nor is there any

spot to which I would direct a foreigner, in desi-

ring to impress him with a due sense of -the fer-

tility and beauty of the west, than to that superb

country of which ^Lexington is the great centre.

Posers.

There is an old proverb, “ Take care what you

say before children and fools,” which if attended

to would save many a parent from getting into

scrapes.

A little child, sidling up to a visiter and taking

a sharp look at her eyes, was asked by the

stranger what she meant by it. I wanted to see

whether you had a drop in your eye. I heard

mother say you had, frequently.

A boy asked one of his father’s guests who his

next door neighbour was, and when he heard his

name, asked him if the gentleman was not a fool.

“ No my little friend,” said the guest, ‘‘he is no

fool, but a very sensible man; but why did you
ask the question!” “ Why,” said the little boy,

v“ my mother said the other day that you were next

door to a fool, and I wanted to know who lived

next door to you.”

I knew an instance where a child in a religious

family, after the clergyman, who was on a visit

there had held family worship, ask her mother in-

nocently, “ What is the reason, ma, we never have
worship only when Mr. R is here?”

A Careful Hpousc.

At a polytechnic exhibition in Liverpool, got
up by the Mechanics’ Institute, a newly married
man expressed a determination to “ go down in

the diving bell.”

“ Oh don’t my dear,” exclaimed the bride, “ it

must be dangerous.”

The bridegroom was obstinate; and at length,

finding her entreaties unavailing, his lovely

Beattrice sank her demand into a compromise.

“If you will go down my dear,” said she,

“ and peril your wife’s, happiness, let me beg of

you to go down in your old coat !

”

A Valuable Recipe.

The following morsel of information has been
going the rounds of the papers for the last three
or four weeks:
To drive flies from a room.—Take half a

teaspoonful of well pulverized black pepper, one
teaspoonful of brown sugar, and one tablespoon-
ful of cream, mix them well together, and place
them in a room on a plate, where the flies are
troublesome, and they will soon disappear.

Our friend of the United States Gazette bears
testimony to the excellence of the prescription,
after this fashion:

We can vouch for the correctness of the above
recipe. We tried the experiment with the cream,
pepper, and sugar, and in a very short time two-
thirds disappeared, viz : the cream and sugar.
The flies would not eat the pepper.

MARRIED.
In Dayton, O., on the 31st August, by the Rev. D.

"Winters, Mr. Henry J. Ross of Cincinnati, to Miss Mar-
gret Truby, of the former place.

In Danville, Ky., on the 4th inst., by the Rev. N. L.
Rice, Mr. William W. Rice, of Louisiana, to Miss Mvria
L. Rice, daughter of Mr. G-. P. Rice, of Danville, Ky.

On Wednesday, the 10th instant, by the Rev. E. W.
Sehon, Capt. Rees Pritchard, Jr., to Miss Margaret
Hamilton, daughter of Mr. Isaac Hamilton.

On the same evening by the same, Mr. John Q. A.
Chapman to Miss Elizabeth Cofflin.

On Thursday, the 11th inst., by the Rev. William P.
Strickland, Mr. James F. Doggett, Esq., of Hillsbor-
ough, to Miss Laura, daughter of the Rev. J. Cathell, of
this city.

On Thursday, the 11th inst., by the Rev. George W.
Maley, Enos B. Clark to Mary Dickson, all of this city.

On Saturday, 13th inst., by the Rt. Rev. Bp. Purcell,
Edward J. Hughes of St. Louis, late of Paris, France,
to Miss Elizabeth Lewis, daughter of Mr. John Lewis
of this city.

DIED.
On Saturday morning, the 13th instant, Mrs. Anna 0.

Lawrence, wife of Lorenzo Lawrence, deceased, aged 58
years.

On the samfe day, Edwin M. son of Samuel G. and
Frances D. Frazer, aged 1 year and 4 months.
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JEnrly Sctltvmcnt and Settlers of Kentucky.

As a valuable and authentic contribution, to

the early history of the west, I have copied from

the Kentucky Yeoman the following interesting

synopsis from the pen of Gen. Robert B. McAfee,

a pioneer himself, and son of one among the first

who settled the State. More copious and accu-

rate information within the same compass does

not exist:

The interment of the remains of Col. Daniel

Boone, and his wife at Frankfort, will of course

call public attention to the early history of Ken-
tucky; and it may not be amiss to review and no-

tice some incidents never yet published, as I

deem it a matter of some importance that our

history shall contain the truth as near as we can
ascertain it, especially as to the dates of im-

portant events.

It is believed that a man by the name of Fin-

ley first visited the interior of Kentucky from
North Carolina, between the years 1763 and
1767. In one of his hunting trips, he was ac-

companied by Daniel Boone, who, in 1769, in

company with Finley, John Stuart, Michael Sto-

ner, and one or two others, came to Kentucky,
and explored the country from Red River down
the Kentucky. In one of their excursions Boone
and Stuart were taken prisoners, and a: r some
seven or eight days of captivity, made ti: ir es-

cape. This was about the last of December,
1769. When they feturned to their camp, they
found it broken up, and their company gone.

They then moved their quarters, and, it is be-

lieved, took up their residence in a cave, now in

Meraer county, on a tract of land now owned by
A. G. Talbot, Esq., (formerly Col. John Thomp-
son’s) on the waters of Shawnee run. The cave
is, at its entrance, about twenty feet wide, and
eight or nine high. Over the mouth of this cave,

on a high bank, a tree is marked with the ini-

tials of Boone: D. B. 1770. This cave is a good
deal filled up, but on digging a few feet under
the ground, coals and burnt chunks were found.
This point gives locality to some of Boone’s
wanderings; and it is believed that here, or in

its vicinity, his brother, Squire Boone, found him
in the spring of the year 1770, and furnished them
with amunition. Stuart was killed by the Indi-

ans about this time, and Squire Boone returned
to North Carolina for more amunition, and after

he came back, remained in Kentucky until the

spring, 1771, when they both came back home,
where they remained until August, 1773, when
they raised a company of about forty men, and
then started to move with their families to make
a permanent settlement in the country, but were
attacked by the Indians, and Boone’s eldest son
was killed, which frustrated their whole arrange-
ments, and he returned to Clinch river, in Vir-

ginia. And in the meantime Capt. Bullitt, wiih

Hancock Taylor and Douglass, as surveyors,

with the McAfee company, came to Kentucky in

June, 1773, to mark out and survey land. Bul-
litt went on to the falls of Ohio with Douglass,

and the McAfee company, with Hancock Tay-
lor, came up the Kentucky river, and Robert
McAfee had a survey of six hundred acres made
on the 16th July, including the now town of

Frankfort. They then crossed the country above
Lawrenceburgh, and struck Salt river (which
they called “Crooked creek”) at the mouth of

Hammond’s creek, and surveyed nearly all the

land up to a point two miles above Harrods-

burgh, and on the 31st of July started home and
went up the Kentucky river, crossing the Cum-
berland moutaininto Powell’s valley, where they

met Boone and his company a few days before

he was attacked by the Indians. In May, 1774,

Col. (then Captain) James Harrod, with thirty-

one men, started from the Monongahela for Ken-
tucky, and was soon after joined by ten others,

making forty-one in all. They came down the
Ohio to the mouth ot Kentucky, and then up that

river to the mouth of a branch now east of Sal-

visa, called Landing run, (now Oregon,) and
thence to Harrodsburgh, where in June, 1774,

they laid off a town and built five or six cabins

or more, allowing each man an in and out lot,

where they remained until about the 20th July,

when James Cowan was killed by the Indians at

“ Fountainbleau,” a large spring two or three

miles below, when they broke up and returned

home, and on their way joined Gen. Lewis and
fought the Indians at the battle of the Point, Oc-
tober 10th, 1774.

In the meantime, Boone, having retired with
his family on Clinch river, in Virginia, was com-
missioned as a Captain; and about the first of

June, 1774, he was sent by Governor Dunrnore
to the falls of Ohio, to warn some companies of

surveyors of the hostility of the Indians; and
Boone in his route came upon Harrod and his

company at Harrodsburgh, and aided in laying

out the town; and, in company with a man by
the name of Hinton, built a double cabin, which
went by their name until burnt by the Indians.

Thus Boone had the honor of laying the founda-

tion of Harrodsburgh, nearly a year before he

moved his family to Kentucky.
On the 11th day of March, 1775, the McAfee

company, by the way of Cumberland gap, arri-

ved at McAfee’s station, on Salt river, seven

miles below Harrodsburgh; and on the 15th day
of March Capt. Harrod and the greater part of his

company passed them, having came down the

Ohio and up the Kentucky, and re-occupied

Harrodsburgh, (then called Harrodstown,) which
was never afterwards abandoned. The McAfee
company, after clearing several acres of ground
and planting corn, and apple and peach seeds,

started home about the 10th or 11th April, leav-

ing John Higgins and Swein Poulson to attend

to the land and crops. They met Henderson and
his company at Scagg’s creek, on the 21st April,

about ten or twelve days behind Boone, who, I

believe, reached Boonesborough on the 11th of

April.

In July, the Harrodsburgh and Boonesborough
men who had wives returned for their families,

and both parties got back in September follow-

ing. Mrs. Boone and her daughters, and Mrs.
McGary, Hogan, and Denton came in company;
and each party arriving about the same time at

Boonesborough and Harrodsburgh. Soon after,

Col. (then Capt.) McGary commenced a fort

about two hundred yards below their cabins, on
a bluff bank of the creek, where the public square
of the town was afterwards laid off. The vari-

ous events which afterwards took place in the

country, it is unnecessary to notice in this com-
munication, except to say, that this fall Col. Ben.
Logan came to Harrodsburgh with many others,

while Simon Kenton, John Haggin, Michael
Stoner, Robert Patterson, John and Levi Todd,
and many others, took possession on the north

side of the Kentucky, of various points, inclu-

ding Lexington. The year 1776 found hundreds
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more adventurers who were searching for homes
in Kentucky, which was represented as a ter-

restrial paradise In 1777, the Indians, aided by
the Canadian British, made a simultaneous at-

tack upon all the settlements in Kentucky, par-

ticularly on Harrodsburgh, St. Asaph’s (Logan’s

fort,) Boonesborough, Lexington and Bryant’s

station. At Harrodsburgh, the attacks com-
menced early in March; and I cannot give a

more graphic sketch of the trials and dangers of

the early settlers, than is to be found in the

journal of Captain John Cowan, who was then

in Harrodsburgh, which will give date to many
events of some importance. His journal com-
mences March 6th, 1777, as follows, verbatim :

“ The Indians killed Billy Ray and Thomas
Shore at the Shawnee Springs. A party went
out to the place in the evening. They buried

Ray and Shore, and found another man alive and

unhurt under a log in the cane. James Ray,

—

afterwards Gen. Ray, then fifteen years old

—

made his escape and alarmed the town, (Har-

rodsburgh,) and the people worked all night re-

pairing the fort.

“ March 7th.—The Indians attempted to cut

off from the fort a small party of our men—

a

few shot exchanged. The loss on our side, some
cattle killed and horses taken, and four men
wounded. Their loss one killed and scalped and
several supposed wounded.” This attack was a

little after sunrise, and a few minutes after a Mr.
Thomas Wilson and his family had escaped into

the fort from one of the cabins huilt in 1774.

The Indians burnt the cabins.
“ March 9th.—Ebenezer Corn arrived from

the Ozark.
“March 13th.—Ebenezer Corn set off for the

settlement (Virginia.)
“ March 18th.—Butler and Myers arrived from

Boonesborough, with accounts of one man killed

and another wounded. On the 7th inst., a small

party of Indians killed and scalped Hugh Wilson
near the fort, and escaped.
“ March 28th.—The Indians made an attack

—the stragglers about the fort to the amount of

thirty or forty—in which they killed and scalped

Garrett Pendergrass, and took prisoner and killed

Peter Flinn.

“April 3d.—Alarm about daylight.

“April 8th.-*-News of Jacob Huffman killed

by Cherokees at Rye Cove, (place not now
known.)

“April 9th, Wednesday.—Indians about.

“April 10th.—Todd and Calloway elected Bur-

gesses. These were the two first representatives

to the Virginia Legislature from the then county
of Kentucky, which was made during the session

of 1776.

“April 25th—Linn and Moore set out for the

Mississippi. Fresh signs of Indians seen at two
o’clock. They were heard imitating owls, tur-

keys, &c. At four o’clock sentry spied one, and
shot at three soon after.

“April 28th.—Indians seen within two hun-
dred yards of the fort. A party went out, but
nothing done.

“April 29th.—The Indians attacked the fort

and killed Mr. McConnell.
f*April 30th. :—Butler arrived from Boonesbor-

ough, and informed us that on last Thursday a

body of Indians, in number forty or fifty, at-

tacked that place, and killed and scalped Daniel

Goodman, wounded Daniel Boone, Isaac Hite,

John Todd and Michael Stoner.
“ May 1st.—Scattered parties of Indians seen

at a distance. A return was made of the people
in the fort, as follows:

Census of Harrodsburgh, May 7, 1777.

Men in service ----- 81
Do not in service - 4
Women ------ 24
Children above ten years old - - - 12

Children under ten years - 58
Slaves over ten years old 12
Negro children under ten years - - 7

Total - - - - - - 198

“ May 4th and 6th.—Indians seen several

times these two days, and fired at the distance of

two hundred yards.
“ May 12th.—Messrs. Squire Bond and Jared

Cowan arrived from the settlement.
“ May 16th and 18th.—Indians seen and heard.
“ May 23d.—Captain Todd, Calloway and

company, set off for the settlement, (Virginia.)
“ May 25th.—Indian snapped his gun at a

man within forty yards of the fort, at dusk.
“ May 27th—An alarm this morning. An ex-

press arrived from Logan’s and informed us that

Boone’s fort, (Boonesborough) was attacked on
Friday morning last and a brisk firing kept up
until Sunday morning, when thsy left the place.

“ June 2d.—Indians seen round the fort. An
express arrived from Logan’s, and says that the

Indians attacked that place last Friday, and killed

William Hudson and wounded John Kennedy
and Burr Harrison; and that during the heavy-

firing at Boonesborough, 23d and 24th May,
there were but three men wounded, and hoped
not mortal; that the Indians tried hard to bum
the fort, but were prevented with considerable

loss.

“ June 5th.—Express returned from Boones-
borough, and says that Tuesday last they went
within one and a half miles of the fort, and
found a large body of Indians there and did not
venture in.

“ Capt. Harrod and Elliott set off to meet
Bowman and company, (Col. Bowman was on
his way with a regiment of men to protect the
country.)

“ Glenn and Laird arrived from Cumberland
and saw Linn and Moore were safe embarked in

that river on their wray to Ozark.
“Juno 20th.—Coburn arrived from Logan’s,

and says Burr Harrison,- who was wounded the

30th of May, died of his wound on the 13th inst.

Daniel Lyon, who parted with Glenn and Lard
on Green river to go to Logan’s fort, had not
come in yet. A part of a leather hunting-shirt

was found, which was thought to be his. Indi-

ans seen to-day, and much sign.

“ June 22.—Linn and Moore arrived from Kas-
kaskia with accounts favourable as could be ex-

pected. [As to what was their business it is not
stated, except that they were sent as spies,] This
evening, the Indians killed and cut off the head
of Barney Stagner, above the big spring. [Stag-

ner had taken his horse out to graze, and had
been often warned not to venture so far from the

fort.]

“ June 25th.—Expresses arrived from Logan’s
and Boonesborough, and say that the Indians did

not do much damage at Boonesborough, except

killing cattle, and that Logan, who set out for

the settlement on the 6th inst., has returned ; and
it is expected that Colonel Bowman is on his

march out. A party of Indians (thirty) crossed

Cumberland last Saturday, going towards the
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settlement; and Todd and Calloway and Harrod
and campany had got in safe.

“July 6th.—Killed a buffalo bull at the fort.

(He had come up with the cattle.)

“July 11th.—Capt. Harrod returned; says

Col. Bowman is on his march here.

“July 14th and 15th.—Reaped wheat. (The
first ever sown at Harrodsburgh. It was raised

in a field west of the fort of not more than four

acres.)
“ July 16th.—Captain Harrod with a company

set off to meet Bowman and inform him' of the

state of the fort.

“July 26th.—McGary arrived from Fort Pitt

(Pittsburgh.) No prospect of peace or recovery

of horses taken by the Indians.

“Harrod and his company returned, and say

Colonel Bowman parted with them at the forks

of the road, and is gone to Boonesborough.
“August 5th.—Ten or twelve Indians near the

fort. Killed and scalped two of them, and
wounded several others.

“July 28th.—Express arrived from Logan’s,

and says six young men, part of Col. Bowman’s
company who had left him, were attacked on
Monday, going into Logan’s, and that Ambrose
Gressom was killed and scalped, and Jones Man-
nifee and Samuel Ingram wounded, but not mor-
tally.

“ Sept. 2d, 1777.—Court held at Harrodsburgh,
and officers sworn into commission. (This was
the first Court ever held in Kentucky, which
shows the care of the Virginia Legislature, in the

darkest days of the Revolution.)

“Sept. 7th and 9th.—The Indians seen and
at—no harm done.

“Sept. 11th.—Thirty-seven men went to Cap-
tain Bowman for corn; while shelling they were
fired on by the Indians; a skirmish ensued, and
our men kept the ground until reinforced from
town. We found two Indians dead and much
blood. Eli Jared was killed, and six others

wounded, one of whom died that night. The
others, I hope, will survive.

“Sept. 17th.—An express sent to Williams-
burgh,” (Virginia.)

So far Captain Cowan’s journal, which proves
that Harrodsburgh was at that period the centre
of business; a regular census was taken, and the

first court ever held in the State was in the fort

at this place. I do not know the names of the
court; but I believe that John Cowan, Hugh M’-
Gary and Ben. Logan were justices of the peace.

I have seen a warrant in the hand-writing of M’-
Gary, and his judgment on the back of it, which
was no doubt a just decision, although not strict-

ly legal. The warrant was for slander—one
woman charged another with stealing her child’s

bib or cape. M’Gary decides that it is all a mis-
take; that, although appearances were somewhat
against the woman, yet he acquitted her, and or-

dered the parties to say no more about it. I be-

lieve I have given the substance of the case.

In January, 1778, Col. Boone was taken pris-

oner by the Shawanees and taken to Detroit,
where he was treated with great kindness by
Governor Hamilton, who offered a hundred
pounds for him, which was refused. It is said

that in this extremity Boone very adroitly made
use of his captain’s commission from Governor
Dunmorc of Virginia, which was his protection

from the Indians as well as the British. Ho
however made his escape from the Indians some-
time in June of this year, and got safe back to

j

Boonesborough in time to make preparation for

the memorable siege in that year, after which he
returned to his former residence in North Caro-
lina, as his wife and father-in-law had left the

country. Believing him to be dead, she did not
expect to see him again. His worldly affairs be-
ing at a low ebb, he was not able to return to

Kentucky until the summer, 1781, although
some writers say he returned in 1780. But as

we hear but little more of him until the battle of
the Blue Licks, I am inclined to think it was not
until the year I have stated before he got back,
and this accounts for his loss of nearly all his land
claims, which he entrusted to others.

As I do not intend to prolong this communica-
tion, I will only add one more statement, in rela-

tion to another matter. About a month since,

a youth by the name of Stopher found a very fine

tomahawk, leather shot-pouch, the remains of a

powder horn, and an Indian pipe, sticking under
a rocky bank of Salt river, at the mouth of a small

drain on the west side, about two or three hun-
dred yards below the mouth of the Harrodsburgh
branch. On the side of the tomahawk is the

name of “ Thomas Walker,” in fine plain letters.

This ancient relict has been there some sixty or

seventy years, and is yet sound and good, as it

was sheltered by the rocks from the rain. I do
not recollect at present the first name of Mr.
Walker who ran the line between Virginia and
North Carolina, or what become of him. The
discovery of the tomahawk may throw some
light upon the fate of the owner. It was very
probably hid there by the Indians, when hover-
ing around Harrodsburgh. I have this article in

my museum; and if Thomas Walker was ever

taken or killed by the Indians, his relatiods will

know.

City Marl^t Statistics.

It is impossible by a glance at figures to realise

the numbers, builk, weight and value of the im-

mense aggregate of animal food consumed in our

City Markets; nor would an European who had

not visited the United States and observed the

extent to which meat is used here among even

the poorest families, comprehend or believe such

statements.

The number of Beef Cattle sold in Boston last

year, was 43,530; Sheep, 98,820; Hogs, 43,060.

‘Total estimated value, $2,126,644.

The New York Cattle Market gives for the

same period—Beef Cattle, 49,002; Cows and

Calves, 2,946, and Sheep and Lambs, 75,713.

Total value, $1,552,540.

In Philadelphia
, during the same period, the

sales were 37,420 Beeves; 15,121 Cows and

Calves; 22,480 Hogs, and 91,480 Sheep and

Lambs. Value, $1,831,620.

The number of cattle in Baltimore, for the

same year, was 33,500 Beeves; 16,000 Cows and

Calves; 24,000 Hogs, and 90,450 Sheep and

Lambs, of the value of $1,755,000.

In Cincinnati the consumption of Beef Cattle,

for the last twelve months, was 31,200; Cows
and Calves, 15,310; Sheep and Lambs, 93,650;

Hogs, 234,400. Of these, four-fifths of the

Hogs, and one third of the Beef Cattle are pack-
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ed up and sent to foreign markets. The value

of the consumption here, $1 ,344,400.

RECAPITULATION.
Markets. No. Cattle.

Boston, 185,400

New York, 141,139

Philadelphia, 166,550

Baltimore, 166,950

Cincinnati, market, 183,416

Export, 194,570

Value.

$2,126,644

1,552,540

1,831,620

1,755,000

1,344,400

3,033,520

Our finest Beef comes from the region around

Bourbon county, Ky., for which not much less

than one million dollars is paid annually. The

Beef kept regularly at the stalls of the Berres-

fords, Vanaken Wunder, and John Butcher,

cannot be excelled in any market on the conti-

nent. Other butchers here, occasionally kill fine

beef also.

I counted during the past year, for one week,

the wagons loaded with marketing on the Mar-

ket Spaces, embracing the twice-a-week markets

on Fifth, Sixth, and Lower Market streets, and

the daily Canal, and made out an aggregate of

three thousand four hundred and sixty-three.

Of these one thousand one hundred and forty-

eight were at the Fifth Street Market alone.

MARKET-HOUSES.
LOWER MARKET.

There are in Lower Market street,

60 butchers stalls, which rent yearly for

$50 each, - - ' - - - $3,000

60 side benches, for the sale of vegetables,

and rent for $12 each, - 720

4 stalls or stands, at the end of the Mar-

ket House, under the shed roof, and

rent for $140, 140

FIFTH STREET MARKET.

56 butcher’s stalls, and rent for $50 each, 2,800

56 side benches, and rent for $12 each, 672

4 stalls or stands, at
f
the end of the Mar-

ket House, under the shed roof, and

rent for $282, ----- 282

SIXTH STREET MARKET.

48 butcher’s stalls, and rent for $30 each, 1,440

48 side benches, and rent for $5 each, - 240

4 stalls or stands, at the end of the Mar-

ket House, under the shed roof, and

rent for $15 ----- 15

CANAL MARKET.

38 butcher’s stalls, and rent for $30 each, 1 ,1 40

38 side benches, $5 each, - - - 190

The whole amount, - $10,639

MARKET SPACES.
There are the following number of regularly

licensed retail dealers in the markets, who deal in

the following articles, and pay to the city the fol-

lowing prices, yearly, to wit:

—

24 who sell butter and eggs, and pay $25

each, ------
3 who sell butter, $20, -

sells butter, eggs, and cheese,

“ “ “ “ poultry,

“ “ cheese, “

sell “ and cheese, $25, -

“ “ “ dried fruit, $30,

“ bacon, and salt meat,“ sells

13 bacon cutters, $25, - -
x

-

4 cheese “ $20, -

1 fish dealer, $20 ,
-

6 who sell flour, $25, -

14 “ “ fruit, dried or green, $25,

Whole amount, -

$600

60

35

30

25

100

60

40

- 325

80

20

- 150

- 350

- $1,875

A Chapter ini Human Life.

The old proverb in regard to certain indi-

viduals is, that they are born with silver spoons

in their mouths. Without any apparent effort,

every thing appears to succeed in their hands.

Life is to them, from beginning to end, a succes-

sion of Olympic games of feasting and enjoy-

ment. I suppose there are commensurate draw-

backs on this state of things; but they are out of

sight.

Far different is the lot of another class in so-

ciety, who, to preserve the figure of the proverb,

enter life with wooden ladles .instead of silver

spoons in their mouths. Of this class was the

unlucky individual with whom nothing succeed-

ed, and who was finally led to the conclusion,

that if he had been born a hatter, the Creator

of all things would have constructed men with-

out heads. Of this class was my friend Bergudd.

Charles F. Bergudd was a native of Poland—

a

country whose people are dissatisfied at home,

and more unhappy still abroad. He was born

too early and too late—too early for the last revo-

lution—too late for the first. But he was born

for revolutionary times. Of his history he never

spoke, further than to say, that he could not

breathe, for a single day, in any other atmo-

sphere than that of a republic, and that “ where

liberty dwelt, there was his country.” So he

came to America; and, it was in a country town

in the West, not far from Pittsburgh, that I made

his acquaintance. He then spoke French indif-

ferently, German worse, and English execrably.

Of all nations on earth, the Poles appear the least

fitted to acquire foreign languages; English at

any rate.

He had been endeavouring to get into business,

first in Pittsburgh, and afterwards in the coun-

try; but all in vain. He had no genius for la-

bour of any description; indeed, he had all our

aboriginal Indian contempt for it. He felt him-

self fit for what he called better things. Perhaps,
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the poor progress he made when he assayed to

learn some of the every-day employments, in

which he found himself thrown into the shade by

others, who_ were, intellectually, his inferiors,

contributed to nourish this feeling. So, after

months of well meant exertions of his friends, to

tame him into civil life, he was given up as a

hopeless case, and suffered to hunt, fish, and fill

up his time as he saw fit. His manly filing and

good humour made him a general favourite.

After some time, as was natural, he got tired

of these profitless pursuits. “ I must get at

something,” he remarked to me one day; “ this

kind of life will never do. I have written to Mi-

randa, who is now in New York, and I under-

stand intends to make a dash at the Spanish

Main, and offered myself to fill up his noble band

of volunteers.” In due course of time, an an-

swer came, which sufficed to decide Bergudd to

set off. A few days devoted to leaVe-taking for

his journey, found him ready; and, followed by

the best wishes of his neighbours, his old asso-

ciates, he departed.

I heard nothing of Bergudd, who had promised

to write as soon as he had any thing to tell, for

some weeks; and the first notice conveyed of his

whereabouts, was a brief letter written soon af-

ter landing—of which I shall take the liberty to

furnish an abstract.

The letter was dated at some obscure town on

the Spanish Main, in the rear of Cumana.

After expressing his gratification at being on

Terra Firma, he proceeded to draw a vivid pic-

ture of the enthusiasm with which all classes

—

the priests excepted—received their advancing

detachment. Coro, an important town in the in-

terior, was in an insurrectionary state. Varinas

and Angostura were ripe to follow its example.

Indeed, the whole country was receiving its lib-

erators with open arms. Every thing he saw

and heard was portrayed, as the French say,

couleur de rose. A mighty Republic would be

erected in Venezuela above all Greek, above all

Roman fame; and the gallant spirits who were to

carry the great enterprise into effect, would ob-

tain a distinguished niche in the temple of his-

tory; their memories consecrated by the grati-

tude and happiness of the future millions of this

magnificent empire. The letter wound up as it

had been commenced, in the most exulting spirit;

and, the writer only regreted that I could not

witness and participate in his triumphs.

Well knowing the sanguine spirit of my friend,

and still looking on the adventure as a wild

chimera, I was folding the letter to put it in my
pocket-book, when I observed a line or two

which was written across on the margin, with

paler ink, and doubtless of a later date. I

glanced them over and deciphered, “To-mor-

row, at 10 o’clock, I shall be hung, it's a hell of

a business.”

Pooy Bergudd! I read with melancholy inter-

est the narrative of the final scene, which made

its appearance in due time, in one'of our Atlantic

cities. He died as he had lived, firm and fear-

less, and living in the future. “ Miranda will

soon be here, and settle all accounts with these

scoundrels. 0, Liberty! dear as the breath of

life to me, I die thy willing martyr!” He then

submitted to his sentence.

I never saw a man who filled up in the living

individual, so completely my idea of a hero. He
should have died by the side of Kosciusko, when

dragged to his dungeon, or Skrzynecki in the last

hour of Poland’s death struggle for liberty,

While mute they watched till morning’s beam,

Should rise and give them light to die.

©auicl Boone.

The late funeral ceremony at Frankfort, Ky.,.

of the 13th inst., was the occasion of bringing to

light many circumstances connected with the

history of this distinguished man, which other-

wise would probably have been forever lost.

A chart of the family records from the days of

Oliver Cromwell to the birth of Daniel Boone,

made out in beautiful chirography by his uncle

James, a schoolmaster, was produced at Frank-

fort, and I can truly say, I never examined a

more remarkable manuscript document. A
copy of it will probably appear in some future-

number of the “ Advertiser.”

It appears that the family of the Boones were

Friends, or as they are more popularly named,

Quakers. The immediate ancestors and their

next relatives, resided at Bradninch, England,

and emigrated to Pennsylvania, and settled in

Exeter township, Berks county, not far from

Reading, in which town Daniel Boone was born,

July 14, 1732. Many of his maternal ancestors

were’from Wales. His father and mother, both

died before he was thirteen years of age, and the

children, eleven in number, under charge of

James, the oldest brother, moved to the neigh-

borhood of Winchester, Va. After residing here

two years, Daniel removed to Rowan county, N.

C. and was followed by two of his brothers,

James and Squire, who settled on the Yadkin

river. Here Boone married Rebecca Bryant, the

daughter of Joseph Bryant, and remained in N.

Carolina until he settled in Kentucky in 1760.

In 1773, when he attempted to remove his

family to Kentucky, he started from North Caro-

lina ;
and when the Indians attacked his compa-

ny, he fell back and settled on Clinch river,

where he remained until the spring of 1775, when

he removed to Kentucky. In the fall, U99,

he removed with his family to Missouri, and



lived near the Missouri river, some 150 miles

above St. Louis, where he died on the 17th day

of October, 1020, at the age of 88 years.* His

wife died a few years before him. Daniel Boone

was one of seven sons and four daughters, whose

names were as follows :

Sons.—James, Samuel, Jonathan, Daniel,

George, Squire, Edward.

Daughters.—Sarah, Elizabeth, Mary, Hannah.

Col. Daniel Boone had nine children, as fol-

lows :

Sons.—James, Israel, Daniel, Jesse, Nathan.

Daughters.—Susan, Jemima, Lavinia, Re-

becca.

The eldest, James, was killed, 1773, by the In-

dians
;
and his son Israel was killed at the bat-

tle of the Blue lacks, August 19th, 1782.

His son Nathan, a captain in the United States

service, with his descendants, are I believe, his

only posterity, bearing his name
; but an exten-

sive and honorable collection of Kentuekians of

the last and present generation, are related to

the old pioneer by consanguinity or affinity.

The Pioneer ITSothers.—No. 3.

The fallowing incidents are taken from a letter

addressed by Capt. Nathaniel Hart, of Woodford

county, Ky., to Governor Morehead:

Dear Sir .—Connected with your address de-

livered at the celebration of the first settlement of

Kentucky, at Boonesborough, the circumstances

attending the escape and defence of Mrs. Woods
about the year I7b4 or ’5, near the Crab Orchard,
in Lincoln county, may not be without interest.

I have a distinct recollection of them. Mr.
Woods, her husband, was absent from home, and
early in the morning, being a short distance from
her cabin, she discovered several Indians ad-

vancing towards it. She reached it before all

but one, who was so far ahead of the others, that

before she could close and fasten the door, he en-
tered. Instantly he was seized by a lame negro
man of the family, and after a short scuffle, they
both fell—the negro underneath. But he held

the Indian so fast, that he was unable to use

either his scalping knife or tomahawk, whe'n he
called upon his young mistress to take the axe
from under the bed, and dispatch him by a blow
upon the head. She immediately attempted it:

but the first attempt was a failure. She repeated

the blow and killed him. The other Indians
were at the door endeavouring to force it open
with their tomahawks. The negro rose, and
proposed to Mrs. Woods to let in another, ahd
they would soon dispose. of the whole of them in

the same way. The cabin was but a short dis-

tance from a station, the occupants of which,
having discovered the perilous situation of the
family, fired on the Indians, and killed another,
when the remainder made their escape.

This incident is not more extraordinary than
one that happened, in the fall or winter of
1781—’2, to some families belonging to our own
fort at the White Oak Spring. My father settled

this fort in 1779. It was situated about a mile
above Boonesborough and in the same bottom of
the river. It was composed principally of families

from York county, Pennsylvania—orderly, re-

spectable people, and the men good soldiers.

But they were unaccilstomed to Indian warfare,

and the consequence was, that of some ten or

twelve men, all were killed but two or three.

During this period, Peter Duree, the elder, the

principal man of the connexion, determined to

settle a new fort between Estill’s station and the

mouth of Muddy Creek, directly on the trace

between the Cherokee and Shawanese towns.

Having e^cted a cabin, his son-in-law John Bul-

lock and ms family, and his son Peter Duree, his

wife and two children, removed to it, taking a

pair of hand mill stopes with them. They re-

mained for two or three days shut up in their

cabin, but their corn meal being exhausted, they

were compelled to venture out to cut a hollow
tree in order to adjust their hand mill. They
were attacked by Indians—Bullock, after run-

ning a short distance, fell. Duree reached the

cabin, and threw himself upon the bed. Mrs.

Bullock ran to the door to ascertain the fate of

her husband—received a shot in the breast, and
fell across the door sill. Mrs. Duree, not know-
ing whether her husband had been shot or had
fainted, caught her by the feet, pulled her into

the house and barred the door. She grasped a

rifle and told her husband, she would help him to

fight. He replied that he had been wounded
and was dying. She then presented the gun
through several port holes in quick succession

—

then calmly sat by her husband and closed «his

eyes in death. You would conclude that the

scene ought to end here—but after waiting sev-

eral flours, and seeing nothing more of the Indi-

ans, she sallied out in desperation to make her

way to the White Oak Spring, with her infant

in her arms, and a son, three or four years of

age, following her. Afraid to pursue the trace,

she entered the woods, and after running till she

was nearly exhausted, she came at length to the

trace. She determined to follow it at all haz-

ards, and having advanced a few miles further,

she met the elder Mr. Duree, with his wife, and
youngest son, with their baggage, on their way
to the new station. The melancholy tidings in-

duced them, of course, to return. They led

their horses into an adjoining canebrake, unload-

ed them, and regained the White Oak Spring fort

before daylight.

It is impossible at this day to make a just im-

pression of the sufferings of the pioneers about

the period spoken of. The White Oak Spring fort

in 1782, with perhaps one hundred souls in it, was
reduced in August to three fighting white men
—and I can say with truth, that for two or three

weeks, my mother’s family never unclothed

themselves to sleep, nor were all of them, within

the time, at their meals together, nor was any
household business attempted. Food was pre-

pared, and placed where those who chose could

eat. It was the period when Bryaut’s station

was besieged, and for many days before and af-

ter that gloomy event, we were in constant ex-

pectation of being made prisoners. We made
application to Col. Logan for a guard, and ob-

tained one, but not until the danger was mea-
sureably over. It then consisted of two men
only. Col. Logan did every thing in his power,

as county lieutenant, to sustain the different

forts—but it was not a very easy matter to order

a married man from a fort where his family was,

to defend some other—when his own was in im-

minent danger.
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I went. with my mother in January, 1783, to

Logan’s station to prove my father’s will. He
had fallen in the preceding July. Twenty armed
men were of the party. Twenty-three widows
were in attendance upon the court, to obtain let-

ters of administration on the estates of their hus-

bands who had been killed during the past year.

My mother went to Col. Logan’s, who received

and treated her like a^sister.

Diamond Cut Diamond.
When there is a scarcity of natural pigeons,

sporting men by way of keeping their hands in,

occasionally pluck one another. A rich case of

this kind in which two of the fraternity, one a

Southerner and the other a New Yorker, figured

pretty conspicuously, occurred in this city last

week. We give the facts as related to us; indeed

they want no amplification. The whole sport-

ing world of Gotham has had a pain in the side

for several days past, in consequence of the par-

oxysms of langhter in which it was thrown by
the denouement. We omit the names of the par-

ties, but in other respects the statement may be

relied on as full and faithful.

It appears that in the early part of last week
Mr. , of South Carolina, an “upper crust”
gambler, arrived in town, with plenty of the

fluid, for the purpose of betting on the approach-
ing race between Peytona and Fashion, and of

picking up any thing verdant that might come in

his way. Soon after landing from the Philadel-

phia boat he wended his way to a well known
restaurat in Park Row, where blacklegs most do
congregate, for the purpose of meeting some of

his old acquaintances and making professional

Inquiries. He had just lighted his segar and was
in the act of raising a glass of brandy and water
to his lips, when the flash of a large jewel on the

finger of one of the craft who was performing the

same operation, arrested his attention.
“ That’s a fine diamond,” exclaimed the South-

erner, setting down his tumbler, and stooping

forward to obtain a closer view of the jewel.

“Yes,” remarked the other,, carelessly—“it

ought to be; I gave five hundred dollars for it,

and got it cheap at that. I wish I had the value
of it now though, for I got regularly cleaned out
at ’s, Barclay street, yesterday.

“What’ll you take for it cash down,” said the

Southerner, who, like most of his tribe, was fond
of showing bijouterie, and having a pocket full of

rocks, felt remarkably self-complacent.

“Well,” said the New York land shark,
speaking slowly, and taking a puff at his segar,

at every second word, “ as I want money, and you
are a pretty clever fellow, I don’t care if I let

you have it at four hundred and fifty dollars.”
“ Say four hundred, and it’s a bargain.”
“Weil, as it’s you, the half hundred dollars

shant spoil a trade. You shall have it.”

The ring was transferred and the money paid.

By this time the parties had become the centre of

a little knot of knowing ones, upon whose faces

sat a sneering expression, which the Southerner,
who like all gamblers, was a good physiognomist^
perceived and did not relish. When the transac-

tion was completed, his keen ear caught the

sound of a sniggering whisper which ran round
the little circle, and he at once concluded he was
done. He showed no symptoms of suspicion,

however, but called for champaigne, treated the

company, declared himself delighted with the pur-
chase, and bidding his friends good evening, left

the place. Proceeding to the store of an eminent

jeweller in Broadway, he placed the ring on the

counter, and asked the value of “ that brilliant.”

The jeweller looked at him and smiled. “It is

paste,” said he, “ and worth about fifty cents.”
“ Have you a real stone about the same size

and shape?” said the Southerner.
“ I have,” was the reply; and a beautiful table

diamond, of which the mock stone seemed a fac
simile, was produced.
The price was four hundred dollars. The

Southerner then exclaimed that he wished to

borrow it for a few days, and would leave the
value in the jeweller’s hands until it was return-
ed, and pay twenty-five dollars for the use of it.

The proposition was agreed to, the real diamond
substituted for the counterfeit, and the South-
erner left the store.

On the next evening he paid another visit to

the restaurat, and found the old party assembled.
They all began to quiz him; declaring that he had
been regularly “sucked in;” that his ring was
not worth a dollar, &c., the former owner of the
trinket appearing to enjoy the joke more than
the rest.

“Well, gentlemen,” said the supposed dupe,
with a self-sufficient air, “you may think what
you please; I know it’s a diamond. I’ve travel-

led some, and I’m not to be taken in so easy as

you think for. I’ll bet a hundred dollars this is

a real brilliant.”

The bet was taken up in an instant, and oth-

ers offered to the amount of five or six hundred
dollars more, all of which were promptly met by
the Southerner. The stakes being put up, out
sallied the sportsmen to find a jeweller. The
first they questioned pronounced it a fine dia-

mond, and worth from four to five hundred dol-

lars; so said the next, and the next. The betters

stood aghast!—it was a real diamond, and no
mistake; and as the Southerner pocketed the

“tin,” he coolly observed: “/ told you, gentle-

men, I had travelled some
' The following day he took the stone back to

the jeweller of whom he had borrowed it, and had
the composition counterfeit replaced in the ring,

and in the evening he sought the restaurat for the
third time. The same set were there, but looked
crest-fallen. After joking with them for some
time, our hero gravely addressed the cute gentle-

man from whom he had purchased the ring, after

this fashion:
“ Well, my dear fellow, I have had my laugh

out of you; I don’t wrant to rob you, and I don’t

want the ring. Marquand has offered me three

hundred and fifty dollars for it; you shall have it

for two hundred and fifty dollars, and you can
go to him to-morrow if you like, and make a
cool hundred out of it.

The offer was too tempting to be refused.

The shark bit, and the Southerner received two
hundred and fifty dollars worth of gold, and the
sharper fifty cents worth of paste. The next
morning the Carolinian was non est inventus-, and
the overreached sharper found lying on his table

a beautiful note sealed with perfumed wax, and
stamped with a figure of Mercury, the god of
thieves. On removing the envelope, the note
was found to contain only three words, viz:
“ Diamond cut Diamond.”
This was a puzzle: but the first jeweller to

whom our “sporting friend” showed the ring

explained the mystery. The victim, unable to

bear up against the ridicule brought down upon
him by this denouement, has left town for a few
weeks on urgent business.



College of Dental Surgery.

On the first Monday of November, the lectures

of this Institution will commence. The profes-

sors are men of competent judgment, acquire-

ments and experience, and I doubt not that they

will acquit themselves creditably in their new re-

lation to the science.

I have adverted two or three times to this sub-

ject, and regret that there appears so little inter-

est manifested in it by my brother editors in

Cincinnati. I suppose this results from their

considering it simply a professional matter, in

which the public at large have no direct interest.

If so, it is a great mistake.

There are quacks in all professions, but in

none are they so abundant as in dental opera-

tions, and the reason is obvious. There is no

test apparent to the patient, which enables him

to judge between a mere pretender and a man
who understands his business. HenCe, all around

us we find men, who, having failed at making a

subsistence in the practice of law or in retailing

.goods, or who have perhaps not been brought up

regularly to any business, assume the practice of

dentistry, to the irreparable injury of their pa-

tients. For all this there is no remedy except a

regular education for this department of medical

and surgical science, such as this College affords,

and the evidence of it to the community in the

diploma or certificate it issues.

The newly established College of Dental Sur-

gery is actually a coadjutor to its neighbour, the

Ohio Medical College
,
in which respect it deserves

an equal share of patronage and support. It will,

in the course of a few years, doubtless be felt

.equally influential and important, while the

sphere of its operations must necessarily occupy

a wider space.

Force of Habit.

In the days of my apprenticeship to the hard-

ware business in Philadelphia, although quite

young, I was .salesman to our establishment. In

that capacity I put up bills for the various west-

ern merchants of 1806, and of even later dates.

But the lapse of forty years has made many
changes in this mutable world of ours, and with

the exception of H. G. Phillips, of Dayton;

Samuel Perry, of our own city; Jephthah Dud-

ley, of Frankfort, and J. W. Tilford, of Lexing-

ton, Ky., who are now all out of active business,

the merchants of that day have passed off the

scene of life.

Tilford and Dudley I have not seen for almost

forty years, until Saturday, the 13th inst., when

I made myself known to Col. Dudley, on my late

visit to Frankfort. I found him at his door cut-

ting a piece of pine shingle, the very employment

he was at forty years before, when I last saw him

and bid him good bye, on his departure from

Philadelphia. The Colonel assured me, how-

ever, that it was neither the same knife nor the

same shingle.

The English language.

Various have been the attempts tp reduce to

system, the orthography, and prosody of our lan-

guage—all to little purpose.

Many and weighty are the embarrassments

which the anomalies of pronunciation disfiguring

the English language, inflict upon the luckless

foreigner, in his attempts to master its rules.

I will give a specimen of analogies of this sort.

Take and follow it out in its various pronuncia-

tions.

Bough ow as cow.

Cough off as doff.

Dough ow as flow.

Hough ock as lock.

Lough
^ och as cochran.

Youghiogany
)

Tough uff as luff.

Fought aw as law.

Through oo as loo.

Thorough u as hunt.

Hiccough up as cup'.

Here are eleven different sounds given to the

same monosyllable. Is not this example at once,

a comment and a satire on the labour of gramma-

rians and lexicographers.

Hocnltc ami his Organs.

My friend Koenke is, I find, still busy making

Organs for the West. His last, is a splendid in-

strument of six stops, made for a Church at Lan-

caster, Ohio, which I would recommend all who

delight in musical sounds, to examine at his shop

on Williams street, north of the corporation line.

Koenke’s only fault as an organ builder, is,

that every instrument he turns out, excels its

predecessor. This renders it difficult to deter-

mine when he will reach the ne plus ultra of ex-

cellence.

MARRIED.
On Sunday, the 21st., by the Rev. W. P. Strickland,

Mr. Israel Weaver to Miss Phebe Jane Smith.

DIED.
On Tuesday, the 10th inst., Mr. John R. Clinkin-

beard, in the 39th year of his age.

On Wednesday, the 17th inst., at the residence of her

son, John Richards, Mrs. Jane Dee, aged 75 years.

On Thursday, the 18th inst., Samuel Ream, of Indian-

apolis, la.

On Friday, the 19th inst., at his residence in Storrs

township, Mr. William Bickham, merchant of this city,

in the 46th year of his age.
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Nuisances.

It has long been a settled fact, that Corpora-

tions are bodies without souls. Hence, we

see individuals every day countenancing practi-

ces as a corporate body, which they personally

disclaim and despise. If the members of our

City Council could follow out the consequences

of their legislation in their final results, it would

materially affect their votes on many questions,

and cover their faces with shame, if shame be left

in 'their veins.

A few days since the City Council gave a cir-

cus company license to exhibit at the corner of

Broadway and Fifth, for a series of nights. This

is a region of family residences simply, and there

are some ten or twelve houses of worship within

gunshot of the spot. It might have been suppo-

sed that a neighbourhood in which the indi-

viduals resided patronsing such moral and intel-

lectual exercises, would Have been more appro-

priately selected for the convenience of all parties.

No! Our Councilmen are friends to equal rights,

and an establishment which up to eleven o’clock,

and even beyond twelve o’clock, is making

“night hideous” with yells and other noises,

which might more appropriately come up from

the bottomless pit, is placed where none of its

patrons reside. What the effects of all this on

the health and comfort of the unhappy neigh-

bours is, may be readily imagined. It is a sim-

ple fact, neither heightened by fancy “ nor sus-

ceptible of being go,” that there is an amiable

lady dying of consumption, and whose dissolu-

tion may be mofnetitly expected, whose death

will have been hastened by these brutal orgies

licensed by the City Council.

Did I gay licensed ;—I retract the statement.

The case is worse. The license has expired, and

the circus is permitted to torment the living and

the dying, without even the consolation to our

just and equitable City Solons that they have the

money obtained at such a price, in the City

Treasury!!

All this is done in the name of equal rights!

The State Bank of Ohio.

It may be matter of interest to the business

public to learn the names of the Branches of this

institution and its officers, as the notes will soon

form the great body of our circulating medium.

Ten Branches are at present organized. The

notes of like denominations irt all the Branches
19

are from the same plate, engraved by Toppan,

Carpenter & Co., of Cincinnati. Their general

phraseology thus: “ The State Bane oE Ohio

will pay to bearer Five Dollars on derfiand at the

Branch in

-—- Cashier. President.

The name of the Branch and its location are

inserted with the pen. All are signed by G.

Swan, President of the Board of Control, and

countersigned by the Cashieis of the respective

Branches; as follows:

Franklin Branch in Cincinnati—T. M. Jack-

son, Cashier.

Mechanics’ and Traders’ Branch in Cincinnati

—-S. S. Rowe, Cashier.

Exchange Branch in Columbus—H. M. Hub-

bard, Cashier.

Franklin Branch in Columbus—James Espy,

Cashier.

Merchants’ Branch in Cleveland—Prentiss

Dow, Cashier.

Chillicothe Branch in Chillicothe—J. S. At-

wTood, Cashier.

Xenia Branch in Xenia—F. F. Drake, Cashier.

Dayton Branch in Dayton—David Z. Pierce,

Cashier.

Delaware Branch in Delaware—B. Powers;

Cashier.

Jefferson Branch in Steubenville—D. Moodey,

Cashier.

iTBiami University.

A pamphlet comprising the addresses delivered

at the late inauguration of Professor M’Master,

as President of the Miami University, at Oxford,

Ohio, has been left on my table, by the publisher,

I suppose. Cincinnati contributed no less than

thrde addresses to the days service, one of which

only appears in print—that of Edward Woodruff,

Esq., one of its trustees, and if I mistake riot, a

graduate of that institution. Rev. N. L. Rice

,

and J. Wi Taylor of the Cincinnati bar, delivered

the others.

Mr. Woodruff’s address evidences the good

sense and sound judgment which characterises

the writer. It abounds in valuable suggestions,

of which a few follow:

—

“ My object is not to discourage the study of

the ancient languages or lessen their value as a

branch of classic learning; but rather to elevate

the modern science^ and languages to their true

importance. Any one who will examine the

course of studies prescribed in most of the colle-

ges and universities of the United States,' will
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readily perceive that the study of the ancient

classics receives much the greater share of atten-

tion, while the modern sciences and living lan-

guages, are matters of secondary consideration.

If the one or the other must be neglected, either

from the want of time or any other cause, let the

ancients give way to the moderns.”

“Another important advantage to be derived

from a more general introduction of the modern
sciences into the regular course of instruction, is,

that they furnish new fields for the exercise of

the powers of the mind, which exist in so many
diversified forms, in different individuals. By ele-

vating the sciences of agriculture, civil engi-

neering, geology, political science, modern lan-

guages, and others of practical application, to

their proper standard, so as to render them inde-

pendent objects of honourable pursuit, it would
greatly tend to equalize the genius and tal-

ent of the country, and prevent that unnatu-
ral and unprofitable rush which is constantly

made into the ranks of law, medicine, and di-

vinity. This immense mis-application of talent

calls loudly for reform. Many who would with-

in their appropriate spheres become highly useful

members of society, often become mere fungi
upon the body politic, wasting the best portion

of their lives in slothful inactivity.”

“ The genius of the present age, differs essen-

tially from that of classic antiquity. It is em-
phatically the age of money getting, or in one
sense, the golden age. Almost every public and
private action has for its end, pecuniary consid-

erations, in some shape; and yet it is difficult to

separate this feeling from those beneficial results

which its influence exerts over the inventive

faculties of man. It is said that knowledge is

power, and yet we not unfrequently see that the

power of money controls that of knowledge. It

realizes, in no small degree, the idea of the

.archimedean lever. If indeed it were more lib-

erally applied to useful purposes; if it were more
frequently used in the endowment of colleges, and
seminaries, and in furnishing them with libra-

ries, philosophical apparatus, and the other ap-

pliances; if it were made subservient to the uni-

versal spread of knowledge and religion, it might
indeed be considered a most substantial blessing.

“ The evils, however, consequent upon so in-

ordinate a thirst for wealth, are its tendency to

contract the expansive qualities of the heart and
its abridgment of all the moral and social virtues.

Yet with these acknowledged and obvious con-
sequences before them, men still press on, even
at the age of threescore years and ten, to the ac-

cumulation of still greater wealth; and, doubt-

less, it will always be more fashionable to cen-

sure the evil, than to take the lead in reforming
it. To counteract so morbid an appetite, there

is no better expedient than the cultivation of a

literary taste; it expands and liberalizes all the

better qualities of the head and heart; it is an ac-

complishment in society, a companion in soli-

tude, a friend in adversity, and an ornament in

old age.”

I learn incidentally by this address three facts.

That the alumni of the Miami University in the

twentieth year of its existence, amount to three

hundred and sixty-two, and that there are twen-

ty-one chartered institutions of learning, nine of

which are in successful operation, with an ag-

gregate endowment of $1,500,000 yearly. The

whole annual attendance of students in all

these does not exceed one thousand individuals.

The inaugural address of President M’Master,

I shall not undertake to review. His Latin and

Greek, arc here paraded with a frequency

which leads me to doubt his English scholarship,

having made it a rule through life to distrust the

pretensions of an author who shelters himself

continually from the scrutiny of English read-

ers, behind the thick shades of learned languages.

Seriously, if the Professor’s intellect is not

clearer in his Latin and Greek, than in his Eng-

lish, there is nothing lost to the popular reader,

for his pedantry is insufferable, even in a pre-

ceptor by trade. I fear that Dr. M’Master is not

the man to preside over this University, which

the character of the west and of the age in

which we live demands; that he wants the grand

preeminent qualification, good sense, without

which all other qualifications are of little value,

and which, in the language of the poet, is

“Although no science, fairly worth the seven.”

Tlie mother and her Family.

Philosophy is rarely found. The most perfect

sample I ever met, was an old woman, who was
apparently the poorest and most forlorn of the

human species; so true is the maxim which all

profess to believe, and none act upon invariably,

viz., that all happiness does not depend on out-

ward circumstances. The wise woman to whom
I have alluded, walks to Boston, a distance of

twenty or thirty miles, to sell a bag of brown
thread and stockings, and then patiently walks
back again with her little gains. Her dress,

though tidy, is a grotesque collection of “ shreds

and patches,” coarse in the extreme.
“ Why don’t you come down in a wagon?”

said I, when I observed she was wearied with her
long journey.

“We han’t got any horse,” she replied; “ the
neighbours are very kind to me, but they can’t

spare their’n, and it would cost as much to hire

one as all my thread would come to.”

“ You have a husband—don’t he do any thing

for you?”
“ He is a good man—he does all he can, but

he’s a cripple and an invalid. He reels my yarn
and mends the children’s shoes. He’s as kind a
husband as a woman need have.”

“ But his being a cripple is a heavy misfortune

to you,” said I.

“ Why, ma’am, I don’t look upon it in that

light,” replied the thread woman. “ I consider

that I have great reason to be thankful that he
never took to any bad habits.”

“ How many children have you?”
“ Six sons and five daughters, ma’am.”
“ Six sons and five daughters! What a family

for a poor woman to support!”

“It’s a family, surely, ma’am; but there ain’t

one of ’em that I’d be willing to lose. They are

all as healthy children as need to be—all willing to

work and all clever to me. Even the littlest boy
when he gets a cent now and then for doing1 an

errand is sure to bring it to me.”
“ Do your daughters spin your thread?”
“ No, ma’am; as soon as they are big enough

they go out to service, as I don’t want to keep
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them always delving for me; they are always wil-

ling to give me what they can; but it’s right

and fair that they should do a little for them-
selves. I do all my spinning after the folks are

a-bed.”
“ Don’t you think you should be better off, if

you had no one but yourself to provide for?”
“ Why no, ma’am, I don’t. If I had’nt been

married I should always had to work as I could,

and now I can’t do more than that. My chil-

dren are a great comfort to me, and I look for-

ward to the time when they’ll do as much for me
as I have done for them.”

Here was true philosophy! I learned' a les-

son from that poor woman which I shall not soon

forget.

The Miami Valley Settlements.

It is hardly possible for those who are now
living in Cincinnati, in the enjoyment of every

comfort and luxury which money can procure,

to form any notion of the privations which were

suffered by the hardy settlers of the west, the

pioneers of the Miami Valleys among others.

Fifty-five years ago the condition of the great

thoroughfares to the west—of the route across

the Allegheny Mountains especially—was such

as to forbid taking by the emigrants any articles

but those of indispensible necessity, for a six

horse road wagon, at a slow gait, could not take

more than what would now be considered, over a

McAdamized road, a load for two horses When
the pioneer westward had reached Redstone or

Wheeling, the difficulties of transportation were

not much lessened. There were no wagon
roads through the intermediate country, if the

hostility of the implacable savage had per-

mitted traversing the route by land in safety;

and the family boats which carried the settlers

down were so encumbered with wagons, horses,

cows, pigs, &c., as to have little room for any

thing else but a few articles of family house-

keeping of the first necessity. On reaching their

destination, cabins had to be erected, the land

cleared and cultivated, and the crop gathered in,

in the presence, as it were, of the relentless sav-

age, who watched every opportunity of destroy-

ing the lives of the settlers, and breaking up the

lodgments as fast as made. In the meantime,

supplies of food not yet raised on the improve-

ment, had to be obtained in the woods from

hunting, which in most cases was a constant ex-

posure of life to their Indian enemies. Under

these circumstances some general idea may be

conceived of the sufferings and privations which

those endured, who formed the van guard of

civilization, and prepared the way for the present

generation to enjoy the fruit of past labours and

sufferings. But it is not so easy, without some

specifications such as I shall furnish here, to

realise the nature and extent of the privations of

individuals who, in many cases, abandoned com-

fortable homes and the enjoyment of civilized

life, at the call of duty. Especially was this

the case in respect to several of the pioneer

mothers.

A few notes from the recollections of one of

the survivors, probably the only one of the party

w7ho landed with Major Stites at Columbia, a

venerable lady of seventy-five, whose family-

have borne a conspicuous part in the civil, po-

litical, military, and religious history of the Mi-

ami Valley, will possess my readers of a more

distinct idea of these sacrifices- and privations,

than they could otherwise acquire.

My informant was born and brought up in

New York, her parents being in prosperous cir-

cumstances. Her husband, who was a surveyor,

had been for some time in delicate health, and

concluded to accompany Major Stites to his set-

tlement at the mouth of the Little Miami. At

this place, where they landed on the 18th Nov.,

1788, and to which the settlers gave the name of

Columbia, two or three block houses were first

erected for the protection of the women and

children, and log cabins were built without delay

for occupation by the several families. The

boats in which they came down from Limestone

being broken up, served for floors, doors, &c., to

these rude buildings. Stites and his party had

riven out clapboards while they were detained at

Maysville, which being taken down to Colum-

bia, enabled the settlers to cover their houses

without delay. The fact that the Indians were

generally gathered to Fort Harmar, at the mouth

of Muskingum, for the purpose of making a

treaty with the whites, contributed also to the

temporary security of the new settlement. Lit-

tle, however, could be done beyond supplying

present sustenance for the party from the woods.

Wild game was abundant, but the bread stuffs

they took with them soon gave out; and supplies

of corn and salt were only to be obtained at a dis-

tance, and in deficient quantities, and various

roots taken from the indigenous plants, the bear

grass especially, had frequently to be resorted to

as articles of food. When the spring of 1789

opened, their situation promised gradually to im-

prove. The fine bottoms on the Little Miami

had been long cultivated by the savages, and

were found mellow as ashheaps. The men

worked in divisions, one half keeping guard

with their rifles while the others worked, chang-

ing their employments morning and afternoon.

My informant had brought out a looking glass

boxed up, from the east, and the case being

mounted on a home made pair of rockers, served

for the first cradle in the settlement. It had pre-

viously been set across a barrel to do duty as a

table. Individuals now living in Cincinnati were

actually rocked during their infancy in sugar

troughs.
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It was with difficulty horses could be pre-

served from being stolen, by all the means of

protection to which the settlers could resort. In

the family to which this lady belonged, the

halter chains of the horses were passed through

between the logs and fastened to stout hooks on

the inside. But neither this precaution nor se-

curing them with hobbles would always serve

to protect horses from the savages. On one oc-

casion a fine mare with her colt had been left in

the rear o.f the house in a small enclosure. The

mare was taken off by Indians, they having se-

cured her by a stout buffalo tug. It appears they

had not noticed the colt in the darkness of the

night. As they rode her off, the colt sprang the

fence after the mare, and made such a noise gal-

loping after, that supposing themselves pursued,

they let the mare go lest she should impede their

escape, and the family inside of the house knew

nothing of the danger to which they had been

exposed until the buffalo tug told the night’s ad-

venture. On another occasion, several families

who had settled on the face of the hill near where

Col. Spencer afterwards resided, at a spot called

Morristown, from one Morris, the principal in-

dividual in the settlement, had hung out clothes

to dry. Early in the evening a party of Indi-

ans prowling around made a descent and carried

off every piece of clothing left out, nor was the

loss discovered until the families were about to

retire for the night. Pursuit was made and the

trail followed for several miles, when arriving at

the place where the savages had encamped, it

was found deserted, the enemy being panic

struck, and having abandoned all to effect their

escape. The plunder was recovered, but not un-

til the Indians had raveled out the coverlets to

make belts for themselves. But many of the set-

tlers encountered more serious calamities than

loss of property. James Seward had two boys

massacred by the savages, and James Newell,

one of the most valuable of the settlers at Colum-

bia, shared a similar fate. Hinkle and Covalt,

two of the settlers on Round Bottom, a few miles

up the Miami, were shot dead in front of their

own cabins, while engaged hewing logs.

In November, 1789, a flood on the Ohio oc-

curred of such magnitude as to overflow the

lower part of Columbia to such a height as first

tq drive the soldiers at one of the block houses

up into the loft and then out by the gable to their

boat, by which they crossed the Ohio to the hills

on the opposite side. One house, only, in Colum-

bia, remained out of water. The loss of prop-

erty, valuable in proportion to its scarcity and

the difficulty of replacing it, may be readily con-

jectured. Honour to the memories of those who
at such cost, won as an inheritance for their suc-

cessors the garden spot of the whole world.

Stove mid Grate manufacture.

A visit to W. &, R. P. Resor’s Foundry, on

Plum street, has put me in possession of various

interesting statistics, on a very important and

extensive branch of Iron Castings—the manufac-

ture of Stoves, which forms an indispensible class

of foundry operations, as well as a distinct de-

partment of business in the sale of the article.

There are some thirty iron foundries in Cin-

cinnati o various grades of importance, being

nearly three times the number in existence at the

census of 1840. And I shall confine my remarks

at present to the operations of those engaged in

the stove and grate manufacture, leaving the

general casting business for a future article.

There are twelve foundries engaged in the

manufacture exclusively, principally, or partially

of these articles, two of which make grates en-

tirely, and two others make stoves to a more or

less extent, while their usual and more important

business is general casting. These establish-

ments are W. & R. P. Resor, Wolff & Brothers,

Goodhue & Co., French & Winslow, Ball & Da-

vis, Andrews, Haven & Co., Miles Greenwood,

David Root, Horton & Baker, Bevan & Co., 0.

G. De Groff and Thomas S. Orr.

Having been familiar for years with the busi-

ness of Messrs. Resor, which is probably the

heaviest one of the number, I shall reserve what

details I have to make on the subject as applying

more especially to their operations, and close

these statistics with a general view of the stove

casting business at large.

Resors’ establishment, including tenements

for fifteen families, occupies a space of ground

two hundred feet square. They have additional

ground for depositing coke across Plum street.

The blowing apparatus, with chimney and facing

mills, are driven by a steam engine of eight horse

power. The blowing apparatus was put up by

Messrs. Holabird & Burns, and consists of a cyl-

inder thirty inches in diameter and thirty-two

inch stroke, and is capable of melting with ease

three tons per hour with two cupolas, which are

used, taking the melted iron from each alternate-

ly. The finishing shops and storing rooms are

in 3 three story brick buildings of fifty-four feet

front by seventy feet in depth. There are now,

and have been during the year past, employ-

ed seventy-three hands, who make on the aver-

age one hundred and eighty stoves and three tons

hollow ware weekly, or an annual aggregate of

one thousand tons or two million pounds cast-

ings. Six to seven tons pig metal are melted

daily in the establishment, and its consumption

of coal exceeds eighteen thousand bushels. Elev->

en additional hands are employed over the sale

rooms in trimming, blacking, packing, &c., the

stoves for maket.
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ing is through daily in three hours. No castings

are made here but for the proprietors’ own use

or sales. The firm pays out about $500 in wa-

ges per week, and since the first of last January,

the hands are paid off every Monday, to the mu-
tual advantage of employed and employers. No
running accounts are kept in the establishment.

One statistic, not exactly in the casting line, I

will add by stating that there is a child born on

the premises every month in the year, for several

years past.

Messrs. Resor were the first to introduce the

neat and light patterns of stoves and hollow

ware now so universally prevalent, and to dem-

onstrate to others that stoves could be made in

Cincinnati for the west, cheaper as well as of bet-

ter materials—the pig jron of the Scioto region

under the hot blast process—than at any other

point on the Ohio.

Two thirds of the stoves made at these foun-

dries are what are termed cooking stoves. For

these there is an increasing demand, which will

not slacken until every farmer in the land is sup-

plied, economy"n labour as respects providing

wood, being as important to the husbandman as

economy in the purchase of that article is to the

city resident. There are not less than forty-fivq

thousand stoves manufactured yearly in Cincin-

nati, thirty thousand of which are regular cook-

ing stoves of various patterns and construction.

The value of these articles, including the grate

operations is five hundred and twelve thousand

dollars annually, a business and product heavier

than any city in the United States can exhibit,

unless it be Albany and perhaps Troy, the great

fountains of supply in this line for New York
and the New England States. There are four

hundred and thirty-five hands employed in these

twelve establishments, on stoves, grates and hol-

low ware.

CORRESPONDENCE.
The Jews in America.

Mr. C. Cist:

In a former number I promised, if it should be

considered interesting to your readers, to con-

tinue an article respecting the statistics, loca-

tions, and reminiscences of “ God’s ancient peo-

ple the Israelites,”—extending the view to the

whole nation dispersed throughout the world.

It is well ascertained that previous to 1816, the

Jewish people were not known to have located in

the Mississippi Valley; and for several years sub-

sequent, they were considered as a strange sight;

—but it was necessary to the fulfilment of

Prophecy, that the “ dispersed of Israel ” should

inhabit every clime. There are supposed at this

time to be in the city and its environs, about two

thousand five hundred Israelites; and it is a mat-

ter of notoriety, that where the Jewish people are

well received, that nation or city becomes happy

and prosperous, and vice versa, that country or

people who persecute and plunder them, are pun-

ished in an exemplary manner. What has been

the end of the enemies of Israel? “ That they

perish for ever!” I need not quote historical

reminiscences! There are some singular and

remarkable facts appertaining to this people in

all their locations; in being good and peaceable

citizens, seeking the welfare and prosperity of

the country in which they reside; not anxious to

spread the tenets of their religion among the na-

tions; but looking forward to the time when “ all

shall know the truth.” According to their num-

bers, less crime is committed among them than

any other class of people. Drunkards and pau-

pers are seldom known among them: they are

cleanly and abstemious in their habits and diet.

In one of the congregations of this city, compo-

sed of more than eight hundred persons of all

ages, there has not been a death during the past

year! Very few of the towns in the west but

what have more or less of them located at this

period, and increased numbers are constantly

emigrating from Europe. Celebrated writers

in making up statistics, have been constantly un-

derrating the numbers of this people; and it has

been generally supposed there were not more

than four millions in the world; at the same time

rating their numbers in the United States at only

five thousand. As I proceed I shall prove to the

satisfaction of your readers, that they are more

numerous than in the most prosperous period of

their history. In this number I shall merely al-

lude to their settlement in America. The first

settlement of Jews in the Western Hemisphere,

was at the Island of Cayenne, under the protec-

tion of the Dutch, in 1559. The French captu-

red it in 1664. The Dutch inhabitants and Jews

were obliged to quit. The latter went to Suri-

nam, where they became a thriving settlement,

having the full enjoyment and free exercise of

their religion, rites and customs, guarantied to

them by the British Government. In 1667,

Surinam was taken by the Dutch, the privileges

of the Jews confined to them, with all the rights

of Dutch born subjects. They are now a con-

siderable and highly respectable portion of the

inhabitants of Surinam. In 1670, Jamaica and

other West India Islands were visited, and con-

siderable settlements of Jews formed, where they

are now residing, being numerous, wealthy and

respectable; enjoying all the privileges of citizens

under the British Government, whose Colonies

consequently have flourished. In 1683 the Jews

were ordered to quit the French Colonies; and in

1685, all Jews found in the French Colonies
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were seized and their properties confiscated.

What has been the result? Who has got the

Canadas? And what has become of San Domin-

go? In 1641, a considerable number of Jews

who were banished from Spain and Portugal,

settled in the Brazils, formed plantations, and

built towns and villages; and were protected

from the Spaniards by the Dutch. In 1654, on

the Portuguese obtaining possession of the Bra-

zils, the Jews were ordered to quit, their planta-

tions and houses confiscated; but they very in-

dulgently granted them the privilege to carry

away their personal property, providing a fleet

of ships to carry them wherever they chose.

It is supposed that a small portion of them

landed about that time at Newport, Rhode

Island, and at New Amsterdam, (now New
York.) Soon after that period they erected a

Synagogue in Newport, the first in the thirteen

Colonies. The congregation throve for about

seventy or eighty years, when New York hav-

ing overcome its rival in commercial pursuits,

Newport declined, and the Israelites gradually

withdrew to the rising city of New York, and

not one family remained to protect its lonely

Synagogue and burial ground. A sufficient sum

was left by a legacy of the late Mr. Touro, to lceep

and constantly repair them, until at some future

period Israelites might congregate there. This is

faithfully performed by the corporation of the

city. The Israelites in New York have flourish-

ed exceedingly. They have become numerous,

wealthy, and respectable; nearly numbering at

this time, fifteen thousand, having eight Syna-

gogues. In 1733, forty Jews arrived in Savan-

nah, Georgia, from London, where they and

other emigrants have congregated to this day.

They are highly respectable. In 1750, a congre-

gation was founded in Charleston, which has

gradually increased and become very numerous.

They are many of them wealthy and respectable,

having filled some of the first offices in the City

and State of South Carolina. It is well known
that during the War of Independence, the Jews

were very active and patriotic in their exertions

for their adopted country. We may also state

that the late Col. David Franks, confidential aid to

General Washington, was a member of the Jew-

ish nation and religion. Since the Revolutionary

War, Jewish Congregations have been establish-

ed at various places in the United States and

British possessions, viz: New Orleans, Mobile,

Louisville, St. Louis, Little Rock, Cincinnati,

Cleveland, Xenia, Albany, Troy, Buffalo, New
Haven, Baltimore, Philadelphia, Richmond and

Norfolk, Va.; also at Quebec and Montreal,

Canada, and St. Johns, New Brunswick. There

are several other locations in the U. S. not recol-

lected. There is one important fact respecting

the Jewish nation, more especially amongst
those who reside in America. I have conversed

and been in contact with many thousands of

my brother Israelites, and have yet to meet the

first one ignorant of reading and writing! I

shall conclude this part of my subject with a gen-
eral statement of the number of their Synagogues
and population in America, as far as can be as-

certained.

New England States,

Syn.

2

Pop.

1,500

States of N. York and N. Jersey, 12 18,000
“ “ Pennsylvania and Delaware, 5 4,000
“ “ Maryland and D. Columbia, 2 2,500
“ “ Virginia and Kentucky, 3 3,500
“ “ North and South Carolina)

,
4 5,000

“ “ Georgia and Alabama, 2 2,000
“ “ Louisiana and Florida, 2 3,000
“ “ Missouri and Mississippi, 1 1,500
“ “ Arkansas and Texas, - 1 1,000
“ “ Illinois and Indiana, - 0 1,500
“ “ Ohio and Michigan, - 6 4,000

British Possessions, - 4 2,500

West India Islands, ... 12 14,000

State of Mexico, ... 0 1,000

States of Columbia and Central

America, - 0 1,000

State of South America, - 2 8,000

Cincinnati, Sept. 22, 1845.

58 74,000

J.

Excuses.

“Who broke this pitcher?” asked the master

of the house of his lady. “ It is not broke, my
dear, it is only cracked.” Some months after-

wards he found it in the closet in fragments.

“Who broke this pitcher?” he again asked.

“ Why that pitcher was broke long ago; it has

been cracked more than four months.”

This was a Cincinnati excuse, but, as the al-

manack makers say, will answer for any other

meridian in our country, and in some beyond its

limits. It is accordingly published for the bene-

fit of those who have not ingenuity enough to in-

vent excuses of their own.

Cultivation of the Grape.

The following communication addressed by

the writer to the Cincinnati Horticultural So-

ciety, will be found one of the most valuable ar-

ticles on the subject to which it relates, that has

ever appeared in print.

Cincinnati, Sept. 26, 1845.

Mr. President:

Upon referring to some memorandums of my
father, I find amongst others, the following ac-

count kept of the produce of the vineyard since

1837. As a number of our members are cultiva-
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ting the vine, I thought it would be interesting,

as it is difficult to obtain a statement of the kind,

kept minutely for a series of years.

It shows the actual produce, and the certainty

of the crop before any other fruit in this latitude,

and the difference between the Catawba and Isa-

bella, as to the yield and certainty. The Isa-

bella having borne a first rate crop for nine suc-

cessive years, the Catawba failing occasionally

from rot and the attack of insects.

The vineyard has a southern exposure, front-

ing on the Ohio River, was planted with rooted

plants in 1834, and contained at that time seven-

teen hundred and seventy-five vines, placed in

rows four feet apart and three feet distance in the

row—the ground being previously trenched, and

the stones taken out to the depth of two feet.

In the fall of 1837 the first crop was picked as

follows:—164 bushels of Grapes, from which was

made 667 gallons of Wine. At this time there

was 1125 Isabella and Cape vines yielding 113

bushels, making 469 gallons, and 650 Catawba

yielding 51 bushels, making 198 gallons.

1838—Vintage, Sept. 10th, produce 327 gallons.

1839 “ « 5th “ 440 **

1840 “ “ 20, Isabella 260

Catawba 45—305 galls.

This year (1840) most of the Catawba rotted

on the vines. From this time there were twenty-

three hundred vines, about one half of each kind.

1841—Vintage, Sept. 15, Catawba 237

Isabella 275—512 galls.

1842 «« “ 12, Catawba 166

Isabella 319—485 “

1843 “ “ 15, Catawba250

Isabella 288—538 “

1844 “ “ 12, Catawba 108

Isabella 306—414 “

1845 “ “ 9, Catawba 349

Isabella 283—632 “

About one-eighth of the Catawba Grapes

were destroyed by bees and other insects after

ripening. The quantity eaten by three families

is not taken into the account.

The ground has always been thoroughly hoed

in the spring and kept free from weeds; never

manured until last winter, when the ground was

covered and dug in, in the spring; and from the

result this season it would pay well, as the vines

are in better condition than they ever were, after

yielding a heavy crop.

The vines have been trained to stakes, and the

bearing wood cut out, after having borne one

season, leaving two shoots, trained the same sea-

son, one to form the bearing hoop or bow, and the

other cut to two eyes, to propagate wood for the

next year, the vine never having but the hoop

and the two eyes left for fruit, each year’s growing

at the same time.

This year the ends of the vines have been nip-

ped and the suckers taken out four different

times. The following estimate I have made from

what it has cost this year, and is not far from the

actual expense, although the labour has been

done by the hands doing the other work on the

farm, and in making wine extra hands were

always employed. By planting cuttings, and

preparing the ground by subsoil ploughing when
it can be done, would lessen the expense. The
price is what the wine was sold at from the press

this season, and is a low estimate:

ESTIMATE.

2300 Vines, at 6c., $138.00

2300 Poles, at 2c., 46.00

1000 do. replaced, 20.00

Trenching ground and planting, . . 80.00

Manuring last fall, 30.00

Two months work each year nine years, 225.00

Extra work in making wine, .... 150.00

Interest on investment before crop, . 15.00

Cr., $704.00

By 4306 gallons Wine, at 75c., . . . $3229.50

$2525.50

The expense of cultivation previous to the first

crop is not accounted for, nor is the press, casks,

&c.; but the actual expense of cultivating an

acre of grapes, when persons are hired to attend

to other work, would not amount to but very

little, as but a short time is required to attend to

clearing the vines during the season.

Yours respectfully,

WM. RESOR.

From the Cincinnati Herald.

Medical.

There is for sale at Robinson & Jones’, 109
Main street, Cincinnati, a mailable publication of

some hundred pages, on the subject of Consump-
tion of the Lungs, by W. Hall, A. M. M. D., of

New Orleans, who has an office in this city du-
ring the summer. As tubercular disease is esti-

mated to destroy one in six in civilized society, a
book on this subject is more or less interesting to

all. The Preface is short, and explains the design

of the publication.
“ The design of the following pages is to en-

courage such as have Consumption, or are
threatened with it, to use in time those means
which have saved others, and may save them.
“ The Author, both before and since visiting

Europe, for professional purposes, has met with
the most gratifying success, and hopes to place

within the reach of many whom he may never
see, the means of cure.

“ Difficult terms are avoided, that the most
common reader may easily comprehend all that

is important to be understood.”

The main points stated are that—Consumption
of the Lungs is a disease which admits of a per-

fect and permanent cure.

That it is curable in its last and worst stages.

'Phat these opinions are, and have been advo-
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eate l by the most distinguished physicians of the

last half century.

That it is as susceptible ot cure as Bilious

Fever.
That like Cholera, when taken during the pre-

monitory symptoms, it is manageable; and less

so, as the symptoms progress.

That it is not only curable, but that it can be

cured in different ways; the principles of cure,

however, remaining the same.

That sea voyages more frequently kill than

cure.

That going to the South for lung diseases, or

to a warmer climate, is a useless, injurious and

fatal practice.

That, under named conditions, a cold climate

is preferable to a warm one.

The nature, causes and symptoms of the dis-

ease are stated in familiar language. All the re-

marks are founded on one hundred and fifty con-

secutive cases, treated by Doctor Hall with singu-

lar success. It is not pretended to offer a specific

for the disease, or to cure every case. The great

point seems to be, to make the reader under-

stand what are the premonitory symptoms of the

disease, and to induce him to make a prompt ef-

fort for their removal; and encouragement is

given to make an effort in the very last stage. It

may with great truth be said, that every class in

society is interested in the topics presented, for

who has not lost a friend by this ruthless disease?

Who is exempt from it?

Obituary.

The death of John H. Jones, a young and

promising member of the Cincinnati Bar, on

Thursday last, in the 22d year of his age, seems

to call for something more than a passing notice.

Mr. J. was a young man of fine mind and bid

fair for usefulness and distinction in society.

“ None knew him but to love him, nor named

him but to praise.” That such individuals should

be taken away in the bud of their usefulness,

while hundreds of no imaginable use to society

survive, is one of those inscrutable dispensations

of Providence, which are sore trials to near and

dear friends.

Heaven takes the good, too good on earth to stay,

And leaves the bad, too bad to take away.

As regards the deceased, his friends have the

best evidences of his preparation for future ex-

istence, in his possession of the Christian’s hope,

and his exemplification of the Christian’s life.

To Readers.

'The article on the Jews in America, is worthy

of all confidence, the writer having ample oppor-

tunities of being conversant with the whole sub-

ject. I might assign another reason, however,

for that community leaving Newport, R. I.,

than my correspondent gives. There is an old

proverb “ That a Jew can make a living in any

part of Europe but Scotland, or America, but

among the Yankees.” Hence there are Jews

neither among the Scotch nor Now Englanders,

either class being the closest dealing people in the

world, the other excepted.

Independently of the statistics, which are of

deep interest, there are many singular details in

“J.’s” statement, which should commend it to

the reader’s notice.

Early .fails.

In the last volume of the Advertiser, I spoke

of the character of our early jails. McClean, one

of the first turnkeys, was in the habit of getting

drunk, and when he got into a spree, turned in

and gave the whole batch of prisoners, whether

such for debt or crime, a Hogging all round, by

way I suppose, of asserting his authority. The
following document of those days’ Speaks of other

abuses:

October 10th, 1807.
Sir ,—We take this opportunity to inform you

that Mr. Wheeler does not attend to his business
here, as I expect, for I do not know the rules of
keeping the jail; but Mr. Wheeler is absent from
morning till night, and locks the keys in the cup-
board, and takes the cupboard key with him, and
we cant have nothing regular. When we speak to

him about it he answers very abruptly and pays
no attention. And in case of fire we cannot
think ourselves safe or done justice by no means:
And we hope you will not let these lines be
known to the jailor, for it might cause dis-

turbance between us and him, but that you will

take these premises to your serious consideration,

and have affairs better conducted, &c.
EVI MARTIN,
THOMAS COULTER,
JAMES HADLOCK,
JAMES NICHOLS.

To the Rev. Mr. Aaron Goforth, Sheriff, Cin-
cinnati.

I suppose it would be difficult, for a prisoner,

under any circumstances, to consider his jailor

an angel of light, unless he came to announce

to him his deliverance; but irresponsible authori-

ty is subject to abuse, and I have seen enough of

jails and penitentiaries as a grand juror and a

visiter, to satisfy me that they are worthy of hav-

ing been invented by the Great Spirit of Evil,

whose malignity against the human race might

well find gratification in the miseries they inflict

and the corruption they generate. And I should

devote my energies to the abolition of the whole

system, and the adoption of colonising for crime

by the State of Ohio, if unhappily and unwisely

our State Constitution did not prohibit the mea-

sure.

MARRIED.
At St. Paul's Church, on the 30th inst., by the Rev.

George 1). Gillespie, Mr. John M. Huntington, of the.

City of New York, to Miss Jenette H., daughter of
Horace Canfield, Esq., of this city.

DIED.
On Monday, the 29th inst., Elle^n Amanda, only

daughter of Willard and Rebecca S. Nichols, aged 22

months.

On same day, Mrs. Eliza Ann Chase, ifife of Sal-

mon P. Chase, aged 23 years and 10 months.
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Conveniences of Side-Walks.

There is an article going the rounds of the

press on the conveniences of a dish kettle, as fol-

lows:

“ You want nothing but a dish kettle,” said an
an old housewife in the back woods, to her
daughter who had just got married. “ Why,
when your father and I commenced, I had noth-
ing but a dish kettle. I used to boil my coffee in

it, and pour it into a pitcher, then boiled my po-
tatoes in it, and set them on a warm plate, while
I stewed up the meat in it, and always after a
meal I fed the pigs out of the dish kettle. You
can do a great deal with a dish kettle, Sally, if

you are only a mind to.”

It might be thought that this is carrying to its

full extent the principle of putting one article to

as many uses as possible, and that nothing can

therefore surpass the convenience of this re-

markable kitchen appendage. But we can put

other things to equally accommodating purposes

in Cincinnati. I refer now to our city side-

walks, in its business regions.

What the original design of side-walks was, on
Main street, for example, can only be matter of

conjecture. They might have been, as they

probably were, designed as a substitute and im-

provement to the boat gunnels which once form-

ed the path-ways from the mouth of Main street

to the hill at Third street. But whatever was
the original purpose, they are now made to serve

as many uses as the remarkable dish kettle, if not

more.

In a walk from the river up Main street, the

other day, I noticed the following “ convenien-

ces ” of side-walks:

1st. Retail stores for jewelry, &c. This is a

great saving to all hands, as it enables the pur-

chaser to see what he wants at a glance; and the

seller to get clear of store rent. One such, for

example, is nearly in front of Mr. Joseph Alex-
ander.

2d. Warerooms to open goods. Such as Tre-
vor, Woodruff Reeves’ auction establishment.

Here boxes may be opened without being in the

way—of the proprietors. If a coat has an inci-

sion by an awkward blow from a hatchet, or a

lady’s dress torn by a straggling nail; or the pas-

ser by has his boots ruined by the operations of

a saw, the victim may console himself with the

reflection that it is all for the benefit of trade,

and that some one of the many customers who
buy at that store stand ready to make good his

or her loss at fair prices.

3d. Another purpose of side-walks is to display

the amount of a merchant’s sales, and thus form

a species of permanent and costless advertise-

ments of his goods. Such a display I found at

the door of Messrs. D. Root & Co., in stoves,

grates, &c.

4th. Our Hebrew brethren, on Main street, who
20

sell ready made clothing, find a different use

—

namely, to make a parlor or a drawing room of

the side-walks. Here chairs are in rows for

themselves and friends, and the whole air is re-

dolent with the fumes of the cigar, and musical

with the pressing invitation of “ step in and sec

what you want,” as the subject passes by. D.

Spatz & Co. are an example of this nature.

5th. They form a counting room or store,

where the merchant has no other, spacious

enough. Here goods are marked, or invoiced,

or packed, as the case may be. Boylan Co.,

for example.

6th. Lastly, where awnings are kept they form

admirable shelters to the public in time of rain,

and shady places in the heat of summer,—where

Mrs. Smith rests with a basket or two at her feet,

while she holds a deeply interesting colloquy

with Mrs. Brown, who has probably a basket on

each arm, to ascertain for mutual benefit the

state of health of the “ old man,” or the “ dar-

ters,” or the “byes” of either party, which

blocks up the passage long enough to give re-

spite and rest to the weary footsteps of the busi-

ness man on his way home fsom the bank or the

post office.

The awning posts answer another valuable

purpose, namely—to fasten horses to; and the

side-walk affords at the same time a convenient

stall where they may stand without being in the

way of drays or wagons on the streets.

Out of the centres of business the side-walks

serve other purposes also. Those sufficiently

level for use, are chalked into various occult

mathematical figures and horoscopes, such as

Euclid never saw, or wizard never cast, with

the design of playing marbles or hopscot. On
ground sloping sufficiently for the purpose, the

side-walks also are improved during the season

of snow and ice, with hand sleds by the boys of

Cincinnati. I say improved, for the foot-way

is made so smooth as sometimes to enable a pas-

senger to take but one step from the head to the

foot of the hill, and get forward at the rate of a

mile in two minutes, on his way into the busi-

ness part of the city.

As the old lady might have said, “You can

make a great many uses of a side walk as well as

of a dish kettle.”

Kicked.

Almost all men desire to be rich. The excep-

tions are so few that they incur the imputation

of affecting to undervalue what they cannot ob-

tain, as the fox contemptuously spoke of the

grapes as sour which were beyond his reach.

Yet there is no plainer proposition than that

happiness is independent of wealth; and in the case

of extreme wealth incompatible with it. John Ja-



cob Astor’a millions afford him his living, and do

no more towards it, than the mere hundreds or

thousands they possess, do to less wealthy indi-

viduals. Ho has innumerable cares and anx-

ieties about his estate from which the men of the

world are exempt. How would you like to take

care of his large estate for your victuals and

clothes? Yet this is all he gets. But you have

nothing laid up for old age, and your children

may be beggars. Not half as likely as his sons,

let me tell you. Here is a decrepid old man,

nearly bent double with age, and so feeble that

it requires two servants to support his feeble

steps as he takes his walk, or rather hobble, from

the door of his dwelling to -the next corner. He
is nearly blind, and absolutely deaf, I under-

stand, and his senses of taste and smell are nearly

gone. What enjoyment are his millions to him?

Would you barter health, youth, strength, and

activity of mind and body with his infirmities,

and take his wealth into the exchange? What
do you envy in his possessions that the man
poorer than yourseif does not in yours? The
rich man would give money for your appetite, as

you would for that which hard labour earns.

I know a man in Cincinnati whose daily

bread is supplied by his daily labour; and yet, in

my standard of wealth and enjoyment, is one of

the happiest and richest men in the place. If he

wishes to relax from toil, he lounges in his friend

Longworth’s garden, eyes the beautiful shrub-

bery, or scents its perfumes with a sensation of

exquisite enjoyment which its owner has long

since lost. He contemplates the statuary or the

paintings of the hospitable proprietor, with all the

interest and delight which novelty imparts, and

secretly feels that while the trouble and expense

of keeping up such an establishment devolves on

the owner, it is done all for his sake and that of

hundreds in his circumstances. If he walks the

streets a friend in more opulent circumstances

than himself passes by in his barouche: he jumps
in if he feels disposed to enjoy a ride. The grati-

fication the owner knows, and remembers only

among the things that were. The pleasurable

excitement of the drive is his, the trouble and
cost of maintaining the equipage another’s.

What wealth or luxury are to every man after

the first relish is gone, may be summed up brief-

ly as a possession, which, while it does not con-

fer happiness in its enjoyment, distresses you in

its loss.

City 8olons.«GalIery of Portraits.—No. 2.

My present subject is a clear headed and sensi-

ble man, who understands his own interests well,

and, of course, ought to understand those of the

public,—as he does in a great measure.

He is excellent on a committee, but having

been looked up to by his acquaintances in pri-

vate colloquy, has acquired quite a taste for ma-
king speeches at the board. I do not accuse him
of doing so for display, but place him in the same
category with Edmund Burke, who did not de-

sire a man’s vote even when ready to give it,

without first making himself sensible it ought to

follow his; and as Goldsmith characterised him

—

“ Who still went on refining,

Andtliought of convincing while they thought of dining.”

No. 2 is an old member, and if report has not

done him injustice, has had as much influence

with his successors as with his original and pres-

ent colleagues, I suppose from the fact that he

has been for years a lobby member of the board.

Councilman Griffin once characterized himself

as the lock chain of the Council, to check a too

rapid progress when they were going hill, as he

thought. Number 2 is his successor in this re-

spect in the present board.

The subject of this portrait is a pleasant, good

humoured and intelligent citizen. Having a

keen perception of the ludicrous, as well as a

cute knowledge of human nature, he delights

in boring appropriate cases; but as is common in

such individuals, cannot himself bear to be bored.

A diverting circumstance occurred in respect to

him, a few days since, which I must relate.

The Sons of Light, who are just finishing

their fine Hall at the northeast corner of Third

and Walnut streets, while projecting that edifice,

felt themselves short of means. As one resource,

they obtained subscriptions in work to the build-

ing, a libe ral one from our friend among the rest.

Still they were likely to fall short; and a sugges-

tion being made in the building committee, to

call upon members of the Order among our He-

brew citizens, for money on loan subscriptions, as

their Christian brethren had already been, one

of the board expressed his doubts whether they

would realise anything from the Jews. This led

Elam P. Langdon to remark, that he thought

differently, for there was Brother ,
(Num-

ber 2,) who h ad already subscribed several

hundred dollars. Mr. L. thus expressed himself,

being under an impression that our- friend was of

that nation, having probably been led into the

error from his being a particular friend of Rabbi

Jonas. The mistake was of course matter of

great merrinjent with the party; but it was a

sore joke to our friend, who could not be induced

to believe it a mistake, and for weeks was not

able to bear the least hint on the subject.

First Ward—Cincinnati.

I have commenced my annual enumeration

of the buildings of Cincinnati. That of the First

Ward follows.

There are 17 public buildings, and 828 dwel-
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lings, shops, store houses, mills and offices—To-

tal 845. Of these 3 are stone, 530 bricks, and

312 frames.

The public buildings are two fire engine

houses, an observatory, two banks, theatre, the

seminary soeurs de noire dame

,

a district school

house, and the post office, with nine churches,

to wit—Christ Church, on Fourth street; the

Wesley Chapel, on Fifth st.; Welsh Churches, on

Harrison and Lawrence sts. ;
Disciples Church,

on Sycamore; Jews Synagogue, on Broadway;

Pilgrim’s Church, on Lock street, and Bethel

and True Wesleyan Churches—coloured. Of

these the church at the corner of Lock and Fifth

streets, and an engine house at the corner of

Ludlow and Symmes, have been put up the cur-

rent year.

Of the whole number of dwellings there were

at the close of 1842

—

Stone. Brick . Frame. Total.

1 403 223 627

Built in 1843, 0 22 4 26
“ “ 1844, 1 71 10 82
“ « 1845, 1 34 75 110

Total, 3 530 312 845

This ward, with the exception of its eastern

part, has been long built on, and the great in-

crease consequently has been in a great measure

across the Miami Canal. The First Ward was

originally constructed of the whole city territory

north of Third and Symmes, and east of Main

street.

As a general rule each year’s buildings are im-

provements on its predecessors in value, beauty,

and convenience; but this will not hold good this

year, as respects the First Ward. A large share

of the buildings of 1845 here, is east of the canal

and on the southern brow of Deer Creek, which

are to a great extent frames. The bricks of this

year’s erection, although not as numerous as

those of 1844, arc equally valuable to their

number.

CORRESPONDENCE.
Pioneer Preachers.

Mr. Cist:

Dear Sir,—As I have been giving you in

former communications, some incidents of the

early settlement of the Miami country, I will

now give you some account of the pioneer

preachers, for at that time we were not entirely

without preaching in the stations. The first

preacher I heard at North Bend was the Rev’d.

John Tanner, whom I mentioned in a former

communication. He then lived at Tanner’s

station, where Petersburgh now is, in Boone

county, Kentucky. The next was tho Rev’d.

Lewis Dewees, who came to the same station in

1792, and after Wayne’s treaty settled near

North Bend, in what is now Boone county, Ky.,

and continued to preach for us till about the year

1804, when he settled in Indiana in the neigh-

bourhood of Brookville, where he died about ten

years ago.

They were both ministers of the Baptist

Church. Next the Rev’d. James Kemper of

Cincinnati, frequently visited us, and preached

in the station. The Rev’d. John Smith of Co-

lumbia, a member of the United States Senate,

and of Burr notoriety, preached for us occa-

sionally.

The Methodists did not preach in the country

at so early a day as some other denominations.

The first Methodist I heard at North Bend, was

Rev’d. Mr. Oglesby, about the year 1804 or 5.

The Rev’d. John Langdon, who was well known

in this country, preached in this country about

the same time.

Men subject to military duty, if they went in

those days to Church, were obliged to go armed

and equiped, as if going to battle.

Yours respectfully,

JOHN MATSON.
North Bend, Oct. 6th, 1845.

Friends’ Testimony.

At a late trial in one of our courts, a member
of the Society of Friends was called on to give

testimony in a case of assault, &c.

Counsel.—You were present during the affray,

and have heard the preceding witnesses’ state-

ments.
Yea.
You perceive the contradictory statement of

the affair as testified by those who are already ex-

amined, both as regards the manner of the assault

and the way in which the plaintiff’s coat was

torn. One says it was torn perpendicularly;

another horizontally; others again transversely

and diagonally; and some give it incisions and

contusions. You will, therefore, have the good-

ness to represent to the court and jury the pre-

cise manner in which the assault was made, and

the coat torn. My client relies mainly on your

testimony for redress.

“ Step this way,” said the witness, “ and I will

be brief and explicit. (Placing his hand on the

lawyer’s collar.) The manner was thus: friend

Patrick seized the coat of friend Andrew in this

way, and according to my apprehension being in

a mind not savouring of peace. After various

words of vanity, spoken by Patrick, which it

would be unseemly to repeat, he shook him after

this manner! As to the coat, (suiting the action

to the word,) he rent it grievously.”

Ul’Colloch’s Leal).

The ground where Maj. Samuel M’Colloch

took tho great leap to avoid being made prisoner

by the Indians, is but a few rods from Wheeling,

and yet such is the negligence of those who in-

habit the scenes of great exploits, that we venture

the remark that notone dozen men have thought

of Major M’Colloch^ or been upon the table



land from which that leap was taken, during the

last year.

We have not been to the point for five years,

until last evening. We then mounted a very
pleasant racker fora short ride, just as the sun
was sinking behind the western hills. Wc cared

but little where we rode, if we but found relief

from suffering and the usual concomitants of that

much lamented and ridiculed disease called Dys-
pepsia; but we had ridden but a short distance,

before we felt like seeing and enjoying. We
therefore turned our horse’s head toward the top

of the hill. In a few minutes we were at the top,

and what a gorgeous scene presented itself. It

was rich, magnificent, sublime. We have in-

deed, no language for a scene like that.

The western sun was just then sinking behind
the tops of the trees on the western hills:

“With disk like target, red,

Was rushing to his gory bed,”

and great and glorious—the god of day, indeed

he looked; and the western sky, like the timid

maiden, blushed brighter rose, as she bade her
lord goodnight. The green trees on the hill top

were tipped with a golden crown, as they grace-

fully waved adieu; and the houses on the far off

hills shone in the setting sun, as it vrere the light

from the diamond mine, wherein the fairy queens
hold revel, and their crowns and thrones, and
wands of office are mingled in a brilliant mass.
In the broad western valley far below you for

miles you see the brown stubble, the green grass,

and the waving corn chequering the earth o’er

which night is already drawing her sombre veil,

and which is creeping slowly up the hill sides.

Westward, is the island calmly slumbering, pre-

senting on every rod of it evidences of usefulness

to the sustenance of man, yet not the less beau-
tiful and romantic in its location, or its appear-
ance! By it meanders our honoured river, now
narrowed almost to a creek in size, and showing
along each margin a broad, white gravelly beach.
On its bank, and almost beneath your feet, rests

Wheeling. The hum of the city is still heard, the

thousand children, the still clinking hammer, the

puff of the engine, and all those sounds that are

made by men in masses, rise to your ears.

But no such sounds or sights as these we have
imperfectly described, were seen when M’Col-
loch took his leap. The hill sides were then cov-
ered with trees, and the island and the eastern

valley was nearly all a dense forest. Fort Henry
and two or three log houses, situated near where
the old court house was, could then be seen from
the hill, and the little corn growing in a field

north of it. These were the only evidences of

civilized life to be seen: but savage life was plenty

enough.
It was on the 27th of September, 1777, that

Fort Henry was attacked by the Indians, led on

by the notorious Simon Girty. The Indians

were estimated at about five hundred warriors.

The fort contained at first but forty-two fighting

men; of these twenty-three were killed in the

cornfield below the hill, before the attack on the

fort. The siege of the fort was sustained by
these nineteen men, until the next morning about
daylight, when Major M’Colloch brought forty

mounted men from Short Creek to their relief.

The gate of the fort was thrown open, and M’-
Colloch’s men, though closely beset by the Indi-

ans, entered the fort in safety. M’Colloch, like

a brave officer, was the last man, and he was cut

off from his men, and nearly surrounded by the

Indians. He wheeled and galloped towards the

hill, beset the whole way by the Indiaus, who
might have killed him; but who wished to take

him alive, that they might revenge more satisfac-

torily upon one of the bravest and most success-

ful Indian fighters upon the frontier. He presu-

med he could ride along the ridge, and thus make
his way again to Short Creek; but on arriving

at the top, he was headed by a hundred savages.

On the west they were gathering thick and fast

up the hill, among the trees and bushes, while the

main body were following in his path.

He was hemmed in on all sides but the east,

where the precipice was almost perpendicular,

and the bed of the creek lay like a gulf, near two
hundred feet beneath him. This too, would
have been protected by the cautious savage, but

the jutting crags of limestone and slate, forbade

his climbing or descending it even on foot, and
they did not suppose that the fearless horseman
or high mettled steed could survive the leap if

made. But with the Major it was but a chance
of deaths, and a narrow chance of life. He chose

like a brave man. Setting himself back in his

saddle, and his feet firmly in the stirrups, with

his rifle in his'left hand, and his reins adjusted in

the right, he cast a look of defiance at the ap-

proaching savages, and pressing his spurs into his

horse’s flank, urged him over the cliff. In an in-

stant of time the Indians saw their mortal foe,

whose daring act they had looked on with horror

and astonishment, merging from the valley of the

creek below, still safely seated on his noble steed

and shouting defiance to his pursuers.

There never was, we venture to say, in civili-

zed or savage warfare, a more desperate or daring

act, than this leap of M’Colloch. We have

looked at Gen. Putnam’s celebrated race ground,

and we very much prefer his taste in the selec-

tion of a route for a morning ride; at least con-

sulting our ease and convenience.

—

Wheeling
Times .

The Nautilus.

The latest novelty in Cincinnati is an article

designed to protect the wearer from drowning,

being an ingenious substitute for the awkward

“ life preserver” heretofore relied on for that pur-

pose. It. bears an appropriate name, “ The Nau-

tilus,” and may be described as follows:

Its principle is that of the distension of an air

bag, so constructed as to inflate itself in being

stretched to its length. No time is therefore lost

in the instant of need or in the confusion of the

moment for filling it, as in the old mode, and the

inside springs which press and support each other

upon the outer coat of the article render it im-

possible that the air can escape, after the Nauti-

lus is once tied under the owner’s arms.

Now that travelling across the Lake via Tole-

do, is our usual course east, no person on that

journey should be without one, to guard against

the dangers of fire and shipwreck, which have

destroyed so many vessels on Lake Erie. The

Nautilus being sufficiently portable to be carried

when empty in the pocket of an overcoat, and

capable of being made ready in a second of time,

for the use of any person falling overboard.
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W«i. Dodd, Main, below Fourth street, is the

agent in Cincinnati for this article, which is as

worth seeing as many an object which will at-

tract visitors the whole length of the city.

Market Statistics.~No. 2.

In my Advertiser of the 24th ult., I gave the

market statistics of Cincinnati, so far as beef,

pork, veal, and mutton were concerned, and

showed by the conclusive evidence of figures,

that while our population is but one half that of

Philadelphia, and one fourth that of New York,

our consumption of meat fell little short of either.

Two or three reasons will explain this.

The consumption of food in a given place, de-

pends on its money, value, and the facility of

earning that price. Meat is always eaten more

freely and wasted, also, where it is abundant.

The finest beef, pork, and lamb here, average to

the consumer perhaps five cents per pound. In

the Atlantic Cities it is one hundred to one

hundred and fifty per cent, higher; and the com-

parison is wider apart with fruit and other luxu-

ries. But this is not all; nor the most important

part of the subject. The means of earning and

saving are greater here, wages being higher and

more steady, and other expenses lighter. Not fif-

teen years ago, spare ribs, such as no resident of

New York or Philadelphia can purchase in the

market houses of those cities, were emptied by
cart loads into the river Ohio, as I have repeat-

edly seen, and with deep regret, knowing what a

luxury they would have been alike to rich and

poor elsewhere. We can now consume our

spare ribs upon our tables, it is true, but even

yet, a dime will get a half bushel basket filled at

any of our pork houses with what is not barreled

for sale.

There is another reason for the difference.

There is a much more abundant supply of fresh

fish as well as of better quality, there than here,

and of course salt fish, also, is more extensively

consumed. But the main difference is caused by

the higher price of meat, compelling the mass to

resort more freely to vegetable diet.

It would be curious and instructive to institute

the comparative consumption of Cincinnati with

some of the cities of Europe, but the materials

are wanting which would do the subject justice.

I observe, however, that the consumption of

Paris for the half year of 1845, expiring the 30th

June last, is—Beeves 40,531, Cows 9,049, Calves

40,763, and Sheep 226,476. As every live ani-

mal driven into Paris for market pays the Octroi,

these statistics must be accurate. In Cincinnati,

during the same period, the consumption was

—

Beef Cattle 19,450, Cows and Calves 10,245,

Sheep and Lambs 50,472, Hogs 226,750. This

to be sure comprehends pork put up for exporta-

tion, but after making every allowance, our con-

sumption in a city of one fifteenth the size of

Paris, must be one third of theirs. It is true

there are 966 Bulls, 32 Goats and 53 Kids, and

760 Horses, to put into the Paris catalogue du-

ring the same dates; but this would not vary the

proportion greatly.

It seems then that the average consumption of

animal food to an individual in Cincinnati, is five

times that which his fellow being in Paris uses.

The difference in France is made up in soups,

vegetables, and bread, of which last enormous

quantities are consumed in that country. Fruit,

especially grapes, constitute a share even of

breakfast, there, also.

CORRESPONDENCE.
Cincinnati in 1794.

Mr. C. Cist:

Sir ,—In reply to your enquiry what kind of

timber first covered the sciteof Cincinnati, I can

state my recollections, which are very distinct on

the subject.

The bank of the river had a heavy growth of

beech trees, many of them very large. At Hob-

son's Choice, on the river, west of Western Row,

the encampment of Gen. Wayne, they were cut

down and the stumps dug out, over so much of

the bank as to make a parade ground; some of

the largest being left standing adjacent, for pur-

poses of shade. Where the swamp came in be-

tween the river bank and foot of the hill, was a

growth of white walnut, soft maple, white elm,

shellbark hickory and white ash. On the second

table of Cincinnati was spread a variety of tim-

ber, such as beech, ash, black walnut, hickory,

black and red oak, generally of vigorous growth.

Here and there white oak and poplar inter-

spersed the rest. A space of perhaps one hundred

and fifty acres north and west of Barr’s dwelling,

down to Stonemetz’s ford, on Mill Creek, was

filled with poplar and beech. Of the latter

there is, as you know, a small grove still stand-

ing, and called Loring’s woods. This is the

only relic of the original growth of Cincinnati,

except scattered trees. An abundant growth of

spice wood was the undergrowth. They grew

so thick that out at North Bend after cutting off

the bush, and digging the roots loose, I have not

been able, unassisted, to lift the clump out of

the ground. For three or four years prior to the

year 1794, there had been a largo scope of out

lots, as they were called, in a worm-fence enclo-

sure extending from about Sixth street north to

Court street, and from Main street west to the

section line, which nearly follows thc
f
line of

what is now John street. There was hardly a

building on that space. I recollect but one—

a

small frame building on Main st. on the St. Clair
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square, between Seventh and Eighth. This had

been put up by Thomas Gowdy, a lawyer of that

period, as an office, but was not occupied as such,

being found too much out of town for business
purposes. In May of that year one of the occu-

pants of the enclosure, being engaged in burning

brush at the west end of it, the fire accidentally

spread over the whole clearing, fastening on the

deadened timber which had been girdled and

was by this time as dry as timber could become.

The wind was from the west, and was very high,

which was what first caused the conflagration,

and the sap wood as it burned pealed off in very

large flakes, spreading the fire farther and farth-

er east until it reached to the Main street front.

It may easily be imagined what a magnificent

sight was presented by more than one hundred

acres of dry timber in flames. The whole popu-

lation was engaged as far as practicable, in saving

the rails, of which in fact, but few escaped. On
Gowdy’s office three or four men were stationed,

while buckets of water were handed up to them

from time to time. As this was the first fire in

Cincinnati, so it was the most extensive as re-

spects the space it covered. It compelled the set-

tlers to clear the out lots much sooner than they

would have done to get rid of the partially burnt

timber left standing unsafely, or lying on the

ground in the way of putting in the corn crop,

for which they were preparing at the time.

Yours, JOHN MATSON.
North Bend, Oct. 4th, 1845.

Population of Indiana.

New York and Indiana have been making an

^enumeration of their population, or rather of

their white male inhabitants, over twenty-one

years of age. The final return has not yet been

made, I believe, in New York; but that of Indi-

ana, as officially reported by the Auditor of State,

is 154,169;—in 1840, by the United States cen-

cus, 142,128—an increase in five years of only

12.041.

This would indicate an aggregate population in

Indiana of 743,972. As the census of 1840 gave

a result of 685,866 for the population of that

State, this would be an increase of not quite nine

per cent., or less than twenty per cent, for the

decade ending in 1850. This is manifestly in-

correct and falling far short of the truth, the ratio

of increase from 1830 to 1840 being one hundred

and one per cent., and the sources of increase

nearly as copious in the present decade as the last.

I cannot account for the causes, of what I have

no doubt is a gross error somewhere. No intelli-

gent man can believe that the male inhabitants of

Indiana have increased within five years only

12.041, when the increase of population for the

previous ten years was 354,284, a ratio which

should exhibit an increase of white male inhab-

itants six times as great as reported.

Taxation in Cincinnati.

As there is no feeling so deep and general as

that which lies in the pocket, the following ex-

hibit of the increase of our city taxes will interest,

and may well startle our tax payers.

In another aspect of the subject, it furnishes

evidence of the rapid growth of Cincinnati.

1826—Corporation and) cqi ''7 qo
Townsihp,

)
® J

School, 1,578 69 $4,735 08
1827—Corporation and)

^ 39
Township, (

'
5

School,

1828—Corporation and)

1,846 15 5,538 45

3,738 84
Township,

$

School, 1,869 35

>

5,607 19
1829—Corporation,

]

School, 22,257 46-

Township,
1830—C orporation

,

i

8,191 35
School, 11,263 11

Township, 3,071 75 22,526 31

1831—Corporation, 9,199 50
School, 12,661 29
Township, 3,473 27 25,334 26-

1832—Corporation, 16,127 36
School, 16,127 46
Township, 5,375 78 37,630 50

1833—Corporation, 16,466 93
School, 16,466 93
Township, 8,233 46 41,167 42

1834—Corporation, 21,724 95
School, 16,401 80
Township, 13,527 63 51,654 39

1835—Corporation, 31,718 42
School, 19,166 38
Township, 18,856 40 69,721 29

1836—Corporation, 32,969 18
School, 21,137 73
Township, 15,592 61

32,969 18
69,599 52
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,
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1843—Corpo rati0 11 , 94,106 74
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Township, 29,165 73
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27,781 12

City Road, 3,472 64 149,323 54

1845—Corp0rati0n

,

102,171 50

School, 28,602 02

Township, 24,521 16 155,300 68



New York Two Hundred Years Ago.

New York—then New Amsterdam—had its

first town watch appointed in 1653. It consisted

of six persons. In 1658, a permanent system of

watch police of eight men was established. These

were divided into two reliefs, of four at a time

for duty, and relieving each other from sun rise

to sunset.

The first fire police was established in 1648.

Fire wardens were appointed in 1650, and ordi-

nances regulating buildings were passed between

1650 and 1656.

In 1659, it was resolved to send to Holland for

two hundred and fifty leather fire buckets; but on

account of the length of time which must elapse

till they could be made and sent out, an effort

was made by the authorities to have the buckets

manufactured in New York. Proposals were

issued, and the whole shoemaking craft—four in

number—of the town were required to hand in

offers for the contract.

After the delay of some months, answers were

given as follows:—Coenrad Ten Eyck “ was not

minded to undertake the work.” Peter Van
Haalen had no materials. Finally, Remoute
Remoutgen, the principal shoemaker of that

day, agreed to make one hundred of the buckets

at six guilders and two stuyvers. Andreas Van
Laer agreed for fifty more at the same price.

For one hundred and fifty years after this date,

every housekeeper was compelled to have buck-

ets in his house, which were given out to the

citizens or carried to the spot in case of fire, on

the ringing of the bells; and on the morning after

the fire, were regularly collected at the old City

Hall, and redelivered to the housekeepers.

Post Office Balances.

Every body recollects Rev. Obadiah B. Brown,

who was once the “ Nick Biddle " of the Post

Office. Brown’s accounts
,
of which he could

give no account intelligible, and his balances
,

which could never be made to balance, are facts

in American History, which, with Governor

Marcy’s breeches, have passed into proverbs and

are enshrined in immortal remembrance. Brown
was once at Saratoga Springs, N. Y., in the fash-

ionable season when this place was crowded, and

on the lookout, as the Athenians of old, for the

latest novelty. A slight of hand man arrived at

this juncture, and attracted immense houses.

Among other exploits he balanced several |dishes

and plates edgewise, in so remarkable a manner
as to excite general astonishment. Brown, who
had taken a dislike to the performer, addressing

him, observed that he had seen a man once bal-

ance three sticks, one over the other, which was
still more extraordinary than the present per-

formance. “ Well,” said the slight of hand man,

piqued by Brown’s remarks, “ Y ou have not yet

seen what I can do: I will balance anything on

the spot any gentleman present will show me,

except the post office accounts; and I’ll balance

them too, if Mr. Brown will produce what will

make the balance.”

Post office balances now-a-days are different

things from what they once were, being at the

present time scales for weighing letters under the

new laws of postage.

W. B. Smith & Co., have received and are sel-

ling a remarkably convenient and portable arti-

cle, which, unlike O.B. Brown’s balances, or like

Nick Biddle’s, may be kept in the pocket, either

of the breeches or the vest.

John Randolph of Roanoke.
In the midst of one of his finest tirades on the

extravagance of the existing administration, and

while the eyes and ears of his audience in and

outside the Hall of Representatives were riveted

on him with breathless attention, he suddenly

paused a few seconds, and as abruptly began,

—

“ Mr. Speaker, I have found the philosopher's

stone!"—again he paused,—no man better un-

derstood stage effect—“ it is composed of four

words, tay as you go.”

He had been speaking for four hours ostensi-

bly on the Panama mission, I think it was, but

actually travelled over every thing by and large,,

in the world, illuminating and ornamenting all

that he touched, and giving way for a motion to

adjourn, resumed his speech on the next day.

It was in the same vein, a tissue of sarcasm and

invective against the President and his Cabinet,

being the string on which he fastened his pearls

and diamonds of every shape and colour, but all

variegated, angular and brilliant. He took oc-

casion to refer to the Revolutionary pensioners’

law, spoke of their number at the close of the

revolution, the large proportion left who were

found to claim the benefit of the act, and the in-

creasing number of pensioners from year to year

under its operations. “ Yesterday, Mr. Speaker,

I told you I had found the philosopher's stone. I

now tell you, sir, I have discovered the elixir of

life. Give a man a pension and you make him

immortal. Nay more, you raise him from the

dead.”

His sarcastic force was usually felt in some

sting, brief, pointed, and generally envenomed.

After some allusions to Burr; he once observed,

“Wilkinson, I forbear to touch, let alone, han-

dle. He is in the last stage of putrefaction

—

touch him and he falls to pieces.”

The Hissing Wig.
While Lord Coalstoun lived in a house in the

Advocates’ Close, Edinburg, a strange accident

one morning befell him. It was at that time the
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custom for advocates and judges to dress them-

selves in gowns, and wig, and cravats, at their

houses, and walk to the Parliament House. They
usually breakfasted early, and, when dressed,

were in the habit of leaning over their parlor

windows for a few minutes, before St. Gile’s bell

started the sounding peal of a quarter to nine, en-

joying the agreeable morning air, and perhaps
discussing the news of the day. It so happened,
one morning, while Lord Coalstoun was prepa-

ring to enjoying his mutual treat, two girls, who
lived in the second flat above, were amusing
themselves with a kitten, which in thoughtless

sport, they had swung over the window, by a cord

tied round its middle, and hoisted for some time

up and down, till the creature was getting rather

desperate with its exertions. His lordship had
just popped his head out of the window, directly

below that from which the kitten swung, little

suspecting, good easy man, what a danger im-
pended, like the sword of Damocles, over his

head; when down came the exasperated animal
at full career, directly upon his senatorial wig.

No sooner had the girls perceived what sort of a

landing place their kitten had found, than in ter-

ror and surprise they began to draw it up; but
this measure was now too late, for along with the

animal, up also came the judge’s wig fixed full in

its determined talons. His lordship’s surprise on
finding his wig lifted off his head was ten thou-
sand times redoubled, when, on looking up, he
perceived it dangling in its way upwards, without
any means visible to him by which its motion
might be accounted for. The astonishment, the

dread, the awe almost of the senator below—the

half mirth, half terror of the girls above—together
with the fierce and retentive energy of puss be-

tween, altogether formed a scene to which lan-

guage cannot do justice, but which George Cruik-
shank might perhaps embody with considerable
effect. It was a joke, soon explained and par-
doned; but assuredly the perpetrators of it did af-

terwards get many a lengthened injunction from
their parents never again to fish over the window
with such a bait for honest men’s wigs.

Books of Fiction and the Bible.

The Bible contains the literature of Heaven

—

of eternity. It is destined to survive in human
hearts every other book, and command the ulti-

mate veneration and obdience of the world.

When Sir Walter Scott returned a trembling

invalid from Italy, to die in his native land, the

sight of his “sweet home” so invigorated his

spirits that some hope was cherished that he

might recover. But he soon relapsed. He found

that he must die. Addressing his son-in-law, he

said, “ bring me a book.” “ What book?” re-

plied Lockhart. “ Can you ask,” said the ex-

piring genius, whose fascinating novels have

charmed the world, but have no balm for death

—

“ can you ask what book?—there is but one-”

A Kiss for a Blow.
A visitor once went into a school at Boston,

where he saw a boy and a girl on one seat, who
were brother and sister. In a moment of thought-
less passion, the little boy struck his sister. The
little girl was provoked, and raised her hand to

return the blow. Her face showed that rage was

working within, and her clenched fist was uimed
at her brother, when her teacher caught her eye.

“ Stop, my dear,” said she, “ you had better kiss

your brother than strike him.”
The look and the word reached her heart.

Her hand dropped. She threw her arms round
his neck and kissed him. The boy was moved.
He could have stood against the blow, but he
could not withstand a sister’s kiss. He compa-
red the provocation he had given her with the re-

turn she had maefe, and the tears rolled down
his checks. This affected the sister, and with
her little handkerchief, she wiped away his tears.

But the sight of her kindness only made him cry
the faster; he was completely subdued.
Her teacher then told the children always to

return a kiss for a blow, and they would never
get any more blows. If men and women, fami-

lies and communities and nations would act on
this principle, this world would almost cease to

be a vale of tears. “ Nation would not lift up
the sword against nation, neither would they

learn war any more.”

Trickery in Trade.

A late number ot Hunt’s Merchants’ Maga-
zine, contains an interesting memoir of Gideon
Lee, from which we derive the following anec-
dote, illustrative of his own fair dealings, and of
the usual effect of trickery in trade. No man
more thoroughly despised dishonesty than Gid-
eon Lee; and he used to remark, no trade can be
sound, that is not benficial to both parties, to the

buyer as well as to the seller. A man may ob-
tain a temporary advantage by selling an article

for more than it is worth; but the very effect of
such operations must recoil on himself, in the

shape of bad debts and increased risks. A per-
son with whom he had some transactions, once
boasted to him, that he had on one occasion ob-
tained an advantage over such a neighbour; and
“ To-day,” said he, “I have obtained one over
you.” “Well,” said Gideon Lee, “ that may be;

and if you will promise never to enter my house
again, I will give you that bundle of goat skins.”

£he man made the promise, and took them. Fif-

teen years afterwards, he walked into Gideon
Lee’s office. At the instant of seeing him he ex-

claimed, “You have violated your word; pay me
for my goat skins.” “Oh,” said the man, “I
am quite poor, and have been very unfortunate
since I saw you.” “ Yes,” said Gideon, “and
you always will be poor; that miserable desire

for over-reaching others must ever keep you so.”

Epitaph.

In a work entitled Church-yard Poetry, we
find the following epitaph, copied from the mar-

ble sarcophagus of “ Ladye Eudora Vennome,”

in one of the church-yards of Yorkshire, England:

“ This shelle of stone within it keepeth,

One who dyeth not but sleepeth;

And in her quiet slumber seemeth
As if of Heaven alone she dreameth.

Her form yt was so fayre in seeminge,

Her eyne so holy in their beaminge,
So pure her heartte in everie feeling,

So high her mind in each revealing,

A band of angellcs thought that she

Was one of their bright companie;
And on some homeward errand driven,

Hurried her too away to Heaven.”
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Heaven be' praised, the coucous

*

have almost

•entirely disappeared from the neighbourhood of

Paris! In a few years, not a trace will be -left of

these detestable vehicles. ' Under pretence of con-

veying travellers, these horrible machines' subject

unhappy mortals to the most dreadful joltings;

keep them, besides, in a constant cloud of dust,

and exposed to the hottest rays of the sun, as well

as to every passing shower; and again, do not

furnish the least protection against the winter’s

cold. Strange solution of that problem, how one
can continue to move without advancing, it takes

them two hours to travel a single league! And
then, too, the surly driver, the broken winded and
sorry horses, the seats,, mere planks, only planed
down, the stocks in which one was compelled to

keep his feet. With only a few alterations, the

coucous would have served an executioner in the

middle age, as a fearful' instrument of torture.

It tvas in one of these contrivances of affliction,

on one rainy morning, that an individual was ob-

liged to take a seat, in consequence of an acci-

dent that had happened to his own carriage. He
submitted to the misfortune with a joyous, and
almost child-like resignation, and seemed very
much amused at the idea of terminating his

journey in a coucou. Whilst the domestics were
actively employed in raising the fallen carriage,

and taking the axletree to the village blacksmith,
the traveller climbed up the dangerous steps that

led to the interior of the coucou
,
and took his seat;

not, however, without a smile, at the grotesque
appearance of the driver, whose projecting chin,

flat nose, and low forehead, seemed to belong to

an ourang outang, rather than to a human being.

The Automedon did not appear to be in a great

hurry to start, and his only unlooked for passen-
ger did not seem to mind this delay, for he wished
for some companions on his route, that he might
lose none of the amusing incidents of his situa-

tion. After about twenty minutes delay, which
the traveller passed in lurning over the leaves of

a book, and the coachman in looking around
him, from his seat, but without seeing anything,

like sister Anna, in the tale of Blue Beard, ex-

cept the grass of the fields and the dusty road, it

was at length necessary to start. The horse

groaned under the lash, the wheels cracked, and
the traveller hastily changed his seat from the

back to the front; for such was the pitching of

the coucou, that no one could stand the first shock
it gave him. From the first seat he returned to

the second, but he could not find any that were
comfortable. The unfortunate sufferer began to

regret that he had not remained at the village to

await his own carriage, when all at once the ve-

hicle stopped. A young girl, hardly giving the

driver time to open tjie heavy door, sprung upon
the heavy steps and sea-ted herself on the lower
seat, by ihe side of its occupant. He scrutinized

the companion, whom chance had thus thrown
into his way. A smile lightened his whole face,

which, until then, had retained a serious, but 1 c-

nevolent expression. He had never seen a mor:
lovely maiden. Of a fair complexion, rosy

cheeks, small in size, her large blue eyes indica-

ted at once vivacity and innocent frankness.

Although the heavens were darkened by thick

clouds, her golden locks seemed almost irradiated

by the rays of a sun. She put a basket of flow-

ers at her feet, adjusted the ribbons of her pretty

little lace bonnet, looked by turns upon the coach-

* A kind of stage coach.

21

man and her unknown companion: “Thank
Heaven,” said she, joyfully, “ That I have arri-

ved in time.’*

Without minding the rough jolts of the car-

riage, and as much at her ease apparently, as u

she were seated in the softest arm chair, she be-

gan to look out through the glass at the trees, the

country, the road, and the little birds, which were

covering themselves with the moistened dust in

the ruts of the road. Soon, however, the rain

beat so violently against the glass that it was no

longer possible for her to look out. Without

showing an uneasiness at this, she took her basket

upon her knees, took out the flowers it contain-

ed, and essayed to arrange them in bouqets.

She did this, however, so unskilifully that the

bouquet was not at all in good taste, and her trav-

elling companion could not repress a had smile.

She raised her head as gracefully as a bird, and

blushing slightly, but without any show ot dis-

pleasure, said:
.

“ I do this but poorly; do I not, sir

.

He gave a friendly smile, in assent. She en-

deavored, but in vain, to do better. Two or three

times the flowers were arranged in different

ways, but neither time were they fixed taste-

fully. At length she gave up in despair.

The traveller had carefully watched her efforts.

“ You ought, indeed, sir,” said she, this time,

with a slight vexation, and that air of authonty

which youth and beauty always give, “you

ought, sir, to show me how to arrange them

better.”

He smiled at her proposal, which seemed to

amuse him mightily, and replied:

“ With the greatest of pleasure, Miss.

She put all her flowers in his lap, and watched

him while he arranged them. As soon as she

saw the manner in which he proceeded, the

young girl imitated him so well that when the

coucou had reached the barrier, two pretty bou-

quets were completely finished. But it must be

acknowledged the pupil had surpassed her teach-

er; the latter Candidly confessed it.

The girl took her two bouquets, placed them

in the basket, and a profound silence succeeded

the intimacy which the lessons in bouquet-ma-

king had brought about between them.

The coucou approached the end of its route.

The young girl appeared very much occupied by

thoughts to which she hesitated to give utterance,

and her cheeks were suffused with a beautilul

blush, and she said:

“ If the gentleman will accept one ^of these

nosegays it will give me great pleasure.

“Thank yon, my pretty child; your flowers

are very beautiful, but I ought not to deprive

tho:-c cf them fo/ whom you destined them.”

This argument seemed irresistible to the young

girl, for she did not insist upon it, but took from

the bouquet the most beautiful pink she could

find, and presented it to her neighbour.

This time he took the flower, and placed it in

the red riband tied to his button hole. The

young girl appeared delighted with the value

which he seemed to attach to her gift. At this

moment the carriage had reached the end of its

journey.

The girl put her head out of the door, but soon

drew it back. “ It rains hard,” cried she, and

she gave an anxious look at her neat coloured

linen dress, her black silk apron and her new
buskins, which well set off her pretty foot.

“ Mademoiselle,” said the stranger to her, in a

friendly manner, “ you have share.! your bouquet
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with me, permit me to offer you a seat in the car-

riage which I am going to order.” As ho spoke,

he bestowed so liberal a sum upon their sturdy

driver as almost to restore him to good nature.

He ran as quickly as possible, procured a car-

riage, opened the door, held the large flap of his

great coat over the head of the young girl, in-

stead of an umbrella.

“Whither am I to take you?” said her com-
panion, much amused at the confiding artlessness

with which the grisette had accepted his pro-
tection.

“ Rue du Pas de la Mule, No. 3.”

It was some moments before the carriage
reached the designated place. The unknown
imitated the contrivance of the driver, to protect
the dress of the young girl. When he had con-
ducted her in safety to her door, he received the

thanks of his fellow-traveller, who invited him to

walk in and rest himself.

This proposal appeared to amuse him much,
and he accepted it with an eagerness almost
child-like.

“ Since I have taught the child how to make
nosegays,” said, he to himself, “ I might as well
make her a visit.” Preceded by the grisette, he
gaily climbed four pair of stairs. She knocked
at the door: it was opened—and an old woman,
followed by two girls, came out.

“ Maria! dear Maria!” cried they, throwing
themselves inio her arms. “ Good day, little

mother.”
She embraced and caressed them, and extended

her cheek to the old woman; and, for the first

time, thought of her companion.”
“ Pardon me,” said she, naively; “ I had quite

forgotten you.”
“ I do not complain, Miss; your pretty little

sisters, and your mother, are ample excuse.”
“ These are not my sisters; they are my chil-

dren!”
“ Your children!”
“ Her adopted children,” interrupted the old

woman. “ My daughter, sir—a poor woman,
left in poverty by the death of her husband, an
honest and industrious labourer—died of grief, in

the garret above this little apartment, and left me
alone, and without resources, with these two
orphans. It was then necessary for us to have-

recourse to the hospital; for, old and infirm as I

am, I could do nothing, either for myself, or for

these poor creatures. My despair was noticed by
those in the house; and, the same evening, I

heard some one knock at the door. It was Maria,
sir.” “ Mother Marguerite,” said she to me, “ j
lost my mother, about three months since. I am
alone in the world, without any relatives. You
and these two children shall, henceforth, be
mine.” And since that time, sir, we have dwelt
with her. To my great distress, the generous
girl has to work, night and day, to meet the ex-
penses which she has thus imposed upon herself,

and which she is not fully able to do; for, every
month, she is obliged to expend a small port’on
of her little capital of fifteen thousand francs, left

her by her mother. If I was alone in the world,
I would, long since, have left her, that I might
not ruin my benefactress; but these two children
prevent me—I have not the courage to do so.

Must I take them to the hospital, sir?—my
daughter’s children to the hospital!”

Whilst Marguerite was speaking, Maria stood
with her eyes upon the ground, confused and
ashamed, as if what she was telling had not been
to her credit.

“ I was an orphan: I could not live alone, and

without some one to love/’ interrupted she, as if

to excuse herself. “ Marguerite watches over me
—her children love me—ought I not to feel un-

der obligations to them, sir?”

“You are a good girl, Maria,” replied he,

much moved. “ You deserve that others should

take an interest in you; and I will now prove

how much I take in you, by giving you a little

scolding. Yes, by scolding you. Listen to me,
my little friend; you should not thus travel alone

in public carriages.”
“ Sir,” interrupted,Marguerite, “ she has been

for the last eight days to work, as a seamstress,

at the house of the Marchioness de St. Vincent,

who employs her.”
“ That is all very well, but recollect, Maria,

that you ought not to converse with fellow trav-

ellers, whom you do not know, and still less

make nosegays with them; and moreover, a

young girl ought not to permit a person, whom
she does not know, to conduct her in a carriage.

God has this time thrown into your way a man
in whom your beauty and your innocence have
only inspired such respect and admiration as we
feel for angels. But there are many others who
would have made an unworthy return for your
confiding frankness. Be then, for the future,

more prudent and silent, when you ride in a

coucou, and even suffer your pretty bonnet to be

spoiled, rather than invite a stranger to your
house. Now as a reward for my lesson, let me
kiss this fair brow, and the fat cheeks of these

charming little girls, who call you mother.” He
pressed his lips upon the forehead of Maria, slip-

ped two pieces of gold into the hands of the two
children, and departed without leaving his name.

“ That is a very kind man,” said Maria.
“ Let us pray for him to-*night,” added Mar-

guerite, “ for he has given you good advice, my
child.”

Maria expected to see again the unknown, who
had been so kind to her. But eight months pas-

sed without his coming again, and they were very
painful ones for the poor girl! During their long

and trying duration, she shed nearly as many
tears as in those days of distress, when she saw
her mother slowly dying before her. Old Mar-
guerite fell sick first, after her the two young
girls, Lydia and Zenais, took their turns. Maria
was obliged to take care of all three, and was un-

able to leave their bed side either by night or by
day. When at length it pleased God to put an
end to these painful trials, and the old woman and

the two children were at length restored to

health, there no longer remained upon the

cheeks of Maria, any of their late peculiar fresh-

ness. Pale, worn out by her long watches, her

fatigue and anxiety, she seemed at least five or six

years older. From the drbaming illusion of

youth, she had passed at once into the stern re-

alities of life. She had now seen life as it really

was, and with all the cares of a mother before

she had ceased to be a young maiden, she had

tasted all its bitterness. Before, a smile of hap-

piness was ever playing upon her lips; now all

felt moved by a mysterious anxiety when they

beheld her sad resignation and sweet content-

ment.
As soon as the sickness and its attendant anxie-

ties were once fairly out of the house, it was ne-

cessary she should once more restore order and

attention to her work. The cost of the physi-

cian, and the medicines, had made a sad breach

in the little fund left to Maria, by her mother.
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She set herself courageously to work, that she 1

might not have to resort to it any more
One morning, surrounded by her two children,

whom she was teaching to sew, having been

sewing herself since sunrise, she heard old Mar-
guerite, all at once, utter a cry of surprise and
joy, exclaimed:

“ Is it indeed you, sir?” You have not, then,

entirely forgotten us.”

The door of her chamber opened, and the mys-
terious friend of this industrious little family en-

tered. He wore a uniform that Maria did not

recognize—several decorations shone upon his

breast. ,
•

“ I thought, sir, you had forgotten your pu-

pil,” said the maiden, smiling.
“ My child, I have never once ceased to inter-

est myself in you, and I hope soon to prove this

to you. I wish to take you with me. Will you
get ready and accompany me?”

“ Whither are you going to take me, sir?”

“ That is a secret. Be speedy; I will give you
ten minutes to prepare your bewitching toilet.

Your little lace bonnet, your rose-coloured robe,

your black apron, and those little buskins—have
you them still?”

“ Alas! sir, I have not worn them once since

the day on which I met you. They have not

even been taken out of this wardrobe.”
“ So much the better; that is the dress in

which I desire to see you. To your task, then,

my child!
.
Ten minutes, my dear; you hear, not

one moment more,”
He took out from his pocket a paper of good

things, which he divided between the two little

girls, and inquired, with much interest, what pro-

gress they were making in the difficult science of

reading. At first somewhat afraid of him, these

little rogues ended by getting on such a familiar

footing with the gentleman that they played with
his hat, and had climbed upon his knees, when
Maria returned from her dressing room, very
neatly and tastefully attired.

“ You are dressed just as I wish to have you,”
said her unknown friend. “ Embrace your chil-

dren and dame Marguerite, for I do not expect to

bring you back before the evening.”
He offered his arm, which Maria took with

some timidity. When they had descended the

stairs, the young girl saw a carriage awaiting
them at the door. This time it was no hack, but
an elegant and convenient landau.
The coachman whipped up his horses, tra-

versed a part of the Boulevards, crossed the Seine,
entered into the court yard of the Institute, and
stopped before one of the flights of steps. Maria’s
guide took her by the hand and led her in by' a

private stair-way. A small door was hastily

opened, and the young girl found herself ail at

once in the midst of a brilliant and crowded as-

semblage. All eyes were directed towards him,
as well as upon herself. Maria was moved, even
to tears.

“My child!” whispered her protector to her,
“ there is a lady in this assembly, who wishes
very much to make your acquaintance. She is

my wife; I am going to take you to her side.”

He conducted the maiden to the side of a lady
of distinguished appearance and benevolent
countenance. She took her hand in. both of

hers, just as a voice was heard to say,.

“ The session has now commenced.”
Several gentlemen, dressed in the same uni-

form which the friend of Maria wore, took their

scats around a large table, and one of them arose

to deliver a discourse. His subject was noble and
generous deeds.

“ We have reserved,” said the speaker, towards
the close of his address, “ to conclude our long

series of charitable and virtuous deeds, the

generous and unsolicited devotedness of a young
girl, who has nobly taken upon herself the

burthen of two little girls and an old grand-
mother of seventy years. To be able to assist

them without being separated from them, she
has not only passed nights of hard labour, but she
has not even hesitated to sacrifice a portion ot

her little inheritance from her mother. For the

last six months it has pleased God to subject the

courage and devotion of this young maiden to a

new trial; disease has prostrated her three bene-
ficiaries. This orphan girl has exhausted her
own strength, health, and her little wealth in de-

votion to them, and has not once given way to

any discouragement, not even during the time

that all three were dangerously ill. Therefore,

gentlemen, let us not hesitate to adopt the sug-

gestion of oiir distinguished colleague, M. George
Cuvier, to decree the prize of the Institute to the

Maria”
A loud burst of applause came from every part

of the hall. Every one rose to look at the young
girl, while the ladies showered down upon her

wreaths of flowers. While her eyes were filled

with tears, and she hardly realized that it was
not all a dream, the illustrious naturalist came and
took her by the hand, and conducted her to the

president, who bestowed upon her the prize she

had so worthily gained.
“ Oh, sir,” said she, “ how happy you have

made me.”
“ My child,” said the illustrious naturalist,

“ this day is the most interesting one of my whole
life.”

This ceremony over, Cuvier took home with
him, to his house, in the Garden of Plants, his

lovely protegee; the young maiden dined with the

family of the member of the Academy, and that

evening, just as she was about to leave, she re-

ceived from his hands a small portion of green
morocco.
“You have expended five thousand francs of

the fifteen which you inherited from your mother;
the Dauphiness has directed me to present you
with this sum; you have there, also, the papers

of a pension of twelve hundred francs, which the

King has presented to you. Thus you see, Maria,

industry, virtue, and charity, are rewarded with

happiness. Adieu; you will come every fort-

night, on Sunday, to dine with my daughter, my
wife, and myself.”
We leave our readers to imagine the joy and

happiness which Maria took home that evening
to her little household; what blessings came from
the aged lips of Marguerite, and with what fervor

the whole happy family addressed that evening
their prayers to God.
The day succeeding this eventful one, which

had seemed to her like a dream, Maria was em-
ployed with her work near the window; in spite

of herself, the rocelleetion of all that had occurred
to her the last evening caused her to let her sew-
ing fall from her hands, while she fell into a long
and sweet reverie; all at onco her eyes, which
wero wandering vaguely around, chanced to rest

upon tho opposite house. Some priests were
coming out with a coffin. Before them came a
young man weeping bitterly. He was following

the cofin of his mother. Maria could not re-

strain her own tears, for she felt moved with
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compassion, and shared the grief ol the young

man, recalling the day on which she had seen

them carry out the coffin of her own mother.

Whether it was by chance, or whether Heaven
willed that it should be so, the young man looked

up and beheld the tears of the maiden, and under-

stood that they were shed for him. Her compas-

sion made him feel less cast down and forsaken

in his grief. He no longer felt deserted by all on

the earth. «

That evening, when he returned to his devo-

ted chamber, where he found no more his mother
to welcome him home, he opened the window,
and sat down to watch, through the panes of

glass, lighted by her lamp, Maria, who was still

at work, with Marguerite and the two children

about her.

A month passed away. One morning, Cuvier

came to make his protegee a visit. As he came
out, a young man, of good personal appearance,

dressed in deep mourning, was standing by his

carriage.
“ Excuse me, sir, for the liberty I take; but

may I crave the honour of conversing with you?
It is something that concerns Miss Maria.”

Cuvier desired him to step into the carriage

and take a seat by his side. The young man in-

formed him that his name was Philip T ;

that he was a journeyman printer, and that he
loved Maria, and desired to marry her.

“ I am not without means,” said he, “ I have
a small income, amounting to a thousand francs;

—besides which I earn seven francs a day, by
working for my employer. Besides, sir, I lead a

very correct life, and have been well educated.

I would make Miss Maria happy; at least I

would do my best.”

Cuvier left him, and re-ascended the stairs of

Maria.
“ A young man, your opposite neighbour, de-

sires to speak with you.”
A blush of scarlet covered the cheeks of the

young girl.

“ Come, this is at least a good sign for him,”
added the naturalist; “ I need not tell you, I see,

that he loves you, and asks your hand in mar-
riage.”

“ My kind protector,” replied Maria, recover-

ing from her first emotion, after a few minutes
silence, “ such a proposal from a worthy man,
who wishes to make me his wife, and who makes
that proposal through you, can only be regarded

as an honour. But before I give my answer, let

me tell you a few circumstances—or rather,

when you have heard them, you will be so kind
as to decide for me!”

“ My father was a merchant; he dealt in fancy
goods; ho married my mother, who was well

connected; the marriage met with much opposi-

tion from the families of both. This led to much
sorrow, and to many dreadful scenes. Both sunk
under them, and left me an orphan and alone in

the world. Although thus deserted by my kin-

dred, and although poor, sir, I hesitate to marry
one who is only a journeyman. If it is wrong,
sir, to feel so, I will overcome this feeling. I

look to you, sir, for advice.”
“ I will report our conversation to Philip, and

leave it to his decision.

He returned to the young man, and related to

him the whole: he heard it with downcast head.
“ Sir,” said he at length, “entreat Maria to

wait for me two years, before she thinks of mar-
rying another. I beg of her that favour, in the

name of her mother and mine, who are watching
their children from above. By that time I shall

have won, I hope, a name and condition in life

worthy of her.”

Cuvier once more ascended the four pair of
stairs to Maria, to report the answer of Philip.

“ This, time, Monsieur Cuvier,” said she, after

a few moments reflection, “ I will myself deliver

my answer to Philip. Do you not advise me

—

do you not think I would do well to place myself
under ihe protection of one who has so noble a
heart?”

Marguerite went to invite Philip to come in.

*‘Sir,” said Cuvier to him, “let me present to

you your future bride.”

Tears started to the eyes of the young man,
and, for a moment, he was overcome with emo-
tion.

It was not three months after this that the
wedding supper took place, at the house of their

benefactor, in the Garden of Plants.

At the present momept, Philip T is one
of the most celebrated, as well as one of the most
wealthy, of the printers of Paris. Maria has
furnished him with efficient aid, in praiseworthy
endeavours to acquire an independence.

In the parlour of the young wife stands a mar-
ble statue of Cuvier, and a bunch of dried flow-
ers. Need we add, that it is ever with feelings of

deep emotion that she contemplates either the

bust or the bouquet of flowers.

Fair of the MecJaaiuics’ Institute.

The Eighth Annual Fair of this institution is

just now in progress, and appears to have lost

none of the variety, excellence and attractive-

ness of its predecessors.

The place of exhibition is at the corne.r of

Pearl and Walnut streets, in what is usually

known as the Assembly Rooms.

Here are displayed specimens of the useful,

the ingenious and the ornamental to supply

every want and please all tastes—almost. The

limits of the Advertiser permit only a brief notice

of some of the articles which grace or give value

to the present Fair.

Glenn & McGregor, with locks of all descrip-

tions; Miles Greenwood & Co., with buTt hinges

and malleable iron fabrics in every variety; and

Teasdale with his dyeing hues of every shade and

tint, and others, are back again paying their re-

spects to visitors. Their specimens cannot be

beat. Lard oil from six or seven establishments,

fancy boots from two or three, and ploughs from

a dozen shops, are here competing for superiori-

ty in the judgment of the spectator as well as in

that of the respective committees.

A variety of fine painting, daguerreotype and

statuary, generally by Cincinnati artists, deco-

rate the walls and the tables of the exhibition.

The usual display of articles of fancy work gives

variety to the scene.

Of curiosities there is an ample store. Among
them, an enormous Morocco skin, large enough

to form a carpet for some rooms; the mastodon
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relics lately dug up on Main street, near the

court house'; a set of open work iron steps,

which must be of great value where light is

wanted to the basement; a type casting machine,

which is at work every evening; and a printing

press which daily throws off “ The Artist and

Artisan,” the periodical of the Institute,'* are

novelties as well as curiosities to the mass of

visitors.

Let me say to my readers of every description,

pay a visit to Jhe Institute; you can hardly pass

an hour more profitably. The mechanic and

manufacturing interest is the right arm of Cin-

cinnati, which is building us into population,

wealth, physical and moral importance; and if

you would cherish the industrious and enterpri-

sing artisan of our city, manifest the interest

you take in their prosperity and your own, by an

early visit to the Fair of the Institute.

Next week I shall- go into details on the sub-

ject of articles exhibited at this time.

Steaasaboat Andrew Jackson.

I notice from time to time steamboats built

here, merely for the purpose of marking the pro-

gress our unrivaled mechanics are making in the

beautiful art of building naval craft. The An-

drew Jackson, the last trophy of Cincinnati skill,

left our landing on Saturday last for New Or-

leans. As she has been built for a packet to ply

between that port and ours, a description of her

distinctive features may interest my readers.

The hull of the Andrew Jackson was built by

Burton Hazen; joiners, Swain &. Green; en-

gine builder, David Griffey. Bell weighing five

hundred pounds, from Coffin’s Buckeye bell and

brass foundry. Her measurements and equip-

ments as follows:—length one hundred and sev-

enty-six feet, breadth of beam thirty-one feet,

water wheels twenty-five feet diameter, length of

buckets ten feet and twenty-four inches wide.

Her hold is but seven feet, as she has been built

with as light draft as possible. She has three

boilers twenty-six feet long and forty-two inches

diameter. Her engine has a twenty-six inch

cylinder and eight feet stroke. The boat draws

three feet four inches light, and seven feet six

inches with her freight on board. There are

forty-eight state rooms and consequently ninety-

six berths, all for passengers, the boat officers be-

ing supplied with state rooms in the pilot house.

The mattrasses in the ladies’ cabin are hair, and

bed posts are supplied to all the berths for the

purpose of hanging curtains to exclude flies,

musquitocs and gnats. To the ladies’ cabin

there are permanent sky lights, by which the

supply of warm or cold air is regulated at

pleasure. Every thing is of the best quality and

highest finish, convenience, strength, and ele-

gance being every where apparent. The floors

are covered with the finest carpets, and the chairs

of a novel pattern, equally remarkable for ease

and neatness.

Ample provision is made for the security of the

boat in the employment of safety guards, wire

tiller and bell rope, sheet iron roof, a store of

water casks on the upper decks, and one hundred

and sixty feet hose, which is sufficient in case of

necessity, to carry water the whole length of the

boat. Nearly five hundred doors and shutters

which lift from the hinges will supply floats for

as many persons in any emergency that may
occur.

The whole building, finishing, and furnishing

interest at Pittsburgh, Wheeling, Louisville, or

St. Louis, may be safely challenged to exhibit a

boat of finer model or equipment. She is indeed

worthy of her great name.

I close this statement in which I have briefly

seized on the more important statistics, by adding

that a beautiful stand of colours, and a splendid

portrait of the Old Chief, a copy by a Cin-

cinnati artist of Healy’s picture painted expressly

for Louis Philippe, has been presented by the citi-

zens of Cincinnati to the boat in honour of her

name.

Thomas F. Eckert is captain, and G. R. Dud-

ley clerk of the Andrew Jackson. Capt. Eckert

I believe is the oldest Cincinnati steamboat cap-

tain in the service, having made one hundred and

sixty-two entire trips on the Ohio and Mississippi.

gecoiwl Ward—Cincinnati.
The second ward is one of the oldest and most

compactly built wards in the city; and late im-

provements have generally been made, as they

must hereafter also be effected, by the removal

of existing buildings. Its enumeration of dwel-

lings, &c., follows:

Public buildings 29; store houses, workshops,

offices—brick 931—frames 212. Total, 1143.

Of the public buildings there are four banks

—

Lafayette, Franklin, City, and Citizens’; Classi-

cal Academy, on Longworth st. ; Peter’s Orphan

Asylum, Cincinnati and Medical Colleges, En-

gine Houses, on Fourth, between Walnut and

Vine, and corner of Race and Centre streets; Ma-
sonic and Odd Fellows’ Halls, District School

House, and Mechanics’ Institute. Fifteen church

edifices as follows:—the First, Second, Sixth and

Central Presbyterian Churches—brick—at the

corner of Plum and Fourth streets; the Unitari-

an, Universalist, and Rcstorationalist Churches;

St. Paul’s, Episcopal, Methodist Protestant, As-

sociate Reformed and Burke’s Churches; New
Jerusalem Temple, African Churches, on Baker

and Third streets. All these are of brick except

that last refered to, and Burke’s Church, which is
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not only the oldest edifice of the kind in Cincin-

nati, but probably older than any other building

here, Mr. Wade’s house excepted.

Of these buildings there were at the close of the

year 1842

—

Brick. Frame. Total.

721 200 921

Built in 1843, 27 6 33

“ “ 1844, 97 5 102

“ “ 1845, 86 1 87

931 212 1143

No ward in the city has received such an ac-

cession of fine buildings, especially of a public

character, during the current year, as the second

ward. Among the public buildings may be no-

ticed in the order of magnitude and beauty, the

Cincinnati College, Masonic Hall, Odd Fellows’

Hall, and Central Presbyterian Church, the first

and last being ornaments to their respective

neighbourhoods. The two Engine Houses are

also erections of 1845. A block of nine stores,

corner of Walnut and Fourth; two store houses

at the corner diagonally opposite; a spacious ho-

tel at the corner of Walnut and Sixth, and two

or three blocks of private residences are among

the more important improvements of the second

ward, among store houses and private dwellings.

Ststllz the Tailor.

Every body has heard of Stultz who is among

tailors as Rothschild among bankers—preemi-

nent. The following from a German Zeitung,

gives a graphic narrative of his progress to fame

and fortune. It is so true to nature that it

vouches its own authenticity.

In this region and throughout Germany there

is now a passion for rebuilding old castles. This
aristocratic fever has been raging ever since the

King of Prussia removed the castle of Stolzen-

fels, where he is, at this moment, receiving the

Queen of England. With the ruins disappear the

old chivalric legends, which are replaced by very
prosaic modern chronicles, like that which I

gleaned on the railroad, passing by the lately re-

built castle of Ortenberg.

About forty years ago, a young workman,
named Stultz, born in the village of Lahr, near
Ortenberg, left his country to seek his fortune in

England. Stultz was a youth of good gifts; he
joined to German patience and sagacity a finesse

and ingenuity very rare in the land of his birth.

The wily German is like a cold Southron; he has
a great chance in succeeding in what he under-
takes. Fortunes ought thus to smile on the young
Stultz, who chose a profession of which his com-
patriots are fond—that of a tailor; he learnt of
the best masters, then took for himself a little es-

tablishment, in which he succeeded well. He
was soon in good circumstances, as to money,
but this did not suffice his ambitious mind; he
dreamed of wealth and glory, and wanted to be
the first tailor in London. His employers were
citizens, merchants and attorneys’ cleks; while

doing justice to these good people, who paid him
well, he felt himself worthy to clothe those of

another quality. His shears trembled in his fin-

gers as he thought of the brilliant gentlemen who
set the fashions in Hyde Park and Regent street.

“ That,” thought he, “ is the custom to make a

tailor illustrious and rich. But how can I ever

obtain it.”

At this time the famous Brummcl was the

king- of fashion, master and model of the gilded

south of London. His tailor was the only one
employed by men who had pretensions to ele-

gance. Stultz turned the whole force of his mind
to the work of supplanting this unfortunate

tailor, who was named, I believe, Thos. Gibson.

To dispossess Gibson and assume the same posi-

tion, was the aim to which he directed all his pa-

tience, sagacity and finesse.

Brummel was his hero; his object of atten-

tive and laborious idolatry. Stultz followed him
n the streets, went to all public places to watch.
His justness of eye and memory served him well

in his study. If he had been a painter or sculp-

tor he would have made from memory a portrait

of this great man, being a tailor, he made exactly

to his measure a delightful coat, on which he ex-

hausted all the resources of his talent and the

graces of his imagination.

When this master-piece was finished, Stultz

waited one morning on Brummel, and after wait-

ing three hours in the ante-chamber obtained the

honour of an audience, on which he entered, coat

in hand.
“ Ah! ah!” said Brummel, “ a new coat which

appears charming. You are, then, one of the

men of that rascal, Gibson.”
“No, my lord,” replied Stultz, who thought

this title would propitiate the dandy.
You are his partner, then.”

“ Not so, my lord, I am a tailor, little known,
as yet, who expects from you his reputation and
offers you this sample of his talent.”

“ I am in despair, my good fellow, that I can
do nothing for you. If I were to wear a coat of

which Gibson is not the author, it would cause a
rupture between us.”
“ But observe, my lord, what a perfect fit it is.”
“ It is so, and I am astonished at it, as you

have never taken my measure.”
“ I took it on the statue of Antonius.”
“ Oh! oh! flattery! that suits me very well. I

receive a well deserved compliment and am wil-
ling to repay it. The coat is delightful; it has
originality in its cut; grace in its details. But I
cannot wear it on account of Gibson.”

“ Gibson would not do the same. He is grow-
ing old, falling into routine, but, my lord, I am
young; I have the sacred fire, and, with a hero
like you, could go far on the path of innovations.”

“ I believe it, but honour forbids my breaking
with Gibson. Think that he has dressed me
gratis for ten years.”

“ It was for his own advantage; the merit is

not great.”
“ He does not, however, fail to give himself

airs upon it when I receive him into audience.”
“ What impertinence! it is in fact he who is in

your debt. I should act more conscientiously.
Please, my lord, to keep my coat and examine it

with care. I will return to-morrow for your
definite answer.”

It is well known that the delicacy of Brummel
was not excessive. Wholly without fortune he
lived on his position. All kinds of trades, peo-
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pie furnished whatever he wanted for the honour
of his patronage. Stultz, knowing this, had ven-
tured a step further and left in one of the pockets
of the coat a hundred pound bank note.

Next day he returned boldly. Bruramel re-

ceived him graciously, observing with a perfect

a'plomb,
“ I have examined the coat, and it cannot be

excelled; especially the trimming pleases me.”
“ I am enchanted to meet your approbation, my

lord.”
“ Decidedly as you said yesterday, Gibson

grows old; he has no new ideas now; he never
would have thought of that trimming. But, tell

me, Mr. Stultz, do you intend to make the same
additions to all your coats?”

“ Only to those I have the honour to make for

you.”
“ Truly; but do you know that I may require

many suits?”
“ 1 will furnish you every month a coat like

this in every respect. As to other clothes, you
will order them at your pleasure on the same
terms as with my predecessor.”

“ Vpry well; I accept your offer. From this

moment you are my tailor, and I promise you
the custom of all my subjects.”

In fine, Gibson was dethroned. Stultz set up
a splendid establishment at the West End; lords
and gentlemen rushed to his shop; his fortune
grew with the greatest rapidity; and he never
failed to send Brummel every month a coat with
the promised bank note, thus paying him in

money thirty thousand francs a year, besides his

clothes, which came to at least as much.
This was not the only ingenious trait that sig-

nalized the career of Stultz. The monarchy of
fashion is no less than others, subject to revolu-
tions. Brummel, ruined by his excesses, was
obliged to leave England. Stultz, with the tact

of a statesman, knew how to ‘bend to circum-
stances so as to conciliate the dynasty. The
monarch who succeeded Brummel was a young
lord of one of the first families of England. He
would not have endured having bank notes put
into the pockets of his dresses; nothing in the
world would have induced him to make with his

tailor an arrangement not to pay his bills. He
merely omitted to pay them, which as far as his

convenience was concerned, amounted to the
same thing.

Unluckily his disciples imitated him in this

also, and Stultz found himself creditor to the
young aristocracy for large sums, whose recovery
seemed lost in the shades of a doubtful future.

This difficulty became alarming; it was necessary
to put an end to it. Stultz found in his fertile

imagination an expedient.

One morning the reader found in one of the
most respectable newspapers of London, this

notice.
“ At the moment for setting out for Bath, Lord

C. (the name of the reigning king of fashion was
here printed in full,) has ordered coats of the

newest taste, and paid the tailor’s bill. It is the
fashion now among our most elegant men to set-

tle their accounts before setting out for the wat-
ering places.”

This notice excited to the highest degree the

surprise of Lord C. He sent for Stultz.
“ What does this notice mean?” said he, show-

ing it to the tailor.

“ It means that I am paid,” replied Stultz,

with his admirable German sang-froid!

“Paid! Has my steward taken ^ upon nimse
to pay without consulting?”

“ No, my lord, your steward is incapable of be-

traying to such a degree the confidence which
you design to bestow upon him.”
“ Explain to me, then, this* riddle.”
“ I know not how to reply, my lord, unless

that, as the authority of such a journal cannot be
disputed, the notice is the same as a receipt in full

to you.”
“ How do you mean, sir? I will, if I choose,

remain in your debt all my life, but to take a re-

ceipt without having paid— ! Do you take me
for a Brummel?”
“ Heaven forbid, my lord. I had not thought

of wounding your delicacy; it is simply an inno-
cent ruse which will do you no harm and me
great good. People will believe you have paid

me; what harm can that do you? This piece of

originality will, without injuring you, lead all the

men of fashion to do the same, and I shall be
paid. Thus I have used your magic name to call

in my friends, and I hope you will excuse it.”

The successor to Brummel was a good Prince;

he pardoned. The stratagem succeeded admira-
bly. It was, afterwards, the fashion to pay
Stultz’s bill on setting off for Bath

After having realized a fortune of twelve mil-

lions, Stultz withdrew from commerce and gave
up his establishment to one of his nephews who
bears his name. He wished to see once more his

birth place, and returned seven or oight years ago
to the village of Lahr. The Grand Duke of Ba-
den, who wished to keep this great fortune in his

dominions, proposed to Stultz to buy the estate

of Ortenberg, rebuild the Castle, and assume its

lordship, with the title of Baron.
The tailor would thus have found himself in the

first rank of the nobility of Baden. His vanity
urged him to accept, his wisdom said no, and
while he hesitated, Ortenberg was bought by a
Russian, M. de Berkholz, who has restored it to

its magnificence of the times of the Crusades,
when it belonged to the sovereigns of the coun-
try. Stultz, more modest, built a hospilal; he
died shortly after its completion, and his coun-
trymen have raised a monument to his memory.
His nephew continuing his work, has already
made a fortune equal to that of his uncle; he, too,

has founded, they say, a hospital for the old and
poor tailors of London. The people of Lahr
hope he, too, will finish his days among them;
there are many old castles in the neighbourhood
to rebuild, and the Grand Duke keeps the title of

Baron in abeyance for him.

Life on a Steamboat.

One of the lower country papers narrates two

or three amusing incidents of steamboat life.

One was the case of a steamboat ploughing along

at the rate of twelve miles an hour, and hailed

by a man on shore, which on rounding to, ascer-

tained it was merely to learn whether they could

take his hemp to New Orleans next trip. The
other refered to a boat which observed a man on

shore, steadily looking at the vessel and making

signals with one hand and then with the other.

The yawl was put off* accordingly, to receive a

passenger, as supposed, but on getting ashore,

the fellow explained that he had only been
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brushing the musquitoes right and left to enable

him to read the steamboat's name.

The following colloquy actually occurred some

few trips back, between Capt. Brickell and a

customer on the banks of the Mississippi, who

was sitting on a pile of cord wood, as the boat

passed by.

Captain B. hailed him—“What wood is that.”

“ It’s cord wood," replied the chopper, with

great unconcern.

“ How long has it been cut,” enquired the

captain.

“ Fourfeet" said the wood merchant.

“ Give her a lick ahead,” said the captain, to

cut short the sparring. ,
“ Tell your friends if

ever you get drowned to look for you at the Falls

of St. Anthony.

Corded Skirts.

In the Atlas of the 26th ult., there is a state-

ment, partly original and partly copied from the

New York Evening Post, that the ladies are in

progress of exhausting the supply of coffee bags,

by their consumption of the article in corded

skirts. On reading that article I was led to sup-

pose it emanated from one of those ill-natured

bachelors who are continually throwing out in-

sinuations respecting the ladies. But the adver-

tisement of Mr. C. A. Schumann, No. 37 Main

street, for two hundred coffee bags, an article

never made matter of commerce heretofore, ap-

pears to give some colour to the charge that they

are consumed by the milliners. Perhaps Mr. S
j

will say what they are wanted for, and tranquil-

ise a community which is in anxious doubt on

this subject

The Jews.

The Englishman’s fireside is proverbial for do-

mestic happiness, “ the only bliss of Paridise that

has survived the fall,” but of all firesides, the

Jew’s fireside, as far as relates to their affections,

is the most abundant in good feeling. I have ob-

served this in all families, from the most opulent

to the most indigent. Let Christians, instead of

yielding to the spirit of intolerance, seek the fire-

side of a Jewish family. They will find in many
houses two or three generations—the young du-

tifully waiting upon the old and infirm, with a

love and respect never to be excelled, and sel-

dom to be equalled, by the members of any re-

ligion. Parent and child, husband and wife, uni-

ted together in one sweet bond of union. That
love which made victory bitter to David while he

mourned Absalom, and which smote Jeplrtlmh to

the dust while he wept for his daughter—that love

still warms the heart of his descendants; and the

Jew, who is not allowed to have power, or place,

or country, has a home which his oppressors may

envy, where the Almighty is with him, and his

children are about him. Such is the nature of

their affection; it is the fruit of their religion,

which abounds with love of kindred. * * *

It is not, however, only in domestic lif.' that their

kind natures appear, they are distinguished for

their public and private charities, for their readi-

ness to relieve misery wherever it exists. “ The

Christians talk much of charity and kindness,”

said a bankrupt “the Jews practice it. I have

experienced more kindness from the few Jews

with w’hom I have dealt than from all my Chris-

tian customers.” A friend of mine had the mis-

fortune to lose a beloved wife in a childbirth; op-

posite to him lived an opulent Jew. His lady had

just recovered from her confinement; she heard of

my friend’s loss; she immediately sent and re-

quested that she might nurse the baby; she reared

it. It is not, however, to private life that their

kindness is limited; it extends to every form of

benevolence.

Side-Walks.

In my last appeared an article on the con-

veniences of side-walks. In reply to inquiries

made of me since, it may be stated that the city

ordinances provide for keeping our side-walks

clear of obstructions. Why standing impedi-

ments are permitted to block up the passengers’

path must be therefore left to inference. The

following may shed light on the subject.

In conversation' a day or two since, with the

officer whose business it once was to enforce the

ordinances, he stated that he was offered at differ-

ent times and by different persons, hats, coats,

and other articles, by way of douceur, to wink at

infractions by certain individuals, of the laws o-n

this subject. It is but justice to Mr. Hulse, our

present superintendent, that I acquit him ex-

pressly of the imputation of connivance in this

case.

Gluttony.

The capacity for eating with some men is as

remarkable as the intellectual capacity of others.

At Mauch Chunk, Penna., lately, Thomas Far-

ran,*of Summit Hill, agreed to pay ten cents for

as many raw eggs as he could eat at one time.

He ate forty one and would have eaten tnore, but
for the apprehension of the party who bore the

expense, who fearing that there was no bottom
to his stomach, interfered with the further betting.

In Philadelphia, during the year 1810, John
Moss, a broker and merchant of that city, on a
wager, after finishing his ordinary supper, swal-

lowed' three dozen hard boiled eggs. I under-

stand Moss is still liviKg and one of the wealth-

iest men in Philadelphia.
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I'ifsl l*i!citbyki‘iau Church Edifice.

Most things are great and important, or small

and insignificant, by comparison, merely. To

those who had been destitute of schools, as the

first settlers here, the original log acadmey

which occupied the scite of the present Council

Chamber, nearly, was an imposing structure, al-

though thrown into shade by its successor, which

from 1816 to 1843 was known as the “ Cincin-

nati College.” This was deemed a magnificent

structure when put up, as the new college is

now. What this last will be considered five and

twenty years hence, I must leave to the year

1870 to settle.

In like manner, tnose who had no regular

place or permanent building as a house for

worship, might feel proud when they got into

what is now Burke’s Church; and when the pro-

gress of Cincinnati justified a larger and more

permanent erection, supposed they had reached

the Ultima Thule of elegance and improvement,

in putting up the First Presbyterian Church, on

Main street, wjych, uncouth as ite exterior now
appears, and defective as its plan and inside ar-

rangement undoubtedly were, is a building of

uncommon solidity, and well adapted in most re-

spects to its appropriate use.

The following is the subscription list towards

defraying the expense of building that edifice.

It will forever form a record of the liberality of

Cincinnati in its infancy; better understood and

appreciated when it is recollected that four-fifths

of the present wealth of Cincinnati has been

created since the period when that enterprise

commenced.

We, the subscribers, bind ourselves, our heirs,

&c., to pay to the Treasurer of the First Presby-

terian Congregation, in Cincinnati, Ohio, the

sums annexed to our names, on the condition

and in the manner following, viz:

1. The sums subscribed are to be appropriated

for the purpose ol erecting a house of public

worship in Cincinnati.

2. Each subscriber shall have an opportunity

by himself or proxy, of purchasing a pew in said

house at public auction, in the price of which he

shall have a credit to the full amount of his sub-

scription; and an additional credit of twenty, per

cent, on all that part of his subscription which he

may have paid in cash: Provided, that if his pew

shall have cost less than the amount of his sub-

scription, none of the money shall be refunded.

3. The pews shall be subject to an annual tax

for the support of a minister in the congregation.

4. The payment of our subscriptions shall be

in cash, or such materials, produce, manufac-

tures, merchandize or labour, as may be accepted

by the Treasurer under the direction of the

Trustees or their committee for the purpose of

erecting the edifice; one-fourth in sixty days af-

ter public notice given in the Cincinnati papers;

one-fourth in six, one-fourth in twelve, and one-

fourth in eighteen months afterwards, completing

the payments of the whole amount subscribed in

one year and eight months after the first public

notice.

In testimony whereof we have set our names,

and anexed the sums to them, in the year of our

Lord, 1812.

Names. Sums. Names. Sums.

Jac. Burnet $500 00 Martin Baum $500 00

Wm. Lytle 1000 00 Danl. Symmes. 400 00

David E. Wade 400 00 Jesse Hunt 400 00

Jacob Wheeler 400 00 D. Zeigler 400 00

Jas. Ferguson 400 00 Joel Williams 400 00

N. Longworth 250 00 Samuel Stitt 300 00

Francis Carr 250 00 Casper Hopple 200 00

G. Yeatman 200 00 Sami. Lowry 200 00

W. Barr 200 00 John Kidd 200 00

David Kilgour 200 00 Wm. Irwin 200 00

Jacob Williams 200 00 W. Woodward 300 00

N. Reeder 200 00 Jesse Reeder 200 00

Wm. Betts 200 00 J. Crammer 50 00

Z. Biggs 100 00 Robt. Caldwell 150 00

J. Jenkinson 100 00 G. P. Torrence 100 00

0. M. Spencer 100 00 S. Ramsay 100 00

John Riddle 200 00 Isaac Bates 100 00

Clark Bates 100 00 E. Hutchinson 100 00

Wm. Stanley 300 00 J. B. Enness 50 00

James Riddle 250 00 Dan. Drake 75 00

Robert Allison 75 00 John H. Piatt 400 00

Isaac Anderson 100 00 Th. Ashburn 100 OO

John Jones 50 00 H. Bechcle 100 00

J. Baymiller 200 00 T. Graham 300 00

Solomon Sisco 25 00 A. St Clair,Jr. 125 00

W. Noble 150 00 S. W. Davies 50 00

A. Johnston 30 00 W. C. Anderson 50 00

W. H. Hopkins 25 00 J. B. Robinsoni 100 00

Jeremiah Hunt 100 00 O. Ormsby 100 00

Samuel Kidd 50 00 John Brown 25 00

E. Williams 300 00 J. S. Wallace 200 00

P. Dickey 200 00 Sami. Perry 100 00

A. Dunseth 200 00 J. Mclntire 100 00

Sami. Newell 100 00 E. J. Dayton 100 00

Wm. Ramsey 100 00 Joseph Prince 150 00

John S. Gano 100 00 Wm. Ruffin 100 00

J. Carpenter 100 00 C. Park 200 00

Joseph Ruffner 300 00 H. Flint 100 00

James Conn 100 00 Jos. Warner 75 00

L. Sayre 75 00 J. P. Spinning 75 00

Robert Meraie 75 00 Peter M’Nicoll 75 00

J. Reeder 75 00 A. Moore 100 Oq

John Mahard 50 00 Davis Embree 75 00

Geo. St. Clair 75 00 J. Gibson, Jr. 50 00

Daniel Mayo 50 00 J. Andrews 50 00

I. Spinning 100 00 A. Hamilton 50 00

Wm. Corry 100 00 C.L’Homedieu 100 00
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John Watson 50 00

Jos. McMurray 100 00

Andrew Hopple 50 00

Wm. Carey 50 00

Jabez C. Tunis 50 00

Henry Hafer 50 00

J. Heighway 25 00

Thos. Sloo, Jr. 50 00

J.N. Gluer 25 00

A. Ferguson 30 00

Josiah Halley 50 00

Andrew Mack 50 00

Thos. Beal 100 00

James Dover 30 00

Sami. Garart 100 00

Chas. Marsh 25 00

J. Armstrong 200 00

Stephen Butler 25 00

R. Archibald 75 00

Francis West 50 00

Jonah Martin 50 00

Nath. Edson 50 00

David Wade 50 00

Benj. Cross 30 00

Immigration.

So large a city as Cincinnati not only receives

continued accessions by emigration from Europe

and the Atlantic regions; but furnishes a fair

share of emigrants to various points west. Of
the hundreds upon hundreds of individuals who
have thus left Cincinnati during the last five and

twenty years—settling themselves in the far west

and south, I suppose the proportion that has

since returned must be nine out of every ten.

As far as my acquaintance extends, it is nineteen

out of twenty. Indeed I cannot recollect half a

dozen of these who are still residing abroad. The
general testimony of those, who, in the pressures

of 1834 and 1841, had returned to Cincinnati, af-

ter trying their fortune elsewhere, being that

hard as the times were, they were better here

than where they had been; and that if a man
could not make a living here, he could not make
jt any where.

While engaged taking the census of 1840, I

obtained the facts embodied in the following nar-

rative from a citizen of ours, conversant thor-

oughly with the family refered to.

Among the emigrants from 'Europe in the

earlier days of Cincinnati, was a Mr. L
,

who after struggling long for a living in Eng-

land, in his business as a coppersmith, concluded

to settle in the United States. Accordingly he

visited Cincinnati, where he decided on establish-

ing himself, rightly judging it a good location for

one in his business, His family consisted of the

wife, two or three boys, and as many girls, all

small. Mr. L——>— soon got in a good busi-

ness; and his boys becoming able to help him in

it after the lapse of three or four years, he was

fast getting into good circumstances. Unfortu-

nately for his comfort, Mrs. L— having

few acquaintances as well as little leisure to

make more, and living under, a different state of

manners, customs, pursuits and recreations from

those existing in that part of Europe from which

the family came, had never been reconciled to

Cincinnati. In the enjoyment of many com-

forts and privileges which she did not possess at

home, her thoughts dwelt with regret on those

only which she had left behind, and as a eonse-

quence, by every means in her power, endeavor-

ed to induce her husband to return. His re-

monstrances were to no purpose, and for the

sake of peace he consented, and they resumed a

residence whence they originally came. A few

months, however, sufficed to teach Mrs. L
the folly of the step thus taken. Absence and

time had severed old links of acquaintance and

friendship; her own tastes had insensibly chang-

ed, by conforming to the state of things in a new
country, and now, when too late, she perceived

the various advantages and enjoyments she had

abandoned in leaving the United States. The
change rapidly going on in her feelings, of

course, soon became apparent to her husband,

but desirous that a thorough cure should take

place, he forbore saying a word on the subject,

well aware that it would come to a bearing in

the natural course of things. One day she came

home from market with a leg of veal in her bas-

ket, “There,” says she, “is all I got for a guinea,

I wish I was back again in Cincinnati,” and set-

ting down on her chair, fairly burst into tears.

“Do you say so, my dear,” said L., “we will set

off then, if you please, next Monday.” And on

Monday they started accordingly, and were soon

again ih the old dwelling and shop, on Main

street, where the old man spent the remainder of

his days, and the boys, now among our most in-

telligent and wealthy citizens, are doing an ac-

tive and extensive business.

There is an undoubted tendency in the West,

however it may be accounted for, to dissatisfy

those who have once resided in it, with a new

residence in the Atlantic cities, and still more

with European society and modes of life.

Ante Revolutionary Relic.

Every student of American history will re-

member the name of Sir William Pepperrell,

the commander of the Colonial Expedition, in

1746, to Louisburg, Cape Breton. The follow-

ing is an original letter of his, which has been

handed me by Hon. Bellamy Storer, great grand

son qf the officer whose address it bears. It is

puhlishhd—verbatim et literatim—as a feature of

the times:

“ Kittery, April 18th, 1759.

“ Con- John Storer:

“ Sir,
—-It fills me with great concern to hear

the men returned impressed for the Canada Expe-

dition,haY£ Jjfjpt attended their duty as directed.

“I expeGt if they don’t immediately go to

Castle Williams as directed, they will some of

them be hanged without benefit of clergy, and it

will be a scandal in this country. Here is at my
wharf a schooner that designs to sail next Mon-

day morning for Boston : if they come by that
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if they don’t, every officer, civil and military,

and all His Majesty’s subjects, should assist in

apprehending them. You ought to bestir your-

self in this affair; my health will not permit me.

** I am your friend and humble servant*

WM. PEPPERRELL.”

Extraordinary Facts in Natural History.

The mesmeric discoveries made within the last

five years, have kindled a spirit of experimenting

on divers subjects, which promise remarkable re-

sults. A striking instance of the kind is record-

ed below.

If we go on at this rate, Natural History will

soon require to be rewritten, to keep up with the

progress of modern science. There are those, no

doubt, who will ridicule statements [of fact as

well established as those attested by Major Fil-

lers; but with the endorsement of so respectable

a print as the Charleston Courier, and the many
kindred facts in mesmerism equally incredible,

yet familiar to hundreds in Cincinnati and else-

where, I do not see why the Major’s testimony

should be disputed.

From the Charleston Courier.

Maj. John Pillers, a farmer of greot respecta-
bility in this county, informed us that while he
lived at his father’s in Missouri, some twenty
years ago, a buzzard (is not this bird the real vul-
ture?) was taken alive, having gorged itself over
a carcase to such a degree as to prevent its flying
—its weight being too heavy for its wings, when
he, together With his father, brother, and a neigh-
bour, with a small shoemokers’ awl, ripped open
its eyes so that no part of the hall of either re-

mained. The head of the bird was then put un-
der one of its wings, in which position it re-

mained a few minutes, when to the surprise of
all, it gradually relieved its head from its wing,
shook itself as if to arrange its disordered feath-

ers, and reappeared with two good sound eyes,free
from blemish, pessessing in every degree the
power of vision. This seemingly eruel experi-
ment was repeated with the same bird on differ-

ent occasions, ih the presence of different persons,
fifty times, and always with the same result, and
not the least injury appeared to have been occa-
sioned by it. After the lapse of a few months
the bird flew away to its accustomed haunts. I

have mentioned this fact to several persons, who,
though they had never “seen the like,” expressed
no surprise or doubt of its truth, but replied that

they had always heard that the down from the in-

side of a buzzard’s wing was a cure for blindness
in horses, and one man remarked that he cured
a most inveterate case of approaching blindness
in himself by it. He procured the down, spread
it on a bandage, applied it to his eyes, and re-

covered.

In corroboration of Major Pillers’ statement,
whose deposition is hereunto subjoined, I can
state my own experience on the subject. Travel-
ling, some three years since, on the American
bottom, I staid part of a day with a friend of

mine, whose step son had the day before taken a

half grown buzzard—as soon as I saw the bird,

the statement of Major Pillers came fresh upon

my recollectioh; and as I had ahVays been in-

credulous, I Was determined to pUt it to the test

of experiment, and accordingly mentioned the

fact to the young gentleman who had the bird,

and desired him to operate upon it. Having no
sharp pointed instrument at hand, other than a
pin, with that he punctuaed one of the eyes, and
all its lustre instantly disappeared. The head
was then placed under the wing of the bird,

where it remained a few minutes only, and when
taken out, the eye had assumed its usual bril-

liancy, appearing as sound as the other, with not
a speck upon it. In this experiment, it is true,

the eye ball was not ripped open—the operation

seeming too cruel to have my participation; but,

as far as it goes, it Serves to inspire belief in the

statement of Maj. Pillers. And why should there

not be a healing virtue in the down of a buzzard’s

wing? No man can say why not. Do we know
whence those animals and mineral sdbstances,re-

sorted to for the cure of all maladies, derive their

healing powers. The fact that certain substan-

ces possess such qualities has been ascertained by
experiment, and until that infallable test has dis-

proved the efficacy of the down, no one can say
it will not cure blindness? And why should not
the buzzard have the power to reproduce its eyes?

There are many mysteries in nature that we
shall never be able to fathom. It is a mystery
that an acorn can develope itself and become an
oak; thatjan unsightly worm can, in a short time,

become a most beautiful fly; in short, the whole
world is but an open volume of mysteries, which
all wonder at, but few can unravel. It is true,

that

—

There are more things in Heaveh and earth

Than are dreamt of in our philosophy.”

We know that many insects and reptiles have
the power of casting their old skins every year,

and appearing in an entirely new one; that the

common house spider gets a new skin and a new
set of legs every year; and that if you pluck off

one of its legs, it will, in two or three days, have
a new one in its place. The shedding the teeth

and reproduction of the nails in the human spe-

cies are certainly remarkable, and would be so

considered, were thoy not of daily occurrence.

Upon sober consideration, it cannot be regarded

more wonderful that a buzzard should have the

power to reproduce its eyes, tnan a spider its skin

and legs, a horse his teeth and hoofs—our species

their teeth and nails, or a deer his antlers. They
are all remarkable phenomena of animal philoso-

phy, and cannot be accounted for on any known
principles.

The fact stated in the conclusion of the deposi-

tion, relative to the bald eagle, has not, I venture
to say, arrested the attention of any one. Who
would believe that the feathers of that bird can-
not be plucked out? The idea of feathers and
plucking arc ever associated, yet you cannot get
those of the bald eagle without taking the skin
with them—unless, perhaps, through the agency
of some chemical application, of which we “ far

west in the backwoods” know nothing.

SIGMA.
DEPOSITION.

I, John Pillers, a citizen of Randolph county,
Illinois, do degose and say, that I am the indi-

vidual alluded to in the above communication,
and that the facts stated therein, so far as I am

I

concerned, are true in every particular. The
experiment of ripping open the buzzard’s eyes,

during the time \ve kept it, from February to
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May, was repeated, I dare say, fifty times; and

once at a log rolling, ten times in one day. An
old African negro, belonging to Mr. F. Valli, Jr.,

of St. Genevieve, named Joseph, (though sup-

posed to be upwards of one hundred years old,)

first told me of it, and I have tried it frequently

since, on different buzzards with the same result.

This same negro totd me that the feathers could

not be plucked out of a bald eagle. This is true.

You may try it any way, and scald it, and you
cannot pull out a feather.

Signed, JOHN PILLERS.
Deposition taken before me,

Signed, JAMES HUGHES, J. P.

Third Ward—Cincinnati.
In the enumeration of buildings to this ward,

I find twelve hundred and twenty-five dwelling

houses, workshops, public stables, store houses,

mills, factories ond offices. Of these, seven hun-

dred and eighty are bricks, two are of stone, and

four hundred and gve are frames. Besides these

there are of public buildings,—the Botanico-

Medical College, and Bethel Chapel; City Water

Works, an Engine House, two Public School

Houses, and the new and extensive Little Miami

Rail-Road Depot.

Of these buildings there were at the close of

the year 1842

—

Stone. Brick. Frame. Total.

2 535 325 860

Built in 1843, 0 69 44 113

“ 1844, 0 71 46 117

“ 1845, 0 50 65 115

2 725 480 1206

This ward embraces most of the original im-

provements of Cincinnati, in its western sec-

tion; and the whole ward having been built on

for years, there is less room for new buildings

than in suburb wards. But many of the edifices

put up this year and the last are of very impo-

sing extent and character, such as the foundries

of Niles & Co., on Deer Creek; Griffey, Hark-

ness, &c., which not only cover a great space of

ground; but are many stories in height. Four-

fifths, at least, of this ward is built to its utmost

capacity.

The Third Ward is the great beehive of Cin-

cinnati. Planing machines; iron, bell, and brass

founderies; breweries, saw, oil and rolling mills;

boiler yards, boat and machine shops, &c., con-

tribute an extensive share of its business.

Early Business Beatings here.

In the early ages of a community, and before

banks and the mint afford a currency for the

people, not only is one description of goods bar-

tered for another, but debts are contracted, pay-

able in trade. Many amusing specimens of due

bills and other contracts have fallen under my
notice, which illustrate this state of things in the

early days of Cincinnati, and some of them have

gone to press in my columns.

I have before me a due bill of a farmer of

Hamilton county, dated 1793, for professional

services to one of our first lawyers, first in every

sense of the term, “ for a cow and calf—payable

next spring.” Another due bill of the same

period is for thirty dollars, the debt having been

incurred on the same score, payable in pork. It

seems pork has always been a staple here; but

the present dwellers in Cincinnati probably do

not suppose it ever formed the currency. Flour

was exchanged in early days here extensively

with the bakers, pound for pound, the baker ma-

king quite a iair profit under the operation. In

store dealings, change was made by giving a row

or two of pins or a few needles.

Such is society, always, in its first stages.

Fair of the mechanics’ Institute.

The 8th anniversary exhibition of this institu-

tion closed on Saturday last. It fell short in the

number and variety of articles displayed, as

compared with some of its predecessors, and the

place of exhibition, the only one, on the whole,

suited to its purposes, was not well adapted

either for display or access. The Fair, making

these allowances, however, was creditable to those

concerned in getting it up. There were many

splendid trophies of the ingenuity, taste, and

excellence of our Cincinnati artizans, and various

interestinu coutributions in the fine arts, and of

curiosities both of nature and art.

I have not space in the restricted limits of my
columns to notice more than a few articles, whose

number corresponds with the catalogue.

No. 2. An extremely ingenious, efficient and

cheap apparatus for roasting coffee thoroughly

and equally, and at the same time to preserve the

aroma from escaping, as it always does when

burnt in an open vessel.

7 and 26. A variety of locks from Glenn &
McGregor, of unrivalled excellence in structure,

accuracy and finish.

13 and 25. Bank note and fancy engravings,

from Rawdon, Wright & Hatch., and Tappan,

Carpenter & Co., rival establishments here, equal

to any thing in the United States.

14. Cards of Hinges, and a great variety of

building Hardware of malleable iron from Miles

Greenwood. There is nothing in the city of

greater importance, in the various aspects of the

subject, than Greenwood’s manufacturing opera-

tions, and a minute examination there of these

various articles can alone do justice to their

merit and value.

30. Various specimens of book binding, by

Jacob Ernst, all of the best quality, and some

of them truly magnificent, especially a Doway
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bible, ordered for the new Cathedral, and Mc-

Kenney’s Indian Biography and Portraits, intend-

ed to be sent by Bishop Purcell to Rome, as a

present to the Pope.

5, 38, and 119. Daguerreotypes, from E. C.

Hawkins, Abel Shawk, Faris & Plumbe, all of

great excellence. A very interesting case afford-

ing the portraits of the early pioneers of Cincin-

nati, attracted general notice.

44. Specimens of Parlor Grates and Fire

Stands, from Horton & Baker, a variety of ele-

gant patterns, beautifully executed.

46. Various specimens of dyeing by William

Teasdale, who has this year not only maintained

his usual excellence, but appears to have driven

his competitors from the field.

49, 13. Specimens of Umbrellas and Parasols,

from I. Sleeper. The travelling umbrellas are a

great convenience, and of equal excellence; all

well worthy of a fuller examination than this

exhibition afforded time to make.

50. Printing Ink, from Stearns & Co., of va-

rious qualities, all equal to the corresponding ar-

ticles from the East.

57. An improved Hose Reel, from I. & B.

Bruce, a model of taste and beauty. The lamps,

brass and plating work cannot be surpassed any

where.
68. A large balance of 1500 lb. capacity, by

P. Medearis, of such exquisite accuracy, that,

notwithstanding its great size and weight, and

its resting on a solid wall, the mere passing of

the visiters over the floor kept it in constant vi-

bration.

94. A lithograph of the steamboat Yorktown,
by J. B. Rowse, an admirable engraving, by a

young Cincinnati artist, of one of our most splen-

did boats. This piece of work needs no eulogium

of mine.

79, 102. Valise, Carpet-bag, and Ladies’-bag,

saddle and harness. Of these it suffices to say

that they are from the establishment of Isaac

Young.

104. Fire Engine and Garden Hose, from

Paddock & Campbell; abundant proof that these

articles can be made as good and as cheap here

as elsewhere.

There are a number of other articles to which

I have not time to refer, particularly, as speci-

mens of Hair Mattrass work, Marble Mantles,

Lard Oil of Emery, Cheever, and others; Whips
and Canes from C. Penrose; Baskets sent by Bal-

lauf, Fancy Chairs from W. II. Ross, Hats from

C. R. Camp; Japaned ware of Greenfield & Win-
chell; Paddle Wheel for steamboats, by Chase &
Cole; Flutes by J. D. Douglass; Glass paper from

Jv Van Amringe; Cotton Batting of J. A. Rich-

ardson, and a Patent Detector Bank Door Lock,

by Glenn and McGregor, many of which are re-

markable for their ingenuity and taste, and oth •

ers for their excellence in materials and work-

manship.

Itobert Elliott.

One of the few marble monuments in the Pres-

byterian burying ground, on Twelfth street, has

been erected to the memory of one of the early

business men of this region, and in some sense,

one of the pioneers of the west. I refer to Col.

Robert Elliott, who, in connection with Col. Eli

Williams, of Hagarstown, Md., was one of the

several contractors of supplies for Wayne’s Ar-

my, on his march to the Indian country. Vari-

ous incorrect accounts having been published of

the circumstances attending his death, I put upon

record the following from an authentic source,

and which I believe is the truth in the premises.

Col. Elliott was a native of Pennsylvania; had

settled in Hagarstown, and at the period to

which I am to refer, 1794, was out west superin-

tending the deliveries of his contracts. He left

Fort Hamilton, accompanied by a waiter, taking

what is now called the Winton road, to Cincin-

nati. On reaching about four* miles of his

journey, he was fired on by the savages in am-

bush and killed. He fell from his horse, which

made his way back to Hamilton, followed by the

servant upon the other horse. Elliott was an un-

commonly large man, being both tall and heavy,

and weighed nearly three hundred pounds. He
wore a wig, which of course came off under the

application of the scalping knife, without exhibit-

ing marks of blood, to the great surprise of the

Indians, who viewed it as a great imposition, and

spoke of it afterwards as “ a d lie.” The

horse was a remarkable one—worth one hundred

and twenty dollars in those days, when it requi-

red a good horse to bring seventy-five dollars.

He was a dark brown, but just where a pillion

would have been fastened to the saddle, and ex-

actly corresponding with it in size and shape, wa»

a space entirely white. Elliott’s body was boxed

up and put into his own wagon, and sent the-

next day to Cincinnati for burial, the waiter ac-

companying it, and riding the Col’s, horse. Near-

ly, if not exactly where Elliott had been killed

the day before, a ball from Indians in ambush

killed the servant also, the horse escaping as be-

fore to Hamilton, and the wagoner flying for hie

life. The box was broken open by the savages

in expectation of it containing something of value.

It was left, on discovering the contents, only the

wagon horses being carried off. A party was

then detached from the fort, which delivered the

body at Fort Washington, and it was buried in

the usual burying ground, at the corner of Main

and Fourth streets. Many years after, his son.

Commodore Jesse D. Elliott, then on a visit to
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this city, having ascertained the place of his in-

terment, removed the body to the present burial

ground of the First Presbyterian Society, erect*

ing, as the table itself states, the monument to

the memory of his father, Col. Elliott.

Steam Sash Factory.

There seems to exist a general conspiracy in

Cincinnati, to put down the sales of eastern arti-

cles to the south and west of the whole United

States, and a systematic effort to introduce arti-

cle by article into our manufacture here by ma-
chinery of what has heretofore been fabricated

merely by hand, so as to command the supply of

those markets at rates which defy competition in

the Atlantic cities.

I have already referred to the bedsteads, bu-

reaus, tables, &c., made by steam propelled ma-

chinery. My present notice relates to the supply

of window sash, which is now turned out under

the same process.

Mr. S. Vanemmon, occupying the upper story

of Bickuell & Jenkins’ new planing machine, on

Canal, between Race and Elm streets, has just

put into operation an ingenious series of machine-

ry, which takes the raw material of lumber in

its roughest state, and, as its finishing touch, pre-

sents window sash of every desired size, ready

fitted for use, at a saving of labour, time and ex-

pense of nearly fifty per cent, on the old system

of manufacture.

The boards in their rough state are first cross

cut to the necessary length by a circular saw;

taken to the facing machine, where they are

planed by the action of a wheel of great power

and steadiness, having bitts which act successive-

ly on the surface of the boards to reduce it to an

uniform evenness and smoothness. The boards

are then taken to a slitting machine, where they

acquire the necessary breadth for their various

purposes; and thence to an instrument which

adds a delicate and perfect moulding to the vari-

ous parts of the sash. Lastly, the sash rails are

taken to a machine which forms the mortices

and tenons with great exactness, as well as rapidi-

ty, the whole operation of turning out the sash

being by machinery, except the pinning together

the entire frame. Some idea of the celerity of

these operations may be formed by observing the

movement of the slitting wheel, which performs

twenty-five hundred revolutions in a minute, a

degree of speed which mocks the power of the

eye, to discern form or colour to the saw.

Most of the machinery is the invention of Mr.

Vanemmon, and all of it is highly ingenious and

efficient.

It must be obvious from this statement that

sash can thus be furnished for home, and es-

pecially distant points in the west and south,

cheaper and of better quality than have hereto*

fore been supplied to those markets.

Human JLil'e.

It is melancholy to reflect how large a portion

of life is lost or wasted before we learn its value.

I do not know how it is with others; as to my-
self, I rarely close a day without regretting that

it is not three or four hours longer. Of course I

have little sympathy with those who kill time

purposely and avowedly.

But take the case of a professedly industrious

individual, and deduct lost and wasted time, and

see even in a long life how little is left. Suppose

our subject has reached his three score years and

ten, a hale, vigorous old man. Deduct eight

hours for sleep, and, on an average for each day,

two hours for meals, between eating and waiting

for them; and for dressing and undressing, wash-

ing, shaving, and other kindred employments,

two hours more. Here is half the life time, or

thirty-five years spent to no result.

The ordinary maladies of childhood, the dis-

eases and accidents of maturer years, will deduct

at least one day to the week, or one-seventh of

the residue, say five years. This brings the pe-

riod down to thirty years.

Deduct from this, time idly wasted, especially

in youth in unprofitable reading, and still more

unprofitable company, and it will probably re-

duce the residue to fifteen years, actively and

profitably spent.

This calculation refers to, perhaps, the most

favourable view that can be taken of the subject.

What period of life can those be said to live who
have left the world no better, richer, wiser or

happier for their existence!

When a poor man gives, he begs.

There is a Spanish proverb, “A poor man who

gives, begs,” of which I have been forcibly re-

minded by the contemptible practice which many
Americans, unworthy of the name, indulge in

forwarding presents to crowned heads, and men
of authority and wealth, in various parts of the

world. The latest case is that of Mr. Day, a two

penny gumeleastic manufacturer in New York

City, who lately exchanged with the Bey of Tu-

nis a pair of Indian rubber boots and breeches,

accompanied with an Indian rubber boat, for

a gold snuff box set with diamonds, valued at

$2,500. Allah Bismillah! no doubt exclaimed

the barbarian, when he examined his costly elas-

tic treasure.

I well remember many years ago, a series of

plough inventors or improvers sent their plough

patterns to the Emperor Alexander, the mighty

Czar of Muscovy, as presents. They were all

graciously received and paid for like Mr. Day’s
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presens, in lings, snuff boxes, &,c» The ship-

ment of ploughs increased to such an extent as

to point his majesty out as the great patron of

agriculture for the wide world. At last the em-

peror’s patience, or his rings, &c., began to give

out. Accordingly, the receipt of the next plough

that came was acknowledged by the present of

its predecessor of the same kind, which effectu-

ally stopped this species of speculation in the

Russian market. I fear his Tunisian highness

must send back his India rubbers in exchange

for his next present, unless he is prepared to

empty his treasury.

From the Wheeling Times.

History and Tradition.

We have heard some persons remark, on the

strength of traditions, that our account of M’Col-
loch’s leap, given some days since, was not strict-

ly correct as relates to the circumstances attend-

ing it. The facts we related are such as they

appear in the most authentic records to which
we have access. There are always variations in

the traditions by which all incidents are handed
down; but so long as they do not change the

facts of the case, they are of but little import-

ance. History will be made up of the earliest

printed accounts of transactions, and thus, wheth-
er they are literally correct or not, they become
established as facts.

In this sense we refer to incidents most inter-

esting in the history of our town and surround-

ing country. We do not profess any great

knowledge of our early history; but we have of-

ten referred to the productions of our former fel-

Jow-townsman, Geo^S. M’Kiernan, who devoted

much time to the examination of all the papers

connected with the early history of this city and

the surrounding country. We have not many of

his pages at hand; but we have often perused

them and others, and often reflected with regret

that so few of us had taken the pains to make
ourselves familiar with the history of the fron-

tiersmen who settled on the ground we inhabit,

when almost every leaf covered an arrow, and

every tree shaded an Indian and a foe.

We do not know what may be the feelings of

others; but we never pass a plain grave stone

standing between Wheeling and Grave Creek,

without a feeling of awe, and suffering our mind
to wander back to the days of Indian warfare, of

blood and carnage, of war whoops, of Indians,

scalping knifes, and tomahawks. That stone

bears this inscription, “This humble stone is

erected to the memory of Captain Foreman and
twenty-one of his men, who were slain by a band
of ruthless savages—the allies of a civilized na-

tion of Europe—on the 25th of September, 1777.

So sleep the brave who sink to rest

By all their country’s wishes blest.”

This stone stands in a retired spot about seven
miles from Wheeling, and just. where the hill ap-

proaches the river to commence what is called

the Grave Creek “ narrows.” So fine a place for

ambush could scarcely be found elsewhere, and
it is by no means surprising that the Indians suc-

ceeded in cutting off nearly the whole force.

—

Grave Creek had then a fort, having been settled

by Mr. Joseph Tomlinson, only one year after

the settlement of Wheelingby theZanes, in 1770.

On the 25th of September, 1777, a smoke was
seen from the Wheeling fort in the direction of

Grave Creek. Apprehensions were entertained

that the smoke was caused by the Indians burn-
ing the fort at Grave Creek. Foreman, with
forty-five men, marched down to Grave Creek,
and finding all safe there, started home. When
they had reached the foot of the narrows, Mr.
Lynn, an old Indian fighter, advised Capt. Fore-
man to return by the ridge route and thus secure
themselves against any attack by the Indians,

whom he presumed saw them go down from the

opposite side of the river, and intended attacking
them on their return.

The captain did not rely sufficiently on the

opinion of Lynn, and continued up the valley,

while Lynn and some of the soldiers went over

the ridge. The last were safe; but when Fore-

man with his men had nearly reached the place

where the stone now stands, they found some
trifling Indian trinket in the road before them.

Their attention was attracted by it, and at the

instant, half a dozen Indians stepped into the

path before them, and as many in the rear, and
then, as they attempted to meet their assailants,

on every side, and from every bush, an Indian

rose up. They were butchered without the re-

motest hope of escape or successful defence.

A few reached the hill; some succeeded in

climbing it; but the majority were shot as they

went up, and either killed or lamed. Capt. Fore-

man fought well, but was among the first who
fell. The number killed was twenty-two, and it

is supposed that the Indian force was not less

than three or four hundred. This was among the

most bloody of the frontier skirmishes, and de-

serves to be placed on record, not on account of

any particular courage or skill, but as it shows
the determined boldness of the savage foe with

which our frontiersmen had to contend.

The Fuscliia.

Mr. Shepherd, the accomplished conservator of

the Botanical Gardens at Liverpool, is the au-
thority for the following anecdote respecting the

introduction of that elegant flower shrub, the

Fuschia, into the green houses of Europe. Old
Mr. Lee, a well known nursery-man and florist,

at Greenwich, near London, about fifty years

ago, was one day showing his variegated treasures

to a person who suddenly turned and said, “well,

you have not in your whole collection so pretty

a flower as one I saw to-day in a window at

Wapping!” “ Indeed, and what was this Phoenix
like?” “ Why, the plant was beautiful, and the

flowers hung down like tassels from the drooping
branches, their colour was the deepest crimson,
and in the centre a fold of rich purple.”

Particular inquiries were made as to the exact

whereabouts, and Mr. Lee posted off to the place,

where he discovered the object of his pursuit, and
immediately pronounced it a new plant. He saw
and admired.

Entering the humble dwelling, be said, “ my
good woman, this is a nice plant of yours; I

should like to buy it.”

“Ah, sir! I could’nt sell it for no money, it

was brought me from foreign parts by my hus-

band, who has gone again, and I must keep it for

his sake.”

“But I must have it.”

“ No, sir, I can’t spare it.”

“ Here,” emptying his pockets, “ here is gold.
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silver and copper,” (his stock amounting to more
than eight guineas.)
“ Well a day, sure this is a power of money.”
“ ’Tis yours, and the plant is mine, my good

woman. I’ll give you one of the first young
ones I rear, to keep for your husband’s sake. I

will, indeed.”

The bargain was struck, a coach called, in

which old Mr. Lee and his apparently dearly

purchased flower was deposited. On returning

home, his first work was to strip off and destroy

every blossom and bud; the plant was divided into

small cuttings which were forced into bark beds

and hot beds, and again subdivided. Every effort

was employed to multiply the plant. Mr. Lee
became the delighted possessor of three hundred
fuschias, all giving promise of fine blossom. The
two which first expanded were placed in his

window. A lady came in, “ why, Mr. Lee, my
dear Mr. Lee, where did you get this charming
flower?”
“ ’Tis a new thing, my lady, pretty, is it not?”
“Pretty! ’tis lovely! its price?”

“A guinea, your ladyship,” and one of the

two plants that evening stood in beauty on her

ladyship’s table in her boudoir.

“My dear Charlotte! where did you get that

elegant flower?”
“ Oh, ’tis a new thing, I saw it at old Mr.

Lee’s; pretty, is it not?”
“Pi*etty! ’tis beautiful! what did it cost?”
“ Only a guinea, and there was another left.”

The visiter’s horse trotted off to the suburb,

and a third beauteous plant graced the spot from
whence the first had been taken. The second
guinea was paid, and the fuschia adorned another
drawing-room of fashion. This scene was re-

peated as new calls were made by persons attract-

ed by the beauty of the plant. Two plants, grace-
ful and bursting into flower, were constantly seen
on the same spot. He gladdened the faithful

sailor’s wife with the promised flower, and before

the season closed, nearly three hundred guineas
jingled in his purse, the produce of the single

shrub from the window at Wapping, as a reward
for old Mr. Lee’s taste, skill and decision.

Benefit of Advertising,

Our fellow citizen Isaac Y oung, whose taste in

such matters is well known, got up, some time

since, a neat lithograph business card, decorated

with fancy trunks and other professional devices.

A friend of his on Lower Market, being about

to visit England, Mr. Y. gave him some of the

lithographs to be left at Birmingham, Manches-

ter, Sheffield, &c., which was accordingly done.

On Saturday evening, a genteel stranger, evi-

dently an Englishman, accosted Mr. Young at

his saddler shop, “Mr. Young, I presume.”

—

Young bowed assent. “ I saw your card at Ib-

botson &. Sons, Sheffield,”—a heavy cutlery es-

tablishment there—“ and I made up my mind if

I visited America to buy a trunk of you, and

really, sir,” added he, “ I saw nothing in New
York or Philadelphia in this line, like these Cin-

cinnati articles.” “ They tell me,?’ added the

stranger, “ that this place was a forest fifty years

ago; can it be possible.”

Mr. Young sold the Englishman several other

articles besides the trunk, feeling as much grati-

fication in finding Cincinnati and himself so well

appreciated abroad, as in the profit he might have

made by the sale.

Iriah Ingenuity.

An intelligent traveller in Ireland recently re-

marked one peculiarity of the people. He says

“ every peasant I met asked me the same ques-

tion, namely—what time of day it was!” An
Irish gentleman bet a dozen of claret with an

English officer, that he would ride from Cork to

Mallow on a market day without being once

asked this question—and won, too—simply by
putting the question himself before any other per-

son could do so.

Anecdote.

Judge Dooly, of Georgia, was remarkable for

his wit, as well as other talents. At one place

where he attended Court, he was not pleased

with his entertainment at the tavern. On the

first day of the Court, a hog, under the name of

a pig, had been cooked whole and laid on the ta-

ble. No person attacked it. It was brought the

next day, and the next, and treated with the same

respect; and it was on the table on the day on

which the Court adjourned. As the party fin-

ished their dinner, Judge Dooly rose from the ta-

ble, and in a solemn manner addressed the Clerk,

“Mr. Clerk,” said he, “dismiss that hog upon

his recognizance until the first day of the next

Court. He has attended so faithfully during the

present term, that I don’t think it will be neces-

sary to take any security.”

In a Predicament.

“ Hallo, Jim, how are you,” inquired a young

man of a friend whom he had called upon, and

found covfined to his chamber.

“ I’m not well!”

“ Not well! what’s the matter with you?”
*

‘ I’m in a predicament.”

“ In a predicament! How do you make that

out?”

“ I have not paid my board these six weeks.”

“ Is that all? why my dear fellow you don’t

pretend to say that is the cause of your illness!”

“ Yes, but I do ! They won’t allow me to go

away till I pay my board, and they won’t allow

me to eat till I settle up.”

His friend picked up his hat and remarked he

must begone.
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St. Peter’s Cathedral.

The new Roman Catholic Cathedral, on Plum

street, after progressing nearly five years in its

erection, has become so far advanced to its com-

pletion as to admit of its consecration; and the re-

ligious rites and ceremonies peculiar to that faith

will therefore be celebrated for that purpose on

Sabbath, the 2d November next, which is the

day following that of All Saints Day in the cal-

endar of that church.

As much interest is felt on this subject by a

share of my readers, I have prepared some inter-

esting statistics in reference to this edifice, which,

when completed, will be the finest building in the

West, and the most imposing in appearance of

any of the Cathedrals in the United States be-

longing to the Roman Catholic Church, the me-

tropolitan edifice in Baltimore not exCepted.

St. Peter’s Cathedral is a parallelogram of two

hundred feet in length, by eighty in breath. It

is fifty-five feet from floor to ceiling. The roof

is partly supported by the side walls, which as

well as the front, average four feet in thickness,

but principally upon eighteen free-stone pillars,

nine on each side, which are of three and a half

feet diameter and thirty-three feet in height.

The ceiling is of stucco work of a rich and expen-

sive character, which renders it equal in beauty to

any cathedral in the world, as I am authorized to

say by competent judges, although executed in

this instance by Mr. Taylor, a Cincinnati artist,

for a price less than one half of what it would

have cost in Europe. The main walls are built

of Dayton limestone, of which this building furn-

ished the first example in Cincinnati. The base-

ment is of the blue limestone of the Ohio river,

and forms an appropriate contrast with the su-

perstructure. The tower and steeple are not yet

finished. It is contemplated to put up a chime

of the usual number and range of bells; The ca-

thedral will be finished with a centre aisle of six

feet, and two aisles for processional purposes,

eleven feet each, adjoining the side^walks. The

residue of the space will form one hundred and

forty pews ten feet in length. The roof is com-

posed of iron plates whose seams are coated with

a composition of coal tar and sand, which ren-

ders it impervious to water. The edifice was

put up under the superintendence of Mr. Henry

Walter, and has cost short of $90,000, with the

addition of $24,000 for the half square which it

occupies in part. Not a drop of ardent spirits

was consumed in its erection, and notwithstand-

ing the unmanageable shape and size of the materi-

als, not an accident occurred in the whole progress

bf the work. Every man employed about it was

paid off every Saturday night; and as the princi-

pal part of the labour was performed at a season

of the year when working hands are not usually

employed to their advantage, the heavy disburse-

ments have proved a seasonable and sensible

benefit to the labouring class. The payments

were made in cash, also, the principle of giving

orders for work not being resorted to here.

Let me now advert to its interior condition, aS

it will exhibit itself when ready for the services

of the 2d proximo. An altar of the purest Car-

rara marble, made by Chiappri of Genoa, occu-

pies the West end of the Cathedral. This is em-

bellished with a centre piece, being a circle with

rays, afound which Wreaths and flowers are

beautifully chiseled; It is represented to me by

those who possess more knowledge and taste on

such subjects than I pretend to, as a piece of ex-

quisite design and workmanship. At the oppo-

site end is put up an immense organ of forty-four

stops and twenty-seven hundred pipes; lately

finished by Schwab, of our city, which cost

$5,400. One of these pipes alone is thirty-three

feet long, and weighs four hundred poundsi

There is no doubt that this is an instrument su-

perior ill size, tone and power to any on the con^

tinent, that in the German Roman Catholid

Church at Baltimore, by Schwab, perhaps, ex-

cepted. The following paintings will occupy

the various compartments in the Cathedral:

St; Peter liberated by the Angel;

Descent from the Cross;

Annunciation of the Blessed Virgin;

St. Jerome in the attitude of listening to th4

tHimpet announcing the final judgments

Christ in the Gardens

Flight into Egypt;

The St. Peter is by Murillo, well known as the

head of the Spanish school ; and was a present to

Bishop Fenwick by Cardinal Fesch, uncle to

Napoleon. The others are by some of the first

artists in Europe.

The two windows next the altar are of stained

glass, and serve to give us of the west an idea of

that style of diffusing light to edifices devoted td

religious purposes in the old world.

There will be the largest assemblage of pre*

lates and subordinate clergy of the church on the

occasion of consecrating St. Peter’s, which has

ever been gathered in Cincinnati. Archbishop

Ecclestoii, of Baltimore; the Bishops Fidget, of

Louisville; Miles, of Nashville; llenni, of Mil-

waukie; Kertrick, of St. Louis; Chanche, of

Natchez; De la Hilandiere, of Vincennes; Pur-

cell, of Cincinnati, and the Coadjutor Bishop of N;

York, McCloskey, attended by the usual retinue

of vicars general, pastors of cdngregationS, acoly-

tes, &c., will perform the consecration services.

There will no doubt be an immense attend-

ance upon that day from all parts of the west, as

well as spectators from our own city.

1 learn upon inquiry^ that the ceremonies of
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the day commence at six o’clock, A. M., and that

to a great extent they will take place outside of

the Cathedral and within the Cathedral grounds.

Some of the rites require the floor of the build-

ing to be kept free for the passage and repassage

of those engaged in the consecration services.

In the afternoon the Cathedral will be thrown

open for pnblic worship.

Rev’d. J. F. Wood, a native as it were of our

city, will deliver an address on that occasion to

the audience assembled outside, explanatory of

the exercises, &c., of the day.

I have devoted a larger share to-day to this

than is usually alloted in the Advertiser to such

subjects; but much inquiry has been directed to

this matter, and I have collected or ascertained

these facts to gratify the curious on such topics.

JTournal of John G. Juogiiiaun.

Who has not heard of the Moravians? A band

of Christian brethren who were the first since

the days of the Apostles to embark in the mis-

sionary enterprise; and in the lapse of an hundred

years after, having wakened up in some sense to

their duty various powerful and extensive de-

nominations of Christians, are still as they al-

ways have been in proportion to their numbers

at home, the largest body of missionaries in the

world.

More than one hundred years since a colony

of the Unitas fratrum, or Moravians, emigrated to

Pennsylvania, and made settlements in Bethle-

hem and Nazareth, in Northampton, and Litiz, in

Lancaster counties, in that state. Having suc-

ceeded in placing the Indians to the north and

west under the influences of civilization and

Christianity to a great extent, they formed mis-

sionary establishments in what were then the

forests of Ohio, their principal settlements being

on the waters of the Muskingum. Here they

succeeded also in gathering churches among the

Indians of the west; and up to 1782, the period

of the memorable massacre, by a horde of white

savages from Western Pennsylvania and Vir-

ginia, which has rendered their memory for ever

infamous, the labours of these brethren were

abundantly successful in causing the desolate

and solitary places to be glad, and the wilderness

to blossom as the rose.

What dangers had to be met and privations en-

dured by these missionaries, may be judged by

the history of early pioneers of Keutucky and

Ohio. The narrative which follows gives a

graphic picture, by one of that band who labour-

ed with Spangenberg, Zeisberger, Senseman and

Heckewelder, for a long series of years in the

cause. I give it from the journal—hitherto un-

published—in his own words.

“My father
,
J. Jungmann, was a Huguenot,

driven from France in 1720, by the persecution*

of that date. He fled to Ilockenheim, Germany,

where he found employment as a teacher of

mathematics and music. After remaining there

eleven years, he emigrated to America in 1731,

landing in Rhode Island, after enduring, with

others, almost unheard of sufferings on board the

vessel in which he embarked from Germany. I

was born in Ilockenheim, shortly after his arri-

val there, April 19, 1720, and with the rest of the

family accompanied him on the voyage.

“ There had been a great emigration from Ger-

many to America, which had been encouraged

by letters received from the emigrants. My pa-

rents concluded to visit that country also, and

came by water from Ncckenhausen to Rotter-

dam, whence they sailed on a vessel bound to

America, having one hundred and fifty-six pas-

sengers, besides the ship’s crew, expecting to

reach that country in six weeks, although pro-

visioned for twelve. We put into Falmouth,

England, where we remained three weeks, taking

on more passengers. We again sailed, and

twelve days afterwards the captain observed that

we were now one half our journey, which filled

our hearts with thankfulness and rejoicing. But

we were becalmed—visited soon after with a

dreadful storm—and after being eight weeks out

from England, were put on short allowance of

bread and water, the last four weeks having no

bread at all, and but one pint of water per day

to supply father, sister, and myself—my younger

sister, step-mother, and her two children having

died under their sufferings. We were obliged to

purchase cats at one shilling and six pence, and

rats and mice at six pence each, and buy what

wate^.fye needed for subsistence. We found out

that the villanous purpose of the captain was to

starve us all to death, that he might obtain our

effects, in which he succeeded to a great extent,

only forty-eight of the passengers surviving to

reach the land, and those only escaped by revolt-

ing on the captain, and compelling him to make

the American shore, where we landed, after being

twenty-five weeks on our passage from Rotter-

dam. Judge the state of suffering in which we
all were, and our indignation on finding out that

the captain and crew had secret supplies hidden

in the long boat. On landing, four Indians

stepped on board the vessel, of whom one of the

passengers who could speak a little English, fal-

ling on his knees, supplicated a little bread and

water, and assistance to take us on shore. Our

ghastly looks told our sufferings, and the Indians

returning for their friends, came down in a body

and compelled the captain to release us all.

They took us to their cabins where we were fed

like little children, and by the mercy of God
' were restored finally to health and strength, after
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a long confinement. Such benevolence in sava-

ges appeared amazing to us. After being thus

recruited, which took five months, m3' father

concluded to remove to Philadelphia, and bought

one hundred acres of land in the neighbourhood

for fifteen pounds ten shillings.”

Here the family settled down in peace and

comfort, and soon prospered in their worldly cir-

cumstances. The father married again, built a

distillery and brew house, and carried on a cooper

shop. The son cut himself severely with an axe,

and no one knowing what to prescribe, he mixed

white and yolk of eggs in some fresh butter of

which he made a poultice, applying it as hot as

could be borne, taking gunpowder inwardly, and

effected a cure. lie now gets acquainted with

the Moravians at Bethlehem, under whose preach-

ing he becomes under religious exercise, and

joins the society. I shall resume his journal in

my next.

Steamer Great Britain.

It is a curious circumstance that the progress

of steamboat building for ocean navigation has

just brought us, as the point of perfection, to the

model and proportions of the first vessel of which

we have any record. I allude to the ark built

by Noah. The dimensions of the Great Britain

are—length three hundred and twenty-two feet,

breadth of beam fifty feet, depth thirty-one and a

half feet. The dimensions of the ark were—length

three hundred cubits, breadth fifty cubits, depth

thirty cubits. It will be seen, therefore, that the

ark was nearly twice the size in depth, breadth

and length of the steamboat, the cubit being

twenty-two inches. Both had upper, lower, and

middle stories.

If, after the experience and accumulated

knowledge of forty centuries, we have not im-

proved on the proportions of the first sea vessel,

after resorting to every shape and species of

water craft, have we not here an additional argu-

ment to the truth of divine revelation, that a

vessel so completely adapted to its purpose, must
have been planned by the Great Architect of the

Universe. “ As for God, his work is perfect.”

Irish Wit and Humour.

I was much struck with the peculiarities of the
Dublin audience. The national anthem, follow-
ed by “ St. Patrick’s day,” was invariably played
in the course of every evening’s performance at

the Crow Street Theatre. These two airs con-
stituted the barometer of public opinion. When
pleased, Pat applauded both. But if things did’nt

go to his liking, he vented his spleen on the first,

and applauded his own national air in proportion.
At all times, the gallery stamped an accompani-
ment to this latter, as well as to all other popu-
lar airs, besides joining in chorus. But when a
new Lord and Lady Lieutenant visited the theatre

for the first time, Pat’s peculiarities became most
diverting.

“ Pat Mooney!” shouts a voice in the gallery.

“ Halloo!” answers Pat, from the opposite sdie.

Voice.—Can you see ’em, Pat? (Meaning the

Lord and Lady Lieutenant.)
Pat Mooney.—I can.

Voice.—Well, what’s lie like?

Pat Mooney.—Oh, mighty like a grazier, or a

middle-man. Any way, he has a good long nose

of his own. (Loud laughter, in which his Lord-
ship joins.)

Voice.—Is he clever, think you?
Pat Mooney.—I’d be sorry to make him sinse-

keeper. (Laughter again.)

Voice.—Does he look good-natured?

Pat Mooney.—Well he does, and enjoys ajoke,

too—Heaven bless him!—like a gentleman as

he is.

Voice.—Then we’ll not have to send him back?
Pat Mooney.—No, I don’t think we shall.

We may get a worse. (Roars of laughter.)

They say he’s mighty generous, and means to

spend his money amongst us like a prince.

Gallery.—We’ll keep him, then—we’ll keep
him. Three cheers, lads—three cheers for the

Lord Lieutenant! (Cheers and laughter.)

Voice.—Well, and what’s she like, Pat?

Pat Mooney.—Oh, nothing particular. She’d

not frighten a horse.' (Roars, her ladyship join-

ing.)

Voice.—Is she tall?

Pat Mooney.—Wait till she stands up.

Voice.—May be she’s stout, Pat?

Pat Mooney.—Faix! you may say that. It

is’nt the likes of her lives on buttermilk.

(Roars.)
Voice.—Do you think she’s good-natured?
Pat Mooney.—Oh, I’ll engage she is. She has

the raal blood in her, and there’s plenty of it.

(Roars and “Bravo!” from the gallery.)

Many voices.—She’ll do then, Pat?

Pat Mooney.—Och! she will—she will. I’ll

engage for her Ladyship.
Voices.—We may keep her then, may we?

Pat Mooney.—Och! the longer the betther

—

the longer the betther. (Roars.) It’s her Lady-
ship that’ll speak the good word for the man
that’s in thrubble, and never let the dacent
woman want that’s in the straw—God bless her!

Gallery.—Bravo! bravo! Three cheers for her

Ladyship! Three cheers for the Lady Lieuten-

ant! (Cheers and Laughter.)

Pat Mooney
,
(seeing the Lord Mayor)—My

sowl to ye! Dan Finnigan, is that you?
Gallery.—Ah! ah! Is that you, Dan Finni-

gan!—is that you? (Hisses and laughter.)

Pat Mooney.—Faix! it’s good for the likes of

us to see you down among the gintry there, Dan
Finnigan. (A loud laugh, at which his Lordship
does not secin particularly pleased.) Och! you
need’nt look up so sour at us! Many’s the good
time you’ve sat up here yourself; you know it is,

you ould vinegar bottle! (Roars.)

Voice.—Sure the world’s gone well with you
any way, Dan Finnigan. Ye had’nt them whito
kid gloves

—

Pat Mooney.—No, nor that grand cocked hat

there— .

Voice.—No, nor that white wand, ye cormo-
rant! When, you kept the chandler shop, and
cheated Mike Kelly out of a farden’s worth of

pipes, and

—

Gallery.—Ah! ah! Who cheated Mike Kelly?
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When the territory became a state, and the

people of Ohio sovereigns, St. Clair, like Othello,

found his occupation gone. He had nothing to

expect at their hands, and returned to Pennsyl-

vania, where he had formerly resided. His re-

sources limited at best, were soon exhausted by

journeys to Washington to obtain the allowance

of unsettled claims against the government.

His pecuniary circumstances become worse and

worse, and he was finally compelled as a means

of support to sell whisky by the gill and chestnuts,

by the quart
, to travelers crossing the Allegheny

ridge.

After dragging out a miserable existence foy

several years in this mode* Congress granted him

> a small pension, which, however, he lived but a

short period to enjoy, sinking to a melancholy

grave under privations, which former habits ill

fitted him fo endure. Such was the close of a

life, the prime of which was spent among the

great fathers of the Revolution in council and in

camp, as their leader or their equal. He had

succeeded Hancock as President of the Continen-

tal Congress, and bore arms amidst the severest

scenes of the Revolution, and through its whole

course.

As usual, what was denied to the living was

freely accorded to the dead. His countryman.

Burns, was nearly starved to death. A tithe of

the expense lavished on monuments to his mem-
ory, recording a nation’s shame rather than the

poet’s glory, for it needs no such record, would

have made his life comfortable. So with St,

Ctair. He too asked for bread and they gave him

a stone. After the lapse of years, his resting

place was traced out with some difficulty, his re-

mains removed to Greensburg, Pa., where an

obelisk twenty feet in height, erected by his Ma-

sonic brethren, emblazons the bitter lie that re-

publics are not ungrateful.

^r-who cheated Mike Kelly? (Great confusion,

during which the orchestra strikes up.)

But these gallery blackguards did not always

Jet their rulers off so easily. When the Duke of

Rutland, whose family name was Manners, with

the Duchess, first visited the theatre, Mooney

and his. echo were in the house also, In the in-

terval between the play and afterpiece, a voice

vyas heard from one side of the gallery, “ Who
slept with Pig Plunket last night?” which was

instantly answered on the opposite side by the

reproof, “ Manners! Manners! you blackguard.”

The Duke, himself not remarkable for bashful-

ness, co.uld not stand this rasping down, and

With his Dutchess precipitately quitted the theatre.

St. Clair,

The reverse of fortune which Belisarjus is said

fo have experienced, when poor, old and blind,

he was reduced to ask alms, Date obolum Beli-

sarius is usually considered the most striking in

history, and so extraordinary as to raise doubts

of its truth, But the downfall of the Roman
soldier was hardly more abject, than we have

an authenticated case of, in the instance of St,

Qlair.

Arthur St. Clair was. a patriot and soldier of

the Revolution, high in the confidence of Gen’l.

Washington, a good judge of men and their

merits, and received at his hands the command of

the troops raised in 1791 to chastise the aggres-

sions of the hostile Indians of the Northwest, as

well as the commission of Governor of the terri-

tory of that name.

The unfortunate issue of that expedition is

Well known; but it is not so well known at the

present day, that St. Clair was little more suc-

cessful jn carrying on the government of the

Territory committed to his charge, he being in-

volved in continual difficulties with his associates

in the legislative council, as well as the judicial

authorities. These grew out of mistaken views

of the nature and extent of his authority, and had

the effect of rendering him'ns odious in his civil

capacity as he had previously become as a

soldier. Yet St* Clair, although unsuited by

temper and disposition, and still more by the

gout, to which he was. a martyr, for the active

and arduous labours devolving pn him in the

West, was a good map, a gallant; soldier, apd an

accomplished scholar. But the campaigns of the

west, with the ex;ceptioa^ of that of Wayne’s,

have never been successfully waged by other

than western men. St. Clair was an European,

had hardly become Americanized thoroughly,

when he came to the frontiers, and never was a

western man in habit or in feelings. This was

in fact an unfortunate appointment, a rare ex-

ception in the exercise of a judgment of men and

merits, for which Washington was remarkable.

Rats.

A correspondent who is greatly annoyed by

rats, and finds no, remedy in the various traps,

dogs and cats, rut butter, &c., to which he has

resorted, asks if I cannot point out some method

of getting rid of these vermins. He could hardly

have applied to a better source of information,

and as others doubtless labour under the same

difficulty, I shall communicate my reply through

my own columns, for general benefit.

In Pennsylvania, as an older settlement and an

extensive gra,in growing district, these vermins

of course are abundant. There, as here, traps

have been resorted to with little effect, barely

serving to act upon the young and inexperienced

rats. The Pennsylvania Germans, finding they

cannot extirpate the race, make it a rule, when

these pests become too troublesome, to get the
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neighbouring schoolmaster tP write & notice to

these rats to quit the premises, just as^they would

to any other tenant. The document is left in

one of the rat holes and immediately gnawed to

pieces, which is the usual acknowledgment of

service. The rats, without delay, then take up

their march, and may be seen traveling of a

moonshiny night, along the public road, in bat-

talions, to the dwelling or barn of the individual

to whose premises they are directed to remove.

I annex a copy of one of these notices, issued

by a farmer in Lower Saucon township, North-

ampton county, which may serve as a form in

like cases. Perhaps if used here it had better be

translated into English, as our Cincinnati rats

may not understand dutch.

9? c f) m t D b a d) t*

DOlit bent fetjb ifyr fcemut) rid) tit ball

(Sntpfang bk$, bic von ettd) H$l)cr bcwoljntc gc*

baub vcrtaffjt mufjt, int fall il)r ties nit fl)ttt,

wcrbil)r bic |<raf empfangett von bic vorgcfdjric'

ben G3cfc£.

Richer @aitcon taunfe^ip nmrj 10 1820.

£ o tt p a b x tn i 0.

3d) ttnmfdj baf$ il)r jitut J[?an$ Jpoljfpcrgcr

gcl)n folt.

1 well recollect the trial of a case before a

magistrate in a German settlement in one of the

western counties of Pennsylvania. John Eisen-

iiagle brought suit against Jacob Breyfuss, for

damage incurred by the said John in the said Ja-

cob sending his rats to the premises of Eisen-

pagle. The magistrate, Esq. M , was a

man of good sense and some humour, and con-

cluded the best way of settling such a difficulty

was to let it take its course, alleging, however,

that as the parties were both neighbours and on

good terms with him, he proposed for the sake of

saving costs, that the witnesses should be exam-?

ined without being sworn, which was assented

to. The parties made their statements, and the

witnesses were heard. It was clearly proved

that the rats had been, up to a certain period,

abundant at Breyfuss’ house, and scarce at Eisen-

nagle’s, and scarce at Breyfuss’ and plenty at

Eisennagle’s at a later date. One of the wit-

nesses proved the fact of a notice being given the

yats by Breyfuss; but did not know to whom they

were sent. There was much irrelevant matter,

owing to the nature of the suit. After hearing

the case fully, the Squire remarked that it ap-

peared very probable that the rats at Eisenna-

gle’s were the same lot which had infested Brey-

fuss; but gravely remarked, that he sat there not

to judge of probabilities, but by proofs, and

therefore, as there was no evidence to the identi-

ty of the rats, Or any one of them, he was con-

strained to give judgment against Breyfuss for

costs of suit.

I have known much ill-will on this score be-

tween farmers in that neighbourhood, who were

supposed thus to have exchanged rats; but this,

was the only instance within my knowledge in

which things proceeded to extremities.

Cliarlcmaganc.

On the occasion of the late continental visit of

Queen Victoria of England, at Aix-la-Chapelle,

the great Cathedral was lighted up at night

from roof to floor, with a brilliant display of wax

tapers, which rendered the spectacle as light as

day. And this at the tomb of Charlemagne,

whose ashes repose in this great temple—himself

its highest trophy—one of the greatest men of

any age or country! Napoleon, a being better

qualified to appreciate the character of Charle-

magne, behaved with more dignity and in better

taste on his visit to the scene. In 1804, just

when Bonaparte had progressed into Napoleon,

he visited Aix-la-Chapelle. Josephine, who ac-

companied him, indulged in the caprice of sitting

upon the marble throne. But the Emperor,

though he did not control this indecorous whim

of his Creole wife, attired himself for the occa-

sion, from a deep sense of deference to that

mighty name, in full regimentals, and stood, si-

lent, motionless, and bareheaded, before the

chair of Charlemagne. Charlemagne died in

814. In 1814, ©ne thousand years afterwards,

almost to an hour, occurred the fall or moral

death of Napoleon. In the course of the same

fatal year, the allied sovereigns visited the grave

of Charles the Great, when Alexander of Rus-

sia mounted his gala uniform, in imitation of

Napoleon, while Frederick William of Prussia

appeared in an undress, and the Emperor of

Austria in a great coat and round hat. The

King of Prussia entered into all the details of

the coronations of the German Emperors, with

the Provost of the Chapter; but the two Empe-

rors observed a profound silence. All these are

now as silent as Charlemagne! Napoleon, Jo-

sephine, Alexander, Frederick William, and

Francis II., are cold in their graves.

, I say nothing of the military exploits of

Charlemagne, for he has been equaled if not

surpassed in this line. But the man, who in

793, conceived and commenced the plan of con-

necting the Rhine and the Danube, by a canal,

an undertaking which he was compelled by cir-

cumstances to suspend, and which he never had

an opportunity to resume, must have had a mind

one thousand years in advance of his cotempo-

raries, and well deserved the honors, which Na-

poleon, in the plenitude of his glory, felt due to

the illustrious dead.
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The canal connecting those two great rivers of

Europe, was nearly completed at the last ac-

counts. It was to have been opened for naviga-

tion in a few days, between Nuremburg, and

shortly after, through its whole extent, from the

Danube to the Mayn.

Though the completion of this great work has

been reserved for modern time, its conception

and commencement belong to an age and gener-

ation ten centuries distant. In 793 the Emperor

Charlemagne formed the purpose of establishing

a water communication from one extremity of

Europe to another, by means of a canal which

should unite the waters of the Rhine with those

of the Danube. With this object an army of

workmen was assembled, the Emperor himself

superintending and directing their labors, and

for several months the undertaking was most in-

dustriously prosecuted. But sickness breaking

out among the laborers, and distant wars de-

manding Charlemagne’s attention, the enterprise

was abandoned, only to be resumed after the

lapse of more than a thousand years.

A Chapter on Business Signs.

If I had space, a volume would hardly do jus-

tice to this subject. Half a column must suffice

at this time.

Some partnership firms are oddly put together.

In Philadelphia a dry goods firm on Second

street, bore the euphonious title of Sheepshanks

Shujjlebottom. On Front street, the firm of

Schott Sf Fell carried on business. As each side

of the door bore a partner’s name, it became a

regular amusement of the boys to read and call

out as they passed by, James Schott—and Jona-

than Fell.

A sign which gave the schoolboys another

reading exercise was Speakman § Say, apotheca-

ries, at the corner of Market and Second streets.

To this they gave, as commentators with a fa-

vourite author—a new reading, Speak, Man, and

Say.

At Fairchild’s corner, some years ago, Dr. D.,

one of our most respectable physicians, had on

the Main street face, “ Dr. D
, around the

corner.” On the Front street side was another

sign, “ Dr. D ,
up stairs.” It was no fault

of the boys who passed the corner, if the whole

community did not know the contents of these

signs.

A German by the name of Brandt, a turner by

trade, who lived back of one of our streets, put up

his shingle to read thus— Turning [FT around

the corner. Half the passers by, seem going to

his shop!

We had a barber on Front street, years ago, as

black as the ace of clubs, named London Porter,

whose sign was placed conspicuously over the

door. There were no coffee houses, hardly, in

those days, and it was a constant jest among
steamboat characters to send thirsty souls off the

boats to London’s to wet their whistle. Porter

usually told them he could shave them; but if

they wished to be half shaved they must go up

on the hill.

There is a firm in Hudson, New York, of

Ketchum & Cheatham, which the boys read off,

Catchem &• Cheatem. The friends of the firm,

that it might have its true reading, proposed that

the Christian name of the parties, Isaac and

Uriah, should be added, which was assented to.

But the artist, not being able to crowd the whole

upon the board, abbreviated the names to their

initials, and the sign reads—not in bad keeping

for business men—“ I. Ketchum U. Cheatham /”

A man, still a resident in this state, named
Death, kept a store on Main street, nearly oppo-

site our old friend Jonathan Pancoast. Over the

door was the sign, “ Rectified Whisky,” and di-

rectly underneath, the name Absalom Death. An
old lady from the country, had been in to

market with her son, who drove the wagon, and

was going up Main street on her way home,

when the sign caught her eye—•“ Stop! Rectified

Whisky—Absolute Death. That’s a fact, John-

ny. Let me get out, there is one honest man in

Cincinnati, I want to see what he looks like.”

fourth Ward—Cincinnati.
The public buildings of this ward are six in

number. The Ohio Life Insurance and Trust

Company, an Engine House, one of the Public

School Houses, Disciples’ Church, on Third st.,

and the German Reformed Church, on Second,

late the Third Presbyterian Church edifice, and

Cincinnati Museum. Dwelling houses, offices,

workshops and store houses 1081. Of these four

are of stone, of brick 589, and 488 are frames.

Of these buildings there were at the close of the

year 1842

—

Stone. Brick. Frame. Total.

4 413 395 812

Built in 1843, 0 45 14 59
“ “ 1844, 0 75 44 119
“ “ 1845, 0 56 35 91

4 589 488 1081

A very valuable description of buildings have

been put up both this year and the last. Blocks

of permaneht store houses, spacious and conve-

nient, adorn the intersections of Walnut and

Front, and Walnut and Second streets. Resor

& Co. have put up two fine warerooms at the

lower end of Pearl street. Three or four fine

new ware rooms and factory buildings have been

put up on Columbia or Second street; besides

various other scattered improvements in differ-

ent sections of the ward. This ward is one
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of the oldest improved parts of Cincinnati, and is

now built up to three-fourths of its capacity. It

must eventually become the seat of trade and

manufactures to a much larger extent than it

even now is.

Ulassy Ilerbcson’s Escape from Indians.

With the heroine of the following narrative I

was well acquainted in 1815. She then resided

in Butler county, Pennsylvania, was a woman

of great energy of character, nicknamed Bona-

parte by the neighbourhood, and able to fight her

way through any crowd, male or female. The

child with whom she was encumbered at the

time, grew to be a man in years; and at the period

to which I refer above, sued his mother for a

piece of land in the Butler County Court. This

created great indignation among the people, and

if Judge Lynch had only been present to give

impulse to popular feeling the young man would

probably have been tarred and feathered. He

lost his case, probably as much through popular

prejudice as anything else.

An account of the sufferings of Massy Herbeson and her

family, who were taken prisoners by a party of Indi-

ans.—Given on oath, before John Wilkins," Esq., one
of the Justices of the Peace for the Commonwealth of

Pennsylvania.

Massy Herbeson, on her oath, according to

law, being taken before John Wilkins, Esq., one

of the commonwealth’s justices of the peace in

and for the county of Allegheny, deposeth and

saith, that on the 22d day of this instant, she was
taken from her own house, within two hundred

yards of Reed’s block-house, which is called

twenty-five miles from Pittsburgh; her husband,

being one of the spies, was from home; two of the

scouts had lodged with her that night, but had

left her house about sunrise, in order to go to the

block-house, and had left the door standing wide

open. Shortly after the two scouts went away,

a number of Indians came into the house, and

drew her out of bed by the feet; the two eldest

children, who also lay in another bed were drawn
out in the same manner; a younger child, about

one year old, slept with the deponent. The In-

dians then scrambled about the articles in the

house; whilst they were at this work, the depo-

nent went out of the house and hallooed to the

people in the block-house; one of the Indians ran

up and stopped her mouth, another ran up with

his tomahawk drawn, and a third ran and seized

the tomahawk and called her his squaw; the last

Indian claimed her as his, and continued by her;

about fifteen of the Indians then ran down to-

ward the block-house and fired their guns at the

block and store-house, in consequence of which
one soldier was killed and another wounded, one

having been at the spring, and the other in

coming or looking out of the store-house. This

deponent telling the Indians there were about

forty men in the block-house, and each man had

two guns, the Indians went to them that were

firing at the block-house, and brought them back.

They then began to drive the deponent and her

children away; but a boy, about three years old,

being unwilling to leave the house, they took it

by the heels, and dashed it against the house,

then stabbed and scalped it. They then took

the deponent and the two other children to the

top of the hill, where they stopped until they tied

up the plunder they had got. While they were
busy about this, the deponent counted them, and
the number amounted to thirty-two, including
two white men that were with them, painted like

the Indians.

That several of the Indians could speak Eng-
lish, and that she knew three or four of them
very well, having often seen them go up and
down the Allegheny river; two of them she knew
to be Senecas, and two Muncies, who had got
their guns mended by her husband about two
years ago. That they sent two Indians with
her, and the others took their course towards
Puckety. That she, the children, and two Indi-

ans had not gone above two hundred yards,
when the Indians caught two of her uncle’s
horses, put her and the younger child on one,
and one of the Indians and the other child on the

other. That the two Indians then took her and
the children to the Allegheny river, and took
them over in bark canoes, as they could not get
the horses to swim the river. After they had
crossed the river, the oldest child, a boy of about
five years of age, began to mourn for his brother,
when one of the Indians tomahawked and scalp-

ed him. That they traveled all day very hard,
and that night arrived at a large camp covered
with bark, wThich, by appearance, might hold
fifty men; that night they took her about three

hundred yards from the camp, into a large dark
bottom, bound her arms, gave her some bed
clothes, and lay down, one on each side of her.

That the next morning they took her into a
thicket on the hill side, and one remained with
lie'r till the middle of the day, while the other
Avent to watch the path, lest some white people
should follow them. They then exchanged places
during the remainder of the day; she got a piece

of dry venison, about the bulk of an egg, that

day, and a piece about the same size the day they
were marching; that evening, (Wednesday, the

23d) they moved her to a new place, and secured
her as the night before: during the day of the

23d, she made several attempts to get the Indi-

an’s gun or tomahawk, that was guarding her,

and, had she succeeded, she would have put him
to death. She was nearly detected in trying to

get the tomahawk from his belt.

The next morning (Thursday) one of the In-
dians went out, as on the day before, to watch
the path. The other lay down and fell asleep.

When she found he was sleeping, she stole her
short gown, handkerchief, a child’s frock, and
then made her escape;—the sun was then about
half an hour high—that she took her course from
the Allegheny, in order to deceive the Indians, as

they would naturally pursue her that way; that
day she travelled along Conoquenessing creek.

The next day she altered her course, and, as she
believes, fell upon the waters of Pine Creek,
which empties into the waters of Allegheny.
Thinking this not her best course, she took over
some dividing ridges,—lay on a dividing ridge on
Friday night, and on Saturday came to Squaw
run—continued down the run until an Indian, or
some other person, shot a deer; ghe saw the per-

son about one hundred and fifty yards from her
—the deer running and the dog pursuing it,

which from the appearance, she supposed to be
an Indian dog.

She then altered her course, but again came to

the same run, and continued down it. until she

got so tired that she was obliged to lie down, it
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having rained on her all lhat day and the night

before-; she lay there that night; it rained con-

stantly; on Sunday morning she proceeded down
the run until she came to the Allegheny river,

and continued down the river till she came oppo-

site to Carter’s house* on the inhabited side,

where she made a noise, and James Closier

brought her over the river to Carter’s house.

Sworn before me, at Pittsburgh, this 28th day
of May, 1792. JOHN WILKINS.

Dr. Slailcy.

A letter from Dayton was shown me on Satur-

day, in which I observe the following flattering

notice:

“ Ably Kelley is here on her way down to

your city, with her friend Foster. Abby says

that Dr. Bailey is an arrant hypocrite, and she

means to prove him so. He need not think to

soap her down with his deprecatory remarks.”

Those who like to see their fellow-beings

rasped down,—and there is this feature of human

nature in most of us—will have rare sport when

this lady, who holding to the largest liberty of

tongue, gives herself great liberty of speech,

makes her curtsey to Cincinnati. I anticipate a

crowded house at the Tabernacle.

Progress of Ciifeianati.

As late as 1809, Cincinnati was not able to

(sustain more than one newspaper, and at a period

ten years later—1819—there were but three in

existence. As late as 1832, we had only fifteen

periodicals; three daily, two semi-weekly, seven

“weekly, one monthly and one quarterly publica-

tion. There are now published here twelve

daily, fourteen weekly, and fourteen monthly

periodicals; besides directories and almanacs of

various descriptions. Ten of these dailies issue

weeklies, and three of them tri-weeldies also.

Our progress in moral influence otherwise, is

equally remarkable. As late as 1811, I believe

there was but one house of worship in Cincinnati.

As late as 1827, there were but twelve; in 1832,

twenty-five. There are now sixty-nine.

This synopsis affords an evidence of rapid and

extensive growth, which it may be safely assert-

ed, finds no parallel in any other part of the Uni-

ted States, not to say in the world. It is an epi-

tome of the progress of the great west.

MbemI your Business.

Grant Thorburn, in one of his rambling re-

miniscences, gives the following illustration of a

principle which is the foundation of success in

business:
“ Never leave your shop except on business.

Horse, foot, or hurdle races, fishing, fowling and
sailing parties Will never pay your rent. When
you are out on business, hurry back to your shop

as soon as possible. Don’t stand in the streets,

talking politics, news or anything, except may be

something wherein your interest is concerned.

Forty years ago, when I first commenced tra-

ding, my wife was my storekeeper, my b.bok, my
housekeeper, my cook* my everything. One
morning returhing from the old Fly Market,
foot of Maiden Lane, I met at the corner of
William and Liberty streets, with a friend. At
that time Bonaparte was in the full tide of man-
slaughter, killing at the rate of half a million per
artnum; that morning an arrival had brought
news of his progress. We stopped probably ten
minutes rehearsing the matter. When I got tb

my store, I inquired of my wife if any one had
asked for me. ‘ Yes,’ she replied, ‘Mr. C——

n

called to pay his bill, but wished to see yourself.*

That night he cleared for Texas. Thus I lost

thirty dollars by standing in the streets, when I

might have been in my store. Ever after whert
a friend wished me to stop in the street, ‘Not
here,’ says I, ‘ but go to my stofej and you may
there talk all day if you please.’ ”

Adopting a White Man.

The chiefs of the Seneca Indians, at a late

council, adopted Philip E. Thomas, of Balti-

more, a benevolent Friend, a member of the

Seneca tribe. After raising to his feet the Qua-

ker gentleman, wht> was sitting by a table in the

council, and laying his hand thjee times on his

shoulder, the chief addressed him as follows in

the Indian language:

“ By this ceremdny we do at this time adbpt

into the Seneca nation this our friend, Philip E.

Thomas, by which he becomes a member of the

tribe and a brother of the Swan family, and is en-

titled to the name of a Seneca Indian, and to all

the rights and immunities of the nation. We
now give him the name of Sagouan, (Benevolent

Giver, or Bountiful,) by which we express our

sense of his character, and under which he will

hereafter be recognized among uS, and we hate

appointed George Deer to be his cousin.”

This must have been an interesting ceremony.

I wonder what Friend Thomas thought, felt, of

said, when he was painted over, the calumet put

in his mouth, rings in his nose and ears, and the

war club, tomahawk and scalping knife placed in

his hands.

Corrections.

It seems almost impossible to correct popular

errors, after they have once taken root, and mis-

taken efforts to do so render the matter worse.

There is a variety of apples well known in our

market, which is generally Called the Peenickj

and which others, who desire to give it the cor-

rect name, term the Phoenix, from which appila-

tion they suppose the other corrupted. The ap-

ple is all eastern variety like many others, and is

named after the Pennock family of Chester coun-

ty, Pa., who first raised it.

Another Vulgarism which I frequently find,

even in city advertisements, is Meshannick pota-

toes. This should be Neshanock, the name 6f a

creek in Mercer county, Pennsylvania, on whose

banks this excellent variety originated.
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“ I removed to Bethlehem in 1742, and incor-

porated myself fully into the church; and having

in 1745, married the widowed sister Bittner, we

were sent to the missionary station at Faulkner’s

Swamp, and took charge of the nursery of Indian

children there; were, however, soon recalled to

Bethlehem, whence I was sent with Spangenberg

to Gnadenhutten in 1746. Here I was employed

building a grist and saw 'mill, which together

with the tavern were placed under my superin-

tendence. In i 751 we opened a school for reli-

gious instruction among the Indians, which was

productive by the blessing of God of the best ef-

fects in bring the savages to a knowledge and re-

ception of the truth. We cleared a sufficiency of

land to keep the Indians employed farming; and

taught them various mechanical employments.

After labouring among these dear people seven

years, we were recalled in 1753 to Bethlehem,

whence we were sent in 1755 to Bachgotgock,

one of our Indian stations in New England.”

I must condense his narrative at this point, so

as to get more rapidly forward. He works with

the same spirit and energy, both in his secular

and religious employments among the Indians,

until the French war in 1757, suspended mis-

sionary operations there by carrying off the na-

tives into the army: he returns to Bethlehem,

whence the same year he visits Bachgotgock.

Here he remains a year, when he is relieved and

returns to Bethlehem,—is sent to Christians-

brunn
,
Pa,, and subsequently made superinten-

dent of the mission at Wyalusing, in the same

State. I regret that the space, as well as the char-

acter of the Advertiser, forbids my copying the

whole narrative, which, for its incidents, as well

as the arderft and active piety of the writer,

which without the least' display, runs like a

thread through the journal, reminds me con-

tinually of the record of Paul’s labours in the

Acts of the Apostles. Injourneyings, fastings,

sufferings, and persecutions most abundant, and

continually rejoicing in every opportunity of la-

bouring in his master’s cause.

After a variety of adventures, in 1770, he is

sent out to the Mission among the Indians in

Ohio to a station called Langundodaning
, proba-

bly just over the Pennsylvania line. Here the

Moravian brethren, David and Senseman, had

been already labouring. Jungmann set out with

his wife, who accompanied him in all his journ-
24

eys; and after traveling twenty days, reached his

destination Oct. 28th, 1770. He was now more
than four hundred miles from home, a howling
wilderness occupying the whole / intervening

space. The missionary labours here appear to

have been eminently successful. “ The Indians

sang and prayed, day and night without ceas-

ing,” he observes in his journal. In 1772, he

removes to Schoenbrunn, one hundred miles

further into the wilderness, where a missionary

station had been maintained for several years in

great prosperity. “ Here,” says he, “ we were

received with much affection.”

“ We saw with great gratification, our Indian

brethren and sisters, industriously raising their

huts for winter, and fell to work to rear our own.

Sheenbrunn was a pretty, prosperous little vil-

lage, having been founded only four years—hav-

ing forty houses, besides the huts—three hundred

Indian residents, who were all true Martyrs and

Disciples of Jesus Christ and his cause;—two

;

hundred acres of land cleared, producing excel-

lent fruits, grains, &c. In the fifth year the un-

fortunate Indian war broke out—the place given

up. After a happy residence of four and a half

years, in April, 1776, with heavy hearts, we
were compelled to start for Lichtenau. A coun-

cil of consultation determined to give up the Mo-
ravian stations, until peace should be restored.

We glorified God—sang praises for his manifold

blessings and protection. We started for Bethle-

hem* August 6th, arriving safely on the 19th

August. We remained three years with our son

John at the Lehigh ferry. July, 1780, we were

appointed, with our brothers Reichel and Zeis-

berger, to remove back to our dear Indian

brethren and sisters in the Ohio stations, which

we safely accomplished, July 28, 1781, having

no idea of being compelled to leave so shortly

again. September 2d, we were visited by a

Captain of the Hurons, with six warriors, friend-

ly shaking hands. I was making a red cedar

milk bucket, which, fancying, they were deter-

mined to have; but I refused on account of its

immediate wants. They then examined all my
implements, and I explained their use; at which

they were very much surprised. They left me
in my workshop, and walked into my house

—

my wife absent—examining every thing there;

at last left us in a friendly manner, and went

their way on to Gnadenhutten. Next morning

I received a very gloomy letter from brother
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Zeisbcrger—September 3, 1781—stating that he

could not see how matters and things relative to

the welfare of our Missionary stations would turn

out; it appears as if the very air were filled with

every evil spirit; our only hope is in our Dear

Saviour, and await the upshot. September 3,

1781, in the evening, brother Ignatius came run-

ning, out of breath, to inform us that our breth-

ren at Gnadenhutten were taken prisoners, and

that a similar fate might befall us; of which three

rnnners came to inform us of its contemplation.

I repaired at once to the brethren and sisters, to

communicate to them, and while there, three ri-

ders came by, stopping at my house, and entered

it. I started to meet them; feund one of them
j

to be the captain who had visited me the day pre-
j

vious, with his sister and a runner. The captain

look me by the hand in a friendly manner, seat-

ing me beside him. The runner drew a pistol

and held it to my breast, at the same time hold-

ing a rifle in his left hand. The captain told me
he had come to take us, and all we had, under his

protection: if we would not resist, he would

keep ail harmless; but if we resisted him, he

would send for his warriors to cut us to pieces,

and destroy our effects, to which 1 replied—“ Use

your pleasure.” In this instance, our Blessed

Saviour Jesus was nigh unto us; and instead of

fear and dismay, courage and consolation came
to our heart’s fill, that not a hair of our heads

should perish. Our interpreter was the captain’s

sister, who spoke good English. They took our

effects, cut open our beds, scattering the feathers

to the winds; the rest, they carried to the canoes.

After clearing the house, they broke open our

chests, emptying them. They went to brother

Zeisberger's; conducted themselves in the same

way. We were taken in the canoes, with the

privilege of several of our brethren to go with us.

The night was dreadfully cold—with but little

clothing—nearly frozen to death. After coming

half way, we were permitted to stop, make a

fire, and warm ourselves; then proceeding, in

sight of Gnadenhutten, next morning, they ex-

amined all our things, searching for siiver ware,

&c.—found none; detaining us in the cold; and

then proceeded into town, marching and singing

the war song. We were kept eight days in a

small house, where they divided our effects

among themselves. They permitted us to visit

brother Schebosh

;

after which we were taken to

Salem. We now began to feel the calamity Which

had befallen our three unfortunate missionary

stations, which we were compelled to abandon.

We reflected, and deeply meditated, whether,

perhaps, we had not caused God’s just anger to

come down upon us. In deep humility we sup-

plicated God’s aid, and with compunction ac-

knowledge! our manifold sins and transgres-

sions; fell at the feet of our dear Jesus. Ilcrc

now before separating, we partook of the Holy

Sacrament, and leave to each a rejoicing heart.

From here we were taken down the Muskingum;

up the Walhunding, partly by land, partly by

water; and joined by brother Joshua and his com-

rades in Christ, from Gogoschin—passing on to

Walhunding, carrying the “ Minister’s Manu-

scripts;” but they were taken from us, and des-

troyed. In a few days we removed further; the

runners gave me a very wild colt to ride, expect-

ing it to run oft* and dash out my brains; but

their plans failed: It moved off with me as quiet

as a lamb. We arrived at Upper Sandusky, one

hundred miles from our locations, in an entire

dense forest—ten inilps from the nearest Indian

village; and told, here make your homes, and get

along the best way you can. Our consolation

was, Jesus will not suffer a sparrow to fall to the

ground, and here too, our God will not desert us.

Almost immediately, an Indian trader, hearing

of us, came to our succour: he sent us corn,

which we parched; and we brought—-first, a

thanks offering to Almighty God, to evince our

gratitude, for his great mercy, and the fulfillment

of his promises to his followers, showing that

—“ When need is greatest, God is nearest;” and

“ Where have ye been in want?” We could

truly answer—“ Nowhere hast thou withheld

thy blessing, dear Saviour.” As winter ap-

proached, we built huts. Brother David and I

built one twelve feet square, with a kitchen and

chimney; where we dwelt happy in the Lord.

A JLegcrcd of the War of 181*2.

The Kentucky troops who bore their share,

and more than their share, in the invasion of

Canada during our last war with England, had

among their numbers, a band of volunteers who

rendesvoused at Harrodsburg, Mercer county,

and formed the nucleus of the whole corps

which gathered from every side, and at every

day’s march, in their progress towards the river

Ohio, fresh accessions of forces. On leaving

Harrodsburg, a mile or two out, they passed two

pigs fighting, and delayed their march long

enough to witness the result. After marching

forward, it was observed that the victor pig was

following in the route, and at night when they

encamped, the animal hunted itself also a shelter

and lay by too, for the night. In the morning

when they put forward they were accompanied

by the pig as on the day before, and thus night

and morning in their progress to the river, the

animal halted where they rested, and started on-

wards when they resumed their journey. When
they came opposite Cincinnati, to which place

they crossed in a ferry boat,* the pig, on getting
1

to the water's edge, promptly plunged in. wait-
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ing on the other 'side until the whole cortege

crossed over, and resumed its post as customary

in the flank of the moving column. In this way

the animal kept on with the troops until they

got to the Lake. It was finally left at Bass

Island, near where Peny achieved his great na-

val victory, for safe keeping until the return of

the troops, which were irossing near Malden for

the invasion of Canada.*

On the whole journey, as the men grew more

familiar with their comrade, it became a pet, re-

ceiving a full share of the rations issued to the

soldiers, and destitute as the troops found them-

selves at times, of sustenance, no one thought of

putting the knife to the throat of their fellow-

traveller. What they had was still shared, and

if the pig fared at times, as scantily as the rest, it

grunted on, and manifested as much patriotism

in its own line as the bipeds it accompanied, in

theirs.

After the campaign had closed, the troops re-

crossed the Lake, having left their horses on the

American side. As soon as the line was formed,

to the great surprise of many, and inspiring a

deep interest in all, there was the pig at the right

of the line, ready to resume his march with the

rest. By this time the winter frosts had set in

and the animal suffered greatly on its homeward

journey. It made out, however, to reach Mays-

ville, at which point the troops recrosed the Ohio

river. There it gave out, and was placed in

trusty hands by Governor Shelby; and finally ta-

ken to the Gov.’s home, where the animal passed

the residue of its days in ease and indolence.

These facts I have from a gentleman who was

on the compaign, who says there are more than

one hundred persons living who can attest the

statement.

The Gersiian Vote.

A paragraph in one of our city papers, gives a

voting population of Germans in Cincinnati, at

between four and five thousand. From different,

and indeed, opposite motives, there seems to ex-

ist a disposition in the party political and reli-

gious presses, to overrate the numbers of both the

German population and voters. A single reflec-

tion will dissipate hopes on the one and fears on

the other side.

The census of 1840, as regards Cincinnati,

shews that less than one-third of the population

of this city were Germans and their children,

three-fourths of the last having been born in the

United States. In fact the exact number of

Germans by birth, over twenty years, was 3,440.

A very large share of these were but a short time,

comparatively, in the country; and if they had

all become naturalized since, the vote cannot

equal that amount. Deduct the odd hundreds

for those under twetaty-one; and at least an

equal number for those who have resided so long

here as to have become one in sympathy with

the native born population; and then deduct

those who have earned and saved enough here to

buy farms for themselves, the great object of

their lives with a large number; and add the few

who have arrived since, who have been naturali-

zed elsewhere, and the aggregate can hardly ex-

ceed two thousand five hundred voters.

IPork Packing.

I learn on undoubted authority, that contracts

in the aggregate for between ninety and one hun-

dred thousand hogs, embracing the great mass of

that article to arrive here from the Kentucky

market, have been already made at four dollars

per hundred pounds. Such a state of things be-

fore pork cutting up and packing has commenced,

is unprecedented, and conflicts with the supposed

laws of trade, in the well known disposition of

buyer and seller to bargain to the best advantage.

The hogs from Kentucky are always in before

those of Ohio or Indiana, the corn crop ripen-

ing earlier on the side of Ohio south, than on the

northern. I judge the packers, finding pork

higher than they like to pay, and the farmers

holding off, have concluded to take what will

first arrive, in order to make themselves more

independent, when those from Ohio and Indiana

are brought in. I infer this the more readily as

I have not heard of any contracts being made for

any but Kentucky hogs.

“ Wiio Is Jksatgc Story?”

This distinguished jurist, whose recent death
produces a deep sensation throughout the coun-
try, was, as is generally known, a professor of

law in Harvard University. It was his custom
to amuse his class by relating interesting anec-

dotes, in illustration of principles of law, and few
men have ever been more skillful and adroit in the

management of this kind of instruction. The
writer of this had the pleasure of hearing one of

his lectures on a casual visit to Cambridge, in

which he stated that the courts of England had
awarded a hundred pound note to the person

from whom it had been stolen, because the bank-

er who purchased it of the thief, ought to have
known from his personal appearance, that he
would not be likely to own a note of such value.

This rule of law, lie thought, would not always
operate justly in this country; and in illustration

he related, in his inimitable manner, the follow-

ing anecdote.
“ When I came here, to Cambridge,” said he,

“to occupy the station which I now hold, my
friends thought it proper to greet me by a pub-
lic dinner, which was served up with a good deal

of parade in a large room adjoining the post-of-

fice; where there was. as is not uncommon on
such occasions, a good deal of noise, and a great

while continued. I supposed it probable, that

there was not a man, woman, or child, in this

small village who did not know of this merry-

making, and the occasion of it, particularly as I
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had occupied a seat upon the Bench in Boston for

sixteen years previously, and passed sentences of

death and imprisonment on numerous convicts.

The bustle and noise of the dinner being over,

and having for about two months pursued my
avocation as lecturer on law in this place, I had
occasion one day to call at the post-office and in-

quire for letters for Judge Story. ‘ Judge who?’
inquired the post-master. Judge Story, 1 re-

peated with some emphasis: ‘ Judge Story, Judge
Story!' reiterated the post-master, ‘who is Judge
Story. I never heard of him before!’

”

“Not long afterwards,” he continued, “it
happened, that, on my way to Boston one day
on foot, I had occasion to use the sum of fifty

dollars, at the intervening village of Cambridge-
port, and stepping into the Bank there, I inqui-

red of the Cashier, whether he would pay my
check for that amount on a Bank in Boston.

He looked somewhat surprised, hesitated, sur-

veyed my person, and stretching himself forward
over the counter, looked particularly sharp at my
feet. Finding that he did not know me, I gave
him my name, when, after a few minutes con-
versation, as if to assure himself of my identity,

he agreed to pay me the money. After he had
done so, I asked him why he had hesitated, and
particularly why he thought it necessary to take
such a searching look at my feet. He said he
did not know me, and his object was to satisfy

himself whether it was probable, from my per-

sonal appearance, that I was good for fifty dol-

lars; and he thought the best evidence would be
afforded by the kind of boots I wore, which, un-
fortunately, on that occasion, were not such as

to recommend me to his confidence.”

Pioneer History.

The following interesting letter was addressed

by Dr. Wm. Goforth, one of the earliest and

most able physicians of Cincinnati, to one of his

friends at the east.

The South Bend settlement or station refered

to in the letter, is in the neighbourhood in which

Mr. C. A. Schumann has been engaged cultiva-

ting the grape. The scite of Fort Miami has

been washed away by the encroachments of the

Ohio river, a few stones belonging to its chimney

alone, being left on the bank. Fort Washing-

ton, as is well known, was on that space upon

Third street, now occupied by the Botanico Medi-

cal College, formerly the Bazaar of Madame
Trollope.

Fort Washington, N. W. Ter.,?

Sept. 3d, 1731. £

One of the Indian captives lately died at this

place,—His Excellency Gov. St. Clair gave liber-

ty to the rest to bury the corpse according to the

custom of their nation: the mode is that the body

be wrapped in a shroud, over which they put a

blanket, a pair of moccasons on the feet, a seven

days rations by the side of the head, with other

necessaries. The march from Fort Washington

was very solemn; on their arrival at the grave,

the corpse was let down, and the relatives imme-
diately retired; an aged matron then descended

into the grave, and placed the blanket according

i
*

to rule, and fixed the provisions in such manner
as she thought would be handy and convenient to

her departed friend; castingher eyes about to see

if all was right, she found that the deceased was
barefoot, and inquired why they had omitted the

moccasons? The white person who superin-

tended the whole business informed her that

there were no good moccasons in the store, but

that by way of amends they had put a sufficiency

of leather into the knapsack to make two pairs,

at the same time showing her the leather. With
this she appeared satisfied, saying that her friend

was well acquainted with making them.

The county of Hamilton lies between the two
Miami rivers. Just below the mouth of the Little

Miami, is a garrison called Fort Miami; at a

small distance below this garrison is the town of

Columbia. About six miles from Columbia is

the town of Cincinnati, which is the county seat

of Hamilton, and here is erected Fort Washing-

ton, the head-quarters of the Federal army. This

Fort is pleasantly situated on the banks of the

Ohio river; seven miles below this, is a settlement

of eighteen or twenty families called South Bend;

about seven miles from this also, on the Ohio

river is the City of Miami, founded by the Hon.

Johrf Cleves Symmes. Twelve miles up the

Great Miami is the settlement called Dunlap’s

Station; and twelve miles up the Little Miami is

a settlement called Covault’s Station. The num-

ber of militia in these places, according to the

best accounts I have received, are, at Columbia,,

two hundred; Cincinnati, one hundred and fifty;

South Bend, twenty; City of Miami, eighty;

Dunlap’s, fifteen, and at Covault’s, twenty.

Old Newspapers.

The oldest living newspaper in England is the

Lincoln Mercury, first published in 1695. The

oldest in London is the St. James Chronicle, of

1761. The oldest paper in Scotland is the Edin-

burgh Evening, of 1700. The oldest in Ireland,

the Belfast News Letter, of 1737.

The oldest living paper in America is the New
Hampshire Gazette. It was established by Daniel

Fowle, at Portsmouth, in August,. 1757. It was

originally printed on half a sheet of foolscap,

quarto, as were all the papers of that day; but

was soon enlarged to half a sheet of crown folio;

and sometimes appeared on a whole sheet of

crown. It is now in its 89th year, and is a well

conducted paper of good dimensions.

The New Lisbon Palladium, after acknowl-

edging the Pittsburgh Gazette as the oldest paper

in existence, west of the mountains, gives the

Scioto Gazette as the first paper ever published

in Ohio; and the Ohio Patriot, established in New
Lisbon, in 1808. These, as well as the Pitts-

burgh Gazette, are still in successful operation.
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Newspapers were, however, published in Cin-

cinnati before they existed in either Chillicothe

or New Lisbon.

The first printing office in Ohio, was in Cin-

cinnati; and established by Wm. Maxwell, who

issued, on the 9th November, 1793, The Centinel

of the North Western Territory, being the first

paper published in that territory, or west of

Pittsburgh, the Lexington Gazette excepted. It

bore as a motto, “ Open tp all parties, but influ-

enced by none.” Ill 1797, Edmund Freeman

bought out the office, and issued a paper under

the title of the “ Freeman's Journal.” He con-

tinued it until 1800, when he removed to Chilli-

cothe. On the 28th May, 1799, Joseph Carpenter

issued the first number of the Western Spy and

Hamilton Gazette. This was continued under

various proprietors, until 1809, when it ceased

to exist. There were thus three papers published

here in succession, during the last century, all of

which were established prior to any others in the

State of Ohio. 0

The Last Supper, &c.

There are two interesting figure groups now
exhibiting at Fourth Street Hall', one represent-

ing the Last Supper, the other the Trial of the

Saviour. In these two pieces there are nearly

forty figures—the size of life. They are modeled

in good taste, and with great discrimination of

character. In the “ Last Supper,” we have the

kind and affectionate John, the bold and forward

Peter, and the covetous and faithless Judas, all

clearly distinguished and represented. Above all

wTe have the Great Teacher
,
admirably pourtray-

ed, the great focus to every observer’s eye.

In the “ Trial of the Saviour,” the predomi-

nant features of the piece are the human passions

in action, as they are in the other, in repose.

Besides the Saviour, the prominent figures are

Pontius Pilate, the Roman governor, and Caia-

phas, the Jewish high priest, both arrayed in

their official robes. The other persons are scribes,

soldiers, pages, chief priests, &c. They are in

their appropriate costumes, attitudes, and em-

ployments, which enable the figures to contrast

with each other to advantage, as well as to har-

monize the general effect of the entire groupe.

The whole is a deeply interesting picture, espe-

cially to a scripture student.

Indian Mounds.

It is probably not generally known, that a

systematic investigation of these mounds has

been going on for some months past, in the

Scioto Valley, particularly in the neighbourhood

of Chillicothe, under the public spirited explora-

tions of two individuals there.

A variety of interesting remains are reward-

ing their labours; and I observe by the last Scioto

Gazette, that much light will be shed on the past

by what has been already found, although the

explorations have as yet reached but a very

small portion of these tumuli. Abundant evi-

dence has been already furnished, as more doubt-

less will yet be, that these mounds were erected

by a race different from and superior in civiliza-

tion to, those expelled from the country by the

whites. They were doubtless an agicultuaalr

people, and of a denser population than even now
fills the Scioto country.

I have seen some of the specimens which have

been found in these depositories, and can bear

testimony to the skill and ingenuity of the mod-

eling and carving they present. They would do

credit to people who work with tools better

adapted to their purpose than doubtless were

within the reach of the aborigines.

Fifth Ward—Caacciasiaati.

There are in this ward, public buildings 10;

pork and ware houses, dwellings, offices, work-

shops, ' mills, &c., 784; of which there are

—

bricks 590, frames 194.

Of these different buildings there were at the

close of the year 1842

—

Brick. Frame. Total.

649 663 1312

Built in 1843, ,85 35 120
“ “ 1844, 125 57 176

I cannot compare the improvements in this

ward during the past year, until I reach the sev-

enth and tenth wards, the last having been erect-

ed during the past year, out of the 5th and 7th.

These three must be compared together with the

original two.

In the fifth ward, as reduced to its present

size, there are 784 public and private buildings,

590 of which are of brick, and 194 are frames.

The buildings of 1845, are 45 bricks, and 10

frames—Total 55. The public buildings are

—

a District School House, on Ninth street; the

Methodist Female Seminary; the Ninth Street

Baptist, St. John and Northern Lutheran Church,

and the English Lutheran Church, on Ninth; the

Methodist Book Room, and an Engine House.

The Welsh Church, and College of Dental Sur-

gery, and Academy of Natural Science, all on

College street, are erections of 1845.

Four-fifths of this ward is built to its utmost

capacity.

Growth of the West.

An ear of Indian corn was handed me last

Saturday, as a specimen of the crop raised by

Major Wm. Irwin, on his farm three miles out

on the Lebanon road. He assures me that hun-

dreds of ears as large, or nearly so, may be found
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in what have been gathered from the same field.
[

It is of the large yellow grained sort, is thirteen
[

inches long and has fourteen rows; and has eight
j

hundred and ninety-six grains on the ear. I
j

should like to send it to one of our Atlantic ci-
j

ties, that our friends at the east may have ocular
J

evidence of the growth of the great west. If any

gentleman on his way to the east, will be the

bearer of it, he may be able to gratify the curi-

osity this statement is calculated to excite there.

It is due to the Buckeye State to let our eastern

brethren see some of our products. A sight of
j

this ear of corn will illustrate and explain the

rapid growth of Ohio.

Important JI improvement.

The application of science to the business pur-

suits of life has hardly ever been of more signal

benefit, than the following statement promises
'

and exhibits. Such men as Amelung <§• Turns, i

well known here as fully competent to judge the
j

practical value of this important improvement in
|

putting up beef and pork, can hardly be mistaken

on this subject. There is, therefore, no doubt

that its operation will effect an entire revolution

in the beef and pork packing business. I give

the whole article for the the benefit of my Cin-

cinnati readers.

Dr. Dion. Lardner and Mr. J. Davidson, of
this city, have lately perfected an apparatus for

the curing of provisions, and the preservation of
woods and other substances, which promises to

be of vast importance.
The apparatus is very simple and compact. A

cistern to hold the brine or other antiseptic fluid

communicating with an air-tight cylinder, into

which the meat or other substance is placed, and
a common lifting or exhausting pump, which
withdraws the brine from the cylinder and re-

turns it to the cistern. This is the whole appa-
ratus—so simple as to never get out of order, and
yet astonishing in its operations. It can be
made of any size, large enough to carry on the
largest operations of our largest provision pack-
ers, and small enough for the use of the smallest
families, and to occupy little more space than a
barrel. To prove the importance of this inven-
tion, we will state a few of its actual results.

1st. Meat warm and just killed was put into

the cylinder, in the hottest of summer. The ani-

mal heat was at once extracted, and the meat
cured in a few hours. This was done in the
presence of Mr. Amelung, the great packer and
curer of St. Louis, who carried the meat so cured
to St. Louis in the hottest weather of summer,
and it kept as uT ell as meat ordinarily cured in
winter.

2d. It is found that the blood is completely
drained out of the meat, so that the steeping in

hogsheads, as in the ordinary process, is not re-
quired. By this process the cured provisions ac-
quire very superior qualities, the juices being
retained, which, in the ordinary method, are ex-
pelled. The weight is increased in proportion to
the quantity of fluid infused into the meat.

3. In the presence of Mr Tunis of Cincinnati,
a practical man, pork and hams were placed in

the cylinder. I n six hours the former was cured.
The hams were left in six hours longer—taken
out, tried to the bone, found perfectly cured, and
transferred to the smoke house. Mr. Tunis, of
the house of Jarrtes C. Hall & Co., of that place,

is now in the city, and can be refered to.

4th. Meat in which were skippers (an insect

very' difficult to get rid of,) when placed in the

cylinder, was freed at once,—as the air was
gradually exhausted, the skippers made their way
to the surface in search of air, where in a few
minutes they perished—remaining fast on the sur-

face of the meat, and not mingling with the brine.

5th. Oid hams,'black, and spoiled in appear-
ance and taste, were well washed, scraped, and
dried, and then subjected to the operation of the

apparatus, with sweetened pickle; in a few hourp
they'were taken out and smoked, and in looks

and taste it was almost impossible to tell them
from new hams.

6lh. Some hams that were very far gone after

being prepared ns in the last case, were placed in

the apparatus and impregnated with a weak so-

lution of lime, afterwards taken out and thor-

oughly washed and dried. They were then
placed in the. cylinder again, and impregnated
with the prqner ham pickle, taken out and smo-
ked with the same result as in the last case.

They were nearly equal to sound hams.
7th. Western hams, trimmed and cleaned, and

subjected to this process, could be distinguished

from city cured hams only by the best judges.

Lastly, besides a great many other advantages,
we may say that with this apparatus, time,

weather, .and climate, are of no consequence.
Any sort of pickle may be used,—spiced, sweet-
ened, weak or strong brine. Meats, fish, fowl,

fruit, vegetables, wood, in fact any thing which
can be preserved by being, impregnated with any
fluid, may be effected with this apparatus. The
same gentlemen have invented a machine for

cutting up carcases for curing, which is .only in-

ferior in importance to the first named. This
machine, almost with the speed of thought, will

cut an entire carcase into pieces of the proper size

and shape for curing, and this without any waste
or haggling, and the pieces fall from the cutter

down an inclined plane into the cylinder of the

curing apparatus. With these two machines it

seems to us that the ultimate of economy in time

and labour is attained. . ». »

The advantages which we have particularized

are developed in the application of the invention

to pickling and curing. But the application of

this apparatus to the curing of wood, especially

for ship building and rail-road purposed, is im-

mense. The wood is placed in the cylinder, or

tank, and impregnated with a solution of salt,

which for all practical purposes, (wear and use

excepted,) will render it indestructible.

The proof of this, No one, we believe, has ever

seen the stave of an old provision cask, which has

been well saturated with brine, decomposed, even

when dug out of a manure heap—nor the posts

stuck in the ground in salt works where the

ground is impregnated with salt. Ships are salt-

ed between the planking and lining, but thd salt

itself does not enter the wood— it is only the

moisture or brine from it, and this only partial-

ly, while this apparatus will do it effectually.

Chemical substances can even be mixed with the

brine, which will colour the wood for cabinet

makers,—others to render it, in a great measure,

incombustible,— others to give it a greater tena-
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city for hoops, dec.—others to give it odour, and,

in fine, there is no end to the changes which cun
thus be produced. Chemistry is rich enough in

creations Of this kind, to Satisfy the most fastidi-

ous caprice. If it is desirous to melalize. oV rath-

er fossilize wood, i'or railways, the process is

simply this: The pieces, after having been fitted

by the joiner or carpenter for their plaees, are

first cured as before mentioned; the salt fluid

wi thdrawn, and a solution of sulphate of iron -is

let in from another cistern, which has a separate

pipe to the cylinder—it is treated with this fluid

as with the former. The wood is again with-

drawn, dried, and returned to the cylinder, when
a solutioii of muriate of lime is let in from another

vessel, which coming in contact with the sulphate

of iron within the wood, decomposes it and forms
an insoluble of sulphate of lime or gypsum,
within the wood, and, the muriate of iron, the

other new compound goes about its business.

So the wood becomes thoroughly impregnated
with stone as hard as a rock, and it is yet as

tough as before. The expense of preparing
two thousand sleepers, enough for a mile of

railway, would not exceed $300. Some of the

first engineers have expressed their confidence in

the invention. What an .application of if for

our Mississippi, valley would effect—railways
built of light porous wood—the more porous the

better—probably may for less thon $1000 pci*

mile, be converted into roads nearly, if not quite

as durable as iron—and this cost the patentees

calculated upon reducing greatly by an inven-
tion of Mr. Davidson, for supporting or sustain-

ing the road upon an entirely new and simple
principle, and for which, they have applied for a

patent.

It is impossible to imagine all that may be ac-

complished by such ah invention. Meat which
lias to be thrown away in the summer can be sa-

ved., In the hottest region of the earth it can be
cured, for once in the cylinder it is safe.

—

Throughout South America and the Southwest,
where the skin is stripped from the carcase, and
the meat thrown by, as valueless, meat will be-

come an article of export: and in our own “far
West,” where we can raise enough provisions to

supply the world, this invention, with its great
saving of time and labour will enable us to fill

every market. A gentleman of Cincinnati has,

wc are informed, secured a license to work under
this patent in that city ;

St. Louis, Missouri; La-
fayette, on the Wabash, and Tennessee. And
we have no doubt that it will soon be in operation
throughout the west. In. ship-building, wood
preserved in this way will take the precedence
of iron, as it will in railroads, from the superior
facility of its use, its cheapness and durability.

We have not been able to mention half the won-
ders of this machine; but if any of our readers
are curious on the subject, and will call at the
store of Messrs. Perry, Mathews & Co., 36
Water street, in this city, they will there .sec

pork which was brought under price in the late

warm weather, when the
.
thermometer stood

from seventy to seventy-two, and cured on the

same day and evening by this apparatus. The
pork is there for sale and inspection, nd the pub-
lic can judge for themselves.

We hear the patenteess intend to put up a

large apparatus for the Kyauizing of wood. No
other plan has ever been found effectual; various
plans have been proposed and all of them were
fully tested, but found too expensive for practical

The before mentioned machines have been
patented by Dr. Lardner and Mr. j. Davidson, of

this city, and can be seen in practical operation

at the packing yard of the latter, No. 78 Sullivan
street, where also licenses to work under the pat-

ent are granted.
If a one or a two horse power engine were

erected, a great saving of labour would be effect-

ed in pumping the-brine from the cylinders, turn-
ing the cutting machine, and chopping the lard;

the steam from the boiler of which would also

try up (render) the lard and tallow, and extract

the grease from the bones, trimmings and coarse
pieces, which cannot be sold. The bones, also,

can be cisposea of, and thus nothing would be
lost. A still greater advantage would result

from the slaughter house being attached to the

curing and packing establishment, as much of the

offal could be turned to account, and the blood,

the most valuable of all manures, which here is

thrown away, instead of being prepared, as in

Paris for the West Indies—as no other manure
known will produce the same quantity of sugar
canes to an acre—could also be turned to ac-

count, and thus make these combined operations

very profitable.

The patentees will engage to pay for the meat
if it taints or spoils in the curing, provided their

directions are followed in the working of the ap-

paratus.

—

N. Y. Tribune.

JPcrry’s Victory

Mackenzie, in his life of Commodore Perry,

while describing the battle of Lake Erie, and the

horrible carnage on board the Lawrence, relates

the following incident. In the hottest of the

fight, Yarnall, the first Lieutenant, came to Per-
ry, and told him that the officers in the 1st divi-

sion, under his command, were all killed or disa-

bled. Yarnall had received a wound in tho fore-

head, and another in the neck, from which the

blood flowed profusely over his face and person,
while his nose, which had been struck by a splin-

ter, was swollen to a most portentous size.

Perry, after expressing some good humoured as-

tonishment at his tragical appearance, sent him
the required aid; but soon after he returned with
the same complaint of a destruction of his offi-

cers, to which he replied—“You must endeav-
our to make out by yourself: I have no more to

furnish you.” In addition to other oddities of

Yarnall’s appearance, some of the hammocks
were stuck in the nettings, and the contents of

the mattresses, chiefly stuffed with the down of

flag tops, or cat tails, were distributed in the air,

having much the appearance of falling snow.
This substance, lighting on Yarnall’s face, and at-

taching itself to the blood, gave him, as Dr. Par-
sons described it, the appearance of a huge owl.
When he went below, at the close of the action,

even the wounded were moved to merriment,
by his ludicrous appearance, and one of them ex-
claimed—“ The devil is come for his own.”

laiEaind Walter (TommiiuBcation.

A keel boat with emigrants to the lower Ohio,

passed our city two or three days since, which

left Rochester, N. Y., last month. She came

down to Lake Ontario via Genessee river to Lake

Erie, via Niagara river and the Welland Canal

around the falls: entered the Erie Extension, at

Erie. Fa.; thence to Meadville, and dewn French
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Creek and the Allegheny river to Pittsburgh; and

thence down the Ohio nearly one thousand miles,

to her final landing place. What would the

East have thought thirty years ago, if it had been

asserted that such a voyage would ever have be-

come practicable?

Piling up of Jokt'M.

Speaking of wags, says the Picayune, what is

more waggish than a dog’s tail when he is

pleased? Speaking of tails, we always like those

that end well—Hogg’s, for instance. Speaking
of hogs—we saw one of these animals the other

day lying in the gutter, and in the opposite one
a well dressed man, the first had a ring in his

nose, and the latter had a ring on his finger.

The man was drunk, the hog was sober. “A
hog is known by the company he keeps,”

thought we; so thought Mi\ Parker, and off he
went. Speaking of going off, puts us in mind of

a gun we once owned; it went off one night, and
we havn’t seen it since. Speaking of guns re-

minds us of the “ obsolete idea.” We had one

—

a gun, not an obsolete idea—and it burst.

Poetry.

In the crowd of miscellaneous subjects which

occupy the “Advertiser,” the muses are elbowed

out. I have been tempted to cut the following

from an exchange. It bears for authorship the

impress, as well as the name of our sweetest po-

et. I judge it to be Mrs. Welby's latest.

To Harriet.
FROM HER FRIEND, AMELIA.

Accept my flowers: I culled them fresh and fair

This morning, while their leaves with dew were wet,
To deck the braids of thy rich auburn hair,

Fair Harriet

!

Thou shouldst not pine for jewels rich and rare,

The sweet and simple flowers become thee best,

Amid thy locks their pure pale blossom wear,
And on thy breast

!

The snowy robes of sweet simplicity,
Light floating as the zephyr’s breath, were lent

For woman’s lovely form, and flowers should be
Her ornament.

Let others deck their brows with diadems.
And glistening pearls, and corals from the sea,

But buds and flowers should be the fragrant gems,
The gems for thee

!

A Choice of Evils.

In accordance with the prejudices of past ages,

rather than the more liberal spirit of modern

times, the laws of Mexico deny burial to here-

tics. The subject came incidentally up in the

last Congress, on the question of providing sep-

ulture for those who should be killed in the ser-

vice of the Republic of this class, when Senor

Olioeda, one of the deputies, remarked in debate,

“ There is one of four things we must allow to

these heretics, who die in our cause. We must

either eat them; or pickle them and send them

out of the country; or throw them into the field;

or bury them under the ground. The former is

of course impossible; to send them out of the

country would be too expensive; throwing them

into field would cause a pestilence; 1 therefore

move, as the easiest and cheapest mode of dispo-

sing of them, to allow them a burial place.”

Agricultural Prejudices.

At the annual meeting of the Liverpool Agri-
cultural Society, last month,. Lord Stanley, who
presided on the occasion, in advocating the intro-

duction of iron ploughs to supersede the lumber-
ing wood ploughs in common use, illustrated the

prejudices cherished by some farmers by an an-
ecdote. He said a gentleman in the midland
counties, who presented one of his farmers with
a couple of iron ploughs, and having left the

country for two years, returned and was sur-

prised to find not only that the number of iron

ploughs was not increased; but that no use was
made of those he had given to the tenant. The
answer he received on inquiring the cause of this,

was, “Why, you—you see we have a notion in

this country, that iron ploughs breeds weeds."

In this country, the objection would most like-

ly have been that “iron ploughs” turn wheat
into chess.

Pioneer Chnrch at Columbia.

Some of the first settlers of Ohio were Bap-

tists; accordingly the Duck Creek Church at

Columbia, was the first constituted religious so-

ciety in the Miami region. Columbia was settled

in 1788, and a portion of the colonists, Stiles

Bailey, SfC., formed this society. In 1789, El-

der Stephen Ga.no visited this settlement; baptised

three persons, of which, with those already re-

fered to, a church was formed. After the lapse

of a few years, as the settlement of Columbia de=

cayed, the house of worship was established at

Duck Creek, where it still exists, the oldest so-

ciety of that faith and order in Ohio. The grave-
yard, a natural mound of exquisite beauty, re-

cords the former locality of the church edifice,

long since perished from the earth. In the

cemetery, the Stites and Goforth families of the

original settlers, sleep their calm and dreamless
sleep.

I understand an effort is making to resuscitate

the original establishment at Columbia, and to

erect a new and appropriate house of worship on
the scite of the pioneer edifice.

Shoal Water.

The following curious story is related by the

Concordia Intelligencer, to illustrate the accuracy

of the river pilots, and the hard work by which
they acquire their knowledge of depths and dis-

tances:
“ An old pilot on the Arkansas once attracted

our attention by pointing out a bed of rock

—

where we could see nothing. We asked how he

had studied the river— ‘ Why, sir, I waded from,

the Post to Fort Gibson, three summers, and I
guess 1 took pains to touch bottom ’—the distance

is near six hundred miles—think of that reader!

“ His soundings were as follows:

—

ankle !

—

half calf!—whole calf!—half knee!—knee!—half

thigh!—thigh!—deep thigh was as deep as he ever

wished water for the Trident; she ran from that

depth down to a bare sprinkling on the bars; at a

greater depth than ‘ by the deep thigh,' the order

was usually given, ‘ head her ashore /’ ”
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Trifles in Vci*se.

Much has been said, by our city papers, since

the appearance of this work, with regard to the

portrait which is the frontispiece of the volume,

on which subject we take occasion to say a few

words.

No such embellishment was at first designed,

nor was it promised in the announcement first

made of the proposed work; blit while in the

course of publication, the artist—a friend of the

author—very kindly offered to illustrate the vol-

ume with a portrait, which offer was thankfully

accepted, and the drawing upon stone prepared

from a Daguerreotype by Hawkins. As a like-

ness its fidelity cannot be questioned, while as a

Work of art the impressions first taken, Were, and

are still regarded, as highly creditable specimens

of Lithography, when is taken into consideration

the facts that the art is still in its infancy in the

West, and the artist in all respects self-taught. Un-

fortunately, however, in the anxiety felt that the

book should make its appearance duly when

promised, the printing was hurried, and many

indistinct and imperfect impressions were per-

mitted to go into the binder’s hands without exam-

ination, of which were most of the copies first

published, including the impressions so generally

animadverted upon by the editorial fraternity.

Thus much of explanation, by way of the amende

honourable
,
due to the artist, a modest and de-

serving young man, whose design upon the stone

Was pronounced, by judges of Lithographic draw-

ing, as a likeness most striking, and as a work of

art in a high degree meritorious and praiseworthy.

Inasmuch, however, as thus far our editors

have, as it respects this volume—a Cincinnati

production throughout—brought the force of

their critical acumen to bear solely upon the

frontispiece, it would seem to be a moot-point

whether the picture does not in a great measure

constitute the book. At least we think the au-

thor should feel, as he doubtless does, under

much obligations to the artist for laving furnish-

ed a picture which has, thus far, acted as a scape-

pipe or safety-valve to all the critical steam

and hot water that had otherwise no doubt

alighted upon the contents of the volume itself.

of John Junginann.-No. 3.

In a short time a letter was received from De-

troit, requesting us to remove hither; but the

roads and weather rendering this impossible, we
consulted the brethren and resolved, that brethren

David, Heckewelder, Senseman and Edwards,

with four Indians should go there: Brother Jung-

and I were to remain. We heard nothing for

four .weeks from our brethren, except false re-

ports from wicked men. During this time, two

of our number, God thought proper to take

home to himseif: One a boy twelve years old,

who had a great desire to dwell with his Deaf

Saviour, and died confidently in an acceptance

with him; the other a babe, a grand-child of

Chief Nettuwathwehs, both of which I baptised

in the interest and covenant of our blessed Sa-

viour. Brother Micht, Jung and I preached alter-

nately under the open Heavens; and at night made
fire for light and warmth, not having a house large

enough. After our departed brethren returned

from Detroit—expecting to remain here—we made
arrangements to build a church, boil maple su-

gar, &c., and formed a station. But again a

letter was received from the Chief Officer at De-

troit, who commanded that all the white brethren

and sisters “ must come there forthwith This

was like a clap of thunder to our poor souls.

That we should be separated from our dear brown

brethren of the flock, we could not realize but

with heartfelt misery. There was no alternative,

but to leave them in the hands and blessings of

our dear Saviour Jesus Christ.

March, 1782, we entered upon our journey,

with our conductor (an officer named Leslie,)

who, having a noble heart, strove to alleviate our

sufferings, and smooth our rugged path. At our

first night’s (twenty miles) encampment, we
heard news of the murder of our dear brethren at

Gnadenhutten and Salem,—our feelings could not

be described; but exclaimed—“Thy ways, O
God, are not our ways

—

but just, as thou dis

-

poseth.” We know not our own future destiny,

being surrounded by murderers, and with aston-

ishment wTondered at our thus far preservation,

by God’s special interposition, in sending those

runners to come and force us away, as most as-

suredly the same fate would have befallen us.

On our journey, our sisters suffered extremely

from cold; and some of us were occasionally per-

mitted to go ahead—build up a fire to enable

them to warm themselves. After we advanced,

fifty miles from Lower Sandusky, a deep snow

fell. At night, (making arrangements to retire

under the open Heavens,) the Almighty, in mer-

cy, sent us an Indian trader named Rabcns, a

very charitable man, who invited us to his house,

(half a mile off,) which we thankfully accepted.

He nourished us with Chocolate, Sfc., SfC., of

which we had not partaken for a long time.

Another person, one mile further on (an Indian

trader,) took us to his house, and treated us with

uncommon hospitality, and kept us until we
could possibly pursue our journey. Here the

Lord extended his special power towards mo
again. An Indian woman having had some mis-

understanding with one of*the whites, mistaking

me for the offender—watching my entrance to

the Conductor's Lodge, raised a tremendous billet

of wood to kill me. The conductor catching the
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blow, and tearing it from her, saved my life.

Sheproved to be the interpretress, who was present

when we were first taken, April 14th, 1782. After

three weeks detention, we started again under

two new conductors, (sent by the Chief Officer at

Detroit,) and arrived in sight of Detroit on my
62d anniversary, at the mouth of a river, which,

connecting Lakes Erie, Huron and St. Clair,

passes Detroit. This aroused heartfelt joy and

great gratitude towards our Almighty God for

his parental care, and more especially in reach-

ing Detroit on the 20th April, after a very

stormy voyage across the waters, coming very

near foundering. We were very kindly received

by the commanding officer, who furnished us

with shelter, and with his wife visited us twice

every day, furnishing us provision. After tarry-

ing three months, a number of our Indian breth-

ren followed us, which caused us to look for a

location, which we found (July 2(?,) thirty miles

from Detroit, on Huron river. We commenced

building huts, cultivating land, and strove to col-

lect our scattered flock of brethren—expecting

here to remain in peace and quiet, "being twenty

miles from any neighbour. Our Indian brethren

came in, and so fast—putting up huts and houses,

that in two years time, we had a beautiful location

and every convenience. A remarkable circum-

stance befel me, on a very rainy day. Being very

thirsty, I took a bucket to a spring under the

hill, on the left of which was a two foot thick

Aspentree and two and a half foot Black Oak; on

the right, a deep miry bog. As I was about to

return to the house a terrible whirlwind arose,

tearing one of the trees into fragments, and casting

them all around me; the other tree torn up by the

roots, and thrown down aside of me. Stunned with

the terrible noise and fright, I fell to the ground;

but with wonder rose, and found myself unhurt.

Every one who saw and could conjecture my
predicament, exclaimed, how wonderfully God

protected you. To him be the praise, honour,

and glory. In this our beautiful location, skirted

on both sides of the Huron river, with fine fields

and every thing in a very flattering and prosper-

ous condition of 2i years labour, we were again

disturbed by the Chippeways, who sought to

.« drive us away from it. W e held consultation for

removal back to our dear old location, Mus-

kingum. or Walhunding. A respite of an addi-

tional year being granted, we, during the winter,

fell to work in building a Canoe, thirty-six feet

long and three feet wide, with other arrange-

ments for departing. However, it was deter-

mined that, there being few Indian brethren and

enough missionaries, so^ne should return to Beth-

lehem. This fell to my, and brother Senseinan ,

s

lot, we being the oldest. In May, 1785, left our

dear brethren at New Gnadcnhuttcn, arrived at

Detroit, passed on Ijake Erie, to Fort Erie-, thenc©

to Fort Schlosser; then eight miles by land and

eight miles by water to Niagara—stopped there

sixteen days, (awaiting a boat from Sohinachedi,

Lake Ontario;) passed to Oswego, and then on

Onieda Lake and Woodcreek, to Fort Stanwix:

from thence, one mile by land to Mohawk river,

to Schenectady and Albany. From thence, by

vessel to Newbury, and by land to Sussex, Hope,

Easton; and through Gop’s protection and bles-

sing, safely arrived, and were friendly received by

Brother Etwein, son-in-law Ebert, and Christian

Heckenwelder, (whose brother’s daughter we
brought along with us.) We arrived safe at

Bethlehem, July 8th, 1785—absent from home

four and a half years (last visit.) We were now
released from Missionary duties

,
and appointed

to parish superintendence, as stewart, and as

member of the “ School and Missionary Direc-

tory.” My dear partner through life (after for-

ty-eight years marriage,) the Almighty thought

proper to take home to Heaven, aged seventy-

two years, November 22d, 1793, (Ann Margaret

Jungmann.) We had' eight children, (four sons

and four daughters)—John, Jacob, Gottlob and

Peter;—Anna Maria Brooker, (who died on Mis-

sionary Station at the Island of St. Thomas,)

Mrs. Ebert, Elizabeth Gerhardt, Susan Schultz.

[J. G. Jungmann died at Bethlehem, July 17,

1808, aged eighty-eight years two months tvyen-

ty-eight days. He died as he lived, solely devo-

ted to the cause of Christ; and his whole soul ab-

sorbed in the Missionary cause and the salvation

of souls.]

Criginal Letter of ®cn’l. Wayne.

Head QuAnfERS,!
Greenville, 24th May, 1794. $

Sir,—

Y

ou are to march to-morrow morning

at revellie with the detachment assigned you, ta-

king under your charge and escort all the horses

belonging to the Q. M. General’s and Contract-

ors’s departments, for Fort Hamilton. Upon

your arrival at that Fort, you are to call on the

Q. M. Generals or their agents, and demand an

immediate load ofJlour for all the horses belong-

ing to each department, except those that may
be necessary for the transport of forage for the

support of those transporting the flour;—of this

number Capt. Benham and Mr. Wilson will be

the most competent judges.

You will take every possible precaution to

guard against surprise; and if attacked, the

sword, bayonet and espontoon must be your

principal dependence.

You will so regulate your movements as to

reach Fort St. Clair to-morrow evening, and

Fort Hamilton early the next day: and in order

to. facilitate your early arrival at Hamilton, you



will take up your line of inarch from St. Clair as

early as you can possibly see your way in the

morning; because it will be of very great advan-

tage both to the troops and horses, to be at the

end of their march before the intense heat of the

day: add to this that it will' give you, time

to have all the loa'ding prepared and sent up the

river, so as to be in perfect readiness to advance

from your encampment on this side of the Miami

at a very early hour on the morning of the 28th

inst., and in time to reach Fort St. Clair the same

evening, and this place, or Fort Jefferson, the

evening following.

Your detachment will be held responsible for

any depredation or plunder of the stores, until the

culprit or culprits are discovered.

You will draw one gill of whisky per man for

your command, from the acting Qr. Master at

this place; but it will be best to reserve it until

some time to-morrow,—say 12 o’clock.

Wishing you a safe tour and speedy return,

I remain with respect and esteem,

Y our most humble servant,

ANTHONY- WAYNE.
Capt. Jacob Slough.

N. B.—Should the contractors refuse to furn-

ish flour, load with corn, or such other articles

as may be furnished by the Q M. G.

Things In BdoMasvtile.

Louisville I find in a condition much more

thriving than I anticipated,—and I have only

had time to visit the oldest sections of it. The
more prosperous parts I understand are yet for

me to see. The stores are built of greater width

than ours, and the three principal business streets,

which are of great length are run parallel with

the river Ohio, being between the curb as wide

as our widest business streets between the line of

the houses; thus is a massive character given to

the business of the place. There is a manifest

improvement to my eyes in the appearance of the

city from what it presented* a year or two since.

Still there is not that air of freshness and activity

which is to me a great charm in the business of

Cincinnati. Louisville was a place of heavy

commercial operations, when Cincinnati was

emerging from its village and town position.

In 1826, when I first visited the former place, the

greater part of the present business buildings

were already in existence. Indeed, if I could

trust my recollection, there was as much busi-

ness done then as since. I recollect at any rate,

the impression of astonishment which was fasten-

ed on me in contemplating the masses of sugar,

coffee, tea, &-c., with which the stores appeared

filled; and this was at a period when wholesale

grocery stores in Cincinnati sold one hundred

and fifty to two hundred bags coffee per annum,

|

and other groceries in a corresponding measure.

There are a great number—too many—coffee

houses here. But we of Cincinnati may well be

silent an that score. There is a feature in the

business of the place, however, from which we

are exempt. I allude to lottery offices, of which

I have seen several signs. The court house,

will be, when finished, a noble building, with the

exception of that at Pittsburgh, the best adapted

to its purpose of any in the west. The Pitts-

burgh court house is, in some of its inside ar-

rangements, inferior, however, even to this.

The Bear grass creek empties into the Ohio

at the steamboat landing, and as it runs the

course of, and for several miles back nearly par-

allel with the river, forms an admirable safe-

harbor for coal and flat boats which require to

remain any length of time in port, or are expo-

sed to injury during winter, from ice. It must

become the same thing at some future day for

steamboats, as the commercial wants of the place

on the one hand and its increasing capital on the

other, will justify the enterprise, which although

involving heavy expense, will fully justify and

reimburse it.

Louisville commands the Kentucky business

of the interior, until we approach the Lexington

and Frankfort regions, of which it divides the

trade with Cincinnati. Upper Kentucky deals

entirely with our own city.

These hasty notices are all my hurried stay

permit me to make. I propose to examine the

city^fully on my return from Memphis. A dele-

gation of thirty have been appointed from this

place, whither the proportion which attends the

convention of the 12th will exceed that of ours,

which is as one to four of the appointees.

“The Jews In America,” and Tilings In 1808.

Mr. Cist:

In your paper of October 1, 1845, I see it sta-

ted by your correspondent “J.,” that “ previous

to 1816, the Jewish people were not known to

have settled in the Mississippi Valley; and for

several years subsequent they were considered as

a strange sight.” I think this statement is inac-

curate. When I came to Ohio, about thirty-

eight years ago, I had a stage companion from

Philadelphia to Pittsburgh, a Mr. M., who inform-

ed me he was a “ Dutch Jev/.” Plis home was

Cincinnati. Pie was allied by marriago to an

extensive connection there by the name of P ,

all Israelites, and, as I understood, largely con-

cerned in trade. Mr. M. .stated that he was em-

ployed for the concern in a far ranging circuit

—

from Cincinnati to St. Louis and the lead regions,

thence to New Orleans, Philadelphia, Pittsburgh,

and home.

Mr. M. was a singular genius. He was rather
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ill on the passage—more inclined to sleep than

talk; but would rouse occasionally, and converse

intelligently on matters within the range of his

observations, which, of course, was not v^ry lim-

ited. Our passage through Pennsylvania com-

menced about November 1st, 180&, and we made

it in that very pleasant sort of traveling season

called Indian Summer. We had a stage full of

passengers, constituting a well assorted company
of nine—one third of whom were ladies. There

was enough of variety, of tact, of intelligence,

and of companionableness, to cause the time to

pass quite agreeably during our six day’s trip;

for just then they had attained such boasted

speed of travelling, that, by leaving Philadelphia

very early on Monday morning, driving well into

each night, and rousing us for onward move-

ment at 2 o’clock, A. M., they brought us into

Old Pitt in ample time to view its then somewhat

scanty improvements on the succeeding Satur-

day. Our mountain passages were abundantly

rough, and perilous at times; especially on the

night we reached Bedford. Our progress that

day had been unusally dilatory. We had a

shower or two, and were roused occasionally by

the intonations of mountain thunder. Before

reaching Bedford, we were benighted and beset

wjth thick darkness, in descending a steep, nar-

row, and dangerous track—so ’twas said—and

what seemed worst, the driver manifested alarm,

and even fright. Most of our males took to their

feet—the Jew and myself remained in the stage

with the ladies—and he talked about “ Bloody

Ruin.” It was said that a small deviation vfould

have tumbled us headlong down some hundred

feet; but, thanks to our good horses, we came

down perfectly safe.

Such a company, so united for successive days,

will commonly seek amusements to “ while

away time.” With us the chief appliance was

to mutual satiring Sometimes it might have

seemed rather severe; but never ill-humoured.

There was a merchant on board, evidently a

great braggart, and from a region reputed to

contain not a few of the generation of Bobadil-

lians. He was so completely taken down that I

pitied and sought to console him, though in con-

science I could not much blame his assailants.

There was a strapping son of Erin, of Kittaning

—rather boisterous in his mirth; but entirely

good humoured, in our community. Many sly sa-

tirical arrows were shot towards him; but they

always glanced off—or if they seemed to stick,

lie never seemed to kijow it. He would carol

away, “ And a hunting we will go, go, go, and a

drinking we will go!”—so merrily and heartily

that the quiet mirth of the satirizers would in-

stantly be overborne, and their arrows broken

or scattered like straws. There was an Irish

lady of Pittsburgh, of speech sufficiently English

to pass without cavil, with tones half kindly,

half quizzical, and with readiness of wit and tact,

which other wits might delight to call into exer-

cise; but none, in his right wits would choose

(hostilely) to provoke. I was the sole repre-

sentative of a certain universal nation. My turn

of being attacked was to be expected—and it

came. “ Is it true that from among your people

there came forth a great many notable sharpers?”

True—perfectly true—the greatest probably on

the face of the whole earth. “ Indeed sir, say

you so.” Plow comes it that your people, who
claim to be especially intelligent and even moral,

should be marked and distinguished by the send-

ing forth of such characters? No difficulty in ex-

plaining the matter. “ Say you so, sir?—we
should like to hear!” Perhaps I had better de-

cline. “But indeed we should like to hear.”

And no offence? “Not the least, sir; we urge

you to speak freely.” Well, then, my friend, if

you will urge the explanation, you shall have it

in few words. Our people are intelligent and

enterprising; consequently we have not only

rascals as well as’ you; but finished, intelligent

and enterprising rascals, who find abundant

sphere of action and dupes to plunder among

your rm-intelligent population. Whether this

reply was satisfactory I never heard; but was

“ put” no more to the “ question.” But the

Jew. Was the Jew overlooked or forgotten?

By no means. But it proved a bootless game.

When he was wake enough to know that a shot

was aimed at him, he would move—strain his

eyes open—smile or rather grin—and—go to

sleep again, or seem to. The “ archer that shot

at a frog” never engaged in more bootless arche-

ry than ouj: fun-seekers in their attacks on the Is-

raelite.

But we arrived at Pitt on the afternoon of

Saturday, and our little community was dis-

solved for all time;—yet we did not all separate.

The Jew, as one accustomed to the west, took in

charge the unpractised Yankee; and he did it in

kindness too, I have not the least hesitance in

asseverating. Nevertheless, he led me into some

troubles. He took me from the stage inn ; that was

too dear;—so a wheelbarrow man was soon en-

gaged to transport our trunks, and away we
trudged in search of cheaper lodgings. Whither

away we went I can hardly now divine, for some

thirty-four years elapsed before I again saw Old

Pitt. But one thing I well remember—it was

unconsionably muddy. We found our intended

entertainer; but he had been turned out, and was

in rather close quarters. We were Ushered into

a grog-room—rather small—full of customers,

—the mud on the floor perhaps not much more

than two inches thick-—the grog briskly circula-
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ting, and the sights, scents, and sounds perhaps

not very much inferior to the most finished ex-

hibition of the sort in those diggins, pending the

whisky rebellion. We passed on into a small

room adjoining, where we were entertained with

a view of culinary operations, preparatory for

our supper; but these were unfortunate—all

being done over a common coal grate, without

any crane, was overset, and a child was badly

scalded. Our repast was indifferent at best; and

was rendered decidedly no better by the screams

of the poor child, and multitudinous and the mul-

tifarious music in the adjoining apartment. Mr.

M. declared this would never do, and we soon

adjourned to a private boarding room, where we

abode, pleasantly enough till Monday, when we

embarked on a keel boat, Capt. Rutherford, com r

mander, bound “ low down” the Ohio. We left

Pittsburgh, November 7, the water excessively

low; and it took some thirty-six hours to reach

Beaver—rabout thirty miles. Mr. M. was out of

patience. We bought a skiff; he engaged four

young emigrants who were working their pas-

sage in the keel (with leave of its owner) to row

the skiff to Cincinnati: so away we went, mer-

rily, merrily—but not overly rapid. We agreed,

for the sake of dispatch, tofloat at night
,
an un-

dertaking not exactly of the most comfortable

kind, in such a craft and in frosty November. I

essayed to rest in the bow—the rest where they

could. M. had a buffalo rug for his comfort;

but one of the rowers, a brisk, funny Irishman,

seized and encircled himself with it and laid him-

self down to rest, with great calmness. It was

rather amusing to hear the moanings of friend

M., exclaiming you stole me booVs rogue! Fi-

nally, an amicable compromise took place.

They shared the “rogue,” and soon seemed lost

in sound repose—of which thing I had but a very

small share; the noise of the ripples and the

chills in the air conspiring to invade my incipi-

ent slumbers, or prevent their occurrence. I

think we floated ashore once. Myself and one

of the hands took to rowing; we spied a floating

light, and rowed after it; ’twas a family boat.

They hailed—“ which way are you bound?”

Down river. “No! you’re rowing z/p.” Oh
no! “Try.” ’Twas so. But we went aboard,

where they had a good comfortable fire; and

there we gladly remained and floated till day—
when we took to our skiff again. We progressed

tolerably—stopped a little to look at Steuben-

ville, then young; at Charleston (now Wells-

burg,) more in years, yet a smaller place—with

a wonderful row of taverns. We staid one night

at Wheeling; M. seemed rather melancholy, ex-

claiming often, “ Oh, I wish I was at Pisburg—

wish I was at Pisburg.” Finally he sold us his

interest in our vessel; and asked of me a loan of

money, which he would pay at M. when he

should come down. I handed him what he desi-

red in half eagles. I heard no more of my Jew-

ish friend till the next spring, when, returning to

M., from the country, I found he had, in an up

river trip, enquired till he met4a friend of mine,

and left with him the lent money. He called

some time after, employed me professionally, and

paid handsomely.

I feel great interest in the prosperity of Jacob,

and have full faith in their restoration. I know
not else how the Scriptures can be fulfilled.

Have you read the late discourse of M. M. Noah?

He is an Israelite; would to Heaven we could

add—“ In whom there is no guile.” But this

discourse from an Israelite is well worth atten-

tion. The restoration, we suppose, will be Jew-

ish, not Christian. What will occur after is en-

tirely another question. Is not the way prepa-

ring? The Jews, it is fully understood, expect to

be restored. They are waiting. The Russian

Autocrat is said to be expelling them. Pales-

tine, to a great extent, remains vacant. Egypt

may become a dependency of Britain. A friend-

ly power in Palestine might then be vastly im-

portant to her. Turkey is imbecile. France is

swallowing the Mahommedan realms of North-

ern Africa. Turkey, in Europe, may soon be-

come the prey of Austria and Russia. To sus-

tain the balance 'of power, England (possibly)

may seek to hand over Hanover to Prussia, and

indemnify herself by serving Egypt, and replant-

ing Palestine. But I pretend to no gift of

prophecy;- ^et the signs of the times are surely

of great and singular significance. K.

The Assistant Editor.

With a slight variation of phraseology, the fol-

lowing will apply just now, as well as if it had

been “expressly calculated for this meridian.”

It chanced during the late summer, that a

country editor fell ill of a fever. The fact was
announced to his readers, along with a notice to

the effect, that during his indisposition the edito-

rial management would be confided to an assist-

ant. Well, it turned out that the assistant con-

trived to please the readers of the journal better

than the chief himself, and they demanded his

name. The convalescent editor informed them

that it would be impossible for him to divulge the

name of his aid-de-camp, but that he would, in

the next number of the “ Squatter’s Thunderbolt

and Settler’s Family Guide,” present his patrons

with a correct portrait of the assistant. Ex-

pectation balanced itself on tiptoe for a week, and

when the anxiously-looked for “ Guide” appear-

ed at last, lo! and behold! at the head of the edi-

torial column appeared a full length engraving of

a portly pair of Scissors! Underneath were

printed, in staring capitals

—

Korrekt Portrait ov

the ’SisstantEditur—frumreel Life.
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Answering Letlcn.

The following little paragraph deserves to be

written in letters of gold. It should be cut out,

framed and hung up in tjie counting house of

the merchant, as well as the office of the me-

chanic and professional man; or pasted upon the

writing desk of%very man in the habit of re-

ceiving letters, as a silent monitor of one of those

minor morals of society which no true gentle-

man will, thus reminded, ever permit himself to

offend against. Viewed in this light, no insult

can be greater than that silent neglect, which

says that a letter you have written is unworthy

the common courtesy of an answer of some de-

scription:

Letters .—The Book of Etiquitte says “ every

letter requires an answer of some kind or other,”

and Madame Celwart, who is the oracle of po-

liteness at Paris, says, “ It is as proper to reply

to a letter which is written to you, as to answer

a question that is addressed to you.”

Bcuiarliable Incident.

A ROMANCE OF REAL LIFE.

The following singular story, which was cur-

rent among the English residents in St. Peters-

burg at the coronation of the present Emperor of

Russia, has been narrated to us by a person newly

arrived from that part of the continent.

In the early part of the year 1826, an English

gentleman, from Akmetchin the Crimea, having

occasion to travel to France on business of im-
j

portance, directed his course by way of Warsaw

and Poland. About an hour after his arrival in

that city, he quitted the tavern in which he had

been taking a refreshment, to take a walk
through the streets. While sauntering in front

of one of the public buildings, he met* on elderly

gentleman of grave aspect, and courteous de-

meanor. After mutual exchange of civilities

they got into conversation, during which, with

the characteristic frankness of an Englishman,

he told the stranger who he was, where from, and

whither he was going. The other, in a most,

friendly manner, invited him to share the hospi-

talities of his house, till such time as he found it

convenient to resume his journey—adding, with

a smile, that it was not improbable that he might

visit the Crimea himself in the course of that

year, when, perhaps, he might require a similar

return; the invitation was accepted, and he was
conducted to a splendid mansion, elegant with-

out and commodious within.

Unbounded liberality on the part of the Pole,

produced unbounded confidence on the part of the

Englishman. The latter had a small box of jew-

els of great value, which he had carried about his

person from the time of leaving home—finding

that mode of conveyance both hazardous and in-

convenient in a town, he requested his munifi-

cent host to deposit it in a place of security, till

he should be ready to go away. At the exprira-

tion of three days he prepared for his departure,

and in asking for his box, how was he amazed
when the old gentleman, with a countenance ex-

hibiting the utmost surprise replied:

“ What box?”
“ Why, the small box of jewels which I gave

you to keep for me.”

I
“ My dear sir, you must surely be mistaken; I

I

never, really, saw or heard of such a box.”
The Englishman was petrified. After recov-

ering himself a little, he requested he would call

his wife, she having been present when he re-

ceived it. She came, and being qnestioned, an-

swered in exact unison with her husband—ex-

pressed the same surprise—and benevolently en-

deavoured to persuade her distracted guest that it

was a mere hallucination. With mingled feel-

ings of horror, astonishment and despair, he
walked out of the house and went to the tavern
which he put up at, on his arrival at Warsaw.
There he related his mysterious story, and learn-

ed that his iniquitous host was the richest Jew in

Poland.

He was advised, without delay, to state the

case to the Grand Duke, who fortunately hap-
pened at that time to be in Warsaw.
He accordingly waited on him, and writh little

ceremony was admitted to the audience.
He briefly stated down his case, and Constan-

tine, “ with a greedy ear devoured up his dis-

course.” Constantine expressed his astonisment
—told him he knew the Jew, having had exten-
sive money transactions with him—that he had
always been respectable, and of an unblemished
character, “ However,” he added, “ I will use
every legitimate means to unveil the mystery.”
So saying he called on some gentlemen who were
to dine with him that day, and despatched a mes-
senger with a note to the Jew, requesting his

presence.

Aaron obeyed the summons.
“ Have you no recollection of having received

a box of jewels from the hand of this gentleman?”

j

said the Duke.
“ Never, my lord,” was the reply.
“ Strange, indeed. Are you perfectly con-

scious,” turning to the Englishman, “ that you
gave the box as stated?”

“ Quite certain, my lord.”

Then addressing himself to the Jew—“ This
is a very singular case, and I feel it my duty to

use singularmeans to ascertain the truth; is your
wife at home?”

“ Yes, my lord.”

“Then,” continued Constantine, “there is a
sheet of paper and here is a pen; proceed to write

a note to your wife in such terms as I shall dic-

tate.”

Aaron lifted the pen.

“Now,” said this second Solomon, “com-
mence by saying—All is discovered!—There is

no resource left but to deliver up the box.

I have owned in the presence the Grand
Duke.”
A tremor shook the frame of the Israelite, and

the pen dropped from his fingers. But instantly

recovering himself exclaimed

—

“ That is impossible, my lord. That would bo
directly implicating myself.”

“ I give my word and honour,” said Constan-
tine, “ in presence of every one in the room, that

what you write shall never be used as an instru-

ment against you, farther than the effect it pro-
duces on your wife. If you are innocent you
have nothing to fear—but if you persist in not
writing it, I will hold it as a proof of your guilt.”

With a trembling hand the terrified Jew wrote
out the note, folded it up, and as he was desired,

sealed it with his own signet.

Two officers were despatched with it to his

house, and when Sarah glanced over its 'contents,.
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she swooned and sunk to the ground. The box
was delivered up, and restored to it3 owner—and
the Jew suffered the punishment his villany de-

served. He was sent to Siberia.

BialtoH IEoIcs oi* Both'Sides.

A gentleman in Charleston, who entertained a

good deal of company at dinner, had a black as

an attendant, who was a native of Africa, and
never could be taught to hand things invariably

to the left hand of the guests at table. At length,

his master thought of an infallible expedient to

direct him, and as the coats were then worn in

Charleston single-breasted, in the present Quaker
fashion, he told him always to hand the plate,

&c., to the button-hole side. Uufortunately,

however, for the poor fellow, on the day after he
had received this ingenious lesson, there was
amongst the guests at dinner, a foreign gentle-

man with a double-breasted coat, and he was for

awhile completely at a stand. He looked first at

one side of the gentleman’s coat, then at the

other, and finally quite confounded at the out-

landish make of the stranger’s garment, he cast a

despairing look at his master, and exclaiming in

a loud voice, “ Botton holes at both sides,

massa,” handed the plate right over the gentle-

man’s head.

Jflauagsjig a Msisband.

This is a branch of femple education too much
neglected; it ought to bd taught with “ French
Italian, and the use of the globes.” To be sure,

as Mrs. Glass most sensibly observes, “ first

catch your hare,” and you must also first catch
your husband. But we will suppose him caught
—and therefore to be roasted, boiled, stewed, or

jugged. All these methods of cooking have their

matrimonial prototypes. The roasted husband
is done to death by the fiery temper, the boiled

husband dissolves in the warm water of conjugal
tears, the stewed husband becomes ductile by the

application of worry, and the jugged husband is

fairly subdued by sauce and spice. Women have
all a natural genius for having their own way,
still the finest talents, like “ the finest pisantry

in the world,” require cultivation. We recom-
mend beginning soon.

When Sir William L was setting off on
his wedding excursion, while the bride was sub-
siding from the pellucid lightness of white satin

and bonde, into the delicate darkness of the lilac

silk travelling dress, the lady’s maid rushed into

his presence with a torrent, not of tears, but of

words. His favourite French valet had put out
all the bandboxes that had been previously stored

with all feminine ingenuity in the carriage. Of
course, on the happiest day of his life, Sir William
could not “ hint a fault or hesitate dislike,” and
he therefore ordered the interesting exiles to be
replaced. “Very veil, Sare William,” said the

prophetic gentleman’s gentleman, “ you let your-
self be bandboxed now, you’ll be bandboxed all

your life.”

The prediction of this masculine Cassandra of

the curling-irons was amply fulfilled. Poor Sir

William! One of his guests a gentleman whose
wits might have belonged to a Leeds clothier,

for they were always wool-gathering, confound-
ed the bridal with one of those annual festivals

when people cruelly give you joy of having
made one step more to your grave—this said

guest, at his wedding, literally wished him many

happy returns of the day! The polite admirer
of the bandboxes found, however, one anniver-

sary quite sufficient, without any returns.

The lines which follow are copied from “ Tri-

fles in Verse,” a collection of Fugitive Poems,

by L. J. Cist; just published by Robinson & Jones,

of this city. The piece here^iven has never

been in print, prior to the appearance of the

volume in question:

The Blind Girl to her Sister:

ABSENT FROM HOME.

Come PIome! Dear Sister!—

S

ad and lonely-

hearted,

As o’er another ray of light withdrawn

—

As for the sunshine of her home departed

—

The blind girl sits and weeps, to mourn thee

gone!
Gone!—The companion of her mirth and sadness.

The friend and playmate of her childish years;

Life, in thine absence, loseth half its gladness,

And this deep darkness doubly dark appears:

The long, long day is more than night without
thee

—

Thrice welcome night! for all sweet dreams about
thee!

Come Home! Sweet Sister!—Ah! how much I

miss thee

—

All thy kind shielding from life’s rude alarms

—

From day’s first dawn, when erst I sprang to kiss

thee,

Till night still found me nestling in thine
arms

—

My lips may speak not!—but the heart’s deep
feeling,

—

The spirit’s sadness, and the low-voiced tone,

—

The round full drops, that will not brook con-
cealing,

These tell of one deep grief—I am alone!
Alone!—Without thee, dearest, what to me
Were even life’s best gift—the power to see?

Come Home! Dear Sister!—Can the far-off

stranger,

How kind soever, yield thee love like mine?
Can fairest scenes, through which thou rov’st, a

ranger,

Give to thee joys like those 'ftdiich Home en-
shrine?

Think how for thee my lonely spirit pineth,

Through the long weary hours, as day by day
Slowly the sun down yonder west declineth,

Whilst thou, my sun of life, art far away!
Thou canst not dream how this full heart is

yearning

For that bless’d day which sees thee home re-

turning!

Come Home! Sweet Sister!—Like a dove, all

lonely,

My heart sits brooding in its silent nest,

O’er joys departed!—Come! thy presence only
Can make our home with cloudless sunshine

bless’d!

E’en as the bird, whose gentle mate has perished,

Droopeth, no more to notes of rapture stirred

—

So pine I now, amid the scenes we’ve cherished;

1 cannot sing, where, ever once were heard

Our strains commingled, ere thy steps did

roam,

—

M\ song is hushed!—Sister, sweet mate, Come
Home!
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Punuiug.

As a general thing, there is nothing we more

abominate than puns and punsters. It is true

that from among the infinity of efforts made by

the latter, a good specimen of the former is oc-

casionally produced; as by continued efforts

sparks may be sometimes/orced to scintillate from

a worn-out flint; out these hapjjy hits, coming

when they do, amid the dark brood of painful

abortions, of which the regular punster is usually

delivered, are truly “like angel’s visits, few and

far between.” The best puns, like the happiest

similes, are always those which are suggested

—

not sought for; and such, we think, are the fol-

lowing:

“ Why do you use tobacco?” said one gentle-

man to another. “ Because I Chews,” was the

prompt and witty reply.

There is no truth in men,” said a lady in com-
pany. “ They are like musical instruments,

which sound a variety of tones.”—“ In other

words, madam,” said a wit who chanced to be
present, “ you believe that all men are Zyres.”

Caleb Whiteford, of punning memory, once
observing a young lady very earnestly engaged
at work, knotting fringe, asked her what she was
doing. “Knotting, sir,” replied she. “Pray,
Mr. Whiteford, can you knot. “ I Can not” an-

swered he.

Sang I’rozd.

The army of Mayence was attacked at Tofrou,

in 1793, by Charett and Bonchamp, and, unable

to resist the superior forces of the Vendeans, re-

treated and lost its artillery. The Republicans
.vere on the point of being destroyed, as their re-

treat was about to be cut off. Kleber called the

Leiut. Col. Schoudardis; “ Take (said he) a

company of Grenadiers; stop the enemy at that

ravin; you will be killed, but your comrades will

be saved.” “ Oui, man general ,” replied Schou-
ardis calmly. He marched; held the Vendeans a

long time in check; and after prodigies of valour,

died with his men on the spot. This “ Oui, mon
general,” equals «the finest specimens of an-

tiquity.

Squeezing the Mxrnd.

We endorse the following—every word of it.

An exchange says:

“ It is but lately that we understood the strange

constructions that are sometimes put upon a

squeeze of the hand. With some it is entirely

equivalent to a declaration of love; this is very
surprising indeed. We must take hold of a ladj^’s

hand like hot potatoes; afraid of giving it a
squeeze lest we should burn her fingers. Very
fine, truly!—Now it was our ancient custom to

squeeze every hand that we got in our clutches,

especially a fair one. Is it uot a wonder that we
have never been sued for a breach of promise?
We would not give a rusty nail for one of your
cold formal shakes of the hand. Every person
who extends one or two fingers for your touch,

(as if he were afraid of catching some cutaneous
distemper,) should go to school a while to John
Quincy Adams. He shakes you with a ven-
geance, and shakes your body too, unless you

'

should happen to be as thick as himself. Welly
there is nothing like it; it shows a good heart at

any rate, and we would rather a man would
crush the very bones of our (fingers, and shake
our shoulder out of joint, than that he should

poke our paw, as if he were about to come in

contact with a bear or hyaena. The ladies may
rest assured of this, that a man wTho will not

squeeze their hand when, he gets hold of it,

does not deserve to have a hand in his posses-

sion; and that he has a heart seven hundred
and forty-nine times smaller than a grain of mus-
tard seed.”

A ISrotlier’s ILove.

There is something transcendantly virtuous in

the affections of a true-hearted brother towards
his gentle and amiable sister. He can feel un-
bounded admiration for her beauty—he can ap-

preciate and applaud the kindness which she be-

stows upon himself. He can press her bright

lips and fair fojehead, and still she is unpolluted
—he can watch the blush steal over her features

when he tells her of her innocent follies, and he
can clasp her to his bosom in consolation when
the tears gush from her overloaded heart. With
woman there is a feeling of pride mingled with
the regard which she has for her brother. She
looks upon him as one fitted to brave the tempest
df the world; as one to whose arm of protection

she can fly for shelter when she is stricken by
sorrow, wronged or oppressed; as one whose
honour is connected with her own: and who
durst not see her insulted with impunity. He is

to her as the oak is to the vine—and though she
may fear all others of mankind, she is secure and
confident in the love and protection of her
brother. Nothing affords man such satisfaction,

and nothing entwines a sister so affectionately

among his sympathies and interests, as profound
reliance on her virtue, and strong convictions of

her diffidence and delicacy. As these two latter are
far the most delightful qualities of a beautiful fe-

male, so are they the strongest spells for enticing

away the affections of the other sex. A female
without delicacy is a woman without principle:

and, as innate and shrinking perception of vir-

tue is a true characteristic of a pure hearted crea-

ture, so it is the most infallible union between
hearts that truly beat in response to each other.

There is more tenderness in the disposition of
woman than of man; but the affection of a
brother is full of the purest and most generous
impulses; it cannot be quenched by aught on
earth, and will outlive all selfish aud sordid at-

tachments. A deep rooted regard for a gentle

creature born of the same parents with ourselves,

is certainly one of the noblest feelings of our na-
ture, and were every other feeling of human
nature dead, save this, there would still a bright

hope remain that the fountain of virtue and prin-

ciple was not yet sealed.

A Crimrded Answer.
In the Registration Court, Cupar Fife was

called on to appear as a witness, but could not
be found. On the sheriff, asking where he was,
a grave elderly gentleman rose up, and with
much emphasis said:

“ My lord, he’s gone.”
“Gone! gone!” said the sheriff, “ where is he

gone?”
“ That I cannot inform you,” repliedhhe com-

* rnunicative gentleman, “ but he’s dead.”
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Appleby’s tlie JTIan.

By the author of the “Little Pedlington Papers .'1
'
1

In Drury Lane Theatre there was. during

many years, a man, a character, whose name
was Appleby. He was messenger to the estab-

lishment, and, besides, did a variety of little odd

jobs for the performers. To describe his person

would be to do an unkindness to his memory:

—

“De mortuis— and little Appleby has long

been sleeping in his little grave. Yet let us en-

deavour, in a delicate way, to convey to you
some notion of what manner of man he was, and

this may be done least offensively by negatives.

He was not qualified, then, for the adequate rep-

resentation of Coriolanus—his stature and de-

portment were against it; nor for thutof Lothario

—his face was not in its favour; nor for Romeo
—his voice did not sound “ silver sweet by night”

—nor, indeed, by day either; nor could he iiave

succeeded as Harlequin, for (not his eyebrows,

but) his shins being finely arched, they would
have endangered his personal comfort as often as

he had to risk them in a leap through a brick wall

or a dripping pan. But his voice having been,

what a late noble orator might have called, his

most remarkable “ feature,” it is necessary to

say farther of it, that it possessed considera-

ble charms for those who delight in a compound
of a snuffle and a lisp.

At the time when Appleby flourished, there

flourished also in the same theatre with him,

many persons of high distinction; amongst those

were Sheridan, the finest comic dramatist that

has ever existed since Congreve and Farquhar;
John Kemble, a tragedian as yet unapproached,
if not unapproachable; and two others to whom
the same remarks will apply—Mrs. Siddons and
Mrs. Jordan. Now, as Appleby frankly and
honestly admitted the importance of those per-

sons to the establishment to which they and he

were attached, so was he unscrupulous in assert-

ing his own : and for so long a period had he filled

his situation, that, at last, he considered himself

an integral part of the theatre, which could no
more exist, and he not in it, than a watch per-

form its functions if one of its wheels were re-

moved. Having said thus much, it will at once

be perceived, that of Appleby’s mind, the grand
characteristic was vanity—not a small, sneaking,

timid vanity, which is contemptible, but a vanity

bold, boundless, and indomitable, compelling ad-

miration. It was not of his person he was vain,

his great soul was above such weakness—but of

his abilities. He fancied not only that he could

do every thing, but also that he could do every

thing better than any body else. This he always
thought, and never hesitated to say. Now, as

occasions for the declaration of this opinion of

himself were constantly occurring, a long phrase

for the purpose would have been inconvenient: it

would have caused a ruinous waste of time: he
compressed his sentiment, therefore, into one
short, compact, and most expressive sentence,

consisting of only three words:—“ Appleby’s the

Man!”
But in addition to his settled notion that what-

ever he did was right and best, he would have it

believed also that he could do no wrong. He
never would admit that he had made a mistake,

or had lapsed into negligence. To err might be

human, but error was a frailty from which little

Appleby always contended that little Appleby
was exempt.

2G

But. mere description is insufficient to do jus-

tice! we must exhibit him in action, and make
him speak for himself.

One day, just at the termination of a rehearsal,

Wroughton, the stage manager, received a mes-
sage from Mrs. Siddons. She informed him that
she was suddenly taken ill, and that unless she
should recover within a few hours, it would be
impossible for her to act that evening. She re-

quested, therefore, that, in case of the worst, he
would be prepared for some change in the per-
formances; but assured him that she would exert
herself to the utmost to render any such change
unnecessary.
What was to be done? It was too late to

change the play (which was Macbeth) altogether:
the manager’s only resource, therefore, was to be
prepared with a substitute for Mrs. Siddons. He
wrote a note to Mrs. Powell, acquainting her
with the circumstance, and requesting her at

tendance at the tlnjntre that evening, in case her
services should be required.

Appleby, the messenger, was sent for; and, in

order to guard against any mistake, the manager
was precise in his directions to him.
“Appleby,” said Mr. Wroughton, “here is a

note to Mrs. Powell; it is of great importance;
you must not lose a moment in the delivery of it.

And now, observe, if you do not find her at

home, you must follow her to wherever she may
be, and put the note into her own hands.”

“ That’ll do, sir—note of importance—enough
said, sir—Appleby’s the man.” Appleby’s com-
pound of snuffle and lisp, which defies the print-

er, the reader must supply—if he can.

“Then go; and lose no time.”
“Lose time, sir? Beggin’ your pardon, sir,

Appleby never loses time, sir. I tell you what,
Mr. Wroughton, there are some people in this

theatre—and some of what I call the big wheels
in the machine, too,—who do lose time; but beg-
gin’ your pardon, sir, for never losing time, Ap-
pleby’s the man.”

“ Now, sir,” said the manager sharply, “ un-
less you go instantly with that note, I shall send
somebody else with it.”

“ Beggin’, your pardon, sir, there is nobody in

this theatre can take this note but little Appleby.
’Tisn’t a common note, sir—any body can take
a common note, sir—but you told me very dis-

tinctly that—now beggin’ your pardon sir, for

not allowing myself to be interrupted, you did

tell me very distinctly that this is a note of great

importance; and for delivering a note of great

importance, Appleby’s the man.”
“ Then go at once, and make no mistake.”
“ Now beggin’ your pardon, sir, I never made

a mistake iff my life; and I tell you what, Mr.
Wroughton, I’m the only man in the world that

can say as much—at least in Drury Lane Thea-
tre, and this theatre is what I call the world in

mini’tur’, so that it’s the same thing. Could
make a mistake as well as any body else, if I

tried, I dare say; but beggin’ your pardon, sir, for

never making a mistake, Appleby’s the man.”
Appleby quitted the presence; and Mr.

Wroughton drew up, and despatched to the

printer, a notice, which, in case of need, was to

be posted at the doors of the theatre, prior to

.their opening. In the days of Kembles, and
Siddonscs, and Jordans, ladies and amtleman,
did not presume to “condescend” cl do that

which it was their duty to their employers and
(he public to do, even though that duty might in^
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volve the performance of a second rate part of

Shakespeare’s ;* so the notice ran simply thus:
“ Owing to the sudden indisposition of Mrs.

Siddons, the indulgence of the public is entreated
for Mrs. Powell, who has undertaken the part of

Lady Macbeth, at a very short notice.”

At the period in question, the entertainments
commenced at half-past six, and the doors were
opened at half-past five. Long, long before that

time, however, the various entrances were be-

sieged by crowds who were anxiously waiting to

witness the sublime performance of Kemble and
his sister. Mr. Wroughton had taken a hasty
dinner, and at five o’clock was again at the

theatre. His first question to the stage door
keeper was, “ Is Mrs. Siddons here?” To this

the reply was in the negative.
“ Then is Mrs. Powell come, or has she sent

any messenger?” inquired the manager.
To this double shotted question, the reply was

as before.
“ Then send Appleby to me instantly,” said

he; and he proceeded to his room.
But Appleby was no where to be found. It

was ascertained that he had left the theatre,

when ordered, with the letter to Mrs. Powell, but
had not since been seen. Now Appleby was the

Magnus Apollo of a small circle who frequented

a public house near the stage door (which was
then in Drury Lane;) he was the dictator, the

unquestioned and unquestionable authority in all

matters theatrical. The most profound secrets

of the manager’s room, stories of the most pri-

vate doings of the principal performers, the last

night’s receipts to a fraction, the plot of the

forthcoming, or even of the yet unfinished play,

would all be communicated by Applely to his

auditors; and as he enjoyed their implicit reli-

ance upon the correctness of any thing he told

them, however improbable or absurd it might be,

so did they, when disseminating the information
they had received from him, command the belief

of their hearers by the unanswerable—“ I had it

from Appleby!” In that scene of his glory was
Appleby sought for, but in vain: wonderful to

tell he had notoeen there that day! The time

for the opening was drawing near: it was neces-

sary that something should instantly be de-

termined upon. Mr. Wroughton himself went
to Mrs. Poweli’s house, which was in the imme-
diate neighbourhood of the theatre. He was in-

formed by one of her servants that she believed

her mistress had not received any note from him,
for that only half an hour ago she had set off to

visit a sick friend at Hampstead. All hope of her
assistance, therefore, was at an end, so that he
could not issue the notice he had prepared.

V/hat should he do? He was mightily perplexed;

so he did what many people, who are quite as

wise as he was, do when they find themselves in

a scrape—he resolved to trust to the chapter of

accidents for getting out of it. Nevertheless,

that nothing might be wanting on his part, he
went to Mrs. Siddons; he made her acquainted
with the difficult position in which the theatre

was placed; and that lady though scarcely capa-
ble of the exertion of acting, yet undertook to

play that night. The evening’s performances
consisted of nothing more than the tragedy of

Macbeth, with Kemble and Siddons in its lead-

* In the bills of the Theatre Royal (the play
being Hamlet,) it positively stands recorded of a second
rate actor of the present day, that -“upon which occa
sion, and for that night only. Mr. , will kindly
condescend to perform the part of the Ghost. ’

ing parts, and the farce of “High Life below
Stairs;” yet was the house as crowded as if the
classic stage of Drury had presented a cage of
wild beasts for the play, and Jim Crow, the ele-
gant and the edifying, lor the afterpiece.

Before the conclusion of the play, Mrs. Pow-
ell came into the green-room, she confirmed the
statement made by her servant, that she had not
received Mr. Wroughton’s note, and added that
Appleby had not been at her house at all on that
day. Shortly afterwards it was announced that
Appleby had at length made his appearance.
The culprit, who exhibited symptoms of having
been indulging in potations of a stronger kind
than water, was forthwith summoned into the
manager’s room.
The manager, assuming his severest look and

sternest tone, thus began :
—

“

Now, sir, what i»

the reason that ”

“ Now, beggin’ your pardon, sir, that isn’t the
point: ther’s four hundred and^ eighty-six pounds-
in the house, at first account, this blessed nightr
and who have you to thank for it? 1 tell you,
sir, Appleby’s the man.”
“None of your foolery, sirrah, but tell me

why ”

“ Beggin’ your pardon, sir; I don’t mean to say
that Mrs. Siddons is to go for nothing—in all

machines there are wheels—big wheels and little

wheels—wheels within wheels, as I say. Some-
times the big wheel does the work, sometimes-
the little wheel. Mrs. Siddons is a wheel, a big
wheel—Mr. Kemble is a big wheel—but Ap-
pleby also is a wheel, and—now, please, beggin’
your pardon, sir, don’t interrupt me—I say Ap-
pleby’s a wheel, though he is but a little wheel.
Now, to-night the little wheel has done it. Four
hundred and eighty-six pound, first account

—

Appleby’s the man.” And Appleby, with an air

of importance, drew himself up to his utmost
height.

Wroughton, angry as he really was, could
scarcely suppress a laugh; and aware of the
man’s weakness, and perhaps amused by his ex-
hibition of it, he allowed him to make out his
case in his own way.

“Appleby, I gave you a note for Mrs. Powell;
the fact is you lost it.”

“ Oh!—now I understand you, sir. You ac-

cuse me of losing the note. Beggin’ your par-
don, sir, I never lost a note in all my life.”

Here, with an air of triumph, he drew the note
from his pocket, and threw it down upon the ta-

ble. “Now, Mr. Wroughton. I hope you’ll

confess your un-justice. Yoiraccuse me of losing

the note, and there it is. No, no, sir; you may
think what you please, but beggin’ your pardon,
rely upon what 1 tell you—littLe Appleby’s the
man.”

“ Why, this is making the matter worse and
worse. Instead of obeying my orders, you have
been passing the whole of the afternoon in some
public house.”

“ In course I have, sir,” replied Appleby, in a
manner the most unconcerned. “In course; and
where’s the harm of it, when I had nothing else

to do?”
“ What! when I positively ordered you to de-

liver that note into Mrs. Powell’s own hands!”
“In course you did: you’re a perfect gentle-

man, Mr. Wroughton, and I don’t mean to con-
tradict you: but, beggin’ your pardon, sir, there

was no need to employ an Appleby for such a

thing as that.”

“What do you mean, sirrah?”
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“ I’ll tell you what I mean, sir. Any man in
j

this theatre can deliver a note when lie is or-
j

dered to do so: any common messenger can do I

that; but for knowing when to deliver a note, I

and when not to deliver a note, beggin’ your
pardon, sir, Appleby’s the man. Now—now

—

please, sir, don’t interrupt me. Setting the case

1 had done as you ordered me, what would have
been the consequence? First place, Mrs. Powell
would have got the note; second place she’d

have come to the theatre; third place, you would
have put up at all the doors, a notice of change;
fourth place, more than eight-eighths of the peo-

ple would have gone away—-taken their money
to the Garden, perhaps;* fifth place, you’d have
had seventy pound in the house. Now, sir,

owing to rny not delivering that note, there’s

four-eighty-six, first account, and who have you
to thank for it? Beggin’ your pardon, sir, Ap-
pleby’s the man.”
And having satisfied himself, not only that he

had done no wrong; but, that on the contrary, he
had rendered a considerable service to the thea-

tre, he without waiting for another word from the

manager, strutted out of the room.
There was in the theatre a bricklayer, who

was constantly retained for the purpose of giving
his professional assistance upon any sudden
emergency; but as those occasions were not of

daily occurrence, he did duty also as a relief to

the stage door keeper. This man was a tall,

athletic Irishman, named Billy Brown. It had
happened that Brown being employed upon some
necessary repairs, Appleby had (to use Brown’s
words,) “dropt an insult upon him which he
would never forgive.” What was the nature of

that insult vve have never been able to learn: it

seems to have been entirely between the parties,

for it never wms brought to light. The offence,

however, must have been heavy; for, the first

time after its perpetration that the parties met,
(which was in the hall of the theatre,) Brown
caught Appleby up in his arms and actually

threw him behind the fire. From this perilous

situation he was instantly ro'eased by persons
who were present, and all he suffered was some
damage to his clothes. But Brown never forgave
the insult, nor Appleby the injury; and when
they met, as sometimes they could not avoid

doing, they always passed each other in silence

and with a sullen scowl.

On the morning aftefr Appleby’s interview
with the manager, Brown was in attendance at

the stage door. Appleby came as usual. Greatly
to his astonishment, he was saluted with, “ Good
morning to you, Misthur Appleby.” But the

value of the salute was considerably diminished
in Appleby’s estimation, by the sneering tone in

which it was uttered. Appleby made no reply,

but was passing on, when his progress was pre-

vented by Brown’s placing his huge arm across
the doorway.
“ None of your nonsense, beggin’ your pardon,

Mr. Brown: I’m Appleby!”
“ Then you’ll walk out of this, Misthur Ap-

pleby: you are discharged.”

* Meaning thereby Convent Garden Theatre. “ You
have had a had house to-night,” said some one to'S ,

who was for many years the box book keeper at Drury
Bane Theatre. “Sorry to say, sir, very bad, sir,” was
that most civil functionary’s reply. And with upturned
eyes, a pious look, and a hand upon his heart, he added:
“ But. Providence is very kind to us, sir, notwithstand-
ing, sir; thank God it is a great deal worse at the Gar-
den, sir!”

‘^Discharge Appleby! pooh! Let me know
who’ll discharge Appleby, and I’ll soon let them
know that Appleby’s the man?”

“ Then you’ll let Misthur Wroughton know it,

Misthur Appleby, for it’s by his orders; so walk
out of this, f tell you.”

“I’ll see Mr. Wroughton himself,” said Ap-
pleby, attempting to force a passage under
Brown’s guard.
“ Then you’ll sec him in the sthrate, for out of

this you must go—and quietly, if you plase.”

Brown uttered these words with a malignant
grin, at the same time pointing significantly at

the fire. The hint was sufficient; the burnt child

made no reply, but hastily shuffied out into the

street.

Discharged! Appleby discharged! The doom
of Drury was pronounced. The thing could not

be; it was an invention of his old enemy, Brown,
for the purpose of annoying him. Such were the

thoughts of Appleby as he paced up and down,
outside the stage door, in expectation of the arri-

val of Mr. Wroughton. At length that gentle-

man made his appearance.
“ Beggin’ your pardon, sir,” said Appleby, ta-

king off his hat, but standing erect and looking

the manager full in the face—“ beggin your par-

don, sir, I have news that will astonish you:
Appleby’s discharged.”

“Well, and what then?” said Mr. Wroughton,
in a tone of indifference.

“Beggin’ your pardon, sir, I’m afraid you
don’t understand me: I say Appleby’s dis-

charged, and you say, { what then?’ Appleby's

discharged: Appleby! that’s all.”

“ I have discharged you in consequence of

your negligence yesterday. You will be paid

the full week’s wages, but you will not be
wanted here again. You are discharged.” Say-
ing this, Mr. Wroughton entered the theatre,

leaving Appleby utterly bewildered by this con-
firmation of his disgrace.

He staggered over to the other side of the way,
and looked up at the building from which he
was so unnaturally dissevered, as if he expected
nothing less than that its fall must ensue.
“ Can’t go on,” at length he muttered; “ can’t ^

go on, that’s very certain; a wheel out of the ma-
chine. Poor Drury! I’m sorry for poor old

Drury. Appleby out

?

Can’t be! Mr. Wrough-
ton’s a wheel—a big wheel, I don’t deny it; but

Mr. Sheridan’s a bigger wheel. Now we’ll see

what Mr. Sheridan will say to this.”

Appleby proceeded directly to the house of the

“bigger wheel.” Here he was informed that

Sheridan was gone down to the House of Com-
mons. Thither he followed him. He found him
in one of the committee rooms. He scribbled

something upon a piece of paper, which was
handed up to Sheridan, who, with evident, alarm
read the words,

—

Don't be frightened, sir, but F
have bad news for you."

Sheridan hurriedly led the way out of the-

room. “ What in the name of Heaven is the-

matter,” inquired he, “ is the theatre on fire,, or
what?”
“ Not exactly that, sir, only beggin’ your par-

don, the concern can’t go on.”
“ Oh, the old story, I suppose; the performers

have struck for arrears of salary.”
“ No, sir; but the thing will never enter your

head, so I’ll tell you: Appleby’s discharged.”
“ Well, and is that all? is that why you have

dared to disturb me?”



“All!!” exclaimed Appleby. Eeggin’ your
pardon, sir, allow me to ask you a question.

Suppose I took a wheel out of your watch

—

n. little wheel, we’ll say—what would hap-

pen?”
“ Why, booby the watch would stop.”
“ That’ll do, sir; that’s all I want; for getting

at once to the rights of things Appleby’s the

man. Now, Mr. Sheridan, this is why the con-
cern can’t go on; a little wheel is taken out

of the machine: Appleby’s discharged. That's

all.”

Sheridan, who knew and enjoyed the humour
of the man, burst out laughing in spite of his

vexation at the interruption. “Who has dis-

charged you?” said he, “ and why? I suppose
you have done something to deserve it.”

“ I am discharged out of gratitude, sir. Four
hundred and eighty-six pound in the house last

night, at first account, letting alone the half-

price, and who is to be thanked for it? You
know me of old, Mr. Sheridan; so I needn’t tell

you—Appleby’s the man.”
Sheridan, having patiently listened to Apple-

by’s story (which he told alter his own fashion,)

desired him to meet him at the theatre in an
hour, promising to intercede in his behalf with
Mr. Wroughton.

Appleby, who now considered his reinstate-

ment in office as a settled thing, loitered about
the neighbourhoed of the House of Commons
till Mr. Sheridan came out, and unperceived by
him he followed him to the theatre. He entered
at the same moment with Sheridan.

“Oh, here you are, Appleby,” said Sheridan,

who had not till then observed him, “ come along

with me.”
“ Good morning to you this time, Mr. Brown,”

saj^t Appleby, as he strutted past his redoubtable

The result of Sheridan’s intercession was, as

might have been expected, Appleby’s restoration

to his place:—a severe rebuke, and a fine of ten

Mailings, for example’s sake, being his only puu-
[rishment. Appleby did not venture down to the

hall until he had satisfied himself that all persons

who might be there, but chiefly Brown, were in-

formed of his being again in power. He then

made his appearance with a handful of letters for

delivery. Of the fine and rebuke he said noth-

ing; but, placing himself in the very centre of the

hall, he folded his arms across his breast, anu

looking Brown steadily in the lace, cried, “ Dis-

charge Applebv!” Then, striking his hat firmly

down upon his head, he added, “Appleby’s the

man!”
But poor Appleby did not long live to enjoy

his triumph, in his last moments, a friend was
with him, who vainly entreated him to send fora
clergyman.
“ My good fellow,” said the friend, “ you wish

to enter heaven?”
“//to-ourse,” replied Appleby, faintly: “ wheels
—beggin’ your par big wheels—little

—

”

“ Then if that be your wish,” resumed the

friend—“if you wish to enter heaven, how can
yon expect it, unless—

”

“ Leave that to me,” said Appleby—“Apple-
by’s the man.” And having utterelr these, his

last words, he turned his head upon his pillow,

and expired.

Appleby is no more; but the race of those qui

ne pensent pas petite bierre d'eux rnemes is not

extinct.

Jo»rn»I of Her. Diirid .lour*, in

Communicated by H. G. Jones, Jr., of LtVer-

ington, Pa.

Genius .—The Shawanesc naturally, are an ac-

tive, sensible people; in common not so large and

well made as the Delawares. They are the most
cheerful and merry people I ever saw; all their

study seems to be some kind of drollery, conse-

quently both men and women are the greatest

laughers I ever met in any nation. At the same

time they are the most deceitful that perhaps

exist in human shape. They are also very sus-

picious that white people have some design to en-

slave them. This made me fare the worse, for

they surmised that the white people had sent me
as a spy. What the Cretian sage remarked con-

cerning that nation, is true when applied to the

Shawanese, viz: “ They are always liars, evil

beasts,” &c. This I found to be a craft among
them; if they imagined any thing in their own
heart about you, and they could not find out

whether it was true or not, they would come and

tell you that some one told them such things, and

all this cunning is to find out your thoughts about

them.

Government .—This people are unacquainted

with civil power or authority. Every town has

some head men, some of whom are called kings

by us; but by what I can learn, this appellation

is given to none by the Indians only as they have

learned it from us. These head' men have no

power; nor do they pretend to have any, only to

give their advice in councils, especially in war
affairs. These are also made use of in con-

versing with us on any occasion. They have no

laws among them to redress the oppressed.

They are much given to stealing, both from

white people and each other. When any one

among them steals, the sufferer steals as much
from that person, as he judges satisfactory; and I

am persuaded that the second thief has the best

bargain, for he is not easily satisfied. In case

any person kills another, there is nothing said or

done; but if the murdered person has a friend, he

often kills the murderer in some drunken fit, and

’ tis likely intoxicates himself for this purpose, for

an Indian has not much resolution without a

dram. Mrs. Henry told me that it was not un-

common for women to hang their children, or

drown them, and never regard them so much as

to bury them afterwards; nor are they guilty of

this inhumanity secretly, nor is any thing said

on the occasion any more thanAf a puppy hud

been drowned. This gentlewoman told me that

during her captivity, she has known this to be

done, with many other acts of barbarity that

could scarcely be imagined. When white cap-

tives were brought in, they would run a knife
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through 'between the wrist bones, and passing

deer sinews through would tie them up naked in

their long house and make all the diversion pos-

sible of them; sometimes coming up and taking

hold of <the captives nose, and to divert them-

selves and make sport, would cut off the nose.

After all diversion was past, they would lead

them out and kill them.

Customs.—This natiosi make considerable lam-

entation for their dead, if the person is of note.

It is common for the survivor to dress good

victuals and lay it at the head of the grave for

•several nights after the person is buried, suppo-

sing that the deceased eats it; but in truth if they

were to dress a buffalo every night, their hungry

dogs could dispose of it, without one morsel for

the dead. They have no form of marriage, only

the man and woman agree, and make a bargain

for so many bucks, that she shall live with him.

I think from information, and what I saw, that

it may be said they have no more natural affec-

tion than the beasts of the field, for no woman

marries out of any love she has for the person,

the only motive being the reward which he gives

her; and if his features are not so agreeable, she

regards it not, if he has only enough to give her.

There may be some of a different turn; but what

I have said will be found true among the general

part of them. ’Tis said by those who have been

best acquainted with them, that women are

purchased by the night, week, month or winter,

so that the chief way that women support them-

selves is by fornication, which is esteemed no

crime or shame. Polygamy is not considered a

crime, and it is common to have several wives at

the same time, and as cemmon to part on the

least dislike. It often proves offence enough if

a woman prove ujith child; but this does not of-

ten happen, for their women seldom have many

children, nor can they, while whoredom is so

common. It is probable if they do as they have

done only for one century, that there will be few

of them on the earth. The whole nation of the

Shawanese, according to Mr. Henry’s calcula-

tion, does not exceed six hundred, including

men, women, and children, and I am persuaded

from what I saw and heard, that this account is

full large enough.

Diversions.—In the winter season they spend

a great part of their time in playing cards, und a

game something like dice, called Mamundis.

They have a kind of game, which consists in

pulling a greasy thong, by which they gain prizes.

They are most indefatigable dancers, i the

winter nights: their musical instruments are a

keg with a skin stretched over it, and a gourd

which has a parcel of grains of corn in it. But

all sing as they dance, so that the echo of their

united voices may be heard for near a mile.

Fishing and hunting employ the men in summer,

and raising corn is the occupation of the women:

indeed they are the only drudges; but they have

all the profits and riches of the nation, for what

the men make in the summer, they give to the

women for their winter’s lodging. Among the

diversions of this people may be reckoned their

Mock Devils, three of which I saw myself, and

if I had not heard that Mr. Brainerd described

such, I should have been more surprised. These

they call manitous. Not long before my de-

parture, a young Indian came into the house

where I lodged, and told me that the manitous

were coming, and if we did not give them some-

thing they would bedaub us with all nastiness.

Upon which I looked out and saw them near one

hundred yards off. All the Indians knew me,

and therefore the manitous seeing me, I appre-

hend intended to scare me. Each had a stick in

his hand, and one stooped down by a tree as i.f

he was going to shoot at me; but I could see that

he had no gun. Afterwards he came towards

me, with all the pranks imaginable, making as

hideous noises as he could possibly invent: each

made the same noise. Each had false faces of

light wood, and all were dressed in bear skins:,

with the black hair on, so that they had no ap-

pearance of any thing human. The foremost

one had a great red face, with a huge, long nose,

and prodigious large lips, his head above being

covered with bear skin. As he came near me,

he made a wonderful rattling, with a great dry

tortoise shell, having an artificial neck and head,

and being filled with grains of corn, and other

trinkets. The other two had black faces, re-

sembling the countenance of a bear, with very

long chins. They came around me with an

abundance of pranks, making a noise nothing

like the voice of a man. After some time, I

asked them what they wanted; but manitous

cannot speak. They continued their racket, and

at last showed me a pipe, by which I understood

they wanted tobacco. Upon the reception of any

gift, they make some kind of obeisance and de-

part, dancing the strangest capers that are possi-

ble. In short, their looks, voice and actions, are

such that I thought if they had got their samples

from beneath, the scene could not be much ex-

ceeded. This apparel is used also by their pow-

wowers in their attempts at conjuvation.

Religion .—The Shawanese, as well as all other

Indians, that I either saw or heard of, say they

believe there is a good manitou and a bad mani-

tou; but they neither worship one nor the other.

It is wrong to say they worship the devil, for

they give themselves no concern about God or

the devil: they have not one thought worthy of



a God. They never in any way (acknowledge

any mercy or judgment as from God. They

look on it that he made the world at first, but

have no conception that he has any concern with

it as a governor. They never, in any distress,

call upon any higher power to help them, neither

do they apprehend that he is displeased with any

of their actions, for they have no thought that

any thing is a sin. It was never known that

they have any reproof of conscience for any

crime committed; so that it may well be said

they are without any kind of religion, good or

bad. There is a great deal of noise in the world

about natural religion, but I am now fully con-

vinced that there is no such thing existing; for if

men had neither tradition nor revelation, they

would concern themselves about God, no more

than the brutes that perish.

I know some will say that there have been

heathen who wrote well concerning God. I

know what they have said, and also know that

whoever reads Grotius on Revelation, will see

how they came by their knowledge; but this will

prove nothing, till it is first proved that these

persons had no tradition to begin on, and who-

ever considers that the world was then compara-

tively young, will see that tradition was not ex-

tinct. I could wish that these vain talkers (who

call the improvements which men make on reve-

lation, natural religion,) would only go and see

the Indians who are least acquainted with us,

and I am persuaded they would be convinced

of the falsity of their principles, and readily give

up the 'point and acknowledge that if God had

not revealed himself to us, we would never have

made it our study to concern ourselves about

him. Notwithstanding that this is the deplora-

ble case, I am of the opinion that^is peopleth

might be brought into a civilized state in a short

time, if the matter became one of public concern,

and authority would interpose

Literary Notices.

The Artist, Merchant, and Statesman, by

C. E. Lester, late U. S. Consul at Genoa, is the

title of a new work, the first part of which has

just reached here, and which we have looked

over with considerable interest. The volume

before us is principally devoted to a subject in-

teresting to every American, and especially to

Cincinnatians, viz: the early history and later

efforts of the first Sculptor of the age, Hiram

Powers, written by Mr. Lester, from conversa-

tions held in his Studio with the Sculptor himself.

The following passage we extract, as well on ac-

count of its intrinsic interest—being the artist’s

own narration of his first attempt in modelling a

bust f#jm life—as from its deserved mention of

one of our piost worthy fellow-citizens, whose

well known taste and discrimination in the fine

arts, were never more strikingly sh9wn, than in

his early discernment and encouragement of the

genius of the now world-renowned Sculptor.

After mentioning his introduction to a gentle-

man engaged in modelling a bust of Gen’l. Jack-

son, which operation he closely watched, the

artist says:

“ 1 determined to make a trial myself, and an-

ticipating that on my first work, occupied as I

was in other .matters, I should consume much
time, I concluded to work in wax instead of clay;

and accordingly I procured several pounds of

beeswax, and in melting it, stirred in a quantity
of colouring matter to render it sufficiently

opaque. When it was all prepared, I began a
reduced copy of a head of the Venus de’ Medici
which some Italian plaster-worker had brought
to Cincinnati. I had a little apartment in the
garret of the clock-factory which I used for a
studio. A gentleman to whom I showed this

work was so well pleased he desired me to make
a bust of his daughter only four years old. This
gentleman was Mr. John P. Foote- This head,
too, I did in wax, and finished it as 1 had the

other, in the garret of the clock-factory; and I

can say, with all honesty, that when I compare
it with other busts I have made, that so far as
the likeness and finish of it are concerned, I have
never surpassed it, nor could I improve it now,
if I except some portions of the hair. This was
my first order, and I received for it all I asked,
which was deemed a very reasonable sum by the
child’s father, who assured me it would give him
pleasure to pay me more if I would consent to

receive it. The work was finished in plaster, and
my price for it was twenty-four dollars.”

The cast thus referred to is still in existence,

and should long be preserved—a memento no less

of the early talent of the artist, than of the in-

fantile grace and beauty of the fair subject.

Bating a good deal of needless glorification of

Mr. C. Edwards Lester, himself, in the dedica-

tion, prefatory letter, and otherfilings up of the

book, we commend this little volume to the pub-

lic, as one with which we have been much
pleased, and one which cannot but be interesting

to the friends of the great Sculptor, in this city.

The Groves of Blarney, by Mrs. S. C. Hall:

—An Irish novell and by Mrs. Hall, and it, too,

all about

—

“ The Groves of Blarney, so charming!”

Who would not wish to read it? We have

done so, and can honestly advise all the admirers

of one of the most graceful and pleasing lady

writers of the age to do the same. The charac-

ters, without being strikingly new, are natural

and well drawn; the plot is simple, and the in-

cidents are of sufficient interest to fix the atten-

tion, while Mrs. HaWs charming descriptive

powers, and graceful flow of sprightly dialogue,

are always such as to please the most determi-

nately not-to-be-pleased reader.
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Novelists do not generally make good tale

writers, and vice versa. James’ stories, and those

of other novelists, whose efforts that way we

have read, were always “ lame and impotent

conclusions;” and we would not give the poorest

of Simms’ novels for all the tales with which he

has bored the public through the Annuals and

Magazines of the day. Hence we think that

novel writing is not Mrs. Hall’s forte—dier

short simple tales, each story a picture, finished

and perfect, no matter how short, far excel her

more laboured efforts. While we cannot rank

the “ Groves of Blarney,” with “ The Old

French Drawing Master,” “ It’s only a drop,”

and fifty others that we could name of her

smaller tales, yet we believe the candid reader

will agree after its perusal with all we have said

of its merits.

The Merchant’s Daughter, by Miss Picker-

ing, though not equal in point of merit, we think,

to “ Nan Darrell,” or “ The Grumbler,” or (our

•especial favourite of Miss P.’s delightful novels,)

“ The Grandfather,” is yet a story of much in-

terest, and will well repay its readers for the time

spent in its perusal. No imaginative writings of

the day are more worthy of commendation than

the novels of Ellen Pickering.

Lectures on the English Comic Writers, by

Hazlitt; The Twins and Heart, by M. F. Tup-

per, author of the Crock of Gold; and Lamb’s

Specimens of the English Dramatic Poets, form

No. 27 to 30, inclusive, of Wiley & Putnam’s

excellent “Library of Choice Reading.” We
have not yet had time to give them a reading,

and can only therefore take them upon trust,

from the reputation of their respective authors.

Critical Consolation.

Authors, no less than artists, whose works are

frequently found fault with by those whom they

regard as not peculiarly qualified to play a criti-

cal part, are apt to find a fund of consolation in

the philosophy of the following:

The celebrated painter, Jarvis, was keenly

sensitive to criticism, especially coming from

those whom he knew to be unskilled in the rules

of his favourite art. Being once told that Judge

, had expressed himself in terms of deci-

ded disapprobation of one of his late productions,

Jarvis testily exclaimed—“What of that—he’s

not a judge of painting, he’s only Judge of Pro-

bate!”

Errors of the Press.

Some little experience in the amusement of

proof-reading, both prose and verse, enables us

to'vouch for the following, as being drawn to the

life. There is quite as much of truth as poetry

in it. We could parallel Miss Biddy Fudge’s

vexations by others, almost as ludicrous, and not

less provoking, in our own experience:

An Erratum.—Miss Biddy Fudge, in the His-

tory of the Fudges in England, recounting the

miseries of authors, says, that

—

“ Though an angel should write, ’tis devils

must print;” and gives the following instance of

the havoc made by the printers in one of her effu-

sions:

But a week or two since, in my Ode upon Spring,

Which I meant to have made a most beautiful

thing, 9

Where I talked of the “ dew drops from freshly

blown roses,”

The nasty things made it “from freshly blown
noses.”

Here is a soap story, in the manufacture of

which, we should say, no small quantity of lie

was found necessary:

diaau ESlaclc, of Ilea rgrnss.

Jim Black was one of those persons usually

designated “ hard customers,” and in his case the

term applied* A careless fellow that could whip
his weight in wild cats, and care no more for a

tustle with a bear than a fisticuff with one of his

neighbours, for Jim was “cock of the walk” on
the head waters of Beargrass. Although he had
the good will of most of his neighbours, yet none
of the folks in “ them diggins” felt inclined to a

nearer relationship with him. Of this fact he
seemed pretty well sat'sfied, for he never at-

tempted any flirtation with any of the fair ones

of Beargrass. It happened that when Jim had
reached twenty-eight years, a new family arri-

ved, in which were “ two of the tallest gals you
ever did see,” as Jim described them. One of
them, Nancy, took his eye “ tarnation strong,

”

arid he concluded to “ sit right up to her.” Jim
had heard that it always took two to make a bar-

gain, but the possibility of a third person coming
into a contract never for a moment entered Ms
mind. Things progressed smoothly, and we may
say rapidly, for a short time; when Nancy’s father

took it into his head he ought to have something
to say in the matter. This bothered Jim ama-
zingly, and came near a broken bone or two for

the old gentleman; but, finally Jim was ordered

from the premises, with the request that he would
forever keep as far as possible from that planta-

tion. This was a sad go for Jim; but, having a
stout heart, he determined to never give it up so,

and he set his wits to work to out general the

old man. The gal was on his side, and why
shoulden’t he?—“The track of real genuine
love was always crooked,” as the poet didn’t ex-

press it, but as Jim did. Jim laid his plans and
waited for an opportunely to carry them into ef-

fect. It was not long before he obtained a sight

of the fair one, who readily entered into his plot,

and as the family were to vacate the cabin on the

following Sunday, and be gone the whole day. it

was proposed that Jim should spend the day with
Nancy, that they might mature their plan for

putting the blind upon the old folks.

Sunday came, and according to agreement the

family left home to visit a neighbour, and Jim-

left home to visit Nancy. The day passed off as

days will under like circumstances, until near

sundown. It occurred to Nancy that there could
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be no impropriety in just stepping to the door to

see if the old folks were corning. “ Oh, crackee,

Jim, here they come home; hide yourself or the

old man will hide me. Here, jump into this bar-

rel, quick.” “Tarnation?” said Jim, as he

soused himself into the barrel. “By golly,

Nancy, there’s soap in this ere barrel, and it

smarts like creation.” “Well it does hoss, but

you must do it, they are right here, so keep still.”

Nancy had hardly time to cover over the bar-

rel before the old folks entered the door. All

were soon seated about the room, and commenced
talking about the way they had passed the day,

and when it came Nancy’s turn to speak she said,

“Well I’d a done very well, I s’pose if it

hadn’t been for that ugly bear that was trying to

take the pigs off.”

“ What pigs?” asked, the old gentleman.
“ Why the pigs out on the other side of the

cornfield.”

No sooner were the words out of her mouth
than the old folks and young ones too, except

Nancy and Jim, were off to see after the pigs.

“ I say, Nance, it’s a mighty hot place here,”

said Jim; ** can’t a feller come out now?” he
asked.

“ Well I guess he can Jim; but you must clear

-out quick, for they will be back right away.”
Jim cleared the barrel at one bound.
“ If that ain’t the hottest place about this

house then I give in,” said Jim. “But I say

Nance, that yarn of yourn about the pigs is full

•out as slick as that soft soap, and it don’t hurt so

bad. So good bye; I’m for the Beargrass—gra-

•cious how the stuff burns! Good bye, Nance,
/I’m off—gosh I’m raw all over.”

His doings at the creek we must give in his

own words:
“Well, in I went—for may be I warn’t mad.

The water felt mighty cool and comfortable, I

tell you. I scrubbed and washed until I got the

truck off me, when I began to feel a little better.

But if Beargrass didn’t run soap suds for a wa|k
after that, then 1 wouln’t tell you so.”

Choice itedpes.

Improved Cookery.—To Make a Match .

—

Catch a young gentleman and lady, the best

you can; let the young gentleman be raw, and
the young lady quite tender. Set the gentleman
at dinner table; put in a good quantity of wine,

and whilst he is soaking, stick in a word or two
every now and then about Miss: this will help to

make him boil. When getting red in the gills

take him out into the drawing room, set him by
the lady, and sop them both with green tea; then

set them at the piano and blow the flame till the

lady sighs: when you hear the gentleman sigh

it is time to take them off, as they are warm
enough. Put them by themselves in a corner of

the room or on a sofa, and there let them simper
together the rest of theovening. Repeat this

three or four times, taking care to place them
side by side at dinner, and they will be ready for I

marriage whenever you want them. After mar-
riage great care should be taken, as they are apt

•to turn sour.

To Commit Murder.—Take a pretty young
lady—tell her she has a pretty foot—she will

wear a small shoe—go out in wet spring weather
—catch a cold—then a fever—and die in a month.
This remedy never fails.

Another.—Take a pretty young lady—tell

her she has a small waist—she will lace tighter
than ever—her lungs will bo compressed—

a

cough will ensue—neglect follows—consump-
tion attends—and death does not wait long.

He is a rich man, who lives within his income,
be it ever so- small; he is a poor man, who ex-
ceeds it, be it eTer so large.

If the best man’s faults were written on his

forehead, he would pull his hat over his-eyes.

As the gem cannot be polished without fric-

tion, so neither can man be perfected without ad-
versity.

Mother, Home, and Heaven, are the three

most beautiful words in the English language.

Never marry a woman who keeps a lap dog

—

for she wlm can bring her mind down to love so
contemptible a thing, can never elevate it to that

dignity which man requires.

Some writer very justly compares a coquette
to those light wines which every body tastes, and
nobody buys; and anotherno less strikingly says,

“A coquette is a rose from which every lover

plucks a leaf, while the thorns are left for her fu-

ture husband.”

There is more truth than poetry in the follow-

ing definition of “ independence,” taken from an
exchange:
“ Independence.—Speaking your mind freely

where it cannot possibly hurt your interests.”

An old maid eyes a single gentleman with tho

same feelings that we look at a street dog in dog-
days, viz: wondering whether he intends to bite.

To Voting Men.

There is no object so beautiful to me as a con-
scientious young man. I watch him as I do a
star in the heavens; clouds maybe before him,
but we know his light is behind them, and will

beam again; the blaze of others’ popularity may
outshine him, but we know that though un-
known he illuminates his own true sphere. He
resists temptation, not without a struggle, for

that is not virtue; but he does resist and conquer;
he hears the sarcasms of the profligate, and it

stings him, for that is the trial of virtue, but ho
heals the wound with his own pure touch. He
heeds not the watchword of fashion, if it leads to

sin; the atheist who says, not only in his own
heart, but with his lips, “ there is no God,” con-
trols him not; he sees the hand of a creating God
and rejoices in it.

Woman is sheltered by fond arms and loving
council; old age is protected by its experience,

and manhood by its strength, but the young
man stands amid the temptations of the world,
like a self-balanced tower; happy he who seeks

and gains the prop of morality.

OmVard, then, conscientious youth!—raise thy

standard and nerve thyself for goodness. If God
has given thee intellectual power, awaken in that

cause; never let it be said of thee he helped swell

the tide of sin, by pouring his influence into its

channels. If thou art feeble in mental strength,

throw not that drop into a polluted Current.

Awake, arise, young man! assume the beautiful

garb of virtue!—It is fearfully easy to sin; it is

difficult to be pure and holy. Put on thy strength

then! let thy chivalry be roused against errer! let

the truth be the ladv of thy love—defend her.

—

Southern Rose
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Western Poetry.

Among the many beautiful books which are

expected to see the light about the time of the

Holidays, is one which will be welcomed by all

admirers of flowers and poetry. We allude to

“ The Floral Year,” by Mrs. Anna P. Dinnies, of

St. Louis, published by Coleman, New York.

As “ Moina,” Mrs. Dinnies, when only fifteen,

acquired by Jier “Wedded Love,” and “The
Wife’s Appeal,” an enviable refutation, which

the later efforts of her muse have served to con-

firm. “ Tiie Floral Year,” is designed to illus-

trate, by the flowers of poesy, the natural flow-

ers of the various seasons of the year. It will

be an acceptable token to every fair lover of

flowers—as what fair lady is not?

The Broadway Journal announces as in press,

a volume of poems by William Wallace, former-

ly of Louisville, Ky., who, although for some

years past a resident of the Eastern Cities, we
still claim as a Western Poet, and therefore an-

nounce his work as another volume of Western

Poetry. Mr. Wallace is a poet of true genius

—

possessed of a brilliant imagination, combined

with great
1
'vigor of thought, and power of ex-

pression. We are much pleased to s;ethe an-'

nouncement of a volume from his pen.

JLiScrary Chit-Chat.

The “ Excelsior,” is announced as the title of

a new Literary Journal which is about to be es-

tablished in the City of New York, to be edited

by Charles Fenno Hoffman, the poet and author

of “A Winter in the West,” and which, as its

name indicates, is expected to take high ground

in American periodical literature.

It is stated also that Park Benjamin, having re-

moved to Baltimore, is about to take the edito-

rial charge of a new literary paper in that city.

Mr. Benjamin is one of the first American poets

and critics, and no better guaranty than his

sound discrimination and correct taste, as form-

erly displayed in his management of the “ New
World,” can be desired, as assurance that a pa-

per established under his editorial conduct, must

become highly popular and successful.

In the west we have also two or three similar

undertakings talked of; all of which are, howev-

er, as yet, in a state of embryo, with a single ex-

ception. Mr. L. A. Hine, one of the editors of

the late ‘ Western Literary Journal,” proposes

to publish a “ Quarterly Journal and Review,” at

the extremely low price of one dollar per annum.

If published, we wish Mr. H. better luck than

fell to his share in his connection with the West-

ern Literary Journal.

The “ Southern Literary Messenger,” published

at Richmond, Va., and one of the mo’St subatun-

27

tial of the monthlies, has published the bafts of

matrimonial alliance^ with W. Gilmore Simms’
“ Monthly Magazine rind Review,” a work com-
menced about a year since at Charleston, S. C.

—the union to be consummated at the com-

mencement of the new year. This will give ad-

ditional force to the “ Messenger,” already and

for some time past, in our opinion, one of the

best literary periodicals in the country.

A I^ES*S«lilECO.

Traversing, a few days since, the length of

Fourth street, about the middle of the afternoon,

we encountered opposite the Second Presbyteriaff

Church, a gang of boys, some ten or a dozen in

number, engaged in kicking a foot ball, now in

the middle of the street, and now upon the side-

walks. as chance directed the course of the ball,

not a little to the annoyande of ladies, and other

passers by. The indulgence of the boys of our

city in this sport, in the public streets (seldom

we believe in so thronged a thoroughfare as is?

that of Fourth street,) is a nuisance which should

not for a moment be tolerated. There are

plenty of commons and open lots in which our

city juveniles may play, without turning the

streets into “camping grounds,” to the risk of

the shifts of either themselves or others, not desi-

rous of partaking in the sport.

Another, and a yet greater nuisance—because

of the actual danger to passers by, with Which it

is attended—is the practice of our boys playing

at Shinny or Shindy, (as it is not in our copy of

Webster, wre will not stake our reputation upon

the orthography of the word,) along the side-

walks. The clubs with which they play it, are

generally of stout hickory, and of weight suffi-

cient to knock over a small man, corning in con-

tact with one of them unawares; and the way the

young shavers usually swing them around when

preparing to strike the ball a blow, with a total

recklessness of the possible consequences to those

who may be near, is a truly edifying specimen

of Republican Independence! Add to this, that

the ball used is generally a stone of sufficient size

and weight to inflict a pretty serious indentation

upon the shins of the luckless passenger who

js not quick-sighted and nimble-footed enough to

dodge it, in its rapid advance along the pavement

to meet him, and we think our objections to this,

the present fashionable amusement of our young

hopefuls, will be deemed valid and sufficient.

We are always plbased at the sight of boys

engaged in any proper and harmless play,

but really this practice of Shinnying stoaios

and brickbats along the crowded side-walks,-

which We have been accustomed to regard.'

as devoted to other and very different. uses.,

1ms become a nuisance which, we must protest
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against, as indeed “ most tolerable and not to be

endured.” We have frequently heard ladies say

lately, that they are afraid to walk the streets on

this account; and our wonder is, that the prac-

tice is not oftener attended with results of a more
serious and fatal character.

A E 2 i ib t to mothers.
There are many things which are belter left to

chance; precaution is sometimes more mischiev-
ous than negligence. The late Sir W
C was one day expected at a large dinner
party, at Mr. M—d—y’s, in Russel square. The
worthy baronet’s nose, it will be remembered,
was, to say the least of it, remarkable. Before
the company assembled, Mr. M suggested
to his lady, that upon this particular occasion, it

would be safer that little Alfred should not (as at

other times) be introduced along with the dessert
after dinner; for that, the said Alfred, a fine child
of seven years old, having a propensity to make
observations upon all personal defects or deformi-
ties, from a pimple to a bump, from a crooked
finger to a cork leg, might possibly say some-
thing not altogether agreeable to Sir W. “ Leave
that to me,” said the lady; “ I’ll contrive it

nicely.” Accordingly she proceeded to the nur-
sery, and thus addressed the little gentleman,

—

“Alfred, my dear, we have a gentleman coming
to dinner to-day who has a monstrous ugly nose.
Now, if you will promise to be a good boy, and
not make any observations on it, you may come
down after dinner, and you shall have an orange.
But remember the nose!” Master Alfred acce-
ded to the terms of the treaty, and, in due time,
was ushered into the dining room. After the
lapse of a quarter of an hour, the young gentle-
man, finding the reward of his forbearance still in

arrear, took advantage of a dead pause in the con-
versation, and cried out from the further end of
the table, “ Mamma, it is time now for me to

have the orange you promised me, if I didn’t say
anything about that gentleman’s monstrous ugly
nose.”

The Trysting Tree.
From “ Real Life, or the Portfolio of a Chronicler.”

Journeying one day along a muirland road
not far from Stirling, we passed a very fine old

tree in a field at a short distance. I remarked its

beauty, to which Simon assented, but seemed for

a while absorbed in recalling recollections asso-

ciated with it. At last, he said, pausing and
looking back on the tree; ‘ That sturdy old plant

of other years, reminds me of an incident which
displayed a striking trait of character of the true

old Scottish breed- That is, or was, called the

Trysting Tree, anc: there a country lass had con-
sented to meet her sweetheart one winter night,

to arrange matters for the wedding. The night
came, cold and foggy, and the girl, true to her
appointment, set off silently in the hopes of being
back again before she was missed. It soon came
on a heavy snow, and snowed all night. The
girl was not to be found; and all the roads round
being not only impassible but invisible, from the

depth of the drift, a whole week passed before

any communication was possible with the neigh-
bouring farms, all which time nothing could be

heard of her. At length the news reached her

lover, who was lost and bewildered in contending
feelings of wonder, 'fear, and jealousy. On in-

quiry as to the time when his bride had been last

seen, he found it was the night of their assignat

tion and the first of the snow. The Trysting
Tree, flashed upon his mind,.and thither with a
sturdy band of volunteer pioneers he bent his

course. On reaching the tree they commenced
digging all round if,, and soon came to* a solid

hammock. Their spades and shovels were then

exchanged for the simple labour of their hands,,

with which they gathered up and flung out the

snow by gowpens, and ere this had been long
continued, they succeeded in extricating the very
girl, exactly eight days from the time she had
been buried. You may guess it was a moment
of agonizing perturbation which, succeeded the

discovery that she was alive!

On coming to the tree and not finding her
lover there, she drew her plaid tight round her,

and sat down to wait. She conjectured that the

cold had made her drowsy, and the snow falling

thick upon her, when she awoke she was unable
to move, and felt herself as if alive in her grave,,

and cut off* from the living world. Her lover was
full of sorrow and of explanations. ‘ If he had
but thought she could have ventured out on such
a night, he never would have failed to keep his

word,’ &c., &c-, &c. Every young man’s mind
will suggest the proper thing to be said on the
occasion; but Lizzy, who could scarcely be sus-

pected of bestowing any but cold looks at such a

time, took no notice of him whatever;. The
country people who had accompanied him had a
supply of cordials, and he was loud and earnest
in enjoining them to ‘ give her something warm
instantly;’ and a glass of spirits was offered,

which she gravely pushed aside. ‘ Give me a
glass of water,’ said she; t

it
rg a cauld heard that

canna warm a drink to itsel\
T

Her Joe was ardent in his adresses, but she
repulsed him with endless scorn. Whether she
ever took a husband or not, I have forgotten, but
it is certain she never married him.

Food for Diction.

In the following, taken from a Scotch paper,

we hardly know which is tougher—the story, or

the tripe. If, however, the “sonsie lassie’*

managed to bolt the one, as narrated, our read-

ers, we think, should make no difficulty of swal-

lowing the other.

Tough Tripe.—A sort of original character of
a servant girl belonging to this neighbourhood,
engaged as dairy maid at Craignish, in Argyll-
shire, last summer, and the first night after going
home, as the family had supped en tripe before

she could get her work in the byre brought to a
close, Kate was told by her mistress that she
would find her share in a pot on the fire. Im-
pelled by a pretty sharp appetite, which the fresh

air of the Highlands had imparted, Kate ap-

proached one of the two pots on the fire, carry-

ing it off into the corner, and then and there com-
menced an attack on what she conceived to be
about a square yard of tripe. She found it dark-

ish in the colour, and about the toughest fabric of
human provender which had ever encountered
her ivory; but as she was young and blate, and,

moreover, had never before tasted tripe, she felt

ashamed to reject that of which she had been told

all the family had partaken, and, therefore, tore

away at it, now using her teeth, now her hands,

and at times, breaking it over her knees, till she

managed to bolt the whole of it; inwardly ejacu-
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Ratings w
it was mair like the hide, (hall the inside

of ony beast ever she'saw*”
All night her horrid night-mare moans so

loudly indicated that Kate’s digestive powers

Were being severely tested, that the guid wife

'canniiy administered a bead of the small-still

•aqua, to master the tripe. It was found next

morning, when thehousehold assembled at break-

fast, that Kate had taken the wrong pot from the

fire, and had sW allowed the dish clout
,
which had

been left in the water to wash the dishes! Kate
thinking it wa* a trick, her blood got up, and she

seized an old chant, with which she unceremoni-
ously dislocated the shoulder blade of the farm-

er’s' eldest son, and shouting as a sort of war-cry,

that “naebody suld make a ropewalk o’ her

stamaoh,” let skelp at all and sundry, and
charged them from one room to another, till she

fairly put the whole establishment to rout. A
reconciliation Was ultimately effected, but till the

day she left the house, the “brawniest ehiel”

among them dared not mention the word “ tripe”

in Kate’s presence.

A &Sisiisg Cnessius.

Timothy Sly’s own Epistle, (not the Mas-
ter’s.)—Dear Dick: I copied my school letter to

father and mother ten times before one was good
enough, and while the teacher is putting the capi-

tals and flourishes in -I shall slip this off" on the

sly. Our examination was yesterday and the

table was covered with books and things bound in

gilt and silk for prizes, but were all put away
•again and none -of us got none, only they award-
ed Master Key a new fourpenny bit for his essay
on Locke, because his friends live next door; and
little Coombc .got the toothache, so they would
not let him try his experiments on vital air,

which was very scurvy. It didn’t come to my
turn, so I did net geta prize; bufas the company
was to stop to tea I put the cat in the water butt

which they clean out in the hollidays, and they
will be sure to find her: and we were all re ted

with tea, and I did not like to refuse as they

might have snspext something. Last night we
had a stocking and bolster fight after we went to

bed, and I fought a little lad with a big bolster;

his name is Bill Barnacle, and I knocked his eye
out with a stone in my stocking; but as nobody
knows who did it, because we were all in the

dark, so I could sec no harm in it. Dear Dick,
send me directly your Wattses Hymns to show,
for I burnt mine and a lump of cobblers wax for

the master’s chair on breaking up day; and some
small shot to pepper tbe people with my quill

gun and eighteen pence in copper to shy at win-
dows as we ride through the village and make it

one and niriepence, lor there’s a good many as

Ive a spite against and if father wont give it you
• ask mother and say its for yourself and meet me
•at the Elephant and Castle and if there’s room
on the coach you can get up for I want to give

you some crackers to let off as soon as we get

home while they are all kissing of me your af-
*

fectionate brother Timothy Sly.

A Strong Verdict.

About the commencement of the present cen-

tury, a black man, who had lived at the north

end of Boston, suddenly disappeared, and it was
thought that he had drowned himself. Accord-
ingly diligent serach was made, and at the end of

two days his body was found in a dock in

Charlestown. As is usual in such cases, a jury

was called together; and as the story goes, (which

is true for all we know,) they were all men of

“colour.” After some deliberation, they brought

in a verdict as follows: “ Dat, going home one

berry dark night, he fell from the wharf and was
killed

;

and the tide coming in strong, it floated

him over to Charlestown, and he was dromud;
ciat de wedder being berry cold, he froze to death!”

The coroner who was a bit of a wag, notwith-

standing the solemnity of the occasion, said “ you

might as well add, died in the wool!”

A Poser.

“An’ Cuff, will ye be afther tipping us a little

bit of a song this cold mormn?” exclaimed a son

of the Emerald Isle to a brother of the sable race,

a co-labourer in the division and sub-division of

wood.
“ Golly, massa, I can’t sing!”

“Can’t sing! An’ what’s your leg stuck in

the middle of yer fut for, like a bird’s, if ye can’t

sing?”

The follovT \g was probably written by some

old bachelor, who was paying the penalty of his

neglect, in early life, to perform “the whole

duty of man” to the gentler sex. We have rea-

son to think there is a good deal of truth in his

observations on the subject.

Eciictits of Matrimony.

I went to one neighbour and solicited a dona-

tion for public objects: he replied, “ I approve of

your abject, and would assist you—but you know
. I have a family, and ‘ Charity begins at home.’ ”

1 called upon a second: he replied that such as

were able ought to be liberal, and that he had

every disposition to aid me;—“ but,” he added,
“ there are stronger claims than yours, which I

am bound to regard—those, of my children.”

A public charity demanded that a messenger
should be sent from the city toa remote country.

A person was selected whose talents were well

adapted to the mission. He replied that nothing

would give him more pleasure, but it was abso-

lutely impossible on account of his family. He
was excused.

Two merchants, partners in business failed.

At a meeting of the creditors, it was, resolved that

one should be forthwith released; but the other,

because he was a bachelor, might yet, as was his

duty, go to work and pay a small dividend.

A public office was about to appoint a

secretary. There were, as usual, twenty appli-

cants. In the discussion of the board of directors,

the talents of many were set forth; when a mem-
ber rose, and said that the candidate whom ho

should propose was a man of moderate capacity,

but he was a poor man with a family. He suc-

ceeded, and holds the office still*

A mercantile friend wished me to procure a
person to fill a responsible station. A gentleman
came who seemed well fitted for the office. I

asked him how much salary he expected. He (re-

plied, smilingly, “ 1 am a married man”—-which
[understool to be $1,500 per annum. He has
the place. No bachelor would have had over a

thousand.

Two criminuls were tried for forgery at the Old
Bailey, and condemned to death. The King
pardoned tbe one who was married, on account
of his wife and children. The other paid the

forfeit of his life, because he was a bachelor.



In shorf would you avoid trouble of many
kinds, excite sympathy, procure office, or escape
punishment, you have only to get married.

The following admirable Jeu d’esprit was writ-

ten many years since, and published in a London

Magazine, during the lifetime of the “Prince of

mpdern Punsters.” Alas! for the lovers ofgenuine

humour, that which was then but a jest, (albeit

on a grave subject,) has since become a sad re-

jajity. This epitaph is so much in Hood’s own
vein, that, but for its subject, we -should be

temptpd tp attribute it to his pen.

AN ifePITAJPIt
PROPOSED FOR THOMAS IJ 0 O B ,

Author of “ Whims and Oddities.

V

Reader, whqe’er you are—
Perchance a youth
That loves the truth

—

Drop now a natural tear;

For one who loved it too, is lying here,

He and his lyre are both laid down 'in sooth;

And oh, ye Artists—ye who dra*,y afar,

Draw near!

Ye bards who merely blow a reed,

Now read a blow
Which funless fate has just decreed:

Hood is below!
Not Admiral, but admirable Hood,

Whp wore no sword, but gave us cuts—in wood
As well as verse,

Jn lines all quaint and terse;

Who mqde us laugh, and very often cry
“ That’s good!”

And without trouble

Cpntrived to make 11s see each sentence double,

Who turned our ill-used language inside out,

And round about,
And searched it low and high;

Who voyaged on with all his wits unfurled,

And every day discovered a new world,
An island pun far off and dim,
If out of sight, ’twas all the same tp hjip;.

And when no new joke met his eye
He turned the old,

Melted them down, or made apother mould;
And when at last you thought, “ well now he’s

done,”
Ple’d find another pun

Hid in the small and secret cells

Of most imppactipabie syllablps;

Just like a nun!
And \ylien he wished to give us raps,

He’d put his puns, like children, in small caps! !

To him no dactyll ever came amiss,

And spondees were his bliss.

For every joke a plot was made
That of itself, appeared the work of ages;

And for each pun a plot wag laid

That, like a king’s, employed a dozen pages.

Thus he pursued his trade:

Yet, ah! with all this weight or worth.
His witty things he very seldom spoke,

And ne’er in private gave away a joke;

Rut like Mount iEtna, frequently sent forth

Volumes of smoke.

IS.cvcsrcace far the Sex.

The subjoined, written by Addison, more than

a century ago, is as true as if it had been penned

but yesterday. Our own sentiments precisely,-

and our own case exactly!

“ I have found that men who are really most
fond of the society of ladies, who cherish for

them a high respect, nay reverence, are seldom
the most popular with the sex. Men of m&ra as-

surance, whose' tongues are lightly bung, who
make words supply the place of ideas, and place

compliment in the room of sentiment are t>he

favourites. A true respect for women leads to

respectful actions towards them, and respect is

usually distant action, and this great distance

is mistaken by them for neglect and want of in-

terest.”’

Jessrmsl of 13c v. £J>;uvM .5 ccs in No. 2-

Cominunicated by H. O. Jones, Jr., of Lever

-

ington, Pa.

At present there is one difficulty that I never

thought of till I got there,, viz: this people live a

vagrant life, remaining for the most part but a

short time, in any one place. If they were per-

suaded and assisted to farm, and learned to read,

they would soon be civilized. ’Tvs*strange to mer

that nothing has been done by the Provinces;

bordering on these Indians: but under all these

disadvantages, if there was nowum bought among

them, I am apprehensive I could have done some-

thing. Some have been of the opinion, that the

traders prejudiced the Indians against me; but

though some of them have not that fear of God

which I could wish they had, in their hearts, yet

I solemnly think there was not one trader in the

nation but. assisted me what he could; ed least

they did me no harm. I have reason to ac-

knowledge both their civility and generosity r

when I remember that I was well entertained by

Mr. Henry and Mr. Irwine, and when 1 came

away neither would take one farthing for their

kindness. At present it is not safe for any per-

son to venture himself among such a lawless

company of people as these savages are, that

really have no conscience about shedding inno-

cent blood. Some of the traders have said that

the Indians only designed to scare me, bpt I am
persuaded this is not the opinion of Mr. Henry

or Mr. Irwine, who were the best judges in the

case, being present when the Indians sought

|

after me. I would now dismiss the subject of

these Indians, only I remember I have said noth-

ing of their apparel. In this respect they are

like other Indians, the men wearing shirts, match

coats, breech clouts, leggins and moccasons:

their ornaments are silver plates on their arms

above and below the elbows—rose jewels are also

common. They paiqt their faces and cut the

fim of their cars so as to stretch them very large;

and their head is dressed in the best mode, with a

black silk handkerchief about it. The women

wear short shifts, sometimes a calico bed-gown,

over their shoulders, which is in place of a petti-

coat. Their hair is parted and tied behind; they
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paint none except in spots: their eats are never

nut, but have about ten silver rings in them. One

squaw will have five hundred broaches stuck in

her shift and leggins. Both men and women are

very proud, but of the two the men are the more

haughty-. ’Tis said that neither men nor women

suffer any hair te grow oil any part of their body

only their head. Some pull out not only their

beard but also their eyebrows.

But to return to my travels. Having got a

horse, which cost me twenty-five dollars, through

the kindness of Mr. Irwine, and being somewhat

furnished with provisions for ray journey, on

Monday-, the 8th of February, I parted with my
friends, and left Chillicothe about ten o’clock,

alone, and passing Pickaweeke I came to Kicka-

pookee, which is situated nil a creek that soon

empties into the Scioto, the town being about one

mile from the river: it is more than twenty miles

from Chillicothe,, about N. E. and N. For the

first eight miles 1 Was not without some appre-

hensions of being persued; but afterwards 1 was

Very little disturbed in mind. At this town I

lodged with Mr. Richard Butler, brother to Mr.

WalUam Butler, before mentioned: he used me
ve'ry -kindly and prepared some wheat cakes lor

my journey; an4 as I had no goods he gave me
two pairs of leggins to barter for provisions by

the Way, for these Indians, as yet, have not the

•use of money. In the morning my horse could

not be found till near twelve o’clock, and by

those means I missed some company. Howev-

er, about one o’clock I passed over the river

Scioto in a canoe in .company with Mr. Butler,

for I could not speak their language, and I did not

know what to say to the Indian who kept the

•ferry. The boy who brought me over was a

white captive, and could not speak any English,

which made my heart sorry to hear him answer

me, inotta. Jcceno toleeh, that is, I do not under-

stand you. There remains a considerable num-
ber of captives in this nation, all of whom were

<to be delivered up at the conclusion of the last

peace: without a doubt, the agent has pot done

;his duty iu this point. This day I travelled

alone through an excellent land, only there were

;so many bogs, or as they may be called fresh

marshes, that it does not promise equal health to

some other parts; but I am persuaded it will be

an unparalleled land for stock: this day’s journey

was twenty-two miles in a northeast course. As

I passed the Great Lick I saw the last flock of

parrots, for these birds are not fond of extreme

©old. I had only a small path, and night came

on in this wide wilderness, which was more dis-

agreeable than I can express. However, l arri-

ved safe before nine o’clock at Mr. McCormick’s

at the Standing Stone, on a creek called Hock-

hockhsg. Here is a town of Delaware Indians,

but as I had no interpreter, I could say nothing

to them. The land about this creek is indeed as

rich as heart could wish for; but the water is al-

ways muddy, occasioned by the intermixture of

the soil. Though this creek is narrow and very

crooked, yet it soon grows deep enough to carry

large canoes, and by these they transmit their

peltry 'to Fort Pitt. Here I overtook Mr. David

Duncan, a tracier of Shippy’s town, who was go-

ing to Fort Pitt. Wednesday 10, set out early,

for we expected to travel about forty miles before

night: our course was more north than northeast.

The land was for the most part low and level;

consequently when the horses broke through it

was very bad road, but the soil was good. Be-

fore night we came to a small town known by

the name of Dan. Ellet’s wife’s: here were some

Shawanese and some Delawares. We lodged in

a negro house, which was vacated for our use

this night. This Shawanese is very rich in cat-

tle, horses, and captive negroes. We got plenty

of milk, and corn for our horses at a very expen-

sive rate; but Mr. Duncan paid for nae here, as

well as in the remaining part of my journey

whjle we traveled together. About a mile before

we came to this town we crossed a large creek,

called Salt Lick creek, which empties into the

* Mooskingung, on which the chief town of the

Delawares is situated. Thursday 11th, set out

for a place known by the name of Conner’s: we
traveled near a northeast course. The land ap-

peared very good, and the distance was not so

great as the journey of the preceding day, so that

we came to this small town some time before

night: it is not situated near any stream as I saw.

The land is level and the timber chiefly black

oak, so that good wheat might be propuced if the

trial were made. Mr. Conner, who is a white

man and a native of Maryland, told me he in-

tended to sow wheat this year, and was resolved

to proceed to farming at all events. ’Tis proba-

ble that he will be as good as his word, for he is

a. man who seems not to fear God, and it is likely

that he docs not much fear man. There are

some circumstances favourable to him in such

attempts, for he and the chief man of this town
are in their way married to two sisters. These
women were captives among the Indians, and it

is likely from their childhood, for they have the

actions of Indians; and I cannot tell whether the

Indian’s wife can speak but very little English.

Notwithstanding Mr. Conner is one of the worst

swearers that I have met with, yet he was kind

and respectful to me. This town is a mixture of

Shawanese and Delawares, and dwell in tolera-

ble log houses. Friday 12th, set out for New
Comer’s town in company with Mr. Duncan: in

*
I he present Mus ingum.
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a few miles we came to a town called the Little

Shuwanese Woman’s Town. This woman is

very rich, and as she is the chief person, the

town is named after her. It is situated on the

west side of the Mooskingmng, and consists

chiefly of Shawanese. Here we tarried only to

warm ourselves and crossed the river in a canoe,

our horses swiming by its side. The country

now began to be hilly and broken, interrpersed

with barren plains. We passed Capt. White

Eye’s Town, but this noted Inctian was with my
interpreter down the river Ohio, so that I had

not the satisfaction of seeing him this visit,

though I saw him several times during my first

journey. He was the only Indian that I saw in

all my travels who had any design of accomplish-

ing anything future. He told me he intended

to be religious and have his children educated.

He saw their way of living would not answer

much longer—game grew scarce—they could

not pretend to live much longer by hunting, but

must farm, &c.: but he could not attend to mat-

ters of religion just now, for he intended to make

a great hunt down the Ohio, and take his skins

to Philadelphia himself. This he accomplished,

going down the Mississippi and round by the

Gulf of Florida. On this occasion I thought of

that text of Scripture which says, “ One went to

his farm, and another to his merchandise,” and

it may he said the Indian went to his hunting.

This was the case last year, and it may be some-

thing as important may employ the time this

year. Some miles north of W hite Eye’s Towrf,

there is another small town of Delawares: at

this we drove our horses into the river and obli-

ged them to «wim over, following them in a canoe

belonging to the Indians. Thence we traveled

over very hilly land, till we came within three

miles of NewComer’s Town; and from thence to

the town is fine level land, covered with black

oak and hickory, for the most part. We arrived

at fee town before night, and found it was a

great triennial feast; consequently little could be

done, till that expired. Frono the great town,

Ckillicothc, to this great metropolis of the Dela-

wares, is about one hundred and thirty miles: the

course may be estimated as northeast, though it

varies in many places as the path goes.

Pickled Cockles.”

A parrot, the property of a lady, was one day
detected by the enraged cook, for the fiftieth time,

in the act of lar< eny, in stealing pickled cockles.

The matter was upon him, and she inflicted a

summary punishment on the green-headed de-
linquent. ** What! you’ve been at the pickled
cockles again, have you?” said she, hurling a la-

dle of hot soup at him. The feathers of his head
were scalded off, and from being excessively
talkative, he became mute, bald and solemn for

nearly a year.

At last, the stubs began to peep out on his

pate; and the mistress’ father came from the

country to see her;—the old man was bald. The
bird had never seen him before, ami was doubt
ess struok with the coincidence of nuked heads;

for the moment the old gentleman entered the

room, the parrot broke his long silence by vocif-

erating with immense emphasis and glee,

—

“What, you’ve been at the pickled cockles

again, 'have you?”

A Negative Compliment.-

One of those individuals, who seem- to be pe-
culiar to every house, store, and office; familiarly

known as “idlers,” “loungers,” &c., bat more
appropriately as “ loafers,” stepped into a store

on Market street the ocher day, and proceeding
to a clerk very busily engifged at the desk, as-

sailed him with a string of interrogatories, some-
thing after the following style:

“ Young man, is Mr. Jtleadymoney within?”
“No.”
“ Do you know how long it will be before he

returns?”
“No.”
“ Do you know where he has goneVr

“No.”
“You know where he lives at, I suppose, don’t

you?”
« No.”
For the information of the reader, be it ob-

served, that each negative had, in due propor-

tion, been delivered with an increased elevation

of tone, and the effect of the finisher will be
“ better imagined than described,” as the intru-

der demanded with some indignation:

—

“ Is that the way you answer a gentleman?”
“ No!”
A clap of thunder was a fool to it, and the

loafer was extinguished.

Changes of Fortune.

A Boston paper, published in 1787, illnrstrates

by the following examples in the lives of distin-

guished Englishmen, the extraordinary changes
which a few short years often produce in the con-

dition of individuals:

In 1777, Mr. Hastings received an bumble pe-

tition from Shaw-Allum, the Great Mogul, for

relief against his enemies. In 1787, Mr. Hastings
is on his knees before the House of Lords, taken
into custody by a servant of the House of Com-
mons, and obliged to give bail to insure his not

flying from his country.

In 1777, Mr. Burke was reckoned the best

speaker in the House of Commons, and the first

formidable opponent of the Ministers. In 1787,,

Mr. Burke is either coughed down or not attend-

ed to, and is formidable only to the opposition

that he acts with.

In 1777, Lord North managed the helm of

state, and directed all the public affairs of the

kingdom. In 1787, we read in a newspaper, that

poor Lord North was led out of Westminster Ab-
bey by one of his daughters.

In 1777, Sir was a very smart and ac-

tive waiter at a public tavern. In 1787, Sir

is a nabob, a baronet, and a knight of the

shire.

In 1777, one Arnold he: ded the American
triops that retired from Canada at Saratoga. In

1737, this same Arnold is closeted at St. James’,

where he and his Majesty are one.

In 1777, Col. Conway, Sir Henry Clinton’s
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aaid-de-camp, offered to fight a duel for the sake I

of a woman. In 1787, this same gentleman
preached a sermon on the following text :

—“If
any one strike <thee on the Left eheek

, offer him the

other.”

In 1775, Dr. Prettyman went to the gallery of

the House of Commons to hear Mr. Pitt’s speech,

;and was turned out. In 1787, Dr. Prettyman
.rose in his seat in the House of Lords, in defence

of a drayman, while Mr. Pitt stood below the

bar to hear him.

Such are the changes that may happen in ten

years!

To those who only know the lamented Laman
Blanchard, as the wit and humourist—one of thq

ablest, as he was one of the earliest, contributors

to the Punch newspaper—the following verses,

which breathe of the purest spirit of poetry, will

be at once new and acceptable.

Saturday Wight.

BY LAMAN BLANCHARD.

'The water! the water, who brings?

Run, Lucy, the water, while yet there is light

You can go to the first of the springs;

To-morrow, remember, the Sabbath bell rings,

And this (how the weeks fly!) is Saturday night.

Where’s the pitcher? there’s wat« within it

—

Not half enough;—here, skim away down the

path,

The rogue will be stript in a minute,

His little heart, feel, how it pants to be in it,

And longs, like a frolicksome bird, for the bath.

Now, then, all is ready, and here,

Ah! here is the water, a feast for the sight,

Pour it in till its sparkles appear

—

Why the child’s very forehead is scarcely more
clear,

And his eye, though it glistens, is only as bright.

There’s a bath for young beauty! so in,

In, sweet little bather, one splash and its o’er;

We’ll sprinkle you just to begin

—

There, there, now it’s over, he’s up to his chin,

And the silver drops down from his gold ringlets

pour.

With his wet hand he rubs his wet nose,

And he shuts up his eyelids and lips like a book;

And as down each drop trickling goes,

His flushed cheek resembles a dew-dripping rose,

And his brow seems a lily just snatched from a

brook.

Now his other hand dashes away
The drops that are trickling his forehead and chin;

And he opens his eyes in his play,

Like some quaint little water-sprite peering for

day,

With glances that seemed to ask how he got in.

But anon comes his time of delight:

The bather begins to breathe after the dip;

Much more is he now like a spirite,

And now will he celebrate Saturday night

With the play of his limbs and the power of

his lip.

Just hear how his small voice can shout.

While he sparkles and splashes there, much like

a fish;

How he scatters the bright drops about

—

How he laughs, and leaps up, and look prankish!
no doubt

He would turn o’er the bath, if he had but his;

wish!

At last the ablution is done;
The wild little innocent’s gambols are o’er

—

The dripping limbs dried one by one;
And the mother breathes kisses all over her son,.

And thinks he was never so lovely before.

Her arms round her darling she twines,

And his flower-like senses in sleep are up-curled;.

So he lies—till the Sabbath sun shines,

When, waking, his Saturday dress he resigns,.

And puts on the prettiest frock in the world.

May he, when his childhood’s resigned.

With its dress, and the rough paths of life arch*
sight,

As immediately wash from his mind
Tire dust and the stains of the world—may he find1

Before him, a Sabbath of love and delight!

Passing Strange.

‘•'Where will you pass the winter Toml”
“Upon my soul I do not know;
The times to such a pitch have come.
That nothing passes nowhere now.”

Philosophy.

A story is told of a love smitten professor in
some College, who after conversing awhile with
his Dulcinea on the interesting topic of matrimo-
ny, concluded at last with a declaration, and put
the emphatic question of

—

“ Will you have me?”
“ I am sorry to disappoint you,” replied the

lady, “ and hope my refusal will not give yon
pain; but I must answer no.”

“Well, well, that will do, madam,” said her
philosophical lover, “ and now suppose we change
the subject!” •

A Valmatlc Index.

A gentleman was wading through the index
of some law reports the other day, and under the
“ G.’s” he found “ Great‘mind—Mr. Laing,” and
knowing that his worship was not possessed of a
very large body, he was naturally curious to
learn something of the dimensions of his mind,
and turning to the page refered to, he found the
following, “ Mr. Laing said he had a great mind
to commit John Thomas for the misdemeanor.

Definitions.

Ring.—A circular link put through the snouts
of swine, and on the fingers of women, to hold
them both under subjection.

Tinder.—A thin rag, such as modern female
dresses, intended to catch sparks, raise a flame
and light a match.

Guardian Angels.—Cautious mamas, with a;

dozen frolicksome daughters.

An old maid eyes a single gentleman with the'

same feelings that we look at a street dog in dog-
days, viz: wondering whether he intends to bile..



«» Variety’s the Sptce of 2L,Ef«‘.”

Reader whoever you may be, whether a trav-

eled agent, or an exclusive book-worm—whether
you have inspected high and low life in London,
'or seen the cat jump nine ways lor Sunday in

these diggins, it matters not—you have not seen

•a rarer curiosity we venture, than the bill which
follows, which we copy verbatim, and which
wa6 actually paid. Pope, wc guess, it was, who
said

—

"** Various the mind of desultory mam”
Rut wc poets and philosophers of Florida, are

constrained to cry out,

Various the professions—of some folks.

Major ,

.1840. To ,
• Dr.

Oct. 10

—

1To 2,000 Shingles, at $6 25 $12 50
“ One pair of Shoes - - 2 50

By Cash - 8 50
Repairing Coat - - - 1 50
.By Cash - - - - 12 00

•“ Playing the Fiddle one night 10 00

Jacket and pair Pants for Negro 9 00
“ Mending Bovts - - - 2 00
“ Playing the Fiddle another night 10 00
•“ Setting four panes (jlass - 1 00

Sawing a load of wood - 1 (K)

Scouring Coat - - - 1 75
•** Making a thousand Brick - 4 50
“ Painting Dog House - - 2 50
“ Butchering a Beef - - 4 00
“ Pulling six teeth {or Negro boy Ike 75
“ Curing your gray Horse of colic 5 00

$88 50

And then the way the fellow added debts and

ferfedits all together, must have been somewhat
distressing to the gentleman whoso imperative

duty it became to “ lam up” the gross amount.

—

Florida Journal.

3V5 ant filers.

It is bad manners for a gentleman to run

against a lady in the street, and when he does

so, he should gracefully fall back a step or two,

take off his hat, make a low botv, and humbly
beg her pardon.

Jtis decidedly bad manners to stare a pretty

girl out of countenance. She don’t like it. A
pretty girl likes to be noticed, feels proud of ad-

miration; but a stupid, vulgar, impudent stare,

disgusts her. It is better to look at her when she

don’t notice you, and to let your eye fall when it

meets her’s.

It is not considered correct for a lady and gen-

tleman to walk in a fashionable prominade, arm
in arm, in the day time, unless they are engaged

or married, or one is a stranger in the city, or it

Is a public day, and the crowded streets require

it. It is proper in unfashionable streets, or when
you get into the country. At the East, walking
arm in arm, in the day time, unless with the ex-

ceptions we have made, is considered equal to a

publishment in the parish church.

It is shocking bad manners not to give a lady

.the wall when walking with her. When you
meet, in general, it is best to turn to the right, as

that prevents any confusion, and when the walks
:are crowded, it is absolutely necessary.

We have decided that it is most distinctly bad

manners for a gentleman to offer to shake hands

with a lady, with whom he is on terms of but

^common acquaintance, but that should the lady

offer her hand, site has a right to do so according"
to the luyvs of gallantr)r and chivalry, and in such
a case, it is optional with the gentleman to shake,
squeeze or kiss it. The prettiest and best be-

!

haved girl we ever saw, always sprang forward,
and gave us Loth hands, when wc had not seen
her for a day or two. She was a bit of a romp,
to be sure, but we like such romps.

•Suvcnilc ISfillM,

The early Sevelopement of the passions which

the present system of education calls forth, can-

not be elucidated by any thing so forcible as the

following anecdotes:—A Lilliputian in long

clothes, throwing herself languishingly upon a

sofa, on her return from church, cried lately to

her mother, “I really must decline going to

church in future, at least we must have our

places changed.” “Why so, my dear?’ r asked

her astonished parent. “ Because there is a per-

son in an adjoining pew who stares at me like a

pest, and I do assure you, mamma, I never gave

him the slightest encouragement.” This incipi-

ent coquette had attained the respectable age of

seven years. The eldest daughter of a gentle-

man in Russel square, aged six, received a card

which ran thus: “ Miss B

—

: at home at seven,

punch at eight, quadarilles.” It was for the

same evening—rather short notice, to be sure, for

a fashionable assemblage. It elicited the follow-

ing reply, the father being somewhat of our way
of thinking in these matters:—“ Miss’ R—

!
presents her compliments to Miss B

, and

regrets to say that she is to be well whipped at

seven, and in bed by eight.’'—Monthly Magazine.

New Music.

We have received from Messrs. Peters &. Go.,

the following pieces of new Music, which have

just been published by them in a neat and elegant

style.

“ We'll go to Sea no More," a popular Scotch

Ballad, written by J. Haskin: Music arranged by

Win. C. Peters. This little Song, as we have

heard it sung, we can commend as a sweet and

beautiful Ballad.

“ Thou Sweet gliding :Kedron,” is a Sacred

Song and Chorus, the music of which, by John

Candy of Louisville, should be (if there be any

virtue in a- name,.) a sweet thing.

“ Vespers for the Assumption and other Festi-

vals,” and “ Alma Redemptoris, an Anthem for

Advent,” from Pleyel, are sacred pieces, adapted

more especially for the worship of the Catholic

Church, to the members of which they will no

doubt be highly acceptable.

“ The Departed, written by Park Benjamin,

,Esq.; composed and arranged as a Duett, and

dedicated to Mrs. R. S. Nichols, of this city, by

Lewis J. Cist,” is the title of a new piece, also

published and for sale by Messrs. Peters & Co.*

East Fourth street. Price 25 cents, nett.
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John S. Wallace.

An incident or two in the pioneer history of

John S. Wallace, one of the earliest settlers of

Cincinnati, and a resident here until his death,

which occured but a few years since, are worthy

of being recorded from the oblivion to which the

greater share of the narratives of those days is

rapidly hastening.

Mr. Wallace was, with most of the first set-

tlers of Cincinnati, a native of Pennsylvania, and

had been engaged in trading voyages on the

Ohio, at a date even prior to the first settlement

of our city.

On his second visit to Cincinnati, in 1789, he

was informed that Capt. Strong’s company of

regulars, who had been stationed at Fort Wash-
ington to protect the infant settlements in Judge
Symmes’ purchase, were about to abandon the

post for want of provisions, supplies from stations

higher up the Ohio having given out. Wallace
called on the Captain, and suggested to him, that

he could probably buy as much corn at Colum-
bia as would furuish bread-stuff’s for some time,

while he—Wallace—would take the woods with

a hunter or two in company and supply the

meat rations. The suggestion was well timed as

Well as judicious, and readily adopted. Strong,

accompanied by Capt. Kearsey, rode up to Co-
lumbia, applied to Capt. James Flinn, for his

corn, which he refused, alleging that when the

government paid him for corn which he had sup-

plied at Belleville to the garrison at Fort Har-
mar, he would furnish more. While they were
thus engaged, Luke Foster

, still living and now
residing in Springfield township, interposed and

asked what was the difficulty. The Captain re-

marked, “Difficulty enough, we are out of pro-

visions below, and will have to retreat on starva-

tion, for we have nothing left for the garrison to

eat.” Foster thereupon offered to lend them one

hundred bushels corn, which he did, getting it

back in small parcels the next season. How op-

portune this offer was may be judged by the fact

that the corn in the hands of Flinn and Foster

constituted two-thirds of the whole supply of

Columbia and Cincinnati.

In the meantime Wallace started to the woods,

accompanied by two of the early settlers, Dren-

nan and Dement. Drennan did not understand

much of hunting, and Dement had never at-

tempted it, but they were both serviceable in the

only department in which they were needed by
27

Wallace, that is in packing the meat—Indian

fashion—on their backs—Dement, especially,

They went down the river in a canoe, some ten

miles below Cincinnati, on the Kentucky side,

where they secreted their craft in the mouth of a

small branch, fearing the Indians might be indu-

ced to lie in ambush for their return, if it fell

under their notice. Here they struck into the

woods and secured an abundant supply of buf-

falo, deer and bear meat, to last the troops, about

seventy in number, for six weeks—until provi-

sions should arrive from Pittsburgh.

This supply was of great importance. With-

out provisions the military station here must

have been relinquished, to the prejudice of its

speedy re-occupation, and to the necessary dis-

couragement of persons settling at the place, as

well as tempting the abandonment of the exist-

ing settlements of Cincinnati and Coluumbia.

Early in January, 1791, Wallace, accom-

panied Abner Hunt, who was a surveyor, with

two other persons, Sloan and Cunningham
, on

surveys on the west bank of the Great Miami.

On the night of the 7th, they encamped there.

Next morning after they had been roasting veni-

son, on which they breakfasted, they set out to1
'

explore the Miami bottoms above, where the

Colerain settlement or station, was located.

They had hardly left their camp seventy yards

behind, when they were beset by the savages on

their rear, who fired a volley of eight or ten

guns. Cunningham was killed on the spot.

Hunt, having been thrown from his horse, was

made a prisoner before he could recover, and

Sloan, although shot through his body, kept his

seat and made his escape, accompanied by Hunt’s

loose horse. Two of the Indians pursued Wal-
lace more than a mile and a half, but owing to.

his uncommon activity he made out to overtake

Sloan with the spare horse, which he mounted

and succeeded in crossing the Miami in Sloan’s

company. In his flight on foot, he was twice

shot at, but without effect. His leggings had

been getting loose, and at the moment of the first

shot, he tripped and fell. Supposing him struck

by the bullet, the Indians raised a shout, Wah!
lioo! calculating to a certainty on his scalp; but

hastily tying his leggings, he resumed his flight

and effected his escape. After crossing the Mi-

ami Sloan complained of faintness from his

wound, when Wallace advised him to thrust part

of his shirt into the bullet hole to stop the flow of
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blood. Leaving the river they directed their

course to Cincinnati. On traveling six miles or

more, they fell into the trace from Dunlap’s sta-

stion, since called Colrain, to Cincinnati. Here

they held a consultation, the result of which was,

to visit the post, and put the settlers there on

their guard. That night it rained, froze and fin-

nally snowed six or seven inches in depth. On
the 9th they buried the slain man, and returned

j

to the station, which the Indians invested the

next day at sunrise—just as the women were !

milking the cows. Hunt was compelled to ask
!

and urge its surrender, which in the hope of sa-
j

ving his life he did in the most pressing terms, :

promising that life and property should both be

held sacrad. Lieutenant Kingsbury, who was

stationed there with a mere handful of soldiers,

promptly rejected all such propositions, telling

the Indians that the garrison had despatched a

man to Judge Sy?nmcs\ who would soon be up
;

to their help, with the whole settlement at the

river. He failed in imposing this upon them, ‘

they replying that it was a lie, as they knew that

Symmes was in New Jersey. The invaders

were nearly three hundred in force, and com-
j

manded by the infamous Simon Girly, as was
I

subsequently ascertained through a man who
j

had been taken prisoner a few days before the

attack, at a short distance from the fort; after his

return from a seven year’s captivity.

Finding their party unsuccessful, the Indians •

commenced a fire oil the fort, which they kept
j

up all that day and part of the night. At ten
j

o’clock that nightWallace made an effort to es-
j

cape for the purpose of obtaining a reinforcement
|

from Gen’l. Harmar at Fort Washington, but

was obliged to return, the Indians encompassing I

him on every side. At three o’clock in the

morning, however, he left the station, accom-

panied by a man named Wiseman, crossed the

the river in a canoe, took the bushes, descended

the river bottoms a mile or so, attempted to cross

the river through the running ice, but the water

proving too deep, returned, ran a mile further

down, crossed the river and took the woods to

Cincinnati. Six miles out from that place he
j

met Capt. John S. Gano, at the head of a com-

pany of Columbia militia, and returned with him

to the station. On their arrival, they found that

the Indians, despairing of success and apprehen-

sive of reinforcements arriving, had abandoned

the siege. Hunt was found dead, his brains

beaten out, a brand applied to his bowels, and

two war clubs laid across his breast. He had

been also stripped of his scalp, as well as of his
,

clothes. In their retreat, as the tracks shewed, 1

the savages had filed off, right and left, from the

fort. On the first fire the Indians shot into the
1

building where the hand-mill was kept, through

the logs which had not been chunked, by which

they wounded one man and killed another. Of

the assailants a number were killed and two

scalps taken, one of which Wallace dressed and

presented to General Harmar, on his return to

Fort Washington. The station was particularly

exposed to assault, as the houses, contrary to the

usual and proper plan, presented their lower

edges outside, some of them being so low that my
informant stated to me he saw a dog which had

been shut out of the station, leap from a stump

outside on to the roof of one of the cabins. In

the progress of the seige, the most active efforts

of the assailants were directed to
-

setting the-

roofs of the houses on a blaze, both by fire
-

ar-

rows, and by carrying brands of fire. One In-

dian ran with a burning brand to a building,

which he had just reached as a volley stretched

him lifeless. The party from Columbia was un-

der the command of Lieutenant Foster, as that

from Cincinnati was in charge of Lieutenant

Scott Traverse., the whole being a detachment of

sixty men. After remaining long enough to as-

sist Col. Shaumburg m strengthening the fortifi-

cations, they returned home.

In the month of June, 1791, Wallace, with:

his father and a lad, ware hoeing corn in a lot

immediately north of where the Cincinnati Hos-

pital now stands; and at the same time two men
named Scott and Shepherd were engaged near

what is now the corner of Western Row and

Clinton streets, ploughingcorn. They had drawn

a few furrows across the lot, when five*hr six In-

dians jumped the fence, raised the yell, and gave

chase to the ploughman, but to no effect. On
hearing the yell, Wallace snatched up his rifle

which lay in the row before him, directing those

with him to make their escape to town, as fast as

possible. On stepping cautiously into the adja-

cent lot, he discovered an Indian about eighty

yards from him about to enter the bushes. He

shot at him, probably .without effect, as he left

the ground in haste; at the same instant he saw

two Indians riding the plough horses away at

full speed. The party of savages left eight blan-

kets and blanket capots behind, together with a

leg of bear meat, a horn full of powder and some

trifling trinkets. The alarm was given and elev-

en of the best woodsmen and hunters were started

on foot in pursuit, followed by eleven others on

horse, having all the horses in the place, each

man supplied with some pone and venison wrap-

ped in his blanket for both horsemen and foot-

men. About sunset they encountered a severe

thunder storm, accompanied with heavy rain.

By the time it became dark the rear party over-

took the advance on foot, and making their horses
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fust to the trees, encamped for the night. In the

morning they took the trail, and found that the

Indians had lain all night in a prickly ash thicket

a short distunce in advance, where they had

eaten a part of a fawn raw, and left the rest.

The enemy was pursued to the river at a point

where the Indians had crossed, just above where

the town of Hamilton now stands. Owing to

the tremendous rains which had fallen, the river

was bank full, and the pursuing party were ob-

liged to return home. During the same year

Van Cleve was killed near where the Hospital

stands, and Cutter was made prisoner in the same

vicinity.

These were the last instances in which a sav-

age rifle was flred within the present limits of

Cincinnati, later depredations being connected

with the bow* and arrow, which enabled them to

destroy cattle while prowling through our streets

by night without creating an alarm. On one

of these visits they shot an arrow with a stone

head into an ox with such force that it went en-

tirely through the carcase. Stealing horses from

this time until Wayne arrived in 1793, constitu-

ted the principal injury inflicted by our red

brethren upon their white neighbours in Cin-

cinnati.

The Meisi&Jais Cosivcaaticn.

Memphis, November loth 1845.

Owing to an uncommon scarcity of water,

boats of a large class, the Diomed, Duke of Or-

leans, and Andrew Jackson, all stuck fast at va-

rious points on the Lower Ohio or immediately

below the mouth of that river. We lost every

night but Tuesday, on the Jackson from this

cause, having out traveled the rise which prece-

ded us, and being constrained to lay by at night

at shoal places to allow it to overtake us. Wre

passed the Steamboat Henry Bry at Randolph,

snagged the night before. We reached here on

Wednesday evening, and found Memphis over-

flowing with population, the number of delegates

alone being almost six hundred, a very large

share of whom were from various points at a dis-

tance, The convention organized temporarily

on Wednesday and adjourned to this morning,

when John C, Calhoun was appointed President,

with the usual allowance of Vice-Presidents and

Secretaries; J. S. Hawkins in the former capaci-

ty, and T. B. Drinker in the latter, representing

Ohio. There are some of the most distinguished

men in Congress and the State Legislatures in at-

tendance as members. Gen, Gaines, in part, re-

presents Louisiana, and was received on entering,

by a general rising of the convention inacknowl-

ment of his gray haire, as well as his patriotic

services. Mr. Calhoun on taking the chair made

an admirable address, characterized by the most

enlarged, patriotic, and statesman-like views,

and widely different in its features with one or

two exceptions from what had been my expecta-

tion on that score. He spoke for forty-five min-

utes with the entire sympathy of the assembly.

I have been thus far highly gratified in this

visit. The Andrew Jackson runs fast and

smoothly; has a captain who makes every th.ii g
move in its proper orbit, being himself always

at his post. The table was excellent, and what

is not usually enjoyed by men in this kind of

traveling, the sleeping accommodations were

all I could desire. I fear I shall be detained by

the important and various business which will

occupy the convention, longer than I had con-

templated at my departure, but feel it my duty

to see its necessary business transacted before I

leave Memphis.

What pork is in Cincinnati, and more, is cot-

ton in Memphis, because while pork is but one

of our important exports, cotton is the great sta-

ple here, as high as nine hundred bales having

been received here this week, from the interior,

in one day. What the quantity of groceries and

other goods furnished to the wealthy region

which supplies this cotton crop, may be infered

accordingly. Memphis is in fact a place of great

commercial activity for its size, and the extent of

its improvements bears testimony to that fact.

The population—nine thousand inhabitants—in-

dicates its position as the most important town

in Tennessee, Nashville excepted.

Note',nher 15th, evening .—The convention has

just adjourned. Our Cincinnati dailies have re-

corded its doings as far as' the journals point

them out. It may be of interest to notice some

things which lie out of sight.

The south and southwest came to the conven-

tion to carry a rail-road to Memphis under the

patronage of the general government, or at any

rate to unite the interests of the several states

through which it should pass, so as to secure the

necessary state patronage to the measure. Mr,

Calhoun’s address competed them to the latter

course. He said distinctly at the outseJ, that

the United States could do nothing on its behalf.

The jealousy of states right men who were

members of that convention, constituting as they

did a majority there, choked off every thing

in the way of public improvements, except where

the improvement lay within their own territory.

It was in vain that we furnished evidence that the

Ohio and its tributaries turned out more manu-
factured and agricultural products than any

other river in the United States. All that the

Ohio delegation could ‘obtain was a general re-

commendation to the improvement of the Ohio,

along with that of the Mississippi. The Louis-

ville delegation in the committee, wily, perse-
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vering, and adroit, staved off any direct recom-

mendation of a new canal or widening the old

one, or making either free, by embarrassing our

action with the wild and absurd proposition of

making a slackwater navigation of the Ohio river

from Pittsburgh to its mouth.

What the west needs to have done for itself

this session of Congress, must be done by public

meetings, held in every Congressional district,

affected by the great interest in which the whole

west has a common stake. In this way the

mails, the navigation of the Ohio, national depots,

armories &c., will all be settled as the west re-

quires them lo be disposed of.

There were many distinguished public men
from all quarters, present at Memphis, the most

fluent speakers generally being from the south

and southwest. In this respect, however, Mr.

Briggs of Cleveland, and Mr. Ejwood Fisher of

our own city amply sustained the honour of

Ohio. Fisher’s readiness at repartee rendered

him very troublesome to some of the St. Louis

delegation, who were thereby made by him suffi-

ciently rediculous. Dr. Evans of Evansville, In-

diana, and Mr. Russell of Wheeling, made brief

but very effective speeches, also. J. B. Butler

of Pittsburgh, sustained a marked influence in

the various committees of which he made part,

as might be expeeted from his experience in pub-
j

lie business.

ISail-lSoacl to the Pacific.

The projected enterprise by Mr. A. Whitney,

of constructing a railroad from the western

borders of Lake Michigan to the shores of the

Pacific, which has been for several months before

the public, and will be brought before the Con-

gress of the United States at its present session,

demands such vast means for its accomplishment,

and comprehends such important consequences
|

in its results, alike in its moral, political and pe-
j

cuniary bearings, as to justify and require a

thorough analysis. Much of what has appeared
j

in the periodical press is deficient in the statistics
j

of the subject, and vague notions of its char- i

acter, have prevailed to such an extent that the

.only individual—Judge Douglass, of Illinois

—

who has yet thought proper to oppose the mea-

sure imputes as objections to it, three important

features, which do not belong to the project.

If a writer, usually intelligent, has committed

such gross errors on a subject to which he ad-

dresses himself, what must be the general igno-

rance of those who have merely glanced at the

sketchy and indefinite statements on this sub-

ject, which have been presented by the press.

Discussing the project for the last three weeks, I

have found no individual, myself included, who

had any distinct or accurate notion of the enter-

prise until he had thoroughly examined the whole

subject.

What then is the project ?

Mr. Whitney has memorialized the Congress

of the United States for a grant of the public

lands, sixty miles wide, from the western shores

of Lake Michigan to the Pacific ocean. The

sales of this belt of land are to build the road.

He proposes that commissioners on behalf of

the United States shall be appointed by the Presi-

dent, who in conjunction with himself shall

make the titles. He to effect the sales and they

to receive the money, which they will disburse

as fast and as far as the road progresses. The
sales of one mile on the road, extending the

breadth of the grant—sixty miles—will furnish

means to build two miles of the road. In this

way the road sells the land, and the land makes

the road, and the final result is the settlement of

the country and with it the Oregon question.

As regards the route, with its points of com-

mencement and termination, there is nothing in

the nature of the enterprise which determines

the precise location except that the rail-road

must traverse the south pass of the Rocky
Mountains in latitude forty-two degrees thirty

minutes. It cannot commence as low as Mil-

waukie, because the lands on that parallel are so

extensively taken up as to forbid a location much
below Greenbay, and it may terminate at the

mouth of the Columbia river, or what is infinite-

ly preferable, at or near San Francisco in Cali-

fornia, should that country fall within our limits

in the course of ten or fifteen years. It is not

necessary for nearly that space of time to deter-

mine the point at which the road shall strike the

Pacific.

Mr. Whitney proposes not only to make the

road, but to keep it in repair for the fifteen years

which may elapse before its completion.

This rail-road is designed to be free except for

such an amount as may be necessary to keep up

repairs. The ownership of the road is in the

people of the United States, and such residue of

the lands as may not be requisite for its con-

struction becomes finally the property of Mr.

Whitney.

If the project fails in any stage of its progress,

the lands become as they always have been, the

property of the people.

It will be seen then, and should be distinctly

understood and recollected by my readers in the

farther prosecution of this topic,

That, this is no joint stock company.

That it is no land company speculation, and,.

That it is in no shape an irresponsible cor-

poration.

If there be any danger of failure in accomplish-

ing the enterprise, it is at the risk of the project-
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or, the government or rather the people of the

United States hazard nothing, and in the event ol’

success, contribute nothing but wild lands, three-

fourths of which will be of no value otherwise

for a century to come, and could doubtness now

be bought of Congress for five cents per acre.

Journal of Her. ©avid Jones an 1773.—No. 3.

Communicated by H. G. Jones
,
Jr., of Lever

-

ington, Pa.

Saturday, 13th February, 1773, 1 was so happy

as to learn that Joseph Peappi, a Moravian Indi-

an, who is a good interpreter, was in town. I

made application to him for his assistance in

speaking to the king. He engaged, and spoke

very kindly on the occasion, and consequently

the king was informed that I was in town and

would wait on him presently. Joseph carried

the message and was to remain until I came: on

this occasion the king’s brother and some of his

friends were gathered in the king’s house. When
I thought it suitable I went in, desiring Joseph

to let him know I was the man he expected,

upon which he gave me the right hand of friend-

ship and appeared to receive me in a kind man-

ner, inviting me to sit down. I told him I was

the man who wrote two letters to him last year,

one from Monongahela and the other from Fort

Pitt, asking if he had received them with a belt

of wampum. He said he had received all, and I

might see them if I pleased. I replied that it was

not necessary to be at that trouble; if he had re-

ceived them that was enough. I proceeded to

let him know that my design in coming was the

same that was specified in the letters; that I was

a minister who was desirous to instruct them in

the knowledge of that God who had made us all;

that now I was ready to speak to him and his

people, if he was pleased to grant me liberty.

He replied that in these matters he could do

nothing without the advice of his council, but he

would inform them of it, and I should have an

answer as soon as the great feast was over. This

was not only what they call a feast, but also a

time of great dancing and gaming, and nothing

else could be attended to ’till these were finished;

therefore I concluded to visit the Moravian In-

dian towns to employ the time till they consulted

about the matter. Sabbath 14th, Mr. Duncan

and I set out for the Moravian town which is

situated on the same river, about ten miles up the

stream: the road was* very icy, so that we were

obliged to go into the woods, which made it late

before we came to the town: when I arrived

worship was not finished. I went in and found

. the minister instructing them in the English

tongue by an interpreter; but after a few sen-

tences he stopped. This town stands on high

—

level ground, east of the Mooskingung, and is

laid out in regular form, the buildings being on

each side of the street. These Indians came hero

in August, 1772, and so industrious have they

been, that they have built neat log houses for

themselves, and a good house for worship about

twenty-two feet by eighteen; well seated, with a

good floor and chimney. They are a mixture of

Stockbridge Indians, Mingos and Delawares.

Since the last war they have lived about Wyo-
ming, until their removal. Their conduct in

time of worship is praiseworthy—their grave and

solemn countenances exceeding what is common
among us at such times. Their minister, the

Rev. David Zeisberger, a native of Moravia,

seems to be an honest man: he has been quite

successful among these poor heathen. They

used no kind of prayer—their worship beginning

and ending with singing a hymn in the Indian

language. In the evening they met again for

worship; but their minister, either inconsider-

ately or by design, spoke in the German lan-

guage, so that I knew not what he said. Mr.

Zeisberger told me that between the two towns

there were near eighty families, and two minis-

ters besides himself; and I was informed that one

of them whose name is Youngman, is a person

of good abilities. From what I saw I must say

that the conduct of the Moravian Society toward

the heathen is commendable; they have behaved

like Christians indeed, while others have in the

most shameful manner, neglected these poor fel-

low creatures, or else made only faint attempts

by persons not suitably qualified. Indeed from

all that I have heard of Mr. David Brainerd, he

was sincerely engaged, and well qualified, but

his time was short. In the evening I told Mr.

Zeisberger that I had a desire to speak to the In-

dians; he replied with some coldness that I might

have an opportunity in the morning. I am a- -

prehensive he was afraid to countenance me
much, lest I might be of some disadvantage by

drawing away disciples, but perhaps his reserved-

ness was from his natural disposition. Monday,

15th, early in the morning I parted with my kind

fellow traveler, Mr. Duncan, who went on his

way towards Fort Pitt. The Indians convened

—Joseph Peappi was interpreter. I told them

when I came from home I had no design to

speak for them, for I did not know of their re-

moval; but seeing Providence gave me an oppor-

tunity I had a desire to speak to them. I pro-

ceeded to observe that all the disciples of our Sa-

viour Jesus Christ separated themselves from the

course of this world, no longer to live as the

world lived; as other people were bad, they might

expect difficulties and persecutions, bnt to be

strong in heart, as God would give them rest

—

that they should be watchful and beware of fal-

ling back to living as other Indians, but as God
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they came to eternal rest with Christ. I suppose

my discourse continued about half an hour. I

felt much of the assistance of Cod, and by the

great solemnity, it might be judged that the word

was felt with power. I could not go to the

other town, by reason of the ice. These Indians

understand carpenter work and farming, and in-

tend to live as we do, and I am certain that in a

few yfears they will be rich and live well, for the

land is exceedingly good for wheat. While I

was here one of the Indians asked the minister

when Easter Sunday was. Mr. Zeisberger seem-

ed to evade any discourse about it and merely

told him that it was not for some time, and that

he should have notice when it arrived. Perhaps

I should have thought nothing of it, if I had

heard such a question among white people; but

the case was quite different here, for I ruminated

on it with anxiety to think that any man would

presume to teach a heathen to observe that which

God Almighty never taught him, for since the

heathen were made, God never taught any one to

observe Easter Sunday. My thoughts rested

not here, but I began to think what superstitious

reiics of the Ronysh Church were kept alive

among us, and among others, I fixed on Christ-

mas as an abomination which God never com-

manded to be observed.

I returned to Newcomers’ Town in the after-

noon, and went to see Capt. Killbuck, who is a

sensible Indian, speaks good English, and treats

a white with some of the complaisance of a gen-

tleman. He received me very kindly and con-

versed freely on the subject of preaching, and

was to meet next morning to converse farther: he

invited me to make free in corning to see him. I

soon perceived that he was the person who bore

all the sway in their affairs, and could do more

than the king himself. Tuesday 16th, met Capt.

Killbuck, and talked on many subjects. In our

discourse he told me that some years ago two Pres-

byterian ministers visited them—that though

they did not incline to let them stay, yet they

had been thinking of the matter ever since, and

intended to have a minister and a schoolmaster,

but would not have Presbyterians, because their

ministers went to war against them, and there-

fore they did not like to be taught now by those

who formerly were for killing them. I found

Indian prejudice very great and unreasonable,

and therefore observed that they might receive

the Moravians, for they never fought against

them. He replied that the Moravians did not

belong to our kingdom, but were of Germany,

and could not save their people alive in time of

war. Upon this he related very exactly all the

distresses and dangers of the Moravian Indians

last war, an l how they were preserved in the

Barracks in Philadelphia; adding that for all the

assistance the Moravians could give their Indi-

ans would have been killed, consequently it did

not signify to be of that religion which would not

protect them in war lime. He said they intended

to go home to the king and tell him that they

would be of the same religion that he was, and

desired a minister and schoolmaster of his choos-

ing. I told him I approved of his speech, but

was apprehensive that they were too poor to go,

and thought they would not get much help.

He informed me that they had nearly forty

pounds now in money, E^nd intended to make an

early hunt, and go in the fall. I encouraged

the attempt, willing to resign the civilising of

them to the king and council; but I am persuaded

that the service of the Church of England, as it

now stands, will never be prescribed to the Indi-

ans, for they would not like a religion which

takes a person a great part of his lifetime to learn

its ceremonies.

Sjcamboat Traveling.

For the benefit of those readers of the Adverti-

ser who are not regular steamboat travelers, I

submit a few hints which they may improve to

their advantage. The moral I desire to inculcate

is, be careful always on what steamboat you

travel. Those who infer that one steamboat is

about as good as another for a man on a journey,

will probably become undeceived, if they take

western steamboats repeatedly. Let me supply

a contrast for public benefit.

I started to Memphis with my fellow members,

to attend the Convention there, on board the

Steamboat Andrew Jackson, Capt. Eckert, com-

mander. Every comfort and enjoyment within

reach of an individual at his own home, was at

our hands. The river was lower than usual, and

after leaving Louisville, we grounded every night

waitiug for a slight rise, which we had outtravel-

ed. Whatever difficulty had been, from time to

time created by low water, was overcome by the

ingenuity, perseverance and energy of the cap-

tain, who was always found by me at his post

day and night, watching over our safety, deduct-

ing occasionally an hour or two through the day,

in which he slept, and depending on getting into

port for an opportunity of posting up his sleeping

account. Every thing moved like clock work

about the boat, a look or a word from the captain

sufficing for his subordinates. In this way we

got down to Memphis, regreting that we should

not have the opportunity of returning by the

same conveyance, and arriving twenty-four hours

in advance of all the other delegates from Cincin-

nati, Pittsburg and Louisville.

Now for the contrast— I left Memphis, accom-

panied by others of our city delegation, on the
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‘Brownsville, a new boat which started from

Memphis on Tuesday, 18th tilt* The boat, al-

though small, had a double engine, and bore a

fair reputation for speed. She was new, an$

kept remarkably neat and in good order* Every

thing in short as to her appearance, was perfect-

ly a decoy. Her captain was a gentlemanly

man, but, as well as his officers, destitute of expe-

rience, and indeed fitness for his business. On

onr way up, and below Mills’ point, he halted

to take a lot of boilers and heavy machinery,

which had been left during high water on a bluff

bank, and which any man of sense or judgment,

could have discovered at a glance, could not be

got aboard without endangering the safety alike

of boat and passengers, and for one half of which

there was not stowage room, at any rate. After
j

spending three hours in an undecided state, i

swung to and fro alternately, by the advice ofj

their owner and the passengers, he concluded at
j

last to leave them. At Cairo he left half a dozen
J

passengers for St. Louis. This took him three .

hours more. At Golconda the boat stopped to
!

take in 67 tons pigmetul for Louisville. Here

an hour was spent adjusting the price of freight,

and nine hours more in getting the iron on board

—an operation that might have been done in two,
j

had the necessary preparation been made. We ;

never rounded to for passengers or freight, a^a i

less delay than an hour, even when ten minutes

would have sufficed Capt. Eckert for the purpose.

All these stoppages were noted by the watch.

As may be infered from all this, We were nearly

six days on our way from Memphis to Louisville,

although we had two feet more water, in the '

Ohio than when we went down on the Andrew
J

Jackson.

I make this Statement, not to gratify the griefs
j

of myself and associates, or to injure the Browns-

ville, which is owned as I understand, by her

captain, clerk, pilot and engineers, but simply,

to point out to those who are inexperienced in

such matters, the importance of finding out the

character and competency, not only of a boat,

but of her officers.

JToIui C. CullioEin.

I think it likely, by what I saw and learned at

the Memphis Convention, that this distinguished

statesman’s opinion on various public questions

have been undergoing of late a considerable

change, which if of no other effect, will render

him less an abstractionist than heretofore. In

this he is but reflecting the popular sentiment of

;

his own state, which is fast assuming a practical

cast, andfor Ids sake.

In saying that Mr. Calhoun, at Memphis, was

the rallying point of notice, justice is hardly done

that individual. The truth is that he towered

immeasurably higher than whoever there might

have been considered next to himself. The ex-

emplary candor and frankness which characteri-

zed evftry tiling he said and did; the marked

ability and dignity with which he presided over

its deliberations, and above ail the winning, yes,

seductive charm of his address, won their way
to the hearts of all the members. I cannot con-

ceive how any one can resist the influence of that

address.

I ascertained from Mr. Calhoun that urgent

business compelled his return via New Orleans,

but that he would pay us a visit to Cincinnati in

the course of next summer. He is not unaware

of the character of the Valley of the Miamis, and

Lexington, Ky., region for beauty and exuberant

fertility, and anticipates great pleasure from the

visit*

Mr. Calhoun returns to the Senate of the Uni-

ted States. I say this on the highest authority

short of his own. He is, in my opinion, one of

the greatest as well as the most interesting men,
of the age, and in saying this, it is but fairness to

add, that I have come to that conclusion since I

went to Memphis, and in the face of preposses-

sions against him of various kinds, long and ar-

dently indulged. At Memphis, as at New Or-

leans, he was received with honour and respect

by every body without distinction of party.

Uosjsestic Markets.

One of my exchanges, a country paper, hits off

with great success, the miserable apings by some
of our western towns and cities of the “ State of

the market” articles in the New York and Phila-

delphia prints.

“ Hay was so abundant last Saturday as to

furnish the town cows with a belly full apiece

free of expense. A small quantity of homony was
brought in by a shivering boy in a linen apron,

which went off rapidly at a bit a gallon, and a

couple of opossums, that delicious epicurean

rarity, were sold in less than no time at fif-

teen cents each.”

Washingtou Corresp®iidrnts.

If ever there was a class of men makingrfany'

pretensions to character, more corrupt aud uu-

principled than the professional Washington cor-

respondents to the press in various parts of the

country, I cannot point out its existence- There
business being to gratify public curiosity,* or to

create a sensation, they are constantly templed

to falsify, to invent, and to exaggerate. It is

common to talk of the. corrupting influence of

the party press, but this is undoubtedly its worst

feature. Every intelligent man at our seat of

government, State or National, knows, that as a

general rule, there is not an assertion or state-

ft
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mcnt in letters of this description, to be relied on.

The “ Spy in Washington,” arid Bennett’s vari-

ous correspondents at the sessions of Congress,

have done more to corrupt the morals of this class

of writers, than any conservative or restorative

influence of later date and purer minds can do to

purify and correct.

It is time that the independent and moral par-

of the press should speak out on this subject.

Pioneer iiiccoilcction*.

Mr. Cist:

Sir ,—It may serve to fill up the picture of the

past, which you are sketching iif the ‘ e Adverti-

ser,” to say something of the journeys which
our early settlers were sometimes compelled to

take through the wilderness, when business or

necessity called us to our former homes and
neighbours.

The savages were so hostile, that such journeys
were not often undertaken. When they were
the traveler would start to Limestone by river,

in a canoe or periogue, from Fort Washington
or Fort Miami, as the case might be. Flatboats

were always used to descend the Ohio, but were
of course not adapted to ascend it. The traveler

always took provision with him, and kept on
what was termed the Virginia side, so called

from the Virginia land claims. From Limeston

his route lay to Lexington sixty-four miles, all a

wilderness except a station at the Blue Licks,

erected by a gentleman named Lyons, who car-

ried on making salt. He had a family of col-

oured people and entertained travelers. As this

was the only supply of salt to the emigrants at

that period, and Mr. L. dealt with great fairness

with the settlers, he was very popular, and had a

great run of custom for that day. From Lex-

ington the traveler proceeded to the Crab Orch-

ard, leaving written notices at Lexington that a

party would leave the Crab Orchard at such a

date. These notices or advertisements were
posted at stations or on trees. This was the

means of making a party from the various sta-

tions, or settlements of such as were desirous

also to journey east. At the appointed time the

party would assemble to proceed on horseback

with their rifles to the old settlements from

which they came. But though traveling in this

mode in numbers and with their arms in their

hands, they were often attacked by Indians, and

several at different times lost their lives.

Every thing brought by the emigrants to the

west, was taken out on pack horses, but as the

children, both white and black, had to be taken

this way also, only a few articles of the first ne-

cessity could be added. It is easy to judge the

privations and sufferings of the early settlers, by
this circumstance.

The first printing press in Kentucky, was set

up in Lexington, by Mr. John Bradford, and the

first one in Ohio, by William Maxwell, whose
office was on Sycamore street, on the left hand
side as you go to the river. Maxwell was son-

in-law to Judge McMillan-
I traveled once in the way of which I speak in

1789 from Columbia, designing to accompany
my husband on his way east as far as Lexington,

where his father and mother resided, with whom
I intended to stay until his return. He was on a

journey to New Y'ork and Philadelphia. We
left Maysville—then Limeston—with the agree-

ment not to speak a word to each other after

leaving Washington, until wo should reach the

Blue Licks, twenty-two miles. At Washington,
four miles on our journey, we learned that the

Indians had attacked a party the day before of

movers to Lexington. This we considered good
encouragement to proceed, as the Indians would
be off as rapidly as possible through fear of pur-

suit. They are a very cautious people, and will

not attack except at an advantage. We remain-
ed at Lyons, all night, and after reaching Lexing-
ton next day, my husband set out for the Crab
Orchard on bis way over the mountains. In duo
time I received a letter from him which was
taken through the wilderness by a party of set-

tlers coming out on their way to the west. The
party was attacked by Indians, and the man who
had the letter killed, and the letter which had
been on his person was very much stained with
his blood. Others of the same party were killed

at the same time. Occasionally, travelers would
go up the Ohio to Wheeling, by periogue or ca-

noe poling or paddling all the way, but most per-

sons went the route which I have described. In
ascending the river, they always kept the Vir-

ginia side, as the safest.

When the courts were first established in Cin-
cinnati, the officers who lived in Columbia, went
down in canoes, or walked the distance, but al-

ways on the Virginia side, for fear of Indians.

They were obliged to take their provisions with
them, as there were very few inhabitants in Cin-
cinnati, and no boarding houses there at that

period.

Navigation of t!ie West.

It is necessary only to visit the lower Ohio and

the adjacent parts of the Mississippi, to be render-

ed sensible of the gross neglect which the Ohiu

and upper Mississippi interests are sustaining at

the hands of the General Government. Since I

left home, were to be found the Steamboat Rein*

deer snagged just below Memphis, the Henry Bry
sunk near Randolph, the Manhattan snagged just

above Cairo, all in the Mississippi; and the Rich-

mond broke on a rock at the Grand Chain, and

the Swiftsure snagged near Golconda, both on the

Ohio. All this occurred within a space of three

hundred miles in distance, and seven days in time.

Here then are five boats destroyed in so short a

space of time, and all by sunken rocks and trees,

which would not be permitted to lie unremoved

a single day, if they lay in the bed of one of our

eastern rivers.

My visit to Memphis, has satisfied me that the

West has as little to expect frem the south and

south west, as she has heretofore received from

the north and the east, and must concentrate

her strength within her own bounds, and let Con-

gress know that if justice be refused her now,

she will be apt, under the representation of 1850,

in that body, not only to claim her rights for the

future, but settle up the arrearages of the past.
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RaiH-Moad to the Pacific—!*©. 3.

ITS OBJECTS AND RESULTS.

In my last, my readers were presented with a

brief statement of the actual character of this

project of Mr. Whitney. I shall now advance by

sketching the physical, moral and pecuniary re-

sults, which, when accomplished, it must effect.

By the time this great road shall have been

completed to its terminus at the Pacific, connect-

ing lines of rail-road will have been laid from the

great centres of commerce and manufactures

over our whole country. The rail-road commu-

nications from Boston, New York ,
and Philadel-

phia, in less than two years will be made at least

as far west in the Lake regions as Sandusky.

That from Cincinnati to the same point, will be

effected at a stiil earlier date; From Sandusky,

these routes must continue by following the

north lines of Ohio and Indiana, and striking the

great Pacific road, either by turning round Lake

Michigan to the point where the road com-

mences, on the western shore of that Lake, or

take such direct line from the south end of Lake

Michigan as shall enable the two roads to con-

nect at some suitable point east of the Mississippi

river, where the great rail-road 'crosses that

stream—probably about Prairie de Chien. The
various routes from New Orleans, St. Louis,

Natchez, fyc., would connect these last with the

various business centres of the Atlantic, south

and southeast. Or if Virginia and South Caro-

lina should strike at and cross the Ohio river,

they would connect with the routes which Ken-

tucky, Ohio, Illinois and Indiana, would make
from their southern lines. Maryland, and per-

haps Pennsylvania, would connect with the same
route, which would extend from Cincinnati to

Lake Erie. When this road shall have been

built, the great general result will be accom-

plished of bringing the most distant parts of the

earth, which have heretofore required a voyage

of six months, to receive or return cargoes in their

intercourse with each other, into a thirty days

aecess, by land and water. From the Mississippi,

which will then becomo the great business cen-

tre of this Republic, if not of the whole world,

we can communicate in four days with our At-

lantic or Pacific shores, or with the Gulf of

Mexico. By steam vessels We can reach Amoy,

in China, the port nearest the silk and tea provin-

ces, from the Paciiic coast in fifteen days, the

distance not much greater than from New York

to Liverpool. The superior facilities of rail-road

travel, in saving time and expense of transporta-

tion, will, to a great extent* supercede the exist-

ing river navigation of the United States. The

entire traveling of two-thirds of the world, will be

across our continent, and the valley of the Mis-
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sissippi must beebme the garden and granary ®f

the world.

In my next, I propose to examine and render

apparent the great changes, pecuniary, moral

and physical, which this vast project must op-

erate on the fabric of society thronghout out

country, to say nothing of the world.

JEwildings m St. ELo«sis’.

The buildings put up in 1844, in SL Louis have

been estimated by some of the newspapers there

at twelve hundred, and the erections this year

variously supposed by contractors to reach from

^twelve hundred to two thousand. Why caiinot

the actual number be ascertained by enumera-

tion as easily in St. Louis as in Cincinnati?

There can be no doubt that St. Louis is in a very

thriving condition, but one
-

statistic furnished by

the editor who states these particulars convinces

me that the buildings are overrated either in

number or importance. He gives from whkt he

asserts to be reliable authority, the quantity of

bricks tlius consumed this season at forty two

millions. Our consumption of bricks for fifteen

hundred houses built last year, was eighty mil-

lions, and though I Have hot thus far ascertained

the' quantity made in 1845, yet from the facts

that our buildings of this year will equal those

put tip during the last, while they will far sur-

pass them in magnitude, it may be safely stated

at one hundred millions. If then forty-two miL
lion of bricks sufficed to do the huilding of.

twelve hundred houses, after deducting the re-

quirement of bricks for other purposes, t! ©y

must have been of only half the size of ours. 'This

is incredible. On the other hand, if fifty millions

of bricks were used in the building of such ware

and dwelling houses as we put up they could not

have built more than five hundred houses.

This will be better understood when I state

what is susceptible of easy proof, that thirty-one

buildings alone of the fifteen hundred erections of

this year in Cincinnati and its adjacency, have

consumed more than eight millions of bricks.

To those like myself, who are unwilling to

take guesses in these matters, and who know
nothing of St. Louis but by information, a regu-

lar ascertainment in actual count by some indi-

vidual in that city of the houses there, would be

interesting and satisfactory.

Landscape and Map Engraving.'

This is a line of business irf Cfribirtriati en-

tirely distinct frdm bank note engrating, and has

been carried on extensively and successfully by

Messrs. Doolittle Mivnson, here, for the last

fifteen years. They are in fact the oldest engra-

vers in the west. The engraving and printing
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of maps is their principal business, and their

maps of the United States, Ohio, Illinois and In-

diana, are extensively distributed throughout

the whole country, and especially the west.

Their standard maps are as follows:

—

1. The United States, 54 by 42 inches.

2. Ohio, 54 by CO inches.

3. Map of iliinois and Indiana, in townships.

4. Map of Iowa and Wisconsin.

5. Same, sectional.

6. Same, in townships.

They have also executed a fine map of the

Mississippi river, exhibiting its various bends,

reaches, cut offs and bars, with the respective

plantations on its margin, which is the fullest and

and most accurate steamboat guide extant.

Of the Ohio map, which has been for several

years before the public, they have sold to the

value of twelve thousand dollars. Of the United

States map, which has only been a year before

the public, they have disposed of four thousand

copies. This is the only map yet published of

the United States, which includes Texas, and

that Republic is here represented in its various

counties and other geographical divisions. In

the preparation of these maps there are twelve

thousand yards of bleached muslin six quarters

wide, annually consumed, with map paper of a

quality equal to seventeen dollars per ream.

One ream of this size makes one hundred maps.

This firm maintains agencies at New York,

Providence, R. I.; Richmond, Va., and Balti-

more, and sells it3 publications extensively at

Philadelphia itself, along side of the great map
producing establishments of that city. Our Cin-

cinnati maps will compare in accuracy and

beauty with those made in any part of the Uni-

ted States.

Twenty-four persons are kept in employment

in the various departments of the establishment.

Oar Ked Brethren.

It is probably known to most of my readers

that the Cherokees settled beyond the Mississippi

are enjoying most of the blessings of civilization,

a newspaper and national legislature among the

rest. This periodical, which is called “ The

Cherokee Advocate,” is an excellent publication,

and might shame many of its competitors for

dispensing knowledge among the whites; but the

National Committee, as they call their legislature,

is indeed sui generis in character, business, and

nomenclature.

On the 22d Oct., the petition of Messenger Ti-

ger for a divorce was rejected, not coming, as

they correctly judged, within the purview of their

appropriate business. I commend their example

to the Legislature of Ohio.

October 23d, a bill regulating payment of sub*

scriptions to the Cherokee Advocate was passed.

Happy printer, whose collections are attended to

by the public authorities! Same day two public

cooks were appointed by the legislature. It

seems thus in legislating for the public the Com-

mittee does not neglect its own*welfare.

On the 28th, Mr. Six Killer proposed the pas-

sage of “ a bill for the more effectual suppression

of the introduction and vending of intoxicating

spirits in the country:”—refered to a committee

of which Six Killer was chairman.

Nov. 1st, Bark Flute offered an amendment to

the act creating solicitors and defining their du-

ties. Read and laid on the table.

The Staff of Life.

Flour has risen, owing to the prospect of

famine in the British Islands. In the same mea-

sure the baker’s loaf has diminished here in size

and increased in value. This must set numbers

to baking their own bread.

To make good bread two or three things are

requisite. First, good flour; secondly, an out-

oven of bricks, or a good cooking stove; and,

thirdly, skill in mixing and baking.

But I do not design to inflict an essay on this

subject, important though it be. I hold to the

philosophy which teaches by example, and invite

my acquaintances, saying nothing of friends, to

call at my office and partake of a baking, which

will illustrate what good bread is, and what

every body ought to have within reach; in good

flour, first rate cooking stoves, and proper ba-

king. Let them come if they do not mean to

live and die in ignorance. They will then find

out who sells the best flour in the city.

A lunch, not a la fourchette

,

but au doigt, may
be found accordingly at my office, this day at

two o’clock. Those who are afraid to spoil their

appetites by partaking it at that hour, may con-

fine themselves to a taste, or even to a glance.

I hold that not one man in ten in Cincinnati

buys flour such as he ought to; that not one in

twenty has the kind of cooking apparatus he

should possess, and that not one in fifty knows

the luxury of a fine home made loaf, such as is

within the reach of most, and of which I propose

to furnish a sample.

Destroying the Romance.

A capital story is told of a young fellow, who
one Sunday strolled into a village church, and,

during the service, was electrified and gratified

by the sparkle of a pair of brilliant black eyes,

which were riveted upon his face. After the

service, he saw the possessor of the bewitching

orbs leave the church alone, and emboldened by

her glances, he ventured to follow her, his heart

aching with rapture. He saw her look behind,

and fancied she evinced some emotion at recog-

nising him. He then quickeued hie pace, and
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nhe actually slacked hers, as if to let him come
up with her—but we will permit the young gen-

tleman to tell the rest in his own way:

—

“ Noble young creature!” thought I—“ her

artless and warn* heart is superior to the bonds

of custom.”
I reached within a stone’s throw of her. She

suddenly halted and turned her face towards me.

My heart swelled to bursting. 1 reached the spot

where she stood. She began to speak, and I took

off my hat, as if doing reverence to an angel.

“ Are you a pedlar?”
“ No, my dear girl, that is not my occupation.”
“ Well, I don’t know,” continued she, not very

bashfully, and eyeing me very sternly—“ I

thought when I saw you in the meeting house,

that you looked like the pedlar who passed off a

pewter half dollar on me about three weeks ago,

and so I determined to keep an eye on you.

Brother John has got home now, and he says ii he

catches the feller, he’ll wring his neck for him;

and 1 ain’t sure but you are the good-for-nothing

rascal after all.”

Ohio against the World.

The fine steer Distribution, seven years old,

raised by one of the Renicks, the great cattle

feeders of the Scioto Valley, has been lately

purchased by Messrs. Vanaken Wunder and John

Butcher, two of our long established victualers,

for the approaching holydays. He is estimated

to weigh almost four thousand pounds, and wili

furnish doubtless an article of splendid beef, such

as has not lately been seen in our markets, fine

as they usually are in this line. The animal

may be seen in the wagon yard of Mr. Marchant,

corner of Ninth and Sycamore streets, and is

worth a visit. I have not seen so fine a brute

since Col. Chapin of New York, exhibited in

1808, his superb stall fed oxen Maximus and

Magnus.

The moustache.

Fashions and customs, apparently absurd, are

generally founded on reason, although the reason

may sometimes be difficult to trace. We all

know that many fashions have been introduced

in the courts of Europe to conceal the personal

blemishes or defects of kings or other potentates,

such as the wearing of the hair long, &c., and

the introduction of cravats for the concealment of

wens and scars. But I was not aware until a

day or two since that the Moustache, or beard on

the upper lip, was suffered to grow for a special

and deliberate purpose. The custom originated

with the diplomacy of France. A well trained

diplomatist, however excited, internally keeps his

eye and cheek under such discipline as to betray

nothing of his sentiments or intentions. But it

is found impracticable by the mere exercise of

will to arrest the play of the muscles of the upper

lip, and to hide the least vestige of motion there,

the moustache is permitted to grow.

I know not what apology can be made for the

tuft on the chin or under the lip, which assimi-

late man, or rather the mannee to the goat.

The Eridegi’octii So his Bride.

Four years ago dear love!

And we were strangers; in a distant land

Long had it been my lonely lot to rove;

And I bad never touched that gentle hand,
Or looked into the lustre of those eyes,

Or heard that voice of lovely melodies,

Winning its way unto the listener’s heart,

And gladdening it, as a fresh stream doth part

The grass and flowers, and beautifies its road

With fresher hues, by its sweet tide bestowed.

Then I had never heard that ntune of thine,

Which on this blessed day hath rherged in mine!

Three years ago, mine own,
And we had met—’twas but acquaintanceship;

There was no tremor in the courteous tone

Which, greeting thee, flowed freely to my lip

At every interview. Thy beauty seemed
Indeed the very vision I had dreamed

Of woma i’s loveliest form; but that it shrined

So bright a gem, so true and pure a mind,

I did not early learn: for thou art one
Whose gentle, kindly actions ever shun
The glare of day. I knew not then the power
That seems thy richest gift at this blest hour.

Another year went by,

And we were friends '.—“dear friends” we called

each other

—

We said our bosoms throbbed in sympathy,
That we were like a sister and a brother.

Ah! but do brothers’ hearts thrill through each
chord,

At a dear sister’s smile or gracious word!
Do sisters blush, and strive the blush to hide,

When a fond brother lingers at her side?

Do friends, and nothing more, shrink from sur-

mise,

And dread to meet the keen world’s scrutinies.

And tremble with a vague and groundless shame,

And start when each doth hear the other’s name?

One little year ago,

And we were lovers—lovers pledged and vowed

—

The unsealed fountains of our hearts might
flow;

Our summer happiness had scarce a cloud.

We smiled to think upon the dubious past,

How could so long our self-delusions last?

We laughed at our own fears, whose dim array

One spoken word of love had put away.
In love’s full blessed confidence we talked,

We heeded not who watched us as we walked;

And day by day hath that affection grown.
Until this happy morn that makes us one.

Beloved! ’tis the day,

The summer day, to which our hearts have
turned,

As to a haven that before them lay,

A haven dim and distantly discerned.

Now we have reached it, and our onward gaze

Must henceforth be beyond earth’s fleeting days,

Unto a better home, when having loved

One more than e’er each other—having proved

Faithful to Him, and faithful to the vow
That in our hearts is echoing even now
We two shall dwell His glorious throne before,

With souls, not bound, but blended evermore.



itFaria KSdgeworth.

In my lute visit to Memphis, 1 met with an in-

telligent young Irishman, who having resided

here some years, has lately revisited his native

country. I gathered at his hands several inter-

esting notices of Maria Edgeworth
,
who resides

in the town where my new acquaintance was

brought up. I shall state but one or two at

present.

Miss Edgeworth, as is well known, after the

publication, more than thirty years since, of

“ Patronage ,” had given nothing to the press.

Rut the Edinburg reviewers having taken occa-
j

sion to insinuate that the works of fiction bear-

ing her name, had been written by her fath'er,

Richard Lovel Edgeworth
,
as had been rendered

apparent by their cessation, after his death; Miss

Edgeworth was piqued into a reappearance on

the literary arena with “ Helen.” The copy

right of this she sold at twenty-five hundred

pounds sterling, mo’re than twelve thousand dol-

lars. On Sir Walter Scott’s visit to her, he

made her sensible that she had disposed of the

book, at a sacrifice, and as a consequence, she has

refused various offers for a work on which she

has been since employed, intending to be her

own publisher henceforth. Miss E. is over

eighty years of age, but with unfaltering health

and spirits. The title of the now volume is, “As

you like it.

.”

My Memphis acquaintance was employed by

Maria Edgeworth in transcribing “Helen ,? for

the press. Of course he is thoroughly acquaint-

ed with her and her writings. While he does full

justice to her talents, he represents her as desti-

tute of patriotic feeling, and so thoroughly Eng-

lish in her tastes, partialities, and prejudices, as

to be rendered incapable of doing justice to Irish

character and feeling.

My o.wn estimate of Miss Edgeworth, if I

may state it without presumption, is entirely

different. She never wrote but for the direct

purpose of inculcating some great moral princi-

ple, and has done more for the world in this re-

spect than all the novel writers of the last fifty

years, Walter Scott inclusive. She wrote for

the London market and English readers.

®ihnt the ©oor,

A hint in time is like a stitch in time, and not

only saves additional hinting, but much ill-hu-

mour in the breast of suffering humanity. Of all

nations under the sun, there are none which may
compare with Americans in trespassing on the

the score of leaving doors open, and this when
the thermometer is probably down to zero.

I remember traveling a few years since with

an observing and intelligent Englishman. “ Ev-

ery nation,” he remarked to me, “ has its dis-

tinctive peculiarities, and if I were to point out

the characteristic feature of your countrymen,

it would be that they never shut doors after them-

In the course of nearly two years traveling

through the United States you are file first indi-

vidual I have noticed shutting a door after him.”

I laughed, and expressed an opinion that the case

could not be so general as he thought. “ If you

fiud any man between here and Columbus shut a

door after him, I will pay your bill when we
leave that city.” We were then at Sharon, apd

I suppose that on our journey we stopped at

j

thirty different places to take our meals or water

the horses. It was a3 inclement a spell of

weather as evci^ I traveled in. At every public

house there were blazing fires in the bar-rooms,

and yet the very individuals whose first move-

ment after they got in was to punch the fire

afresh, invariably left the doors wide open, even

in cases where they led direct to the road or the

street. “ Landlord,” said I, in one case, where

a carpenter was employed repairing the door,

what do you keep doors to your room for?”

He stared as if to enquire what I meant. “ WJiv,”

said I, “ there is no earthly use for a door in a

country where nobody shuts it. There have

been twenty persons out and in through the op-

posite door since we came, and I have not seen

the first man shut it.” Turning to my English

acquaintance, I then said, “ I give up the debate.”

Citizens and Strangers.

The inhabitants of a city acquire from coming

into daily contact with numbers in the various,

relations and occupations of life, a character and

appearance, which enables them to detect a

stranger from our interior towns at a glance.

He may get his clothes or his hat or boots, or any-

thing else, from our most fashionable establish-

ments. Still there is something in his gait or

want of easy self-possession, or a difference in

shuffling over city side-walks, which points him

out as at once the stranger. In this manner our

drygoods clerks know a young lady from the in-

terior of Ohio, or from Kentucky on her very en-

trance, and act the salesman accordingly. There

are other marks still more palpable which expose

persons visiting a large city to imposition and

even robbery, frqm which the citizen is exempt.

If a stranger walks our street, as he may occa-

sionally be seen, eating an apple in the streets,

perhaps with a knife open in his hand, such an

individual is sure to be followed, and in all proba-

bility victimized, by some of the loafing gentry

w^ich infest every large city.. Slopping on the

side-walks to converse, or at a picture or fancy

shop to look at fineries, also marks out a subject

to depredators. Opening a pocket book in the

streets to examine if its contents are safe, exposes



the individual doing it to dangers of the same

sort. Hence we find that most cases of picking

pockets or street robbery, are perpetrated on

strangers, while citizens are visited and plundered

by breaking into their houses.

JRemfnisccnces of the War of ISIS.

The Hon. Lemuel Sawyer, who was a member
pf Congress in 1812, furnishes the following in-

teresting reminiscences in a letter to the editor of

the New York Courier and Enquirer:

I well remember the occasion of the presenta-

tion by Mid. Hamilton, of the flag of the Macedo-
nian. I was present, though unintentionally, at

the grand naval ball, given about the 14th of De-
cember, 1812, by the citizens pf Washington, to

Capt. Stewart, in return for onp he had given

them a little previous, on board his ship.

The ball was held at Tomlinson’s Hotel, on
Capitol Hill, where I boarded; and being some-
what indisposed, I had retired to bed just as the

ball opened. The music, and the regular vibra-

tion of the floor to the motion of the dance, kept

me awake. I considered as I was thus con-

demned to suffer the evil of the ball, I might as

well compensate myself by its gratification. I

found it well filled with the beauty and fashion of

the place, and honoured with the presence of Mr.
and Mrs. Madison, and the Heads of the Depart-

ments, among whom was Paul Hamilton, the

Secretary of the Navy, his lady and two hand-
some daughters.

In the midst of our enjoyment, at about eleven
o’clock, a messenger came to the door and com-
municated some news secretly to the manager.
They were then observed to whisper something
to Mr. Hamilton, who had a private conversation

with the President. Immediately it was buzzed
about that a messenger had come and was wait-

ing below, with the glad tidings of a signal vic-

tory of one of our ships over one of the British,

with equal force.

In a moment, and without the least noise or

.confusion, an arrangement was made by the

managers, to give full effect to the fortunate co-

incident. The Secretary’s impatience to run
down stairs and meet his son, was restaained,

and a delegation of three gentlemen were ap-

pointed to wait on Mid. Hamilton and invite him
up, with the trophy of victory of which he was
the bearer, the flag of the Macedonian.
An opening was left through the crowd of

spectators, from the door to the part of the

room. Secretary Hamilton and his family were
placed at the bottom of the passage, and in front

of the door, while the President and his lady, with
the members of the cabinet, were placed on each

side. A breathless silence prevailed. The ladies

stood up on the back seats, between the columns
that supported the ceiling, the whole length of the

room, gazing with intense interest at the door.

It may be mentioned that Mid. Hapnilton had
been absent two years, and that he had escaped,

by a miracle, from the conflagration of the Rich-
mond theatre, the winter before, by breaking
through the sash of one of the upper windows,
and leaping to the ground, a distance of thirty

feet. At length the head of the procession en-

tered the room, consisting of Mid. Hamilton, sup-

ported on each side by a member of the commit-
tee, followed by a train of gentlemen, having the

captured flag.

Young Hamilton, seeing his parents waiting

his approach with outstretched arms, with mol-
est demeanor and acceleraieu steps threw himself
into the arms of his mother, who hid her face in

his bosom, overcome by her feelings of silent

joy; from thence he tore himself to grasp his

father’s hand in a long and cordial shake, and
ended by returning the enraptured embrace of
his sisters.

As soon as this highly- dramatic scene was over,

one stidden burst of huzzas resounded through
the room. The flag was paraded, and marched
through the room to the tune of flail Columbia
—after which it was brought before Mrs. Madi-s

son, and laid at her feet, but she did not tread

on it, as some of the opposition papers alleged.

Yon may well expect that this new and unex-.

pected feature in the ceremony, gave an in-

creased zest to the entertainment, and that it

went off* with charming and enhanced gusto.

Young Hamilton was a very handsome officer,

and invested as he was, with the virgin henours
of this great naval victory which dissolved the

charm of British invincibility on the ocean, was
the cynosure of all the fair eyes present; but he
bore his triumph meekly. He was promoted to

a lieutenancy, and in that capacity was cut in

two by a chain shot, in the action of the Presi-

dent with tbe
#
Endymion, or rather a British

squadron off' the coast of Rhode Island, a few
months after, while he was bravely discharging

his duty under the gallant Decatur.

A Western SSisanile.

At Memphis, I met with a very intelligent col-

oured Baptist clergyman, from Jackson, Tennes-

see. Finding out I w as from Cincinnati, among

other questions he asked me, “ Do you know a

preacher there. Dr. S.?” “ Perfectly,” I replied.

“ Well sir,” said he, “ he lived five or six years in

our town, and I heard he had gone to your place.

He is a most wonderful man, don’t you think so?”

“I don’t know,” I replied, “we have abler

preachers than the Doctor in Cincinnati, I think.”

“ That’s what I think too,” replied my acquaint-

ance—He scatters like a shot gun. Those who
know how a shot gun stands in the estimation of

a western man, as compared with the rifle, will

understand, and relish accordingly the simile. It

was so apposite that I gave way to a hearty burst

of merriment. And I shall never hear a preach-

er of that description, without thinking of tha

shot gun.

Insiecilote of C»csj. .6jer!tson.

A distinguished politician of Cincinnati, on a

visit to Washington in 1835, was accounting to

Gen. Jackson for the defeat at a recent election,

of the party to which he belonged, by alleging

that “ they had not used proper policy, and

that a little management in the disposal of a cer-

tain question, would have doqbtlass rendered

their party successful,” with other remarks of

similar tenor. The general heard him through

without making the slightest comment, after

which, walking up to the fire place, he knocked

the ashes out of the pipq he had been smoking.
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which he deposited on the mantel, then turning

to his visitor, he observed :
“ Mr.

,
you are

a young, as I am an old man—suffer me to give

you a word of advice: never use that abominable

word policy, again, in that sense, nor practice the

principle. Rely on it sir, honesty is as much the

best policy in politics as it is in any thing else.

Journal ofBcr.David Jones in 177,'l.—IVo. 4.

Communicated by H. G. Jones, Jr., of Lever-

ington, Pa.

Wednesday 1 7th ,
Killbuck’s son was kicked

badly by a horse, therefore no business could be

done, for he could not leave him. Thursday

18th, in the afternoon, Killbuck told me that the

young men were very desirous to hear me preach;

consequently I concluded to preach next day.

In the evening conversed with Joseph Peappi,

who was willing to interpret for me, but when I

told him my Society allowed me only to pay

five pound a month, he said he would have seven

pounds. I find the Indians from the greatest to

the least, are mercenary and excessively greedy

of gains; indeed they are so lazy, that they are

always needy, and must be so, if they do not

apply themselves to cultivating their land, for

deer are scarce, so that the great part of the

year, they rather starve than live. Mr. Evans,

who is a trader in this town, told me that last

summer they supported themseves by suck-

ing the juice of green cornstalks. Friday 19th,

I expected to preach, but Killbuck told me
that they were not yet fully united on the

point. I found the king was not much for

it, though he said little; neither have I any

reason to believe that Joseph was desirous of it,

for I was often told by the traders that the Mo-

ravians taught their Indians to disregard others,

And by Joseph’s talk I believe there is too much
reason for the report. I asked Killbuck why
they were not agreed about my preaching; he

said if I had come last fall while they were in the

notion of it, it would have been otherwise. But

I found by conversing with him, that they were

jealous, lest the white people had some design of

enslaving them, or something of that nature.

He said that a Highland officer took one of their

Indian women as his wife and went to Maryland

near Joppa, and he had heard—from a gentlegian

of Philadelphia—that there he sold her as a slave:

as they never could see the squaw, they were

ready to conclude the case was so. I told him

I never heard of it, and was certain that it could

not be true that,she remained in slavery; for if

the officer was so bad as to be guilty of such a

crime, the law of our land allowed no Indian to

be a slave, and the magistrates would surely set

her free. He said their people did not know our

law, and therefore *ich reports as this made

them afraid of us, and said he, what has become

of the woman, for she has never come back to us

again?' I replied that I could not tell—perhaps

she was dead, or if alive, did not choose to come.

By this time I was almost starved, for what

they call a feast, with us would be considered a

fast; no meal was to be had for love or money.

I bought milk for nine pence a quart, and butter

for two shillings a pound, but could not be half

supplied. From the king I bought the rump of a

deer, dried after their fashion in the smoke to

preserve it, which made it very disagreeable. I

had coffee, chocolate and tea, but sugar was very

scarce, so that I could not often use it. There*

fore, on Saturday 20th, I made enquiry for a

guide to go with me towards the Ohio. The

season was as cold as severely cold weather at

Philadelphia, so that the king and Capt. Killbuck

would not suffer me to go, for they said the cold

was so great that it would kill an Indian, and

therefore would surely kill me. The weather

continued so intensely cold that I was convinced

that travelling was impracticable—though my
continuance was very disagreeable, for notwith-

standing the traders of this town were very civil,

yet they had no taste for religion, so that I was

alone and had no suitable sustenance, waiting

the permission of Providence to depart home-

wards. Sabbath 21st.—This was a remarkable

cold day. I spent part of it conversing with

Capt. Killbuck on several subjects, in which I

enquired into the belief of the Delaware Indians;

—in particular I asked him if they believed there

was a God who created all things. He said they

all believed in this. Then I asked if they be-

lieved that when a person died, his soul went

either to a happy place or a bad one;—he said

this was their belief. Then I enquired whether

they knew that God would by his great power

raise all the dead to life again—to which he

replied that this they knew nothing of, until

lately they had heard it among the Moravian In-

dians. But these Indians have been so long ac-

quainted with us, that it is not easy to determine

what they have learned of us. To-day Killbuck

told me, that as they had concluded their feast,

if I had an interpreter, I might preach as much
as I pleased; but he would not accept of Joseph,

for he said I might as well not speak as to have

Joseph, for instead of delivering what I said he

would say what his own heart thought. I soon

perceived that Killbuck had such an aversion to*

Joseph, that nothing could be done if he was

made use of: therefore all I spoke in the way of

preaching was in the council, using Capt. Kill-

buck as my interpreter. He is a sensible man
in common affairs, but knows not half as much
as Joseph in matters of religion. I saw now,

that through the want of Mr. Owens, my old in-
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terpretef, 1 was altogether1 frustrated in this visit

and could do nothing. To-day the king and

council concluded that no more rum should be

drank in this town, and that there should be no

dancing except at their Triennial Feast. This

made me think ef the laws of New Jersey about

horseracing, in which there were such reserves as

evidently demonstrated that some of the assem-

bly loved the sport. Monday 22d, Captain Kill-

buck told me they were making up a speech to

Governor Penn, who had written to them last

fall, and that I must wait and carry it—telling

me at the same time not to concern myself about

a guide, as they would provide one. Tuesday

22d, the same message was sent, informing me
that for six dollars I should have a guide to see

me to the Ohio. This news was not the most

agreeable, as the wages of the guide were unrea-

sonable, and my daily expenses were similar. It

was impossible to get a piece of bear’s flesh or

venison ham. This people live very poorly—their

land, however, is good, but the price is in fool’s

hands. In the afternoon a messenger came for

me to wait on the king and council. I attended,

and found about twenty persons convened in

their council house, which was sixty feet by

twenty-eight. It had one post in the middle,

—

there were two fires around which the Indians

sat on skins, nearly all having long pipes which

they kept in constant use. They prepared a

stool for me, and presented me with a bowl of

homony, of which they were eating, but they had

a great advantage over me by reason of their very

wide mouths which suited the broad ladle, used

by them instead of a spoon—one ladle serving for

four or five Indians. After our repast a sheet of

paper was brought, and Killbuck being interpre-

ter informed me that it was their desire that I

should write to Governor Penn from them, desi-

ring him to let his people know, that, if they or

any white man or Indian brought rum to their

side of the Allegheny or Ohio, they had appointed

six men on penalty of death, to stave every keg;

and that he would let Gov. Franklin know that

they desired all the Jersey Indians to move to

them, as their country W’as large enough. Ac-

cording to request I drew up a letter and had

every word of it interpreted by Capt. Killbuck

and an assistant. This I delivered to his honour

Richard Penn. Wednesday 24th, I was called

to the council, and was desired to deliver a

speech to the Quakers of Philadelphia; but there

was nothing in the message worthy of writing,

and hence I delivered it verbally to Mr. Thomas

Wharton of Philadelphia. As I was to start on

my journey the next day, I took leave of them at

this meeting—giving them all the advice I thought

proper, which they seemed to receive in a friendly

manner—so that we parted in love and peace.

These Indians are not defective ih capacity, and

their long acquaintance with us has given some
of them better notions than many other savages

hold. They are as void of government as the

Shawanese—their virtues are few—their vices

nearly the same as those of other Indians.

Their apparel and customs are similar to those

of the Shawanese; but they do not paint as much,
and they have a great feast once in three years.

I asked Killbuck the reason of this, to which he
replied that it might have had some meaning at

first, but it was only observed as an old custom.
These Indians have nd&tyad of worship but in-

cline to have learning among them, and are be-

ginning to farm. Indeed it appears to me that

a schoolmaster and minister may go with safety

and success among them, if they keep their con-
clusion to suffer no rum to be used in their coun-
try. On this subject I spoke much, and they
answered with loud voices, Kehellah, which is

the strongest affirmation. They were very civil

to me, and honour a minister. Their number,
including men, women and children, is about six

hundred: they increase much more than the
Shawanese, licentiousness and polygamy not
being so common. This town is in no regu-
lar form. Neither these nor the Shawanese
claim any distinct property in land, nor do they

know where their boundaries are. Neetotwhea-

lemon is among them styled a king, and is con-
siderably honoured—his house has a good stone

chimney—a good loft and stairs. Providence
seems to point out the civilizing of these Indians,

for a farming life will lead to law, learning, and
government to secure property. Capt. Killbuck
told me he saw there was a need of a magistrate

to recover debts and expected by and by they
would have one; but their people did not yet un-
derstand matters. This I can say; though the

want of an interpreter and provisions, rendered

my continuance impracticable, yet I left them
with a heart full of pity, considering them my
fellow creatnres. «

Thursday 25th, having got a guide ready, who
cost six dollars, I set out about eleven o’clock for

the river Ohio. My guide was a Jersey Indian

named Pontius Newtimus, who spoke good Eng-
lish, but was almost as great a stranger to the

woods as myself, and we had no road only a
small part of the way. The spot on the Ohio at

which I aimed lay a little south of east from

Newcomer’s Town—traveled fifteen miles and

encamped by a brook, where we were surrounded

by an abundance of howling wolves: we maje
a large fire and slept well. Friday 26th, we set

out about eight o’clock, and traveled over ex-

ceedingly fine land for wheat—covered with ex-

cellent timber and gooseberry bushes. Crossing

a number of brooks rnnning southwardly, we



knmc at last to a creek about fifteen feet Vvide

running southeast, where we encamped. We
could not tell whethcr^jis run into the Ohio or

Mooskingung; however we slept safe on its bank

in the midst of the wilderness, having traveled at

least thirty miles.

Saturday 27th, we soon left this creek and

went through the woods an east course, until at

length we came to a creek which we followed,

and a little before sunset came- to the river Ohio,

opposite Wheeling. This creek comes into the

Ohio against an island and was not mentioned in

Hutchins’ map; theMU as I gave information

of it, in the map it will'bear my name. Sabbath

28th, I parted with my guide in great love and

friendship, having traveled at least seventy-five

miles together in the solitary wilderness; and

though he behaved very well, yet I must say that

I was not without some fear lest he might have

done me an injury*. I went about four miles

down the river and came to a place opposite Mr.

Wm. McMeeken’s; from whence I took the

Water for the Shawanese. The river had much

driving ice in it, yet when I called Mr. McM.
came over in a small canoe and took me over

safely, having left my horse behind on account of

the iee, but iri a few days I obliged him to swim

over. When I set my feet on shore on that side

of the Ohio, I felt as if I was at home and hope

rose high in expectation of seeing New Jersey

once more. Here I tarried some weeks, waiting

for my brother and Mr. Clark to return with corn

from the Monongahela, for I could not set out

however until I saw them, because I had left

part of my clothes with them. As I am now

about to depart from this famous country, I think

it proper to say something on a subject which I

forgot when speaking of it before. The land

itself I have justly described—but this is not all

the excellency of this new world, for its waters

abound with the greatest abundance of famous

fish that are any where to be met with. There

is a kind called white perch, which is much larger

than a shad and is very agreeable food; the yel-

low perch, called sun fish, are here as large as

shad. There is another fish called Buffalo fish

which is much larger than our sheep’s head.

Catfish of an extraordinary size are taken—some

weighing one hundred pounds, and we took one

from which fourteen persons ate and then part

was given to the Indians. Large salmon are also

to be found—some sturgeon—prodigious large

pike, with herrings, chubs, mullets, and various

kinds of small fish, aiVd what is remarkable, they

are found not only in the Ohio,butin the creeks.

There is also a soft shell turtle, which is good

food. This country abounds with an abundance

of turkeys, some of which are very large—wild

geese, ducks; and some swans' are also seen

—

and after you go near the Great Kanawha, largfl

flocks of small green parrots are to be seen—not

many pigeons—some few quails—considerable

numbers of pheasants—abundance of eagles and

and ravens, but very few crows and black birds.

The wild animals are bears, panthers, wolves,

wild cats, foxes, very few rabbits, deer, buffalo,

moose deer, which are commonly called elks,—*

but in the Delaware language moose—some few

squirrels; and plenty of raccoons, beavers and

otters. Thus I have described this country and

that of the Indians, together with some remarka-

ble occurrences, and would nbw leave the reader;

but as God was pleased to bring* me through

some very trying scenes, I have thought proper

to communicate the same. Before doing so I

wish to remark that I made many inquiries for

the Welsh Indians—all accounts pointed out

their residence beyond the Mississippi in the

latitude of forty degrees, or thereabouts. But

the accounts are so various that it is a doubt with

me whether there is any such people on the con-

tinent; but if there is, a few years will discover

them, for we gain knowledge fast of this western

world. Friday, March 19th, I left the Ohio,

and slept alone in the solitary, wild wilderness,

among wild beasts, but God kept me safe and

Undisturbed.

On the 25th of March, I was crossing the Al-

legheny mountains and the snow was nine inches

deep. Came to Old Town the 28th, and preached

in the evening at Col. Cresap’s. On my way

in the following week, was taken with the pleu-

risy, and lay at David Bowen’s, west side of the

Connicocheague. On Saturday, 30th of April,

had blood let and- gained so much relief that in

the afternoon I fell into a pleasant sleep, and had

such a representation of the state of my family

at home, that when I awoke I told the people

that I believed my son was dead, and I found

when I came home that he had died about that

very time. From that time my spirit sank in

me with unaccountable sadness. I would infer

from this circumstance that God may reveal

gome things in the sleep, but in common no re-

gard ought to be placed in slumbering imagina-

tions. After recruiting I started home—passing

through New Castle county, Delaware, having

some business that way. On Thursday 22d, at a

town called Chester, about sixteen miles from

Philadelphia, I was informed that my favourite

son was dead. Though I much expected it, the

tidings struck me through the very heart with

such sorrow that my soul was ready to expire.

Sorrowfully I rode to Philadelphia, where I was

prevailed on to stay over Sabbath. I had buried

two children before, but as Jacob’s heart and life

were bound up in Benjamin, so were mine in this

son.



Recollections of the Lnit Sixty Yenr*.

by j. johnston, Esq., of Piqua.

Upper Piqua, Nov. 26th, 1845.

Mr. C. Cist, Sir—
In conformity to a promise made you in Cin-

cinnati, last summer, that I would write you

some account of my rambles over the mountains

and throughout the west, more than a half cen-

tury ago, having some weeks of leisure, during

a sojourn at the Harrodsburg Springs, in August
and September last, I employed the time in put-

ting on paper what had then occurred to my
mind. In the hurry of packing up my baggage,

or in the confusion at Frankfort on the occasion

of the funeral of the remains of Boone and his

wife, I lost my manuscript, and since my return

to Piqua, I have been so much occupied with the

affairs of the farm, together with occasional bad

health, that I could not until the present redeem
my promise.

I was at Carlisle, in Pennsylvania, -at sixteen

years old, behind the counter in the store of a

good honest Presbyterian Elder, Judge John
Creigh, when it first entered my head to become
an adventurer in the far west. Many of the

troops who perished in the defeat of St. Clair, in

1791, rendesvoused at Carlisle, were there dis-

ciplined, prepared for the field, and marched west-

ward. The United States owned extensive

grounds and barracks there, erected during the

Revolutionary War, and used at the present

day as a military depot. Here some of the offi-

cers returned after the carnage at which is now
called Recovery. Among these was Major

Thomas Butler, who was shot in the leg, and

who commanded all the troops collected at Car-

lisle, for the army under Gen’l. Wayne. I thus

early became familiar with persons who had been

in the west, heard the beauty and extent of the

country described; its large lakes and rivers,

boundless forests, extensive prairies; and I was
determined to behold with my eyes what had

been so often described in my hearing. Accord-

ingly the son of my patron, Judge Creigh, and

myself, set out about January 7, 1793, for the

Ohio, with a mercantile establishment. I crossed

the mountains on foot, with the waggons, for

the protection of the property, young Creigh,

having preceded me on horseback to make ar-

rangements for transporting the goods down the

river. After a tedious and harassing journey

in the midst of winter, through frost and snow,

averaging twelve to fourteen miles a day, for

there were no turnpike roads then in Pennsyl-

vania, I reached Pittsburgh in safety with my
goods, and descended the Ohio to Fort Washing-
ton, now Cincinnati, without encountering the

the smallest accident. We took in for a passen-
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ger at Pittsburgh, a French lady from Paris, in

pursuit of her husband, an emigrant some time

settled at the French grant—Gallipolis. The
meeting of the parties in that wild country was
interesting and affecting in the extreme. Pre-

vious to the finding of her husband, the lady’s

caresses were all bestowed upon a favourite dog,

which had accompanied her from her own fair

France. He eat with her and slept with her; but

on meeting with her long lost husband, the poor

dog, as was to be. expected, was no longer noti-

ced. He evidently felt the neglect, and by his

looks and manner sensibly rebuked his mistress.

We were detained a day and night at the station,

to share in the joy of our passenger, for we had

treated her kindly, and she was very grateful.

In 1793, the French inhabitants at Gallipolis had

a fort built, and a regular military organization

for their safety from the Indians. The officers

wore blue as uniform, with white facings, after

the fashion of their own country. In the fall of

1794, in ascending the river to Pittsburgh, I

called at Gallipolis to see our former friend

madams; found her in good health, much altered

in dress and appearance, alarmed about the Indi-

ans, tired of the country, and urgent upon her

husband to abandon it and return to Franco.

All kinds of merchandise were high in price, and

in demand at Fort Washington. The army was

cantoned at Hobson’s Choice, just below where

is now the city of Cincinnati. Money plenty:

—

the currency, with the exception of some specie*

was all of the paper of the old Bank of the Uni*

ted States. A great proportion of the circulation

was in bills of three dollars, three dollars being

then the monthly pay of a private soldier. It

was a common expression with the troops to call

the bank bills oblongs. This was more especially

the case at the gambling tables. Gambling was

much practised among the officers and retainers

of the army. The principal merchants and tra-

ders with tho army at Cincinnati, in 1793 and 4,

were Abijah Hunt and brothers, Smith and Find-

lay, the late Gen. James Findlay, 0. Ormsby,

Tate, afterwards Bullock, Ferguson, Wilson,

Creigh, and others not remembered. Traders

with the produce of the upper country were con-

stantly coming and going. The pack horses, for

transporting supplies to Forts Hamilton, St.

Clair, Jefferson and Greenville, were all pro-

cured in Kentucky. Captain Benham had the

command of the pack-horse department, and was
called pack-horse master general. He was assist-

ed by John Sutherland, Wallen, and others, as

subordinate captains, each having the care and

management of 40 horses with the requisite num-

ber of divisions. This branch of the service wa»
very laborious and dangerous, the drivers being
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6ften killed by the Indians. Ox teams were also

employed in transporting supplies to the out

posts above named. Several generally went to-

gether and were protected by escorts of troopers or

dragoons. Pack-horse companies often went un-

protected, because they went quicker and were
not so liable to be attacked by the Indians.

A certain Scott Traverse owned an ox team,

with wagon, frequently passing alone as far as

Greenville, unharmed. He never would wait

for an escort. Go always when he was ready,

he prided himself on his good fortune. At last,

on one of his trips, near Fort Hamilton, he was

overtaken by the Indians and himself and his

oxen killed, his wagon burnt, and the loading

carried off and destroyed He was often cau-

tioned against his fool hardiness.

Elliott, the partner of Elliott and Williams,

the army contractors, was killed in the summer

of 1794, between Cincinnati and Fort Hamilton.

He was on his way coming in from the head

quarters of the army, at Greenville, having, as

was reported, settled up all his business previous

to the commencement of the campaign, and was

not to revisit the army any more. The body

when recovered was abused and mutilated by the

Indians. It was brought into Cincinnati and in-

tered. I think it was in June, 1794, I went to

Greenville in an escort commanded by Major

Winston of the dragoons. There were several ox

teams, with pack horses, quarter masters’ men,

and others along; some on foot and some mount-

ed. The late Daniel Conner of Cincinnati, and

myself, were together on foot. The escort was

large, extending on the road a considerable dis-

tance. A few miles in advance of Griffin’s sta-

tion the front of the line was fired on by the In-

dians, and several men killed and scalped by

them, before the dragoons came up. They had

detained at the station, and not a man of them

came up until the mischief was all over. The

officer in command was blamed, but not brought

to court martial. Had his force been properly

distributed in front and rear no attack would

have been made. No doubt at all the Indians,

as was their constant practice, had their scouts

watching our progress, and finding the dragoons

remiss in their duty they availed themselves ac-

cordingly. They got little or no booty I often

learned from the Indians in after times, that no

detachment of troops ever left the Ohio without

their progress being daily watched by the Indian

spies.

Kentucky against the World.

When I refered, last week, to the fine steer

Distribution, raised in Ohio, and recently bought

by Messrs. Wunder Sf Butcher
, for the approach-

ing holyday3, as having no rival of his kind in

the United States, I was not aware that an

equally remarkable animal from Kentucky would
be here to divide public attention and admiration

in this line.

It is worth a walk the Whole length of the city,

to see a remarkable heifer raised by Mr. Roberts,

of Kentucky, for which two hundred dollars has

been paid by the same persons, Vanaken Wunder
and John Butcher, for the purpose of gracing

their stalls during the Christmas and New Years

festivals. She weighs sixteen hundred pounds,

and has been pronounced both the fattest and

largest heifer in the world, by those who are

familiar with the subject. They may both be

seen at the stables of Mr. Isaac Marchant, cor-

ner of Ninth and Sycamore streets.

I learn that the Berresfords, a family of our

oldest established victualars, will have an ample

supply of splendid beef and other meats during

the festive season which closes the year, which

I propose to notice more particularly next week.

Sleepy Worshipers.

Mr. —•——,
a mason by trade, having worked

hard all the week, was disposed while at church

on Sunday, to take a snooze. He had kept

awake until the preacher had progressed some

way in his sermon, when he fell into a sound

sleep, and dreaming in his soporific obliviousness

that he was about his work, cried out in a sten-

torian voice

—

“Mori! more Mort! The effect

upon the congregation, says the Portland Argus,

may be imagined.

I recollect a worthy member of the Society of

Friends in Philadelphia, named Hunson Waters

,

who kept a dry goods store on Third, between

Market and Arch streets. He was a man of

lethargic habit, and of course, easily overcome

by sleep while attending the silent meeting of his

sect. One hot summer day, while at his post at

meeting, he had been full of some business reve-

rie, and fancying himself at his own store, taking

his yearly inventory, he bawled out to the scan-

dal of his brethren and his own deep mortifica-

tion—“ Three thousand pieces short yellow nan-

kins; five shillings per piece; set that down John.'*

Ancient JBills of leading.

The following curious document is worthy oj

special notice, on various accounts. It serves, in

the first place, to shew that in 1729, while the

House of Burgesses, in Virginia, was remonstra-

ting against the introduction of slaves into Vir-

ginia, that New England shipping was carrying

on a traffic in negroes. The continued reference

to the grace of God, and the blending piety with

commerce in this bill of lading, was perfectly
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•characteristic of the region and the date to which

it refers, although similar language in such docu-

ments would now pass for arrant hypocrisy.

The document is perfectly authentic and verba-

tim , as respects the language:

Shipped by the Grace of GOD, in good Order
and well conditioned, by William Pepperell on

his account and risque, in and upon the good

Briga, called, the Culner,—whereof is Master
sunder GOD for this present Voyage, Walter Os-

borne, and now riding at Anchor in the harbor of

Piscataqua,—and by GOD’S Grace bound for

Martinique, To say, One Negro Man, call’d

James, Being Marked and Numbered as in the

Margent, and there to be delivered in like Order
and well Conditioned, at the aforesaid Port of

Martinique (the Danger of the Seas only except-

ed) unto Capt. Benj’a. Clark, or to his Assigns,

•he or they paying Freight for said Goods Noth-
ing, with Primage and Average accustomed. In

witness whereof the Master or Purser of the said

Briga hath affirmed to two Bills of Lading, all of

this Tenor and Date, one of which two Bills be-

ing Accomplished, the other to stand void. And
so GOD send the good Briga to her desired Port

in safety, AMEN.
Dated in Piscataqua, the 9th day of Feb’ua.,

1729. WALTER OSBORN.
I have seen bills of lading from Liverpool,

England, dated as Jate as 1807, very much in the

same strain; and a remarkable one of the sort

may be seen preserved in a frame, at the office of

the Firemens’ Insurance Company, corner of

Main and Front streets.

A Story of Pocket Picking,

The adroitness of the nimble fingered gentry

who make pocket picking their profession is often

a matter of astonishment to the unpractised.

We have heard of a case which illustrates the

legerdemain of this wide spread and dangerous
species of villany, more thoroughly than any
other we have heard of. It may be relied upon
as authentic.

A few weeks since, a gentleman at the Astor
House, in New York, suddenly missed a gold

watch, which was worth more to him than it

could be to any one else. He marvelled much
at its absence, for he knew he had only been in

and out of the office and reading room of that

hotel since he noted the hour by it. In the hope
of recovering it, he advertised his loss and offered

a reward of fifty dollars. The same day he re-

ceived a note, informing him that he could have
his watch by calling at a certain house in an ob-

scure part of the city. After some little hesita-

tion he resolved to go. The watch was too

valuable to him to be given up without at least

this attempt to recover it. So he went. His call

at the door was promptly answered by a very
gentlemanly looking person, who in reply to his

inquiries, replied that he had in his possession the

advertised watch, and that on payment of the of-

fered reward he would deliver it up. The loser

promised to pay the fifty dollars provided he was
.convinced the watch was his. It was exhibited,

and the gentleman recognised it at once, paid the

.reward, and gladly placed the recovered treasure

in its place in his vest pocket. As he was turn-
ing to go away he remarked,

“ I am glad, as you may suppose, to get my

watch back again, but I should really be pleasod

to know how you took it from me.”
“ That I will inform you,” readily replied the

pick pocket. f‘ Do you remember holding an ;

animated conversation with two other gentlemen
in the reading room of the Astor on the morning
you lost your watch.”
“ I do,” replied the loser.

“ Well, do you not also remember that a gen-
tleman who stood close by, left his newspaper,
drew near, and finally joined in the discussion.”

“Very distinctly,” replied the other, “and
also that he engaged in it with much warmth.”

“Precisely,” continued the narrator, “ and do
you not remember that he at one time, in his

earnestness, tapped you two or three times on
the left breast, thus?” (suiting the action to the

word.)
“ Yes,” replied the gentleman.
“ Then I took your watch,” said the other, and

turning, shut the door and disappeared.

The gentleman returned to the Astor, musing
on this strange occurrence, and while relating it

to some of his wondering friends, was astonished

to find that his watch was again missing. When
the adroit knight of the nimble fingers described

t,o him how he once filched from him his watch,

he took it again! So the gentleman finally lost

his watch, after having paid to the thief the re-

ward for its recovery!

fSesponsibilatics.

When a Brazilian introduces you to an ac-

quaintance, he says, “ This is my friend Mr. so

and so. I will be responsible for any thing he

steals.” Such a responsibility would be danger-

ous in some places.'

I should have thought this a caricature, but for

a circumstance of a kindred nature, which it re-

calls to my remembrance.

Many years ago I was a clerk to an individual,

whose great infirmity was a suspicious nature.

He appeared to have no confidence at all in man-

kind. On one occasion a gentleman from the

south, a wealthy planter, who had bought a large

bill of goods at the store, after taking supper

with my employer, was spending the evening in

the counting room. After sitting to a latq hour,

the gentleman rose to depart. The counting

room communicated with the store, through a

long and dark passage, and his path to the street

was through the store. Handing me a candle

my employer addressed me—“ Mr. Cist will you

be good enough to light Mr. to the door:’^

then sinking his voice to a whisper, audible bait'

to me— ‘ and see that he steals nothing by the way ”

A Recollection of the Stage.

William B. Wood, Esq., formerly manager of

the Philadelphia Theatre, took a benefit at the

Baltimore Theatre, after having beep forty-seven

years on the stage, and always sustaining the

character of a gentleman. His. father taught

school in the large building in the rear of Trinity

Church, and young Wood was usher. He was
afterwards a clerk \u the auction store of Hoffman^
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& Gloss. He is about seventy-four years of age.

Forty years ago I saw William. B. Wood and

Syencer II. Cone performing in the same piece

on the boards of the Philadelphia stage. Until I

saw this paragraph I was not aware that Mr. W.
was still living. Cone soon after left the stage,

united with the Baptist Church under the care

of Dr. Staughton, an eminent divine of that de-

nomination, prepared for the ministry, and has

been ever since a successful and venerated min-

ister of the gospel in the City of New York.

How widely different has been the course of

these men, once rival candidates for public fa-

vour. I cannot but believe Mr. Cone made the

wiser choice. Mr. Wood’s private character was

always considered irreproachable; but at the

close of a long life, can he look back to the influ-

ence he has exerted on society with the same

consciousness that his cotemporary must feel,

that the community has been the wiser and better

for his existence?

A Fairy Story.

It may be considered impertinent, were I to

explain what is meant by a changeling; both
Shakspeare and Spenser have already done so,

and who is there unacquainted with the Midsum-
mer Night’s Dream, and the Fairy Queen?
Now Mrs. Sullivan fancied that her youngest

child had been changed by “ faries’ theft,” to use
Spenser’s words, and certainly appearances war-
ranted such a conclusion; for in one night her
healthy blue eyed boy had become shrivelled up
into almost nothing, and never ceased squalling
and crying. This naturally made poor Mrs.
Sullivan very unhappy; and all the neighbours,
by way of comforting her, said, that her own
child was beyond any kind of a doubt, with the

good people, and that one of themselves had been
put in its place.

Mrs. Sullivan, of course, could not disbelieve

what every one told her, but she did not wish to

hurt the thing; for although its face was so with-
ered, and its body wasted away to a mere skele-

ton, it had still a strong resemblance to her own
boy: she, therefore, could not find it in her heart

to roast it alive on the griddle, or to burn its nose
off with the red hot tongs, or to throw it out in

the snow on the road-side, notwithstanning these

and several like proceedings were strongly re-

commended to her for the recovery of her child.

One day who should Mrs. Sullivan meet but a

cunning woman, well known about the country
by the name of Ellen Leah (or Ellen Gray.)
She had the gift, however she got it, of telling

where the dead were, and what was good for the

rest of their souls; and could charm away warts
and wens, and do a great many wonderful things
of the same nature.
“ You’re in grief this morning, Mrs. Sullivan,”

were the first words of Ellen Leah to her.
“ You may say that Ellen,” said Mrs. Sulli-

van, “ and good cause I have to be in grief, for

there was my own fine child whipped off from
me out of his cradle, without as much as by your
leave, or ask your pardon, and an ugly dony bit

of shrivelled up fairy put in its place: no wonder
then that you see me in grief, Ellen.”

“ Small blame to you, Mrs. Sullivan,” said
Ellen Leah; “ but are you sure ’tis a fair)’?”

“ Sure!” echoed Mrs. Sullivan, “ sure enough,
am I to my sorrow, and can I doubt my own two
eyes? Every mother’s soul must feel for me?”

“ Will you take an old woman’s advice?” said

Ellen Leah, fixing her wild and mysterious gaze
upon the unhappy mother; and after a pause, she
added, “ but you’ll call it foolish?”

“ Can you get me back my child—my own
child, Ellen?” said Mrs. Sullivan, with great en-
ergy.

“If you do as I bid you,” returned Ellen
Leah, “ you’ll know.” Mrs. Sullivan was silent

in expectation, and Ellen continued. “ Put down
the big pot, full of water, on the fire; and make it

boil like mad; then get a dozen new laid eggs,
break them, and keep the shells, but throw away
the rest; when that is done, put the shells in the

pot of boiling water, and you will soon know
whether its your own boy or a fairy. If you find

that it is a fairy in the cradle, take the red hot
poker and cram it down his ugly throat.* and you
will not have much trouble with him after that,

I promise you.”
Home went Mrs. Sullivan, and did as Ellen

Leah desired. She put the pot on the fire, and
plenty of turf under it, and set the water to boil-

ing at such a rate that if ever water was red hot
—it surely was.

The child was lying, for a wonder, quite easy
and quiet in the cradle, every now and then cock-
ing his eye, that would twinkle as keen as a star

in a frosty night, over at the great fire, and the

big pot upon it; and he looked on with great at-

tention at Mrs. Sullivan breaking the eggs, and
putting down the egg-shells to boil. At last he
asked with the voice of a very old man, “ What
are you adoing mammy?”

Mrs. Sullivan’s heart, as she said herself, was
up in her mouth ready to choke her, at hearing
the child speak. But she contrived to put the

poker in the fire, and to answer, without making
any wonder at the words, “I’m brewing, a xick"

(my son.)

“And what are you brewing, mammy?” said

the little imp, whose supernatural gift of speech
now proved beyond question that he was a fairy

substitute.

“ I wish the poker was red hot,” thought Mrs.
Sullivan; but it was a large one, and took a long
time heating; so she determined to keep him in

talk until the poker was in a proper state to

thrust down his throat, and therefore repeated the

question.
“ Is it what I’m brewing, a tick,” said she,

“ you want to know?”
“ Yes, mammy; what are you brewing?” re-

turned the fairy.

“ Egg-shells, a vick ,” said Mrs. Sullivan.
“ Oh!” shrieked the imp, starting up in the

cradle, and clapping his hands together, “I’m
fifteen hundred years in the world; I never was
at a brewery of egg-shells before!”

The poker was by this time quite red, and Mrs.

Sullivan seizing it, ran furiously towards the

cradle ;
somehow or other her foot slipped, and she

fell flat on the floor, and the poker flew out of

her hand to the other end of the house. How-
ever, she got up without much loss of time, and

went to the cradle intending to pitch the wicked

thing that was in it into the pot of boiling water,

when there she saw her own child in a sweet

sleep, one of his soft round arms resting upon the.
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pillow—his features were as placid as if his re-

pose had never been disturbed, save the rosy

mouth which moved with a gentle and regular

breathing.

Who can tell the feelings of a mother when she

looks upon her sleeping child? Why should I,

therefore, endeavour to describe those of Mrs,

Sullivan at again beholding her long lost boy?
The fountain of her heart overflowed with the

excess of joy—and she wept! tears trickled silent-

ly down her cheeks, nor did she strive to check
them—they were tears not of sorrow, but of hap-

piness.

Rail-Road to the Pacific.—No. 3.

Pecuniary Results .—The whole commerce of

Europe, with the unnumbered millions of China

and India, and the islands of those seas must pass

entirely by this route, rendering us the carri-

ers of the largest and most lucrative commerce
on the globe. In the next place, it would enable

the vast and productive valley of the Mississippi

to reach, with its bulkiest articles, our whole
country at profitable rates, and to dispose of an
export of Indian corn to Hindustan and China,

greater than the whole present crop of that ar-

ticle, immense as it now is, and at a price which
would forever secure forty cents per bushel

as a minimum rate throughout the whole valley

of the Mississippi. Let me illustrate this for a

moment. Rice, the great staple of those coun-

tries, usually sells there at $1 25 the picul—one

hundred thirty-three pounds—which is of course

about one cent per pound. This equalizes Indian

corn to sixty cents per bushel. Corn will be

taken on this rail-road to the shores of the Pa-

cific for fifteen cents per bushel—thence to China

and India for five cents more, netting forty cents

per bushel to the owner.

The last year’s crop of Indian corn in the

United States, was nearly four hundred million

bushels. This would not be a bushel to each in-

habitant of those countries, and at twenty-five

cents per bushel, which is the lowest average

value over the whole west, must produce one

hundred million dollars, almost twice the value

of the cotton crop of the United States; now and

for some years past, its most valuable article of

export. 9
There is no deficiency of wealth in China to

purchase our produce, for she lays the whole

world under contribution by the sale of her silks,

teas, &c.; and until the United States exported

to that country lead and domestic cottons, which

even yet form but a small part of the means to

pay for our imports thence, we paid for her teas,

silks, porcelain, &c., in Spanish dollars. China

is in fact, so far as the accumulation of money

makes a nation rich, the richest nation on the

globe. And when the means of transportation,

at a cheap rate, of the necessaries and luxuries

which America produces for the food of mankind

are thus afforded, a market wilt be opened there

for American produce, of which we have now

not the faintest idea.

Border £ucident»

During the continuance of the Indian war,
from 1790 to 1795, it was customary for the
inmates of all the garrisons to cultivate consid-

erable fields of Indian corn and other vegetables

near the walls of their defences. Although haz-

ardous in the extreme, it was preferable to star-

vation. Fora part of that .time no provisions

could be obtained from the older settlements

above, on the Monongahela and Ohio; sometimes
from a scarcity amongst themselves, and always
at great hazard from Indians, who watched the

river for the capture of boats. Another reason

was the want of money; many of the settlers

having expended a large share of their funds in

the journey on, and for the purchase of lands,

while others had not a single dollar; so that ne-

cessity compelled them to plant their fields. The
war having commenced so soon after their arri-

val, and at a time when not expected, as a formal

treaty was made with them at Marietta, in Jan-

uary, 1789, which by the way was only a piece

of Indian diplomacy, they never intending to,

abide by it any longer than suited their con-

venience, and no stores being laid up for a siege,

they were taken entirely unprepared. So des-

perate were their circumstances at one period,

that serious thoughts of abandoning the country

were entertained by many of the leading men.
Under these circumstances R. J. Meigs, then a

young lawyer, was forced to lay aside the gown,
and assume the use of both the sword and the

plow. It is true that but little ploughing was
done, as much of the corn was then raised by
planting the virgin soil with a hoe, amongst the

stumps and logs of the clearing, after burning ofF

the brush and light stuff*. In this way large

crops were invariably produced; so that nearly all

the implements needed were the axe and the hoe..

It so happened that Mr. Meigs, whose residence

was in Campus Martius, the garrison on the east

side of the Muskingum river, had planted a field

of corn on the west side of that stream in the

vicinity of Fort Harmar. To reach this field the

river was to be crossed near his residence in a

canoe, and the space between the landing and his

crop, a distance of about half a mile, to be passed

by an obscure path through a thick wood.

Early in June, 1792, Mr. Meigs, having com-
pleted the labour of the day a little before night,

set out on his return home in company with

Joseph Symonds and a coloured boy, which he
had brought with him as a servant from Connec-
ticut. Immediately on leaving the field they en-

tered the forest through which they had to pass

before reaching the canoe. Symonds and the

boy were unarmed; Mr. Meigs carried a small

shot-gun, which he had taken with him for the

purpose of shooting a turkey, which at that day
abounded to an extent that would hardly be

credited at this time. Flocks of several hundred
were not uncommon, and of a size and fatness

that would excite the admiration of an epicure of

any period of the world, even of Apicius himself.

Meeting, however, with no turkies, he had dis-

charged his gun at a large snake which crossed

his path. They had now arrived within a few

rods of the landing, when two Indians, who had.
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been for some time watching their movements
and heard the discharge of the gun, sprang into

the path behind th.em, fired and shot Syrnonds
through the shoulder. He being an excellent

swimmer, rushed down the bank and into the

Muskingum river; where, turning on his back,

he was enabled to support himself on the surface

until he floated down near to Fort Harmar,
where he was taken up by a canoe. His wound,
although a dangerous one, was healed, and 1

knew him twenty years afterwards. The black

boy followed Syrnonds into the river as far as he
could wade, but being no swimmer, was unable
to get out of reach of the Indian who pursued
them, and was seized and dragged on shore.

The Indian who had captured him was desirous

of making him a prisoner, which he so obstinate-

ly refused, and made so much resistance that he

finally tomahawked and scalped him near the

edge of the water. To this alternative he was
in a manner compelled, rather than lose both

prisoner and scalp; as the rangers and men at

Campus Martins had commenced firing at him
from the opposite shore. The fjrstshot was fired

by a spirited black man in the service of Commo-
dore Abraham Whipple, who was employed near

the river at the time.

From some accident, it seems that only one of

the Indians was armed with a rifle, while the

other had a tomahawk and knife. After Sym-
onds was shot, Mr, Meigs immediately faced

about in order to retreat to Fort Harmar. The
savage armed with the rifle, had placed himself in

the path, intending to cut off his escape, but had
no time to reload it before his intended victim

clubbed his gun and rushed upon his antagonist.

As he passed, Mr. Meigs aimed a blow at his

head, which the Indian returned with his rifle.

From the rapidity of the movement, neither of

them were seriously injured, although it stagger-

ed each considerably, yet neither fell to the

ground. Instantly recovering from the shock,

he pursued his course to the fort with the Indian

dose at his heels. Mr. Meigs was in the vigour

of early manhood, and had, by frequent practice

in the race, become a very swift runner. His
foeman was also very fleet, and amongst the

most active of their warriors, as none but such
were sent into the settlements on marauding ex-

cursions. The race continued for sixty or eighty

rods with little advantage on either side, when
Mr. Meigs gradually increased his distance a-head,

and leaping across a deep run that traversed the

path, the Indian stopped on the brink, threw his

tomahawk, and gave up the pursuit with one of

those fierce yells which rage and disappointment

both served to sharpen. It was distinctly heard
at both the forts. About eight years since, an
Indian tomahawk was plowed up near this very
spot, and was most probably the 01 e thrown at

Mr. Meigs; as the rescue and pursuit from Fort
Harmar was so immediate upon hearing the

alarm, that he had no time to recover it. With
the scalp of the poor black boy, the Indians as-

cended the abrupt side of the hill which overlook-

ed the garrison, and, shouting defiance to their

foes, escaped in the forest.

The excitement was very great at the garrison,

fe
and taught the inmates an useful lesson; that of

•being better armed and more on their guard when
they went out on their agricultural pursuits.

Had Mr. Meigs tried any other expedient than
that,pf facing his enemy and rushing instantly

ipjpoE^im, he must inevitably have lost his life,

1 as the Indian was well aware of his gun being
unloaded. On his right was the river, on his left

a very steep and high hill; beyond him the path-
less forest, and between him and the fort his In-

dian foe. To his sudden and unexpected attack,

to his dauntless and intrepid manner, and to his

activity, he undoubtedly owed his life.

The Wheat Crop of 1845.

It is now rendered certain that there is a seri-

ous deficiency in the English, and a partial fail-

ure in the European crops. The price of bread

stuffs have, in consequence considerably ad-

vanced in our markets. Under these circum-
stances it is fortunate that our harvests have
proved so abundant. The wheat and corn crops

of this country are far heavier, this year, than

ever before—notwithstanding their unpromising
aspect early in the season. The wheat crop of

this year is moderately estimated at 125,000,000

of bushels, which is an excess of 22,000,000 over

the crop of 1842, (viz. 103,000,000) the largest

ever before raised in the United States. We
shall thus be able to feed our brethren across the

Atlantic, and still have an abundance leftfor our-

selves. The Albany Argus has the following

paragraphs, which will not be uninteresting in

this connection:

—

The wheat crop of Michigan is comparatively

larger than that of any other State in the Union.
With a population of not over 400,000, she raises

this year at least 7,000,000 bushels of wheat.

The quality is also of the very best. The Wol-
verines are glorying in their abundance, and they
say they can furnish Europe with all the bread

she may need. The central rail-road now brings

down to Detroit 10,000 bushels of wheat daily,

but the supply is so very heavy at Marshall and
the other depots at this busy season, that the mo-
tive power cannot take it oft’ as fast as the for-

warders require. This will give some idea of the

production of Michigan. The recent advance in

prices will most fortunately afford a fair profit to

the producer, and thus with an immense crop ho
reaps a high price—which fortunate combination
is all that is wanted to ensure a sound and envia-

ble prosperity.

This fall the western States are not only pecu-
liarly fortunate in their large crops, but also in ac-

quiring intelligence of the late rise before the.

whole crop was in second hands.

The following table, which we find in the N.
Y. Herald, affords material for reflection, as ex-

hibiting the variations in our crops arising from
the caracter of the season.

The production of grain in the United Statea

for four years, according to the returns issued

from the office of the Commissioner of Patents,

has been as annexed:

QUANTITY OF GRAIN GROWN IN THE U. STATES.

1840. 1842. 1843. 1844.

Bushels. Bushels. Bushels. Bushels.
Wheat, 84,822,272 102,317,340 100,310,850 95,

6

; 7,000

Barley, 4,101,504 3,871,022 3,230,721 3,627,000

Oats, 123,071,341 150,883,* 17 145.929,666 172,247,009

Rye, 18.645,507 22,772,952 24,289,28! 26,45:',! 0J

Buckwheat, 7,291,743 9,483,480 7,959,410 9,071,000

Ind. Corn, 377,531,875 411,829,240 494.G18.3 G 424
,
953,000

Yet from the diversity of our soil, extent of

country, and variety of climate, the word abund-
ance better exprsses the garnerings in, of every

harvest.

The amount of Indian corn raised, seems
a matter of wonderment. The half starved op-
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natives of Europe may well look at those re-

turns with glistening eyes, for it affords twenty-

two bushels of corn alone for every man, woman
find child in this country- Indian corn will

rarely bear exportation, and therefore but little is

carried abroad. It is nearly all consumed at

•home. Our cattle enjoy an abundance of that

food which would be deemed a luxury in Eu-
rope. Such is the prolific fertility of our soil and

and the extent of production under the competi-
tion of freeman.
Egypt was once called the granary of the

world, but America, in the extent of its wheat
production as well as the production of its quali-

ty, will throw into the shade even the fables of

Jierodotus.

To Readers.

No 1 of an interesting series of “ Recollections

of the last sixty years,” being a narrative refer-

ing principally to the actual condition of things,

and progress of events, in the west during that

period, is this day published in the Advertiser,

and will be followed by other numbers from the

same pen. The writer is John Johnston, Esq., of

Piqua, well known and highly appreciated in the

community as a man of integrity and capacity,

and who in the character of Indian agent, which

he sustained for many years to the United States,

has had means of becoming conversant with

many interesting facts in the history and con-

dition of those tribes who formerly inhabited

the great State of Ohio, the Delawares, Shawa-

nese and Wyandots.

I anticipate valuable materials for the future

historian in the correspondence of Mr. J.

Anecdote of Napoleon.

Bonaparte, having made a visit to an aqueduct,

prepared for his return to Suez: it was a dark

night when he reached the coast. The flow of

the tide had begun, and it was proposed to en-

camp and spend the night on the shore, but Bo-

naparte refused; he called the guide, and com

manded him to lead the way. The guide, con-

founded by an order from a person whom the

Arabs regarded as a prophet, mistook the ford,

and the passage was lengthened by about half an

hour. They were scarcely half way, when the

waves of the flowing tide began to rise round the

legs of the horses—the rapidity of the swell on

the coast was great—the darkness hindered them

from seeing the distance they had yet to go.

General Caffarelli, whose Wooden leg prevented

him from holding firm in the saddle, cried out for

assistance. The cry was deemed a signal of dis-

tress; the little caravan was instantly thrown into

disorder; everybody fled his own way. Bona-

parte alone continued tranquilly to follow his

guide. Still the water rose, his horse became

frightened, and refused to advance—the position

was terrible; the least delay was death. One of

the guides, remarkable for his great height and

Hurculean strength, leaped into the sea, took the

General on his shoulders, and, holding fast by

the horse’s tail, carried Bonaparte like a child.

In a few minutes the water rose to his arm-pits,

and he began to lose his footing; the sea rose

with frightful rapidity; five minutes more, and

the fortunes of the world would have been

changed by the death of a single man. Suddenly

the Arab shouted, he felt he touched the shore;

the guide, quite exhausted, fell upon his knees

—

the General was saved at the moment his strength

was gone.

On how little more than a thread the destinies

of Europe for thirty years, depended at that

moment.

Powers’ Grrek Slave.

A foreign correspondent of the N. Y. Mirror,

who has seen the work of Powers, thus eloquent-

ly writes:

—

I have seen it—and I want words to express

my admiration. It is so beautiful, so true, so

chaste. The treatment of the subject, too, is ad-

mirable in detail. The figure, you are aware,

that of a young female; her manacled hands re-

veal her enthraled condition. She is a slave!

while the classic lineaments of her calmly beau-

tiful face, and the adjuncts of her Greek cap and

drapery—arranged to form the support of the

figure—delicately but intelligently annonneed

that she is the daughter of

The clime of the unfortunate brave

Whose land, from plain to mountain cave,

Was freedom’s home or glory’s grave!

The figure itself is unencumbered with drapery;

the position is easy, natural, unrestrained; the

face thoughtful, unimpassioned, (perhaps too calm

—that is, one might say so, if determined to find

some exception,) the limbs exquisitely moulded,

perfectly proportioned, displaying the perfection'

of female beauty in its greatest delicacy, without

the slightest nuance of grossness. The disposal

of the slight chain is most happily conceived and

executed, and materially assists the sentiment

of pudeur that pervades the composition. Indeed,

the figure seems to breathe an atmosphere of pu-

rity, and to be surrounded by a halo of virgin in-

nocence; and you gaze on the charms that the

artist’s hand has revealed with feelings of ref-

erence and admiration,-unmixed with a thought of

earthly passion. All the world acknowledges the

sculptor’s triumph.

Remity of fincimviti.

Cincinnati is proverbially clean in its streets

and avenues; a thing greatly helped bv Ihe fact
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that it is Seated upon hilly ground, which give

the streets a rapid descent for water. In its gen-
eral aspect it so strikingly resembles Philadelphia
that in some parts of the city I could almost be-

lieve myself there. Some Quaker angels seem
to have clubbed together, and by their united
strength, taken up the old city of Brotherly Love,
and, bearing it over the tops of the Alleghanies,
to have deposited it, joyfully, on the banks of the

Ohio, in the very midst of the rich soil of
“ Symmcs’ Purchase.” There she sits, in new-
born majesty, “ apparent queen.” To a stai

;

and moderate European politician the thing
would seem a miracle. Here is a beautiful city,

of nearly a hundred thousand inhabitants, where
but fifty years ago nothing was to be seen but

boon Nature’s wild luxuriance of wood and soil

and stream. It is such a transmutation as can
be witnessed nowhere but in our beloved land;

and the more one contemplates it the more will a
sanguine spirit be inclined to cry

—

“ Visions of glory! spare my aching sight;

Ye unborn ages, crowd not on my soul!”

New ITIap and Gazetteer of the United States.

Messrs. Sherman & Smith of New York, have

recently published one of the best maps of the

United States, as well as the largest, in use, be-

ing seveaty-two by eighty-four inches. The
agent, Mr. Moulton, is offering it to our citizens,

and I can recommend it accordingly.

This Map is accompanied by a new and valua-

ble Gazetteer of the United States. If the ably

condensed article refering to Cincinnati be a fair

specimen of the book at large, as I presume it to

be, this volume will prove a valuable topographi-

cal dictionary for general use.

Getting to the Fire.

Every one has heard the anecdote of Dr.

Franklin, who when traveling upon a raw and
gusty day, stopped at a tavern, and found the

bar-room fire entirely pre-occupied by a set of

village loafers, who could not budge an inch, in

the way of civility to a stranger. He called for

a peck of oysters for his horse, and when the un-
mannerly cubs all went to the stable to witness

the novel spectacle of a horse eating oysters, the

doctor selected a comfortable place at the fire “ to

roast his oysters and warm himself.” Of course

the horse didn't eat the oysters, but the doctor did.

About as good a story is told in the Spirit of the

Times, of a captain in the recruiting service at

the west, where were a lot of loungers, and no
one offered him a seat. Knowing every thing
about the grocery he went behind the counter,
and seizing a keg marked “ powder,” threw it

upon the fire exclaiming, “ Gentlemen, it’s my
opinion that we’ve lived long enough.” The
way they evacuated the premises wasn’t slow.

Of course the keg was empty.

Ten and Toast.

One day last week the London Dock Company,
at the opening of their new range of tea-ware-
houses, gave a party to the tea division of the

mercantile interest of London. The “ usual

toasts” were given on the Occasion; attd though,
no doubt, these toasts were, so to speak, butter-

ed, we believe that they were not exactly that de-

scription of toast which is “usually given” at

tea. On the health of Souchong being proposed,

Souchong (through his representative) decla-

red that he had never risen—in the market or

anywhere else—under circumstances so flatter-

ing as the present. He had been often drunk;

though he was never either tipsy himself, nor the

cause of intoxication in others; for his was the

draught that cheered but not inebriated. Around
him were the merchant prince^ of London ;

though

he must regret the absence of one who was at

once a merchant prince and a merchant tailor*.

He felt that he had now been on his legs long

enough, and could only return his best thanks for

the honour that had been done him.
Gunpowder felt himself ready to explode with

gratitude for the distinction which had just been

confered upon him. He hoped to continue to

give satisfaction—in a friendly way: he was not

that gunpowder that feared to be superceded by
steam: he respected steam for its connection with

boiling water—which was his element. It was
his boast to load the caddies, and not the can-

nons, of his country. Allied as he trusted ever

to be, with the milk of human kindness afid the

sugar of free labour, it should ever be his aim to

promote universal peace.

Green Hyson, in acknowledging the compli-

ment that he had just received, would notice with

pride an epithet which had been applied to him.

He had been called evergreen: he felt thus asso-

ciated with the laurel; and if the laurel bound the

poet’s temples, he had often to boast of stimula-

ting the poet’s brain: he was aware that it had

been insinuated that he was hostile to the nervous

system; this was a calumny and he took that

public opportunity of making the assertion.

Young Hyson, after the eloquent speech just

made by his brother, would merely express his

thanks. He was unaccustomed to public speak-

ing; his experience being limited to the silent

spouting of the kettle.

“ The Genuine Leaf ” having been proposed

—

A stranger rose to respond. He claimed the

appellation which had just been mentioned: he

was the British Leaf. (Indignant cries of “ Turn
him out!")

A scene of indescribable confusion here ensued*

amid which the pretender was expelled from the

room. Order having at length been restored,

harmony resumed her sway, and several senti-

mental and comic songs haviug been sung, the

company separated at an advanced hour.

—

Punch .

New Zealand Hlelody.

Wallaloo! Wallaloo!

Love white man and eat him too!

Stranger white, but that no matter!

Brown man fat, but white man fatter!

Put him on hot stone and bake him!

Crisp and crackling soon we’ll make him!

Round and round the dainty goes;—
Eat his fingers! eat his toes!

His body shall our palates tickle!

Then we’ll put his head in pickle.

chorus.

On the white man dine and sup,

Whet our teeth and eat him up.
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Recollection* of the Last Sixty tears.—No. 3.

BY J. JOHNSTON, EsQ., of PiqUd.

After the peace with the Indians, and after I

became agent for many of the tribes, my ac-

quaintance with their distinguished men was of

long continuance, and in many cases highly in-

structing and interesting. The following are the

names of some, which after a lapse of more than

forty years now occur to my mind:—of the

Delawares, Kithtuleland or Anderson, the prin-

cipal chief, a half-breed, the son of Mr. Ander-

son by a Delaware woman, who resided prior to

the Revolutionary War, below Harrisburg, on

the Susquehanna, and who gave name to the

ferry, long within my remembrance, called “An-

derson’s ferry.” This chief was a very dignifi-

ed man in character and appearance, upwards of

six feet high, well proportioned; a man of great

benevolence and goodness; of excellent under-

standing, but not a public speaker; was greatly

beloved by his people. In 1823, he must have

been about sixty years old. In pursuance of

treaty stipulations with the United States, I re-

moved the whole Delaware tribe, consisting of

twenty-four hundred souls, to their new home
southwest of Missouri river, near the mouth of

the Kansas, in the years 1822 and 23. Such is

the fate of this once war-like and powerful tribe,

that there were many persons among them in the

years mentioned who were born and raised with-

in thirty miles of Philadelphia, and who have

gone at our bidding into the far west. There no

doubt they will communicate to the wild tribes

of that country the overreaching craft, cunning,

and deceit of the white man. 1 will give an in-

stance to shew that the Indians are capable of

performing some of the highest acts of humanity

and magnanimity. During the last war, the

Delawares claimed and received the protection of

the United States. The tribe were committed to

my keeping during the war of 1813. C. M., a

plain country farmer, came to my house at Up-
per Piqua to see his benefactor, the chief Ander-

son. This man then resided two hundred miles

below Cincinnati, near the Ohio river, and his

nn.ly errand was to return his acknowledgments
to the aged and humane chief who had once spa-

red the lives and property of himself and family.

It appeared that he was emigrating to the west,

in 1792
,
tin the Ohio river, in a Kentucky boat;

that near the mouth of the Scioto, a number of

Indians, who afterwards proved to be Delawares,

pursued him in canoes and finally got before

him, so that escape was impossible. He did not

at all fire on the Indians, and this doubtless con-

tributed to his ultimate escape; but making a

virtue of necessity, turned his boat to the shore

and landed among the Indians. Himself and all

31

his people were immediately taken out and cOtt*

ducted prisoners over some hills to the camp

where was Anderson and other head men. The

prisoners being seated and C. M. interrogated

through an interpreter, after a warm discussion

umong the Indians, the chief, Anderson, informed

the white people they were at liberty to depart

with their boat and all it contained; and cau-

tioned them to be on their watch further down,

as there were other Indians waylaying the river,

who would certainly murder and rob them if

they fell into their hands. They found every

thing in the boat as they had left it, and after di-

viding liberally their stock of provisions with the

Indians, they put off with light hearts and many
thanks to their uncouth benefactors, and reached

their place of destination in safety. The head of

this family hearing that Anderson and his people

were stationed at Piqua, in the war of 1812, came

a long journey of over two hundred miles to see

and thank his benefactor. The interview took

place in my then “Log Cabin,” and in my
presence. At our treaty with the Delawares, in

1817-18, at my instance a pension of one dollar

a day was settled upon Anderson, which he con-

tinued to receive during his life. The seeond

chief of the Delawares was Lapauehlie, a full

blooded Indian, also a very large, fine looking

man. At the treaty above mentioned, a pension

of fifty cents a day was settled on him, during

his life. These two chiefs died since their remo-

val westward,—both beloved and popular men of

the Shawanese. There was Kituwekasa or

Blackhoof, the principal chief, a great orator,

small of stature—died at Wapaghkonetta, Allen

county, Ohio, at the age of more than one hun-

dred years, some time before the tribe emigrated

westward. He was probably in more battles

than any living man in his day. His first great

affair was at the defeat of Braddock. He was

born in Florida, and his* nation being the most

restless and warlike, was a continual thorn in

the side of the Southern English Colonics, war-

ring against them continually. They hovered

along the frontiers of the Carolinas and Virginia,

until they entered Pennsylvania, giving names to

several of the rivers and places within that prov-

ince and Maryland. The other chiefs of this

tribe, we the Shemenetoo or the Snake, Biaseka

or the Wolf, Lolaway or Perry. Tecum t ha was
of this tribe, but not a chief, until he threw off

the authority of his nation and became the chief

of a banditti, for his followers at. Tippecanoe

were composed chiefly, if not altogether, of out-

laws from all the surrounding tribes. His father

was a renowned chief, and killed in a fort at the

mouth of Kanawha, before the Revolutionary

War, under the following circumstances:—the*
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Indian chiefs were invited to a truce by the com-

manding officer, when a soldier crossing the

Kanawha river to shoot tnrkies, was waylaid by

some Indians, killed and scalped. His comrades

going over and finding the body, returned enra-

ged, rushed into the fort, and despite of the en-

treaties and authority of their officers, fell on and

murdered the ambassadors of peace, leaving not

one of them alive. This, with other cases of

atrocity, which has been related to me by the In-

dians, was assigned as a cause for the deep rooted

hatred which Tecumtha always manifested to-

wards our race. His feelings were so intense on

this head that he often said he never looked upon

the face of a white man without being horror

struck or feeling his flesh creep. Although he

was unquestionably a true patriot and brave man,

it is nevertheless a fact that in the first fight he

was engaged in with the Kentuckians, on Mad
river, he runaway, leaving his brother, wounded,

to take care of himself; but was never known to

flinch afterwards. He was undoubtedly among

the great men of his race, and aimed at the inde-

pendence of his people by a union of all the In-

dians north and south, against the encroach-

ments of the whites. Had he appeared fifty years

sooner he might have set bounds to the Anglo-

Saxon race in the west: but he came upon the

stage of action too late—when the power and re-

sources of the Indians were so much impaired

and weakened as to render them unable to effect

any thing against their powerful neighbours.

This celebrated man was about five feet ten

inches in height, square, well built form for

strength and agility; about forty eight or fifty

years old when he fell at the battle of the

Thames, during the last war. Tecumtha signi-

fies in English, a wild cat or panther crouching

ready to spring upon its prey. The Shawanese

successively inhahited in Ohio, the country on

the Scioto at Chillicothe, and Old Town, the

Mad river country at Zanesfield, Bellefontaine,

Urbana and Springfield, the Great Miami at

Staunton, Lower and Upper Piqua. From the

latter place they were routed by the Kentucki-

ans, when they took refuge on the Auglaize and

Hog Creek, extending their settlements down as

low as Defiance. Latterly they had chiefly con-

gregated at and near Wapaghkonetta, twenty-

nine miles north of Piqua, from whence they

finally emigrated southwest of Missouri in 1826

and 1833. The Shawanese were divided into

four tribes, viz. the Chillicothe, Mequochake,

Piqua and Kiscopokee. Tecumtha was of the

last named tribe, and on accoont of their rest-

less, warring propensities, this tribe numbered

very few fighting men when they left Ohio.

The prophet. Elsquatuwa, was a twin brother of

Tecumtha, a man void of talent or merit) a

brawling, mischievous Indian demagogue.

Lsulics’ Fair.

This is the season of fairs: And I am desired

to say to my readers that the ladies belonging to

the Central Presbyterian Church, will continue

for a night or two more in the basement of the

church edifice, on Fifth street, between Plum
and Western Row, the Fair for the sale of use-

ful and fancy articles, which was opened last

evening, the 23d inst. They rely on- the lib-

erality of their neighbours and friends in purcha-

sing the avails of their industry, to furnish means
for the payment of sundry debts, contracted in

their department of the church enterprise. I

trust to behold there the usual complement of

bright eyes and happy faces appropriate to the

season and the scene. “ The Christmas Guest ,

”

I suppose will make its reappearance and two or

three curiosities exhibited of great local interest.

One of these is the original list of subscriptions

to the erection of the oldest permanent house of

worship here—the First Presbyterian Church, on

Main street. Here may be seen the autographs

of the early settlers whose liberality put up that

building contributions, in which shame the public

spirit of the present age. Some of them yet sur-

vive in the midst of the community which they

have aided to build up, and it is right that the

inhabitants of Cincinnati should know who those

are to whom they are thus indebted.

Lastly, I take occasion to say that some spe-

cimens of that fine bread which attracted so

much admiration last week at my office, will be

offered for exhibition and taste, to those who
have not yet enjoyed that luxury. I am deter-

mined that the citizens of this place shall learn

what flour ought to be and can be made to be.

A Relic of Revolutionary Rays.

The following letter, published now for the

first time, was written by Gen. M’Dougal to

Judge Goforth of New York, afterwards one of

the first settlers of Columbia:

Fish Kill, February 7th, 1780.

My Dear Sir :—This will inform you that I

have been at quarters here, since the 6th of De-

cember last, in order to get rid of an old com-

plaint of the stone. The symptoms have so far

yielded to medicine, as to render them moie

tolerable than they were.

I have seen the report of the committee of the

convention of Massachusetts Bay of a constitu-

tion to be offered the people for their approbation.

From some sentences in it, I think they have

not wholly lost sight of an establishment. I am
inclined to believe this was- occasioned by their
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dread of the clergy; for if the convention decla-

red against such a measure, they would exert

themselves to get a negative put on it. when it

should be proposed to the people. But indepen-

dent of this subject, I think the people will not

approve of it, or any other form, which gives

energy to the government or social security to

the people. To give security to a people in the

frame of a government, they must resign a por-

tion of their natural liberty for the security of

the rest. There is a large county in that state

that will not suffer a court of justice to sit to do

any business. These very people have become

so licentious that they have taken flour by force

of arms from a magistrate in this state, who was

retaining it here according to law to supply the

army, which has beeu frequently distressed for

the want of that article. From this specimen

you may form a judgment what kind of consti-

tution will suit that people. There is a great

deal of good sense among them; but I have my
doubts of its having effect in the frame of gov-

ernment.

I want some small articles from your town.

I shall be much obliged to you to inform me
how much higher dry goods are than they were

before the war for hard money ? What can the

best leather breeches be bought for in like specie?

Your old subaltern is well.

I wish to hear from you by post on the subject

of my request as soon as possible.

I am, dear sir, your humble ser’t,

ALEX. M’DOUGAL.
Judge W. Goforth, New York.

fee.

It is some alleviation of the hardship to which

we are exposed for a few weeks of paying double

price for fuel, that the same cause, the intense

freezing during the last fifteen days, has furnish-

ed our ice houses with abundant supplies of ice,

some of it twelve inches thick. The article will

be plenty and cheap next season without doubt,

bringing a wholesome article of the comforts, if

not luxuries of life, within the reach of all classes.

©nr Ancestors.

Statistics are considered by many persons as

dry subjects. But they serve to shed light and

elicit truth on many topics, which they illustrate

distinctly by means of facts and figures.

It is a common prejudice to suppose that extrav-

gance and luxury are of modern date. Hence

our grandfathers and grandmothers are usually

contrasted with their descendants as paragons of

economy and thrift. I propose to set this matter

on a different basis, by showing thet fashion and

luxury are the same in all ages, when the means

of expenditure are alike.

An account of disbursements more than one

hundred years ago, on behalf of a lady residing'

in New England, nieoe of Sir John Sherburne,

formerly Governor of Nova Scotia, has been

handed to me in the original manuscript. It is a

great curiosity throughout, although my extracts

must be brief. For convenience sake, I have

thrown the amounts into dollars and cents, al-

though kept in pounds, shillings and pence.

One satin dress, nineteen yards, with four

yards flounce, -

One piece fine lawn, -

One silk petticoat, -

One fan—mounted, -

Bill of lace per particulars,

One pair silk shoes, -

One full suit rich brocade, eighteen yards

Two very rich brocaded night gowns,

One long cloth riding hood’,

One sett yellow moreen bed curtains,

One sett crimson do complete

One pair sconces, -

Two sconce glasses, -

One pair stays, -

Three yards fine crimson, $12 50, -

$533 00

113 50

150 00

26 00

484 33

35 67

,
666 67

600 00

166 67

443 50

,
250 00

312 67

186 67

60 00

37 50

$4066 18

It will hardly surprise my readers after peru-

sing this specimen, to learn that the bill or run-

ning account, of which the above is part, was

£9023, 17s. and 10<Z., which at $3 33—the New
England six shillings to the dollar—is more than

thirty thousand dollars!

The account to be sure, ran for several years

—like all such bills-^without settlement, or in-

deed payment in whole, or in part. Such a

woman is indeed of more value than pearls or

rubies <

I have growled at having to buy ten yards for

a dress; but “ eighteen” or “ nineteen” yards

leads all things. I suppose this was the era of

hoops.

I trust when my New York exchanges copy

this precious document, that the ladies there who
have been teasing their husbands for “ those fif-

teen hundred dollar shawls,” will send me a vote

of thanks to encourage my further explorations

into the past.

Powers, the Sculptor.

A literary friend handed us yesterday the fol-

lowing extract of a letter he has just received

from Powers, the American Sculptor, now at

Florence. We gladly give it to our readers as a
matter of interest:

“The death of Mr. Carey grieves me more
than I can tell, or you would perhaps believe,

and what adds to my grief and makes the cir-

cumstances still more sad to me, is, that the bust
of “ Proserpine,” upon which I had spent so
much pains and time, arrived too late to be seen
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by him. I did my best to have it done sooner,

but the difficulty of procuring workmen to ex-

ecute to a certain extent, my works, has all along

perplexed me. There are plenty of them, but i

find but few of them capable of performing pre-

cisely what I wish them to do. cs I had

previously commenced another for Mr. Carey,

which 1 had laid asic.e, mainly because it hud no
basket attached to it.

“ My Slave has proved more successful in Eng-
land than I had ever hoped for. I have already

orders for three copies of it—and lately have re-

ceived an order for an original work

—

a female

statue—die subject left entirely to my own choice.

One of these orders is from America, the others

from England. I am now engaged on a bust

of Princess DemidofF, a daughter of Jerome Bo-

naparte. She has a very handsome face, and 1

am taking much pains with it. Her husband de-

sires me to make his bust also. I have quite as

much work therefore as I can do.

The daguerreotypes all failed, although I made
many trials. The marble is too white for the pro-

cess, it burns up the
#
surface before the shadows

have time to take effect. I gave two or three of

them to Mr. Lester, but the impressions were so

false that they would not admit of being engra-

ved. I intend soon to have a careful drawing
made, both of that and my second Eve, and if 1

succeed better, I shall send copies to you. At
all events I shall not forget you. I hope soon to

have it in my power to make a suitable return for

kindness received.

“With the best wishes for your welfare and
happiness, I am sincerely and truly your friend,

HIRAM POWERS.

Maiiafactin’C of Soots and Shoes.

Every day is adding to the variety, as well as

extent, of our manufacturing operations. When
I took the statistics in this line, for the census of

1840, for Cincinnati, although the value of the

leather annually manufactured in the place, was

$335,000, yet at that period the entire consump-

tion of leather here was for customers by the

boot and shoemakers, and the amount of raw

material beyond that demand was exported east,

whence it came back to a great extent worked

up into the cheaper qualities of ready made boots

and shoes.

Within the last three years a beginning and

successful progress has been made in changing

this course of things. L. Chapin & Co., who are

now in active operation as wholesale boot and

shoe manufacturers, at the corner of Elm and

Second streets, made a commencement in this

line in 1842, and there is no doubt, that in the

course of ten years or less, not a pair of boots or

shoes will be brought here of New England

mannfacture; and a high probability exists, that

within a few years more we shall be supplying

the very markets in which we now purchase.

A brief statement of some of the operations of

this firm will illustrate the subject. Their manu-
factory is twenty-five feet on Elm, by one hun-

dred feet on Second street, and is four stories

high, with convenient cellars and attics besides.

Their operations are in fine and coarse shoes and

boots, principally the last. The leather, with

the exception of a small portion of hemlock tan-

ned soal, is all made in this city. They work

up calf skins and upper leather yearly, to the

value of $15,000, and require an annual supply

of thirty-five thousand pounds of soal leather,

and twelve hundred dozen sheep skins for their

operations. They use up, during the same pe-

riod, three thousand pounds boot nails, three

hundred bushels shoe pegs, and three hundred

dollars worth of lasts. As their materials are all

manufactured here, these facts exhibit the man-

ner and extent to which this, as every other

new branch of business embarked in here, aids

existing manufacturing operations, or contrib-

utes to the establishment of new ones.

Every description of boots and shoes, as has

been ascertained at this factory, can be made as

cheap here as at the Eastward, and the finer

kinds much cheaper; and the country merchant

can buy always to better advantage in the west,

not merely in the saving of traveling expenses

and freight or carriage, but in the certainty of

getting his goods almost at his door at a day’s

notice, and of individuals within reach of re-

sponsibility for the wares they manufacture.

Messrs. Chapin & Co. employ one hundred

and seventy-five hands in the various branches

of their business, principally journeymen; al-

though a large share of the rough work is done

by boys, and the stitching and binding by women.

It was pleasant to me to learn that one beneficial

result of this enterprise has been to find employ-

ment for the poor and the destitute. I was re-

fered to a case where a woman with three boys

earned in this business three dollars a week, and

each of the boys three more; and of another in

which an elderly man, who was out of employ-

ment when he came to Cincinnati, was now
earning, with three or four children, twenty dol-

lars per week. These are samples that em-

ployment for our poor, is of more efficiency

as well as less burthensome to the community

than the periodical efforts made to relieve distress

in the community, after it is rendered apparent.

The firm is doing a business of $100,000 for

the year. There is little doubt that its opera-

tions for 1846 will enlarge fifty per cent. They

now supply probably not more than one twen-

tieth of the boots and shoes sold in stores of that

description in Cincinnati, their customers being

dispersed over every part of the west.
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Fuel.
|

The people of Cincinnati have been lately
j

taught, at some expense in acquiring the lesson,
j

too, the importance of protecting themselves I

from imposition and extortion in the supply of
j

wood and coal for winter use. The scarcity of

coal, when winter bursts upon us so unexpect-

edly, because so early, as the beginning of De-

cember, has led to much suffering and privation,

which it will be our own fault if we again en-

dure. To crown our misfortune in this line, of
\

five coal boats which were on their way from

the Meigs county mines to this place, four were

sunk on the way, and the fifth, after landing

here, has since sunk, having been cut to pieces

by ice. We are now consequently at the mercy i

of the weather until a favourable change sends us

further supplies.

S. W. Pomeroy, agent for the Meigs county

mines, has made the public a liberal proposition

for furnishing the coal wanted here by families,

which I judge is for the interest of all to accept.

He offers to supply coal on subscriptions at ten

cents per bushel, one half the price payable at

the time of subscribing, and the residue on the

delivery of the coal during the spring and sum-

mer months ensuing.

This is obviously so advantageous a bargain

to coal purchasers, as to invite genei’al accept-

ance, and I learn that subscriptions have already

been made for the article, not only for family

and office uses, but from the smaller manufac-

turers also, who are persuaded that this is the

cheapest mode of supplying themselves.

One of the most favourable aspects of this ar-

rangements to me is, that it will create a supply

in due season, for those will attend to getting

their coal in time, when they have half paid for

it, that could not be depended on thus to provide

for their families, if that motive did not secure

their punctuality. And whatever amount of coal

is thus disposed of withdraws just so mauy buy-

ers from the regular coal market, and to that ex-

tent protects the rest of the community.

Christmas Beef.

The splendid beef offered for sale in our mar-

ket is continually stimulating fresh efforts from

those engaged in the business to rival and surpass

previous efforts in this line, and no expence

seems spared to secure the finest beef in the

world for our citizens. I refered last week to

the fine bullock and heifer exhibited by Ptlessrs.

Wunder Sf Butcher
,
which have been since sold

at their stalls in Fifth Street Market, objects

of admiration to the spectators, many whom
were strangers to the city, aud have never seen

•uch beef at home.

On Monday last, Mr. Samuel Berresford

brought over from Bourbon county, Kentucky,

eighteen head of beef cattle of a quality unsur-

passed to the number, in supplies of Ghristmas

beef, heretofore. A remarkably fat Buffalo

heifer also contributed a part of the procession

through our streets, and one hundred and eight

extra fat sheep of the Bukewell breed, brought

up the rear.

Fonr*)f the finest and heaviest of the cattle,

with the buffalo and a dozen of the mutton, will

be disposed of at Messrs. Berresford’s long estab-

lished stalls in Lower Market st., at to-day’s mar-

ket there. Finer or fattprmeat has never graced

our stalls. One of our city epicures was noti-

ced contemplating the display on Tuesday, who

after gazing at it awhile, turned away from the

spectacle, feeling the water springing to his

mouth and eyes.

Mr. Berresford has bought a lot of twenty-

three head of cattle from Gen. James Shelby,

Fayette county, Ily., for $100 each, which he

challenges to the world to surpass or even to

equal.

Fire Engine.

I noticed by calling at Messrs. Paddock &
Campbell’s a few days since, an elegant new six

and a half inch chamber suction fire engine, and

inquiring its destination, learned that it had been

built for the City of Frankfort, Kentucky; but

left on their hands, the citizens having had a

larger one built in leiu of it at their establish-

ment. It struck me that it might suit for a

place of two or three thousand inhabitants who
might be tempted to protect themselves in this

way from the ravages o£ fire, to which this sea-

son of the year exposes the community, if they

knew that an engine could be procured without

delay. With this view I state that it can be got

at a fair price, under guarantee of its power and

efficiency. Such of my exchanges as reside in

towns needing an engine of such dimensions, as

may be readily worked by twenty or twenty-five

hands will do well to notice this for the benefit

of their neighbours.

8itgar Crop of Eouiisiaitn.

It must always be a matter of deep interest to

our community to know the state of supply of

this article, which habit has rendered a necessary

of life. I have made the following synopsis of

the subject from late and authentic communica-

tions to the press and to the Treasury Depart-

ment, from responsible source^

In 1828, there were three hundred and eight

sugar plantations in Louisiana, valued at thirty-

four millions of dollars. In 1830, the estates had
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Increased to six hundred and ninety-four, and

the capital employed was estimated at fifty mil-

lions of dollars. The plantations are now—1845
—twelve hundred and nine.

The last year’s crop, was, as may be infered

from this synopsis, a very heavy one, and it is

supposed the coming one will not fall short of it.

Seventy-two sugar mills and engines were put

up the current year in Louisiana, from N. York,

Philadelphia, Pittsburgh, Louisville, and Cincin-

nati, principally from the last, the number manu-

factured here for that market being precisely

forty-eight—two-thirds of the whole.

There will be one hundred and thirty-two put

up the ensuing season; supplied as follows:

—

New York 10, Louisville 10, New Orleans 15,

Pittsburgh 25, Cincinnati 72; more than one

half being from our own establishments.

Importance of ESSgEit EuipEiasis.

A stranger from the country, observing one of

Carpenter's Roller Counting-House Rules
, lifted

it, and enquiring the object, was answered—“ It

is a rule for counting houses.” Too well bred, as

he construed politeness, to ask unnecessary ques-

tions, he turned it over and over, and up and

down repeatedly, and at last, in a paroxysm of

baffled curiosity, enquired—“ Kow in the name

of nature, do you count houses with this?”

There is. another good story on the subject of

emphasis. “ Boy,” said a visitor at the house of

a friend to his little son, “ step over the way and

see how old Mrf. Brown is?” The boy did the

errand, and on his return reported that Mrs.

Brown did not know how old she was, and that

she said he might find out by his own learning.

Cotton ami Wool Cards Machines.

There are few inventions more remarkable

than Amos Whittemore’s machine for making

cotton and wool cards.

A correspondent of the Concordia Intelligen-

cer, who lately visited the great factory at West
Cambridge, built by this inventor and still in op-

eration, writes as follows:—“ Whittemore’s ma-
chine for making cotton and wool cards has

saved to the world an amount of manual labour,

which places him among the greatest benefactors

of his race. When the circumstances of the in-

ventor are considered, the machine appears a

most remarkable creation of native genius, and

is an extraordinary instance of a mind undrilled

by education, unaided by science, and unpracti-

ced even in mechanical labour, eliminating a

series of the most complicated and beautiful com-
binations known to us in mechanics. On be-

holding its rapid, delicate, and almost incredible

operations, one can scarce avoid the impression

that the inventor has created something more
than a machine;—that he has given it volition

and intelligence. There being a factory in the

village, built by the inventor still in operation,

we did not fail to pay it a visit. On entering^

the factory we beheld some twenty of these ma-
chines, each occupying a space of about four feet

by twelve, at work in most industrious activity,

making a noise like the combined ticking of a

thousand clocks, and moving by some invisible

power, and acting apparently without any su-

perintendence; for, at the moment of our en-

trance there was no one in the apartment. One
boy, we were told, could attend ten or twelve

machines; for there was little to be done, but to

change the leather as the cards are completed.

To describe the machine, is to me impossible;—

I

can only tell you some of the results of its opera-

tions. A piece of leather, of the size of the card

to be made, is inserted in two long clamps, that

stretch it and hold it firm in the machine;—the

wire is put on a reel, like a skein of yarn, and
the end of it given to the machine, which is set

in motion by a small band, revolving over a

drum moved by a small steam engine, in an
^apartment below, and in a few minutes the ac-

tive little automaton completes, without any
human agency, one of the finest cards used at

Lowell, perfect and ready to be placed on the

carder. The beauty and delicacy of its move-
ments excel those of any machine I ever saw be

fore. After the leather is placed in the machine
and the wire given to it, the first motion brings

up to the leather a curved head of a small iron

snake, with a forked tongue, fine as the most
delicate cambrick needle, with which it darts at

the leather and perforates it;—in a wink, a pair

of small fingers rise with a tooth in their hold and
insert it in the scarce perceptible punctures made
by the snake’s sting, and then disappear, and out

darts again the reptile’s head;—when the wire is

inserted in the leather by the little digital nip-

pers. The two prongs of the card tooth are

straight, but the instant it is driven through the

leather, a small hammer, on the opposite side,

gives it a slight blow, by which it is bent into its

hook shape. The rapidity of these movements is

so great when the machine is running at its usual

speed as to render it difficult to follow them with
the eye. I scarcely dare trust my memory to

state the number of teeth it forms and inserts in

a minute;—I am confident that it is as large as

five hundred, and I believe it is almost as high as

nine hundred. To have any just conception of

this extraordinary achievement of human inge-

nuity, consider what wonderful precision, exact-

ness and delicacy is required in a machine, first

to form the fine tooth of the exact shape and size;

then to perforate the leather and insert the

pronged wire into the almost invisible holes.

Each part, remember, is performed by succes-

sive motions of independent parts of the machine,
moving with a rapidity that inserts, say five

hundred in a minute;—counting the motions of

the hammer, the bending of the wire, the perfo-

rations and insertion of the teeth, there are not
less than two thousand independent, successive

acts of the machine every instant of time that it

is running.
“ Incredible as it may appear, this machine of

such beautiful combinations of varied, yet sim-

ple movements, came forth at once perfect and
complete from the brain and hand of the inven-

tor. The first machine cast and built from his

original model in wood, I saw in operation and
was told that it was as perfect as any one in the

factory;—after near forty years use of it, no im-

provement has been suggested to the original



conception of the author of this ingenious and
Wonderful piece of mechanism.

This fact will appear still more surprising

when the history of the inventor is known, and
the adverse circumstances, which attended his la-

bours, are related. In early life he was extreme-
ly poor. Amos Whittemore, the inventor, was
at first a day labourer;—having an aptness for

mechanical labour, he took up the humble em-
ployment of an itinerant tinker; and for many
years supported a wife and increasing family by
repairing “pans, cans, and the whole kitchen

trade” of the farmers in the regions about Bos-

ton. As he advanced in mechanical dexterity

and knowledge, he added a higher branch of the

arts to his profession, and became a cleaner and
repairer of old clocks. He at last resigned the

itinerant wagon, and took a shop in his native

town of Cambridge, and put forth a shingle on
which it was announced, “Watches and Clocks
repaired here.” It was while engaged in this re-

spectable mechanical trade, that he formed the

first conception of his card machine. He was too

poor to undertake the construction of it without
aid, and no one could be found who had faith

enough in his talents to risk an hundred dollars

on the success of the invention. After many
discouraging efferts to obtain assistance, he en-

tered into an agreement with a younger brother,

who was labouring at “the awl and last;” and it

was stipulated that the latter should divide the

amount of his weekly earnings, between his own
and brother’s family, while Amos was employed
in constructing his machine and putting it in op-

eration; and if the invention proved valuable, tho

two brothers were to share equally the ad-

vantages of the patent. Ilf was difficult by the

labour of one man, to preserve two large families

'from suffering through a New England winter;

but the machine slowly advanced, and hope sus-

tained them in the struggle with want and pov-
erty;—spring came and saw it almost completed;—summer arrived, and the lone labourer who
had been hidden from the world for six months
in an old obscure building, givingform, and shape

to the conceptions of his own brain, cameforth with
one of the most remarkable inventions of his age,

complete in all its parts, and so perfect in its opera-

tions, that a child coulfl perform the labour of

fifty adults. When success had been made sure,

aid was no longer reluctantly withheld. Patents
were secured in this country, England, and
France; and the rights to the use of the machine
iin Europe, was sold for a sum sufficient to com-
mence the business here, on a large scale. The
-demand in this country at that time, principally

for hand cards, was immense, and the projector

of the machine for setting the teeth, immediately
commenced a machinery for the boards and han-
dles for the ordinary domestic card; this he soon
completed; and the whole process of construct-

ing a card from the^ wire in the skein, and the

unpunctured leather in the hide, and the board
and handle'from the rude block of wood, was done
by machinery, with the exception of nailing the

leather on the board.
“ The Whittemores, instead of selling the right

to the machine, retained a monopoly of the busi-

ness in their own hands. The embargo having
occurred soon after the establishment of their

factory, and the war of 1812 succeeding the

former event, people were forced inlo the use of

homespun and domestic manufactures, which
greatly enhanced the demand for cards;—and

the families of the two brothers, who had often in.

former days looked forward with solicitude for

means to procure an humble meal, began to roll

in wealth, and adopt a style of magnificent and
luxurious living. Before the expiration of their

first patent, as a tribute of national gratitude,

and a reward cf the extraordinary mechanical in-

genuity displayed by the invention, Congress-
passed a special act for renewing the patent for
double the time for which they were then grant-
ed. Soon after procuring this grant from the
country, the original patentees sold out their

right to a stock company for a large sum and re-

tired from all active pursuits, with an ample for-

tune, and with the intention of passing the re-

mainder of their lives in “ otiumeum dignitate.”
“ But how often are the apparently surest

prospects of life delusive; how dangerous is it for

a man “ to say unto his soul, take thine ease;”

—

a mind that had displayed the most extraordinary

powers of combination, and which, without
claiming any new discovery in science, or the

application of new powers, had excelled in me-
chanical ingenuity, all the great inventors of the

age, sunk into a lethargy, after it had lost its

accustomed stimulus to action, and its powers
declined, till in a few years, the great inventor
became a confirmed hypocondriac. The strangest

idea he imbibed, and which became inveterately

fixed in his mind, was that his legs had became
vitrified, and that these useful members of his

person, had turned to glass. With this notion
irradically fixed in his head, he had two long
narrow canes made and lined with downy cush-
ions in which he placed his legs, to secure them
from injury; and it was his employment all day,

seated in a recumbent position, and his leg in a
horizontal position, with a long wand in his hand,
to keep people at a respectable distance, and to

warn them not to approach incautiously his fra-

gile limbs. Various oxpedients were adopted to

remove the strange hallucination; but although,

his mind on all subjects not relating to his own
physical condition, was rational, yet on this point

the dictates of reason, an$ the evidence of his

senses were impotent to remove the false im-
pression. Fear, nor joy, nor the most violent

passions could for a moment break the delusion;

—he could by no means be forced to use his

limbs;—placed within the reach of the approach-
ing tide, or surrounded by a conflagration, he
would drown or suffer the tortures of the stake,,

rather than risk the integrity of his fragile limbs,,

in an attempt td escape. Although the functions

of the bodily organs were regular, his strength

declined with the powers of his mind;—and with
growing weakness, and aberrations of his intel-

lect, his fortune wasted away; and he died at last,

within eight years after he relinquished business,

in a premature dotage, and with little more
money than he bad at the commencement of his

fortunate career;—and to the last breath ef his

life insisted that his legs were glass.

“ His brother and partner after having well

filled his purse, became afflicted with violent po-
litical aspirations to the gratification of which his

lack of e lucaticn was an insurmountable barrier

in New England. Failing in the object of his

ambition at ihe East, in 1818 he went to Ken-
tucky where, in that early period, he thought his

wealth would give him more consideration.

—

Among the first acquaintances he made, was
that of Prentice the celebrated speculator in lands

and produce, and who at one time controlled tho
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whole financial and commercial operations of the

community along the Ohio. Drawn into the

jascinating toils of that arch intriguer, he en-

trusted the management of his funds to his new
friend, who in one day stript him of every dollar

he possessed, and within one year from the pe-

riod of his departure, he returned to Boston, with

less worldly means than he had when he gained

his daily bread by his awl and lapstone.
At Borne may censure the publication of these

details of private life;—but as they relate princi-

pally to a man whose character and fame has be-

come a subject of history, and as they contain a

moral for the government of our desires of

wealth, and one for the employment of our phys-

ical and mental powers, teaching us that idleness

in age as well as youth destroys the strength and

health of the strongest and noblest faculties. I

trust you will be excused for giving them to the

world.”

Tbc Weather.

We have had to Tuesday last, twenty-eight

successive days which as an average of cold have

had no parallel for the past in the Miami Val-

ley. The thermometer has ranged during three

of those.-mornings from two to six degrees below

zero, and the average of cold during the whole

period, must have been twelve to fifteen degrees

below the freezing point. I place this on record

for future comparisons.

Shopping the Cosiest!©*!.

We forgot where we met the following laconic

example of “popping the question:” “Pray,

madam, do you like buttered toast?” “Yes,

sir.” “Will you marry me?” The mode adopt-

ed by an eccentric physician is almost as con-

densed. A lady came to consult him. He pre-

scribed and took his guinea. “ Madam,” said

he, “ I wish to see you to-morrow. In the in-

terval, take the medicine here prescribed, and ere

we meet again, made up your mind to give me
a plain yes or no to the question I now put to

you. I am inclined to wed, not to woo. Will

you allow me to lay out my fee in the purchase

of your wedding ring?”

— >

Tricking a ILaiidUorcl.

I find the following in one of my exchanges:

—

“A man lived in a house between two black-

smiths, and was disturbed by the noise they made.
At last they promised to remove, on condition

that he should give them an excellent dinner,

which he readily agreed to do. When the prom-
ised feast was ended, he asked them whither they
intended to transfer their domicils. “ Why,”
answered one of them, “ my neighbour will re-

move to my shop and I to his.”

I can parallel this without going out of Cin-

cinnati.

A heavy property holder here had a tenant

named Jones, who had been delinquent so long

for rent, that the landlord in despair offered to

forgive his arrears if he would remove. In reply*

the tenant observed that he would like to accom-

modate his creditor, and that he had a house in

view, but the owner required payment of the

rent in advance. Rather than retain a tenant

rent free, the landlord agreed to advance Mr.

Jones the price of a month’s rent, giving him an

uncurrent note at ten per cent, discount. In

the evening when the landlord’s agent came to

report the. day’s business and pay over his re-

ceipts, there was the identical note of ten dollars.

The landlord it seems had paid him a premium to

remove from one of his houses to another one.

Poetry.

The question is sometimes asked, what is the

use of poetry? The noble sentiments so loftily

and beautifully expressed in the following verses

makes the blood course livelier through the veins,

and animate the desponding and the weary in

the good fight of faith. These stanzas are worthy

the lyre of Robert Burns, whose spirit they

breathe. The/ are from a late number of tho

Dublin Nation.

Our Faith.

The slave may sicken of his toil,

And at his task repine

—

The manly arm will dig the soil

Until it reach the mine;
No toil will make the brave man quail,

No time his patience try,

And if he use the word “ to fail,”

He only means—“ to die.”

What is a year in work like ours?

The proudest ever planned

—

To stay Oppression’s withering powers.
And free our native land!

Oh! many a year were bravely past.

And many a life well lost,

If blessings such as these, at last,

Were purchased at their cost!

The seed that yields our daily bread

Not for a year we reap,

But when the goodly grain we spread.

We hold the labour cheap

—

Yet ere the winter’s snow appears,

Must other seeds be sown,

For man consumes the golden ears

As quickly as they’re grown.

Not so the harvest Freedom yields,

’Twill last for ages long,

If those who till her glorious fields.

Be steadfast, brave and strong;

Shall we, then, hopelessly complain,

Because its growth is slow,

When thousands die before the grain

Is ripened, which they sow?

mKRIED.
At No th Bend, on Tuesday, the 16th of Perem^er, by

j

the Rev. Geo. W. Walker, Mr. John B. Rowse to Mis*
Margaret M. Silver, of that place.
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Ktrolledions of tlic iiast Sixty i’enn*.—IVo. 3.

BY J. JOHNSTON, EsQ., of PiqUd.

The Wyandotts were a part of my agency

also. They oqcupied the Sandusky country, the

country of the river Huron, in Michigan, and a

tract of land near Malden, in Upper Canada.

Their principal chief was Tarhee or the Crane,

who resided at Upper~Sandusky, where he died

twenty-five years ago; and from the treaty of

Greenville with Gen. Wayne, in 1795, was a

steadfast friend of the government and people of

the United States. About forty years ago this

tribe contained twenty-two hundred souls, and

in March, 1842, when as commissioner of the

United States, I concluded with them a treaty

of cession and emigration, they had become re-

duced to eight hundred of all ages and both

sexes. Before the (Revolutionary War, a large

portion of the Wyandotts had embraced christi"

anity in the communion of the Roman Catholic

Church. In the early part of my ageucy the

Presbyterians had a mission among them at

Lower Sandusky, under the care of Rev. Joseph

Badger. The war of 1812 broke up this benevo-

lent enterprise. When peace was restored the

Methodists became the spiritual instructors of

these Indians, and continued in charge of them

until their final removal westward of Missouri

river, two years ago. The mission had once

been in a very prosperous state, but of late years

had greatly declined, many of the Indians having

gone back to habits of intemperance and heath-

enism: a few continued steadfast to their Chris-

tian profession. Of this number was “ Grey

Eyes,” a regularly ordained minister, of pure

Wyandott blood, a holy, devoted and exemplary

Christian. This man was resolutely opposed to

the emigration of his people, and was against me
at every step of a long and protracted negotia-

tion of twelve months continuance. I finally

overcome all objections; on the last vote, more

than ftwo-thirds of the whole male population

were found in favour of removal. The preacher

had always asserted that, under no circumstances

would he ever go westward. His age was about

forty-eight years; his character forbade any ap-

proaches to tampering with him; and although I

felt very sensibly his influence, yet I never ad-

dressed myself to him personally on the subject of

the treaty: but as soon as the whole nation in

open council, had voted to leave their country

and seek a new home far in the west, I sent an

invitation to the preacher to come and dine with

me and spend the evening in conversation; he

came accordingly. I told him that in conse-

quence of his sacred character, I had abstained

from using any means to influence his course in

3»2

relation to the pending negotiation; that my
business with him had no concealment; it was

open, and communicated to all men, women and

children; and as many of their white friends as

desired to hear me in open council; that I came
to them with the words of their great father,

Harrison; and although the lips that first uttered

these words were cold in death, still they were

the words of truth—which all must acknowledge

were for their present and future good; that in

the treaty I was about to sign in a few more days

with their chiefs, ample justice was done their

whole nation, and this too as .well on account of

my own character as the character of him who
had sent me to treat with them; that if he—the

preacher “ Grey Eyes”—was called to preach

the gospel to his nation and race, it was his duty

to go with them westward and do them all the

good in his power; that in a few more years the

Indians would be all gone from Ohio and Michi-

gan, and he well knew he could not, by reason

of his ignorance of our language, minister to the

whites, and that it must therefore be evident to

all that the Providence of God called loudly upon

him to go westward with his people; and there

administer as he had done to their spiritual and

temporal wants. He replied that during the

progress of the treaty, he had opposed me to the

utmost extent of his power; that now the nation

having decided by a large majority on selling

their lands and removing to the west, he had de-

termined on uniting his fate with it, and would

prepare to go along and do all the good he could

for his people. From this time forward the

preacher and myself were very good friends.

He frequently called and ate with me, on all

which occasions I called on him for a blessing,

which he pronounced in his own language, in a

very devout and becoming manner. When I

had brought my business with the Wyandotts

to a close, and was on the point of leaving there,

I sent for my good friend the preaeher and gave

him all my remaining provisions and stores, not

of large amount, remarking to the Indians pres-

ent, to prevent their being jealous, that their min-

ister being the servant of Jesus Christ, devoting

his time to the care of their souls and bodies, to

the neglect of himself and family, it was proper

therefore that I should provide for him as far as

lay in my power: to which they very readily as-

sented. The Wyandotts were always a leading

tribe among the Indians of the Northwest: with

them was the sacred fire deposited at Browns-

town, Michigan; and here was the great council

of the confederacy held and peace and war deci-

ded upon in the war of 1812. The place was pol-

luted with the spilling of blood in battle, and no>

council could ever after be held there
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There is nothing in the history of the settle-

ment and extension of the English and their de-

scendants upon this continent so melancholy to

the mind of the Christian and philanthropist as

the case of the Indians, the primitive inhabitants

and lords of the country. Since the first landing

of the Europeans to the present day, hundreds of

tribes of the natives have been swept away by the

avarice, cupidity and vices of the white man,

leaving not a single individual to testify that they

ever had an existence; and what is most disrepu-

table in this matter to our race up to the present

moment, not a single effectual attempt has been

made by the English government during our

Colonial vassalage, nor since the American revo-

lution by the Congress and President of the Uni-

ted States, to lay the foundation of a system to

preserve the unhappy race of the red man from

final extinction. All our plans have been di-

rected to shifts and expedients to acquire their

lands and push them further back, without in the

least altering the tenure of their possession. The

last story on our part was, go southwest of Mis-

souri and we will never call upon you for the

cession of another acre. In reference to this

very matter, in my farewell speech to the Wy-
andotts, they were told that the white people

loved land; it was their food; that they in the

course of time might be called on in the west to

sell the lands which I had assigned them by the

treaty; but no matter who invited them to coun-

cil for such a purpose, if it was the President him-

self in person, to shut their ears and obey no

such call; never for a moment entertain a propo-

sition of the kind. If you do this you will be

safe: if you once listen you are undone, for the

white man will overcome you with money and

goods. What do we see already? While I am
writing this sheet we read that a deputation of

the Potawatomies is on a visit to the President at

Washington imploring him to put a stop to the

demands made upon them to abandon their pres-

ent homes; and yet it is but a few years, certain-

ly not more than twenty, since those same Indi-

ans left Indiana, the country near Chicago, and

Michigan at our bidding, and to make room for

our population. Is it any wonder that the Indi-

ans cannot be civilized ; and that all confidence

on their part in our race is at an end? Seeing

that our avarice, overreaching and encroach-

ments upon their homes has no limits, nothing

can save them but a total change in our policy

towards them. I had been officially connected

with the Indian service upwards of thirty years

and had reflected much upon their deplorable

condition. The result was communicated many
years ago to the men in power at Washington,

through Gen. Joseph Vance, our then as at

present representative in Congress. My plan

was predicated upon the basis that without a

local government, adapted to the condition and
wants of the Indians, and for their exclnsive use

and benefit, their race must perish. Nething has

since occurred to change that opinion, but much
to confirm and strengthen it.

A territorial government, under the authority

of Congress, should be established over the Indi-

ans to be composed of a Governor, Council and

House of Representatives: the Governor to be

appointed in the usual way by the President and
Senate, the Council to be composed of the Indian

agents for the time being, and the House of Rep-
resentatives to be composed exclusively of per-

sons elected by the various tribes, and in all cases

to be Indians by blood, each member so elected

and admitted to a seat to receive from the United

States Treasury $2 or $3 per day for his attend-

ance, and $2 or $3 per day for each thirty miles

travel going to and returning from the seat of

the Indian government, a delegate in Congress

as a matter of course. A plan of the kind here

proposed, would gradually introduce among the

Indians a knowledge of civil government and its

blessings, and pave the way for their civilization:

without something of the kind their race msut
perish. That it is a sacred debt due to the primi-

tive inhabitants of the land, from the representa-

tives of the American people in Congress assem-

bled, no man acquainted with the wrongs of the

red man will attempt to deny. Connected with

the providing a government for them must be a
solemn covenant on the part of Congress that no
attempt shall ever be made to purchase or alienate

any part of the Indian territory, and the total

abandonment of the practice of removing com-
petent and faithful agents for political cause.

The longer an honest and competent agent is in

office, the better for both the government and the

Indians. So mischievous in its effects has been

this practice of removing men in the Indian ser-

vice, that I have known persons under Gen. Jack-

son’s administration to receive the appointment

of Indian interpreter, who knew not a single word

of Indian; and another who received the appoint-

ment of blacksmith and held the place for several

years, and never performed a day’s work at the

anvil and bellows. Notorious, wicked, and in-

competent men have in many instances been ap-

pointed agents and commissioners for managing

their affairs; and a course of measures pursued

towards them for the last sixteen years, in viola-

tion of treaties, law and right that has banished

from the minds of the Indians every vestige of

confidence they ever had in.us. Wholesale frauds

have been practised upon them by men in office,

to the disgrace of the government and people of

the United States.
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Cincinnati is advantageously known abroad

by her artists and men of science. Powers has

made the name of the Queen City a familiar les-

son in geography to civilized Europe; and Locke

and Mitchell are as well known in the academies

and halls of science east as at home. Indeed

John Locke of America is as distinguished a man

in Europe as John Locke of England, although in

different departments of science.

Our Observatory has directed the attention of

the savans of Europe to our youthful city, and

we have already received unequivocal testimony

•of the interest it inspires abroad, in the transmis-

sion of the following documents from various

places:

1. The twenty-first volume of the Annals of the

Astronomical Observatory at Vienna: Forwarded

by its director, by order of the Emperor of

Austria.

2. Six volumes folio of Meteorological and

Magnetical Observatories. This was transmitted

by the Minister of France in Russia, Baron Can-

fcrini.

3. A volume of Observations made at the Im-

perial Observatory, Dorpat
,
Russia. From the

director of that institution.

4. A volume describing the North Equatorial,

in London. Forwarded by the Duke of North-

iumberland.

5. A sett of Magnetical Observations, made in

Canada by Col. Sabine.

These have all been received lately, within a

short space of time, many of them from distant

places, which but for the erection of our Ob-

servatory, would never have heard of Cincinnati,

and which now know it as other scientific estab-

lishments in Europe will shortly, as a seat of sci-

ence and the arts.

Who is there here, with the least degree of

self-respect, that does not, in the knowledge of

such facts, feel himself repaid for the contribu-

tion he has made to establish our Observatory.

Western Mails.

The Committee of the Memphis Convention

on the subject of Western Waters, have just

published their report.

They point Oiut the injustice done the west in

the neglect to establish the same continuity of

line along the great business points west and

southwest of Louisville, while the lines of mail

communication at the east are by rail-roads and

mail steamers along the coast. They suggest the

reorganization of the western mails as follows:

1st. A main daily steamboat river line should

be established to run from Pittsburgh or Wheel-

ing to New Orleans, (or at least from Cincinnati

to New Orleans,) which should connect at the

mouth of the Ohio with a branch from the Mis-

sissippi and Missouri rivers.

2d^ This line should be divided into different

sections so that boats might be constructed to

suit each section of the river.

3d. During the fall months, if necessary, the

sections above Cincinnati might be discontinued,

and the mails upon that portion of the river line

4th. The main river line should be intersected

at the chief towns on the river, by a daily stage

or rail-road line, leading from thence to the capi-

tol of each of the Valley States.

5th. A daily line of post coaches should con-

nect the Charleston and Georgia railroads with

the Decatur and Tuscumbia rail-road, and thence

with the main river line at Memphis or some

other central point.

Iliimn ILife.

A letter from New York gives the following

picture of business in the fancy line:

“ You may judge of the business and prospects

of the city in the last few years, dating, perhaps,

by some accidental coincidence
,
from the passage

of the tariff law, when I tell you, that being last

night in a magnificent French store in Broad-
way, I asked him the rent. Three years ago, he
answered, 1 took it for seven years, at $1500, but
now I could get $2500 a year for the remainder
of my lease. The magnificence of some of those

stores, and the costliness of their wares, are al-

most incredible. Sets of China, $300, and single

chairs, belonging to sets, $100 a piece, and yet
theyfind purchasers! In plate glass, the French
beat the world, until now, it is said the English
equal them, after having expended immense
sums in the race of competition. In gilding

furniture, great perfection has been attained.

The Romans could only make seven hundred
and fifty leaves of gilding, four inches square,

out of one ounce of gold—while now, a single

grain of gold may be stretched out to cover a

house.”

It is just such gilding which sets of thousands;

of the human race, as well as furniture at New:’

York and elsewhere, and the gold leaf is beat out

just as thin for this purpose as to cover the house.

The Temperance Mess.

Soon after our declaration of war against Great

Britain, in 1812, had taken place, a call was made

on Gov. Snyder, of Pennsylvania, for a detach-

ment of the militia of that State to serve a six

months tour of duty on the shores of the Dela-

ware. The enemy was just commencing that

course of laying waste the accessible parts of our

coasts, which afterwards inflicted so much dis-

tress upon the inhabitants of the lower parts of

Maryland and Virginia.

Snyder
,

in place of drafting the necessary

number, out of the militia, issued a proclamation

calling for volunteers, which was promptly re^
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sponded to, by an offer of service from three of

the volunteer corps of Philadelphia, two of which

were old established companies that had jilled up

their ranks under the existing patriotic impulse,

while the third was a new company, formed with-

in three days of their tender of service. One of

the first alluded to was commanded by Captain

Samuel Borden
, for many years prior to his death,

a resident of Cincinnati. Condy Raguet, a law-

yer ef Philadelphia, distinguished afterwards as

an able writer on the currency and free trade

questions, was captain of the last named corps.

I belonged to this last. With the exception of

our commander, there was not a man in it older

than twenty-one; a large proportion being, in

fact, eighteen and nineteen years of age. A ma-

jority of the corps were the sons of respectable

and influential persons of that city.

Our services were accepted, and the detach-

ment, numbering three hundred and forty-eight

men, placed under the command of Col. Lewis

Rush, mustered, inspected, and ordered by the

commanding officer of that military district, to an

encampment some thirty miles south of Philadel-

phia, which bore the name of Shellpot Hill. It

appeared that dn attack was apprehended on Du-
pont’s powder mills, in that neighbourhood, a

very important object of defence, in the existing

general want of preparation for war, extending

over the whole country.

As soon as we reached our encampment ground,

and the tents had been pitched, kitchens dug,

wood cut for cooking, and other arrangements

made, we were formed into messes of seven each.

This was more to a mess than desirable, during

the warm season of August, which was the sec-

ond month of our engagement; but the scarcity

of tents did not permit us to reduce the size of

our messes. Each one of these messes had a non-

commissioned officer in command of it. Ours
was Sergeant Thomas I. Wharton, a member of

a highly respectable family in Philadelphia, and
now distinguished as an able counsellor at law in

in that.city.

In due season rations were issued out to each

mess, comprehending meat, bread, salt, vinegar,

soap, and whiskey. The uses of all these were

well understood by our whole mess, except the

last article. Of the one hundred and twenty men
composing the company, I judge not half a dozen

had ever either tasted or smelt whisky at home;
those who drank used beer or wine, and a few,

brandy ; the great mass, however, were too young
to have acquired any taste or relish for drinking

at all. Judge the horror with which the taste

and smell of whisky, inspired most of us. Our
men, after a brief consultation, which showed we
were all of one opinion, authorized me, in the re-

ceipt of the rations which fell to our share, to

commute the whiskey ration into bread or beef,

at my choice. I did so; and not one gill of whis-

key was consumed by our mess, during our whole

absence from Philadelphia. What the other

messes did, I do not recollect distinctly; but be-

lieve that they generally received it, and that the

whiskey was drank, by parts only of each mess;

but its presence, and the convivial spirit of those

days, doubtless led too many to contract a relish

for ardent spirits, which brought individuals in

after periods of their lives to a premature grave.

After our tour of duty was performed, the com-

pany to which I allude, returned, and on the re-

currence of peace, the members gradually scat-

tered, some changing the place of their residence

south, west and north; some left for distant parts

of the world; some silently disappeared from the

scene of human life, and the regular operations

of time and disease, carried a portion more to

their graves; and after a lapse of nineteen years,

when an invitation for the survivors to meet in

Philadelphia, brought together the persons or

names of those who were yet alive, it was ascer-

tained that only thirty-three of the original one

hundred and twenty survived. Not a mess, as

originally constituted, numbered more than two

among the living, except the mess to which I be-

longed, who were all either present or accounted

for by letters. Thirteen years more, or thirty-two

years, have passed since the service alluded to was

performed, yet the whole seven survive to this date ,

as far as I know or believe. I am not aware that

a single one of the seven I have thus refered to,

was a temperance man, in the modern use of the

phrase; but the circumstances in this case explain

and illustrate the philosophy of the modern move-

ment. They were placed in circumstances, which

for half a year removed them out of the influences

to which they were exposed at home; and for the

same period they put aside the temptation to con-

tract habits of drink, by which their comrades

were assailed. The effect to me and I believe tot

the rest, was to imbibe a dislike to the taste and

smell of most descriptions of ardent spirits.

Honoured forever be the memory and example

of that good and great Man, who, as President of

the United States in 1832, set the example of of-

fering pure water as refreshment at his levee, and

directed the spirit ration to be abolished in the

supplies of the army and navy of the United

States. Thousands of lives and reputations would

have been saved, and an incalculable amount of

misery spared to our country, had that reform

been made by his illustrious predecessor who first

occupied the chair of state.
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Public Hall* in Cincinnati.

For many years there has been a great defi-

ciency of Public Halls of a suitable extent and

arrangement to suit the various wants of our

growing city. This was in part remedied by the

construction of Concert and Washington Halls,

but it is only since the new College and the Ma-
sonic and Odd Fellows Halls, and the spacious

saloon which constitutes an important feature in

Mr. Williams’ new erection at the corner of

4th and Walnut streets, that provision has been

made for our wants. The public hall of the Odd

Fellows is forty-nine by sixty-two and eighteen

feet high; that of Mr. Williams is sixty by nine-

ty, and twenty-four feet high; of the Masonic

building is fifty-one by one hundred and twelve,

and twenty-three feet high; and of the College

edifice, sixty-five by one hundred and thirty-two,

and twenty-two feet high. These are of suffi-

cient capacity for any public assemblage except

mass meetings; and almost any of the larger of

these will hold a public meeting of three thou-

sand citizens, as many as can brought together

except on extraordinary o&asions.

History of Newspapers.

Newspapers are of Italian origin, whence the

term Gazette from Gaceta
,
is derived. This is a

small coin, which was the price of one paper, and

became the badge of the periodical as the Picay-

une—six cents—is that of a well known New
Orleans print. The first issue was at Venice, in

1536, ninety years after the discovery of print-

ing; so it seems books in the modern form, first

printed in 1479, are older than newspapers. This

was a private enterprise, and was soon suppressed

by the public authorities there—at all times one

of the worst tyrannies the world ever knew. I

re-established in 1558, under censorship and by

authority, “ con licenzia.”
’

The oldest newspaper in Paris was the Mer-

cure de France, which appeared as early as 1605.

There was in that city twenty-seven papers, in

1779, thirty-five.

A newspaper was established in Scotland by

Cromwell, in 1652. One was permanently es-

tablished at Glasgow in 1715 during the era of

the first Pretender. The oldest paper still in ex-

istence is the Edinburg Evening, of which the

first number was issued in 1700.

In 1696, there were but nine newspapers in

London—all weekly. The first daily was issued

in 1709, at which date there were eighteen pub-

lished of all descriptions. In 1724, the num-

ber was twenty, to wit—3 daily, 6 weekly, 7

tri-weekly, 3 penny post, and a semi-weekly

London Gazette.

In 1792, there were thirteen daily and twenty

semi-weekly papers. The oldest existing pa-

pers are the Whitehall Evening Post, com-

menceckin 1794; the St. James Chronicle, 1793;

and the Morning Chronicle, 1769.

The number of dailies in London since 1792,

has decreased to nine; and these are all the dai-

lies in England. The aggregate of their issues

has however increased prodigiously. The Lon-

don annual issues of all descriptions exceed sixty

millions.

The oldest newspaper in Ireland is the Belfast

Newsletter. It is still in existence.

I have too few data to give any statement of

the newspapers in America, except to say that

in 1743, there was no newspaper in New York;
and at the date 1792, when there were thirty-

three periodicals in London we had none in Cin-

cinnati. Now there are sixty-nine of various

descriptions in New York, and forty-eight in

Cincinnati.

The issues of the American press are greater

than those of England, being nearly double.

The history of American newspapers is yet to be

compiled.

Firemen’s Fair at the Masonic nail.

A Fair for the benefit of Relief Fire Company
No. 2, on George street, opened at the public hall

in the new Masonic Buildings, corner of Walnut
and Third streets, on Christmas Eve, and will

continue until the ensuing 8th of January.

The usual amount of useful and fancy articles,

with the refreshing influences of ice cream, soda

and cake, bright eyes and rosy cheeks, welcomed

the thronging guests of that evening, opening

their hearts and their purses. Besides a very

great number of season ticket admissions, three

thousand seven hundred and thirty persons must

have been present in the course of that evening,

as testified by the receipts at the door, so that

their visitors on that occasion could not have

fallen short of four thousand persons: indeed

hundreds were shut out who came to witness the

scene. And well do these, a division of our gal-

lant firemen, deserve all the pecuniary support

they receive.

In a room one hundred and twelve feet by

fifty-one, filled around with novelties and curi-

osities upon the tables which line the sides, there

was of course such a variety and extent of ob-

jects worthy of notice, as the limits of my col-

umns would not afford space to describe I shall

therefore refer to but an article or two as a sam-

ple of the attractions of the evening.

A rich pagoda or pavilion occupies nearly the

centre of the hall, constructed for the occasion,

fitted up in the room by the skill and inge-

nuity of some of the mechanics of the company.
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and famished by the exquisite taste of the ladies

of their acquaintance. It is an octagon with

fluted columns and pannel work at the sides, fes-

tooned with pink curtains and canopied in

gorgeous style. In the centre a temporary build

ing was erected to serve as a post office. The

pavilion will no doubt be purchased at the con-

clusion of the fair for a summer house, by some

our citizens. It is admirably adapted to that

purpose. Opposite, and occupying a position

corresponding with this, is a new hose reel made

by I. <§* B. Bruce, for the company, which sur-

passes for excellence of work, exactness of pro-

portion and fit, taste in design, and elegance in

finish, anything brought from the east. The

wood work is hickory, oak and ash of the best

qualities, as the samples of the original woods

there, clearly indicate. The iron work is as

light as the necessary strength of the article

would permit, and is coated entirely with plated

brass. On the main pannel on one side is the

frigate Constitution ploughing a rough sea; on

sthe other, Gen. Wayne taking leave of the offi-

cers at Fort Washington in 1793. Both views

are tastefully surrounded with groups of the na-

tional flag. The corner pannels are decorated

with figures of firemen in their appropriate cos-

tume, with hose pipe in hand and trumpet to the

mouth. The carved work, painted or gilt, the

arch of the reel with its braces, the pillars and

scroll work, and the lamps, are all specimens of

beauty and taste which I cannot slop minutely

to describe. But I must say one word respect-

ing the bells. These are in number five, of

clear, delightful tone, and hung and balanced

with such accuracy that the most mechanical eye

cannot detecta hair’s breadth in the range of the

springs or yokes which support them. The reel

itself, on the whole, must be seen to be properly

appreciated. It is a splendid trophy of the skill

and ingenuity of Cincinnati mechanics and artists.

For the design, and the execution in part, of

this reel, the company is indebted to Mr. M.

Ruffner, and his associates of the building com-

mittee.

Two charming wreaths of white roses, con-

tributed for the purpose by the Misses Baker, on

Fourth street, decorate the apparatus in appro-

priate style.

Tlic .Lost Child.

A correspondent of the St. LouisWeekly Gaz-
ette gives the following account of a hunt for a
lost child, in one of the thinly peopled neighbour-
hoods of the west:

About ten o’clock in the morning, was heard
.a loud shout at the gate—“ Ho! Mr. W., ho!”

•“ What’s wanting!”
“ O’Leary’s boy is lost—little Johnny!”
This was enough to secure a father’s aid, and

on the road to shout the same at every door he
passed. Little Johnny! said I, and my heart

burst forth at the very sound. He was a fairand
lovely child, little Johnny, and had a gentle and
affectionate mother, with an ardent and sacrifi-

cing love which few mothers feel. His father

was a bold hunter—his horses and hounds and
rifle, had more of his heart than all the world
besides; but little J*ohnny nestled there; indeed he
was a great pet with the neighbours, and won
more caresses and more sympathies than all the

rest of the children together. Such appeals are

always sovereign; but lew perhaps, have ever
met with a more quick or general response than
his—every body turned out—the news flew like
lightning; and men and boys for ten miles around
came in to assist jn the search, while women and
children were running to and fro, and hailing

every passer by, to learn the progress of the work.
Never before I may dare to say, was there such
a neighbourly union as now pervaded this mot-
ley mass—the same gush of sympathy, the same
fearful apprehension, and the same images of

death and wo, pervaded every home and heart.

It seemed as if one vast cloud of gloom enwrap-
ped the region around, from which shone out in

lurid glare, and to which every eye was turned,

and every pulse beat true

—

the lost child!

Little Johnny was about four years old; he had
been out in the field ^vith his father and the black
man, who were harvesting corn—and started for

home about 2 o’clock, P M. On returning at

night, they ascertained that the child had never
been seen. It was nearly dark, but the alarm
was given, and some fifteen or twenty neighbours
commenced the search. The corn, where he was
last seen, was the first object of course; here they
took single rows and scoured the field in vain.

They then scattered through the adjoining wood;
the father frantic, often calling out in a voice of

thunder—“Iio! John—ho!—ho John!” Then
fearing the boy might be alarmed and afraid to

answer, he would soften down into the gentle
winning tone of the fireside-:—“ Johnny, Johnny
my dear, father’s come.” It w7as a cloudy even-
ing; and though, perhaps, he had never bowed
the knee “before Jehovah’s awful throne,” lie

prayed—0 how earnestly he prayed the Lord it

might not rain that night. The air was damp
and chilly, so that if the child were alive with his

bare feet and light jacket, he must be suffering

cruelly from cold. But the wolves!—ah this was
the fear, this the terror, which all felt, but none
dared to breathe. A wolf had been seen prow-
ling around the premises—indeed they had a
common path across the prairie—and the point

where several beside myself, had heard the cries

of distress, was a famous haunt for them. Even in,

the midst of the anxious search, a distant growl 1

would now and then burst on the ear, picturing

forth the den, the cubs, the .

The dogs were very eager in the field, especially

wolf dogs. Winder, one of the best, would run
no other trail. O’Leary knew this, and watched
with m,qst intense anxiety his every move. He
scents—he scents—he runs—“ Oh my God, he’s

got my boy!” He leaps from his horse, he sees

the foot print of his own dear Johnny in the

gopher hill by the side—he tracks him to the

wood, and off* from Winder’s trail: ah! now he
breathes again.

The search was continued until midnight, when
a part thought it best to relieve their horses, and
wait for daylight to begin afresh. But the fath-

V



•er, with three of his hunting friends, who had re-

solved not to eat or sleep till they hud found the

boy, still kept on—sometimes riding, sometimes

walking—calling and shouting, it lor no other

.purpose than to keep the wolves at bay. At
length they stationed themselves within hearing

distance of each other, and sat down to protect

the child, to rush to his rescue, in case they

should hear him attacked, to watch until the

morning.
At early dawn, about fifty new horsemen arri-

ved, and the search commenced anew. The field

was again examined for the track, which was
pursued with some doubt, as he had been there

three successive days. On tracing the path

which led towards the wolf woods, the imprints

•of Johnny’s little feet were again discovered, as

he appeared to be running, and the mark of his

bag dragging along by his side. Here the father’s

anguish gushed anew, as the fears of the prece-

ding night were justified and corroborated. They
now agreed to take a station of about fifteen roas

abreast, go up one side of the branch and down
the other, till the whole surface of an extensive

area, (farther than he could possibly have travel-

ed,) had been explored. They had completed

one side, and were returning, when the signal

was given—Johnny was found! The noisy

.shouting and repeated peals of the hunters’ wind-

ing horns, soon grouped [the excited cavalcade.

But O’Leary, though foremost in the hunt, fell

back at the first note of the summoning horn,

nor did he speak a word, or scarcely breathed,

till he snatched his own dear Johnny from the

arms of his delighted bearer, and pressed him
with a frantic fondness to his now bursting heart.

The dear boy was found about two miles from
home, in a thicket of hazel, picking filberts, with

his bag of corn still on his arm. He looked

bright and happy; and when asked where he was
going, said he was going home, but it was so far.

He said he hadn’t seen anybody, but he heard

some one call him, and that he was afraid, that

he run away till he was tired, and then he laid

his little head down on his bag, and cried—that

while he was crying, he saw a big carriage go

by him with candles in it, (the thunder and light-

ning,) and then it grew very dark, and he asked

God to take care of little Johnny, and went to

sleep.

Putting Resolutions into Practice.

At a missionary meeting held amongst the ne-

groes at Jamaica, these three resolutions were
agreed upon:

1. We will all give something.

2. We will all give as God has enabled us.

3. We will all give willingly.

So soon as the meeting was over, a leading ne-

gro took his seat at the table, with pen and ink,

to put down what each came to give. Many
came forward and gave, some more and some less.

Amongst those that came was a rich old negro,

almost as rich as all the others put together, and
threw' down upon the table a small silver coin.

<* Take dat back again,” said the negro that re-

ceived the money, “ Dat may be according to de

first resolution, .but its not according to de sec-

ond.” The rich old man accordingly took it up,

and hobbled back again to his seat in a rage.

One after another came forward, and as almost

all gave more than himself, he was fairly ashamed
-of himself, and again threw down a piece of

money on the table, saying, “ Dare, take dat!”

It was a valuable piece of gold, but it was given
so ill-temperedly, that the negro answered again,
“ No! dat won’t do yet. It may be according to

de first and second resolutions, but not according
de last,” and he was obliged to take up his coin
again. Still angry at himself and all the rest, he
sat a long time, till nearly all had gone, and then
came up to the table, with a smile on his face,

and very willingly gave a large sum to the trea-

sury. “ Very well,” said the negro, “ Dat will

do. Dat according to all de resolutions.”

Royalty.

A leaf from the account book of the Lord

Steward or head cook of Queen Victoria’s royal

household, for the last year, gives the following

items. The amounts are thrown into American

currency, that they may be understood at a
glance.

Butcher’s meat .... $17,000

Bread- 10

Milk and cream 7,000

Poultry 18,000

Fish ...... 10,000

Bacon, cheese and eggs, 25,000

Groceries ..... 23,000

Oil 8,600

Friiit and confectionary 8,250

Vegetables, .... 2,000

Wine, afe&nd beer—liquors * fyc. . 47,050

Wax and tallow candles 11,000

Lamps, 23,000

Fuel,...... 24,000

Stationery 1,000

Turnery ..... 1,700

Braziery 4,400

China, glass, &c. 6,550

Linen ..... 4,420

Washing table linen . 15,500

Plate 1,740

$316,000

Such are the blessings of royalty. The rela-

tive disbursements for bread and wine, beer and'

ale have had no parallel since the days of Sir

John Falstaff. “Oh monstrous!—four penceworth

of bread to all this sack,” and is another striking

illustration how true to nature Shakspeare wrote.

A Laser’s Portrait.

A painter, the other day, in a country town,,
made a great mistake in a characteristic, and it

was discovered by a country farmer. It was the
portrait of a lawyer—an attorney who from
humble pretensions had made a good deal of
money, and established thereby his pretensions,

but somehow or other not very much enlarged
his respectability. To his pretensions was added
that of having his portrait put up in the parlour
as large as life. There it is, very flashy, and
true; one hand in his breast and the other in his

small clothes pocket. It is market day; the-

couutry clients are called in—opinions are passed

(the family present,) and all complimentary,—

*
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sucli as, “ Never saw such a likeness in the

course of my born days: as like un as he can
8‘are.” “ Well, sure enough, there he is.” But
a', last there was one dissentient! “’Taint like

—not very—no, ’taint,” said a heavy, middle-

aged farmer, with a rather dry look, too, about
the corners of his mouth. All eyes were upon
him. “Not like! How not like?” exclaimed
one of the company, and who knew the attorney—“say where it is not like?” “Why, don’t
you see,” said the man, “ he has got bis hand in

his breeches pocket. It would be as like again if

he had it in some other body’s pocket!” The
family portrait was removed, especially, as after

this, many came on purpose to see it; the attor-

ney was lowered a*peg or two, and the farmer
obtained the reputation of a connoisseur as we^l

as a wit.

Scripture Quotations.

A late city paper quotes as a scripture text,

“that he that runs may read,” “and that the

wayfaring man, though a fool, need not err there-

in.” The second member of the quotation is

undoubtedly taken from the Bible, although not

literally correct in the quotation, but the first

part, although cited as above in many periodicals,

is neither a scripture phrase nor a scripture idea,

and cannot be found from Genesis to Revelations.

It would be an employment conducive to the ac-

curacy of certain editors if they would brush up

their acquaintance with the Bible, as a means of

enabling them to quote it correctly. They might

probably derive other benefits in the perusal.

There are various other texts, such as—“ God

tempers the wind to the shorn lamb,”—“ In the

midst of life we are in death,”—What shadows

we are, and what shadows we pursue,” supposed

even by persons otherwise intelligent to be deri-

ved from the scriptures, which originated from

far different sources. The first is in Tristam

Shandy, by Sterne; the last was written by Ed-

mund Burke. I cannot trace the origin of the

second, but believe it to be an aphorism of one of

the puritan writers of England.

Diplomacy.

The following incident occurred lately at

Washington. Straws shew which way the wind

blows:

—

At a dinner at M. Bodisco’s, Mr. Buchanan,

Mr. Ritchie, and the British Minister were among
the guests. After dinner, Mr. Ritchie, filling his

glass, proposed to Mr. Bodisco, as a toast: “ The

immediate affinity of the Russian and United

States Territory on the Northwest coast.” Mr.

Bodisco, turning to Mr. Packenham, said—“Will

you drink that?” “ I am not thirsty,” said Mr.

Packenham, filling his glass with water. Some
-time afterwards, Mr. Buchanan accosted Mr.

Ritchie, “ Come, I will drink your toast again!”

There was diplomacy for you, in the quiet re-

ply of the British Minister!

From the Snow-Flake Annual for 1846.

The Memory of the Past.

BY GEORGE P. MORRIS,

One balmy summer night, Mary,
Just as the risen moon

Had cast aside her fleecy veil,

We left the gay saloon.

And, in a green sequestered spot,

Beneath a drooping tree,

Fond words were breathed, by you forgot,

That still are dear to me, Mary,
That still are dear to me.

Oh we were happy then, Mary

—

Time linger’d on his way,
To crowd a life-time in a night.
Whole ages in a day!

If star and sun would set and rise

Thus in our after years,

This world would be a Paradise,

And not a vale of tears, Mary,
And not a vale of tears.

I live but in the past, Mary

—

The glorious days of old!

When love was hoarded in the heart.
As misers hoard their gold;

And, often like a bridal train,

To music soft and low,
The by-gone moments cross my brain,

In all their summer glow, Mary,
In all their summer glow.

These visions form and fade, Mary,
As age comes stealing on

To bring the light and leave the shade
Of days forever gone!

The poet’s brow may wear at last

The bays that round it fall;

But love has rose-buds of the past
Far dearer than them all, Mary,
Far dearer than them all.

A Professional Hit.

Dr. Elliott, as is well known, was a merry,

eccentric little being, who talked pretty much at

random, and oftentimes with no great reverence

for the subjects which he talked upon.

On one occasion he called upon a patient, Hen-

derson, the celebrated actor, to inquire how his

medicine had succeeded, and in his northern ac-

cent demanded of the patient,

“ Had he taken the palls that he sent him?”
“ He had.”

“Well, and how did they agree? what had

they done?”

“Wonders,” replied Henderson; “ I survived

them.”

“ To be sure you did,” said the doctor, ** and

you must take more of them, and live for ever.

I make my patients immortal.

“ That is exactly what I am afraid of,” doctor,

rejoined the patient.
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Coal.

I refered a short time since to a proposal made

by Mr. S. W. Pomeroy, of our city, to supply

coal On contract for the ensuing season, at ten

cents per bushel, one half payable at the time of
j

subscribing, and the residue on delivery. I find

great misapprehension exists as to the character

of this project and its advantages to the public,

which in both its pecuniary and moral aspects, I

propose to remove.

It has been objected to me, that this is too high

a price. “We have bought coal,” say individ-

uals, “ when plenty, at nine cents per bushel, and

even less. Mr. Pomeroy himself sells coal at six

and seven cents by the boat load, and why should

he charge such a difference to families?” In fact

I have been told that I have been doing the com-

munity an injury by advocating the project, and

an insinuation was made more than once that it

was done by me for interested purposes.

As to the unworthy motives imputed to me, as

there never was a public servant who did his

duty, that escaped such treatment, I shall endure

it, satisfied if a great public good shall have been

accomplished by this project. As to the char-

acter of the proposal, a word or two.

When coal first became an article of fuel here

for family purposes, it was sold at twelve and a

half to fifteen cents, by Ephraim Jones, who in-

troduced it here into general use. As others got

into the business it became an article for specu-

lation, commanding in time of scarcity as high as

thirty, and even forty cents per bushel. To
remedy this, the Fuel Company was established,

and stock to the value of $30,000 taken. The
larger share of this has been absorbed in improve-

ments, stock and fixtures, some thirteen thousand

dollars being applied annually to the purchase of

coal, hardly enough to supply four hundred of

the eight thousand families here, who consume

the article, and iri fact not a sufficiency for the

supply of two hundred, if we deduct what is

needed lor the use of manufacturers who are

stockholders. Well, the Fuel Company sold up-

per country coal at twelve and a half to fifteen

cents, and in a great measure checked the spirit

of monopoly and extortion that was at work. A
permanent market being thus opened, coal was

landed here in large quantities, and for one sea-
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son the Fuel Company was undersold, and its

operations temporarily checked, by the public af-

fording no further patronage, being led to suppose

that the desired effect on th£ coal market had

now been accomplished in a permanent reduction

of its price.

What next? Here we have had a long period

of low water, succeeded by a month of suspen-

sion of river navigation by ice, while our con-

sumption of coal has increased more than double

the amount of 1840, and the result has been that

from thirty to eighty cents per bushel has been

exacted for coal. Truly is it recorded that the

love of money is the Root of all evil. Alas! that

men, for the sake of making a few dollars, should

be guilty of extorting from the pockets of the des-

titute the last dime of their wretched pittance.

We have all now learnt a lesson. Let it be con-

sidered how to profit by it. And now for Mr.

Pomeroy’s proposition.

In the first place, coal delivered at the doors of

private houses is as cheap as it can be perma-

nently done. Ask any manufacturer who buys

by measurement and pays his bawling himself,

how much cheaper he gets it than the man who
buys it by the cart load. One cent per bushel,

probably. Is this too great a difference? But it

has been bought at nine or even eight cents, when

the market was glutted. But did not this glut

put the ne^ct season’s consumption to you at six-

teen cents, and was not the average thus made,

higher than the price now proposed?

But if there are those who believe they can

buy to better advantage without making such

engagement as I recommend, is not this very

arrangement the means of enabling them to do

so. By withdrawing a large portion of purcha-

sers out of the private yards, will it not lesson

the usual demand there, which hasserved to keep

up or advance the price; and did not the Fuel

Company operate as far as they went, to this

very effect?

As to the Fuel Company, it must enlarge its

sphere before it can protect the community.

Men have not only had to pay extra price else-

where for what they have needed, but the be-

nevolent have been disabled from assisting ur ilh

this article as many of the destitute as they would

otherwise have <,.one.
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I will make a fair proposition to any one who

does not agree in these views, to test their valu£.

I shall buy three hundred bushels of Mr. Pome-

roy, under this arrangement, for my own use.

Let any person who thinks he can economise by

purchasing the same quantity in any other mode,

invest thirty dollars in the article. At the close

of the winter, let it be ascertained who has most

on hands. Let the value of what is left be paid

to the Orphan Asylum, by whoever shall have

the least quantity unburnt, or the value of a load

by him who shall first run out.

The importance of the subject must excuse the

length of this article.

tonnage, costing, one nine and the other fourteen

thousand dollars, in the absolute difference of fin-

ish and equipment.

The steamboats and barges built last year, as

far as I can make up a list, were at

Number. Tonnage. Cost.

New Albany, 11 1,959 $118,500

Louisville, 16 4,152 270,000

Cincinnati, 27 6,609 505,500

As soon as I get the Pittsburgh and St. Louis

lists I shall add them to this.

Several boats are on the way here—two of

them nearly finished, which are not included in

my list.

Cincinnati Steamboats of 1845.

I have procured for publication a list of steam-

boats enroled as belonging to this district, to-

gether with the names of two others which were

built here, but finished, the Belle Creole of 448

tons, at Louisville, and the Bulletin of 499 tons,"

at New Albany.

Magnolia -

Bulletin -

Belle Creole

Hercules -

Jamestown

Cincinnati

Sea -

George Washington -

Metamora

Hard Times

Alhambra

Star Spangled Banner

Pike No. 8

Andrew Jackson

Selma -

Undine - - -

Wm. R. McKee
Mary Pell

Reliance -

War Eagle

Sultan -

Clermont -

Rob Roy -

Eureka -

Mentoria -

Matilda Jane -

Henri -

596 50,000

499 37,000

449 33,000

371 20,000

338 27,000

326 32,000

310 21,000

303 24,000

297 25,000

291 20,000

290 24,000

275 25,000

247 20,000

229 22,000

227 18,000

193 15,000

165 13,000

159 11,000

156 9,000

156 14,000

125 6,000

121 6,000

111 8,000

110 7,000

108 6,500

87 8,000

56 3,500

6609 505,50027 boats. Total,

The building here in 1840, was thirty-three

boats of 5361 tons, at a cost of $592,500; of 1844,

thirty-two boats of 7838 tons, and a value of

$542,500. The gradual diminution in value of

of aggregates, results from the reduction in the

price of materials of late years, and the dispro-

portion of price of cost, compared with tonnage,

and in the War Eagle and Reliance of the same

to K RI2«PO.\BIi.\(]E,

Mr. C. Cist,—Sir:

I am not much given to speculation, nor can

I be charged with favouring any of those exten-

sive projects by which our citizens have been

plundered br the city involved in debt. Yet

when an enterprise perfectly practicable, and of

immense importance to the public, has been pro-

posed, although it may involve an outlay of

money, I have not withheld my assent.

A few years only can elapse—not exceeding

ten—before we shall have a railway connecting

the Capitol of the State of Indiana with Cincin-

nati. The distance is about one hundred and

ten miles, and the route must be through the

Whitewater Valley to Hamilton, thence to the

city on the line of the canal.

Our citizens and the city corporation have a

grade for twenty-five miles of the road already,

in the bed of the Whitewater Canal. Upon this

bed, timbers and rails can be laid down for about

$4,000 per mile, making the cost of our portion

of the work when completed, $100,000. The

east end of the Whitewater Canal, terminating

at Cincinnati, it is the general impression, will

never yield anything, as revenue, to the owners,

while used as a canal; but when abandoned for

the grade of a rail-road, the stockholders will re-

ceive at least six per cent, upon the whole cost of

grade and rails. Such will be the impetus given

to trade and travel in the direction of Indianapo-

lis, by the extension of this work even to the In-

diana line, that the people of that state will soon

make provision for its completion to their capitol.

The controversy now waging between the

owners of property on the line of the contemplated

street and Market Space, between Walnut street

and Western Row, and the city, must end in em-

barrassment to both parties, if not soon termina-

ted. By the abandonment of the Market Space,

between Elm street and Western Row, and only

taking ground for a fifty-three feet street, room

can be had for the passage of the railway from
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Western Row to Walnut street, and the difficulty

may be settled. This track may be made so as

to touch the south end of Green street, and afford

space for warehouses, and a depot on the whole

line from Western Row, without encroaching

upon Pearl street. The rails may be laid upon a

level with the bottom of the canal at the east

end, and allow the cars to pass under the cross

streets to the terminus, without obstruction or

damage to the thoroughfares of the city, and

without any opposition on the part of the citi-

zens; and this is the only way and the only route

by whieh a railway will ever he permitted to enter

the city. The importance of a depot from Indi-

ana and Hamilton, in the centre of the city, must

be seen at a glance; and on looking over our city

plat, covered with expensive and permanent,im-

provements, it must be admitted that I am right

in my conclusion that this is the only route left.

In view then of securing the money already

invested in the Whitewater Canal, of termina-

ting a costly and vexatious litigation, and of af-

fording to our merchants the only opportunity of

a railway termination in the centre of the city,

I hope our City Council and others interested,

may take up this project and give it a full and

candid examination. C.

January 1, 1836.

Fire Engines.

A new engine called “ Relief No. 2,” built by

Paddack & Campbell for the Fire Company on

George street bearing that name, and intended to

match the superb hose reel now exhibiting at

their Fair at the Masonic Hall, was brought out

on trial a few days since.

In the construction of this engine Messrs. Pad-

dack & Campbell have not only surpassed every-

thing heretofore brought from the east—the Fame
for example—but also all their own previous ef-

forts in this line. This can readily be made ap-

parent.

The Fame throws the farthest of any of our

Eastern engines, as the Cincinnati does of those

made here. The Fame has thrown water after

repeated trials two hundred and four feet, and the

best performace of the Cincinnati was two hun-

dred and ten; both from the gallery. These are

respectively of 7& and chambers, and of cor-

responding power in other respects, and consti-

tute a class of engines which usually throw thirty

to forty feet farther than the smaller class of six

inch chambers, which is the size of the Relief.

Yet the last engine, in an unfinished state, on her

first and only trial, has thrown water by measure-

ment, two hundred feet, level distanee, through

a nosel, also, one sixteenth of an inch larger than

that of the Fame.

The Relief is now in the hands of her painters,

I. &, B. Bruce, and will doubtless settle on her

next trial the question, what we shall gain by

sending to our Atlantic Cities for fire apparatus.

The Relief costs less than the Fame, and be-

sides being of greater power, as a double suction

engine, is not as heavy by from twelve to four-

teen hundred pounds in weight.

It gratifies me to find our Cincinnati mechan-

ics justifying my guarantee that they will make

as good if not better work, at as cheap if not

cheaper rates, than the same description of arti-

cles cost in Boston or Philadelphia.

Adventure with a Bcsll.

(From Scenes and Adventures in Spain.')

It was a fine afternoon in August. On the old

plaza the rays of a canicular sun were shed with
scorching intensity, and a strong stream of light

gilded the pavement under the arch, and for a

short distance beyond it.

As I emerged from the healed region into the

cool, solitary street, but adorned and irradiated

with bright eyes and gracious smiles from the

ranges of balconies above, the effect was singu-

lar. Advancing towards my quarters, intending

merely to take leave of my patron and his family,

I saw my servant with the horses waiting for me
at the door according to my directions. In the

balconies were the young ladies and some Seno-
ritas, their friends. A good distance beyond,
and where the street was somewhat broader,

there was a mass of people looking down an-

other street which branched off, occasionally

peering round the corner, and starting back as

though dreading some encounter.

In a few minutes a Novillo, or rather a young
bull, rushed, prancing and butting, into the street,

maddened and urged on by hundreds of vocifera-

tions, from the crowd by whom he was pursued.
My servant dragged his horses through the gate-

way, doubtless expecting me to follow, but I did

not choose to do so. How could I, when so

many bright eyes were bent down upon me? So
I bade him shut the gate.

“ ’Tis only a Novillo,” said I to myself.

And here let me explain that, in the northern
provinces of Spain, and, I believe, in many oth-

ers, it is the custom, on festive days, to enjoy a
sport called Novillo, that is a yearling bull is se-

cured by the horns with rope several fathoms in

length, and then he is cast free, as it were, and
excited by hootings, shrieks, and an infinity of
discordant sounds, until he runs the whole length
of his tether, when he is brought up with a jerk.

All get out of his way as well as they can. Some,
however, tantalize him by shaking their cloaks,

jackets, or handkerchiefs before his eyes, and imi-

tating the tricks and manoeuvres of professed
bull-fighters.

Well, I was alone, in the narrow part of the
street, quite despising the Novillo. All at once
he came full tear down the street, the whole/?osse
of tormentors howling after him. I stood resting
on my cane, which was a stout one, with a long
gilt ferrule at the end; but the Novillo was but-
ting right at me, and, to my dismay, I perceived
that he had very sharp, and, by no means, short
horns.

There was no possibility of a retreat. The
case was a desperate one. I was between the
infuriated animal’s pointed horns and the wall.
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against which he seemed fully bent on pinning

me.
How it came into my head I know not, but in-

stantaneously I wedged the thick end of the cane
between the upper part of my arm and my chest,

as I had seen the picadores do with their spears,

at the buil-fighls, and firmly grasping the pro-

jecting portion in the hand, presented the ferru-

led point to the animal, who came on most furi-

ously, head down, horns just at the proper tossing

angle, and tail lashing his flank. 1 kept my eye
upon him, and just as he made at me, I thrust

my cane with all my might and main. I meant
to do so into his shoulder in picador style, but
luckily for me, I think, it buried itself in his

flank, and threw him down with great force,

turning him on his back, his feet trembling in

the air, and his tongue lolling out of his foaming
mouth.

I slipped aside, and v/as greeted with vivas

from all the balconies, the ladies waving their

handkerchiefs to me, my own fair patrones being

among the most energetic. I coolly took off my
cap, bowed right and left, and passed along

j

amidst enthusiastic cheers, until I again passed
'

the archway into the plaza.

When I arrived there, I stood still, marveling
at my escape, and at the manner which I had
hit upon to effect it. The whole scene did not

occupy a twentieth part of the time it has taken
j

me to describe it. I returned presently to my
street, in which there were several groups in ani-

mated conversation. I was soon recognised, and
again cheered as El torero Yngles. Nothing
could have happened more calculated to make an
individual popular than an event of this kind, any
feat of agility or sangfroid in encounters of this

kind, being quite to the taste of the people all

over Spain, though there was no merit on my
part, no prowess; it was a case of self-preserva-

tion; and, not only did my poke in the Novillo’s

short ribs force the breath out of his body, but
the pavement of Vitoria is proverbially slippery;,

so that when he once lost his legs, there was no
recovering them. I had only time to say adieu

to my friends, to receive their warm congratula-
tions, to enjoy a hearty laugh with them at my
curious adventure; and to depart, as 1 had a long
ride before me, and was anxious, lest any sudden
march at head-quarters should occur during my
absence.

itccollcctions of tSie JLast Sixty l’eavs.--lVo. 4.

by j. johnston, Esq., of Piqua.

During my agency at Fort Wayne, the Mi-

amis were a part of my charge. They formerly

inhabited this river, the Miami of Ohio, and here

where I live was their principal towns—extend-

ing from the mouth of Loramie’s creek, inclu-

ding the ground occupied by my farm down
to, and including lower Piqua, the present town

of Piqua. The Miamis, in the old French war,

which terminated with the peace of 1763, took

part with the French, and were obliged to aban-

don their towns here; and sought a refuge on the

tipper waters of the Wabash and the Miami of!

the Lake, near the mouth of the Saint Joseph and
j

Saint Mary’s rivers, where Fort Wayne stood.
|

The Shawanese and Delawares adhered to the
,

British interests, and were the occasion of th<?

expulsion of the Miamis from this point. The

Miamis were anciently called the Tewightewees;

and after them the Shawanese took their places

here, and gave it the name of Piqua, from one of

their tribes. Of this tribe, the Miami was Meshe-

kenoghqua or Little Turtle, a celebrated orator

and chief who sig ed the treaty of Greenville

with Gen. Wayne; a man of great wit, humour,

and'vivacity, fond of the company of gentlemen,

and delighted in good eating. When I knew

him he had two wives living with him under the

same roof in the greatest harmony; one an old

woman about his own age—fifty—the choice of

his youth, who performed the drudgery of the

house; the other a young and beautiful creature

of eighteen, who was his favourite, yet it never

was discovered by any one that the least unkind

feeling existed between them. This distinguished

chief died at Fort Wayne about twenty-five

years ago, of a confirmed case of the gout,

brought on by high living, and was buried with

military honours by the troops of the United

States. The Little Turtle used to entertain us

with many of his war adventures, and would

laugh immoderately at the recital of the follow-

ing:—A white man, a prisoner of many years in

the tribe, had often solicited permission to go on

a war party to Kentucky, and had been refused.

It never was the practise with the Indians to ask

or encourage white prisoners among them to go

to war against their countrymen. This man
however had so far acquired the confidence of

the Indians, and being very importunate to

go to war, the Turtle at length consented,

and took him on an expedition into Ken-

tucky. As was their practise, they had re-

connoitred during the day, and had fixed on a

house recently built and occupied, as the object

to be attacked, next morning a little before the

dawn of day. The house was surrounded by a

clearing, there being much brush and fallen tim-

ber on the ground. At the appointed time the

Indians, with the white man, began to move to

the attack. At all such times no talking or noise

is to be made. They crawl along the ground on

hands and feet; all is done by signs from the

leader. The white man all the time was stri-

ving to be foremost, the Indians beckoning him

to keep back. In spite of all their efforts he

would keep foremost, and having at length got

within running distance of the house, he jumped

to his feet and went with all his speed, shouting

at the top of his voice, Indiansl Indians! The
Turtle and his party had to make a precipitate

retreat, losing for ever their white companion;

and disappointed in their fancied conquest of the

unsuspecting victims of the log cabin. From
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that day forth this chief would never trust a

white man to accompany him again to war.

During the Presidency of Washington, the Lit-

tle Turtle visited that great and just man at Phil-

adelphia, and during his whole life after, often

spoke of the pleasures which that visit afforded

him. Kosciusko, the Polish chief, was at the

time in Philadelphia, confined by sickness to his

lodgings, and hearing of the Indians being in the

city, he sent for them, and after an interview of

some length, he had his favourite brace of pistols

brought forth, and addressing the chief, Turtle,

said—I have carried and used these in many a

hard fought battle in defence of the oppressed,

the weak, and the wronged of my own race, and

I now present them to you with this injunction,

that with them you shoot dead the first man that

ever comes to subjugate you or despoil you of

your country. The pistols were of the best

quality and finest manufacture, silver mounted,

with gold touch-holes.

The white people, by their knowledge of let-

ters, are enabled always to exhibit a long cata-

logue of grievances against the Indians, whilst

they not possessing the same advantages, their

wrongs are in a great measure unrecorded and

unknown. I will cite two instances of many
that occured during my long intercourse with

the Indians, which for cold blooded, unprovoked,

and premeditated cruelty, has never been exceed-

ed and seldom equaled, among savage or civili-

zed people.

In the time of sugar making, 1824, one of the

subordinate chiefs of the Seneca Indians, with

eight of his people, were hunting within the

limits of Madison county, Indiana, a new county

then, and thinly populated. Having spent the

previous fall and winter there, they were distin-

guished for their inoffensive, orderly and peacea-

ble conduct. In March of that year, Bridge,

Sawyer, Hudson, and a youth under age, the son

of Bridge, with another person whose name I

have forgot, and who made his escape to Texas,

the common refuge of all bad men, matured and

perpetrated a plan for murdering the unoffending

Indians. Those five white persons repaired early

on a certain day to the hunting cabin of the In-

dians under a pretence that they had lost their

horses, and asked the two Indian men to go with

them in the woods in different directions to

search for them, each party taking an Indian.

When they got them out a sufficient distauce

they basely murdered them; and after covering

up the bodies, returned towards the Indian camp.

The poor women seeing the white men return

without their husbands, came out to meet them.

One of them in front, who was a Delaware, half

white, and spoke English, asked, much agitated,

for her husband. They told her that he would

come by and by, and to turn and go into the

house. It appeared by the confession of these

monsters in human shape, that they had not the

heart to shoot her down facing them, but as soon

as she turned away from them, they shot her,

though not mortally. She fell on her knees, im-

ploring mercy for the sake of the Lord Jesus

Christ, telling them she was of their own flesh

—

alluding to her colour—and in that condition

they knocked out her brains with a homony
pounder, and with knives, tomahawks, and the

same instrument, they murdered the remaining

women and children; whole number murdered

nine. To cap the climax of this tragedy, and to

shew what a degree of callous, hard-hearted de-

pravity; men calling themselves Christians may
arrive at, the whole of these murderers were next

day found in attendance on their knees at a reli-

gious ^meeting in the neighbourhood. As soon

as the murder was known among the Indians,

many of whom were in the neighbourhood hunt-

ing, having met, the declared if the murderers

wdre not secured and punished, satisfaction would

fall upon innocent persons, as they could not re-

strain their young men. The frontier became

alarmed; the murderers apprehended with the ex-

ception of the one who fled to Texas. An ex-

press was sent to myself with the news; I re-

paired to the spot, took immediate measures for

the security of the prisoners, reported the case,

first to the Governor of Indiana, who declined

acting, and second to the Secretary of War, Mr.

Calhoun, who promptly acted, giving me ample

powers to prosecute to conviction and execution,

and to spare no expense. The conduct of this

upright and able secretary in this and many other

cases which fell under my notice, placed him

above all praise. He filled that department, in

my estimation, better than any other man since

the days of Washington. At the time of Gen.

Jackson’s coming into power, I was at the seat of

government settling my accounts. A friend of

holding office, called on him to solicit his

influence with the President in favour of his be-

ing continued. Mr. Calhoun appeared to be sur-

prised that any fears should exist on the part of

any faithful, cSmpetent man, and expressed his

utter abhorrence at having anything to do, pro or

con, with such dirty work.

Foreign Corresgumdcncc.

I am in receipt of a letter from Buenos Ayres

,

from our late fellow-citizen, T. B. Coffin, under

date of October 22d, being the latest advices from

the Argentine Republic. At that date the port

of Buenos Ayres had been thirty days under

blockade by the English and French squadrons

on that coast, and all business in the city was in

an absolute paralysis.
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The Buenos Ayreans were in an exasperated

estate of feeling, the British having not long be-

fore taken possession of their national fleet at

Montevideo, and the Argentine Legislature was

at that date deliberating on a declaration of war

against those powers. The allied invaders had

made a descent on Gualaguchu

,

in the province

of Entre Rios and on the river Uruguay, and after

being guilty of the most atrocious violence, had

carried off* a booty of $150,000 in value. The

writer adds, that there is no doubt that Great

Britain is about to take the same steps to force

a commerce up the La Plata, Parana, and Uru-

guay, as she has done with China, and would up

the Mississippi and Ohio, if she had to do with

same kind of people.

Cooing the whole Figure.

At the late meeting in New York of Robert

Owen’s Convention for National Reform, the

principle was laid down that no one should be
i

permitted to hold more land than would consti-

tute a suitable farm. This was going a step

farther than that body laid down “ the principle”

in 1844, when they resolved that the General

Government had no right to dispose of the public

lands, which they alleged belonged to the whole

country, and should first be allotted to the set-

tlers free of cost—to the extent they would be

needed for that purpose. But revolutions neither

go backward nor stand still, as the following

colloquy which appeared in a late New York

paper, serves to prove:

“ Bill,” said one fellow to another, “ I’se a

National Reformer, I is.”

“ Vy, is that our party?”

“ Vy, yes, hossy, it is that. If you puts in a

vote for that ere party, you votes yourself a

farm.”

“ Veil, I don’t go that onless they’ll go a little

further. I vants a farm, and somebody to work it

besides.”

This is carrying out “ the principle,” and re-

minds me of the views expressed by a sailor, du-

ring a nautical row in New York in the time of

the “ long embargo.”

“ What do you want, my good fellow?” asked

the Mayor of the city, in a deprecating tone.

“Want?” exclaimed the spokesman, an old

weather-beaten tar, about “ three sheets in the

wind”—“ we want our rights. No land-lubber

should be allowed to live on fried halibut, sea-pie

and soft tommy, while poor Jack is starving on

mouldy biscuit and salt junk. We want an equal

division of property and provisions!”

“ My good friend,” exclaimed a sedate and

portly-looking alderman, if we should comply

with your demands, and make an equal division

of all property, in less than a month you would

be as destitute as ever.”

“Perhaps so,” replied the old tar, with a sly

wink and a significant grin, “ and then we will

divide again!”

Transcendentalism.

The Chinese and Hindoos occasionally furnish

us specimens of “ orphic sayings,” which throw

into the shade their brother savans of Germany

and Boston City. The following letter was writ-

ten during our last war with Great Britain, by a

merchant in extensive business at Calcutta. It

is a curious document, and in no respect more

remarkable than in the writer’s ability to express

himself in good English when he comes to treat

of money matters.

Calcutta, 10th December, 1831.

Sir:—Having favoured with your kind Epis-

tle of the 16th December, 1812, and received it

with the best promulgation of Joy, with a view
of renewing our reciprocal friendship again to its

former state, but it solely partitioned by the pres-

ent serious warlike intercourse existed between
you and the British Government, which common-
ly occasioned an obscurity amongst the inclina-

tion of the Mankind, who originally entered to

improve their Commodities in Traffics. However
we confide these serious resistances will not re-

main for a longer, and will accordingly orifice an
way on a reasonable time to enable us to pro-

mote our Mereantile purposes, as it was before.

—

We had once learned that an amicable arrange-
ment on the subject have had taken place, and
which caused to demonstrate our Joy, and ac-

cordingly we had the honour to sent the intelli-

gence in circulation under cover of the Envel-
opes, but it instantly regreted us by perusing the

advertisement, announcing the refreshment of

the American War over again; however we hope
that the Providence may determine the present
hostility, and exist a tranquility between your
territories and the Great Britain.

In regard the remittance of the Proceeds of

Peace Goods, I beg leave to request you that if

you think the present war to be immediately con-
cluded and your coming out to Bengal will be
taken place, 1 hope you will bring the amount
with you, otherwise you will please to remit the

same to Messrs. Farlie, Bonham & Co. of Lon-
don, directing them to send the amount by a bill

of Exchange to Ramdullol Day.
I hope this will meet you and family in a per-

fect health and happiness.

And remain with due respect, Sir,

Your most Obedient and Humble Servant,

RAMNARAIN GPIOSS.
To G. W. J., Philadelphia.

The Dutch of Pennsylvania.

A traveler through York county, Pennsyl-

vania, having lost his way, hailed a man he saw

in a garden hoeing cabbages. “ Hallo! I say, can

you tell me the way to Daudel’s mill.” The

man thus accosted, and who was, to use a Penn-

sylvania simile, as dutch as Hiester’s horse, turn-

ed round and replied—“Py sure; I gin dell you
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so pesser als any potty. You see dat pridge;

yoost make dat pridge ofer, den durn the riffer

up schtream, biss you gum to a tinker bose py a

gross rote; dake down dirty oder forty bannels of

fence on dat rote and you will gum on a gavern

house mit a pick jerry dree at the toor, durn de

gavern round und yoost pefere you is my prud-

der Hans’ parn schinkled mit schtraw. When
you kit upon his house you ax him, und he gin

dell you so pesser als me.”
“ Let me see,” said the traveler, reflecting

—

“ make a bridge over, turn the river up stream,

turn a house around and take forty pannels of

fence down; my gracious what a day’s work I

have before me! Good bye.”

Chronological Table.

Jan 1st—New Year’s Day. Anthony Wayne,
born, 1745.

2d.—Edmund Burke, born, 1730. Lavater,

died, 1801.

3d.—Battle of Trenton, N. J., 1777. General,

Monk, died,- 1670.

4th.—C. C. Pinckney, died, 1812; Roger As-

cham, 1568; Sir Isaac Newton, 1642.

5th.—Duke of York, died, 1827.

6th.—The Epiphany, an Appearance or appari-

tion is kept in commemoration of the manifesta-

tion of our Saviour to the Gentiles, and first ob-

served A. D., 813—Old Christmas Day.

7th.—Fenelon, died, 1715.

8th—Battle of New Orleans, 1815. Galileo,

died, 1742.

9th.—Archbishop Laud, beheaded, 1645.

10th.—Stamp Apt passed, 1765. James Watt,
born, 1736. Linnaeus, died, 1778.

Review.

A Sermon on Witchcraft. By J. L. Wilson, D.
D.: preached at the First Presbyterian Church,
November 9, 1845. pp. 23. Published by re-
quest.

This is a remarkable production, which ex-

hibits all the learning, fidelity to duty, deference

to the word of God, and boldness in avowing

most unpopular opinions, which have characteri-

sed the whole course of the writer’s life. The
author holds that witchcraft has existed for ages,

as he proves by the word of God; that it still ex-

ists, in the Papacy, in the New Jerusalem Church,

the Shakers, the Mormons, and among the prac-

titioners of the Mesmeric art. He adjudges the

miracles wrought by Prince Hohenlohe and the

Holy Coat of Treves, effected by the power o

witchcraft; Emanuel Swedenborg to be no im-

postor, but deceived by lying spirits, and as such

became the “ prince of modern necromancers;”

and mesmerism he considers founded on the same

principle. He insists that the vain pretences to

witchcraft which have been made in all ages, are

just as full evidences of the existence of that art

as the presence of a counterfeit note is of the fact

that there are genuine ones, since without an

original, there could be neither imitation nor

copy.

I cannot concur with Dr. Wilson in all his

views; and regard Mormonism as simply an un-

principled movement of artful deceivers, whose

dupes are sufficiently ready to be deceived.

What is new of Shakerism and Mesmerism is

not true, and what is true is not new. A consid-

erable share of the phenomena in both these, is

referable to the nervous system; the residue a

sheer imposture of men who begin dupes and end

deceivers. In this category I place the whole

horde of neurologists, mesmerists, clairvoyants,

&c.; such as Professor Brownson, Drs. Buchan-

an, Parnell and June. Nor can I perceive in

what respect these men are working miracles,

any more than Signor Blitz or the Fakir of Ava.

Dr. Wilson’s pamphlet is, however, worthy of

a careful perusal by all who take an interest in

the subject on which he treats.

The Sermon is from Donogh’s press, and is a

beautiful specimen of Cincinnati typography.

Address at the Fair of the Hamilton County Ag-
ricultural Society, at Carthage, Sept. 18, 1845.

By John W. Caldwell, President, pp. 12.

I should not have felt called to review this

production, but for the vigour and originality of

the author’s views and illustrations.

He commences by elevating to a proud emi-

nence the agricultural employment. “What
would our cities be without the farmer?” he asks.

True, if we had not known it before, we should

have found it out since we have had to pay five

dollars per cord for wood. But it is not merely

in provisioning us, we are under obligations to the

sons of the soil, in the author’s judgment.

“ The very population itself of your crowded
cities, is gathered from, and replenished by, the

bands of healthful yeomanry, who till the soil.

No city could long exist in prosperity, were it

not for the commingling of its blood with that of
the robust sons and daughters of the field.”

This is hardly stating the case fairly and fully,

for we are getting an admixture also of Saxon

blood from German emigrants to renew the Hep-

tarchy element in our ancestors, now nearly run

out.
'

Mr. Caldwell contrasts agriculture as a pro-

fession, with that of the pulpit, the bench, the

bar, the faculty, the political press, and the ranks

of commerce and of the mechanic arts, of all

which, as a class, he speaks with sufficient ir-

reverence, although making the necessary ex-

ceptions.

I I must turn him over to brothers Drinker or
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Taylor, for his attacks on the political press.

As to the bar, of which Mr. C. is a member, wait

till the lawyers catch him in court, for him to get

jesse.

He is in his element, as I have intimate."!, when

he eulogises the farmers. Even Dr. Overton at

Memphis, did not lay it on with a trowel, heavier,

when he pronounced that convention the most

able, enlightened, intelligent and influential body

of men that ever had assembled or ever would

assemble in the vast succession of ages to

come, on the face of the wide earth. Still Mr.

C. has a few things against his friends, the farm-

ers. He thinks log cabins should be entirely ob-

solete—that the farmers ought to read more, and

mind what they read. Above all they should

pay the printer. I like the last suggestion—as

such; but not the insinuation it conceals. My
farmer subscribers do not want dunning, and are

the best pay in the world.

Besides these things he hints to them that they

are raising but thirty bushels corn, and a large

share even less than that, where one hun-

dred have heretofore been raised, unstinted hoth

in grain and ear. And he tells them boldly if

they Mon’t spur up and remedy this state of

things, the Dutch—who can produce on two

acres as much as our farmers do upon ten, will

get possession of their land and take the country.

Hear this ye Native American^ and blow the

trumpet in time!

The author closes his address in these words,

every one of which is as true as it is important,!

and all said in the right spirit and taste.

“ Indulge me, fellow-citizens, in the expres-

sion of a hope that the day is not far distant when
the effort will be as well to improve the mind. as the

crops of the tiller of the soil ; when no farmer will

consider his whole duty accomplished, whilst his

children have not the facilities and opportunities

of a good education; and when farmers will be
men of literature and science, capable of analy-
zing their own soils, of applying science to their

art, and of gracing the journals of the day with
interesting reports of their operations. Then,
and not till then, will you know and feel the

full strength of your order; then, and not till then,

will you obtain your true position, that which a

high grade of intelligence, united to your per-

manent wealth and overwhelming numbers, will

entitle you.

The Dehate on Slavery, held at the Second Ad-
vent Tabernacle, in Cincinnati, by Rev. Jona
Blanchard and N. L. Rice, D. D. pp. 482.

Published by W. H. Moore &, Co., Cincinnati.

This “ Debate,” long looked for by the thou-

sands who were present at it, and the t(*§s of

thousands who have heard of it and take a deep

interest in the subject, is at length before the pub-

lic. As an individual, I have my own opinion

which side has a right to claim the victory in ar-

gument, but it is not necessary, and would be in-

vidious in me to use these columns for that piif*

pose. I can, however, freely and truly say, so

far as I ^arn competent to judge, that the debu-

tants are men of signal ability, who have left

little to be said on the subject beyond what is

presented in this volume. My business with the

book rather refers to its character for paper,

printing, binding, &c., than to its subject.

The volume then is beautifully got up, the pa-

per clear and white, the typographical arrange-1

merit neat and perspicuous, and the binding and

general outside appearance surpassing that of any

volume of the Cincinnati book issues heretofore.

In this respect it is a perfect contrast to its preJ

decessor, the “ Debate on Universalism,” which

was on inferior paper and in an inferior styhe of

cover and binding, and disfigured with sueh a

profusion of italics and small capitals as to mar

the general effect of its being read to advantage.

I can fre ly, therefore, recommend the volpme

to thousands who need light on the interesting

subject to which it relates.

Clerical Eccentricity.

Rev. Mr. S. was a man of many eccentricities;

and not a very animated or interesting preacher.

As he advanced in years he became even less en-

gaging, and his people—although thejiwespected

their good old pastor, and were disposed to keep
the right side of him in expectation of a legacy

—felt it quite a relief if they could find a plausi-

ble excuse for absenting themselves from his

meetings. When any family was absent two or

three Sabbaths in succession, Mr. S. would pub-

licly state to the congregation that as Mr. ’s

family had been for some time absent from pub-

lic worship, he presumed there was sickness or

trouble in their household* and would appoint a

prayer meeting at their house on the next Tues-
day afternoon. For a while this answered the

purpose, and it was found that the people pre-

fered even to hear Mr. S. preach in the great con-

gregation, than to have the almost exclusive

benefit of his prayer meetings. He was, how-
ever, at times, obliged to adopt other measures to

fill his house; for although the families took care

to be represented on the Sabbath, they took spe-

cial care not to come out en masse, so that the

hearers of the parson, in his spacious temple,

were generally few and far between. On one
Sabbath afternoon, he told his people that he
should take a journey the next day and be ab-

sent fora short time; but he would take care that

some person should come from Boston on the

next Saturday and supply his desk the next Sab-

bath. On the next Sabbath morning, the meet-

ing house was filled. The whole town turned

out to hear the Boston minister. They waited

awhile in eager expectation of his entrance, when
in marched the Rev. Mr. S., aud walked up the

broad aisle as he had been accustomed to do for

many years gone ,by. On ascending his pulpit

he smiled graciously upon his large audience and
said, “ I am glad, my dear hearers, ’that I have

got you out—you’re all here as you ought to be

—and I hope your minds are prepared to receive

instruction—I came from Boston yesterday my-
self!”

*
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FlOuir Mills in Si. Louis and Cincinnati.

I propose to institute a comparison between

th^flour milling operations in St. Louis and Cin-

cinnati. It will be recollected that it is only

Within a few years we have manufactured any

considerable quantity of flour in the city, while

it has been an established business for many

years in St. Louis. Under these circumstances

the comparison is quite favourable for Cincinnati.

The number of mills here is fifteen, all but one

of which are steam mills. The water mill belongs

to Mr. Chouteau, and is propelled by water from
the pond bearing his name.

Page’s Mill, .
• 8 run of 4i feet stones

Union, 3 do of 5 feet do.

Star, 3 do of 44 feet do.

Eagle, 2 do of 4$ feet do.

Washington, . . 2 do of 41 feet do.

Missouri, . 2 do of 4 k feet do.

Phoenix, . 2 do of 4 k feet do.

City, 2 do of 44 feet do.

McKee’s, . 2 do of 4k feet do.

Franklin, 2 do of 4k feet do.

Tucker, . 3 do of 3 feet do.

Mound, . 2 do of 3 feet do.

Park, 2 do of 3 feet do.

Pearle,

Chouteau,
1 do of 3 feet do.

3 do of 4* feet do.

Making, 40 run of stones.

In the above there are three run of stones of five

feet diameter, twenty-fpur of four and a half feet,

and fifteen run of three feet diameter—being

equivalent to upwards of twenty-eight run of

four and a half feet diameter.

I copy the above from the St. Louis New Era

of the 20th ult. Our city mills are

—

C. S. Bradbury, . 5 runs.

West & Co., 4 do.

Atkins & Blair, . 3 do.

John Elstner, . 3 do.

C. C. Febiger, . 3 do.

Atkins & Co., . 3 do.

Franklin Mills, . 3 do.

Fagin’s, . 3 do.

Twenty-seven, all of four and half feet stones.

Hardly more than one run of stones as a dif-

ference.

I was surprised to find so little disparity in the

two products, under the circumstances of the case.

I do not know the amount of flour actually

manufactured in St. Louis. This is both there

and here, far short of the actual capacity of the

mills. We make in Cincinnati more than one

hundred and twenty thousand barrels annually,

all beyond our home consumption, until this ye ir,

for shipment to New Orleans and the Atlantic

Cities. Owing to the late flour operations, we

have sent this year largely to the Lake Erie ports.

At Union mill's, St. Louis, on two run of stones

—five feet—they make one hundred barrels

flour per day. At Bradbury’s, here, on four run

four and a half feet, one hundred and thirty to

one hundred and fifty barrels dailv. This is

:a

about equal. West & Co., on three pair of fou?

and a half feet, have made in three consecutive

weeks three thousand and thirty-three barrels,

which is an extraordinary performance. Our city

mills usually command a small advance on other

brands, even of first rate quality.

Our capacity being within a fraction equal to

that of St. Louis, I presume the actual manufac-

ture is in about the same proportion, probably

greater, as besides our supply of grain from the

the interior of Ohio, we get ample consignments

of wheat from the St. Louis region itself.

Unaccountable.

A remarkable fact, and ohe which all my pre-

vious experience in statistics affords me no means

to account for, may be found in the following cir-

cumstance.

The pews of the newly erected Central Pres-

byterian Church afford a remarkable contrast in

the appearance of the backs. The ends next

their doors are all distinctly marked at their up-

per edges with dark shade, as of coal dust pressed

out against the paint by the men who occupy

that part. The inside ends on the contrary, have

the same impression-made from the ladies’ dresses,

some twelve inches above the seat.

I hope the announcement of this remarkable

contrast will not produce a bustle to ascertain the

cause of the difference refered to.

Ur. JSSiaclimzsasju

The following letter explains itself. I am per-

fectly willing that the Dr. should be heard

through these columns, so far as his letter goes.

The extracts accompanying that document, al-

though termed “ short” by the Dr., would take

up more room than I can spare in my columns.

They are the testimony of a writer in the Demo-

cratic Review, to the originality as well as the

value of Dr. Buchanan’s neurological discoveries.

As to the “ best minds” refered to in the letter,

what determines their right to that attribute?

Who shall indorse the indorsers? Quis custoaivt

ipsos custodes?

Cincinnati, July 8, 1846.

Mr. C. Cist,—Sir:

Having been accustomed to very courteous re-

lations with the gentlemen of the press, I regret

to observe in your paper of yesterday a para-

graph equally uncourteous and unjust, in which

my name is associated with others in a sneering

allusion.

Whatever you can justly say of myself, you

are welcome to say; but as men are judged by

their associates, 1 beg that my name shall not

on any occasion be connected with those of men

with whom 1 have as little sympathy, affinity,

* or connection as yourself and Dr. Wilson.
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Whether my investigations of the brain receive

public honour or censure, troubles me very little;

but I am not willing that my friends should be

annoyed and my position mystified with the pub-

lic, by using my name in the company in which

you have placed it.

Although editors are not bound to be omnis-

cient, they are at least bound to be just in what

they do say; and as your columns have a tone of

independence and conscientiousness, I would re-

quest you to rectify this matter by a short extract

which I herewith send you, which will serve in

some degree to define my position for your readers.

Legitimate, and even insolent and unfair op-

position I expect as a matter of course, but I am
not prepared to submit to any personal degrada-

tion as a proper reward for investigations which

some of the best minds of our country already re-

gard as the commencement of a new era in the

science of mind.

Very respectfully yours,

JOS. R. BUCHANAN.

The Way Americans go Down Hill.

But who has not been both wearied and amu-
sed with the slow caution of the German drivers?

At every little descent on the road that it would
almost require a spirit level to discern that it was
a descent, he dismounts and puts on his drag.

On a road of the gentlest undulations, where a

heavy English coach would go at the rate of ten

English miles an hour, without drag or pause, up
and down, he is continually alighting and put-

ting on one or both drags, alighting and ascend-

ing with a patience that amazes you. Nay, in

many states, this caution is evinced also by the

government, and is enforced by a post on the

side, standing on the top of every slope on the

road, having painted on a board a black and con-

spicuous drag, and announcing a fine, of com-
monly six florins (ten shillings) on any loaded

carriage which shall descend without the drag
on. In everything they are continually guarded
against those accidents which result from hurry,

or slightness of construction.

—

Howitfs Moral
and Domestic Life in Germany.

The stage in which we traveled across •* tht

Alleghenies,” was one of the then called “ Transi
Line.” It was, as the driver termed it, a “ rush-

ing affair,” and managed by a refined cruelty to

the dumb beasts, to keep a little ahead of the
“ Opposition,” that seemed to come clattering in

our rear like some ill-timed spirit, never destined

exactly to reach us. The drivers of our different

“changes” all seemed to be made upon the go-

ahead principle, looking upon nothing as really

disgraceful but being behind the stage that so

perseveringly pursued us. Unfortunately, too,

for our safety, we went in an “ extra,” and man-
aged, by a freak of fortune, to arrive at the differ-

ent stations, when drivers and horses were
changed, just as the former had got comfortably
to bed, and it was not the least interesting por-

tion of my thoughts, that every one of those Je-

Iius made the most solemn protestations that they
would “ upset us over some precipice, not less

than three hundred and sixty-five feet high, and
knock us into such a perfect nonentity, that it

would save the coroner the trouble of callihg a

jury to sit upon our remains.”
It is nine years since, and if the winter of that

year is not “ remarkably cold” in the almanacs,

it shows a want of care in those useful annuals.

We say it was nine years since we crossed the

Alleghenies. At the particular time we allude

to, the “ oldest inhabitant” of the country, and
we met him on the road side, informed us that

he had no recollection of such a severe season.

How we lived through it has puzzled us quite as

much as it did Capt. Ross, after he returned to

England, from his trip to the north pole. The
fire in every house we passed smoked like a Pitts-

burgh furnace, and around its genial warmth
were crowded groups of men, women and chil-

dren, that looked as if they had been born in the

workshop of Vulcan. The road over which we
traveled was McAdamized, and then frozen; it

was as hard as nature will permit and the tramp-

ling of the horses’ feet upon it sounded in the

frosty air as if they were rushing across a contin-

uous bridge.

The inside of the stage coach is a wonder; it is

a perfect denial of Newton’s theory, that two
things or twenty cannot occupy the same place

at the same time. The one we traveled in was
perfectly full of seats, and their backs straw, buf-

falo robes, hat-boxes, rifles, flute cases, small par-

cels, and yet nine men, the very nine muses at

times, (all the cider along the road was frozen

and we drank the heart of it,) stowed themselves

away within its bowels, but how, we leave to the

invention of exhausted air-pumps and hydraulic

presses. We all of course froze more or less, but

it was in streaks; the curtains of the stage were
fastened down and made tight, and then like pigs

we quarreled ourselves into the Snuggest possible

position and place, it being considered fortunate

to be most in the middle, as we then parted with

the least heat, to satisfy the craving appetite of

Jack Frost, who penetrated every little hole and
nook, and delighted himself in painting fantastic

figures upon the different objects exposed to his

influence, out of our misery and death.

By one of these extraordinary phenomena, ex-

hibited in the light of our favoured country, we
unexpectedly found ourselves traveling over a

road that was covered with frozen sleet; cold as

was the season, there was no snow, the horses’

shoes had no corks on them worth noticing, and
the iron bound wheels on this change in the sur-

face of the earth, seemed to have so little hold

upon the road, that we almost expected they

would make an effort to leave it, and break our

necks as a reward for their aspirations. On we
went, however, and as night came on, the dark-

ness enveloped us in a kind of cloud, the ice-gla-

zed surface of the ground reflecting a dull mys-
terious light upwards. Our whereabout never

troubled us, all places between the one we were
anxious to reach and where we were, made no
impression upon us, and perhaps we would never

have known a single particular place but for the

incident we are about to detail.

I think that all my companions as well as my-
self were asleep, when I was awakened by that

peculiar sawing motion a stage-body makes upon
its springs when suddenly stopped. “ What’s the

matter now?” was the general exclamation of the
“ insides” to the driver, who was discovered

through the glass windows on the ground, beat-

ing his arms around his body with a vehemence
that almost, raised him into the air.
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‘'‘Matter!” he exclaimed, sticking his nose

above a woolen blanket that was tied around his

/ace, which from the cold and his breath, wss
frosted like a wedding cake, “ Matter, matter
enough—here we are on the top of ‘ Ball Moun-
tain.’ the drag chain broken, and I 'am so inter-

nal cold, I couldn’t tie a knot in a rope if I had
i

eighteen thousand hands!”
it. was a rueful situation, truly. I jumped out

of the stage, and contemplated the prospect near
and at a distance with mixed feelings. So ab-

sorbed did I soon become, that I lost sight of the

unpleasant, situation in which we were placed,

and regarded only the appearance of things about
me disconnected with my personal happiness.

There stood the stage upon the very apex of the

mountain, the hot steaming breath of my half

smothered fellow travelers pouring out of its open
j

door in puffs, like the respiration of a mam-
moth. The driver, poor fellow, was limping
about, more than half frozen, growling, swear-
ing and threatening. The poor horses looked
about twenty years older than when they started,

,

their heads being whitened with the frost. They
stamped with impatience on the ‘ hard ribbed
ice;” the polished iron of their shoes looked as if

it would penetrate their flesh with blighting cold.

But such a landscape of beauty, all shrouded in

death, we never saw or conceived, and one like

it is seldom presented to the eye. Down the

mountains could be traced the broad road in ser-

pentine windings, lessening in the distance until

it appeared no wider than a foot-path, obscured
by the ravines and forest trees through which it

ran. On either side were deep yawning chasms,
at the bottom of which the hardy pines sprung
upward a hundred and fifty feet, and yet they
looked from where I stood like creeping plants.

The very mountain tops spread out before me
like pyramids. The moon shone upon this vast
prospect, coming up from behind the distant hori-

zon, bathing one eleventh in light, and another
in darkness, or reflecting her silvery rays across

the frozen ground in sparkling gems, as if some
,

eastern prince scattered diamonds upon a marble
floor, then starting in bold relief the shaggy rock-

|

born hemlock and poison laurel, penetrating the

deep solitudes, and making “ darkness visible”

where all before had been deep obscurity. There,
too, might be seen the heat driven from the earth

in light fogs by the intense cold, floating up-
wards in fantastic forms, and spreading in thin

ether as they sought more elevated regions. As
far in the distance, in every direction, as the eye

i

could reach, were the valleys of Penn, all silent

in the embrace of winter and night, calling up
most vividly the emotions of the beautiful and
sublime.

“ How are we to go down this outrageous hill,

driver?” bawled out a speculator in western
lands, who had amused us through the day past

with nice calculations of how much he could have
saved the government and himself, had he had the

contract of making the “National road” over
which we were traveling. The reply of the dri-

ver was exceedingly apt and characteristic.
“ There is no difficulty in getting down the hill

,

but you well know there are a variety of ways in

doing the same thing; the drag-chain would be of

little use, as the wheel tire would make a runner
of it. 1 think you had all better take your pla-

ces inside, say your prayers, and let me put off",

and if yonder grinning moon has a wish to see a

race between a stage-coach and four horses down :

|

‘ Ball mountain,’ she’ll be gratified, and see sights

! that would make a locomotive blush.”
The prospect was rather a doleful one; we had

about ninety chances in a hundred that we would
make a “ smash of it,” and we had the same
number of chances of being frozen to death if we
did not take the risk of being smashed, for the
first tavern we could get to was at the foot of the
mountain. The driver was a smart fellow, and
had some hostage in the world worth living for,

because he was but three days married—had he
been six months we would not have trusted him.
The vote was taken, and it was decided to “ go
ahead.”

If I were to describe an impleasant situation,

I should say that it was to be in a stage, the door
closed upon you, with the probabilities that it

will be opened by your head thrusting itself

through its oak pannels, with the axle of the

wheel at the same time falling across your breast.

It seemed to me that it would be, with my copn-

panions, if I entered that stage, to be buried

alive; so I mounted the driver’s seat with a de-

gree of resolution that would have enabled me to

walk under a falling house without winking.
At the crack of the whip, the horses, impa-

tient at delay, started with a bound, and ran a

short distance, the boot of the stage pointing to

the earth: a sudden reverse of this position, and
an inclination of our bodies forward, told too

plainly that we were on the descent. Now com-
menced a race between the gravitation and horse-

flesh, and odds would have been safely bet on the

former. One time we swayed to and fro as if in

a hammock; then we would travel a hundred
yards side ways, the wheels on the ice sparkling
with fire and electricity, and making a grating

sound, as terrible to my nerves as the extracting

of a tooth. The horses frightened at the terrible

state of things in the rear, and the lashing of the

whip, would pull us around for a moment, and
away we would go again, sideways, bouncing;
crashing about like mad. A quarter way down
the mountain, and still perfectly sound: but by
this time the momentum of our descending body
was terrible, and the horses, with reeking hot

sides and distended nostrils, lay themselves down
to their work, while the lashing whip cracked
and goaded in their rear to hasten their speed.

The driver, with a coolness that never forsook

him, guided his vehicle, as much as possible, in

zig zag lines across the road. Obstacles no larger

than pebbles would project us into the air as if we
had been an India rubber ball, and once, as we
fell into a rut, we escaped upsetting by a gentle

tap from the stump of a cedar tree, upon the hub
of the wheel, that righted us with the swiftness

of lightning. On we went, the blood starting in

my chilled frame, diffusing over me a glowing
heat, until I wiped huge drops of perspiration

from my brow, and breathed in the cold air as if

I were smothering. The dull, stunning sound
that now marked our progress was scarcely re-

lieved by the clattering hoofs of the horses, and
the inotio i became perfectly steady, except when
apiece of ice would explode from under the wheel,

as if burst with powder. Almost with the speed

of thought we rushed on, and the critical moment
of our safety came. The-;.slightest, obstacle, the

stumbling of a horse, the breaking of a strap, a

too strongly drawn breath almost, would have,

with the speed we were making, projected us over

the mountain side, as if shot from a cannon, and
buried us beneath the frozen ground and hard
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rock below. The driver, with distended eyes,

and an expression of intellectual excitement,
played his part well, and fortune favoured us.

As we made the last turn in the road, the stage

for a moment vibrated between safety and des-

truction—running for several yards upon one
side, it exposed two wheels in the air, whirling
with a swiftness that rendered them almost in-

visible. With a severe contusion it righted, the

driver shouted, and we were rushing up an as-

cent. For a moment the stage ana horses went
on, and it was but for a moment; for the heavy
body, lately so full of life, settled back upon the

traces a dead weight, dragging the poor animals
in one confused heap oownwards, and shaking
violently upon its springs, it stood still.

“ A pretty severe tug,” said one of the insides,

to the driver, as he stretched himself with a yawn.
“Well, 1 rather think it was,” $aid Jehu, with

a smile of disdain.
“ I’ve driv on this road fifteen years, but I

never was so near as to-night. If 1 was on
t'other side of ‘Fall mountain,’ and my wife on
this (only three days married, recollect,) 1 would
not drive that stage down ‘ Ball mountain’ as I

have to-night to keep her from running away
with another.”

“ Why, you don’t think there was any great

danger, do you?” inquired another “inside,”

thrusting his head into the cold air.

“ I calculate 1 do; if that off leader, when I

reached the ‘ devil’s rut,’ had fallen, as he inten-

ded, your body would now be as flat as either of

the back seat cushions in that stage.”
“ Lord bless us, is it possible,” sighed another

“ inside;” but it is all very well, we have esca-

ped, and one must run a little risk
,
rather than

to be delayed in a journey.
Appreciating the terrible ordeal through which

I had passed better than my fellow-travellers, I

have often in my dreams, fancied myself on a

stage coach, just tumbling down the ravines that

yawn on the sides of “ Ball mountain;” and when
I have started into wakefulness, I have specula-

ted on that principle of the American character,

that is ever impelling it forward; but it never so

forcibly struck me as a national peculiarity, until

1 read Howitt’s journey down hill, among the

sturdy Germans of the Old World.

The Emtest flrosia Ireland.

Newton Limavady, Dec. 15, 1845.

Dear James :

—

I received your dutiful letter from Cincinnati

a week or so since, and sends my best love and

my blessing in return to ye. By what you say

of America it must be a wonderful country- I

don’t wonder that the Yankees ar. so yellow

complected as you say they are, seeing they

haven’t the potatoe to live on. I suppose if an

Irishman was born in America it would be all

the same.

But there’s one thing weighs heavy on my
mind. I am afraid that the people iu America

streetch the blanket, as we say here, and that my
own James is learning to do the likes. Mr. Mul-

hollan was reading to me in an “ Old Country-

man,” which was sent over to him, that “ Money
in New York was plenty in the streets,” on the

14th, winch was the day before the packet sailed.

I am doubting that same story; for why would

not the poor people pick it up if it lay in the

streets? But what is this to what you tell me
about the hogs near Cincinnati—that you give

fnem corn in the ear to save trouble. Oh James!

James! would you make your old mother believe

that the pigs there swallow through the ear any

more than in Ireland. Don’t deceive your own

mother so.

My blessing on ye! all the boys and one of the

girls sends love to ye.

^rcol3<'rt3on<i of tlir Djast tuxty Vrars.-No. 5.

BY J. JOHNSTON, ESQ., of Piqiia.

After a year’s delay the prisoners were tried,

convicted and ordered for execution. His Hon-

our Judge Wick, presided. My chief counsel

was the late General James Noble, one of the

Senators in Congress from Indiana, assisted by

three others. Bridge, Sawyer and Hudson suf-

fered; young Bridge, being a minor, was pardon-

ed at the place of execution by the consent of the

Indians. Three of them witnessed the awful

scene, the Governor attending a mile off to act

as circumstances might require. This affair cost

the United States from first to last, seven thou-

sand dollars. The justice of the country was

vindicated in the eyes of the Indians, and they

were satisfied. Thanks be to the distinguished

man then at the head of the war department, who

disdaining the popularity of the mob, chose to

obey the dictates of duty and honour.

The other case happened with the Wyandotls

of Sandusky, about seven years ago, in Hancock

county, Ohio. One of their beloved chiefs and

counsellors of the Christian party, took a hunt-

ing excursion with his family: his camp was vis-

ited in the evening by three white men with axes,

who proposed to the Indian to lodge all night at

his camp. This being readily agreed to, the

women gave them their suppers, after which the

Indian, agreeable to his uniform custom, kneeled

down and prayed in his own language, and then

lay down with his wife to sleep, little suspect-

ing that these fiends in human shape, who had

been so hospitably and kindly entertained by

himself and his wife, were at that moment plot-

ting their destruction. As soon as the man and

his wife were sound asleep, the white men rose

on them with the axes they brought and killed

them in the most brutal manner, and then rob-

bed the camp, taking off the horses. The mur-

derers living not many miles off', were soon dis-

covered and apprehended, committed to prison,

and afterwards permitted to break jail and es-

cape. I was not in the service at the time of this

murder, or a very different, fate would have

awaited these villains. In 1841 and 2, when as
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United States Commissioner I was treating, with

the Wyandotts, one of these murderers was re-

ported to me as being in the jail of Wood county,

Ohio, under a charge of passing counterfeit

money, and of course within our reach. I im-

mediately reported the fact to the Commissioner

for Indian affairs at Washington, asking for au-

thority and funds to proceed against the offender.

No money would be furnished to sustain a prose-

cution against the offender, although there was

no lack of proof, and the murderer escaped.

This time I had not John C. Calhoun to sustain

me and see justice done to the Indians.*

Cases innumerable, and nearly as bad as the

foregoing, have occurred during my long ac-

quaintance with the Indians. In a period of

fifty three years since I first came to the west,

an instance of white men being tried, convicted,

and executed under our laws for the murder of

Indians has not come to my knowledge, other

than the one given in this narrative. I had very

great difficulty in persuading the Indians to wit-

ness the execution in Indiana. They said they

would take my word that the murderers had been

hung. I told them no—they must witness the

fact with their eyes, being well aware that bad

white men would tell them we had deceived them,

and permitted the murderers to escape. When
the culprits were cast off and the death struggle

ensued, the Indians could not restrain their tears.

They had witnessed death in every shape, but

never before by hanging.

During my negotiations with the Wyandotts,

in 1841 and 42, I ascertained a fact which had

previously escaped my notice—that they had no

horses previous to 1755. The year of Braddock’s

defeat, the first owned by the Wyandotts were

captured in that disastrous campaign.

My agency embraced all the Indians in Ohio,

as well as the Delawares of Indiana, who would

not consent to be separated from me. In addi-

tion to these enumerated, were the remains of the

Munseys, Mohegans, Nanticokes, a part of the

Mohawks, Senecas, and Ottawas. The two last

*My partiality for Mr. Callioun has reference to his

former position as an executive officer; for I should be

loth to endorse his waywardness in politics, especial y

his doctrine of State Rights and Nullification. His late

speech as President of the Memphis Convention has

gone far. however, to redeem his former errors. The

broad and liberal ground taken there in regard to the

duties of the General Government in assuming the care

of the navigation of the Mississippi and all its tributaries

accessible to steam power, considering his high stand-

ing in the South, and the almost certainty of his again

coming to the Senate, is a great point gained to us of the

west. It will be remembered that Gen. Jackson refused

his assent to an appropriation for improving the Wabash
river, and yet that stream is included in Mr. Calhoun’s

tributaries of the Mississippi, for it is navigated by

steamboats.

had rights in the soil of Ohio-, which they ceded

to the United States by joint treaty with the

Shawanese and Wyandotts. There is not now

an acre of land owned or occupied by an India a

in Ohio. Fifty-one years ago they owned tile'

whole territory. Does not the voice of humanity

cry aloud to the Congress of the United States

to give them a country and a home in perpetuity,,

and a government adapted to their condition?

Will impartial history excuse this people and

their government if they permit the destruction

of the primitive race to happen without one ade-

quate effort being put forth to save them? I shall,

during the long nights of the winter, prepare you

some further notice of the natives and the first

settlement of Ohio by the whites.

Your friend and obd. servt,

JOHN JOHNSTON.
Charles Cist, Esq., Cincinnati.

Pionctr Adventure.

I have taken down the following from the lips

of an old citizen here, as a specimen of the every

day dangers which the early pioneers encountered

in the settlement of the west. There is a great

deal of the fire of the flint in these old fellows

yet. At the last Presidential election, being on

board a steamboat, an upstart, dandy lawyer,

with whom he differed in politics, forgot himself

so far as to call our veteran an old tory. The

words were hardly out of the young fellow’s

mouth when he found himself in tight grips car-

ried to the edge of the boat, and would have been

dropped overboard like any other pappy, but for

the intercession of some of the passengers. But

to the story.

“ In 1795, soon after the defeat of the Indians by

Gen. Wayne, I started for Detroit, where my
brother William had been working for some time.

My main business was to sell a stud horse there.

I succeeded in obtaining five hundred dollars in

cash and trade for the beast. A part of the trade

was a first rate gelding, the finest brute I ever

owned, and for which I got at Dayton afterwards,

one hundred and twenty-five dollars, although

half the money would buy a pretty good horse in

those days. My brother accompanied me on my
way home to Cincinnati. At Fort Defiance we
fell in with an old man, a cripple, who also kept

company with us. When we got within ten or

twelve miles of Dayton, which had been just laid

out and a few houses built there, we encamped,

I turned our horses loose to graze, and prepared to

cook a meal’s victuals and rest ourselves. While

I was kindling a fire for this purpose, I heard the

old man, who had occasion to turn aside into the

brush, call out that the Indians were catching our

horse. The horses were in the high weeds and

I brush; the weeds being as high as themselves we
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could not see them at a short distance. As I ran

up I saw an Indian who had caught my gelding,

trying to mount him, but to no purpose. I

stepped forward, laid my hands on the back of his

shoulders, and jerked him heels over head. The

villain struck me twice with his butcher knife

and cut me through the arm with great violence.

I knocked him down with my list and stamped on

him, and but for the persuasions of my party,

would have killed him. My brother was about to

interpose in an early period of the scuffle, when

the other Indian leveled his rifle at him, exclaim-

ing in very good English, “ Let them fight it out.”

Our whole party were unarmed, not apprehend-

ing any trouble; and it was almost a miracle that

we all got off alive and safe from two Indians,

who both had rifles.”

Chronological Tahir.

Jan. 11th.—Dr. Dwight, died, 1817.

. •• 13th.—C. J. Fox, born, 1749.

“ 14th.—Halley, died, 1742.

“ 15th.—Queen Elizabeth crowned at West-

minster, 1559. Charleston burnt, 1778. Dr.

Aikin, died, 1747.

“ 16th.—Gibbon, died, 1794. Battle of Co-

runna, 1809.

“ 17th.—Dr. B. Franklin, born, 1706.

“ 18th.—Battle of Cowpens, 1781.

“ 19th.—Copernicus, born, 1473.

“ 20th.—American Independence acknowl-

edged by Great Britain, 1783.

State Census of 1845.

Most of the States take a census midway be-

tween those of the General Government. Du-

ring the late year I have compiled such as have

been published in their respeetive states. These

are

—

1840. 1845.

New York, . . . 2,428,921 2,601,374

Ohio, . . . . . 1,519,467 1,732,832

Indiana, . . . 685,866 854,321

Georgia, . . . 691,392 774,325

Alabama, . . . . 590,756 624,827

Illinois, . . . . . 476,183 705,011

Michigan, . . . . 212,367 304,285

6,604,952 7,596,925

6,604,952

Increase in five years, . .
•

. 992,023

It will be perceived that the per cent, ratio of

increase during the last five years in these States

is—New York 7, Ohio 14, Indiana 24, Georgia

22, Alabama 6, Illinois 48, Michigan 43.

There must be some inaccuracy in the state-

ment of population in Alabama, the increase

there being unquestionably larger than in

Georgia.

Judging by the returns thus far, the entire

population of the United States must be very

nearly 19,500,000. This will agree with the cal-

culation already made of 22,500,000 for 1850,

which corresponds with the uniform ratio of in-

crease at every census for fifty years past, which

is so regular that the national progress can be as

well determined by calculation as by enumera-

tion. The largest share of increase at the next

census will be in Michigan, Illinois, Missouri,

Iowa, Wisconsin, Indiana, Ohio and Texas.

The Memphis Reunion.

Between forty and fifty editors and ex-editors,

after the adjournment of the Convention there,

sat down to an apician entertainment, given by

the corps editorial of that city to the craft. Most

of these editors have been giving their recollec-

tions of the scene, and I shall follow their ex-

ample.

Of the whole corps, but three abstained from

wine. Two of them—both from Ohio—sat to-

gether, to sustain each other, I suppose. One of

these editors, who sat opposite, having been

honoured with a toast, was called upon for a

speech, which he made in these terms:—We have

ascertained, Mr. President, this day, through Dr.

Overton, that the Memphis Convention was the

most dignified, intellectual, and influential body

of men that ever had assembled or ever would as-

semble in all ages; and, Mr. President, we all

know that the Mississippi is the deepest and the

broadest, the longest and the fastest stream in the

universe. Still her waters need improvement,

and this, I suppose, was one great object for

which our convention assembled. My brethren

from Ohio opposite, however, are strict construc-

tionists—They have constitutional scruples on

this subject; they are for leaving these waters as

they are, and sir—added the speaker—I am on

the opposite side, as you see, and while I fill this

tumbler—almost—with water— it is that of the

Mississippi I believe:—I feel it my duty to go

for the improvement of our western waters
,
and

mingle the pure cogniac with its contents.

So said, so done; and the annexation of France

and the United States being happily cemented,

the speaker drank the contents, and sat down

amidst a shout of applause. ,

Scripture Quotations.

A late city paper quotes as a scripture text,

“ that he that runs may read,” “ and that the

wayfaring man, though a fool, need not err there-

in.” The second member of the quotation is

undoubtedly taken from the Bible, although not

literally correct in tjie quotation, but the first

part, although cited as above in many periodicals,

is neither a scripture phrase nor a scripture idea,
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and cannot be found from Genesis to Revelations.

It would be an employment conducive to the ac-

curacy of certain editors if they would brush up

their acquaintance with the Bible, as a means of

enabling them to quote it correctly. They might

probably derive other benefits in the perusal.

There are various other texts, such as—“ God

tempers the wind to the shorn lamb,”—“ In the

midst of life we are in death,”—What shadows

we are, and what shadows we pursue,” supposed

even by persons otherwise intelligent to be deri-

ved from the scriptures, which originate from

far different sources. The first is in Tristram

Shandy, by Sterne; the last was written by Ed-

mund Burke. I cannot trace the origin of the

second, but believe it to be an aphorism of one of

the puritan writers of England.

Safety of New York.

TheNew York Plebeian scouts the idea of that

city being exposed to hazard in case of war with

Great Britain and a consequent landing of her

troops on our shores. He holds this language:

—

“We chance to know that any fears as to the

city being bombarded are absurd, because there
are regulations of law that prevent it. By the
provisions of the statute in such case made and
provided, in section seventeen of article third, of
title second, of chapter XIV of volume first, of
the Revised Statute, page 422, it is made the
bounden duty of the health officer, Dr. Van Ho-
venburgh, to enter on board of ‘ every vessel im-
mediately on her arrival, and to make strict

search and inquiry into the state and condition of
the vessel;’ and in case he finds it would be dan-
gerous to permit such vessel to visit the city, he
is to subject her to quarantine nine miles below
New York. * * The Legislature also,

with an eye to the public safety, in its far-seeing
wisdom, has provided, lest the health officer might
not be able to detect every vessel desirous to ap-
proach the city, that they shall not move from
quarantine towards the city, without first having
the permission of the health officer.”

Circuitous Preaching.

Dr. Elliott, of theWestern Christian Advocate,

having lately a congregation of but two persons

in Indianapolis to address, relates the following

singular occurrence:

“Our mind was involuntarily led back to

1822, to an occasion on which we preached a
sermon to one poor Mohawk woman, aided by
two interpreters. The woman had traveled four-
teen miles on foot, and carried her child on Sun-
day morning, to hear me preach. Between-the-
logs knew Wyandott and Mohawk, but no Eng-
lish! My interpreter knew only Wyandott and
English. But by my preaching in English, and
Jonathan, my interpreter, converting into Wy-
andott, and then Between-thc-logs giving this

in Mohawk, we all three made out to preach to

the poor Indian woman, as she sat at the root of
of a large oak, with her child fastened on a board
in her arms.”

To my Wife#*

Pillow thy head upon this breast^

My own, my cherished wife;

And let us for one hour forget

Our dreary path of life,

And let me kiss thy tears away,
And bid remembrance flee

Back to the halcyon days of youth,-

When all was hope and glee.

Fair was the early promise, love,

Of our joy-freighted barque;

Sun-lit and lustrous, too, the skies

Now all so dim and dark;

Over a stormy sea, dear wife,

We drive with shattered sail,

But love sits smiling at the helm,

And mocks the threat’ning gale.

Come, let me part those clustering curlsr

And gaze upon thy brow

—

How many, many memories
Sweep o’er my spirits now!

How much of happiness ami grief-

—

How much of hope and fear

—

Breathe from such dear loved lineaments,,

Most eloquently here!

Though, gentle one, few joys remain
To cheer our lone;y lot;

And storms have left our paradise

With but one sunny spot,

Hallow’d forever be that place

To hearts like thine and mine

—

’Tis where our youthful hands upreared

Affection’s earliest shrine.

Then nestle closer to this breast,

My fond and faithful dove!

Where, if not here, should be the ark

Of refuge for thy love?

The poor man’s blessing and his curse,

Alike belong to me:
For, shorn of worldly wealth, dear wife.

Am I not rich in thee?

C'ookistg Stoves.

These were an unknown article thirty years

ago, and cooking was performed in the chimney,

which served to boil, roast, and bake our wives,

daughters and mothers as well if not as thor-

oughly as their various objects of cooking.

Thanks to the ingenuity of the inventers of the

cooking stove, all this is now dispensed with.

The stove is brought out into the kitchen and

serves, besides its principal function of cooking,

to warm the room so effectually as to make a

given quantity of wood afford twice as much
warmth as when burnt in the chimney.

But the first cooking stove was like the first

steamboat, the application of a principle merely,

leaving to later projectors the honour as well as

benefit of bringing out of the invention by further

improvements, the perfection in economy and

comfort of which it might be found susceptible.

The latest improvement, perhaps the greatest

ever made in these stoves, is Stuaub’s Flame en-

I circled, oven Cooking Apparatus.
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This is a stove that claims to combine all that

is valuable in the existing cooking stoves, with

certain improvements peculiar to itself, which

unite in a remarkable degree the equalization of

heat throughout the whole baking department,

with an economy of fuel which I have noticed

in no other artiele of the kind.

The stove is constructed so as to pass a flue en-

tirely round the oven; the heat being thus used

twite, once under, and once over the oven, with

an enlarged air chamber through which all the

heat must pass. Consequently, every part of the

oven must be heated alike. It is this mode of

applying the flame and heat which produces the

saving of fuel also.

I regard Mr. Straub as having solved a difficult

and long sought problem—the passing the heat

twice round without impairing the necessary

draught of the stove. This is effected in the en-

largement of the air chamber, which affords in-

creased space for the rarefaction of air, and com-

pensates for the usual disadvantage of a circular

draught.

The plates of this stove are thicker than most

others, which enables them to retain heat a longer

period, and to cool more gradually.

The thickness also renders the plates less lia-

ble to warp. I deem this a valuable improvement.

Imlian Portraits.

I would call attention to the advertisement of

Messrs. Stanley & Dickerman, in this day’s Ad-

vertiser. I have seen the Gallery of Portraits

while in their progress on the canvass, know they

have been taken from the living subject, and con-

sider them of inconceivable value as a commen-

tary on the past and present condition and char-

acter of that interesting race, the Indians of the

west. The day will come when this collection

will command an extravagant price, for a national

or great public museum.

Cincinnati Directory for 1S46.

The new City Directory of Robinson Sf Jones,

long wanted and expected, is now out. I shall

take the liberty of commenting upon this publi-

cation ex cathedra ; claiming as I do to know

something from experience, what a Directory

should be.

The names appear to be alphabeted carefully,

and care to have been taken in getting the Ger-

man names correctly spelt, and the given names

of all persons, as far as possible supplied: all this

goes to contribute much of the value of a Di-

rectory.

An admirable map forms a frontispiece to the

volume, embracing not only the city itself, but

a circuit of two and a half miles adjacent to it in

all directions, in which are designated the subdi-

visions, canal, turnpikes, hills, and every other

natural or artificial object of any importance, and

serves to direct the stranger to the various points

of this vicinity, as fully and distinctly as a guide

book.

This Directory is the first of a series which

Robinson &. Jones propose to issue annually;

They design in each successive volume to add

such improvements as the progress of the enter-

prise may suggest. I have no doubt myself, that

the experience of a year or two will supply any

deficiency that may be found in this issue, and

render its successors equal for comprehensiveness

and accuracy to similar publications of long

standing in our Atlantic cities.

Errors of the Dress.

A capital story is told of a “ mistake of the'

printer” in the Baltimore Argus. A merchant

employed an engraver to cut a plate for a busi-

ness card; the plate was sent to the printer, who

worked off five hundred cards and it was then re-

turned to the engraver, who, at a glance, discov-

ered two C’s where there should have been but

one. Without delay, he altered the plate, taking

out the extra C. This was just accomplished

when the clerk of the merchant called with one

of the cards, and pointed out the error to the en-

graver, who appeared much surprised, and at

once produced the plate on which the cards had

been printed. This not having on it the extra C,

it was at once decided that it must be a mistake

of the printer. The story is not without amoral.

©mr Great Staple.

As a heavy pork market, Cincinnati is in the

receipt of hogs, which, for size and fatness, would

appear incredible to those who know nothing of

the west but by description. I am not aware,

however, whether the following statement has

been paralleled in the Miami Valley. It is taken

from the last “ Chillicothe Advertiser.”

“ On Thursday last, the finest lot of hogs that

we have ever seen, was killed at the slaughter

house of John Marfield, in this city. They were
owned by John H. Maxwell, of Green township,

in this county. There were fifty-four hogs in

the lot, and their average weight was 360 pounds.
Fifty of these averaged three hundred and seventy

pounds each!! We give herewith the weight of

nine, all of one litter. We doubt whether this

has ever been beaten in the Union:—386, 454,

456
,
452

,
456

,
526

,
534

, 516, 444.
“ These nine averaged a fraction less than four

hundred and seventy pounds each.”

Mr. Maxwell’s lot of hogs for 1843, were

eighty in number, and an average of 335 pounds

in weight.
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Pioneer Adventure of two Scouts.

What is preserved of the Pioneer history of the

west, serves to shew the value of that which has

perished. Bold enterprise and hair breadth es-

capes are constant features in the settlement of

the west.

As early as the year 1790, the block-house and

stockade, above the mouth of the Hockhocking
river, was a frontier post for the hardy pioneers

of that portion of our State from the Hockhock-
ing to the Scioto, and from the Ohio river to our

northern Lakes. Then nature wore her undis-

turbed livery of dark and thick forests, inter-

spersed with green and flowery prairies. Then
the axe of the woodman had not been heard in

the wilderness, nor the plough of the husband-

man marred the business of the green prairies.

Among the many rich and luxuriant valleys that

of the Hockhocking was pre-eminent for nature’s

richest gifts—and the portion of it whereon Lan-
caster now stands, was marked as the most luxu-

riant and picturesque, and became the seat of an
Indian village, at a period so early, that the
“ memory of man runneth not parallel thereto.”

On the green sward of the prairie was held many
a rude gambol of the Indians; and here too, was
many an assemblage of the wax-riors of one of the

most powerful tribes, taking counsel for a “ war
path” upon some weak or defenceless frontier

post. Upon one of these war-stirring occasions,

intelligence reached the little garrison above the

mouth of the Hockhocking, that the Indians were
gathering in force somewhere up the valley, for

the purpose of striking a terrible and fatal blow
on one of the few and scattered defences of the

whites. A council was held by the garrison, and
scouts were sent up the Hockhocking, in order to

ascertain the strength of the foe, and the proba-

ble point of attack. In the month of October,

and on one of the balmiest days of our Indian

summer, two men could have been seen emerg-
ing out of the thick plumb and hazel bushes skirt-

ing the prairie, and stealthily climbing the east-

ern declivity of that most remarkable promonto-
ry, now known as Mount Pleasant, whose western
summit gives a commanding view to the eye of

what is doing on the prairie. This eminence was
gained by our two adventurers and hardy scouts,

and from this point they carefully observed the

movements taking place on the prairie. Evei'y

day brought an accession of warriors to those al-

ready assembled, and every day the scouts wit-

nessed from their eyrie, the hcrse-racing, leap-

ing, running and throwing the deadly tomahawk
by the warriors. The old sachems looking on
with indifference—the squaws, for the most part,

engaged in their usual drudgeries, and the papoo-
ses manifesting all the noisy and wayward joy of

childhood. The arrival of any new party of war-
riors was hailed by the terrible war whoop, which
striking the mural face of Mount Pleasant, was
driven back into the various indentations of the

surrounding hills, producing reverberation on re-

verberation, and echo on echo, till it seemed as if

ten thousand fiends were gathered in their or-

gies. Such yells might well strike terror into

the bosoms of those unaccustomed to them. To
our scouts these were but martial music strains

which waked their watchfulness, and strung
their iron frames. From their early youth had
they been always on the frontier, and therefore

well practised in all the subtlety, craft and cun-

35

ning, as well as knowing the ferocity and blood-

thirsty perseverance of the savage. They were
therefore not likely to be circumvented by the

cunning of their foes; and without a desperate

struggle, would not fall victims to the scalping
knife. On several occasions, small parties of

warriors left the prairie and ascended the Mount;
at which times our scouts would hide in the fis-

sures of the rocks, or lying by the side of some
long prostrate tree, cover themselves with the
sear and yellow leaf, and again leave their hiding
places when their uninvited visiters had disap-

peared. For food they depended on jerked veni-

son, and cold corn bi*ead, with which their knap-
sacks had been well stored. Fire they dared not

kindle, and the report of one of their rifles would
bring upon them the entire force of the Indians.

For drink they depended on some rain water,

which still stood in excavations of the rocks, but
in a few days this store was exhausted, and M’-
Cielland and White must abandon their enter-

prise or find a new supply. To accomplish this

most hazardous affair, M’Clelland being the

elder, resolved to make the attempt—with his

trusty rifle in his grasp, and two canteens strung
across his shoulders, he cautiously descended to

the prairie, and skirting the hills on the north as

much as possible within the hazle thickets, he
struck a course for the Hockhocking river. He
reached its margin, and turning an abrupt point

of a hill, he found a beautiful fountain of limpid

water now known as the Cold Spring, within a
few feet cf the river. He filled his canteens and
returned in safety to his watchful companion. It

was now determined to have a fresh supply of

water every day, and this duty was to be per-

formed alternately. On one of these occasions,

after White had filled his canteens, he sat a few
moments, watching the limpid element, as it

came gurgling out of the bosom of the earth

—

the light sound of footsteps caught his practiced

ear, and upon turning round, he saw two squaws
within a few feet of him; these upon turning the

jet of the hill had thus suddenly come upon him.
The elder squaw gave one of those far-reaching

whoops peculiar to the Indians. White at once
comprehended his perilous situation,—for if the

alarm should reach the camp, he and his compan-
ion must inevitably perish. Self-preservation

impelled him to inflict a noiseless death upon the

squaws, and in such a manner as to leave no
trace behind. Ever rapid in thought, and prompt
in action, he sprang upon his victims with the

rapidity and power of a panther, and grasping

the throat of each, with one bound he sprang in-

to the Hockhocking, and rapidly thrust the head
of the elder woman under the water, and making
strong efforts to submerge the younger, who,
however, powerfully resisted. During the short

struggle, the younger female addressed him in his

own language, though lalmost in inarticulate

sounds. Releasing his hold, she informed him,
that, ten years before, she had been made a
prisoner, on Grave Creek flats, and that the In-

dians, in her presence, butchered her mother and
two sisters; and that an only remaining brother

had been captured with her, who succeeded on
the second night in making his escape; but what
had become of him she knew not. During the

narrative, White, unobserved by the girl, had let

go his grasp on the elder squaw, whose body soon

floate d where it would not, probably, soon be

found. He now directed the girl hastily to fol-

low him, and with his usual energy and speed.
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pushed for the Mount. They had scarcely gone

two hundred yards from the spring, before the

alarm cry was heard some quarter of a mile down
the stream. It was supposed that some warriors

returning from a hunt, struck the Hockhocking
just as the body of the drowned squaw floated

past. White and the girl succeeded in reaching

the Mount, where M’Clelland had been no indif-

ferent spectator to the sudden commotion among
the Indians, as the prairie parties of warriors

were seen to strike off' in every direction, and be-

fore White and the girl had arrived, a party of

some twenty warriors had already gained the

eastern acclivity of the Mount, and were cau-

tiously ascending, carefully keeping undercover.
Soon the two scouts saw the swarthy faces of the

foe, as they glided from tree to tree, and rock to

rock, until the whole base of the Mount was sur-

rounded, and all hopes of escape cut off.

In this peril nothing was left, other than to sell

their lives as dearly as they could; this they re-

solved to do, and advised the girl to escape to the

Indians, and tell them she had been a captive to

the scouts. She said no! death, and that in pre-

sence of my people, is to me a thousand times

sweeter than captivity—furnish me with a rifle,

and I will show you that I can fight as well as

die. This spot I leave not! here my bones shall

lie bleaching with yours! and should either of

you escape, you will carry the tidings of my
death to my remaining relatives. Remonstrance
proved fruitless; the two scouts matured their

plans for a vigorous defence—opposing craft to

craft, expedient to expedient, and an unerring
fire of the deadly rifle. The attack commenced
in front where, from the narrow backbone of the

Mount, the savages had to advance in single file,

but where they could avail themselves of the

rocks and trees. In advancing the warrior must be
momentarily exposed, and two bare inches of his

swarthy form was target enough for the unerring
rifle of the scouts. After bravely maintaining
the fight in front, and keeping the enemy in

check, they discovered a new danger threatening

them. The wary foe now made every prepara-

tion to attack them in flank, which could be most
successfully and fatally done by reaching an in-

sulated rock lying in one of the ravines on the

southern hill side. This rock once gained by the

Indians, they could bring the scouts under point

blank shot of the rifle; and without the, possibility

of escape,

Our brave scouts saw the hopelessness of their

situation, which nothing could avert but brave
companions and an unerring shot—them they
had not. But the brave never despair. With
this certain fate resting upon them, they had con-
tinued as calm, and as calculating, and as un-
wearied as the strongest desire of vengeance on a
treacherous foe could produce. Soon M’Clel-
land saw a tall and swarthy figure preparing to

spring from a cover so near the fatal rock, that

a single bound must reach it, and all hope be de-
stroyed. He felt that all depended on one ad-
vantageous shot, although but one inch of the
warrior’s body was exposed, and that a distance
of one hundred yards—he resolved to risk all

—

coolly he raised his rifle to his eyes, carefully
shading the sight with his hand, he drew a bead
so sure, that he felt conscious it would do—he
touched the hair trigger with his finger—the ham-
mer came down, but in place of striking fire, it

crushed his flint into a hundred fragments! Al-
though he felt that the savage must reach the

fatal rock before he could adjust another flint, he
proceeded to the task with the utmost composure,
casting many a furtive glance towards the fear-

ful point. Suddenly he saw the warrior stretching

every muscle for the leap—and with the agility

of a deer he made the spring—instead of reach-

ing the rock he sprung ten feet in the air, and
giving one terrific yell he fell upon the earth, and
his dark corpse rolled fifty feet down the hill.

He had evidently received a death shot from some
unknown hand. A hundred voices from below
re-echoed the terrible shout, and it was evident
that they had lost a favourite warrior, as well as

been foiled for a time in their most important
movement. A very few moments proved that

the advantage so mysteriously gained would be

of short duration; for already the scouts caught a

momentary glimpse of a swarthy warrior, cau-

tiously advancing towards the cover so recently

occupied by a fellow companion. Now, too, the

attack in front was resumed with increased fury,

so as to require the incessant fire of both scouts,

to prevent the Indians from gaining the eminence
—and in a short time M’Clelland saw the wary
warrior behind the cover, preparing for a leap to

gain the fearful rock—the leap was made, and the

warrior turning a somerset, his corpse rolled

down towards his companion: again a mysteri-

ous agent had interposed in their behalf. This

second sacrifice cast dismay into the ranks of the

assailants; and just as the sun was disappearing

behind the western hills, the foe withdrew a short

distance, for the purpose of devising new modes
of attack. The respite came most seasonably to

the scouts, who had bravely kept their position,

and boldly maintained the unequal fight from
the middle of the day.

Now, for the first time was the girl missing,

and the scouts supposed that through terror she

had escaped to her former captors, or that she had
been killed during the fight. They were not long

left to doubt, for in a few moments the girl was
seen emerging from behind a rock and coming to

them with a rifle in her hand. During the heat

of the fight she saw a warrior fall, who had ad-

vanced some fifty yards before the main body in

front. She at once resolved to possess herself of

his rifle, and crouching in undergrowth she crept

to the spot, and succeeded in her enterprise, be-

ing all the time exposed to the cross fire of the

defenders and assailants—her practised eye had
early noticed the fatal rock, and hers was the

mysterious hand by which the two warriors had

fallen—the last being the most wary, untiring

and blood thirsty brave of the Shawanese tribe.

He it was, who ten years previous had scalped

the family of the girl, and been her captor. In
the west, dark clouds were now gathering, and
in an hour the whole heavens were shrouded in

them; this darkness greatly embarrassed the

scouts in their contemplated night retreat, for

they might readily lose their way, or accidentally

fall on the enemy—this being highly probable, if

not inevitable. An hour’s consultation decided

their plans, and it was agreed that the girl, from
her intimate knowledge of their localities, should

lead the advance a few steps. Another advantage

might be gained by this arrangement, for in case

they should fall in with some out-post, the girl’s

knowledge of the Indian tongue, would perhaps

enable her to deceive the sentinel: and so the se-

quel proved, for scarcely had they descended one
hundred feet, when a low “ whist” from the girl,

warned them of present danger. The scouts sunk
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ment, they were to remain till another signal was

given them by the girl,—whose absence for more
than a quarter of an hour now began to excite

the most serious apprehensions. At length she

again appeared, and told them that she had suc-

ceeded in removing two sentinels who were di-

rectly in their route to a point some hundred feet

distant. The descent was noiselessly resumed

—

the level gained, and the scouts followed their in-

trepid pioneer for half a mile in the most pro-

found silence, when the barking of a small dog,

within a few feet, apprized them of a new dan-

ger. The almost simultaneous click of the scouts’

rifles was heard by the girl, who rapidly ap-

proached them, and stated that they were now in

the midst of the Indian wigwams, and their lives

depended on the most profound silence, and im-

plicitly following her footsteps. A moment af-

terwards, the girl was accosted by a squaw from

an opening in a wigwam. She replied in the In-

dian language, and without stopping pressed for-

ward. In a short time she stopped and assured

the scouts that the village was cleared, and that

they were now in safety. She knew that every

pass leading out of the prairie was safely guarded

by Indians, and at once resolved to adopt the

bold adventure of passing through the very cen-

tre of their village as the least hazardous. The
result proved the correctness of her judgment.

They now kept a course for the Ohio, being gui-

ded by the Hockhocking river—and after three

days march and suffering, the party arrived at

the Block-House in safety. Their escape from
the Indians, prevented the contemplated attack:

and the rescued girl proved to be the sister of the

intrepid Neil Washburn, celebrated in Indian

history as the renowned Scout to Capt. Kenton’s
bloody Kentuckians.

The Eclectics.

“ We have had for some time the rival Colle-

ges, the Ohio Medical and the Botanico-Medical,

and now it seems there is a third intended to

combine the excellencies of both. Is there no
end to human calamity, that we should have a

third set of doctors let loose on the community.
We shall see here calomel and lobelia, blood-let-

ting and steam, harmoniously working side by
side.

“ This seems to be got up to introduce a set of

novi homines into practice. The Professors in

the different departments are little known in the

community at any rate.”—Western General Ad-
vertiser.

The above complimental notice did not until

recently present itself to our observation—neither

are we aware that any such sheet as the Western
General Advertiser is at present issued from the

Cincinnati press. Of one thing we are very cer-

tain, however: if the above scrap is to be taken
as a specimen of the taste and intelligence of its

editor, we pity the deplorable and despicable

state of moral and intellectual degradation of

that brainless functionary, who, it seems, has un-
dertaken to instruct his readers (if he has any)
on a subject of whicn he is wholly and totally ig-

norant, not only in reference to the principles

and practice of the Eclectic School of Physicians

and Surgeons, but also the general reputation

and standing of the members of the Faculty of

said Institute. For example, in the closing cogi-

tations of this senseless wiseacre, it is asserted

that the members of the Faculty “are little

known in the community”—so far from this be-

ing the case it may be safely asserted that as many
as two or three of the members of the Faculty are

not only as favourably, but as extensively known
as any in this or any other country, not only as

practitioners, but as teachers of Medical science.

This is especially true of one, who enjoys at this

moment a more extensive reputation as a Medi-
cal man than the most distinguished authors,
teachers or practitioners of the Healing Art,
either in Europe or America.
We neither know nor care who the editor of

the “ Advertiser” is, but we hope if he has any
self-respect he will endeavour to furnish himself
with something like definite information on this

as well as other subjects before he commits his

thoughts to paper hereafter.

—

Western Medical
Reformer, Dec., 1845.

Wonders will never cease.

I supposed if there was any thing certain in

this city of ours, the fact that I was by trade a

collector of statistics, was a fixed fact of ab-

solute notoriety. Even the existence of the Fakir

of Ava, or of Rees E. Price might be as reasona-

bly a disputed fact. But the “ Eclectics” have dis-

covered that “ on that subject”—themselves—“ as

on all others,” the editor of the General Western

Advertiser has no “ definite information.”

As to “that subject,” I confess my ignorance.

I have been for years discovering that what I

know, compared with that I am ignorant of, is

as a drop to the bucket, every additional step in

the acquisition of light I make, serving to reveal

to me the existence of darkness around me. On
this principle I imagine I am beginning to pene-

trate the mysteries of the Eclectic practise, for

familiar as my pursuits render me with the citi-

zens of Cincinnati, such men as Doctors Cox,

Hill, Morrow, Jones, et genus id omne, never fell

under my notice. I neither met with them in the

halls of science, nor in the respectable walks of

private life. I have, it is true, the names of

some of them in my directories, but they were

taken from their signs. But it seems that un-

known as they are to me, they are well known
to fame. “ Two or three are as favourably and
“ as extensively known as any in this or any other

“ country, not only as practitioners, but as teach-

“ ers of medical science! This is especially true

“ of one, who enjoys at this moment a more ex*

“ tensive reputation as a medical man than the

“ most distinguished authors, teachers or practi-

“ tioners of the Healing Art, either in Europe or

“ America! /”

Old as I am, I trust I am not too old to learn,

and ignorant as I may be, not unwilling to be

enlightened. I suppose those who know me will

admit that there is nobody has a higher opinion

of Cincinnati talent, energy, learning, ingenuity

and enterprise than myself; and now, I want to

know who those two or three, and especially this

one, are, whose fame as authors, teachers and
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practitioners transcends that of Velpeau, Roux,

and Andral, of the Paris, and Liston, Stokes,

Graves, Cusack and Lawrence, of the London

and Dublin Schools of Medicine and Surgery; or

that of M’Clellan, Mott, Warren, Gibson and

Jackson, who belong to America, but whose

fame is not limited to this side of the Atlantic.

I feel it a disgrace to remain longer in ignorance.

Let him be produced, and we will have him ex-

hibited at the hall of the Eclectic Institute as a

greater curiosity than the skeleton giant of

Tennessee, or the mastodon of Dr. Koch. Let

him be produced, that the Teacher, Author and

Practitioner may receive the notice he deserves

at home, as well as enjoys throughout Europe

and America!

Aia Impregnable Safe.

It would be a pleasant thing to possess money

to the utmost extent of our wants and desires, if

it were not for the difficulty and anxiety of keep-

ing it safe. If it is to be kept ready for use at a

moment’s notice, it is usually deposited in an

iron safe or a bank, both which sometimes be-

tray their trust; and if the money is invested in

property, it cannot be realised and withdraw nat

a moment’s warning. The proprietor of a gold

mine, Senor Yriarte, living at Cossalo, Mexico,

has overcome this difficulty in a manner equally

ingenious and simple. Although he owns the

richest mine in the universe, he works it only to

the extent of his current expenses—some one

million five hundred thousand dollars per annum
—alleging as a reason to those who asked why
he did not mine it more extensively—“ My gold

is safer in the mine than anywhere else.”

The liittle Miami EaiMload.

The third annual report of the Little Miami

Rail-Road Company, of which I lately published

a synopsis, ought to be in the hands of every

public man in the west. It serves to give some

idea of what the products from the great west are

rapidly becoming. This is, however, not so

easily realised by figures as in other respects.

The Company erected, last fall, an immense

depot, as was supposed of sufficient capacity to

provide for the reception of the various freight

received at this point, and accumulating for two

or three days at a time. The building was brick,

three hundred feet long and fifty feet wide. The

rail-way enters it at the west, running within fifty

feet of its entire length. A floor of thirteen

thousand five hundred square feet, graded to the

level of the cars, enables them to discharge their

burthens on a level, whence they are taken to the

Front street face of the building and loaded in

wagons and drays.

Large, however, as is this building, it has been

found inadequate to the heavy and increasing

demands of the business done on the line. When
the road shall have been completed, by next Oc-

tober, to Sandusky City, the great staples of

flour, whiskey, pork, bacon, lard, &c., of great

magnitude in bulk and value, as they are, will af-

ford a splendid prize for the competition of our

Atlantic Cities, in their respective routes. When
the Buffalo and Sandusky rail-road shall have

been completed, we shall have a continuous rail-

road to New York and Boston. Philadelphia is

preparing to complete a rail-road to Cleveland

by filling up the intervening links between the

two points.

Thanksgiving Choose.

Turkies are the general market standard for

thanksgiving day, but sometimes a goose is pre-

fered. In a neighbouring city, a gentleman in

market was attracted by the sight of a plump,
extra sized, well cleaned goose. “ Is it a young
one?” said he to a bonny rosy cheeked country
lass. “ Yes sir, indeed it is,” was the ready re-

ply. “ And how much do you want for it?”

“A dollar, sir.” “That is too much, I think;

say eighty-seven and a half cents, and here’s your
money.” “Well, sir, as I would like to get you
for a steady customer, take it away.” The
goose was taken home and roasted; but it was
found difficult to carve, and when cut up, so

tough as to be uneatable. The gentleman went
to market again, on the following day, as usual,

and there met with his fair poulterer. “ Did you
not tell me that goose was young, which I bought
of you?” “ Yes sir, I did, and so it was. Don’t
you call me a young woman? I am only nine-

teen.” “Yes 1 do.” “Well, I have heard

mother say, many a time, that it was nearly six

weeks younger than me.”

Mesmerism, Neurology, &c.

It was to be hoped, after the remarkable and

authenticated cases I have published of things

“ most surely believed,” in Pennsylvania and

elsewhere, analogous to the phenomena exhibited

here by various lecturers on these subjects, that

the lips of incredulity would have been put to si-

lence. But infidels still exist and perhaps will,

always.

A friend of mine lately received a letter from

a distinguished physician of Kentucky, in which

he says: “ You need not laugh at Mr. Cist’s tes-

timonials on the subject of extract of white wal-

nut or butter nut. It may all be depended on.

They will vomit if the bark be scraped up, and

purge if scraped down, as he says. They still do

more than this, for they will vomit and purge at

the same time, if scraped both up and down, and

they will neither vomit nor purge if scraped

crosswise from the tree. All this I know from

my own experience.”

For facts corroborative of certain other points of

Pennsylvania faith and practise, I refer to the

communication which follows. It is from as in-
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telligent an individual as resides in the county or

state, who having devoted much time during a

long life, to storing his mind with useful knowl-

edge, the fruit of both reading and observation,

is now well qualified to employ, with profit to

my readers, his leisure hours in the communica-

tions for my columns, which he has given me
reason to expect from time to time.

Mr. C. Cist,

—

Sir:

I know not how you will class what follows;

you may call it what you please; You have

published things much like it, and may do so

with this.

It is rather more than fifty years since I began

housekeeping in Philadelphia. A good supply of

hickory was laid up for the winter; but as it gen-

erally happens, towards the spring there remained

a pretty considerable assortment of the largest

logs left,—knotty, knurly affairs,—the rejected

of the pile, while better could be got at; still they

must be burnt, and a sort of industrious fit hav-

ing come on me, I determined to split them up

into sizeable wood myself. Axe, maul and

wedges, were had, and things went on pretty

well for a time, but one morning—a cold morn-

ing—as I was entering a wedge with the poll of

the axe, the wedge slipped from my fingers, and

the axe came on my thumb. I don’t believe it

made me faint, as I never did see, nor ever did

hear of, any well-certified faint in man or

woman, unless there was some other person

near to take care of the sufferer. You may
have seen, as I have, how utterly helpless a

young woman becomes—as limber as a wet rag

—on such occasions, when a young man has to

lift her up, to lay her on the sofa—and how pret-

ily and nicely she will revive after her hands

have been duly chafed—what pretty little sighs

—and how the eyelids gently unclose, &c. I

imagine that about nine and a half times in ten

cases, the proper orthography of the word is

feint. Your lady readers must not suppose that

I am a horrid, hard-hearted unbeliever, for I do

think that it may be possible for a lady to come

to an actual faint, even when alone. I know

that I, even I myself, felt a mighty queer sort of

|
a dizziness as I sat on the cellar steps, and did

J not remember how I got there; and it may be,

had any one been present, a real, downright faint

i might have been perpetrated. When I went up

stairs one of my family—it then was composed

of the smallest possible number to constitute a

family—doctored the unfortunate thumb with a

poultice of salt and vinegar, but without much,

if any, good effect. The next day I was in the

book store of the late worthy Thomas Dobson:

he noticed my little doll-baby of a thumb, and

having informed him what was the matter, he

told me he could remove the pain. I said he

could not, for I had no faith. He did not care

whether I had or not, and bid me to lay my hand

on the counter, which was done. He moved his

hands over mine, but I heard him say nothing.

In about, perhaps, a minute, he asked if the pain

was gone

—

it had gone—but I told him it was
worse than ever. He continued his operations

for a short time, and then told me he knew it was

gone; and I had to laugh and own it was so.

Nearly opposite the “ stone house” of Mr.

Dobson, lived Robert Haydock, plumber, one of

whose men got burnt from shoulder to wrist by

melted lead. The pain could not be allayed by

the physician, or the care and attention of Robert

and his kind, good lady. They were Friends,

“ after the most strictest sect.” “ Robert,” said

this good lady, “ I am much troubled in mind

about John; I have done all I can, and the doctor

has nothing further to advise but patience. Did

thee never hear that neighbour Dobson hath the

gift, as it is called, of extracting pain, when all

remedies have failed? “ Tut, tut, wife, I wonder

thee can believe in such nonsense; it is only the

effect of imagination. “ Nay, but Robert, if it is

only the effect of imagination, if John imagines

the pain is gone, he will get a good night’s rest;

and at all events, I do not see that any evil can

arise.” After a little more opposition the wife

had her way—a thing of course,—John went to

neighbour Dobson, and in about ten minutes

came back

—

as he imagined—free from pain.

This was told me by a “ Friend” in high stand-

ing in the Society, to whom
j[
had related my

thumb business. I asked him what he thought

of such things? Well, he didn’t know—he had

heard of many wonders of the power of imagina-

tion, and yet he knew of a strange cure of a

horse, which he could not ascribe to that. He
then related that a few years previous he had

some meeting-business to attend to in Chester

county, and on his way home, three or four

miles beyond Darby—you know the little town

well,—his horse was suddenly struck lame; after

riding a few rods the creature seemed to suffer so

much that he got off and led him to the tavern in

Darby, which was kept by a friend.—I believe in

those days all the inhabitants were of that sect.

—

The ostler—all ostlers are ex officio horse doctors

—was called to see what was the matter, but

could discover no cause of lameness, and propo-

sed taking him to a “ straw doctor” a short dis-

tance from the place. My friend, an unbeliever

in such things, objected, but as the tavern keeper

allowed that the “doctor” had made some sur-

prising cures, and as it could do no harm any

how, the ostler was sent with the horse, and in

about half an hour returned riding him back.

The ostler stated that the “ doctor” examined the

horse whether he was corked, which he was not,
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and then cut a square sod, with which he rubbed

the horse, and then replaced it in the ground. His

charge for “ medicine and attendance,” was a

quarter dollar. My friend rode the horse home,

and never observed any ill consequences from the

witchcraft cure. Others may think as they

please; I firmly believe all I have stated; yet I

am not so easy of belief as Sancho, who told his

master, the Don, that the story was so very true,

that any one who only heard it might safely and

conscientiously makd oath that he saw it; nor

does my unbelief equal that of the old Dutch

tory, on Long Island, who when told that Corn-

wallis was taken, said “ it was a tam’d lie just as

dat dat was told dree or four years ago dat

Sheneral Burgoyne was daken.

All this maybe too long for your columns, but

if any part will do, you may cut and slash to suit

yourself. H.

January 19th, 1846.

Diplomacy of the United States.

For centuries the diplomatic intercourse of the

civilized world had been carried on, upon the prin-

ciple of deceit and lying, bribery and espionage.

During that period all was considered fair in dip-

lomacy, as it is now by some in politics. And

the only disgrace felt or experienced, was in de-

tection or failure. Almost the first public act

of America, after we became a nation, was to

teach the world that in all things honesty is the

best of policy. Franklin set this example in

France. It has been followed by our various

Ambassadors abroad, from John Adams down,

and by our department of state under every in-

cumbent. And the result is, that our national

character for fair and direct dealing stands higher

than that of most other nations in the world.

Many interesting incidents have been recorded

on this subject. I propose to furnish one which

rests on undoubted authority, which has, how-

ever, as far as my knowledge goes, never yet ap-

peared in print.

During the administration of Mr. Van Buren,

George M. Dallas
,
our present Vice-President,

was sent as Minister Plenipotentiary to Russia,

to negociate a commercial treaty with that Em-
pire. As soon after presenting his credentials

and being accredited in that capacity at the Court

of St. Petersburg as afforded him, in his judg-

ment, a proper opportunity, he addressed a letter

to Count Nesselrode, the Russian Minister of

State, in which he made known the object for

which he was sent, and politely inquired of his

Excellency when it would suit his convenience

to attend to the business. The receipt of the

letter was duly acknowledged, and the assurance

given of his Excellency’s high consideration of

the writer, nothing being, however, said on the

main subject of the epistle. Mr. Dallas, unwill-

ling as the representative of the youngest nation

on earth, to transgress the laws of etiquette,

waited a while and finally wrote a second and a

third note, to which he received answers pretty

much to the same purpose as had been made to

the first. Finding himself unable to progress in

this way, he determined to come to the point at

once, and despatched a letter stating to the Min-

ister, that finding himself unable to accom-

plish the object of his mission, and unwilling to

remain for any other purpose, he would ask of

his Excellency that his imperial majesty might

furnish him with the necessary passports for his

departure. This brought things at once to a

crisis. The Emperor—Nicholas—a man of great

energy and directness of purpose,—probably

thought the better of the young republican for

his frankness, and told his minister, “ Ask him

what he wants.” Dallas, who was prepared for

any issue, replied by handing in a draft of the

treaty, which being read to the Autocrat of the

Russians, he promptly said, “ I agree to it—ask

him if he wants anything more.” Dallas, em-

boldened by this gracious treatment, then added,

“ I should like to receive the treaty on His Ma-

jesty’s birth-day.” The birth-day, or rather the

Saint’s Day, after whom the reigning monarch

was named,was but a few days off, being St. Nich-

olas Day, the 6th December, 0. S., by which the

Greek Church yet reckons. Accordingly, on

that day the usual levee was held, at which all

the foreign Ambassadors attended—all but Mr.

Dallas in stars, ribbons and embroidery—he in a

plain black suit of citizen’s dress. They were

introduced in the court order of precedence, the

Envoy from Austria taking the post of honour,

and the British Ambassador next, &c., Mr. Dal-

las so far in the rear as to be out of sight, when

the Austrian Minister stepped forward to make

his compliments. As he advanced, the Emperor

called out in a tone which rang through the hall

of audience, “ Is the American Minister here?”

“ Yes sire.” “ Ask Mr. Dallas to step forward.”

Mr. Dallas made his bow and offered the usual

congratulations. The Emperor, in the kindest

manner, expressed his thanks, handing Mr. D.

the treaty at the same time. The rest of the

corps diplomatique stared, and well they might,

for the document, with its seals and ribbons, pro-

claimed its character, and the whole deportment

of the Emperor taught them a lesson, that in

diplomacy and politics, honesty and directness of

conduct is, as in all things else, the best policy.
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Tossing in a Blan!wi(

Nearly all my readers have perused the admi-

rable work of Cervantes—Don Quixote—and

most of them will distinctly recollect the blank-

eting of Sancho Panza, his esquire. I venture to

say, however, that not more than one reader in

ten thousand—that being probably the propor-

tion who have ever witnessed the tossing in a

blanket of some luckless wight—has any accu

rate idea of the exercise.

My attention has been frequently called to the

subject by engravings and paintings refering to

the scene in Don Quixote, in every one of which

there was the same want of truth to nature,

which satisfied me the artist had never witnessed

a performance of the kind. The universal

notion entertained on the subject, being that the

victim is lifted from the ground on a blanket and

thrown or tossed up by the flinging up of the

arms of those who hold the blanket. The small-

est amount of reflection, however, would teach

that a man in this mode could not be raised more

than a foot or two from the level of the breasts of

those who conduct the exercise.

A few words will explain the operation. As

large and stout a blanket as possible being ob-

tained, and the victim laid on it and surrounded

by as many as can possibly get hold of the edges

of the blanket, thereby preventing his escape, the

whole body holding on, make a quick and vig-

orous pull from the common centre. It is this

tightening process simply, which springs the cul-

prit into the air, and the height to which he may
in this mode be projected, is hardly conceivable

to those who have not witnessed the exercise.

The subject instinctively grasps the slack of the

blanket, by way of resisting the impulse; an use-

less and absurd effort. Useless because it serves

not his purpose; and absurd because it is this

very holding on, and nothing else, which produ-

ces the punishment. By this grasp, his head and

shoulders are the last part going up, and in the

process of elevation, as he turns over and over, he

is sure to fall in some constrained and unnatural

posture, which makes him feel, after a night’s

rest, as .if every bone in his body was bruised: so

much so that I have known individuals who have

been kept too long under the discipline, groan

under their pain, qpon turning in their beds, du-

ring their night’s rest after it.

I have known this exercise, during the war of

1812, resorted to by way of punishment to trou-

blesome fellows in camp for getting drunk, or

other minor offences. One of the culprits, who
was undergoing it for the second time, had the

sagacity as soon as the blanket began to tight-

en, to bring himself to his feet. In this posi-

tion he shot perpendicularly up, and enjoyed

what he afterwards spoke of as the pleas-

antest exercise in his life, making finally a

hole through the blanket, and thereby a close to

the punishment, both for himself and others.

Etymologies.

It would be interesting, as well as instructive*

to trace the sources whence our western towns

derive their names. I shall take Up the subject

and appty it to Ohio, next week. At present I

shall barely glance at Kentucky.

Lexington, in Massachusetts, gave name to its

beautiful namesake in Kentucky, news of the first

battle in the war of Independence, reaching the

spot at the moment the settlers were deliberating

on its proposed name. Cynthiana was given its

name by the individual who laid it out, by com-

pounding the names of his two daughters, Cynthia

and Anna.

Frankfort owes its title to the following inci-

dent, which I have from Ellison E. Williams,

who bore a part in it, and who still survives, re-

siding in Covington, Kentucky.

In the year 1780, Wm. Bryant, who was one

of the founders of Bryant’s Station, Nicholas

Tomlin, Ellison E. Williams, Stephen Franks,

and others, were on their way from Bryant’s

Station and the fort of Lexington, to Mann’s Salt

Licks for the purpose of procuring salt, and while-

encamping on the bank of the Kentucky river,

where the town of Frankfort now stands, were’

attacked by a company of Indians. Franks was

instantly killed, and Tomlin and Bryantj were

both wounded. The rest of the company esca-

ped unhurt. From this circumstance—the kil-

king of Franks—the place was calledrFrankfort.

Unpublished Historical Fact.

Publicity has just been given to an interesting

fact connected with the repulse and defeat of the

British at New Orleans, in 1814.

Those who are old enough to remember the

war of 1812, may recollect a remarkable instance

of bravery in the defence of the American priva-

teer, General Armstrong, Capt. Samuel C. Reed,

which was attacked while lying in the harbour of

Fayal, in the Western Islands, by the boats of

three of the enemy’s ships of war, consisting of

the Rota frigate, the Plantagenet 74, and the

Carnation brig, on the 26th September, 1814—in

which engagement, out of the attacking force,

nearly four hundred strong, the British lost be-

tween two and three hundred, killed and wound-

ed, while on the part of the Americans, only two

were killed and seven wounded. I rfemember

the sensation which this news produced on its

arrival in our seaport cities, as one of the most

brilliant exploits in naval warfare.

It now seems, and the fact is abundantly sus-
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tained by documentary evidence, that this en-

gagement, with its results, delayed Admiral

Lloyd, who had charge of the squadron above

alluded to, ten days at Fayal, whence he sent the

severely wounded home to England on the Thais

and Calypso sloops of war. He then proceeded

to Jamaica, where Admiral Cochrane and General

Packenham had been waiting for him several

days, who were highly indignant at both the loss

and the delay, and loaded him with bitter re-

proaches. Well might they have done so, if they

could have foreseen the fruits of that ten days’

delay! Cochrane’s fleet of eighty-six sail of ves-

sels arrived at the mouth of the Mississippi on the

6th December, 1814. Gen. Jackson had reached

New Orleans on the 2d, only four days before.

The Kentucky and Tennessee troops did not ar-

rive until the 16th; nor were they fully supplied

with arms, and especially gun-flints, until a later

date. If, therefore, the invading fleet and army

had arrived ten or twelve days sooner, say on the

25th November, what was there to interpose the

slightest impediment to their conquest and sack

of the beautiful city of New Orleans, destitute of

military forces or defences, and a population

hardly long enough a part of the American com-

munity, to possess the requisite spirit and patri-

otism for resistance?

If my limits permitted, I should like to have

copied the evidence of these facts. The whole

subject clearly points out an overruling Provi-

dence watching over our national existence.

Church Livings at Auction.

Going down one day to the Auction Mart,

Bartholomew Lane, I found George Robbins

—

the celebrated London auctioneer—in the act of

commencing the sale of several church livings.

“ Now, gentlemen,” said he, addressing the

crowd of clergymen, “ I have some prime things

for you to-day. The church, let me remind you,

gentlemen, is now become the only good specula-

tion. It is the only line in which you can establish

your sons like gentlemen, and with a chance of

success. The church, my friends, that’s the only

genteel, gentlemanly, and ‘certain’ profession.

And why certain? Because you can certainly

‘ buy’ the best livings, you that have the money,

and here’s, in the first place, a specimen of what’s

to be had. Let me see—the income of this living

is altogether £1 ,000; now the tithes are commu-
ted, which are themselves, £1,000 and no bother

about collecting. It’s a rent, now, gentlemen,

it’s a rent and comes in cheerfully, easily, gra-

ciously—almost of itself. It’s within thirty

miles of London, in a fine sporting neighbour-

hood and ”

“ How old’s the incumbent?” shouted a short,

thick man, in rusty black, with a great bundle of

papers in his hand.
“ Old? why, my friend, you could not well

wish him older. He is turned eighty.”
“ And means to live a hundred,” cried another

voice.
“ Is he ill?” bawls another.

“ Is he ill?” says Robbins. “ That’s a deli-

cate point gentlemen. 1 do not like to enter into

delicate matters; but my learned friend here,”
turning to a pale young man sitting under the

desk, the legal broker of church livings—“ my
learned friend has seen him lately; I dare say he
can tell you.”
“Is he ill, old ?”

“Why, no, not ill exactly. I should not say

ill; but he’s not strong.
“ My friend is cautious, gentlemen. The

worthy old man, he says, is not ill, but he’s not
strong; and when a man is turned eighty, and is

not strong, why I leave you to judge for your-
selves. Depend upon it he’s soon for kingdom
come."

The next presentation was knocked down for

£1,000.

—

Howitt.

Little Willie.

The nursery shows thy pictured wall,

Thy bat, thy bow,
Thy hat and horse, thy club and ball,

But where art thou

?

A corner holds thy empty chair

—

Thy playthings idly scattered there

But speak to us of our despair.

Even to the last thy every word.
Too glad, to grieve,

Was sweet as sweetest song of bird

On summer’s eve;

In outward beauty undeeayed,
Death o’er thy beauty cast no shade,

And like a rainbow thou didst fade.

We mourn for thee; when blind blank night

The chamber fills,

We pine for thee, when morn’s first light

Reddens the hills!

The sun, the moon, the stars, the sea.

All, to the wall flower and wild pea,

Are changed—we see the world through thee.

And though, perchance, a smile may gleam
Of casual mirth,

It doth not own, what’er may seem,

An inward birth;

We miss thy small step on the stair;

We miss thee at our evening prayer;

All day we miss thee, every where.

Farewell, then—for a while, farewell

—

Pride of my heart;

It cannot be that long we dwell,

Thus torn apart;

Time’s shadows like the shuttles flee;

And, dark howe’er night’s life may be,

Beyond the grave, I'll meet with thee!

Chronological Table.

Jan. 21st.—Louis XVI. guillotined, 1793.

“ 22d.—Massacre on the River Raisin, 1813.

Lord Byron, born, 1788.

“ 23d.—Wm. Pitt, died, 1806.

“ 24th.—Frederick the Great, born, 1712.

“ 25th.—Robert Burns, born, 1759.

“ 26th.—Brazil discovered, 1496. Jenner,

died, 1823.

“ 27th.—Mozart, born, 1755.
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Narrative of JTohsa Slitulson,

A Revolutionary Soldier, and now resident in

Cincinnati.

I have been induced, from my long acquaint-

ance with Mr. Hudson, as well as the high opin-

ion of his uncommon mental and bodily ener-

gies, with which that knowledge has inspired

me, to take ample notes from his own lips, of one

of the most important events in our revolutionary

struggle—the entire movement of the French and

American forces, which led to the investment of

Lord Cornwallis at Yorktown, Virginia, and his

surrender there, which virtually put an end to the

War of Independence. Mr. Hudson’s reputa-

tion for intelligence and veracity is such that im-

plicit confidence may be placed in his narrative,

and a degree of interest is confered upon his state-

ments by the uncommon circumstance, that he

is amply qualified to make that statement, by

the fact that he was actor in his own sphere

throughout the principal part of the scene, and

eye witness to all in which he did not participate.

Most military narratives are taken from the lips

of general officers, the mere soldier being rarely

competent to give an intelligent history of pas-

sing events, of which, however, his personal

knowledge is greater than that of his officers.

I deem this narrative of the more importance

as there is no circumstance in the revolutionary

struggle so little understood as the whole history

of the events connected with the surrender of

Cornwallis. I give the narrative in Mr. Hudson’s

own words.

“ I -was born in Westchester, New York, on the

12th June, 1768, and am now, of course, nearly

seventy-eight years of age. In April, 1781, there

was a levy raised for the defence of the state from

domestic enemies, to enable the regular troops of

the New York line to march to such points as

might be required. In this levy I enlisted, in

what was then called King's district, Albany

county, and is now Canaan, in Columbia county,

marched to Saratoga, where having been drilled

one week as a soldier, I enlisted in the Continen-

tal service, in which I remained to the end of the

War of Independence, mounting guard repeat-

edly over the very graves of those who fell in our

battles with Burgoyne. I remained at Saratoga

until the middle of July, 1781, when Col. Van

Schoyck's regiment, to which I belonged, was di-

rected to join the combined armies at Dobbs’ fer-

ry, on the Hudson river, under the command of

Gen. Washington and Count Rochambcau. On
the inarch I carried a British grenadier’s musket,

as much longer and heavier than the old-fashion-

ed Continentals, as these would outweigh and out-

reach with their bayonets, the modern article

made at Springfield or Harper’s ferry. On this

musket I carried a bayonet, which never left it

only when it was taken oft' to be cleaned and

polished, for it had no scabbard. Besides this

weight I bore a cartouch box, with forty rounds

ball cartridge, and knapsack with twenty rounds

more, and my clothes, blanket and four days

provisions. After reaching the grand army, we
started up the east side of the Hudson river to

Verplank's Point , and crossed over to Stony

Point, memorable as the spot where Gen. Wayne

retaliated on the British troops—the surprize and

massacre of Paoli. I helped to draw cannon up

into that very fort, which it became necessary to

fortify when we were about to leave for Virginia.

We carried on our march boats so large that it

took a wagon and eight horses to draw them, and

two inch plank in quantities, by the same convey-

ance. These were to enable us to form flotillas

to cross our troops upon the water courses which

lay on our route. In this way, after passing the

Hudson, we crossed the Delaware, at Trenton,

N. J., and marched by the way of Brandywine

creek to the head of Elk river, now Elkton, but

then nothing but an old frame warehouse there.

Here we lay three days, and during this period I

received the only pay I ever drew for my servi-

ces during the war, being six French crowns,

which were a part of what Robert Morris bor-

rowed on his own credit from the French com-

mander, to supply the most urgent necessities of

the soldiers. My comrades received the same

amount. Those three days were spent in get-

ting our heavy munitions from the Delaware

across the Elk river. Here the cannon, &c.,

were sent by water to Baltimore, and thence by

the Chesapeake Bay into Virginia. The army
marched—crossing the Susquehanna at Havre de

Grace
,
on their way—to Baltimore, where they

encamped at Howard's hill, where six hundred

head of cattle were slaughtered and salted for our

use. Thence we sailed to the mouth of James

river, encountering an equinoctial storm of re-

markable fury, which lasted eight days, check-

ing our progress that entire period, sweeping our

decks fore and aft, and drenching us all to tho

skin. To crown our troubles we had nothing to

eat but coarse barley bread, baked for the horses,

which had become mouldy and wormy, but we
were fain to use it, as an alternative to starvation.

On the 25th Sept, we reached our place of debark-

ation, 40 miles up the James river, six miles from

Williamsburg, the then seat of government of

Virginia. The object of our expedition was to

capture the English army under Lord Cornioallis,

which lay entrenched at Yorktown on the York

river, southeast of the point we had struck, which

enabled us to gain the rear of his position. Tho

Marquis de la Fayette we found stationed at Wil-

liamsburg, expecting our arrival and support.”



Gallery of Indian Portrait**.

many catchpenny exhibitions have been

paraded before our citizens, and so freely have

our city editors puffed every thing which Was ad-

vertised in their columns, that it seems difficult

to press the claims of modest merit to an audi-

ence or a visit.

Mr. Stanley
, the painter of this fine collection

of pictures, has employed the last three years of

his life in the praiseworthy effort to collect and

perpetuate the likenesses Of distinguished chiefs,

orators and warriors of our aborigines. He pro-

poses in April next to resume his interesting em-

ployment in nther and yet unexplored fields of

labour, and now opens the exhibition for the pur-

pose of testing the interest the American people

are disposed to take in the enterprise.

For my own share I can say with truth, that

while these paintings as works of art, in my judg-

ment, will sustain the criticism of connoiseurs,

they especially commend themselves to the sim-

ple taste of the mass, who in the language of

Sterne, “ are pleased they know not why, and

care not wherefore,” in my opinion always the

true test of excellence.

This is not only a collection of portraits, but

of far west scenery, and of incidents in Indian

life. It is an exhibition of ccstume and charac-

ter, and a museum of specimens of art and fancy

work of the most interesting nature, and well

calculated to illustrate the pioneer history of Ken-

tucky and Ohio.

No man who feels any interest in such sub-

jects should neglect to visit this Gallery of Por-

traits.

Derivations.

Besides those names of things which have un-

dergone so little change as to furnish palpable

evidence of their origin, there are a few which

have been traced out of less obvious character,

which are very curious. Thus curmudgeon—

a

miserly fellow—is from the French Coeur Me-

diant—bad heart. John Dory—a fish of this

name—from il janetore , the doorkeeper—this fish

being called in Italy, also, San Pietro, after the

Apostle of that name, popularly supposed there

the door keeper of Heaven. Jerusalem Arti-

choke derives its adjectival name from a corrup-

tion of Girasole, Italian—turning to the sun, it

being the sun-flower variety of that plant. Cur-

rant is a corruption of Corinth, or grape of Cor-

inth, as damsons, properly Damascene, of the

plum of Damascus.

The Geneting apple is derived from Jeanneton,

or Jane of Navarre, in France, who gave it her

name. The Mayduke cherry is a corruption of

Mcdoc, in Burgundy. Asparagus is termed by

|

many persons Sparrowgrass. Tuberose, which

is neither “ tubes” nor “ roses,” is derived from

the adjective botanical title Tuberosa, that is tu-

berous. In the same manner gilliflower takes its

name from the season of its flowering in England

—July.

I will add andiron to this list, the name

changed from end iron—an iron to receive the

ends of logs. The term bankrupt is from the

Italian phrase bancorotto, broken bench, which

refers to the state of things during early ages, in

the banking or money changing community

there. In the bourse or exchange halls in Lom-
bardy, the money changers had stalls or benches,

whence the title bank or banco, at which they

transacted their business. When any one of

these gentry failed to meet his engagements or

became insolvent, his bench was broken and

thrown into the street, and the name bancorotto or

bankrupt given him. Our old English drama-

tists use the orthography bankerout, from the

the same source. It is both purer English and

of clearer significance.

I was forcibly reminded of this term as well as

its derivation, during the mob riot which resulted

in the destruction of the Exchange Bank, at the

corner , of Third and Main streets, some three

years since. After the rioters had destroyed or

mutilated everything else within their reach,

they seized the counter, which they carried into

the street and broke into pieces there.

Equivoques.

I gave an instance or two in a late paper on

the subject of proper emphasis, and now add one

or two more. Appropriate gesture is equally im-

portant.

An anecdote is related of an English clergy-

man who was tormented by a termagant wife.

By and by, she paid “ the debt of nature.” Her

husband personally officiated at the funeral. His

speech was devoted in part to the “ thousand ills

which flesh is heir to,” and was concluded by a

scripture quotation. Extending his right hand

toward the grave, he said, “ There the wicked

cease from troubling”—and then placing the

same hand on his heart, he added, “and the

weary are at rest.”

But there are equivocal expressions, which it

is out of the power of either emphasis or gesture

to illustrate; as a late advertisement in a New
York paper, for two girls to feed on a double

Adams power press. Or the case of the indi-

vidual in Pennsylvania, in a neighbourhood

where each farmer, in harvest, killed in turn for

the common benefit, who observed that he did

not know whether he should kill himself or cat a

piece of his father.

The latest notice in this line is an advertise-



ment of two sisters who want washing, and an-

other of a maiden lady, particularly fond of chil-

dren, that wishesfor two or three , or other employ-

ment.

More about Sausages.

When I was in Brussels, Mrs. Stratton, the

mother of the General, tasted some sausages,
which she declared the best things she had eaten
in France or Belgium; in fact, she “ had found
but little that was fit to eat in this country, for

every thing was so Frenchified and covered in

gravy, she dare not eat it; but there was some-
thing that tasted natural about these sausages;
she had never eaten any as good, even in Ameri-
ca,” and she sent to the landlady to inquire the
name of them, for she meant to buy some to take
along with her. The answer came that they were
called “ Saucisses de Lyons,” (Lyons Sausages,)
and straightway Mrs. Stratton went out and pur-
chased half a dozen pounds. Professor H. G.
Sherman, (the antiquarian,) soon came in, and
on learning what she had in her package, he re-

marked

—

“ Mrs. Stratton, do you know what Lyons
sausages are made of ?”

“Flo,” she replied; “but I know that they are

first rate!”
“ Well,” replied Sherman, “ they may be good,

but they are made from donkeys!”—which really

is the fact.

Mrs. Stratton said she was not to be fooled so

easily—that she knew better, and that she should
stick to the sausages.

Presently Mr. Pinte, our French interpreter,

entered the room.
“ Mr. Pinte,” said Sherman, “ you are a

Frenchman, and know everything about edibles;

pray tell me what Lyons sausages are made of.”
“ Of asses,” replied the inoffensive professor,

Mr. Pinte.

Mrs. Stratton seized the package; the street

window was open, and in less than a minute, a

large brindle dog was bearing the “ Lyons sau-
sages” triumphantly away! Mrs. Stratton was
taken violently sick at the stomach, and kept her
bed when I left Brussels, two days afterwards!

—

Barnum’s Letters.

Apologies and Excuse.

Some of these are remarkable enough. I an-

nex a specimen of each kind:

1. The reasonable.—“Mrs. Grimes, lend m#
your tub!” “ Can’t do it! all the hoops are off!

It is full of suds; besides I never had one, because
j

1 wash in a barrel.

2. The conclusive .—A distinguished clergyman

of the Univcrsalist denomination-—now resident

in New York—was accused, while in Lowell, of

“ violently dragging his wife from a revival meet-

ing, and compelling her to go home with him.”

He replied as follows:

1. I havo never attempted to influence my
wife in her views, nor her choice of meetings.

2. My wife has not attended any of the revival

meetings in Lowell.

3. I have not attended even one cf these meet-

ings; for any purpose whatever.

4. Neither my wife, nor myself, has any inch'

nation to attend these meetings..

5. I never had a icife!

3. The comprehensive.—A postmaster, acting

as agent to an Eastern print, writes his employer

as follows:—It would doubtless be well to erase

the name of J. S. from your books, and give up

as gone that $7.60. He says, in the first place,

he never ordered the paper, and if he did he never

got it, and if he did get it, it was as an agent; and

besides he thinks he paid for it long ago, and if ho

didn’t, he’s got nothing to pay, and if he had, he

could plead the statute of limitation, for the debt

has stood nine years.

New Orleans Picayune.

The}’' tell a good story at Northampton, Mass.,

about the editor of the New Orleans Picayune.

He stopped at the stage house, with the intention

of spending some days in that beautiful town.

After a reasonable time he became dry, and called

for a glass of brandy. “ No,” says the landlord,,

“ we have no license to sell spirits—we don’t

keep the article.” The editor visited the other

public houses,—looked into the groceries and cel-

lars, made close inquiries, but found them tetotal-

lers. He returned to the stage house with a,

long face—“ Landlord,” says he, “ tell me the

nearest place where I can get a glass of brandy,

for I’m too dry to stay here any longer.”—“ I

guess you can get it at Greenfield, for they grant

licenses there, and it is said they sell spirits.”

“ How far is it?” “Twenty miles.” “What
time does the stage start?” “ Twelve o’clock at

night.” “ Well, landlord, book me for Green-

field.”

So it has grown into a proverb in that part of

Massachusetts, that when one calls for liquor, he
says, “ Book me for Greenfield,” and when he is.

corned he is said to be “Booked for Greenfield.”

fiir»nolo"kal Table.

Jan. 28th.—Peter the Great, born, 1725. Ad-

miral Byug, shot by sentence of Court Martial,

1757.

Jan. 29th.—Swedenburg, born, 1689. Con-

stantinople, burnt, 1730.

Jan 30th.—Charles I., beheaded, Whitehall,

1648.

Jan. 31st.—Guy Fawkes, executed, 1606.

Feb. 1st.—Battle of Brienne, 1814.

“ 2d.—B. Trumbull, died, 1320..

Flattery in llaga.

There is an excellent anecdote, which furnishes

a fine lesson in the study of human nature. A
miserable looking beggar, in piteous accent im-

plored the charity of a well dressed lady who was
passing by, but he was not graciously received.

“ I have no small change,” said she, with a re-

pulsive look. “ Then, most charming madam,”
said the philosopher in rags, “ allow me the

privilege of kissing your beautiful, lily-white

hand?J‘ “ No, my friend,” replied tho fair one

with a smile, “ I cannot do that, but there’s half

a crown.”



ThongEils of IlraTm,

No sickness there,

—

No weary wasting of the frame away;
No fearful shrinking from the midnight air,

No dread of summer’s bright and fervid ray!

No hidden grief,

No wild and cheerless vision of despair,

No vain petition for a swift relief;

No tearful eyes, no broken hearts are there.

Care has no home
In all the realms of ceaseless prayer and song!

Jts billows melt away and break in foam
Far from the mansions of the spirit throng.

The storm’s black wing
Is never spread athwart celestial skies!

Its wailings blend not with the voice of Spring,

As some too tender flower fades and dies!

No night distils

Its chilling dews upon the tender frame;

No moon is needed there: The light which fills

That land of glory from its Maker came!

No parted friends

O’er mournful recollections have to weep!
No bed of death enduring love attends

To watch the coming of a pulseless sleep.

No blasted flower

Or withered bud celestial gardens know!
No scorching blast or fierce descending shower
Scatters destruction like a ruthless foe!

No battle word
Startles the sacred host with fear and dread!

The song of peace Creation’s morning heard
Is sung wherever angel minstrels tread!

Let us depart
If Home like this await the weary soul!

Look up thou stricken one! Thy wounded heart

Shall bleed no more at sorrow’s stern control.

With faith our guide
White-robed and innocent to lead the way,
Why fear to plunge in Jordan's rolling tide.

And find the ocean of eternal day!

Early Steamboat Statistics.

It is remarkable how little is known, or at

least recollected, of the character of the first

steamboat performances.

The first steamboat in operation in America,

or indeed any where else, was in 1787, when
James Rumsey made a short voyage on the Poto-

mac, with a boat about fifty feet long, propeled

by the reaction of a stream of water drawn in at

the bow and forced out at the stern, by means of

a pump worked by a steam engine. The boat

moved at the rate of three or four miles an hour

when loaded with three tons burthen. The weight

of the engine was one-third of a ton. The boiler

held five gallons, and the entire machinery occu-

pied but the space required for four barrels of

flour, and she consumed from four to six bushels

of coal per day.

In 1787, John Fitch put a boat in motion on

I

the Delaware, which performed at the rate of

three miles per hour, liis next effort was to

construct a passenger boat without decks, the

Perseverance, in which he went, October 12th,

1788, from Philadelphia to Burlington, on the

Delaware river, twenty miles, in three hours.

This, it may be remarked, was a better perform-

ance than any of Fulton's early efforts.

The earliest steamboat trip in the world for prac-

tical purposes, was by Fulton, in the Clermont,

of eighteen horse power, which made its passage

from New York to Albany in the Hudson river;

in thirty-five hours, or at the rate of five miles per

hour. Such is the difference between progress

at the east and in the west, that as late as Au-

gust, 1816, the Albany Argus, in speaking of the

cheapness and expedition of traveling, remarked,

“ That steamboats leave Albany for New York

every Monday, Wednesday, Friday and Satur-

day, at 9 A. M., and New York the same day at

5 P. M. The fare is only seven dollars , and the

trip is made in twenty-four hours!”

The trip has been made of late years in ten

hours, and at but one dollar passage money ex-

pense; and there is hardly an hour in the day at

which a boat may not be taken from New York

to Albany.

The first steamboat on the western waters

—

the Orleans, of 300 tons—was built at Pittsburgh,

in 1812, and the Vesuvius, 390 tons, in 1813.

The first steamboat arrival at New Orleans from

Louisville, was on the 30th of May, 1815, of the

Enterprise. A steamboat constructed by Fulton,

commenced running to Providence from the city

of New York, in 1815.

The following notice appeared in Niles’ Week-
ly Register, of the 30th September, 1813:—“A
project is on foot at New Y ork, to build a steam-

er of 350 tons, to serve as a packet between New
York and Charleston, South Carolina, in which

it is estimated the passage will be made in four

days. Those whose opinions are entitled to the

fullest confidence, decidedly believe that the voy-

age may be made with at least as much safety as

in other vessels.”

The steamboat Enterprise arrived at Charles-

ton, 23d July, 1816, from Savannah, and excited

a great deal of curiosity—it being the first steam-

boat ever seen in Charleston. Great as was the

surprise, the editors of the newspapers there

prophesied that “ ten years hence such a boat

would be no novelty anywhere in the United

States, where there was water enough to float

one.”,

In 1817, the persons engaged in fishing on the

Potomac, petitioned the Virginia Legislature, that

steamboats might be prevented from running

during the month of April—as the noise could be

heard several miles, and the agitation of the air
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The steamship Savannah sailed from Savan-

nah- in 1819, for Liverpool, where she arrived

after a passage of twenty-six days, being the

first steamer that ever crossed the Atlantic.

Edaioiit County, Ohio.

The original counties of this State were Wash-

ington and Hamilton, the river Muskingum

marking between them a division line of the State

into east and west. In 1797, Jefferson and Ad-

ams were taken off the upper end ofWashington

and Hamilton counties. In 1798, Ross was

formed in the interior of the State. To these

were added, in 1800, Fairfield, Clermont, and

Trumbull, the latter then comprehending the en-

tire Western Reserve. In 1801, Belmont was

taken from Jefferson, the document below being

the first move in the matter. It was designed

to build up a county seat of Pultney, a settle-

ment on the Ohio, some seven miles below

Wheeling, but tire public buildings were located

at St. Clairsville, and Pultney is now, like some

•other Tadmors in the wilderness, among the

things that once were.

To his Excellency Arthur St. Clair, Esquire . Gov-

ernor of the North Western Territory of the

United States
,
and northwest of the river Ohio.

And your memorialists are of opinion that the

most eligible and proper situation for the seat of

justice would be at the town of Pultney, form-

erly known by the name of the Wetzel Bottom,

which being upon the bank of the river Ohio,

and laid off in a large bottom, which contains

nearly one thousand acres, and is about eight

miles south of Wheeling, and about thirty-one

miles south of Steubenville, the present seat of

justice of Jefi’erson county; and being a thri-

ving settlement, rapidly increasing in population

and improvements. From these circumstances,

as well as the central position, it must certainly

have a decided preference over any other town

that may be put in competition with it: And
we are decidedly of opinion that the town of

Pultney ought to made the seat of justice for the

aid new county. And your memorialists shall

ever pray, &c.

James Archibald,

Samuel Stewart,

James Alexander,

Peter Mander,

Wm. Pickary,

Robert M’Miilan,

Charles Irwin,

Henry Hardesty,

John M’Cune,

John M’Clure,

Isaac M’Alister,

John Mitchel,

Patrick M’Elheny,

Stephen Workman,
John Graham,

The Petition of sundry subscribers, inhabitants

of Jefferson county, in the said Territory, re-

spectfully sheweth

—

That, whereas, a division of the said county

of Jefferson is contemplated.—Your memorialists

are of opinion, that when a division is made that

the line between Jefferson county and the said

county, which is to be formed from part of Jef-

ferson county, ought to be ran thus, viz:

—

Commence on the bank of the river Ohio, and

at the middle of the fourth township and second

range; or in other words, to commence on the

bank of the river Ohio, three miles from the

northeast corner of said fourth township and

second range, which will be two miles and about

one quarter from the mouth of Short Creek—and

from the bank of the river Ohio, as aforesaid, to

run a due west, until the same shall intersect, or

in other words, touch the range line between the

sixth and seventh range of the seven ranges of

townships, and from thenceforth along said range

line until the same shall touch the northwest

corner of the sixth township and sixth range; and

from thence a due east until the same shall touch

the river Ohio, or as far to the southern extremi-

ty, for the forming of the new county, as may
be considered advisable; and from thence north

along said river Ohio until the place of begin-

ning—which boundary your memorialists are

individually and collectively of opinion ought to

form the new county.

Cliurclics in tlie East and West—1846.

Denominations. N. Y. Phila. Cine

.

Baptist, - 29 17 3

Roman Catholics, - 20 11 5

Christian, - 0 1 1

Do. Disciples, 0 1 4

Dutch Reformed, - 18 2 0

Episcopal, - 38 20 4

Friends, - 4 7 2

German Reformed, 0 3 2

Jews’ Synagogues, 9 2 2

Lutheran, - 5 5 5

Mariners, - 0 2 1

Methodist Episcopal, 40 26 12

Moravian, - 1 1 0

New Jerusalem, - o o 1

Presbyterian, 40 32 12

Unitarian, - o 1 1

Universalist, 4 4 1

Congregationalist, 5 1 0

Coloured Churches, 0 12 G

Milleritc, - 0 0 ]— —

This is, for

172 151 63

Cincinnati one Church to 1,300 persons.

Philadelphia one “ to 2,000 ii

New York one “ to 2,500

In other words, New York has but one half

the Churches, in comparison to her population,

'that are in Cincinnati; and apply iing the same
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rule to Philadelphia, she has but two thirds as

many as we have.

Another feature of comparison is the different

proportions in these different cities. The Bap-

tists, Episcopalians, and Dutch Reformed, con-

stitute nearly one half the religious societies in

New York, while they form not one eighth of

the whole number here. On the other hand,

there are more of the Disciples’ Churches (Camp-

bellitc) here, than in both the other cities, and as

many German Lutheran as in Philadelphia, where

there were three Churches of that denomination

before there was a Church of any description in

Cincinnati. There are, at this moment, in Cin-

cinnati, more houses of worship in which the ser-

vices are conducted in the German language

than in Philadelphia, although a much larger

emigration of that people has lodged there than

here. The difference is ascribable to the circum-

stance that our Germans require preaching in

that language, only a small portion being familiar

with the English, whereas in Philadelphia they

and their descendants have lost their native

tongue, to a very great extent, by long residence

in this country.

In fifty years there will hardly be a house of

worship in Cincinnati in which the services will

be conducted in the German language, such

having been the overpowering influence of the

English in our own country everywhere that

that it has come in contact with foreign lan-

guages for the every day business of life.

Etymologies of County Towns in Ohio.

There are eighty counties in the State of Ohio,

and consequently as many county towns, or seats

of justice. Of these seventeen—West Union,

Georgetown, Springfield, Wilmington, Lancas-

ter, Cambridge, Hillsborough, Norwalk, Troy,

Mount Vernon, Burlington, Newark, Chester,

Somerset, Portsmouth, New Philadelphia, and

Lebanon—derive their names from older settle-

ments in the Atlantic States, and received them

from the settlers—as a general rule—in compli-

ment to the neighbourhoods from whence they

came. Another class of names are taken from

towns and cities of antiquity, or of eminence in

foreign countries, as Lima, Athens, New Lisbon,

Cadiz, London, Toledo, Medina, Ravenna and

Canton. Four bear the names of their respective

founders—as Cleveland, Millersburg, M’Con-
nellsville and Zanesville. The. heroes and sages

of the revolution have given names to eleven—to

wit: Jefferson, Hamilton, Van Wert, Marion,

Paulding. Warren, Carrollton, Greenville, Wash-

ington, Wooster, and Steubenville. Three owe

their names to Americans of later date, as Pike-

ton, Jackson, Pcrrysburg. But two only are

named after Governors of the State—St. Clairs-

i

i

ville and Tiffin. Four bear the name of early

pioneers to the State—Kenton, Findlay, Eaton,

and Dayton.

The Indian aboriginals arc few—Coshocton,

Bucyrus? Delaware, and Chillicothe are all, I be-

lieve. Logan is named after the celebrated In-

dian Chief, whose memory will endure as long as

the letters exist which compose his memorable

speech. Gallipolis signifies the city of French-

men. Three owe their name to local features

—

as Bellefontaine, from a fine spring in the town;

Circleviilc, from the ancient circular fortifica-

tions found there, and corresponding to which

the centre of the town was laid out; Defiance,

from the old Fort of that name, erected by Gen.

Wayne. Marietta was named after Marie An-

toinetta, Queen of France, by compounding the

first and last four letters of her name. Kalida is

a formation from a Greek word, signifying beau-

tiful. Sandusky, properly Sodowsky
,
from a tra-

der of Polish descent, who lived many years in

that region of country. Xenia, Sidney, Chardon

and Elyria, were merely fancy names, in all

probability. St. Mary’s from the river of that

name, so called by Jesuit missionaries. The origin

of Woodsfield, Marysville, Mansfield and Akron,

I cannot state, or even conjecture. Columbus,

the capitol of the State, as well as of Franklin

county, bears the proud name of the discoverer

of America; and the modern scourge of nations,

Napoleon, has given his name to the seat of jus-

tice for Henry county.

If any of my readers or correspondents can

correct errors or supply deficencies in this arti-

cle, their communications for that purpose will

be very acceptable. The utmost industry would

not suffiice to make a first effort of the kind.

perfect.

What’s in a Name <

I observe that there is a bill before the Legisla-

|

ture of Ohio, to change the name of Montague L.

I

Moses to Moses L. Montague. This name re-

minds me of a pleasant little incident in English

parliamentary history, which runs as follows:

There were two members of Parliament—J/on-

tagu Matthew and Matthew Montagu, Esqs.

They formed the contrast in size there, which

Messrs. Wentworth and Douglass do in the pres-

ent Congress of the United States, who being

two feet difference in height are said to be nick-

named in Washington, “ The long and short of

the matter.” Montagu Matthew was almost a

giant in height, and Matthew Montagu, on the

contrary, was considerable under the usual sizo.

Their names being so much alike, they were

sometimes mistaken for each other in debate,

greatly to the annoyanee of the former, who af-

i fected great contempt, personal and political, for
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his namesake. On one occasion where this mis-

take had occurred under some especially provo-

king circumstances, he rose and remarked that,

certain honourable gentleman, by the manner

they confounded names, did not appear aware

that there was any difference between Montagu

Matthew and Matthew Montague. If they were,

Tiowever, to take a look at us both, they would

see there is as much resemblance between us as

between a chestnut horse und a hotsc chestnut.

Original Letter of Th. Jefferson.

Washington, Dec. 21, 1802.

Sir :—I informed General Kosciuszko of your

kind attention to the location of his lands, and of

your refusal to accept of anything for it, expres-

sing pleasure at an opportunity of rendering him

a service; and he in answer desires you to be as-

sured how sensible he is of this mark of recol-

lection and friendship, and the pleasure he has re-

ceived from this testimony of regard from an old

brother soldier. Having sold the lands to Mad-

ame Louisa Frances Felix, who is now come over

to settle on them with her family, and leaves

this place in a few days for that purpose, I have,

in pursuance of a power of attorney from the

General, given her a written power to enter into

possession of the lands and to hold them accord-

ing to the contract of conveyance from the Gen-

eral. Should there be any difficulty in finding the

lands, I trust that your good disposition towards

the General will lead you to render her any in-

formation necessary for that purpose.

Accept my respects and good wishes.

TH. JEFFERSON.
Gol. John Armstrong, Cincinnati.

Novel Mode of ILecclisjag.

During the mania for leeches, which prevailed

some years ago in France, a country doctor in

Bretagne had ordered some to be applied to a pa-

tient suffering with the sore throat. On calling

to see the effect of his remedy, the first person

he met, on entering the house, was the peasant’s

wife.

“Well, my good woman,” said the doctor,
* how is your husband to-day? better no doubt?”
“ Oh, yes, surely!” answered the woman, “he

is as well as ever and gone to the field.”

“ I thought so,” continued Monsieur Ie Doc-
teur, “ the leeches have cured him! Wonderful
effect they have! you have got the leeches of

course?”
“ Oh yes, Monsieur le Docteur, they did him

a great deal of good, though he could not take

them all.”

“ Take them all!” cried our friend, “ why how
did you apply them?”

“ Oh, I managed it nicely,” said the wife,

looking quite contented with herself; “for va-

riety’s sake I boiled one half and make a fry of

the other. The first he got down very well, but

they made him sick. But what he took was
quile enough,” continued she, seeing some hor-

ror in tho doctor's countenance, “ for ho was

better the next morning, and to-day ho is quit*

well.”
“ Umph!” said the doctor, with a sapient shake

of the head, “ if they have cured him it is suffi-

cient; but they would have been better applied

externally.”

Oncinnat: Litcratare.

A distant correspondent says,—“ Cincinnati

boasts of her common schools, and the conse-

quent diffusion of knowledge in your commu-

nity. Pity that they had not been established so

many years earlier as to benefit your editors in

the orthography of the language in which they

Write or publish. I observe in the first line of an

advertisement, which appears in most of your

papers, the vulgarism,

‘ I dreamjot that I dwelt in marble halls.’

“ Errors may occur at times without impeach-

ing the knowledge of an editor, but an error of

this description, common to your whole press,

and which a school boy or girl of seven years of

age would promptly detect, I Consider disgrace-

ful to the literature of the editorial fraternity of

of your city.”

How Dr. Bailey and Professor Mansfield, lit-

erary men of no mean pretensions, should have

committed such blunders, is to me inscrutable.

Titles.

My correspondents will do me a favour by dis-

pensing with the title Esq. after my name.

For this I have several reasons

—

1st. It is indistinct, being applied to all man-

ner of persons, honourable and dishonourable, in

public and in private life.

2d. It is inapplicable to me. Esquire is deri-

ved from the French Ecuyer, a stable boy or

ostler. I have not cleaned out a stable for forty

years.

3d. It is anti-republican. A good democrat

desires no better name than to combine the ap-

pellative given him in baptism with that which

he inherits by descent. He wants as a handle

neither Mr. at one end nor Esq. at the other of

his legitimate appellation.

In this respect, as in many others, the Society

of Friends set a first rate example, neither giving

nor taking titles.

The Iron Manufacture of the fnilcd States.

How deeply the United States is interested

in the Tariff question, may be judged by the

following statistics, which have been gathered

by a Convention of iron masters and coal mine

proprietors, lately assembled in Philadelphia.

The product, of the whole Uuit.cd States is over
500,000 tons of pig iron, and 300,000 tons of bar,

hoops, &c- The following estimate, in detail, of
the Iron business in the United States, for 1845,
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will give our readers nil idea of the value and ex-

tent of this branch of business.

241) blastfurnaces, yielding 4^6,000

tons pitr iron—average of 900 tons

to the furnace per annum, 480,000 tons.

950 bloorneries, forges, rolling and slitting mills,

and yielding—291,600 tons of bar, hoops, &c.

Blooms, 30,000 tons.

Castings, machinery, stove plates,

&c., 121,500 tons,

which, at their present market value, would
stand thus:

291.000 tons of wrought iron, at $80
per ton, $23,328,000

121,500 tons of castings, at $75 per ton, 9,112,500

30.000 tons of bloomery iron, at $50

per ton, 1,500,000

$33,949,500

To which must be added to the quantity imported

for the last year:

40,000 tons bar iron, rolled, at $00
per ton, $2,760,000

17,500 tons hammered, at $80 per ton, 1,500,000

16,050 tons, pig iron, converted into

castings, at $75 per ton, 1,950,750

5,750 tons scrap iron, at $35 per ton, 201,950

4,157 tons sheef, hoops, &c., at $130
per ton, 540,410

2,800 tons steel, at $335 per ton, 938,000

$41,744,640

Pennsylvania, it is estimated, has a population

of 400,000 persons, in various relations to the

Iron business.

To Readers.

Since the establishment of the Advertiser I

have been in the receipt of various friendly and

approbatory notices of my little sheet from the

corps editorial at home and in other places,

which I felt unwilling to publish, deeming them

personal matters merely. But I am not sure

whether there has not been false delicacy in this.

The Advertiser embodies a great amount of sta-

tistical and other subjects, for a large share of

which I am indebted to correspondents—most of

which is of great value now, and will be of inap-

preciable interest in future years for comparison

and reference. And it is probable that there is

no one who takes it at present and files it away,

but at a future period could obtain a greatly en-

hanced price on what it cost, in years to come, if

disposed to part with it.

My paper enjoys a fair support at home, con-

sidering how many publications exist to drain the

pockets and consume the reading leisure of the

community here. But it might, and perhaps
j

ought to have, five hundred additional subscri-

bers in this neighbourhood, devoted as it is to the

collection and preservation of every thing con-

nected with the West, that can shed light on the
:

past or afford it to the future.

With these views I republish a friendly notice

from the Dayton Journal $ Advertiser, of the

02th inst.:

“ One of the best papers we receive is Cist’s Ad-
vertiser, published at Cincinnati, and we find its

contents sufficiently readable to induce us to lay
it by for a leisure hour, so that we may read it

through without interruption. In the last nnm
ber of that paper we find the following spirited

sketch of a scene at the Memphis Convention.
“We give it, not for the purpose of sanction-

ing the peculiar mode of improving the Western
waters which is set forth, but as a lively and amu-
sing sketch which may bring a smile from a

Washingtonian without any discredit to his

pledge or profession.
“ We may a3 well add in this place, that tho

Advertiser contains much useful statistical in-

formation, and many interesting facts and nar-
ratives connected with the early settlement of
the West. It is a paper unlike any other that
we know of, and we cannot but believe that if

its merits were more generally known, it would
have a large circulation, in the West especially.

It is published weekly at $2 per annum.”

Coal Mines ofPcnusylTania.

The coal of Pennsylvania is of more value to

her morally, physical and pecuniary, than the

gold mines ol Mexico and Peru to those empires.

The value of the coal refered to in the table

below must be of more than twelve millions of

dollars.

The Miner’s Journal, at Pottsville Pennsylva-

nia, contains some valuable statistics on the

Schuylkill coal region. The following is the of-

ficial statement of the quantity of coal sent to

market from the different regions in 1845, com-

pared with 1844:

—

1845. 1844. Increase.

Schuylkill
R.R., 829,237 441,491
Canal, 263,550 308,443

378,845
134,884

[decrease.

Lehigh,
Lackawanna,
Wilkesbarre,
Pinegrove,
Shamokin,

1,083,796 839,934 243,862
432,080 377,821 54,259
269,469 251,005 18,464

178,401 114,906 63,495
47,928 34,976 13,012
10,000 13,087

2,051,674 1,631,669 tons.

1,631,669

Increase in 1845, 390,005

American Artists Abroad.

We are gratified to learn of the constant marks

of respect and esteem received by our young

countrymen, Powers, the Sculptor, and his friend

and associate, Kellogg, the Painter—both gen-

tlemen of fine genius and destined to shed lustre

on American arts. We learn that Mr. Kellogg,

returning recently to Italy from a tour of some

extent in the East, was presented, while i • Con-

stantinople, by a high functionary of the Turkish

empire, with a magnificent cup, studded with up-

wards of a hundred diamonds, as a testimony of

friendship and respect.
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Sixth Ward,—Cincinnati.

This is the southwest section of the city, and

a region which our increasing demands for room

will soon bring into dense occupation, fronting

as it does, a mile and a half on the Ohio river.

The number of its public buildings are 12—St.

Aloysius’ Orphan Asylum, Gas Works, a Public

School House, two Friends’ meeting houses,

Morris Chapel, Trinity Church, on Fifth street,

Third Presbyterian Church, Christian Church,

on Fourth, near Stone street, Baptist Church, on

Pearson street, and an Engine House on Fifth st.

The entire number of buildings in the ward is

1183, of which 593 are of brick, and 590 are

frames.

Of these there were, at the close of 1842,

Bricks. Frames. Total.

229 501 730

Built in 1843, 157 39 196

-r
00 89 28 117

“ “ 1845, 118 22 140

593 590 1183

Several important manufacturing establish-

ments were put up in 1844, and a few of the same
character have been added in 1845. All these

are of brick.

More than one half of this ward is built upon.

There are probably more persons in it owning
the houses which they occupy, in proportion to

the number, than can be found in any other

section of the city.

John Randolph.

I am old enough to have witnessed the whole

progress of this remarkable man, from the com-
mencement of his Congressional career to the

close of his natural life. He has left very imper-

fect traces behind him on the course over which

the chariot wheels of his genius were driven, and

posterity finding but little preserved that gives

any idea of the prodigious effect of his political

speeches, or rather diatribes
, will doubtless attri-

bute it to his own peculiar manner of saying

things.

This undoubtedly had its share of influence,

but any one who has read the cotemporary reports

of his speeches in Congress, negligently and in-

adequately as they were reported—for there were

no reporters deserving of the name at that date

—must have been sensible that there was as much
at least in the matter, as in their mode of delivery.

His wonderful command of language, in which
he delighted to illustrate the energy and eloquence

of the Saxon English stile, his unrivalled power
of sarcasm and ridicule, his remarkable perspicui-

ty of thought as well as of expression, furnishing

|

ideas to the intellectual, and comprehension to

the mass—imparted greater influence to bis ges-

37

ture and management of voice, remarkable as

these were than they derived from such charac-

teristics.

Randolph aspired to become a political leader,

a position for which he had neither the necessary

temper or tact; and when his failure as such be-

came manifest, even to himself, he gradually as-

sumed his natural place, not merely in opposi-

tion, but in that Ishmaelite warfare which he was

willing should lift every man’s hand against him,

so long as he felt free to lift his hand against every

man.
But it is not my object to write his history, or

even fully pourtray his character. For these em-

ployments I have neither the talent nor the lim-

its—so far as these columns are refered to. I

have heard him often on the floor of Congress,

and always, if not with pleasure, with deep in-

terest. But I cannot trust myself to recollect the

brilliant passages which have since faded on my
memory, one excepted. He was speaking on the

Yazoo land claims, a subject that always stirred

up his bile, and took occasion to glance at other

objects, with the ferocity that tinctured too many
of his speeches—“ As to Wilkinson, he is in the

last stage of putrefaction

—

touch him and he falls

to pieces.”

One or two characteristic anecdotes of Ran-

dolph, hitherto unpublished, as I believe, will

close this article. They are perfectly authentic.

During one of the suspensions of specie pay-

ments, in his day, Mr. R. was on a visit to New
York, on business. He had occasion to present

a check to a large amount for payment at the

Merchants’ Bank of that city, for which he refu-

sed to accept any thing but specie, which the tel-

lers of the bank as obstinately refused to give.

Randolph disdained to bandy words, with either

clerks or principals on their conduct, which in his

own way of thinking, amounted to swindling,

but withdrew and had a handbill issued at the

next printing office, which in two hours was
posted up over the whole city, stating that—
“ John Randolph, of Roanoke, being on a visit

to New York, will address his fellow-citizens on
the banking and currency questions, from the

steps of the Merchants’ Bank, at six o’clock this

evening.”

A crowd began to gather more than an hour

before the appointed time, enlarging so rapidly

and amply that before the hour assigned to ad-

dress it had arrived, the officers of the bank took

the alarm, and finding out his lodging place, sent

one of the clerks with the amount of the check

in gold, which Randolph received with a sardonic

smile and the apt quotation

—

Chartaciam inve-

nit, aurcam reliquit. He left New York in one

of the stages which at that period anticipated day

light, and as he was hardly known in that city,
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tile notice passed off for a mere hoax on the public.

After leaving the Merchants’ Bank, he called

at the Mechanics’ Bank to transact some money

business there, involving a discount of a few dol-

lars. Randolph, with his peculiar notions on

such subjects, felt as though these had been

stolen out of his pocket. He said nothing, how-

ever, until getting to the door of entrance, where

the effigy of a huge arm swung as huge a ham-

mer, he asked what that meant. “ The badge of

our institution, sir, you know this is the Me-

chanics’ Bank,” was the explanation of the tel-

ler. “ You had better take it down and substi-

tute a currier’s knife,” was Randolph’s brief and

bitter reply.

JOE LOG8TON.
The elder Logston, whose name was Joseph,

and his wife, whose name was Mary, with an only
son bearing his name, lived, when I first knew
them, in Virginia, near the source of the north
branch of the Potomac, in one of the most inhos-

pitable regions of the Allegheny mountains, some
twenty or thirty miles from any settlement.

There never was, perhaps, a family better calcu-

lated to live in such a place. Old Joe (for they
were soon known as Old Joe and Young Joe
Logston,) was a very athletic man, with uncom-
mon muscular strength. The old lady was not
so much above the ordinary height of women, but
like the Dutchman’s horse, was built up from the

ground; and it would have taken the strength of

two or three common women to equal hers. The
son was no discredit to either in the way of

strength, size, or activity. In fact he soon out-

stripped his father. What little he lost in height

was more than compensated in the thickness and
muscle of the mother, so that when he came to

his full size and strength, he went by the name of

Big Joe Logston. I would not venture to say
his physical powers were equal to those of the
strong man of old, but such they were as to be-

come proverbial. It was often said to stout look-

ing, growing young men, “ You will soon be as

big as Big Joe Logston.”
Joe sometimes descended from the mountain

heights into the valleys, in order to exchange his

skins for powder, lead, and other articles for the

use of the family. While in society he entered,

with great alacrity, into all the various athletic

sports of the day. No Kentuckian could ever,

with greater propriety than he, have said, “ I can
out-run, out-hop, out-jump, throw down, drag
out, and whip, any man in the country” And
as to the use of the rifle, he was said to be one of

the quickest and surest centre shots to be found.

With all this, as is usual with men of real grit,

Joe was good natured, and never sought a quar-

rel. No doubt many a bullying, braging fellow

would have been proud of the name of having
whipped Big Joe Logston, but that, on taking a

close survey of him, he thought “ prudence the

better part of valour,” and let him return to his

mountain without raising his dander.

About the time Joe arrived at manhood, his

father, and perhaps his mother, were called hence,

leaving him single handed to contend, not only
with the Spitzbergen winters of the mountains,
but with the bears, panthers, wolves, rattlesnakes,

and all the numerous tribes of dangerous animals,

reptiles and insects, with which the mountain re-

gions abound. Joe, however, maintained his

ground for several years, until the settlements

had begun to encroach on what he had been ac-

customed to consider his own premises. One
man sat down six miles east of him, another about

the same distance in another direction, and final-

ly one, with a numerous family, had the temerity

to come and pitch his cabin within two miles of

him. This Joe could not stand, and he pulled up
stakes and decamped to seek a neighbourhood
where he could hear the crack of no man’s rifle

but his own.
Of all the men I ever knew he was the best

qualified to live on a frontier where there were
savages, either animal or human to contend with.

His uncommon size and strength, and inclination

to be entirely free from restraint, made him
choose his residence a little outside of the bounds
of law and civil liberty. I do not know the pre-

cise time he left the Alleghenies, but believe it

was between the years 1787 and ’91. The next

that we heard of Joe was, that he had settled in

Kentucky, south of Green river, I think on Little

Barren river, and of course, a little in advance of

the settlements. The frontiers were frequently

compelled to contend with the southern Indians.

There was not a particle of fear in Joe’s compo-
sition; that ingredient was left out of his mixture.

I never knew such a man in my life. There he

would be. He soon had an introduction to a new
acquaintance. So far he had been acquainted

only with savage beasts, but now savage man
came in his way, and as it “ stirs the blood more
to rouse the lion than to start a hare,” Joe was in

his delight. The Indians made a sudden attack,

and all that escaped were driven into a rude fort

for preservation, and, though reluctantly, Joe

was one. This was a new life to him, and did

not at all suit his taste. He soon became very

restless, and every day insisted on going out with

others to hunt up the cattle. Knowing the dan-

ger better, or fearing it more, all persisted in their

refusals to go with him.

To indulge his taste for the woodman’s life, he

turned out alone, and rode till the after part of

the day without finding any cattle. What the

Indians had not killed were scared off. He con-

cluded to return to the fort. Riding along a path

which led in, he came to a fine vine of grapes.

He laid his gun across the pommel of his saddle,

set his hat on it, and filled it with grapes. Ho
turned into the path and rode carelesssly along,

eating his grapes, and the first intimation he had
of danger, was the crack of two rifles, one from
each side of the road. One of the balls passed

through the paps of his breast, which, for a male,

were remarkably prominent, almost as much so

as those of many nurses. The ball just grazed the

skin between the paps, but did not injure the

breast bone. The other ball struck the horse be-

hind the saddle, and he sunk in his tracks. Thus
was Joe eased off his horse in a manner more rare

than welcome. Still he was on his feet in an in-

stant, with his rifle in his hands, and mighi have

taken to his heels; and I will venture the opinion,

that no Indian could have caught him. That, he

said, was not his sort. He had never left a battle
^

ground without leaving his mark, and he was re-

solved that that should not be the first. The mo-
ment the guns fired, one very athletic Indian

sprang towards him with tomahawk in hand.

His eye was on him, and his gun to his eye, ready,

as soon as he approached near enough to make a
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sure shot, to let him have it. As soon as the In-

dian discovered this, he jumped behind two pretty

large saplings, some small distance apart, neither

of which were large enough to cover his body,

and to save himself as well as he could, he kept

springing from one to the other.

Joe, knowing he had two enemies on the

ground, kept a lookout for the other by a quick

glance of the eye. He presently discovered him
behind a tree, loading his gun. The tree was not

quite large enough to hide him. When in the

act of pushing down his bullet, he exposed pretty

fairly his hips. Joe, in the twinkling of an eye,

wheeled and let him have his load in the part ex-

posed. The big Indian then, with a mighty
“Ugh!” rushed towards him with his raised tom-
ahawk. Here were two warriors met, each de-

termined to conquer or die,—each the Goliah of

his nation. The Indian had rather the advan-

tage in size of frame, but Joe in weight and mus-
cular strength. The Indian made a halt at the

distance of fifteen or twenty feet, and threw his

tomahawk with all his force, but Joe had his eye

on him and dodged it. It flew quite out of the

reach of either of them. Joe then clubbed his gun
and made at the Indian, thinking to knock him
down. The Indian sprang into some brush, or

saplings, to avoid his blows. The Indian depen-

pended entirely on dodging, with the help of the

saplings. At length Joe, thinking he had a pretty

fair chance, made a side blow with such force,

that missing the dodging Indian, the gun, now
reduced to the naked barrel, was drawn quite out

of his hands, and flew entirely out of reach. The
Indian now gave another exulting “Ugh!” and

sprang at him with all the savage fury he was
master of. Neither of them had a weapon in his

hands, and the Indian, seeing Logston bleeding

freely, thought he could throw him down and dis-

patch him. In this he was mistaken. They
seized each other and a desperate scuffle ensued.

Joe Gould throw’ him down, but could not hold

him there. The Indian being naked, with his

hide oiled, had greatly the advantage in a ground
scuffle, and would still slip out of Joe’s grasp and
rise. After throwing him five or six times, Joe

found, that between loss of blood and violent ex-

ertions, his wind was leaving him, and that he

must change the mode of warfare or lose his

scalp, which he was not yet willing to spare. He
threw the Indian again, and without attempting

to hold him, jumped from him, and as he rose,

aimed a fist blow at his head, which caused him
to fall back, and as he would rise, Joe gave him
several blows in succession, the Indian rising

slower each time. He at last succeeded in giv-

ing him a pretty fair blow in the burr of the ear,

with all his force, and he fell, as Joe thought,

pretty near dead. Joe jumped on him, and think-

ing he could dispatch him by choaking, grasped

his neck with his left hand, keeping his right one
free for contingencies. Joe soon found the In-

dian was not so dead as he thought, and that he
was making some use of his right arm which lay

across his body, and on casting his eye down dis-

covered the Indian was making an effort to un-
sheath a knife that was hanging at his belt. The
knife was so short and so sunk in the sheath that

it was necessary to force it up by pressing against

the point. This the Indian was trying to effect,

and with good success. Joe kept his eye on it,

and let the Indian work the handle out, when he

suddenly grabbed it, jerked it out of the sheath,

and sunk it up to the handle in the Indian’s

breast, who gave a death groan and expired.

Joe now thought of the other Indian, and not

knowing how far he had succeeded in killing or

crippling him, sprang to his feet. He found the

crippled Indian had crawled some distance to-

wards them, and had propped his broken back
against a log and was trying to raise his gun to

shoot him, but in attempting to do which he
would fall forward, and had to push against his

gun to raise himself again. Joe seeing that he
was safe, concluded he had fought long enough
for healthy exercise that day, and not liking to

be killed by a crippled Indian, he made for tho

fort. He got in about nightfall, and a hard look-

ing case he was—blood and dirt from the crown
of his head to the sole of his foot, no horse, no
hat, no gun—with an account of the battle that

some of his comrades could scarce believe to be

much else than one of his big stories in which he
would sometimes indulge. He told them they
must go and judge for themselves.

Next morning a company was made up to go
to Joe’s battle ground. When they approached
it Joe’s accusers became more confirmed, as there

was no appearance of dead Indians, and nothing
Joe had talked of but the dead horse. They,
however, found a trail as if something had been
dragged away. On pursuing it they found the

big Indian, at a little distance, beside a log, cov-

ered up with leaves. Still pursuing the trail,

though not so plain, some hundred yards farther,

they found the broken backed Indian, lying on
his back with his own knife sticking up to the

hilt in his body, just below the breast bone, evi-

dently to show that he had killed himself and that

he had not come to his end by the hand of an en-
emy. They had a long search before they found
the knife with which Joe killed the big Indian.

They at last found it forced down into the ground
below the surface, apparently with the weight of

a person’s heel. This had been done by the crip-

pled Indian. The great efforts he must have
made, alone, in that condition, show, among
thousands of other instances, what Indians are

capable of under the greatest extremities.

Some years after the above took place, peace
with the Indians was restored. That frontier,

like many others, became infested with a gang of

of outlaws, who commenced stealing horses and
committing various depredations. To counter-
act which a company of regulators, as they were
called, was raised. In a contest between these

and the depredators, Big Joe Logston lost his life,

which would not be highly esteemed in civil so-

ciety. But in frontier settlements, which he al-

ways occupied, where savages and beasts were to

be contested with for the right of soil, the use of

such a man is very conspicuous. Without such,

the country could never have been cleared of its

natural rudeness so as to admit of the more bril-

liant and ornamental exercises of arts, sciences

and civilization.

Professional Etiquette.

The following amusing incident of professional

etiquette, I had from Dr. Joel Lewis, of Pitts-

burgh, an eminent physician, who flourished there

twenty-five or thirty years since.

The Dr. had a valuable cow, which became sick

and seemed likely to die. He asked an Irish ser-

vant who lived with him, if he knew any body

who followed cow doctoring. “ It’s meself

dis that same,” said the man, “there’s Jemmy
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Lafferty can cure any cow in the world, barring

she’s at the lift.” “ Well, then,” replied the Dr.,

“ go for Laflerty.” The cow doctor accordingly

came, drenched and physiced the brute for four

or five days, in the lapse of which time he wait-

ed on Dr. Lewis and1 pronounced her cured. The

Dr., greatly delighted, put his hand to his pocket

book, “Well, Laflerty, what do I owe you?”
“ Owe me,” replied Jemmy, drawing himself up

with great dignity, “ sorra thehaporth! We doctors

nicer take money of one another.”

“ My first impulse,” said the Dr., while telling

the story, which he gave me directly after the

incident happened, “ was to kick the fellow out

of the house, and throw his fee after him, but on

second thought, the whole affair seemed so ridic-

ulous that I bowed him my acknowledgments

with as much gravity as I could assume, and as

soon as he left the house lay down on the carpet,

rolling over and over to indulge the fit of laughter

which I must give way to, or burst.”

Narrative of John Miidson,

A Revolutionary Soldier, and now resident in

Cincinnati .

—

No.

I neglected to state, in its proper place, a re-

markable circumstance which occurred while I

was at Saratoga, which may as well be brought

in here as at a later stage of this narrative.

When I reached Saratoga, the levy of which I

formed a part, was stationed in a hovel made of

slabs, which was opposite Schuyler's saw-mill.

Here we lay on the bare ground, having not even

a bundle of straw to put under us. Some few

nights after we took possession of these lodgings,

and in the course of a pitch dark night, our act-

ing adjutant roused us up, and demanded of the

officer in command, a detachment of a sergeant,

corporal, and twelve privates for immediate ser-

vice. Of these twelve I was made one, and in

the course of a few minutes we were all ready,

and followed the adjutant to Gen. Schuyler’s

residence. We were there taken into a bed room

where there were two men prisoners, who were

pinioned by the arms. The adjutant, giving

them in charge to the sergeant in command with

strict exhortations to watch them carefully, de-

parted with the guard whose place we were about

to take. The next morning about nine o’clock,

Capt. Austin, in whose company I afterwards en-

listed, came marching down with his command
and five drums and fifes, a black silk handker-

chief on each drum, and all the drums snared.

A negro accompanied the party as hangman,

who on entering the room fastened ropes around

the men’s necks, who were then taken out and

marched off. I was at this time a boy of thir-

teen years of age, fresh from the peaceable em-

ployments of a country life, and the awe and

horror with which these preparations inspired me
may be readily conjectured. Our own party re-

mained behind in the bed room, waiting further

orders. Gen. Schuyler was at this period com-

mander-in-chief of the northern frontier, and ab-

sent at the time from home, and I was informed

that Mrs. Schuyler, with some feeling of jeal-

ousy that her husband’s authority should be in-

fringed, sent a note to the commander of the gar-

rison, inquiring of him how he expected to ac-

count to the General, his superior officer, for the

lives of men about to be executed without a trial,

or even an examination. I understood that this

had the effect of taking the prisoners down from

the tree to which they were already fastened.

They were then brought back to the bed room

with the same solemnity as they had been taken

away, and a boat being prepared at the Hudson

river, not more than a quarter of a mile distance,

they were put in charge of a guard of regulars

and sent down to Albany. One of these men
was Solomon Meeker, a private in Capt. Austin’s

company, and the other was a British deserter

named John^Higginbottom, who it was judged

was in reality a spy, and had been tampering

with Meeker to lead him to desert, if not for worse

purposes. Meeker, I believe, never was put to

trial, for we took him out of Albany jail on our

march to the Chesapeake. As to Higginbottom,

many years after the period of which I am now
speaking, and long after the war was at a close,

1 became acquainted with him, recognising him

as soon as I saw him, and reminding him of these

things. He acknowledged himself to be the man,

and stated that he had got clear at Albany by

representing himself as a deserter, which led them

at last to let him off. He confessed to me that

he had been, however, a spy, and as such had

came to Saratoga, and that he had entered that

fort at daylight, and in a few hours would have

been off and discovered enough to the British

forces to bring on a body of Indians and tories

from Canada sufficient to have destroyed every

human being about the place. We see by this,

on how narrow a pivot very important events

turn, and the necessity of prompt and vigorous

action in time of danger. Let me now resume

the narrative of our Virginia campaign, and first

let me state the cause of my enlistment in the

regular service.

The levies mounted guard with the regular

troops, and one morning just after being relieved

at the usual hour, I had gone into our quarters

and was sitting on the ground with my gun be-

tween my knees, when it went off accidentally

and apparently without cause, the ball passing

out of the hovel, but injuring no one. However,

it was an offence punishable with one hundred

I lashes, and the corporal of the quarter guard im-
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me to the guard house. Here a conversation took

place between the sergeant major and quarter-

master sergeant, and one of them remarked with

an oath, that it was a shame to give a boy like

this an hundred lashes for what was notoriously

an accident. This was said, purposely loud

enough for me to hear. Then turning to me he

added—“ Come my lad, the best way for you to

get out of this, will be to enlist—come along with

us.” I jumped up immediately, and had my
name entered on the muster roll of the company,

which was that of Captain Austin, and now I was

fairly entered for the campaign.

We landed, as I have already stated, on the

25th September, 1781, and here we drew provis-

ions, and made the first meal for eight days in

any degree of comfort. As evening approached,

we took up our line of march for Williamsburg,

which we reached some time that night, and a

very dark one it was. As soon as we arrived I

was put in the commissary’s guard. Williams-

burg was six miles from our landing place and

twelve from Yorktown, our destined theatre of

employment. Every six men, on their march had

a tent and tent poles, and camp kettle, and in ad-

dition to the heavy load I have already stated I

was carrying, that tent was thrown over my
shoulders in my regular turn of carrying it. At
that time I was advanced in my fourteenth year,

only from the 12th of June to the 25th of Sep-

tember. We found Lafayette , with the American
troops under his command, at Williamsburg, it

being his head quarters, and a body of French

troops, landed by Admiral De Barras, a few days

before, to reinforce his detachment. As I was up

ull night in the service assigned me, I had ample

opportunity of noticing the bustle of marching

and preparing to march, which kept others as

well as myself awake the whole night. As the

morning dawned I saw nothing but small parties

which were following the army; probably piquet

guards, whose duty not being over till daylight,

had delayed them, and who were now pushing on

to overtake the main body of ihe army. The ex-

posure of that night made me very unwell and I

rode part of the day on the commissary’s wagon.

In the course of that afternoon we caught up

with the army, when I was relieved from this

post and rejoined my own company.

That Iron 8afc.

It is an old saying, “ If you want news of

home, always look for it abroad.” A Philadel-

phia paper states the following:

—

“ There is being constructed at Cincinnati, a

large iron safo intended for an appendage to a jail

in the interior of Louisiana. It is eleven feet

wide, twelve feet long, and eight in height.”

We all recollect this safe and know its appear-

ance, although hundreds doubtless saw it who
could not conjecture its design. Let me briefly

explain it.

The lower Mississippi country does not pro-

duce stone for building purposes. The walls of

the jails and penitentiaries there are built of

bricks accordingly, which of course are an inad-

quate security against violence. To form an in-

ner lining to a room about to be built in one of

the jails south, this Safe, as it is not inaptly

called, was designed and made. It is formed of

iron bars 2£ inches broad by f inches thick, which

are riveted together where they cross each other,

and form a cube of the size stated above, and an

enclosure which will defy the efforts alike of cun-

ning and force.

I make this correction to a paragraph, which

as it goes the rounds will lead its readers to sup-

pose that the safe is to secure money rather than

robbers or murderers.

IDeriratious.

Mr. Cist:

—

You invite corrections and explanations to the

list of Ohio county towns published in your last.

Accordingly I suggest that Elyria, from Mr. Ely,

proprietor of the place, and Woodsfield, laid off

by Mr. Woods, of Wheeling, are names of pla-

ces commemorating their respective founders.

Mansfield is in honour of the great English jurist

of that name, as Sidney is of his conntryman

Sir Philip Sidney, the great light of chivalry.

Akron is Greek, for an elevation or higher place,

as Acropolis, a high city. Xenia, in the same

language, signifies hospitality. I have never yet

experienced much of this cardinal virtue there

but what I paid for; what I might have received

had I been in necessitous circumstances, I cannot

say. Marysville was named in honour of the

daughter of its original proprietor.

You speak of Bucyrus, doubtfully, as an abo-

riginal name. I judge it is a corruption by some

half taught schoolmaster, of Busiris who con-

formed the termination to the name of the cele-

brated King of Persia, and first tetotaller of anti-

quity. D.

Cincinnati, January 31, 1846.

The filnilway Speculation.

Punch “ has found the diary and pocket-book
of a railway speculator, who from being a foot-

man, rose into a millionaire. An inventory of
the pocket-book shows the following contents.

Three tavern bills, paid; a tailor’s ditto, unsettled;

forty-nine allotments in different companies,
twenty-six thousand seven hundred shares in all,

of which the market value we take, on an aver-

age, to be i discount; and in an old bit of paper;

tied with pink ribbon, a lock of chesnut hair,

with the initials M. A. H.
“ In the diary of the pocket book was a journ-

al, jotted down by the proprietor from time to

time. At first the entries are insignificant; as
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for instance:—' January 3d—Our beer in the Su-
vats’ Hall so precious small at this time that I

rcely muss give warning, &. wood, but for my
dear Mary Hann.’ ‘February 7—That broot,

Screw, the butler, wanted to kiss her, but my dear
Mary Hann boxt his hold hears, & served him
right. I datest Screw,’—and so forth. Then
the diary relates to Stock Exchange operations
until we come to ihe time when, having achieved
his success, Mr. Jeames quitted Berkley Square
and his livery, and began his life qs a speculator

and a gentleman upon town. It is from the lat-

ter part of his diary that we make the following
“ EXTRAX.

“ When I announced in the Servants’ All my
axeshn of forting, and that by the exasize of my
own talince and ingianuity I had reerlized a

summ of £200,COO— (it was only 5, but what’s
the use of a man depreshiating the quality of his

own mackyrel?)—wen I enounced my abrupt in-

tention to cut—you should have seen the sensa-

tion among hall the people. Cook wanted to

know whether I wouldn like a sweatbread or the

slise of a brest of a Cold Turky. Screw, the but-

ler,) womb I always detested as a hinsolent ho-
verbearing beest,) begged me to walk into the

Hupper Servants’ All, and try a glass of Shupe-
rior Shatto Margo. Heven Visit, the coachman,
eld out his and, &, said:—‘ Jeames, I hopes there’s

no quarralling betwigst you & me, & I’ll stand

a pot of beer with pleasure.’

“The sickofnts!—that very Cook had spilt on
me to the Housekeeper ony last week (catchin

mo priggin some cold turtle soop, of which I’m
remarkable fond.) Has for the butler, I always
ebomminated him for his precious sneers and im-
perence to all us Gents who woar livery, (he
never would sit in our parlor, fasooth; nor drink
out of our mugs;) and in regard to Visp—why, it

was ony the day before the vulgar beest hoffered

to fite me, and threatened to give me a good iding

if I refused. ‘ Gentlemen and ladies,’ says I, as

haughty as may be, ‘ there’s nothink that I wTant
for that I can’t go for to buy with my hown
money, and take at my lodgings in Halbany, let-

ter Hex; if I’m ungry I’ve no need to refresh my-
self in the hitching .’ And, so saying, I took a

dignafied ajew of these minial domestics; and as-

ending to my epartment in the 4 pair back,
brushed the powder out of my air, and, taking
hoff those hojous livries for hever, put on a new
soot, made for me by Cullin, of St. Jeames street,

and which fitted my manly figger as tight as

whacks.
“ There was one pussonin the ouse with womb

I was rayther anxious to avoid a personal leave-

taking—Mary Hann Oggins, I mean—for my art

is natural tender, and 1 can’t abide seeing a pore

gal in pane. I’d given her previous the infoma-
tion of my departure—doing the ansom thing by
her at the same time—paying her back £20,
which she’d lent me six months before; and pay-
ing her back not only the interest, but I gave her
an andsome pair of scissors and a silver thimbil,

by way boanus. ‘ Mary Hann,’ says I, ‘ suckm-
stances as altered our rellatif positions in life. I

quit the Servants’ Hall for hever, (for has for your
marrying a person in my rank, that my dear is

hall gammon,) and so I wish you a good by my
good gal, and if you want to better yourself hal-

ways refer to me.’
“ Mary Hann didn’t hanser my speech, (which

I think was remarkable kind,) but looked at me
in the face quite wild like, and burst into some-
thing betwigst a laugh & cry, and fell down with

her ed on the kitchen dresser, where she lay un-
til her young misses rang the dressing-room bell.

Would you believe it? she left the thimbil &,

things, & my check for £20 10s. on the tab'll,

when she went to hanser the bell. And now I

heard her sobbing and vimpering in her own room
nex but one to mine, with the dore open, perhaps
expecting that I should come in and say good by.

But, as soon as I was dressed I cut down stairs,

hony desiring Frederick, my fellow servant, to

fetch me a cab, and requesting permission to

take leave of my lady & the family before my
departure.”******

“ How Miss Hemly did hogle me to be sure!
Her ladyship told me what a sweet gal she was
—hamiable, fond of poetry, plays the gitter.

Then she hasked me if I liked blond bewties and
hau bin air. Haubin, indeed! I don’t like car-

rits! as it must be confest Miss Hemley’s his—and
has for blood buty she as pink I’s like a Albine,
and her face looks as if it were dipt in a brann
mash. How she squeezed my and as she went
away!
“ Mary Hann now has haubin air, and a com-

plexion like roses and hivory, and I’s as blew as

Evin.
“ I gev Frederick two and six for fetchin the

cabb, as been resolved to hact the gentleman in

hall things. How he stared!”

“ 25th.—I am now director of forty-seven had-
vantageous lines, and have passed hall day in the

Citty. Although I’ve hate or nine new soots of
close, and Mr. Cullin fits me heligant, yet I fancy
they hall reckonise me. Conshns whispers to me— 4Jeames, you’r hony a footman in disguise after

all.’
”

“28th.—Been to the Hopra. Music tol lol.

That Lablash is a wopper at singing. I couldn
make out why some people called out ‘ Bravo,’
some ‘ Bravar,’ and some ‘ Bravee.’ * Bravee,
Lablash,’ says I, at which heavery body laft.

44 I’m in my new stall. I’ve add new cuahins
put in, and my harms in goold on the back. I’m
dressed hall in black, excep a goold waiscoat and
dimid studds in the embridered busum of my sha-

meese. I wear a Camallia Jiponiky in my but-
ton ole, and have a double-barreld opera-glass, so

big, that I make Timmins, my second man, bring
it in the other cab.

“What an igstronry exhabishn that Pavvdy
Carter is! If those four galls are fairies, Tellioni

is sutnly the fairy Queend. She can do all that

they can do, and something they can’t. There’s
an indiscribible grace about her, and Carlotty,

my sweet Carlotty, she sets my art in flams.
“ Ow that Miss Hemly was noddin and winkin

at me out of their box on the fourth tear?
“ What linx i’s she mus£ av. As if I could

mount up there!
44 P. S. Talking of mounting hup , the St. He-

lena’s walked up 4 per cent, this very day.”

“ 2nd July.—Rode my bay oss Desperation in

the park. There was me, Lord George Ring-
wood (Lord Cinqbar’s son,) Lord Ballybunnion,
Honourable Capting Trap, and several young
swells. Sir John’s carridge there in coarse. Miss
Hemly lets fall her book as I pass, and I’m oble-

ged to get hoff and pick it hup, and get splashed

up to the hies. The gettin on hoss back again is

halways the juice and hall. Just as I was lion,

Desperation begins a poring the hair with his 4
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feet, and sinks down so on his anches, that I’m
blest if I didn’t slip hoff agin over his tail; at

which Ballybunnion and the other chaps rord with
lafter.”

Going West.

Mr. Wentworth, of Illinois, in his late speech
at Washington—observed that, he knew a man
who had lived in Ohio when it was a frontier State.

But this man had been moving and moving away
from the inroads of society, until he had reached
the banks of the Mississippi, and was about to

move again. Wentworth asked him his reason.

He said it was the dying advice of his father, “ to

keep twenty miles beyond law and calomel, and a

doctor and lawyer were within fifteen miles, and
he thought it time to go.”

Correction.

I acknowledge obligations for the following,

which is from a man of intelligence, as may be

judged by its tenor. The subject is not of suffi-

cient consequence to justify controversy on the

derivative refered to, but I would remind my
correspondent that the French ecuyer, as well as

the English equerry
,
have a common root in

Equus, and however dignified now by subse-

quent application of the title, had their origin in

the home of the horse—the stable. The esquire

who attended the knight to the lists, after all, as

far as the horse was concerned, was a mere
groom.

My correspondent’s interesting illustrations

only serve to shew that the title Esquire, like va-

rious others, has changed its original meaning, by

a gradual perversion of its application. In the

same manner clericus, or clerk, was a writer and

a clergyman, because originally, writing was con-

fined to that profession. Hence, the benefit of cler-

gy, I suppose was not so directly intended to

protect the lives of monks but of men who could

write, and were therefore not so easily to be spa-

red by the community as others. A clerk now-
a-days is a title applied to any penman, and is

even extending itself to mere salesmen in busi-

ness establishments.

I should be glad to make the acquaintance of

my correspondent, for more reasons than one.

To the Editor of the “ Advertiser.”

Sir:—Will you allow me to differ with you

as to the derivation of the word Esquire, which

in your last paper you request your correspon-

dents to omit when addressing you. The first

reason you give for wishing to dispense with the

title, is certainly a sufficient one, however. The

word Esquire was first introduced into England

by the Normans, and is derived, as you say,

from the French Ecuyer, which word bears,

however, no reference to a stable. The Ecuyer

was anciently the person that attended a Knight

in time of war, and carried his lance, and often

thus serving a noviciate to the “ noble science of

arms.” A lady’s gentleman usher was also Big-

nified by this term; and the addition of a final er

by which French words are generally made to

change their genders, makes it ecuyere, a female

equestrian. The French derived the word from

the Latin armiger, from arma , arms for the body r

and gero, to bear or carry; and thus in classical

history we meet with the term armigera Dianae,

applied to the nymph who bore the goddess’ bow

and quiver. The French ecurie is a stable, and

ecureur may with propriety be translated a “ sta-

ble boy or ostler,” but in my opinion the words

ecuyer and ecurie bear very little if any, analogy

to each other. PHIL.

Western Poetry.

The following delightful morceau, is worth a.

dozen of the fugitive pieces of English origin

which go the rounds of our periodicals. It i*

from the last Rock Island Advertiser
,
published

amidst scenery which is well fitted to inspire the

poet’s muse to such spirited flights as this:

A 13 c a n Ideal.

A hazel eye with jetty fringe,

A dewy lip of ruby tinge,

The features Grecian, soft and fair,

The contour classic, rich and rare,

Long raven tresses wild that play,

And in most wanton frolic stray

Aronnd a neck of swan-like gace,

And o’er a Parian shoulder trace

Their curls, that well might put to flight

The “ saintship of an anchorite.”

So purely beautiful and fair,

You fondly dream an angel there,

Until her smile dispels the fear,

And bids your swelling heart draw near:

So heavenly, yet so earthly too,

You really know not which to do,

Creation’s lord, to bow thy knee,

Or clasp that heaving breast to thee;

Her heart as orient pearl is pure,

Her voice Ulysses might allure,

Although he braved the syren’s wiles,

And steered his bark through Grecian isles-

Her boundless love for me alone

—

The spell has broke, my vision gone,

And though this phantom is not real,

What think yon of my Beau Ideal?

Glaucus,
Davenport, I. T.

After explaining the difference between doubler

and triple time, a musical teacher, pointing to tb©

figures on the staff, said—“ Can any one tell me
what time it is?” “ Five minutes to nine!” was

the prompt and innocent reply.

“ They cure excellent hams at Davis’,” said

Dan to his friend John. “ Do they cure should-

ers, too?” asked the latter. “Certainly.” “Well,

then, I’ll ju6t step in and get the rheumatism

cured in mine.”



It is rare that wc meet with anything more
;

true to nature than the following little gem, de-

scriptive of frontier life, which is taken from the

Cleveland Herald:

The Backwooihmnn.

In the deep wild-wood is a lonely man,
And he swings his broad-axe like a slight ratan

—

His garb is uncouth, but his step is proud,

And his voice when he speaketh, is firm and loud;

The forest recedes, as his strong arm swings,

And light out of darkness around he brings.

His hut is of logs, and his infant brood

Tumble forth to rejoice in that solitude.

They chase the honey bee home to its store,

And the old tree gives up what it never bore.

They hide in the brake, they rush thro’ the

stream,

And flit to and fro like the things of a dream,

The mother is pale like the sweet moonlight,

But they say, in her youth no rose was so bright,

She moves in the cabin with gentle grace,

And the homeliest things have their regular place:

She sings as she works with a placid smile,

And her far off home is in vision the while.

The Beadle and the Countryman.

A short time since, one of the beadles of N
took a quantity of butter from a countryman be-

cause it was deficient in weight; and meeting him

a few days after, in a public house, said to him

—

“ You are the man I took the twenty pounds of

butter from the other day.”

“ No, I ben’t,” replied Hodge.

“ I am sure you are,” replied the beadle.

“ I tell you I ben’t,” replied the countryman,

“ and if thou likest, I’ll lay thee a guinea on’t.”

“ Done,” replied the beadle, and the money

was quickly posted.

“ Now,” said the countryman, “ thee did take

lumps of butter from me, but if they had been

twenty pounds, you’d have no right to take ’em,

and this,” continued he, very coolly pocketing

the money,” “ will just pay me for the loss of the

butter.”

The Corrector Corrected.

My respected exchange, the Richmond Watch-

man & Observer, in undertaking to correct my
article on Scripture Quotations, has placed him-

self by an oversight, in the very position he seeks

to place me. It was not through ignorance of

the passage he quotes, but because of my knowl-

edge of it, that I made the broad declaration, that

neither the expression nor the idea “so plain

that he that runs may read,” was not to be found

from Genesis to Revelations. The passage ho

offers as one he supposes me to have overlooked,

inculcates a different, if not opposite charge.

Obviously “ so plain that he that runs may

read,” is a very different precept from “ so plain,

that he may run that readeth. The reader is

to run, rather than the runner to read. The

editor of the Watchman &, Observer, however,

is in good company in his mistake, as he may
find by examining Matthew Henry’s notes on the

passage refered to.

JBctort Courteous.

A heavy produce dealer in the lower part of

Cincinnati, who has been operating largely in

flour, during the late excitement, and of course

lost money instead of making it, was accosted

near the post office, by an acquaintance, a dealer

in whisky, with a knowing look, and asked what

was the state of the flour market. The whisky

dealer not only sold spirits wholesale, but patron-

ised the ardent by retail, and when he asked the

question, was full of the subject. “ Flour,” repli-

ed his friend, “ is giving way—I need not ask

you what whisky is doing, for I see it holds its

own.”

Chronological Table.

Feb. 5th.—Sir Robert Peel, born, 1788. Cato

stabbed himself at Utica, in Africa, 45, B. C.

6th.—Dr. Priestly, died, 1804.

7th.—Mary Queen of Scots, beheaded at

Fotheringay Castle, 1587. George Crabbe, died,

1833.

8th.—Earthquake in London, 1760.

9th.—Georgia settled by Gen. Oglethorp.

Savannah laid out, 1733. Gen. W. H. Harrison,

born, 1773.

10th.—Cincinnati inundated, the Ohio

river having risen sixty-three feet above low

water mark, 1832. Queen Victoria, married,
1840.

An exchange paper, in an article on the state

of the market, has the following:—“ Pigs’ tails.

These were rather drooping—>but we observe that

they have taken a turn!"
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Recollections of the Last Sixty Yeats.-No. ®.

By J. Johnston, Esq., of Piqua.

In the present degenerate state of the country,

divided as it is into factions, the frequent aban-

donment of principles by public men in the pur-

suit of popularity and office; the extension and

perpetuation of slavery by the authority of the

general government, and that at a period too,

when a large portion of the Christian world Were

uniting to put the evil down; that the free states

of this Union should be fbund aiding and assisting

in such a policy, and for the purpose of giving it

the largest possible scope, despoiling a friendly

neighbouring power of one bf its most Valuable

provinces, will be recorded among the blackest

pages of the history of the nineteenth century.

Amidst all these appaling and national grievances,

it is some consolation to recur to the character of

a patriot, soldier, and statesman, Who lived for

his country, and who for purity of design, hon-

esty and fidelity in the discharge of public duty,

would advantageously compare with the purest

men of Greece, Athens, or Rome. I shall there-

fore devote a part of this communication to some

of the incidents which came under my notice in

the life and services of the late President Harri-

son. Every thing connected With his name

i
forms part and parcel of the history of the west.

I first saw Lieut. W; H. Harrisdn at Hobson’s

Choice, in 1793, where Gen. Wayne’s army was
then cantoned. He Was one of the aid-de-camps;

! a young man of popular manners and very pre-

|

possessing appearance, a great favourite with the

soldiers and the Whole army; had the character

of a peace maker, and from the relation in which

he stood to the commander-in-chief, exercised

much influence. I had no personal acquaint-
1 ance with him at the time, nor after until he be-

came Governor of Indiana, where as an officer in

the Indian department, I became subject to his

control and government: but I often heard him

spoken of by the soldiers and others, as a kind

|
hearted, humane and generous man, dividing his

stores with the sick and the needy. He entered

the army at Philadelphia, during the first Presi-

dency of Washington. I heard him relate the

'I
circumstances. He went to that city for the pur-

pose of finishing his medical education; troops

were at the time raising for the protection of the

western frontier, laid Open and exposed to the in-

38

cursions of the Indians, by the entire defeat of

St. Clair’s army, in November, 1791. To use his

own language, he fell in love with the drum and

fife, applied to Gen. Washington for a commis-

sion, who appointed him an ensign. In 1792,

and immediately—as well as I can recollect

—

without going home to his family, he repaired to

the Ohio and joined the army. Duelswere frequent

in the army, and from the warm temperament of

of Gen. Wayne, it was Said that he rather en-

couraged than forbade them. Not so with Harri-

son: I Often heard that he was a successful pa-

cificator in many quarrels between the officers.

Some fatal duels took place after the army reach-

ed Greenville: one resulted in the death of both

the principals, Lieutenants Bradshaw and Hbs-

ton; both Irishmen, and both fell mortally wound-

ed. The cause of the qiiarrel was a very trivial

matter—a mere point of etiquette. Bradshaw

was what was called a gentleman in his oWn

country; bred a physiciam HuSton was by pro-

fession a Weaver. The former shewed some

slight towards the latter, prbbably over their

cups. A challenge ensued, and they were buried

within three hours of each other. Writing occa-

sionally for the quarter-master, I had access to

all Bradshaw’s papers. He had kept a regular

journal of all his travels, which shewed him to be

a scholar and a person of accurate observation.

Among his papers were several letters from a be-

loved sister in Ireland, urging his return. It Was

evident they were people Of rank and distinction;

Alas! she was never more to behold that beloved

brother, so much longed after. He had a duel-

ist’s grave; not a stone or stick to mark where

he lay. Capt. Tom Lewis, one of the aids, and

Major Thomas H. Cushing also had a duel. The

watch of the latter saved his life. Lewis’ pistol

bullet having lodged directly in the centre of

Cushing’s gold watch, the watch was destroyed,

but it saved his life. Another duel, threatening

at first the death of both parties, took place un-

der the following circumstances at WilkinsoU-

ville, on the Ohio:—The officers having dined to-

gether in mess—as was too oft-^n the case in

those days—got drunk before quilting the table.

Capt. Frank Johnston, a near relative of my
own, and Mr. DinsmOre, qiVarreled and agreed to

fight with pistols, across the, table. The weap-

ons were got and loaded the other officers see-
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ing such a scene of murder about to be acted, be-

came sobered, ran out of the hut and kept peep-

ing through the cracks to see how the affair would

terminate. It seems Johnston fired first and

struck the pistol arm of his adversary at the wrist,

and shattered it above the elbow, and thus ended

the affair. My friend Johnston closed his life

not long after by hard drinking.

At the second Treaty of Greenville, in 1814, I

was on the ground two weeks before the arrival

of Gen. Harrison, the principal commissioner on

the part of the United States. I had pitched my
markee on an elevated spot near the creek, for

the convenience of water, and a flag staff erected

with my flag flying. On his arrival the General

sent for me, and said he wanted as a favour, that

I would permit the location of the flag to be

•changed, and the staff to be erected on the spot

where Gen. Wayne’s quarters were in 1795, at

the date of his celebrated treaty with the Indians.

He said the ground was consecrated to him by

many endearing recollections, which could never

be effaced from his memory, and that he wanted

all the details of the great treaty about to be

held, to conform as near as could be to the one

which had preceded it nineteen years before. I,

of course, assented, and our flag waved over the

spot on which General Wayne’s quarters stood

It was at this first treaty of Greenville, 1814, that

the Indians were first formally invited by the

United States to take up the hatchet and make

common cause with us against the English. For-

tunately the treaty of peace which was soon af-

terwards signed at Ghent, rendered the services of

our new allies unnecessary. I happened to be

at Washington, in 1812, at the time Congress

was deliberating on a declaration of war. Gov-

ernor Hull was there also. The Secretary of

War, Dr. Eustis, sent for me to call at his house

in the six buildings, early on a morning. His

wife, the daughter of John Langdon, of New
Hampshire, was up and in readiness to receive

me, and said they expected me for breakfast.

They married late in life and had no children.

The Secretary soon came down stairs, and at

once told me he wanted to consult me about In-

dian affairs; that Congress would, in a few days,

declare war against Great Britain; that he want-

ed me to return to my station in Ohio as soon as

possible; (I had at this time been transfered from

the agency at Fort Wayne to a new agency at

Piqua, having in charge all the Indians of Ohio,

with the Delawares of Indiana,) and to go direct

to Pittsburgh to conduct a detachment of troops

through by land, the safest and best route to De-

troit. I replied that I could not do this, being at

the time engaged in the transportation of a large

amount of public property from Philadelphia,

Baltimore and Georgetown, which must go by

Cumberland, Brownsville, Pittsburgh, Cincin-

nati, and Piqua, as it could not go by the Lakes

from the danger of capture by the enemy, and

that I must attend to this duty in person. He
then interrogated me about the Indians—how
will they conduct in the war between us and the

English; can they be kept quiet? I answered

promptly and decidedly, that the Indians would be

for or against us in the war; that we must imme-

diately engage their services or they would go

over to the enemy; that they were altogether

mercenary in their feelings, and governed by a

thirst for blood and plunder, and did not much
care on which side they fought; but that they

would be on one side or the other was most cer-

tain—and I urged him to take the most prompt

and decisive measures in time to engage them.

I offered to raise a thousand Indians within my
agency, provided their families were fed and sup-

ported by the United States, and such a force

would be fit to beat any two thousand of the same

kind which the enemy could raise. The Dela-

wares, Shawanese, Wyandotts, and Senecas of

my charge, constituted the veterans of the Indian

army in all former wars, and they were anxious

to take part with us. The Secretary replied that

the President—Mr. Madison—on this point was

immovable; that no entreaty could induce him

to consent to the employment of such a force;

and further, he remarked that Governor Hull,

who was there, assured him that he could keep

the Indians neutral; that (using a figure) he had

only to beckon with his finger and they would

obey. The counsels of Governor Hull prevailed

;

the consequences was most disastrous; the loss of

some of the best blood of the country; the tem-

porary disgrace and loss of Michigan, and the

loss of forty millions of the treasury of the Uni-

ted States, all of which I fearlessly assert might

have been prevented by the employment of the

Indians named in the beginning of the war; and

furthermore, the Upper Province of Canada ta-

ken from the enemy the first campaign. Whilst

at Washington, I learned that Hull was an ap-

plicant for the command of the North Western

Army. Gov. Worthington was then in the Sen-

ate. I took the liberty of warning him against

the appointment. The people of the country I

where he was to operate had no confidence in him : i

the Indians despised him;—he was too old, bro- >

ken down in body and mind to conduct the mul-

tifarious operations of such a command. The
j

nomination was made, objected to, refered to a

committee, reported on favourably, and confirm-

ed. On the very same day he passed the Senate,
j

the poor, vain, weak old man was seen in full i

dress uniform, parading the streets of Washing-

ton, making calls. When the army rendevoused i

at Dayton, Hull requested me to send him twelve
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or fifteen trusty Indians to accompany the army

into Canada, as spies and guides. The requisite

number went. On parting with them, they were

requested, as soon as discharged, to return, find

me out and make report. They did so. They
left the army at the river Canard, between Sand-

wich and Malden. The Chief Butler, son by a

Shawanese woman, of Gen. Richard Butler, who
fell at St. Clair’s defeat, an intelligent and observ-

ant man, was the speaker. He said they left the

army doing no good; would he thought do no

good, and at last be defeated; that the Indians

from the north were coming down like a swarm

of bees, and by and by would eat them all up.

This Butler was at the defeat of St. Clair, and it

has been often reported, put an end to the life of

his own father. The story runs thus: General

Butler, being mortally wounded early in the bat-

tle, was, by his own request, set up leaning

against a tree with his pistols loaded and cocked;

that an Indian rushing towards him, was fired at

and missed, when the savage dispatched him with

his tomahawk. I never asked the Indian, But-

ler, to give me any information on the subject,

knowing the repugnance they always feel to

speak about such matters. I never saw General

Butler, the reputed father of the Shawanese chief,

but the Indian was a marked half breed, and very

closely resembled both in person, features, and

character, all the members of the family I ever

did see. He had one sister who bore the same

striking resemblance to the parent stock. The
General was a trader among the Shawanese be-

fore the revolutionary war. His last wife was a

.Semple from near Carlisle, Pennsylvania, lived

at Pittsburgh in my time, and enjoyed a pension

from the United States.

The following is on a street in which lawyers
abounded, and at the bottom of which many boats

were found:

—

“ At the top of the street the attorneys abound,
And down at the bottom the barges are found;
Fly, honesty, fly, to some safer retreat,

For there’s craft in the river and craft in the

street.”

Shakspeare makes one of his characters say

—

41 How sweet the moonshine sleeps upon this

bank.”

The modern reading about banks and moon-
shine is this

—

“ How sweet these banks do sleep upon this

moonshine!”

Not Bad.

A friend of ours, says a New York paper, who
had recently made a trip up the Hudson, was
asked what he thought of St. Anthony’s Nose.
44 Why it was once a great curiosity,” he replied,

“ but now they are blowing it all to pieces!”

Bell mad I?rasa Foundry.

This is an important item of manufacturing

industry in Cincinnati, and of increasing value.

Its importance consists not more in the amount

of industry which it stimulates, than in the inci-

dental aid it supplies to other business, by con-

centrating to this point, the entire demand for

bells north, south, and west of us. In 1840

there were eight of these establishments, with

sixty-two hands, which have been increased at

this date to twelve foundries, with one hundred

and six hands, all engaged in the various opera-

tions of casting and finishing of articles in brass,

of which the article of bells is of the greatest

magnitude, affording an aggregate value of

$135,000 for the past year. As an example of

its character and operations, I select the business

for the last three years, of G. W. Coffin, at the

Buckeye Foundry,
on Columbia street, whose

bell business is of greater magnitude than all the

other establishments combined, but whose brass

business, generally, would not constitute more

than an average of the general aggregate. In

1843, Mr. Coffin made, all to order,

36 steamboat bells, from 150 to 706 lbs. each.

8 plantation do 50 to 360 do.

2 foundry do 150 to 350 do.

11 college, academy, and

school house bells, 50 to 350 do.

1 court house, 350 do.

1 engine house, 326 do.

38 church do 80 to 3,363 do

Besides 206 of lighter sizes of which no regis-

ter has been kept. The whole weighing 40647

pounds, including the iron works connected there-

with—worth more than twenty thousand dollars.

The entire operations in brass, in this feundry

reached the value of $31,000.

During the year 1844, there were made in this

establishment:

39 steamboat bells, weighing J.1,660 lbs

31 plantation farm bells 3,406

6 foundry, factory, and engine bells 376

9 school house and college bells 1,000

8 court house and fire engine bells 3.630

57 church bells 19,758

21 hotel do 694

40,525

Exclusive of the iron work connected with the

bells.

The value of bells made in the Buckeye Brass

and Bell Foundry for 1844 was 31,000 dollars;

of all manufactured articles of brass and bell

metal, 39,000 dollars, being an increase of 25

per cent on the business of 1843. I presume

there is a proportionate increase in the other

establishments, Mr. Coffin being in bells, and

theirs in brass foundry, generally. Ho has l§te-
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ly put up a new Foundry, where bells only will

be made.

During the past year, bells have been made at

this foundry for the following boats:

Blue Ridge 200 Doctor Watson 326

J. E. Roberts 82 Mary Pell 200

Daniel Boone 50 Clermont 150

Felix Grundy 500 Isaac Shelby 326

War Eagle 200 Belle Creole 500

Daniel Boone 200 Princess 500

Isaac Shelby 220 Cadmus 100

Daniel Boone 100 Bulletin 720

Lancet 226 James Dick 500

Confidence 225 Andrew Jackson 500

Richmond 500 Geo.Washingtoin 500

Dove 150 Reindeer 500

Pike No. 8 350 Eureka 100

Convoy 500 Hercules 500

Queen City 500 Huntsville 500

Windsor 350 Pride of the west700

Magic 170 Edward Shippen 350

C. Connor 350 Belle Air 300

Jim Gilmer 224 Albatross 500

Magnolia 625 Old Hickory 500

Belle of the West 300 American Eagle 500

Sea 500 W.R. M’Kce 200

Mentoria 200

45 steam boat bells, 15,492

28 plantation and. farm bells,

262 262 262 80 35 40 262

500 31 150 80 35 40 260

100 35 100 80 35 224 350

100 80 100 , 80 50 80 226

262 3,977

5 foundry, factory and furnace,

82 50 326 100 84 642

20 school house and college,

50 120 50 100 50 100 50

100 100 30 60 50 158 60

100 100 50 120 100 100

-1,648

3 fire engine house bells.

774 700 700 -2,174

61 churches,

383 120 326 110 720 120 500 500

279 120 700 110 326 224 275 275

326 150 326 116 720 100 332 275

326 120 326 220 1300 170 700 350

700 200 326 100 500 125 400 300

450 120 326 170 326 400 300 362

400 100 350 262 362 200 326 100

200 19,596

20 hotels,

51 25 31 25 35 22 30 35 25 -40 25

35 35 35 25 25 35 40 50 25——649

The value of the bells and brass castings made

here, during the past year, is about equal to that

of the year 1844, and would have been much
greater, had not has spacipus building improve-

ments during the heaviest period of the business

season, disabled Mr. Coffin from pushing his foun-

dry operations to the extent he is now prepared

to do.

I speak advisedly when I say that the Buckeyt

Bell and Brassfoundry is the most extensive es-

tablishment in the manufacture of bells, of any

in the United States.

Narrative ofJohn I9uri«on,

A Revolutionary Soldier, and now resident in

Cincinnati .

—

No. 3.

On reaching my company I heard discharges

of cannon fired in quick succession, and the sound

cf their balls striking some object. Inquiring

what was doing, of my associates, I was told, that

they had raised a redoubt the morning of their ar-

rival and that the balls were from the enemy,

who were striking a large oak tree in front of

the redoubt. On that very day, as I afterwards

learnt, Col. A. Scammel, who was out with a re-

connoitering party was taken prisoner by Tarle-

ton’s light horse and inhumanly murdered after

his capture. I was told also, that the night be-

fore, the Marquis de la Fayette, with a party of

Frenchmen who had been landed from the fleet,

had stormed two batteries of two twelve pound-

ers to each battery, putting every man to the

sword—literally—as the very privates among the

French wore that weapon. These events all took

place on the 26th September, 1781, ai:d I refer

particularly to this date to remove an impression

erroneously but extensively prevalent, that the

important events of this siege were crowded all

into one night at a later date.

Our army was composed of three divisions, and

throughout the siege of Yorktown, which had

now commenced, each division was twenty-four

hours in the works and forty-eight in the camp.

One of these divisions was under command of

Brig. Gen. James Clinton, and to this was at-

tached the New York line. I belonged to the

oldest company of the oldest regiment of these

troops, which of course was the head of the col-

umn. We left the camp a short time before sun-

down, and marching along a road, came to a high

mound of earth, and wheeling short round to the

right, we reached within a few feet of the end

of a cause way, made of pitch-pine logs recently

put down, perhaps fifteen, or twenty rods long.

This crossed a marsh, otherwise impassable.

Yorktown was virtually an island, the river pas-
j

sing at an elbow, two sides of it—-and an exten-

sive deep marsh faced the other side.

We marched over the causeway to the batte-

ries which I have already stated were stormed by
Lafayette. I saw two embrasures to each batte-

ry, which proved that there had been the same
number of cannon. These, with the dead, had
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been all removed, and the batteries being thirty

feet apart, we marched between the two. Every

thing that I could see there was covered with

blood.

We passed these batteries a short distance, the

night approaching, when we were halted, every

man directed to sit down, and neither to talk

nor leave his place. As I had been sick through

that day, and had, like the rest, my knapsack on

my back, I laid my cartouch box under my head,

and with my musket in my arms, soon fell asleep.

During my repose a sudden and violent rain

came on, falling in torrents, which failed, how-

ever, to wake me, such had been my fatigue. In

the course of the night—I cannot tell at what

time—the non-commissioned officers came along

the ranks, and without saying a word, woke us

all and got us to our feet. I rose up with the

rain dripping from my clothes. We were direct-

ed to shift our arms to the right shoulder, and

each man to put his right hand on the shoulder of

his file leader, marching in two ranks, the right

in front. The road being clear of all obstruc-

tions, our progress w,as uninterrupted, although

nothing was visible—no man being able even to

see his comrade. We finally halted, and every

man had a spade put into his hands. Shortly af-

terwards—the rain still pouring down—a party

of men, with gabions, came along. I will de-

scribe them, for the better comprehension of my
narrative. Sticks are cut about five feet in

length, of the thickness of a man’s wrist; one end

is sharpened and set in the ground, in a circle of

perhaps three feet diamater. Flexible brush,

about the size of a hoop-pole, with such branches

as adhere to them, are interlaced as in making a

basket, working upwards from the bottom. The

gabion thus made is thrown on its side, a long

pole run through it, and passed on the shoulders

of as many men as can get beneath it. These

were placed, when brought to the ground for use,

in such positiqn as the engineer judged proper,

the stakes being, as before, pressed into the earth.

We were then directed, and as at first, merely by

signs, to commence three feet inside of where

they had been placed, and shovel up earth suffi-

cient to fill the gabions. The ground was of

sand, which being thoroughly wet by the rain,

was very easy digging. We shoveled until we

filled these gabions, and finished by throwing up

a bank in front, when the work was completed.

The gabions being side and side the earth formed

a solid line of breast works, through which a

cannon ball could not pass. From what I after-

wards saw of the efficacy of this description of

defence in repeling cannon balls, there is no

doubt that it is a better protection than a stone

wall six feet thick, and has this advantage, that

it can be made in a few hours. Not a single

cannon ball penetrated this defence during the

whole siege.

It ceased -raining just as the day was about to

dawn, when we observed that our artillery had

thrown up a battery a few rods from our right,

and on the bank of the river; and had raised a

lofty flag staff with the star spangled banner

streaming to the wind upon it. This Was called

, Matchem's bettery, being erected under the direc-

tion of a captain of that name, who retained it as

his command during the siege. I wish it dis-

tinctly understood, that we were so near the

British lines with these defences that there never

were any other works erected in our front, in the

whole progress of the campaign. After it was

fully daylight, the British had the hardihood to

come out with a six pounder, immediately in

front of the battery I had assisted to construct,

and so hear to us that a horseman could have

shot any one of these artillerists with his pistol.

There they stood firing their piece rapidly for

half an hour, battering at the fortification with-

out any apparent effect. After they found that

we treated them with silent contempt, for we

took no notice of them, they desisted and return-

ed to their own lines. Our allies, the French,

who occupied our left, were doubtless busy, but

in v/hat way I had no means of knowing.

I am very confident that there was no firing

on our part upon the enemy for eight days; while

they were keeping up a constant cannonade, night

and day, during that period. General Washing-

ton and Count Rochambeau used to ride to the rear

of the works, side by side, each equipped with a

spy glass, of which they made frequent use.

This was repeated every day while we were rais-

sing other works, assisting the French, and

strengthening batteries. On the ninth day—the

4th or 5th of October—the generals, as usual,

came down, attended with their retinue, and'

General Washington, not seeing Captain Mateh-

em, inquired where he was. Pie was shewn

where the Captain lay asleep upon a plank, in

the open air. The General chid him gently for.

thus exposing himself, asking him why he did not

go into his marquee. He answered spiritedly,

that he would never enter his marquee till he*

had stopped that bull dog from barking—allu-

ding to a twelve pounder in the wall of the town,

which had been playing night and day on his bat-

tery, annoying him greatly. Washington then

directed him to open his battery immediately,

the Generals riding back as customary. There

was now a general shout among the soldiers, that

we should now see some fun. In my simplicity,

I asked “what fun?” Up to this time I hud

never seen a cannon fired. “ Don’t you sea-
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those matchets burning,” they replied.- I looked

and saw them on staff's, four or five feet long, at

the side of the guns.

Review.
Repopt of the COMMITTEE—Appointed at the Meefng

of the Citizens of Cincinnati, held at the Council

Chamber. January 22d. 184G; on the subject of improv-

ing the navigation around the Falls of the Ohio river.

This is a document of great ability, compre-

hensive as well as minute in its researches, and co-

gent in its conclusions. It covers the whole canal

question, in its difficulties and the remedies; and

manifests the impolicy and injustice of the pres-

ent facilities, or rather want of them, as a means

of conveying the vast freights of the west to and

from their appropriate markets. The remedy

proposed in this report for the vexatious and op-

pressive burthens imposed by the existing state of

things, is the construction of a new canal on the

Indiana side, of dimensions greatly larger than

that on the Kentucky side, which the present

commerce of the upper Ohio has years since out-

grown. The objections for relying on any al-

teration or enlargement of the canal on the Ken-

tucky side, as a remedy or relief to present and

future difficulties, are stated thus:

—

“We are opposed to the alteration of the pres-

ent canal, because we think the increasing com-
merce of the river will require two canals, before

the desired alterations could be completed. To
verify the truth of this assertion, it is only neces-

sary to examine the extent of territory embraced
in the Valley of the Mississippi. By reference to a

map of the United States, it will be perceived,

that the territory of the Union is divided into

three distinct Geographical Sections. The first

being the Atlantic slope, extending from the At-
lantic ocean to the Allegheny mountains; the

second, from the Alleghenies to the Rocky moun-
tains, and the third from the Rocky mountains
to the Pacific ocean;—the first division, present-

ing an area of about 400,000 square miles; the

second, or Valley of the Mississippi, including

some southern rivers, which empty into the Gulf
stream, about 1,200,000 square miles; and the

third, or Pacific slope, about 425,000 miles. Thus
you will perceive that the Ohio and Mississippi

rivers are the main avenues, on which the com-
merce of this middle section is to be conducted

—

which nearly doubles in extent of territory the

two other divisions of the Union.
“ In this vast region nature has been most

bountiful in scattering over the whole land all

the valuable minerals, including the most exten-

sive coal formations known to the world. Every
portion of the country is interspersed with
streams, affording water power, and every ele-

mentary principle furnished, which could be de-

sirable for manufacturing industry.
“ Our climate is admirably adapted to all kind

of agricultural productions; and even our most
extensive mineral regions, may be explored un-
der ground by the miner, whilst the agricul-

turalist is raising abundant crops on the surface

of the same soil.

“ A large portion of this valley is yet a wilder-

ness, or uninhabited prairies; but we already

number a> population equal to nearly half the

Union. The value of property annually floating

upon onr western rivers is still more astonishing.

If we can depend upon statements furnished

through committees at different points, and Cus-
tom House registers, we may estimate the an-

nual value of property, transported on our great

rivers, at a sum over two hundred millions of

dollars, which is a much lager amount than the

exports and imports of the United States from
foreign nations.

“ in our agricultural productions we far exceed

any people in the world, compared with the num-
ber of our population.

“ From Mr. Peyton’s report made to Congress,

in 1844, we find that the surplus of grain raised

in the Mississippi Valley in 1843, was one hun-
dred and fifty-nine millions of bushels, whilst the

surplus of the Atlantic States, for the same year,

was two millions. Scarcely thirty years have
passed, since steamboats were fairly introduced

upon our western whters, and we may now esti-

mate the number at six hundred, exceeding, by
forty thousand tons, the entire steamboat com-
mercial tonnage of the British Empire.
“The introduction of steam upon these great

rivers gave the first impulse to the rapid growth
of the west, and the life and energy of western
commerce depends mainly upon the engine of

the steamboat. It is therefore important to pro-

tect and foster all the connexions with this ele-

ment of our prosperity. If it were possible to es-

timate the future growth of our country, and our
commerce by what has taken place, we might take

our city as anevidence of increase. Within half a
century we have acquired a population of eighty
thousand inhabitants, who build yearly from
thirty to fifty steamboats, and export from ten to

twelve millions of dollars worth of their own
manufactures.

“ A very important portion of the Mississippi

Valley, which produces two of the great agricul-

tural staples of the country, cotton and sugar,

has but one natural outlet to the Atlantic ocean.
This being the mouth of the Mississippi river, in

time of war, it might be easily blockaded by a

superior naval force. Under such circumstances
these products would have to find a market in the

Atlantic States by ascending the Mississppi and
Ohio rivers, necessarily passing through the capal

around the Falls, unless the Ohio was at more
than ordinary height.
“ To give an idea of the facilities necessary at

that point for this change of commerce, we will

take the export of cotton from New Orleans for

the last year, as given in the Commercial Re-
view; and the sugar crop of Louisiana for the last

year, as reported by the New Orleans Chamber
of Commerce.
“The export of cotton is stated at 984,616

bales of four hundred pounds each, wjhich redu-

ced to tons, would amount to 196,923.
“ The sugar crop is stated at 204,913 hogs-

heads of 1000 pounds each, which would give, in

tons, 102,456, making in cotton and sugar,

299,379 tons, which would require for trans-

portation. nineteen hundred ninety-five steam-

boats carrying one hundred and fifty tons each.

Allowing these boats two hours each, the usual

time for passing the present canal, and you will

find that it would require one hundred and sixty

days, or a period of more than five months to ac-

commodate the ascending navigation through the

canal, of these two items of trade. If we add to
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this, (he molasses connected with the sugar trade, I

and the enormous exports of lead, hemp, and to-

bacco from St. Louis, which would have to be di-

verted from its natural channel up the Ohio river,

it would be clearly demonstrated, that to pass all

the commerce, which now passes through the

mouth of the Mississippi from these two States,

the present canal would be occupied all the time

by their export trade.”
“ If it be asked upon what principles we call

upon the National Government to furnish anoth-

er canal? we answer, that these great rivers are

under the control of the nation, and, as national

highways, beyond the influence of States border-

ing on them, they are properly speaking “ inland

seas,” entitled to the same protection of the Gen-
-eral Government, as all oilier harbours and de-

fences of the country, which have received the

fostering care of the nation, since the establish-

ment of our government.
“ We ask it, because we have contributed our

blood in defence of the country during war, and
•our treasure annually to support its expenditures;

and here we may state, that the nation is largely

our debtor for nearly one hundred millions of

dollars, received for sales of the public lands,

whilst all the appropriations in return for in-

ternal improvements is not one tithe of that sum.
Let us, for a moment, look at the expenditures of

the government since eur independence, which,
according to the annual register, for fifty-six

years, amounts to nearly one thousand millions

of dollars. Of this sum the Valley of the Mis-
sissippi has received but a small proportion of the

disbursements for Public Works.
“We ask the goverment to furnish another

canal, because the nation is greatly interested in

the public domain yet unsold, which must be

benefitted in proportion to the advantages deri-

ved from national improvement.
“ We would also urge the necessity of this

work as an important improvement connected
with the military defences of the nation. It is

probable that the most effective naval force of the

country must, in future, consist of steam vessels;

and the cheapnesss, convenience, and abundance,
of iron, coal, lead, hemp, and provisions, on the

Ohio river, render this valley the most eligible

source of supply for the material and construc-

tion of war vessels. Therefore, to bring such
vessels into service, and to give efficiency to our
military resources, the enlarged canal around the

Falls is indispensably necessary.”

I make no apology for the length of these ex-

tracts. The subject is of vast importance., ad-

dressing itself to the interests of two thirds of the

people of the United States, and of direct pecu-

niary relation to the whole west.

The committee close their report with five

resolutions, in which they assert the necessity for

a new canal; the injustice done for the past four-

teen years to the West by the general govern-

ment, as principal stockholder in the Louisville

and Portland Canal Company, imposing a ruin-

ous tax on the Ohio river commerce; the national

obligation to remove the existing obstructions,

and, finally, protest against any alteration of the

Louisville and Portland Canal as an interruption

to the whole business of the country and produc-

tive of incalculable loss and expense.

This report is understood to have been prepa-

red by George Graham, the chairman of that

committee, and is highly creditable to his judg-

ment and statistical researches.

The Quarterly Journal and Review. Vol. 1 ., No. 1 .

Cincinnati. L. A. nine
,
Editor and froprietor.

The tendency and tone of this work are good,

and it evinces an ability in the editor for strong

and useful disquisition, quite beyond the ordi-

nary editorial standard. He certainly deserves

the credit of having risen above his pretensions.

So far I am quoting the language of Dr. Eailey

of the Herald, for the purpose of adopting the

judgment, and establishing it by the testimony

of more than one witness. There is a vigour and

freshness in the style, as well as independence in

thought which I like; at the same time a squint-

ing to the mysticism of the German school cf

philosophy which I disapprove. Mr. H. would

have made an admirable pupil of Fourier and the

transcendentalists if they had laid hold of him in

his earlier life.

No man who takes this periodical will, I think,

doubt his obtaining the equivalent and more, of

its remarkable low price—one dollar per annum.

For sale at Robinson & Jones’, 109 Main street.

Chronological Table.

Feb. 11.—De Witt Clinton, died, 1828. Shen-

stone, died, 1763.

12th.—Lady Jane Grey and her hussband

beheaded in the Tower, 1554.

13th.—Massacre of Glencoe, 1691. Sir

William Blackstone, died, 1780. Schwarz, died,

1798. Due de Berri, assasinated, 1821.

14th.

—

Valentine’s Day.—Captain Cook,

killed at Owyhee, 1779.

17th.—Battle of St. Albans, 1461. Mi-

chael Angelo, died at Rome, 1564.

18th.—Martin Luther, died, 1564.

Seven ih Ward,—Cincinnati.

This ward lies between Race and John streets,

and includes all between Sixth street and the

Corporation Line. The upper half has been de-

voted to building purposes only for the last three

years, and is occupied by our German popula-

tion, who have been, during that period, making

extensive and permanent improvements.

The public buildings in this ward are 12,—the

Commercial Hospital, Cincinnati Orphan Asy-

sylum, Engine House, on George st. ; Churches

—Methodist Protestant, on Elm; Fifth Presby-

terian, corner of Elm and Seventh; Elm Street

Baptist; German Reformed, on Elm street; Sec-

ond Advent Tabernacle, corner John and Sev-

enth; Reformed Presbyterian, on George; Grace-

Church—Episcopal—on Seventh; Ninth Street

Methodist Chapel, and the Roman Catholic Ca-
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thcilral, nearly finished and occupied since No-

vember last.

The entire number of buildings in the Seventh

Ward is 1531—of which 756 are bricks* and 775

are frames.

Of these there were, at the close of 1842,

Bricks . Frames. Total.

352 588 940

Built in 1843, 112 40 152

“ « 1844, 146 '73 219
“ “ 1845, 146 74 210

756 775 1531

There have been put up a considerable num-

ber of neat and even substantial buildings during

the past year in this ware:—especially on Court

street. The largest share of its improvements,

however, are beyond the canal. Fine improve-

ments are also going on in the northwestern sec-

tion of this ward, in the neighbourhood of Betts,

Hopkins and Clark streets. Three-fifths of this

ward, as accurately as I can judge, is built to its

full capacity.

The two Baskets.

I was perambulating the streets of Darmstadt
with my German friend Von Holst, when a gen-
tleman passed, whom he recognised; and they
bowed to each other.

“You saw that gentlemanly person pass,”

said he. “ It is the handsome and wealthy Baron
de B.”

“ I observed him,” said I.”

“Would you believe it possible,” continued

my friend, “ that he has had a basket sent to

him?”
“ Has he?” said I, somewhat mystified—for I

did not perceive any reason why he should not

have a basket of game or choice fruit sent to him,
as well as any body else.

“ Yes,” said my friend, “ and you will be the

more surprised, when I tell you that the Baron’s

mind, disposition, and fortune, are as unexcep-
tionable as his person.”

“ Extraordinary,” said I, for want of some-
thing else to say, for I did not see anything ex-

traordinary in the matter.

As we sauntered on, I began considering and
guessing what could be the contents of the bas-

ket, the reception of which by the Baron seemed
to strike my friend as so extraordinary, and as

the cause of this remark. At last it struck me
that I had hit upon an explanation of the mys-
tery; some little contretems in connection with
the tender passions, and the intimation con-
veyed to him in this very unequivocal fashion—
or it might be some low cabal, got up to work
upon the Baron’s generosity or his fears, to com-
promise the feelings of his noble family.

My friend Von Holst, observing that I ap-
peared to be ruminating on what he had told me,
presently added, in a still more impressive tone
than before—“ I see that you are much interested

for the poor Baron. What then will you say
when I tell you that he had received two baskets
sent to him—actually TWO baskets.

I was now more puzzled than ever, and all I

could do was to shrug up my shoulders with a

sort of despairing no meaning; look foolish, a'hd

utter an ejaculatory, “ Oh!”
Meantime my friend continued, “ Yes, actu-

ally two!” Now the first did not so much sur-

prise me, coming as it did from tho daughter of

the Counsellor of State, Count P . But the

second, I own, astonished me, as Mdlle. S ,

is only the daughter of the Banker S ,
who

is not reputed rich, and has, moreover, a very

large family.

I grew puzzled and mystified more and more
every moment. It was clear that my solu-

tion of the difficulty was very far from the right

one, yet I had gained no clue to any other.

My face, I supposed, expressed my surprise,

and my friend again remarked—
“ Only think! that so excellent a fellow as tho

Baron to receive two baskets both one after tho

other.”

“I could hold out no longer. But what tho

deuce did the' baskets contain?”

“Contain?” said Von Holst; “why, what

should they contain? Of course, nothing but

the refusal.”

“The refusal,” I exclaimed; “ the refusal of

what?”
“ Don’t you know?” exclaimed my friend

—

now puzzled in his turn. “ The refusal of an of-

fer of marriage, to be sure!”

The mystery w’as solved at last.

In point of fact the belles of Darmstadt when
they object to the addresses of a lover, and will

not take any milder course, fairly basket him.

Steamboat Building of the West, in 1845.

New Albany,

Boats.

11

Tonnage.

1959

Cost.

118,500’

Louisville, 16 4152 270,000

St. Louis, 10 2912 180,500

Cincinnati, 27 6609 505,500

This does not include for Cincinnati, several

boats under way—two of them nearly finished.

The whole number of steamboats built in 1845,

on the waters of the Ohio and Mississippi, will

not fall short of one hundred, an aggregate of

twenty-two thousand tons, and a value of sixteen

hundred thousand dollars.

The above tonnage is custom house measure-

ment—the actual capacity in freight being more

than thirty thousand tons.

CJeorge the Third’s Mother.

The Princess of Wales had always loved the

Duke of Gloucester the least, although the most

meritorious of her children. She thought him

insuperably dull; nor was he bright. One day in

his childhood she ridiculed him before his broth-

ers and sisters, and bade them laugh at the fooL

He sat silent and thoughtful.

“ What! now, are you sullen?”

He replied, “ No, he was thinking.”

“ Thinking!” replied the mother, with scorn,

“ and pray what were you thinking of?”

“ I was thinking what I should feel if I had a

son as unhappy as you make me.”
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Recollections fef the last Sixty ¥cars.-Xo. 7.

By Col. J. Johnston, of Piqua.

In ths year 1803, the French government ce-

ded the whole of Louisiana to the United States,

and in 1804, Governor Harrison was appointed

by President Jefferson to receive possession of the

Upper Province, and to organize its government.

He repaired to St. Louis for the porpose. Many
of the Indians came in from a distance to meet

their new father, as was the invariable custom.

The Governor ordered provisions to be issued to

them. To his utter astonishment, they refused to

receive any. At this he aiid all present were

greatly surprised, for it was known they had

come far, and must be hungry. They were

urged for their reasons for conduct so unusual.

They were for some time silent. The Indians

are exceedingly averse to saying any thing cal-

1

culated to hurt the feelings of those whom they

meet in council. The speaker; seeing that a re-

ply was expected, at length addressed the Gov-

ernor:—Father we have traveled far to see you

and are both weary and hungry; but father we
are afraid to take your bread and meat, for we
hear you Americans are very greedy for land

that you love, and eat it; and therefore we think

if we take your provisions you will want some of

our land in return. The Governor having assu-

red them he had no such intention, the Indians

took the provisions daily while their visit con-

tinued. Gen. John Gibson was Gov. Harrison’s

Secretary for the Indiana Territory; the same

person who accompanied Lord Dunmore, the

royal governor of Virginia, in 1774, in his ex-

pedition against the Indians on the Scioto; and

was the interpreter of the celebrated speech de-

livered by Logan, the Mingo Chief, and recorded

in Jefferson’s Notes on Virginia, about the year

1797. The genuineness of this speech, which

Jefferson pronounces to be equal in eloquence to

any thing ever produced in the old world, was

questioned in many of the newspapers and peri-

odicals of the day. I think the ample testimony

accompanying the notes has settled the question.

But I had it from Gen. Gibson’s lips, that every

word of that admirable production, as published

in the notes, was communicated from Logan

through him to Governor Dunmore. Gibson

was many years an Indian trader, and spoke the

Delaware tongue fluently; was an officer in the

Virginia line on Continental establishment in the

Revolutionary War; a very old man when I

knew him, nearly blind; and could fender very

little assistance to Gov. Harrison in the business

of the Territory. He was poor, and the emolu-

ments of the office necessary to his comfortable

support. In those days the old servants of the

the country, if honest and capable, were not

29

turned out of office upon the cold charities of the

world.

Twenty-eight years ago, on the death of the

great chief of the Wyandotts, I was invited to

attend a general council of all the tribes of

Ohio, the Delawares of Indiana, and the Senecas

of New York, at Upper Sandusky. I found on

arriving at the place, a very large attendance.

Among the chiefs was the noted leader and ora-

tor, Red Jacket, from Buffalo. The first busi-

ness done, was the speaker of the nation deliver-

ing an oration on the character of the deceased

chief. Then followed what might be called a

monody, or ceremony, of mourning and lamen-

tation. Thus seats were arranged from end to

end of a large council house, about six feet apart.

The head men and the aged, took their seats fa-

cing each other, stooping down their heads al-

most touching. In that position they remained

for several hours. Deep, heavy, and long con-

tinued groans would commence at one end of the

row of mourners, and so pass round until all had

responded; and these repeated at intervals of a

few minutes. The Indians were all washed, and

had no paint or decorations of any kind upon

their persons, their countenances and general de-

portment denoting the deepest mourning. I had!

never witnessed any thing of the kind before, and

was told this ceremony was not performed but

on the decease of some great man. After the pe-

riod of mourning arid lamentation was over, the

Indians proceeded to business. There was pres-

ent the Wyandotts; Shawanese, Delawares, Sen-

ecas, Ottewas and Mohawks. The business was

entirely confined to their own affairs, and the

main topic related to their lands, and the claims

of the respective tribes. It was evident, in til®

course of the discussion, that the presence of my-

self and people, (there were some white men with

me) was not acceptable to some of the parties;

and allusions were made so direct to myself, that

I was constrained to notice them, by saving that

I came there as the guest of the W yandotts, by

their special invitation; that as the agent of the

United States, I had a right to be there, or any

where else in thejndian country; and that if any

insult was offered to myself or my people it

would be resented and punished. Red Jacket

was the principal speaker, and was intemperate

and personal in his remarks. Accusations, pro

and con, were made by the different parties, ac-

cusing each other of being foremost in selling

lands to the United States. The Shawanese were

particularly marked out as more guilty than any

other; that they were the last coming into the

Ohio country, and although they had no right

but by permission of the other tribes, they were

always the foremost in selling lands. This
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brought the Shawanese out, who retorted through

their head chief, the Black Hoof, on the Senecas

and Wyandotts with pointed severity. The dis-

cussion was long continued, calling out some of

the ablest speakers, and was distinguished for

ability, cutting sarcasm, and research; going far

back into the history of the natives, their wars,

alliances, negotiations, migrations, &c. I had

attended many councils, treaties, and gatherings

of the Indians, but never in my life did I witness

such an outpouring of native oratory and elo-

quence, of severe rebuke, taunting, national and

personal reproaches. The council broke up late,

in great confusion, and in the worst possible

feeling. A circumstance occurred towards the

close, which more than any thing else exhibited

the bad feeling prevailing. In handing round

the wampum belt, the emblem of amity, peace,

and good Will, when presented to one of the

chiefs, he would not touch it with his fingers, but

passed it on a stick to the person next him. A
greater indignity, agreeable to Indian etiquette,

could not be offered. The next day appeared to

be one of unusual anxiety and despondency

among the Indians. They could be seen in

gfoups everywhere near the council house in

deep consultation. They had acted foolishly,

were sorry, but the difficulty was, who would

first present the olive branch. The council con-

vened late, and was very full; silence prevailed

for a long time; at last the aged chief of the

Shawanese, the Black Hoof, rose—a man of

great influence, and a celebrated orator. He
told the assembly they had acted like children

and not men, on yesterday; that him and his

people were sorry for the words that had been

spoken, and which had done so much harm; that

he came into the council by the unanimous de-

sire of his people present, to recall those foolish

words, and did there take them back—handing

strings of wampum, which passed round and was

received by all with the greatest satisfaction.

Several of the principal chiefs delivered speeches

to the same effect, handing round wampum in

turn, and in this manner the whole difficulty of

the preceding day was settled, and to all appear-

ance forgotten. The Indians are very courteous

and civil to each other, and it is a rare thing to

see their assemblies disturbed by unwise or ill-

timed remarks. I never witnessed it except on
the occasion here alluded to, and it is more
ithan probable that the presence of myself and

other white men contributed towards the un-

pleasant occurrence. I could not help but ad-

mire the genuine philosophy and good sense dis-

played by men whom we call savages, in the

transaction of their public business; and how
much we might profit in the halls of our legisla-

tures by occasionally taking for our example the

proceedings of the great Indian council at San-

dusky.

The Indians have a great and abiding rever-

ence for the places of their dead. I have known
the Munceys and Nanticokes to raise the remains

of fcheir friends many years after interment, and

carry them to their new homes and reinter them.

The virtuous dead and those who have been Use-

ful and beloved in life, are long remembered and

mourned after. I have seen the head chief of the

Putawatimies, Onoxav

, burst into tears in speak-

ing of the Sun, a man who was distinguished as

a preacher of peace, among the tribes; who went

about settling difficulties, healing the sick, and to

use the language of the chief when he told me of

the death of his friend and benefactor, “ he was

constantly traveling about among us doing good,

and died on his road.”

In 1820, the Wyandott chief, “The Cherokee

Boy,” came to' medn great distress, slating that

his dead was buried oil land now owned. by a

white man in the Sandusky country, and that

the man was clearing and preparing to plow up

the graves, and wanted my assistance to prevent

the apprehended desecration. I told him I had

no authority over the case; that the man had

purchased the ground from the government, and

could do as he pleased with it: and the only relief

to his feelings which I could think of, was for

him to raise the dead and remove them to his own
land. It was then summer, and if he would do

this, I would write a letter to the man, asking

him to suffer the place of his dead to be undis-

turbed until the winter, at which time they should

be removed. The old chief readily assented. I

wrote the letter, and accordingly he removed the

dead to his own land.

I have known Indians, not under the teach-

ings of Missionaries of the Gospel, at the approach

of death, have very clear hopes and expectations

of going to Heaveij. I have never known any

that did not believe in the immortality of the sou

and a future existence.

Eighth Ward,—Ciiicinuati.

This is greatly the largest ward in the city, and

exceeds a mile square in extent. In conjunction

with the Sixth Ward it forms the entire western

front of Cincinnati, and is the only ward in the

city which is not more than half built up. Seven

years ago, with trifling exceptions, it was a re-

gion of extensive pasture fields, brick yards, and

vegetable gardens. Now it has 1250 dwellings

and business houses, many of them of a spacious

and elegant character, and the ward comprehend-

ing more neat and comfortable dwellings of the

modern style of buildings, than any other ifi the

city.

The public buildings are in number 11. These
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are—on© Engine and two School Houses; the

Disciples’, New Wesleyan, and United Brethern

Churches; the Tabernacle, at the corner of Clark

and John streets; a new Episcopal Church, at the

corner of Clinton and Laurel; the Pest House-;

the old Tabernacle, on Betts street.

The entire number of buildings in this ward

are 1252—bricks 491, frames 761.

Of these there were, at the close of 1842,

Bricks. Frames. Total.

145 504 649

Built in 1843, 138 51 189

-T
GO 126 106 226

“ “ 1845, 88 100 188

491 761 1252

Sixth and Eighth streets have been rendered,

during the past year, beautiful and important

avenues to the city, by reason of the extent to

which they have been graded and paved. More

work has been done for Cincinnati in this respect,

in 1845, than in any eqtial period of the past.

An Adventure.

A late American traveler in Germany, com-

plains in his narrative of the use and abuse of

Feather beds in that country, every where preva-

lent. He says,—“ You are smothered with feathr

ers f as you are invariably packed down between

a feather bed beneath and another above.”

This reminds me of an adventure of mine,

many years since, in the village of Harmonic,

Pennsylvania, a place originally built and occu-

pied by Rapp and his followers. These people,,

holding no intercourse with' their American

neighbours, were as German in their language,,

customs, and habits, at the time I refer to, as the

the day they settled in that part of Pennsylvania.

I had been one of a party of pleasure who rode

out from Pittsburgh to Harmonie, and as we had

to lodge for the night hi this village, I was shewn

into a largo room in which were six or eight

beds, apparently all alike.

The landlord lighted me to the room, and leav-

ing the candle, withdrew, wishing me a good

night’s rest.

I observed, without being much struck with

their appearance, that the under beds were very

round, resembling bags of cotton rather than

any thing else, and supposed the manner in which

they were filled, resulted from a disposition to

spare no expense to provide tho best of every ar-

ticle—as was their reputation, and judged there-

fore they had put as many feathers in the ticks

as they would hold. So in I sprang, blew out the

light, and composing myself to slumber, being

very tired, I fell asleep in a few minutes.

I was awakened to consciousness in a very few

minutes more, by a loud noise and the sudden and

peculiar sensation produced by my rolling out

from the bed to the floor. I gathered myself up

ki considerable ill-humour, and as well as I could

in the dark, regained my place in the bed, which

was as round as ever— I was not as heavy then

as now, by some sixty pounds—and in a brief

space of time Somnus once more shed his pop-

pies over my eyelids. Again, alas! I pitched to

the floor with the same violence as at first. What
to do now I did not know,—the building was

nearly as extensive as a barrack, and I was in the

third story, and had not noticed the way by which

I came, and was apprehensive I might break my
neck by falling through some place or other in

the dark, if I were to attempt a return down
stairs. The night, too, was excessively cold.

Well, I climbed up a third time, making a virtue

of necessity, and getting asleep, found myself on

the floor, suddenly—with a sensation in my arm

as if I had broken it. All sleep and desire for it

was gone by this time. And merely hoping to

be able to get and keep warm until daylight, I

pulled one of the upper beds to the floor, and ta-

king another for a covering, again composed

myself to rest. By this time I had become thor-

oughly chilled through, and after vainly lying

still for some minutes to get warm, I rose, dres-

sed myself, and, neck or nothing
,
groped my way

out, feeling for the stairs, by which at last I made

my way down to the ground floor. The bar-

room was locked;—so was the kitchen. At last

I made my way to an out-building, used as a

wash-house, through a window of which I saw

the welcome light of a waning fire, and getting

hold of a chair, I brought myself within the influ-

ence of the chimney embers about to expire. I

fell asleep directly, dreaming sweetly and pleas-

antly—how long I know not—but was again wa-

kened by finding I had fallen head foremost into

the hot ashes. I had been, through up-stairs an-

noyances, in a sufficiently bad humour, but this

last misadventure made me swear out right at the

landlord, and the whole race of Dutch, their beds

particularly, and every thing about them gener-

ally. Brushing the ashes as well as I could from

my clothes, I walked out and patroled the vil-

lage until daylight, singing and whooping at tho

top of my voice to rouso somebody to my relief,

—all to no purpose. So I was kept on the pat-

role till daylight.

As soon as the house was opened I made my
way to tho bar-room, in a delightful humour to

knock the landlord dovJn if he gave me the slight-

est chance for a quarrel. I found him at tho bar,

and asked what ho meant by putting a guest on

such sacks as ho kept, and then went on detail-

ing what I had gone through. Ho expressed
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much rcgreat, and explained that tho bed should

have been pressed and beaten down with my
hands before I had got in. “ But did you not

hear me in the streets.” “Yes,” replied he,

“ and would have got up if I had known it was

you, but I thought it was some one of our Irish

neighbours who had got drunk and lost his way

into our village, as they sometimes do, when in

that plight.”

So all the sympathy and consolation for my
night’s troubles I had met at last, was to be ta-

ken for a drunken, brawling rowdy by these qui-

et, sobpr Germans.

To Keatlcrs.

My correspondent “ H.” in his article, “ Yan-

kee Tricks,” gives the history of a pork opera-

tion, the point of which maybe no more obvious,

at first sight, to my readers than it was to me.

But if we make qut the bill, we can as readily

discoyer the shave, as doubtless did the clerk at

the sale.

Had the purchasers selected the hogs as the sel-

ler expected—the man taking the best who paid

the highest, and the poorest hogs going with the

lowest price, the bill would have been

—

First choice, 7 hogs, 290—1400 at 3 cents $42.00

Second “ 7 hogs, 100—700 at 1 “ 7.00

Third “ 7 hogs, 50—350 at i ‘f 1.75

$50.75

$10.50

7.00

7.00

$24.50

This was a neat thing, and according to the

laws of trade, fairly and lawfully done.

But as the choice was made

—

7 hogs, 50—350 at 3 cents,

7 “ 100—700 at 1 cent,

7 “ 200—1400 at \ cent,

Life in Florida.

A public meeting of the citizens of Jackson-

ville, Florida, appointed a committee to memo-
rialize the Legislature of that State, to supply the

Supreme Court Rooms of a newly erected Court

House with the necessary furniture. I quote the

the suggestions of the committee in their own
language.

“ The committee recommend the immediate

purchase of the following articles of furniture,

and that as the expense attendant will be too

enormous to borne by the public, they sincerely

trust that the Governor will be patriotic enough
to “ run his face” for them.

“One pine table, for the lawyers to sit upon;
four rush bottomed chairs, for the lawyers to put

their feet upon; one pine bench, large enough for

the witnesses and lawyers, that have nothing to

do, to go to sleep upon; and one yellow pine spit-

toon, six feet by six.

“ Your committeo, in suggesting the purchase

of this article, would respectfully represent, that

the old one, which was only three feet by three,

was broken over the head of an eminent leading

counsel, during a little difficulty, and that it i3

advisable to have one in future, that cannot bo

lifted, and that can afford ample accommodations

for the whole bench and bar, and assembled wit-

nesses.”

We may smile at Floridian notions of con-

venience, but there are accommodations alluded

to—the sleeping bench particularly—if made suf-

ficiently large, which would be very desirable

elsewhere as a place of repose during the long

winded harangues of some of the lawyers.

“ Yankee Tricks.”

This is a common term for anything very

smart, done in the way of trade, no matter in

which of the States the doer was born. I ap-

prove of the old saying—“ Let every tub stand

op jtg own bottom.” I am no Yankee, but have

been well acquainted with many of them in the

way of business and friendly intercourse. They

are generally pretty cute, cautious, and saving

men, though liberal promoters of charitable and

public institutions, to which objects a single Y an-

kee State, (the Old Bay,) or perhaps the town of

Boston only, has, within the last thirty years,

given more than the whole of the States south of

Mason & Dixon’s line have done since their first

settlement; and of what these have given, it is

probable more than half was from Baltimore

alone. Let any Yankee take a journey south on

a real good horse, and when he returns see if the

beast he rides does not shew he has been out

yankeed. He is some how or other induced to

trade or swap till it ends in a bit of carrion, un-

less indeed his good horse is stolen, for horse fan-

ciers (thieves) are as plenty as he goes along

south as they are scarce ip the New England

States. Jockeys are no doubt to be found in all

the States. We have them in Ohio, but all that

I have known came here from south of the line.

If such folks are otherwise respectable, the only

way is to put them upon their man—describe

the horse you want and about the price you

would be willing to give, and you wifi seldom be

disappointed in price or quality. I remember

reading in a southern paper of a Yankee trick.

It stated that some bales of cotton were returned

from Glasgow, that were made up of cotton seeds

and trash—the sweepings of the warehouse, with

a nice plating of excellent Sea-Island. I heard

the late Col. Humphreys, Sen., of Philadelphia,

tell of a parcel of pitch—of which he used a large

quantity in his business of ship building—which

on melting proved to be about seven-eighths

stones. I was told iu a sontkera c.ty, a story
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about half a largo grindstone, which was returned

as not being tobacco:—with it came the ware-

house marks, by which the honest planter was

easily discovered. The merchant who was the
J

original shipper of the tobacco, kept shady, but

afterwards sold tho planter a barrel of sugar in

which was the said grindstone; and, wonderful

to relate, it was never discovered—at least it may

be so surmised^—as the buyer never mentioned it.

Another Yankee trick” I can vouch for:—

A

hogshead of tobacco came from the same south-

ern city, to New York; it was there sold and

paid for—but before delivery, a letter came from

the shipper, directing that it should be particular-

ly examined, as another hogshead of the same

crop had been sold to a manufacturer, which, on

breaking up, was found to be a cheat. It was

accordingly examined, particularly; and in the

centre was a very large oval pebble stone, which

weighed, I think, three hundred and twenty

pounds. To fix it in Its place, long, slender oak

pins were driven at short distances all round it,

and very neatly done. Above and below, and all

round it, the tobacco was excellent, and the whole

appearance of the hogshead was such as would

warrant an inspector to pass it, or a purchaser to

buy it on sight; particularly if the tobacco was

undergoing its sweat, as at such time opening it,

by letting in the air is injurious and causes

mouldiness. I was once riding with an esteemed

friend, and we met with a man who had grossly

cheated him. Said my friend to his brother

Yankee, “it is such rascals as you who when

driven from home, settle where you are not

known, but are soon found out in your old dirty

tricks, that forty or fifty miles round give a bad

name to all New England.” As to the dealers

in horn gun flints and wooden nutmegs, I give

them up to be buffeted, though the nutmeg busi-

ness was not so very bad after all. A country

store-keeper, who had dealt in the article, on be-

ing asked about it, said they were very pretty

looking nutmegs—made he believed of saw-dust;

that those made of sassafras were reasonably good

,

but those of elm or beech, wasn’t worth a curse.

I once saw a very neat specimen of Yankee

cuteness when traveling south. Some where be-

low Baltimore the stage was delayed crossing a

stream, by being behind several wagons which

would have to cross over before it. It was a cold

morning, and the stage passengers got out and

crossed over in the first boat, to a country store

near the ferry, so as to warm themselves before

the stage got over. One of the passengers was

a quiet-looking, youngish man, evidently one

of the “ Universal Yankee Nation.” Ho had

little or nothing to say while in the stage, except

when answering a question, which he did mod-

estly and understandingly. In the store were

several tall, lathy-looking men, who had proba-

bly came there to take their morning' bitters.

One of them addressed our passenger with—“ I

say, stranger, a’n’t you a Yankee?” “ Yes I be

one of the people so called.” “ Well, you Yan-

kees are said to be good at guessing, now I’ll bet

you a pint of rum I’ll guess nearer the weight of

that roll of tobacco than you can.” “ I don’t

drink rum, but will take my share in ginger-

bread.” The man then took up the roll of pig-

tail, and after a short handling, said—“ The

weight is four pounds, ten ounces and a half;

now what do you say?” His opponent handled

the roll for some time;—“Well, what do you

say?” asked the other. “ Why I say four pounds,

ten ounces and a half.” This raised a general

laugh at the proposer, who said it was not fair,

and it was left to the company to decide; but,

honour bright, his own companions, wild-look-

ing creatures though they were, gave it against

their friend.

Some years since, a sloop was drifting with the

tide up a river in Old Virginia; a boat was ahead,

as if towing her, but the men only occasionally

gave a pull or two, merely to keep the sloop in

the channel. She had a cargo of notions, con-

sisting of Boston china, (Ilingham wooden ware)

onions, apples, coffins in nests, cheese, potatoes,

and many other articles, “ too tedious to men-

tion.” At a house near the river, a large num-

ber of people were gathered, and the captain,

thinking some trade could be made, came to an-

chor and went on shore, with his mate and one

of his seamen. He found there was to be a sale

of the personal property of a deceased planter or

farmer. Before the sale began he made a pretty

considerable trade for his notions. The sale com-

menced with the live stock, part of which con-

sisted of hogs, which were put in three lots of

seven each; terms, cash down, for live weight,

sinking the offal. Part of the drove were very

fine and fat, but they decreased in quality and

weight down to lean shoats and small pigs, most

of them so feeble as to be hardly able to raise a

squeal or grunt, without laying down or leaning

against the wall. The first choice of seven would

average, say, two hundred pounds net weight;

the next best one hundred pounds, and the last

about fifty. Well, the captain purchased tho

first lot at $7 per hundred; the mate the next at

$1 ;
and the sailor the last at 50 cents. When the

delivery was made, the captain, to the astonish-

ment of Old Virginia, chose the seven lightest.

An honest buckskin said—“Why, captain, what

a d d fool you are; don’t you know you have

the choice?” “Yes I do, and I choose these nice

little roatsers.” The mate made choice of tho

next in size, so that the leavings fell to the poor

sailor. The grunters were all put on board and
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the sloop went her way up the river with a new

article of trade. H.

COKKEBPONDJENCB.

Mr. C. Cist: Dear Sir ,

—

I do not pen this communication for the pur-

pose of publication; neither do I write in a spirit

of controversy, the subject being of too trifling a

nature: but I wished to submit to your excellent

judgment another derivation of the word Ecuyer ,

instead of the word cquus, which, with great

plausibility of correctness, you gave in your last.

You very properly correct my derivation of the

term; but in my first communication, I merely

wished to say, the corresponding word, answer-

ing to the English esquire and French ecuyer in

its application ,
was the Latin armiger. Our

equerry, I agree with you, has its root in cquus;

but will you allow me to suggest another, and in

my opinion, more probable derivation of the

word, viz: the Latin scutum, a shield, from whence

the French ecu, also a shield or buckler. The

transition from ecu to ecuyer, would be easy

•enough. If the word in dispute is derived from

equus, we must suppose that esquire and equerry

denote the same thing—a groom of the horse:

But the term has had a too widely known mean-

ing, as signifying an honourable title, amongst

the Romans as armigeri, the French as ecuyer,

and English esquire, to allow us to suppose it de-

rived from such a menial source.

February 9th, 1846. PHIL.

Covington.

Cincinnati has progressed in her improvements

to a point, which in the advanced value of ground,

brings into competition as advantageous scites

to dwellings ‘and factories, our neighbours of

Covington, Newport, and the adjacent parts of

Delhi, Fulton, and Millcreek townships.

A recent visit to Coviif^ton has impressed me
strongly with the conviction that a large portion

of our citizens must find homes across the river,

as a necessary consequence of our rapidly in-

creasing density of buildings. Streets are being

laid out in the new parts of Covington, in which

lots have been extensively sold at prices advan-

cing, from time to time, in nearly the same ratio

as in our suburbs, to the north and west. These

.have principally been taken by individuals who

continue to carry on business on this side of the

Ohio.

I shall take an early opportunity of pointing

out some of the features which especially mark

the progress of our sister city, refering at present

merely to the fact that a new and extensive roll-

ing mill and steam grist mill, are about being

erected by A. L. Greer 8f Co., of Covington, im-

mediately west of the bagging factory of M. J.

Blair tj' Co., nearly opposite the Franklin Cot-

ton Factory of our own city. This new estab-

ment will make the sixth for the supply of iron

to the Cincinnati market. Ten years will not

elapse before our city will lead Pittsburgh as far

in the market for this article as we now do in all

other manufactures—glass and cotton yarn ex-

cepted.

Covington is already, I suppose, the fourth city

in Kentucky for magnitude and population. By
the census of 1850 it will probably be the second;

and if it shall maintain for forty years its present

ratio of improvement, must eventually become the

great city of that state.

Building for J.S46.

Although the weather is still of chequered

and unsettled character, yet spring is evidently

advancing, and with its approaching revival of

buds and of flowers, is a revival of building op-

erations. All over the city there are extensive

preparations for putting up dwellings and stores

to supply the increasing wants of the city. The

unprecedentedly low water of last year shut out

the regular supply of lumber to this market and

checked various building operations here, which

would otherwise have been made, and which will

therefore add to the regular annual improvements

of Cincinnati.

The buildings of the year past I judge will

reach in the computation now in progress 1250;

nearly the same as for 1845. It must be recol-

lected, that independently of the reason just given

why part of the improvements of 1845 will be-

thrown into 1846, that the buildings—brick espe-

cially—of last year, are of a character greatly su-

perior to those of its predecessors in magnitude

and importance, and consuming at least twenty

millions more bricks in their construction. The

public edifices alone of 1845, are of greater ex-

tent, value and consequence, than almost all

other public buildings in existence heretofore. In

this estimate it must be understo.od is included

the great Cathedral, which, although in progress

of erection for four years, has not been rendered

ready for service until 1845, and is even yet not

entirely finished.

Notwithstanding the number of dwellings put-

ting up in Newport and Covington, and Storrs,

Delhi, Fulton, and Millcreek townships, whoso

owners or occupants are doing business in Cin-

cinnati, a greater number of buildings will be put

up in Cincinnati for 1846, than has ever yet been

known.
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'®t»c at a Tame.

In a western city, which shall be nameless, a

sheriff’s deputy in attendance on the courts of

justice, was ordered by the judge to call John

Bell and Elizabeth Bell. He immediately began,

at the top of his lungs

—

“John Bell and Elizabeth Bell!”

“ One at a time,” said the judge.

“ One at a time—one at a time—one at * a

time!” shouted the crier.

“ Now you’ve done it,” exclaimed the judge,

out of patience.

“Now you’ve done it

—

now you've done it—
now you’ve done it!” yelled the deputy.

There was no standing this; the court, bar and

bystanders broke into a hearty laugh, to the per-

fect surprise and dismay of the astonished crier.

liCgislatirc Wit.

During a late debate in the Ohio Legislature,

on what are called the Black Laws, one of the

representatives from the Western Reserve

—

Ckeesedom. as it is nicknamed at Columbus—in

advocating their repeal, disclaimed any local in-

terest on the subject, there being few negroes in

that part of the State. This brought out a Mr.

Stanley, who remarked in reference to the dis-

claimer—“ I believe it. Yankees and negroes

cannot well live together. Negroes generally

follow shaving for a livelihood, and we Yankees

are in the habit of shaving ourselves.” “ Yes,”

added Mr. Gallagher, our city representative,

“and every body else.” (Great merriment.)

Notice.

The “Young People’s Magazine,” as well as

the Literary Emporium, two of the New York

monthlies for January and February, have been

laid on my editorial table. I take pleasure in re-

commending them to readers who arc cloyed

with the preserved citron of sentimental narra-

tive which pervades generally the periodical lit-

erature of the East.

Derivations.

In my article on derivations, I omitted to no-

tice two or three.

The origin of the name Doomsday book, was

for a long time hidden in obscurity. At last a

persevering explorer ferreted out, by ascertain-

ing its original title in a black letter manuscript

—that the term doomsday was merely a corrup-

tion of Domus Dei—the house of God, i. e. the

religious house in which it had been kept for

safety.

A more amusing instance of corrupting a

word, or phrase, is the expression, Tit for tat,

evidently a childish pronunciation of “ this for

that,” being probably a slap or punch retaliatory.

Chronological TnMc.
Feb. 19th.—Galileo, born, 15G4.

20th.—Voltaire, born, 16S4.

21st.—Archbishop Cranmer, burnt, 1556.

22d.

—

George Washington, born, 1732..

Sir Joshua Reynolds, died, 1792.

23d.—The Peacock taken, 1813.

Errors of the Press.

Typographical' blunders are sometimes so de-

trimentally and strangely wrong, that it would

seem as if they were not always accidental. In

a publisher’s announcement, instead of “ Cricket

on the Hearth, a Fairy Tale of Home—for sale'

at the bookstores,” the following travestie ap-

pears: “ The Critic on the Heat, a Fiery Tale of

Rome, for sale at the bootstores.”

Eron Steamboat Iltimcr.

This boat, which is propeled by the submerged

horizontal propelers, invented by the officer whose

name she bears, left Cincinnati on Friday, the

8th inst., for Louisville. She made her run to

the mouth of the Great Miami—twenty-two miles

—in one hour and twenty minutes—nearly six-

teen miles an hour. This is a rate of speed un-

precedented for any boat like the Hunter—but

one hundred feet in length—and seems to indi-

cate that the propelers have not had fair play at

the East, where they have been considered a

failure.

Shakspeare and the ESiblc.

An obscure Scotch peasant, calling on business

at a gentleman’s house, in Edinburg, saw a bust

of Shakspeare, and these lines from the Tempest,

inscribed beneath it:

—

“ The cloud capt towers, the gorgeous palaces

The solemn temples, the great globe itself

Yea, all which it inherit, shall dissolve

And like the baseless fabric of a vision.

Leave not a wreck behind.”

The gentleman seeing the peasant’s eyes at-

tracted by these lines, asked him if he had ever

seen anything equal to them in sublimity. His

reply was just and striking. “ Yes I have. The

following passage from the Book of Revelationis

much more striking:

—

“
‘And 1 saw a great white throne and Him that

sat upon it,from whoseface the earth and the heaven

fled away, and there was no placefor them.' ”

Jocrtial of Memphis Convention.

I observe this journal is published at last.

Will my brethren of the Enquirer or Eagle have

the kindness to sec that the copies due to the Ohio

delegation, for which they paid in advance, will

be forwarded by the individual whose business it

may be to do so?
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E^ntv EaSlcratitrr..

The last number of Hunt’s Merchants’ Maga-

zine has an article humorously illustrative of the

necessity for members of the bar, especially in

the United States, to make themselves better ac-

quainted with mercantile subjects aud terms than

is generally the case:~

“ Many ludicrous mistakes,” says the writer,

“ have occurred by reason of the ignorance of

judges and lawyers upon general and commer-

cial subjects- It is related of an English barris-

ter, that in examining a witness he asked, “ where

a ship (in question) was at a particular time?”

“ Oh,” replied the witness, “ the ship was then in

quarantine.” “ In Quarantine was she? and

pray sir, where is Quarantine?”

Mr. Chitty, whose writings arc well known to

the bar, mentions the case of a judge, who after

being engaged six hours in the trial of an insu-

rance case, on a insurance policy upon Russia

duck, on his charge to the jury complained that

no evidence had been given to show how the Rus-

sia duck, (mistaking the cloth of that name for

the bird,) could be damaged by sea water and to

what extent

Turkish Panishment.

The celebrated French author, Dumas, in his

pleasing accont of “ A Fortnight at Sinai,” nar-

rates the following characteristic anecdote of pun-

ishment on the person of a baker at Cairo, who

had been convicted of fraud. He was nailed to

his own doorway by one ear, and at such a dis-

tance from the ground that the whole weight of

the body rested on the great toes* and no relief

could be procured without tearing the ear, to

which no Mussulman of honour can submit. M.

Dumas was at first inclined to intercede for him,

but, on seeing his ears bored, with holes like a

seive, he thought him too old an offender to be

worthy of his efforts; and placing himself oppo-

site, made a sketch of him instead* While so oc-

cupied, he overheard the following curious dia-

logue between the culprit and the guard placed

over him, to see the chastisement fulfilled.

“ Brother,” said the baker, “ there is a law of our

Holy Prophet, which says, * that we ought to aid

each other.’ ” The guard continued to smoke

without making any reply. “Brother,” again

said the baker, “hast thou heard me?” The

guard gave no other sign of attention than puf-

fing out a large mouthful of smoke. “ Brother,”

resumed the offender, “ one of us two might help

the other, and be agreeable to the Prophet!” The
puffs of smoke continued to follow each other

with provoking regularity. “ Brother,” perse-

vered the sufferer, in a melancholy tone, “ put a

stone under my feet, and I will give you a pias-

ter”—worth about three pence English—abso-

lute silence. “ Two piasters”—a pause
—“ three

piasters ”—smoke—“four piasters.” “Ten,”
Said the guard. The ear and the purse of the

baker had a long struggle; at last pain gained th©

ascendency, and the ten piasters rolled at the feet

of the guard, who picked them up, counted and

pocketed them, placed his chibook against th©

wall, rose, procured a small pebble, placed it un-

der the feet of the baker, and resumed his smo-

king. “ Brother,” said the delinquent, “ I do not

feel any thing under my feet.” “ Nevertheless,”

answered the guard, “ there is a stone. I have

chosen one proportioned to the sum; give mo a

talari, (four shillings English,) and I will put a

stone under thy feet so beautiful, and so adapted

to thy situation, that when thou art in paradise

thou shalt regret the place thou didst occupy at

the door of thy shop.” Again did pain get th©

better of the baker, who had the stone, and th©

guard his talari.

Small Pox.

The inhabitants of the good city of Boston were

thrown into a great excitement last week, by th©

startling announcement that a crier had been

heard ringing his bell, and proclaiming, “ lots of

small pox in Nashua street.” On examination,

however, it was discovered that a slight error had

been committed, the crier having said—“ Lost, a

small box, in Nashua street.” This altered th©

complexion of things materially.

What is Laxnry?

A candle would have been a luxury to Alfred;

a half-crown cotton gown to his Queen. Car-

pets in lieu of rushes, would have been luxuries

to Henry VII. Glass windows in lieu of horn to

his nobles. A lettuce to Henry VIII’s Queen;

silk gloves and stockings to Queen Elizabeth; and

so on, ad infinitum. Mr. Charles Waterton, th©

author of some works on natural history, in his

account of his family, tells us that one of his an-

cestors, in the time of Henry IV, “ was sent into

France by the King, with orders to contract a

royal marriage, and was allowed 12s. a day for

his trouble and traveling expenses.”
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Recollections of the last Sixty Years.—IVo. §.

By Col. J. Johnston, of Piqua.

In the year 1801, the Society of Friends be-

longing to the yearly meeting of Baltimore com-

menced their labours of love among the Miamis

of the Wabash, thirty-five miles southwest of

Fort Wayne. William and Mahlon Kirk, with

other assistants, were sent out from Maryland to

conduct the agricultural operations, and introduce

among the Indians such of the mechanic arts as

were suited to their condition. The Friends were

gaining fast upon the confidence of the Miamis,

until the traders, whiskey, and rum sellers, with

other bad men in the Indian country, began to

poison the minds of the Indians against their

best friends, for such were the Quakers; and the

benevolent enterprise was finally, after some

years given up, and the mission transfered to the

Shawanese of Ohio, and continued until their

final removal southwest of Missouri. The so-

ciety, at a very considerable expense, introduced

farming among the Shawanese; built them a grist

and saw mill, at Wapaghkonetta; and the writer

of these sheets was made the almoner of a female

jfriend in Ireland—whose name he was not per-

mitted to know—to the amount of one hundred

pounds sterling, to be expended in stock and im-

plements of agriculture among the Indians of his

agency, which trust he faithfully executed, send-

ing an account of the expenditure, with • suita-

ble address from the chiefs, through the hands of

the committee of Friends for Indian concerns at

Baltimore. Acts such as the preceding, with the

accounts transmitted through the Delawares of

the just and humane government of the Quakers

in Pennsylvania towards the primitive Indians,

has made them all repose great confidence in per-

sons of their society; and if I were young, in the

prime of my years, and once more placed in

the management of the Indians, I would take for

my assistants in the service none but Quakers,

and with such, and just men in the administra-

tion of the government, I would want no soldiers

to keep the Indians in subjection. See how the

Cherokees are distracted with interminable and

bloody feuds, by reason of Schermerhorn’s treaty,

made with about one tenth of the nation; and

with the knowledge of this fact, ratified by the

Senate and President of the United States. Al-

ready some of the best men in the nation have

been assassinated in consequence; and at this

moment the United S. dragoons are in the Chero-

kee country—Lieutenant Johnston, my own son

among them—hunting up the murderers and try-

ing to restore peace. The latter is impracticable:

the cause lies too deep—too much blood already

shed;—and all this by the unjust acts of the gen-

eral government, in wresting their country from

them under the solemn mockery of a treaty made

40

with a handful of irresponsible persons. And

now, amidst all the contentions for the acquisi-

tion of territory to the Union, already too large

for its good, no voice is raised in Congress to se-

cure to the natives a perpetual inheritance in the

soil. They are still to be creatures of a tempo-

rising policy, to be pushed back out of the way

as our race approaches them, until, as the Black

Hoof once remarked to myself in reference to

this matter,—“We will go any where you

please, if you will afterwards let us alone, but

we know from past experience, you will keep

driving us back until we reach the sea on the

other side of the Rocky Mountains, and then we

must jump off,”—meaning there would be no

country or home left for the Indians at last: and

does not our past and present policy towards tins

unhappy race but too clearly tend to confirm

these apprehensions.

In 1817, 1 was charged by Governor Cass with

the management of the Ohio and Indiana Indi-

ans, in bringing them to the treaty of Miami

rapids. I collected seven thousand, with which

we moved to the treaty ground. Much rain had

fallen on the way, and we were long on the

journey. Provisions became scarce; the hunters

were seldom successful in procuring game. Such

of the Indians as were not encumbered with

women and children, with myself and some of

the interpreters, left the main body, stating that

we would proceed on to a noted camping ground

in the prairie called the Big Hill and there await

the coming up of the main body; that when

we got all together we could consult and deter-

mine upon our future course of operations. In

a few days the whole were assembled at our en-

campment: a grand council held. The result was

that they did not intend leaving that place until

they made a sacrifice to the Great Spirit. I

urged in the council to omit this on the present

occasion; that we were then behind our time sev-

eral days; that wo were suffering for want of pro-

visions; that the commissioners of the United

States were anxiously waiting for us, as no busi-

ness could be done before our arrival; that plenty

awaited us the moment we reached the treaty

ground. The council decided that the Indians

could not leave the spot until they sacrificed ; and

requested mo to write to the Gov’r. their determi-

nation, and to ask for some things which they

needed to complete their arrangements for the

sacrifice: namely, tobacco, and some white mus-

lin to dress the priests. We wanted flour, meat,

and salt for provisioning our party, all of which

I wrote for;—distance to the treaty ground twen-

ty miles;

—

sent down runners, with horses suffi-

cient to bring back what was wanted. The com-

missioners, on the receipt of my communication ,

were indignant at the delay: would send us.noth'
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ing but the provisions—writing me positive or-

ders to bring the Indians on immediately; that

they could not wait the delay of their sacrifice.

The chiefs were called together, the commission-

ers’ letter read and explained, to which they in-

stantly replied, that they could not and would

not go to the treaty ground until after they sac-

rificed; that the Great Spirit would not aid them;

and that if they were not indulged in doing what

they had always been accustomed to do, on enter-

ing on any important business, they would forth-

with return home. The result was communica-

ted to the commissioners, with an earnest re-

quest, that the Indians should be indulged in

what they believed to be a conscientious duty;

that the articles wanted might be sent up; that I

would hurry the arrangement. The commission-

ers finally assented to my request, and forwarded

the articles ordered. The Indians held their sacri-

fice, after which we proceeded in a body to the

treaty; remained on the ground six weeks; pro-

cured a large cession of country, and all of us

white men connected with the service, elated with

our success. All Northwestern Ohio Was at this

time ceded to the United States. The greatest

opposition was experienced from the Wyandotts,

who by the cession were cut off from the lake

shore, and placed sixty miles interior. They re-

served a spot of one hundred and sixty acres on

Sandusky Bay, for a camping place in their oc-

casional journyes to visit their friends in Canada.

The attachment of the Wyandotts was ardent for

their native country. The night they agreed to

give it up many of the chiefs shed tears.

During the war of 1812, Gen. Harrison had his

head quarters part of the time at Piqua, and oc-

casionally sojourned with his staff at my log

cabin. There was but one fire place in the house,

chimney of cat and clay—a phrase well known to

backwoodsmen,—and in the cold weather the

family and guests made quite a circle. The

women, in cooking the supper, were often com-

pelled to step over the feet of the General and his

aids; and then at bed time such a backwoods

scene! The floor would be covered with blan-

kets, cloaks, buffalo robes, and such articles as

travelers usually carry with them for the purpose

of camping out. No one ever looked for a bed

in those times. It was not unusual for twenty

and thirty persons to lodge with us for a night.

The Indians frequently were of the number.

Missionaries of all denominations, Catholics and

Protestants, were alike welcomed. We lived on

the extreme verge of the frontier, where travelers

could no where else find accommodations. We
obeyed to the letter the injunction of the Apos-

tle—given to hospitality I was some times cen-

sured by my protestant friends for entertaining

catholic priests. This proceeded from an un- *

happy spirit, end chiefly the result of ignorance,

and produced no difference with myself or that

excellent woman who shared so largely in all my
labours growing out of those troublesome times.

The Ministers of Jesus Christ of whatever name,

always found the latch string of our cabin door

—as the lamented Harrison said to the old soldier

—“hanging out.” My aged mother lived with

me at the time. On the General taking leave of

us, setting out for the north, he asked for garden

seeds. The old woman immediately took him up

by saying—what do you want with a garden; are

you not going right on to retake Detroit, and

drive the British out of Canada. The General

knew full well he could do nothing effectual to-

wards the reconquest of Michigan without the

co-operation of Commodore Perry, and his fleet

was not yet ready to go on the lake.

On several occasions during the war I was re-

quested by the General to copy his confidential

communications to the war department. I am
not at liberty, even at this late day, to disclose

any part of that correspondence; but I may nev-

ertheless be permitted to say, in justice to my old

and valued friend, that in the prosecution of the

war, he was often thwarted in his designs by the

secretary of the department; and that this was

especially the case while Gen. Armstrong presi-

ded over it—a functionary who did the greatest

injustice to Gen. Harrison, and in the end was

the occasion of his retiring from the command of

the army. He could not serve in justice to his

own honour under such a man. His slandereus

history, put forth pending the contest for the

Presidency in 1839, and for the purpose of effect-

ing the prospects of Gen. Harrison, failed of its

object, and only proved the malice and premedi-

tated baseness and hatred of the author. And
Mr. C. J. Ingersoll has lately thought it his duty

to put forth another history of the war to traduce

and vilify the illustrious dead. He has, however,

received so many severe rebukes from distin-

guished living witnesses, as to render the work

totally harmless as a chronicler of the truth. It

is not very extraordinary that a man who boasted

that if he had lived in the days of the revolution

he would have been a tory, should delight in

slandering him in whose veins flowed some of the

best blood of the patriots and sages of that mem-
orable struggle.

Duelling.

The absurdity of duelling has been pointed out

in a thousand ways. There is one feature of it,

however, which is supremely ridiculous—the tri-

vial and even ludicrous provocations which in

many cases have instigated such meetings.

Col. Montgomery was shot in a duel which was

owing to a dispute between the merits of two
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dogs. Capt. Ramsay lost his life because he

would not relinquish his servant to brother offi-

cer. Lieut. Featherstone last his on a recruit.

The father of Lawrence Stone was shot owing to

a difficulty respecting a goose.

Col. D , who was an Irishman, challenged

a brother officer because he smiled incredulously,

when D told him he had seen an acre of an-

chovies in a field near Smyrna. They met, twice

exchanged shots without injury, and were about

to fire a third time, when the Colonel, suddenly

recollecting himself, exclaimed, was it anchovies

I said? by it was capers I meant. This, of

course, settled the difficulty, which might have

cost one or more lives.

Captain Smith was challenged for merely ask-

ing his opponent to partake of a second goblet.

General Barry, for declining to take a pinch of

snuff; and Major McDermot for doing the same

with a glass of wine, although he pleaded on the

spot that it always made his headache: and Lieu-

tenant Crowther lost his life in a duel because he

had been refused admittance into a club of pigeon

shooters.

I do not recollect, however, anything which

places the ridicule of its practice in a stronger

light, than an incident which took place some

years since in Cincinnati. I was acquainted with

the parties and can vouch for the facts. The cir-

cumstance occurred at a period when duelling,

although rare, occasionally took place here.

Mr. L , a young man of th&finest honoura-

ble feelings, was told that a certain young gen-

tleman on Main street, was the author of a com-

munication in a newspaper of that day, which

Mr. L. considered an aspersion on his character.

Fired with indignation, he repaired to the resi-

dence of the reputed author, and finding him at

the door, in spite of all explanation, remonstrance,

and resistance of his victim, inflicted on him an

unmerciful cowhiding.

A few days after, the real offender came to

light* and L
,
feeling it his duty to make an

apology for his mistake, called upon the young
man Le had chastised, and acknowledged his er-

ror., .said he was sorry for what had passed, that

he here no malice in the case; and if that expla-

nation was not perfectly satisfactory, he should

hold himself ready and willing to afford the usual

and proper satisfaction on the Kentucky shore, if

a call for that purpose was made.

I forget how the matter terminated. It was
certainly not by the meeting in Kentucky, L.’s

antagonist probably thinking a cowhiding past

was less unpleasant than a bullet lodging in his

carcase might prove. One thing I do remember,

that I censured L. very freely for his conduct,

and was surprised to find most persons disposed

to justify it. “ What more could he do than

offer satisfaction?” said they. “ It was but a

mistake on his part at first.”

The Rffasomc Slatl.

This fine edifice stands- at the northeast cor-

ner of Walnut and Third streets, occupying a

front of one hundred and fifteen feet on its south-

ern, and sixty-six feet on its western expo-

sure, and is eighty feet high from the pave-

ment to the top ©f the angle buttress. It was

erected at an expense of thirty thousand dollars,

and its appropriate furniture and decorations will

cost, when completed, five thousand more. It is

in the castellated style of the Gothic architecture

of the Elizabethan era. The lower story is parti-

tioned into eight store rooms, three of which,

adjacent to Walnut street, will be occupied by

the Cincinnati post office.

The front is divided by buttresses two feet face,

and eight inches projection. These buttresses

run above the battlements, the tops of which are

finished with openings in the ancient castle style.

The windows to the principal hall are sixteen

feet high, and are divided by a heavy centre mul-

lion and cross rail, making four parts in each.

Each window is surmounted by a hood of fine

cut stone. The windows of the third story are

nearly of the same size, order, and finish. At

each end of the building on the south front, two

of the buttresses are elevated a few feet above the

centre, and returned an the west front the same

distance. Each angle of the west front, is made

to correspond with each angle of the south front.

The centre of the west front is gabled; in the cen-

tre of which is a shield, with an inscription bear-

ing the name of the building and date of its erec-

tion, together with the era of masonry. An iron

balcony surrounds the buildings on a level with

the floor of the main hall in the second story.

This is designed for public assemblies, and is one

of the most spacious in Cincinnati, being fifty-one

by one hundred and twelve feet fronting west,

and twenty-three feet high, with, an orchestra on

the east end. The ceiling and coxnice of this hall

are finished in the richest style.

The third story is designed as a hall, for the

use of the several lodges of the city, together with

the chapter, council, and encampment, and will

be eighty by fifty-one feet on the floor, and twen-

ty feet in height. There are various passages,

antechambers, and committee rooms, which fill

up the residue of this story. The chapter room

proper, is fifty-one by twenty-eight feet. The
finish of these rooms, especially the ceilings and

cornices, are truly elaborate. The exterior of

the edifice is to be rough cast, and the roof will be

slate.

The furniture of the chapter room is of ma-

hogany, with Gothic open panel work, on a rich
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crimson satin ground. That of the Masonic Hall

is of bronzed work of the same character, except-

ing that the satin is of mazarine blue. The car-

pets are of ingrain, of the best quality of Mosaic

work pattern, with tessellated borders. Seven

splendid Gothic chandeliers ornament the various

halls—these will be lighted with gas.

The entrance to the public hall is from Third

street—that to the ?dasonic Hall, on Walnut
street.

There are various rooms for dressing, and re-

freshment purposes, which communicate with the

public hall, and render it the most convenient

place ill the city for holding public dinners, &c.

Narrative ofJohn Hudson,

A Revolutionary Soldier, and now resident in

Cincinnati .

—

No. 4.

Captain Matchem accordingly fired his field

piece, which was a twelve pounder. The ball,

however, had been directed too low, and struck

the bottom of the embrasure. He then corrected

his aim and threw the second shot, which struck

the mouth of his enemy’s cannon, in rather an
oblique direction, commencing a breach about

eighteen inches from the muzzle of the piece, and

tore oft its side for that distance. This I had the

curiosity and opportunity to ascertain exactly, af-

ter the surrender of the place. The fire thus

qpened from the battery, served as a signal to tho

French on the left, who commenced firing from
their whole train of artillery. I was informed
by competent persons at the time, that the com-
bined forces were prepared to fire as much as

sixty shot, or shells, at a volley, in less time than

once every minute, and frequently did so. In-

side the walls of Yorktown, and visible above
those walls, were several frame buildings, which
soon were battered to pieces under the allied fire,

the shattered fragments flying in all directions,

and killing and wounding by their fall, without
doubt, numbers of the British troops.

South of the town, and at the left wing of the

French forces, the ground rose up into land of

considerable height, where the enemy had several

out posts, one of which, and the largest, annoyed
the French excessively, destroying the lives of

numbers in their lines. In consequence of this

the commanders-in-chief decided to carry them
at the point of the bayonet, which was accom-
plished by the French grenadiers, who bore in

this service the hand grenades, from which that

species of troops derive their title, and which they

only employ when about to storm an entrench-

ment. These grenades are bombs in miniature

They are about the size of a mock orange, and
being carried to the ground in the haversacs of

the grenadiers are hurled in showers into the

works, as their assailants advance. On the same

night the Marquis de la Fayette

,

with the Ameri-

can troops, stormed the walls of the town in front

of Matchem’s battery. The Marquis and his

party obtained possession of the British guns,

which were immediately turned upon their own
defences, and kept in the hands of the storming

force until daylight enabled the enemy to concen-

tre their troops and drive the assailants off. The

ordinary narrative of the siege of Yorktown con-

denses the whole history of it into this bloody and

eventful night, as though that period embraced

every event of importance in that campaign; but

this is not the fact, for from the opening of our

works by the first fire from the battery of Capt.

Matchem, on the 4th or 5th October, there was

an incessant cannonading kept up on both sides,

which lasted until the evening of the 19th Octo-

ber, when the surrender took place.

Such was the vivacity of both attack and de-

fence of Yorktown, that between the flashes

from the guns and from the fuses of the shells, it

was rendered light enough for us to attend to all

necessary work during any portion of night,

through the vvhole period of fifteen days which I

have alluded to.

One night during the siege a major of the 4dd

regiment, sallied out on the besiegers with his

command of several hundreds, and actually cap-

tured one of the French batteries, spiking their

guns. By this time the whole line had taken the

alarm, and he met with so warm a reception, tha

he was glad to regain the town, with such of his

troops as he was not obliged to leave behind in

dead and wounded upon the field.

After this, and as a consequence of this inci-

dent, we had a piquet guard placed in advance of

our batteries, and just under the muzzle of the

enemy’s guns. I was myself one of that guard

one night. We had double centinels placed all

along under the line of the British works, who

were stationed each with one knee to the ground

and the gun cocked lying on the other, our hail

being to give three smart taps on our cartouch

boxes. Our instructions were to fire instantly

when the same signal was not repeated. Those

taps resembled greatly the flapping of the wings

of the turkey buzzard, which abounded from the

number of the unburied dead lying in the

neighbourhood, and would have been ascribed by

the enemy to these birds, if the din of the cannon

had permitted the signal, during any interval of

their discharges, to be heard and noticed.

During the siege there had been remarked con-

spicuously a large house, built of white marble,

which Capt. Matchem had spared, knowing it to

be the property of Gen. Hugh Nelson, whose es-

tate lay in the neighbourhood. The General, on

his arrival, which took place a few days after, in-

quired why he did not fire on that building.
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Matchem accordingly gave the reason. Never

mind my property, replied the Gen. ; rap away at it.

Matchem then fired one ball, which made its way
through the house. Where the ball entered, it

made a small breach, but where it came out it forc-

ed a very large opening. After the surrender, I

learned that there were a number of the British

officers had made it their quarters, but they aban-

doned it as soon as this shot was fired, fearing

more would follow. But this was the first and

the last, as I distinctly recollect.

Lord Cornwallis, finding that he had no pros-

pect of obtaining relief from Sir Henry Clinton,

determined finally to surrender, which he did on

the evening of the 19th October. On the 20th,

we marched into Yorktown, and relieved the

British guard there. On the 21st, the enemy’s

troops marched out and laid down their arms.

On the 22d, they were marched off* with a heavy

escort, for Lancaster, Pennsylvania. On the 23d,

as I was informed, the Marquis de la Fayette em-

barked for France, to carry tidings of the wel-

come event which was then generally supposed

the close of the revolutionary struggle.

Our army staid at Yorktown until cold weath-

er set in, for the purpose of leveling the works.

We found hundreds of shells which had not ex-

ploded, from the circumstance of the fuse falling

undermost,in which case they do not go off. These

^Tve gathered up in wagons, and put them on

"board vessels to take to Gen. Greene, who was

still carrying on the war in South Carolina.

There was a oarty of French prisoners who had

gathered up a four horse wagon load of these

shells. By some .mismangement, not easily ex-

plained, an explosion took place, which tore the

wagon to fragments; killed the horses, and twelve

of the Frepchmen employed in the service. I

saw these twelve men neatly laid out in a mar-

quee all in a row with white linen burial clothes.

This would not have been done for them, or any

one else, during the progress of i‘he sige.

The Cincinnati College.

This is a modern edifice of the Grecian Doric or-

der, with pilaster fronts, and facade of Dayton

marble. It occupies the scite of the former col-

lege, which building was destroyed some time

since by fire; being on the east side of Walnut,

between Fourth and Fifth streets. It is of three

stories, exclusive of an attic, the whole front be-

ing one hundred and forty feet front by one hun-

dred in depth, and sixty in height. The edifice

was commenced in April last, and will be fin-

ished in the course of April next; at a cost of

$35,000.

The ground story in front is divided into eight

spacious rooms for stores. In the rear of these

are three spacious halls, originally intended for

the Temperance Societies, being respectively 40

by 19, 40 by 35, and 40 by 60. The front range

on the second floor is designed for the accommo-

dation of the Young Mens’ Library Association

and Merchants’ Exchange and Reading Rooms.

The exchange will be 45 by 59; the reading and

library rooms each 45 by 29. There is also a

room 14 by 16 for the use of the directors. In

the rear of these will be the great hall of the build-

ing for public meetings of the citizens, which will

be one of the finest rooms in the city, being 136

long by 50 feet broad and 31 feet high.

The various study and recitation rooms appro-

priate to the college itself are in the third story,

and occupy a space of 45 by 136 feet, being the

whole length of the building.

The attic is subdivided into a gallery for the

academy of fine arts,. 59 by 25, a room for chemi-

cal and philosophical apparatus, and the lecture

room of the law school connected with the col-

lege. Fourteen spacious offices occupy the en-

tire range in the rear.

The whole will be thoroughly lighted by gas,

and is properly ventilated with suitable passages

and openings, and an ample amount of daylight

secured in the rear for the benefit of the rooms

and offices which face in that direction.

The entire building is roofed in the most sub-

stantial manner; is finished with projecting stone

cornice, and will be surmounted with a cupola

modeled on a design taken from the tower of the

winds at Athens.

One million of brieks, besides a large quantity

of building and ornamental stone, has been em-

ployed in the construction of this edifice.

The Covington Bridge.

A bridge over the Ohio, to connect Covington

with our city, is exciting great interest, and at the

the same time no little controversy and prejudice.

For myself I have no hesitation in expressing a

favourable opinion of the project, if it shall prove

that a suspension bridge without piers can be con-

structed for the general convenience. But I

should deem it unwise to risk the safety of

our landings, and freedom from obstruction to

the Ohio channel by the erection of piers in the

river.

The following, which is copied from the

“Union,” of the 10th, is more to the point than

any thing I can write. I must, however, cor-

rect Mr. Rocbling on the width of the Ohio,

which has been ascertained to be over eight hun-

dred yards—double the breadth he assigns it.

We have been shown a letter addressed to a

highly respectable citizen here—from John A.

Roebling, Esq.—the architect of the new Monon-
gahela suspension bridge—from which we make
an extract, below. In the opinion of Mr. Roe-

blirg, the project of a bridge across the Ohio, at
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the point proposed, seems clearly feasible—and
we give place to such portions of the letter, as

will be interesting to our citizens—and those who
feel an interest in the success of the undertaking.
The letter dates at

—

Pittsburgh, Jan. 31, 1845.

A Wire Suspension Bridge can be constructed
at Cincinnati, which would span the Ohio, in

one single arch, leave the river entirely unob-
structed, form a perfectly safe communication
with the Kentucky side at all seasons of the

year, prove the best paying stock, and the same
time, a

,
great ornament to the city, and one of

the most remarkable works of modern engineer-
ing. A span of 1200 feet, (which I believe is the

width of the river at the contemplated site,) is

perfectly practicable, and far within safe limits

of the capacity of well constructed Wire Cables.

The size of the cables, and other means applied,

must of course be in proportion. The distance

from the ends of the approaches to the centre of

the river would be sufficient to admit of a gen-
eral ascent .of, say forty feet. Add to this the

height of the abutments of, say from fifty to sixty

feet, and you have a height of ninety to one hun-
dred feet above -the river, sufficient to dear steam-
boats at a high stage of water.

If economy were a great object, two piers

might be resorted, for the support of a centre
span, of six to seven hundred feet, and two end
spans of lesser dimensions. But I for one, would
say, do not obstruct “ La belle riviere”—there is

i but one in the world.

The Monongahela Suspension Bridge was open-
ed to-day for wagons, and was literally covered
with teams from one end to the other, without
showing any signs of the fever and ague

$

it proves
more steady and firm than a wooden bridge;—it

will present a very pretty appearance when en-
tirely finished. I am yours,

Very respectfully,

John a. roebling.

Legal flrigeisuily.

A farmer attending a fair with a hundred
pounds in his pocket, took the precaution of de-

positing it in the hands of the landlord of the

public house at which he stopped. Having occa-

sion for it shortly afterwards, he resorted to mine
host for the bailment, but the landlord, too deep

for the countryman, wondered what hundred he
meant, and was quite sure that no such sum had
been left in his hands by the astonished rustic.

After ineffectual appeals to the recollection, and
finally to the honour of mine host, the farmer ap-

plied to Curran for advice.

“ Have patience, my friend,” said the counsel-

lor—“ speak to the landlord civilly, and tell him
you might have left your money with some other

person. Take a friend with you, and leave with
him another hundred in the presence of your
friend, and come to me.”
He did so, and returned to his legal friend.

And now, sir, I don’t see how I am to be bet-

iter off for this, if I get my second hundred again;

but how is that to be done?”
“ Go and ask him for it when he is alone,” asid

the counsellor.
“ Ay, sir, but asking won’t do, I’m afraid, with-

out my witness at any rate.”
“ Never mind, take my advice,” said the coun-

sellor, “ do as I bid you and return to me.”
The farmer returned with his hundred, glad to

i5nd them safe in his possession.

“ Now, sir, I must be content, but I don^f see

I’m much better off.”

“Well then,” said the counsellor, “now take
your friend with you and ask the landlord for the

hundred pounds your friend saw you leave witli

him.”
We need not add that the wily landlord found

that he had been taken of his guard, while our
honest farmer returned to thank his counsel, ex-

ultinglv, with both hundreds in his pocket.

I'ork Packing.

The putting up of Pork has been so impor-

tant a branch of business in our city, for five-

and twenty years, as to have constituted its

largest item of manufacture, and acquired for

it the soubriquet of Porkopolis. Requiring, as

it does, in the various processes, from the kill-

ing of the hogs, to their being finally made ready

for shipment, a great extent of room in the

Pork houses, there are few things which make a

more vivid impression on the visitor, who sees

Cincinnati for the first time, than the magnitude

and extent of the various buildings connected

with this business; many of them with four sto-

ries, extensive fronts, and reaching in depth from

street to street. If he should be here during the

packing, and especially the forwarding season of

the article, he becomes bewildered in the attempt

to follow, with the eye and the memory, the va-

rious and successive processes he has witnessed,

in the putting up; and the apparently intermina-

ble rows of drays, which in great numbers, and

from early dawn to dark, are filling the streets

leading to the river, and the immense surface of

ground on the side walks, on lower floors of

stores, and on the public landing, occupied with

pork barrels, bacon hogsheads, and lard kegs.

Our pork business is the largest in the world,

not even excepting Cork, or Belfast, in Ireland,

which puts up and exports immense amounts in

that line; and the stranger who visits Cincinnati

during the season of cutting and packing hogs,

should, on no account, neglect making a visit to

one or more slaughter houses, and pork packing

establishments in the city.

It may appear remarkable in considering the

facility for putting up pork which many other

points in Illinois, Indiana, Ohio and Kentucky

possess, in their greater contiguity to the neigh-

bourhoods which produce the hogs, and other ad-

vantages which are palpable, that so large an

amount of this business is engrossed at Cincin-

nati. It must be observed, however, that the raw

material in this business—the hog—constitutes 80

per cent, of the value when ready for sale, and

being always paid for in cash, such heavy dis-

bursements are required in large sums, and at a

day’s notice, that the necessary capital is not

readily obtainable elsewhere in the west, than

here. Nor in an article, which in the process of
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curing,Trans great risks from sadden changes of

weather, can the packer protect himself, except

where there are ample means in extensive sup-

plies of salt, and any necessary force of coopers,

or labourers, to put on in case of emergency, or

disappointment in previous arrangements. More
than all, the facilities of turning to account in

various manufactures, or as articles of food in a

dense community, what cannot be disposed of to

profit elsewhere, renders hogs, to the Cincinnati

packer, worth ten per cent, more than they will

command at any other point in the Mississippi

valley.

The following table serves to show the pro-

gress of this business since it first became of suf-

ficient importance to preserve its statistics:

1832

1833

1834

1835

1836

1837

1838

1839

1840

1841

1842

1843

1844

1845

85,000

123.000

162.000

123.000

103.000

182.000

190.000

95,000

160.000

220,000

250.000

240.000

173.000

275.000

The value of the pork put up in 1840, was

$3,208,790. It will exceed $5,000,000 the pres-

year.

As a specimen of the amazing activity which

characterizes all the details of packing, cutting,

&c., here, it may be stated that two hands, in one

of our pork houses, in less than thirteen hours,

-cut up eight hundred and fifty hogs, averaging

over three hundred pounds each, two others pla-

cing them on the block for the purpose. All

these hogs were weighed singly on scales, in the

•course of eleven hours. Another had trimmed the

hams—seventeen hundred pieces, in Cincinnati

style, as fast as they were separated from the

carcases. The hogs were thus cut up and dispo-

sed of at the rate of more than one to the minute.

It may be added that this is very little better than

the ordinary day’s work at the pork houses.

A Paris Jokc»

A rich and very avaricious capitalist of Paris,

returned home one evening after having spent the

afternoon as usual at his club. To his astonish-

ment he saw the staircase decorate < with splen-

did exotics; the upholsterers had taken pos-

session of his apartments and had arranged

throughout the most tasteful decorations.

—

“What does this mean?” cried the rentier in

surprise. “ These are preparations for a bali

which Monsieur gives this evening.” “I? a

bail!” The upholsterer exhibited the written

order, which was in an unknown hand; it was a

complete mystification. While the rentier was
yet beside himself, came the confectioner, with a

train of tarts and ices; champaign bottles were
already standing in close batteries before the side-

board; cold edibles stood ready in great baskets,,

and to complete his embarrassment, Musard, the

son, appeared at the head of a powerful orches-

tra. The guests were not long in coming, and
the rentier was compelled to put a good face upon
the joke. The supper was delicious; the poor
man received a thousand flatteries about his good
taste; and the next day paid the bills to avoid a

suit, which would have made him the talk of

Paris.

fjife in Mississippi*

The hotels at Jackson are celebrated for sump-
tuous entertainments, but instead of printed bills

of fare, they call out every dish with a loud voice,

frequently giving the price and history of their

dishes. For instance, at the Mansion House, a
negro boy takes a prominent position in the hall,

and after the guests are all seated he begins:

—

Fresh butter, costs thirty cents per pound; eggs,

fried, boiled, and scrambled; biscuit made from
the best St. Louis flour and costs eight dollars per
barrel; spare ribs, genuine Berkshire spare ribs,

south-down mutton chops, we use no other kind
at the Mansion House; if any gentleman at

breakfast wishes to buy some, let him write to

Col. C., of Adams county, who furnishes these.

Venison from the free state of Rankin, &c. &c.
At McMakin’s, the polite General discharges

this duty himself, and when seated for dinner he
begins:—Roast beef, roast mutton, roast turkey,

boiled ham, boiled mutton, McMakin’s ducks,
Philip’s potatoes, Scott county peas; after which
comes old fashioned peach pies, buttermilk,

sweet milk, cheese, crackers and molasses. Gen-
tlemen don’t neglect my liquors. Gentlemen we
are a great people.

CORRESPONDENCE.
Cincinnati, Feb. 23, 1846.

Mr. Chas. Cist:

—

I was greatly interested, as doubtless others

were, in your article, published a few weeks since,

on the important bearing which the gallant de-

fence, in 1814, of the privateer, Gen. Armstrong,

in the harbour of Faval,had upon the issue of the

battle of New Orleans, and the safety of that city

which was its result. But the narrative had an

additional interest from the circumstances con-

nected with the subject of that vessel, which I

shall proceed to narrate.

So brave and spirited an action, in which a

force so superior was defeated, with the loss of

nearly three hundred, killed and wounded, on the

the part of the assailants, while our gallant coun-

trymen lost only seven, killed and wounded,

made an extraordinary impression among the

Portuguese residing at that port, and filled the

Americans therewith patriotic pride. When the

termination of the war soon after, rendered pri-

vateering obsolete, our Consul at Faval, Mr.

Dabney, obtained the piivateer's figure head, an
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effigy of 'General Armstrong in uniform and in-

stalled it in his garden, where it crowned ail arch

in the 1 centre, every successive 4th of July As a

part 6f the paraphernalia of the day, it was

decked with flowers and evergreens. There, en-

compassed by our national flag in festoons

around it, the head made a conspicuous figure

in the eyes of the Portuguese, who regarded it

that Of the American patron saint* and the 4th

of July as the saint’s day, Americans and na-

tives drinking the General’s health with great

gusto. The natives considering this as the only

®aint we have in the calendar. P.

Atnkiguoiss Complimcssf.

The following appeared in the Nashville Or-

thopolitan:—

“We, the undersigned, passengers on board

the steamer Felix Grundy, subscribe our names
to this certificate, of the good behaviour of the

chambermaid Jane. We found her kind and at-

tentive to the wishes of the passengers, and prompt
on all occasions to gratify their wants.”

Thirteen names were signed to the bottom of

the card.

A Valuable Slave.

A hill passed the Legislature emancipating, by
desire of his master, a servant named Horace
King, belonging to Mr. John Goodwin, of Russell

county.
The servant, says the Montgomery Journal

,

is well known for his intelligence and skill as a
mechanic, which is displayed in many of thb im-
portant bridges in this section. He has been very
valuable and faithful to his master; and it was
stated in the Legislature, he had earned for him
*ome seventy-five or eighty thousand dollars. IJis

master has reiwsbd fifteen thousand dollars for him.

—-Mobile Herald.

Chronological Table.

Feb. 25th.—Sir Christopher Wren, died, 1723.

26th.—Napoleon escaped from Elba, 1815.

27th.—Dr. Arbuthnot, died, 1735.

28th.—Montaigne, born, 1533.

March 1st—St. David’s Day.

2d.—John Wesley, died, 1791. DeWitt
Clinton, born, 1769.

3d.—Boileau, died, 1711. Otway, born,

1631.

The West.
A few weeks ago a well known master me-

chanic of Louisville, Ky., who was sojourning at
the Tremont House, in Boston, walked into the
dining room at the summons of the bell, and see-
ing in the long row of chairs one that was turned
up against the table, to indicate that it was ap-
propriated to some particular individual, he de-
liberately took it and commenced his dinner. In
about five minutes, a young dandy, in whiskers
and moustache, walked up behind him, and re-

marked in a supercilious tone

—

£ Sir, you have
got my plate.” “ Have I?” said Jim, carelessly,

“ well, you are perfectly welcome to it,” hand-
ing his empty soup-plate over his shoulder. A
loud laugh ensued, and the man in the moustache
beat a very precipitate retreat.

The Farmer’s Progress.

1776.

Man to the plough,
Wife to the cow,
Girl to the yarn,
Boy to the barn,

And all dues were netted.

1837.
Man a mere show,
Girl piano,

Wife, silk, satin,

Boy, Greek, Latin,

And all hands Gazetted.

1845.
Man all in debt*

Wifes in a pet,

Boys mere muscles,

Girls snuff and bustles,

And every one cheated.

Almanac and Picture of Cincinnati,—1846*

A neat and portable volume bearing this title,

has just made its appearance at the publishing es-

tablishment of Robinson & Jones, having recent-

ly issued from the press.

It embraces a description of the city, compre-

hending its public institutions and edifices, busi-

ness operations, city government, courts of jus-

tice, business directory, periodicals, and a great

variety of useful and interesting matter not easi-

ly reducible to heads, furnishing a great amount

of useful intelligence to our own citizens and a

guide book to strangers, which exists in no other

shape.

I extract, as specimens of the publication, two

or three articles from that department of the work

which is made up of my contributions. They
will be found under the heads, “ The Masonie

Hall,” “The Cincinnati College,” and “Pork

Packing.”

An Almanac for reference and one for memo-
randa, form a valuable department of the “ Pic-

ture of Cincinnati,” which is also illustrated by

a new and accurate map of the city.

“ You told me, neighbour Twist* when I paid

Tim Doolittle in advance, on his promising to

work for me in haying time, that I should find

him as good as his word.” “ To be sure I did, for

I always knew his word was good for nothing!”

OJSITtTARV.

John D. Craig, L. D. D., a man who has devoted his

energies, time and resources, to the cultivation here of a

taste for natural science and philosophy to a remarkable

degree, in days when we had few individuals in Cincin-

nati to render such services, closed a long life of useful-

ness, at Philadelphia, on the 25th ult., at the age of 80.

He was to a great extent the founder of the Ohio Me-

chanics’ Institute.
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A New Church in Texas.

Our pork and flour dealers whose business car-

ries them up Sycamore street to the Canal, have

doubtless noticed the handsome improvement

which has transformed the well known Black

Bear Tavern, kept for many years by our re-

spected fellow citizen, Isaac Marchent
,
from an

old fashioned frame, into a spacious and extensive

brick hotel, hardly surpassed any where for

beauty and convenience. Our friend Marchent

still commands the post, and the time honored

Black Bear yet occupies his station as guardian

to the establishment. Being well aware that the
;

frame tenements of Cincinnati, as fast as they
j

give way to brick buildings, generally emigrate

to Texas
, I kept a bright look out for Fort Mar-

cheat during my late explorations of the Eighth

Ward, and had nearly completed it, without re-

cognizing the emigrant. Finally, however, it

!

made its appearance at the corner of Clinton and I

Laurel streets, but in so changed an exterior that
|

nothing but my long acquaintanceship enabled

me to recognize it. The whole establishment

had been remodeled and repainted in and outside, I

a neat cupola now crowned its gable front, and
j

rendered it obvious that it was being converted
I

to some public purposes. The Clinton street
j

front I found fitted up for a Temperance hall; the

rear and out building constituting a family dwel-

ling, and the upper part of the building had un-

dergone the necessary change to fit it for a

Church, by taking out all above the second story

and putting up a suitable dome. All this was so

neatly and appropriately done as to take me by

surprise. The building is amply lighted and ven-

tilated, and is of dimensions sufficiently lofty and

spacious for religious services. The whole ex-

pense of the enterprize is nine hundred dollars,

and as the ground rent is but twenty dollars per

annum, the congregation is at a rent,^calcula-

ting interest on their disbursement—of but seven-

ty-five dollars per annum. To meet this and

afford a revenue to defray other expenses, they

rent the dwelling and Temperance hall for one

hundred and eighty-five dollars yearly.

I .have read of Theatres being converted into

Churches, and Distilleries into Temperance halls.

Here is a tavern transformed into a temple for

the promotion both of morality and piety. The

bar where ardent spirits were sold and drank, be-

comes the stand for the lecturer on total absti-

nence; and the second story, as in apostolic days,

is made an “ upper room” for devotional purposes,

capable of holding as many as in that period con-

stituted the whole church of Christ.

Here is an example of the extensive good which

may be accomplished at comparatively trifling

expense by a few energetic public spirited men.

41

I should add that this is denominationally an

Episcopalian enterprize. I wish them all success,

and that they may stimulate other religious per-

suasions to “ go and do likewise.”

As an out post of civilization and Christianity

on the extreme borders of our city, I take the

deeper interest in this movement. This church

must be nearly two miles from our first house of

worship, then the centre of Cincinnati.

Thrilling Adventure.

I had just turned over in my berth, in hopes to

resume a very pleasant dream, the thread of which
had been broken by some noise on deck, and was
about closing my senses to external delight, when
a Cry of “ Sail ho!” caused me to jump up, and
make haste on deck. I met Mr. Tompkins in the

gangway, coming down to call me. “ Where is

she sir?”
“ On the lee beam.”
“ A ship?”
“ No sir, I believe a schooner, but I can’t make

her out.”
“ Steward, hand up my glass.”

The day had scarcely dawned, and by the grave
and uncertain light, unassisted by the glass, I

could only make out an object, but the moment
I put my telescope to her, I saw she was a schoon-

er with raking masts, standing to the westward,
with a square sail set. We were heading south,

close hauled, with a light air from the eastward,

momentarily expecting the Trade Winds. As
the day dawned more perfectly, and we were
perceived by the stranger, his square sail came in

and he hauled his wind with such celerity, that

I did not hesitate to pronounce him a slaver or a

pirate, which indeed, are synonymous terms in

blue waters.

“Call all hands, Mr. Tompkins; hoist our col-

ours.”
“ Ay, ay, sir.”

The stranger showed Portuguese colours in re-

ply to ours. This did not relieve the anxiety

which had seized on me the moment I had a fair

view of the schooner, for that nation was still ac-

tively engaged in the slave trade, and we were
just in the track of outward bound vessels to the

coast of Africa and the Cape de Verd Islands, al-

so where they often stop to refresh and refit.

Our crew consisting of only two men, besides of-

ficers, cook and steward, were soon mustered aft.

“ I have called you, my boys,” said I, “ to state

my intentions in regard to that vessel to leeward,

which I suspect to be a rogue. We will pre-

pare for as stout a resistance as possible. If he
is honest, I can see by your actions which of you
I can really depend upon, and there will be noth-

ing lost; and if a rogue, we must take it for

granted that, if we give up like cowards, we shall

have our throats cut; and as this is to be our fate

whether we resist or not if he boards us, let us
make up our minds to sell our lives as dearly as

possible; and remember men, one man devoted
to a good cause is able to beat off a dozen enga-
ged in robbery and murder.” They gave a sim-
ultaneous shout of approbation in good spirits.

It was now broad daylight, and we could plain-

ly perceive that the stranger gained to wind-
ward, though he dropped astern a little, render-

ing it somewhat doubtful whether he was supe-

rior to us in sailing. Our good bark was repu-

ted a first-rate sailor on the wind in her best
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trim; but Bhe was pretty deeply laden with a full

cargo of cotton bale goods, and about one hun-

dred thousand dollars in specie, and it could not

be supposed that we could sail with a clipper

schooner on the wind or in any other way. Our
ship’s armament consisted of two six pounders,

twelve muskets, and the same number of boarding

pikes, and a brace or two of pistols; my private

armament consisted of a good rifle, a large duck-

ing-gun, a double barrelled- Joe Manton, a pair of

duelling pistols capable of discharging six balls in

as many seconds; and I accounted myself a good

shot with all of them.
At eight o’clock it was nearly calm, the chase

about two miles on the lee quarter, and heading

directly for us.

Mr. Tompkins was a six footer, a real down
east Yankee, who had been mate of the Ark, for

all I knew, and was equal to any man in that ca-

pacity, although he might be taken for twenty
years of age, if seen going aloft; there were peo-

ple who had known him at least that time as chief

mate. He had always obeyed orders promptly,

never failed to have an answer ready, and exact-

ed from all under him the same prompt and strict

obedience that he paid to his superior officer.

—

My crew were all active young men, and the

cook (or Doctor, as he was called,) was a real

specimen of a first-rate runaway Virginia slave;

he could cook as well as he could fiddle, and on
Saturday night he would amuse all hands by a

tale of a ’possum hunt or a deer drive. Having
now described our crew, our vessel, and all we
knew of the stranger, 1 will hasten to put the pa-

tient reader in possession of the facts for which
he is anxiously looking. My orders were as fol-

lows, and they were obeyed in as short a time as

I shall take to write them:
“Mr. Tompkins, load the small arms, one ball

and four buckshot in each; look to the flints;

also loaa the great guns with round and can-

ister.”

“Ay, ay, sir.”

“ Doctor, put two iron bolts in the fire, and

keep them red hot, and fill your coppers with

boiling water.”

“Mr. Turner, muster all the hats and pea-

jackets, and stick one on each handspike near

about the ports; it will make him think that we
are well manned; and trice up all the ports, sir,

and put a log of wood out of each, and give them
a dab of black paint.”

Mr. Tompkins, send old Brown to the helm,

and tell him to steer small.”

These arrangements being completed, I went
down below and loaded my arms, and on exam-
ining the Doctor, I found that he was quite fami-

liar with the instrument of death, the rifle; I ac-

cordingly gave him my flask and bag of balls and
other materials, telling him I should call upon
him to load for me when the time came.

“ Oh, neberfear, Massa—gib us breeze and him
no catch us so easy,” said he, grinning from ear

to ear, and whetting his long knife on a stone.

I put a ball and four slugs into my double bar-

rel, and a handful of buckshot into my “duck-
er,” and a quantum sufficit of balls into the pis-

tols. 1 had scarcely made these arrangements
when Tompkins called

—

“ He’s sweeping his bow off, sir, and I reckon
he’s going to slap ‘ long Tom’ into us.”

I jumped on deck, and, as it was now dead
calm, it was too evident this was his intention.

“ Down flat upon deck, every soul of you,”

shouted I. All obeyed except Tompkins, who
coolly looked through the glass.

“ There she flashes, sir,” and in another in-

stant a heavy shot whistled through our main-
1 top-gallant-sail.

“He shoots well, that’s a fact,” said Tomp-
kins.

I looked as the smoke lazily curled away, and
saw that he had not the same flag flying. “Tomp-
kins, what is that at the peak?”

“ It looks, sir, like a reJ shirt with the Doctor’s

head in it, and a couple of bones rigged across his

chin.”

Sure enough, it was a red flag, with a black
death’s head, and marrow-bones painted on it. I

cannot say that I felt relieved at these symptoms;
yet my mind was made up that we were lost, and
it remained only for us to die game. There seem-
ed nothing short of Providence to save us; if it re-

mained calm, he would bore us through with his

long gun; if it breezed up, he could outsail us.

“ Mr. Tompkins, keep an eye to him, and let

me know of any movement. Mr. Turner, bend
on the weather studding sails, all ready to run
out; perhaps we can out sail him off the wind
when the breeze comes.”

This order was scarcely obeyed, when Tomp-
kins reported—“ They are getting a tackriggin’,

sir, to hoist out their launch and board us, by
Heavens!”

“ I like that, Mr. Tompkins, for the rascally

captain and half his crew will come in her, cer-

tain of an easy prey; but if my aim don’t fail me,
few of that boat’s crew will return, be they more
or less. Mr. Turner, hoist those two guns up on
the poop at once, for if we want them at all, it

will be over the stern. Are you a good shot, Mr.
Tompkins?”

“ When I was young, sir, I was called a leetle

the best shot in Kennebunk, and I guess I could

feteh a turkey at a hundred yards now with a

straight rifle.”

“ Then, sir, do you take charge of the twelve
muskets, and let Jim load for us as fast as you
fire, while the Doctor and I will keep my own
tools busy?”
The pirate’s launch was now manned and pull-

ing ten oars at us lustily, while a group of men
were collected forward and in the stern sheets of

her, perhaps twenty or twenty-five altogether

scarcely a mile astern, and as we were almost
entirely becalmed, gained rapidly on us. There
was no occasion to call the people aft to give my
orders, for they were collected round the capstan

with anxious faces and blanched checks.
“ If they succeed in getting alongside, boys,”

said I, “ we will retreat with our arms to the cab-

in, and let them board us, and through the win-
dows and cabin door we may clear the decks; if

not, I shall reserve my last pistol for the powder
magazine, which is at hand, and we will all go to-

gether, and disappoint the rascals.”
“ But I trust it will not be necessary to come

to that. Nail down the forecastle, Mr. Turner.
If they get alongside, mind every one retreat to

the cabin, or die like a dog on deck, if he
pleases.”
“ There they shoot, sir, and pull ahead as if af-

ter a whale,” said the mate; “ and here comes a
little breeze too—perhaps it will strike us before

the villains get near enough.”
“ They are in the range of the rifle, sir.”

“ No, sir, wait until they get near enough to be

sure of the leader—within a hundred yardi-
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There she breezes, thank God! ‘Good full,’

Brown, and nothing off. We have (he breeze be-

fore the schooner, but it is very light yet, and the

launch gains fast. Now, Doctor, stand by, mind
you, ram the balls home, be cool, never mind the

patches. Stand by, Tompkins, aim at the group
in the bow, while I take the stern; are you
ready?”

“ Yes sir!”
“ Fire!” and down went the rascal at the til-

ler, and one also at the bow.
“ Load her quick, Doctor, and let me give them

Joe Manton; in the mean time fire away Tomp-
kins, as fast as you please, only take good aim

—

be cool.”
“ Cool as a cucumber, sir.”

My double-barrelled gun dropped one oar in

the water, and caused some confusion in the after

part of the boat.

“ Put it into them, sir—we have not lost a ball

yet. Give me the rifle, Doctor.”
“ Yes, sir, she is ready. I spit on the bait for

luck.”

This discharge caused them, with the increased

breeze, to lay on their oars an instant, and then
pull round for the schooner; they had only six

oars out.

“ Three cheers my lads, and fire as long as you
can reach them. There, the schooner begins to

feel the breeze. Mr. Turner, run up the weather
studding sails—keep her off two points, for he
must pick up his boat. There, she breezes, thank
Heaven! steady, Mr. Brown, steady.”

“ Steady, sir.”

“ Keep her straight, for your life. Steward,
give the lads a glass of grog at once.”
By the lime the schooner had picked up her

boat and hoisted her on board, we had gained a
mile or two, and we were now going eight or nine
knots with a free wind.

“ Watch her close, Tompkins; let me know if

she gains on us.”
“ Ay, ay, sir.”

“ Mr. Turner, we are a little by the stern; car-

ry every thing portable chock forward—carpen-
ter’s chest, harness; roll those two after casks
forward—be lively, sir. Swab those guns out,

Doctor, we’ll have another dab at them yet, I

fear, for he sails like a witch.”
“ Yes, sir, him going to Africa, ivory aarl gold

dust—dat’s what they call nigger trading.”
“ She gains, sir, but slowly; he hasn’t got the

bsst of the breeze yet, perhaps.”
“ So, that will do, Mr. Turner, now get a small

pull of your weather top-sail and top-gallant bra-
ces. Well, sir—well all!”

“ They are hoisting that great square sail, sir,

and she springs to it like a tiger.”
“ Mr. Turner, slack a little of your top-mast,

and top-gallant backstays to the windward—care-

fully, sir, not much—and then send all chock for-

ward—every pound will help.”
“ Four bells, sir; hold the reel.”
“ No, never mind the bells, nor the reel, Tomp-

kins; what use is it to us now? Keep your eye
on the schooner, and let me know when the six

pounders will tell on him; and we may shoot
away his top-mast by good luck.”

“ Ay, ay, sir.”

Tompkins was so mechanically correct in

every thing that he would, no doubt, have
brought his quadrant on deck and observed for

the sun, if it had been noon, and I had not inter-

fered. He was as cool as possible, and his con-
duct seemed to put nerve into the men.

1

“ He gains fast, sir; I can see the red cap on
the rascal at the helm—let me give him a shot,

sir.”

“Well, sir, fire away ii you think you can
. reach him. Doctor, bring your loggerhead, and

j

when 1 give the word, touch her quick! So, lift

her breech a little Tom, so, so, stand by

—

give it

to her!” and away went our little shot and struck

the water about two-thirds of the way to the

schooner.
“ Load up again, Tompkins, and leave out the-

;

canister, and the shot will go straighter; aim

I

higher than before, say the royal—now give it to

him!”
“Plump into her square sail, sir; but forty

thousand such wouid’nt hit him hard. Oh, if we
only could borrow his Long Tom for an hour or

two. The Sarpint is sure of us or he would fire

it himself.”

At this crisis the chase was only a mile or a

mile and a half astern, and could easily have
i bored us through; but I presume he was afraid to

i yaw his vessel enough to bring the gun to bear,

!

and it would no doubt kill his wind in a consid-

I erable degree, and, as he was gaining preceptibly,

!

he calculated to be alongside of us long before

j

night.

“Load up again, sir, and I will try my luck

!

for it must be a mere chance shot that does him
any harm.”

“ All ready, sir.”

“Stand by, Doctor, and when I give the word
touch her quick—fire.”

The shot struck the water just under the bow.
“ Now for the other gun; I shall do better

—

j

ready—fire I His top-mast totters! it falls, by

[

heavens!”
A spontaneous cheer from our crew seemed to

!
assure us of safety. “ Give me the glass boy.

j

They are cutting the wreck away as fast as pos-

sible, still determined to overhaul us. Keep off

two points, round in the weather braces a full,

run out that lower studding-sail—be handy, lads.

Watch the rascals, Mr. Tompkins, and let us

know if we gain on him.”
“ Ay, ay, sir.”

The breeze was now fresh, well on the quar-

ter, and we were sure to gain on him until his

top-mast can be replaced, which, with a large

and active crew, bent on revenge, would cost him
but an hour’s work.
“ She drops, sir, she drops! I can but just see

! that nigger’s head on the flag; half an hour ago

j
1 could see the marrow bones.”
“ Very well, sir, let the people get a bite of din-

ner, for we shail have more work to do yet to get

clear of him, if we do at all.”

“ I don’t know what more we can do sir, un-

less we grease the bottom,” said Tompkins, with

a smile.

“We have yet one principal resort, my dear

sir, and we will do it the moment we get some-
thing to work upon, if he gains upon us.”

Tompkins cut a new quid of tobacco, of which
he had made uncommonly free use that morn-
ing, and by that only did he show any sign of

anxiety.
“ Got your dinners, Mr. Tompkins and Mr.

Turner; I can’t go down to eat while that fellow

is dogging us. Send me a bite of biscuit, and a
glass of wine,”

“ Ay, ay, sir.”

It was now about one o’clock, and the schoon-

er dropping slowly, while the preparation to fit

a new top mast were accordingly progressing.

—
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In ten minutes all hands were again on deck,
anxiously watching. As Tompkins came on
deck, I heard him say to Turner

—

“ Consarn me, if I know what the old man is

going at; we’ve done all human nature can do,

and he’s not given to praying.”
“ How long, Tompkins, will it take him to

catch us, when he makes all sail again, at the

rate he gained before?”
“Three or four hours, sir. He will be along-

side before sunset, I reckon.”
By two o’clock, his top-sail and tog-gallant

were again set; and twenty minutes more, in his

studding sails, royal and ringtail, and it was evi-

dent that he began to gain apace, though now
more than four miles astern.

“ Mr. Tompkins, we will now try our last re-

sort.”
“ Ay, ay, sir.”

“ Break open the hatches, saw the rail and bul-

warks off abreast them, and tumble up those

bales as fast as possible.”

This idea had evidently never entered into the

heads of any of the crew or officers; and the long
faces with which they had seen the pirate gain-

ing on us, were instantly changed to faces of

hope. In ten minutes the cook and the second
mate had sawed off the rail and bulwarks, the

hatches were oft, and the bales coming up faster

than any ever before came out of her, and over-

board.
“ Look to your trim, Mr. Tompkins, do not

take too many from one side. Send boy Jim on

the poop to keep an account of the number as

they pass by. Over with them, boys, you are

now working for your lives.” But no encour-
agement was necessary, for the men, striped to

their trousers only, worked like tigers.

“ Mr. Tompkins, cut away the stern boat;

every little helps—let her go, sir, at once—that’s

it. These large bales will oblige him to steer

wild or to run against them.”
We continued this work for nearly an hour,

before we began perceptibly to gain on the

schooner. But by four o’clock he had dropped

more than a mile; yet to make sure, we did not

abate our exertions until five o’clock, when four

hundred out of a thousand bales had been thrown
over. During the operation I could hardly re-

frain from laughing at the remarks which escaped

from the men after we began to gain.
“ Huzza, boys!” said one, “over with them,

the under-writers are rich.”
“ Watch there—watch!” cried another, as he

rolled a bale over; “ them will do for him to buy
niggers with.”

“ I wish my old woman had a bale of that,”

said the Doctor.

As soon as the pirate discovered that we were
gaining, he gave us several shots from his Long
Tom, but the distance was too great, and by sun-
set he was hull down from the poop; a few min-
utes after he hauled in his square-sail and stud-

ding-sails, and rounded too; and when last seen,

was very busy in picking up the bale goods, which
would no doubt come in play, though not quite

so acceptable to him as the dollars would have
been, sweetened with blood. At dusk, we could
but just discern the villain, lying to.

“See all secure in hold, Mr. Tompkins, and
put on the hatches; and as we have a steady
trade-wind, let her go till midnight South South-
West; and let all hands get some rest. I must
do the same, for I am nearly done up.”
The excitement being over, I was nearly pros-

trate, and after thanking God with more fervor
and sincerity than I prayed before, I threw my-
self into my berth, but had a feverish and dreamy
sleep till twelve o'clock, when my trusty mate
called me according to orders.

“ Twelve o’clock, sir.”

“ How is the wind and weather?”
“Fresh trade, sir—clear and pleasant—moon

just rising—going nine, large.”
“ Take in the lower studding-sail, Tompkins,

and haul up South and East, if she’ll go it good
full.”

“ Ay, ay, sir.”

It is sufficient to inform the patient reader that

we saw no more of the pirate, and made much
better progress now that our bonny barque was
in ballast trim only. We finished our passage
without further trouble. Many were the jokes
cracked by all hands, as they talked over the
events of that day’s excitement. The under-
writers not only paid for the cargo thrown over-

board at once, on receiving the news, but, on
learning the particulars, voted a piece of plate

for me, and a gratuity in cash for the mates and
men in equal value.

In conclusion, I have merely to remark, that

the above tale is founded on facts, and is not ex-

pected to interest any, except nautical men, being
too full of technicalities to amuse the general

reader, and too imperfect to claim the notice of

the literati.

Kcco!lections of the last Sixty l'ears.-No. 9.

By Col. J. Johnston, of Piqua.

I spent some of my early years in the ancient

town of Carlisle, Pennsylvania, in the family of

an aged, respectable citizen—the late Judge

John Creigh. Gen. Armstrong was born in that

town—the son of Gen. John Armstrong of the

revolution—who was from the same parish in the

county of Fermanagh, Ireland, from which my
honoured father and mother emigrated to the

United States, sixty years ago, and where I was

born, in the year 1775, In passing home from

Washington to the west, I think in 1809, I took

the town of Carlisle in my route; and called to see

my old and venerable preceptor, Judge Creigh.

The conversation turned upon Gen. Armstrong,

then the Minister of the United States in France.

The old Judge remarked—he was born here; I

have known him from infancy ; was a bad boy, is a

bad man; and although possessed of talents, he

never had any good principles—and added, that

the President could not have sent a more suita-

ble tool to the Court of St. Cloud—alluding to the

total disregard of the just rights of nations and

individuals which dictated the policy of Bona-

parte. This was the opinion of one who knew

the author of the Newburg letters, and corres-

ponded exactly with that which I afterwards

formed of the man, on reading some of his orders

to Gen. Harrison—orders which if carried out,

would have disgraced any civilized nation in tho

world.

Governor Harrison was superintendent of In-
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dian affairs within Indiana, Ohio, Illinois, and

Michigan. His power and patronage were very

extensive; in a great measure unlimited. Mr.

Jefferson had the most unbounded confidence in

his patriotism, wisdom, and integrity. I have no

recollection of the Executive ever having nega-

tived any of his recommendations. His numer-

ous treaties with the Indians of the Northwest

were conceived and executed in the spirit of pa-

ternal kindness and benevolence: his government

over them was distinguished for mercy and lib-

erality, wisdom and justice. In 1840 I received

a message from Caldwell, the Putawatimie chief,

as follows:—My old friend and father Johnston,

I still hold you fast by the hand, even up to the

shoulder, (meaning that nothing could break his

friendship for me.) I have been for three years

past invited by my father, (meaning the repre-

sentative of Mr. Van Buren) to come and make

a treaty with him. I have shut my ears against

him, for he is a liar and speaks with two tongues.

But I hear my old friend and father, Harrison, is

soon to become President, and when he becomes

my father again, I will go and settle the business

,of my nation with him. And although I fought

Jiard against him last war I know him to be hon-

est, and will not cheat or tell me lies. About the

same time I received many messages of gratula-

tion from other Indian chiefs. They were all de-

lighted at the prospect of Harrison becoming

their great father. Poor fellows, his death blast-

ed all their hopes. More than once the President

declared in my hearing his firm purpose of hav-

ing a total change made in the government of the

Indians. They and the old soldiers of the cam-

paigns of Harmar, St. Clair, and Wayne, were

-looking up to him for justice long delayed. Had

Providence spared him they would not have been

disappointed. Years before his election he told

me he was so annoyed by the applications of old

soldiers that he thought he should be compelled

to spend a winter at Washington, in order to

make known their claims to Congress; but he

said his finances would illy justify the expense.

Pending the presidential-election in 1840, Gen.

Harrison was occasionally an inmate at Upper

Piqua. He was there a few months previous to

the death of my beloved wife, she had enjoyed

his acquaintance for almost forty years, and took

a deep interest in all that concerned his happi-

ness and fame. She was an humble, pious and

devoted Christian, and cherished a sincere desire

to see all others in possession of those hopes which

sustained her through a life spent in the wilds of

the west under circumstances of more than ordi-

nary trial and difficulty. She sought an oppor-

tunity of conversing with the General on the

subject of religion, urging upon him that as he

was getting old it was time he should turn hia

attention to the close of his earthly career, and

seek his peace with God in the gospel of his Son.

He replied that he was long convinced it was his

duty to make a public profession of Christianity,

that the people of the United States had made

him a candidate for the Presidency, that if he was

then to unite with the church it would be ascribed

to a desire for popularity, and would do the cause

of religion a serious injury and make himself the

subject of uncharitable remarks in the political

journals, but, said he, as soon as this contest for

the Presidency is over, let it be adverse or pros-

perous to myself, it is my purpose if my life is

spared, to make a public profession of religion

after the inauguration. It is well known that

the President had the proper understanding with

the Rev. Doctor Hawley of St. John’s Church in

Washington, to become a member of that church

on Easter Sunday, April, 1841. The Dr. stated

this fact over his remains. Late in March, 1841,

I went to the President’s house on a Sunday

evening, the whole house was filled with visitors

of all sorts, I was pained to see this, on account

of the character of its incumbent; at last an op-

portunity occured of my speaking to the Presi-

dent, I told him I was sorry to see the house tho

resort of such a multitude of idle persons on the

Sabbath day, that I feared those matters would

get into the newspapers and injure his character.

He said he regreted much himself that persons

would visit him on that day, that the city was

full of people and all wanted to see him, but as

soon as the crowd dispersed and went home, that

house in future would be closed against all visits

on the Sabbath day. He remarked further, to

shew you how much I have been engaged since

coming into this house, I do not know a servant

in it but the porter at the door, I do not know
the man that cooks my dinner. Both before and

after the inauguration, the President had seen fil

to notice myself on several occasions, and made

me the medium of confidential communication

between himself and others; this gave me out of

doors, with many persons, the character of a fa-

vourite. I was therefore frequently called upon

to present persons to the President elect and the

President defacto. I evaded this as much as pos-

sible, because the calls were so frequent as to give

the General the most serious annoyance. At
times I had so many individuals to present that

it became necessary to have a written list of the

names and read them off at the presentation. At

length I concluded to decline all further service

in that way, out of regard to the value of the

President’s time, his comfort and peace. A few

days before I left the city, a member of Congress

called on me to present a friend of his to the Pre-

sident, remarking that he had not time to go him-

solf. I said I had declined taking any one there
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for some days, but to oblige him would take his

friend, and named the hour at which I would be

ready. The gentleman came, and we repaired

to the White Mouse; I introduced my friend, the

Rev. Mr. Hand, of the Methodist church, from

the lower counties of Pennsylvania. The Pre-

.sident replied, I am under obligations to the

Methodists, for they all voted for me. Yes, said

I, General, and all the praying people of the U.

States voted for you. I believe it was so, was

his reply. I spoke to him twice in favour of

some democratic gentlemen in office who were

apprehensive of being displaced. I knew them

to be good officers, and as far as I could ascertain

had not interfered with the elections of the peo-

ple. He said he did not wish to turn any deserv-

ing man out of office, but the office holders had

so generally perverted their official influence and

power to control the elections every where, that

he believed if he uid justice to the country very

few of them could be retained; if his life was

spared he would see that in future they would let

the people do their own voting. An old resident

in Washington remarked to myself, your Presi-

dent will be the most popular man in Washing-

ton of any that has ever occupied the White

House. Although he has been here but a month,

he is so much out among the people that more

persons know him already than knew Mr. Van
Buren in all his four years,

A d&ossavy.

The modern peripatetics who go about picking

pockets by law, take as many liberties with the

English language as they do with the public at

large. They not only call themselves by new
names, as other depredators on society are known
by aliases, but they assume time honored titles

which have been borne by some of the most dis-

tinguished names in Science and the Arts. As a

landmark for future reference, I propose to re-

cord what these titles once meant, lest that mean-

ing should be lost sight of, as is threatened by

their innovations and assumptions.

A professor once signified a man who having

devoted almost a lifetime to the study of some
particular Science, became so eminent for his

knowledge as to be called to teach it within the

walls of an University. Porson on Philology,

Davy and Faraday on Chemistry, Lardnrr on

Astronomy, were known as Professors world

wide. McClellan and Mott, Sillirnan, Hare and

Locke have sustained the same title in our own
country, in various departments of Science with

honor to themselves and the community of which

they make a part. Now we have for Professors

such men as Gouraud, Smith, Bronson, &c., mere
vagabond empirics in mnemotechny, mesmerism,
neurology, &,c.

Originally the title Doctor signified learned

and wise, and.it has accordingly been confered

in past ages upon men distinguished above their

fellows in theology, law, medicine, &c. Now,

every man, however illiterate, who practices

medicine is a Doctor, equally with the most re-

nowned physician. Every apothecary’s boy also

is dubbed Doctor now-a-days.

Once the performer on the fiddle was a fiddler,

on the harp, a harper, on the fife, a filer, on the

drum, a drummer. These are now new named

by themselves. The fiddler is a violinist, or vio -

lincellist, the harper, ^harpist, the piano and flute

players are pianists and flutists . I believe we

have not got so far yet as to honor the drummer

and fifer by the title drummist/or fifist—this, if

they exhibited themselves in public halls, would

doubtless have been long since the case.

What was once a milliner is now a modist. Do
not mistake the word for modest. The two terms

have nothing in common. The writing master

is metamorphosed into a cailigraphist
,
as the edi-

tor will doubtless soon be into a paragraphist.

The*old fashioned pastry cook is now an artiste.

What was a public singer in former days is in

modern times a vocalist, if a squaller in petti-

coats, a cantatrice. Cockatrice I should think a

more expressive and appropriate term. An im-

pudent hussy, whose exposure of her nakedness

would once have brought blushes on the cheeks

of the spectators, is a danseuse—Fanny Elsler

for example. Let me not forget in this list of

these distinguished characters the corn curer.

He is in modern days a chiropedist.

The IVe Plus Ultra of Rivalry.

At New York and Philadelphia, as well as at

Cincinnati and New Orleans, the security of Iron

Fire Safes forms a subject of lively interest But

I have never seen the professional spirit, as well

as local characteristics, more fully developed than

in a late New Orleans print, in which one safe

dealer proposes to his competitor to submit their

respective Safes to the usual ordeal of fire, each

party to he locked up in his own safe! as test of the

sincerity of his confidence in its incombustibility.

His antagonist declines it, only, as he says, be-

cause it would bring the parties under the strin-

gent provisions respecting duelling incorporated

into the new constitution of Louisiana!!

The Masonic Hall.

Only two years since and Cincinnati was more

deficient in halls for concerts or lectures, than

any city of equal size and importance in our re-

public. We have now reversed this order of

things in the erection of Concert Hall, Washing-

ton Hall, Masonic and Odd Fellows Halls, the

hall in Mr. Williams' buildings, corner Fourth
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and Walnut, and the great hall in the new Col-

lege edifice. The last three are not finished, of

course their, acoustic character and capacity for

public use cannot be accurately known. But the

hall of the Masonic building has now been fully

tested, and the result is truly gratifyi g to our

city pride. It has been pronounced by those who

have given concerts within its walls to be unique

in its adaptation to such purposes. Those who

have exhibited in the Musical Fund Hall, Phila-

delphia, the Apollo Hall, Louisville, and the Ar-

mory Hall, New Orleans, which bear a high repu-

tation in this line, give the Masonic Hall the pref-

erence, and indeed assert that if this last were

furnished in the style of the Armory Hall, it

would be unrivaled for concert exhibitions by any

saloon they have seen in London itself.

I can furnish responsible names for this testi-

monial, and of persons who have traveled pro-

fessionally through all the principal places in the

United States.

The Masonic Hall room it will be recollected,

is 51 by 112 feet on the floor, and 23 feet in

height.

Small Pox and Vaccinations

Rules and hints to the Physicians and the People.

1st. Vaccine matter should always be selected,

and none taken except from perfectly healthy

subjects.

2d. The longer the pustule continues after vac-

cination the more perfect the protection will be,

and the better will be the matter to vaccinate

others with.

3d. As a general rule, I would take no matter

from any subject, to vaccinate others with, that

had not passed at least fifteen days from the time

Of vaccination; I should never take matter from

any patient that had broken the pustule, by
scratching or any other means; nor if local in-

flammation had been caused by taking cold, or

otherwise.

4th. The patient should be examined on the

fourth day after vaccination. If there be any
doubt as to its having taken effect, he should be

vaccinated in the other arm. The patient should

be examined also on the eighth or ninth day. If

there be no fever, or other constitutional symp-
toms, such as soreness of the axiliary glands, &c.
he should be vaccinated in the other arm. He
should be seen again on the sixteenth day. If

the pustule shall have become dry, and crust per-

fect, it should then be taken off, if it can be, if

not, another examination on the 17th or I8thday
will be necessary.

5th. If the pustule dries up, forming a scab,

before the 15th day, I should consider it imper-

fect, and vaccinate the patient again. Because
in many cases the vaccine disease is a mere local

affection—and when it is so it can of course af-

ford no protection against Small Pox. This local

character is readily seen in the absence of fever

on the eighth or ninth day, absence of soreness

in the axillary glands, and in the short duration

of the pustule.

6th. 1 recommend re-vaccination in all cases

in which there is any doubt of its previous effi-

ciency.

In such cases I never depend upon the appear-

ance of the scab, nor the memory of the patient

as to the soreness of the arm, &c., nor upon any
other testimony than that of the Physician who
vaccinated the patient the first time. If this be

not satisfactory, according to the above rules, I

re- vaccinate.

I have never seen a person that I knew had
been perfectly vaccinated, take either vaccination

a second time, or varioloid, or smali pox.

The scar is not to be depended upon. It can
only inform us that vaccination has been attempt-

ed—*the pustule may have been scratched, or
opened in some other way; a common sore may
have left the scar. Non-medical people are not
good judges as to the perfection of vaccination.

I have in numerous instances produced the per-

fect vaccine disease in persons that showed good
scars, and who said they had been well vaccina-

ted, that their arms were '•'•very sore,” &c. &c.
1 was vaccinated in the fall of 1818. I have

repeatedly, even an hundred times, vaccinated

myself since^-last fall, (1845) particularly, I

vaccinated myself ten times—but it did not, in

any one instance, tako effect. When the Small
Pox was so prevalent, in the years 1822, 1823,
and 1824, I was constantly amongst it, often

having an hundred or more patients at a time
among the poor. I never had the slightest symp-
tom of the disease.

I believe the present prevalence of Small Pox
to be owing to inattention to patients after the
insertion of the virus. The common price for

vaccination ($1) is a mere nominal affair—it

does not pay a physician for even three, to say
nothing of four visits. Hence it is often the case

that the Physician inserts the matter in the arm,
and never sees the patient afterwards. The mere
fact of the operation satisfies the patient and his-

friends. It may not have taken effect at all; it

may have taken, but some accident destroyed its

effect upon the constitution. And hence this

great preventive of one of the most terrible

scourges of the world is brought into disrepute.

I do not believe that the preventive effects oiper-

fect vaccination ever “wear out.” My own ex-
perience is upwards of 27 years. From 1819 to

1822, inclusive, I vaccinated upwards of 33,000
persons. I have seen great numbers of them
since, time and again, but have never found one
that had taken Varioloid or Small Pox. But I

have always been particular in the selection of
matter to vaccinate with. I prefer that which
has been on the arm full fifteen, and from that up
to 17, 18, or even 20 days; and that from
full grown persons, when possible; robust and
healthy patients always; rejecting that from all

others. I never take matter from doubtful
sources.

I feel very certain, that, if these hints could be
taken and acted upon by all our physicians and
the people, the Small Pox would be complete-
ly extirpated in a month. I offer them with
much diffidence, and certainly with due deference
to the faculty.

GIDEON B. SMITH, M. D

An ?ml tan Name.
One of the most beautiful and picturesque vil-'

lages on Long-Island, has for many years been
doomed to the infliction of the name of Oyster,
or Clain Bay. The inhabitants have recently

restored its ancient and euphonic Indian name
of Syosset, and the Postmaster General has con-

1

sented to the change.
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Ninth Wardj-Ciucinuati.

This is the region of Cincinnati which lies north

of Sixth and cast of Main streets; and as it em-

braces, north of the Miami Canal, the original

German settlement in our city, it is pretty com-

pactly built up—at least in its western sections.

The public buildings of this ward are 14—in

number as follows: the Woodward and St. Xa-

vier Colleges; Court House and Pubiic Offices

adjacent; Jail; Engine Houses, on Sycamore and

Webster streets; School House, on Franklin st.

;

German Reformed Church, on Webster street;

Episcopal, on Pendleton; Methodist, on Webster;

Roman Catholic, on Sycamore strees, and the

Coloured Methodist, on New street.

The aggregate of buildings in the Ninth Ward
is 1299; bricks 564, frames 733, stone 2.

Of these there were, at the close of 1842,

Bricks

.

Frames. Total.

352 633 985

Built in 1843, 81 34 115
“ “ 1844, 45 35 80
“ “ 1845, 86 31 117

564 733 1297

The only part of the ward which admits of

much future occupation with buildings, is the

northeast corner, being the territory lying north

of the Lebanon road and east of Broadway.

Oironclogical Table.

March 4th.—First meeting of Congress at New
York City; Washington chosen President, 1789.

Saladin, died, 1193.

5th.—Battle of Barossa, 1811. Dr. Parr,

died, 1825.

6th.—Battle of Alamo, in which Col.

Crocket was killed, 1836. Michael Angelo, born,

1475.

8th.—Raphael, born, 1483. William

III, died, 1702.

9th.—David Rizzio, assassinated, 1566.

10th.—Death of Benjamin West, in

London, 1820.

Uriah Advantages.

•‘Recollect, Mr. Falcon, I positively wont go
to Ireland unless the situation is permanent, and
the country quiet.” “ Dublin is as safe as Lon-
don, my dear,” said Falcon; “indeed safer, if

possible, for I am told it has lately been fortified.

I know something about fortifications. When I

was Deputy store-keeper at the Tower” “ I

don’t like the idea of living in fortified places,”
replied the mother Falcon, not waiting for the
close of this interesting chapter in her husband’s
life. “ It’s not pleasant to think of being be-
sieged, sacked, and ransacked. I have heard of
women being sacked; they do it in Turkey con-
stantly, and throw them into the Phosphorous.
I’m not a coward, I flatter myself I’m as stout as
any woman, and I was never ashamed to own
it; but I do not like to be horse de combat.”

—

“Indeed, mamma,” said Emily, “Ireland is

quite as safe a country to live in as England.
Nobody is ever shot but a tyrannical landlord

occasionally.”—The Falcon Family ; or Young
Ireland

.

To Headers.

The great extent to which emigration to Cin-

cinnati prevails, serves to keep up scattering ca-

ses of small pox here. On this account, and for

the benefit alike of medical men and their pa-

tients, I publish an article on vaccination, from

the pen of Dr. Smith, an eminent physician of

Baltimore, which embodies valuable testimony as

well as advice on this important subject.

I consider it the most explicit and intelligent,

as well as conclusive evidence in favour of the

absolute security afforded by vaccination which

has ever fallen under my notice.

Smart Hoy.

A wealthy squire had a little son whose name
was Tommy, and Tommy had a little drum. Ho
one day lost his drumstick in a draw well, much
to his mortification; but great as was his loss, he
too well knew that no one would go to the bot-

tom to recover his toy. So Tommy dropped a

silver punch ladle into the well. The ladle was
missed, and a hue and cry was raised. “I think,”

said Tommy, “ I saw something shining down
the well.” The groom was ordered into a buck-
et to make a voyage of discovery, and was low-

ered to the bottom, where sure enough, he found
the ladle. The handle was put in motion to

raise him from the well, when Tommy, squeez-

ing his head between the servants who clustered

round the mouth, squeaked down to the groom,
“ Perhaps, while you are there, you’ll get me my
drum-stick!”

Period of Lim.
A boar rarely exceeds twenty years, yet we

have known bores much older; lions are long
lived—except the lion of the day; a squirrel or

harfe, seven or eight years—but gray hairs are

often much older; rabbits seven.

Epicures live broad but not very long. Mules
seldom die. The life of the sea-serpent is thought
to be circular. The moon gets old every lunar
month, and young as often. Methusaleh’s gan-
der is thought to be yet living. A boat at sea

lives till it gets swamped. Clover, ou prairie

lands, generally dies out the second year. The
horse radish, like the red horse, lives till it is kill-

ed. Human life is said to be but a span—which
we presume means single and not married life.

Men and things generally die when they can’t

live any longer.

A Pertinent Reply.

It is said a subject of the King of Prussia, a
talented mechanic, being about to emigrate to

America, was arrested and brought before his

majesty.

“Well, my good friend,” said the king, “how
can we persuade you to remain in Prussia.”

“ Most gracious sire, only by making Prussia

what America is.”

He was allowed to ©migrate.
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By Col, J. Johnston, of Piqua.

I was a member of the Harrisburg Conven-

tion, and in order to perform all the service I

could to my old and honoured chief, and with a

view of mixing with the middling and lower

classes of the people as much as possible, I per-

formed the whole journey, going and returning,

on horseback, always stopping at the taverns fre-

quented by wagoners, farmers, mechanics and

working men. I thus had unrestrained access

to the rank and file of the political army. I

could tell them more about Old Tip, as they cal-

led him, than ever they had heard before. I had

large audiences;—sometimes the bar-room could

not contain the people; dozens would be pressing

me to drink with them because I could tell them

so many good things about Old Tip;—his popu-

larity was unbounded: payment of my tavern

bills were often refused because I was his friend

and of the convention that was going to make

him President, for from the day I set out for Har-

risburg until the election was over, I never once

doubted of his success: the evidence met me at

every step of my journey. The last time that

Gen. Harrison slept under my roof, was in the

summer of 1840. He was expected in the town

of Piqua in the evening. I went down to meet

him, and for the purpose of bringing him home,

that he might be quiet and refreshed with com-

fortable quarters, a good bed and sleep, all of

which he greatly needed. He had reached the

town, and was surrounded at Tuttle’s hotel, with

an immense crowd, so that it was some time be-

fore 1 could get near to him. The people were

already making a platform of boxes in the street,

to get him out to speak. He had rode near fifty

miles the same day, and delivered three speeches.

I asked if he had any refreshment since his arrival?

None whatever. I ordered some tea, ham, and

bread and butter, and after partaking, he was on

the stand and spoke an hour. Col. Chambers

took his place, and I slipped the General through

the crowd to my house, three miles off. After

supper we sat up late, talking about old times.

He asked me how I got along since being turned

out of the service by Gen. Jackson. I replied,

as well as I could; that I had not wealth, but a

competency; kept out of debt, and made the two

42

ends of the year meet. He said he could not do

so well; and asked me, why did you not speculate

and make a fortune, as other men did in the ser-

vice? I told him he had always enjoined upon

his subordinates, that We should iiever apply the

money of the public to private purposes, and that

he had always enforced this rule, both by pre-

cept and example; and in a pleasant mood ob-

served

—

if there is any one to blame why I have

not made a fortune, it is yourself; He laughed

at my rejoinder. I must have handled from first

to last, a million and a half of the public money,

and I am very confident that I never applied one

hundred dollars of that sum to private purposes,

over and above my stated compensation. The

practise of doing so was unknown to the service

in those times. Governor Harrison would never

touch the public money, but would always give

drafts on the proper department, accompanying

the bills and accounts rendered. If Providence

had spared him he would have proved a blessing

to the whole nation. Honest and without guile

himself, he would, as far as lay in his power,

make the public servants honest also.

Among the numerous persons who visited

Gen. Harrison at my house, was the venerable

Boyer, at that time eighty-seven years of age;

beyond all dispute. the last survivor of Washing-

ton’s guard, for the original discharge I have

seen and copied and could verify the same, as be-

ing in the proper hand writing of Col. Cobb, the

aid-de-camp, and bearing the genuine signature

of the commander-in-chief. The following no-

tice of the death of this aged patriot soldier, was

published at the time:

—

From the Ohio State Journal.

Mr. Scott :—I will thank you to republish

from the last Piqua Register, the obituary notice

of the venerable Boyer, who died in my county

(Miami,) on Saturday, the 23d ultimo. Many
of your readers in this city will doubtless remem-

ber the iron frame and commanding person of

the patriot whig soldier, who rode the white

horse, with the war saddle equipments of Wash-

ington, in the great Whig Convention of 1840,

carrying the banner inscribed—“ the last of

Washington’s life guards.”

He was my neighbour for more than thirty

years past; aii ardent, unwavering whig; and it
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1

was my purpose to have made the effort of taking

him to Baltimore, as my colleague to the Whig
National Convention, in May next. Death,

which destroys all the hopes of man, has in this

case, alas! disappointed me. My old friend—the

friend, follower, and protector of Washington in

many a well fought field, has gone to the grave

full of years and full of honours. It will be seen

by the date of his discharge, that he served to the

latest period, the revolutionary army having been

disbanded many months before.

JOHN JOHNSTON,
Of Piqua, Ohio.

Columbus
,
October 2, 1843.

From the Piqua Register, September 30.

DEATH OF A SOLDIER.

Died—At his residence in this vicinity, on Sat-

urday evening last, Lewis Boyer, a patriot of the

revolution, aged eighty-seven years. As the

highest testimony that could be offered of the fi-

delity with which he served his country in the

dark hour of her severest trials, we publish the

copy of his discharge from the American army

at the close of the revolution. The original, to

which is attached the name of the commander-

in-chief, in his own hand-writing, was carefully

preserved by the deceased until the day of his

death; and has been kindly furnished by one of

the family for the purpose of copying.

By His Excellency George Washington
,
Esq.,

General and Commander-in-Chief of the forces

of the United States of America:

The bearer, Lewis Boyer, private dragoon in

the independent troop of horse, commanded by

Major Van Herr, being enlisted for the war, and

having served the term of his engagement, con-

sented to continue in the service until the 31st

day of December inst., from which date he is

hereby discharged from the American army ; and

in consequence of his attention and fidelity, the

commander-in-chief, being authorized by a reso-

lution of Congress, presents him with the horse,

arms and accoutrements now in his possession, as

a gratuity.

Given at Philadelphia, this 10th day of Decem-

ber, 1783.

(Signed) GEORGE WASHINGTON.
By His Excellency’s command,

(Signed) David Cobb, Aid-de-Camp.

The deceased had enjoyed remarkable health

throughout his whole life. When taken ill he

refused all medical aid; and stated that he had

never at any time during his long life, “ taken

medicine,” but nature, which had always been

his physician, could no longer act efficiently.

His time had come; the last enemy was before

him; the courage of his youth sustained him;

—

he died as he had lived, a true soldier. At his

own request, made some time ago, he received a

military burial. The Piqua Light Infantry, com-

manded by Col. Adams, and the Cavalry, under

Capt. Barney, performed the solemn duty. The

funeral was attended by two thousand persons.

A few more years and those brave hearts,

Once so faithful and so true,

Will all be cold in death. Those

Who linger yet a while.

As the last bough upon a tree,

Are sear and shrivelled as the autumn leaf. Their

season has been a long and honourable one;

—

they, too, have one more battle to fight, after

which may they have

—

“ Rest, eternal rest.”

In this, my second communication for your pa-

per, I have written more than intended in the

beginning. The character and services of Gen.

Harrison, is a theme which requires an abler pen

than mine. It is delightful to hold up such a

man to the example of his country. The paltry

sum of $24,000 was grudged to his widow and

children by the demagogues and mock patriots of

the day; yet four times that sum, nor any sum
of money, would be but a poor price for the lega-

cy left to his country by a long life of high and

holy patriotism; of unsullied integrity and hon-

our in the discharge of the innumerable impor-

tant public trusts committed to him in a period

of forty years service.

By the conflagration of the establishments of

the Indian department at Fort Wayne, by the

Indians, last war, I lost nearly all my books and

papers, and have to write altogether from memo-
ry. If spared life and health, you may expect

further communications.

Your friend and ob’t serv’t,

JOHN JOHNSTON.
Charles Cist, Esq.

tJottou Cloth.

It has always been matter of surprise to me
that the Yankees, with their characteristic inge-

nuity, should not have contrived to manufacture,

out of our great national staple, Cotton , an arti-

cle superior to the woollen cloths which now
constitute the winter’s wear of the United

States. There can be no question that cotton,

woven thick and properly napped, is a warmer

dress than can be made of wool, the thickness of

the two being alike. This is both the philosophy

and the fact in the case. Cotton is a better non

conductor of heat than wool, as the Cantonflan-

nel of the stores serves to prove. It will doubt-
[

i

less be objected that cotton cloth cannot be made

to receive as handsome a finish, or dye as perfect

as the rival fabric; that it must always be expo-
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sed to stains and splashes, which will not brush

out as in woolen cloth. Some of these difficul-

ties have never been fairly tested and might be

overcome. At any rate there can be little doubt

that a thick, well napt, and warm cloth, might

be made for those who desire an article to work

in, which would not cost one fourth the price of

woolen cloth, and be equally comfortable. The

very fact of the sale and use of such an article

would lower the price of woolen cloths in pro-

portion to the extent to which the cotton cloths

would be supplied for use.

The great amount of cassinets, Kentucky jeans

and other mixtures of wool and cotton have su-

perceded cloth of wool alone, is an encourage-

ment to the experiment of what may be made of

cotton entire.

Eastern Periodicals.

Few people are aware of the extent to which

the cheap publications and periodical literature of

the East, are supported in the great West. Some

interesting details on the subject in the late “Pic-

ture of Cincinnati,” shew the magnitude of the

contributions here on that score, so far as the

books of the principal book and periodical depot

in Cincinnati—that of Robinson & Jones—ex-

hibit it.

Statement of the number of Foreign Periodicals

disposed of by Robinson Sp Jones, during the

year ending December 31 st, 1845.

Magazines and Periodicals.

Number.
Graham’s Magazine, Philadelphia, 7,785

Godey’s Lady’s Book do, 4,828

Columbian Magazine, New York, 2,312

National do, Philadelphia, 4,425

Arthur’s do, do, 1,250

Blackwood’s Edinburgh Magazine, 665

London, Westminster, Foreign and Edin-

burgh Quarterly Reviews, 208

Democratic Review, New York, 180

American and Whig Review, New York, 208
Eclectic Magazine, Brownson’s Reviews,

j

&c., 336
Littell’s Living Age—weekly—Boston, 2,120

Medical Publications, 985

Ferrett’s Musical Publications, 1,526

Total, 26,828

Newspapers.
No. of copies.

! Saturday Evening Post, Philadelphia, 2,600

jl Saturday Courier do, 3,900

Neal’s Saturday Gazette, do, 3,000

|
Dollar Newspaper, do, 2,600

Bennett’s Weekly Herald, New York, 4,560

New World, six months, do, 250

1

Broadway Journal, New Music, &c., do, 1,040

I

Old Countryman, do, 1,500

I Miscellaneous, 800

Foreign Newspapers, including the Picto-

rial Times and News, Punch, Dublin

Nation, Bell’s Life in London, &c., 5,200

Total, 25,390

Besides the depot of Robinson & Jones, there

are several other agencies for periodicals; and a

great many papers are received directly by sub-

scribers through the mail.

Is it any wonder that we have been heretofore

unable to maintain and extend the influence of

western literature? And yet we have periodicals

—Mrs. Nichols’ “Guest,” published here—for

instance—with which in moral elevation, poeti-

cal beauty, and strength of sound teaching, there

is nothing at the East to compare.

The Slog Season of 18-13.

The Pork Packing season being at an end, the

returns of the putting up throughout the west are

generally in. The following table furnishes a

synopsis of these operations*

1844. 1845. 1846.

Cincinnati, 240,000 173,000 287,000

Ohio at large, 214.200 149,900 225,600

Ohio, 454,200 322,900 512,600

Indiana, 183,200 119,300 162,600

Illinois and)
Missouri,

$

84,000 39,000 59,500

Kentucky and)

Tennessee,
£

102,000 75,000 140,500

Totals, 823,400 556,200 875,200

It will be seen that the general aggregate of

1846 does not much surpass that of 1844, the dif-

ference being but six per cent. An equal differ-

ence at least exists, however, in the quality and

weight, the hogs of the present year being, as a

body, the finest ever brought into market. This

is owing to the vast increase of the corn produce

tion of the west, and the probability, since reali-

sed, that pork would bring good prices, inducing

farmers to feed hogs, rather than supply distille-

ries. It must be recollected that the increase of

this year has been effected to some extent, by tho

scarcity of corn in North Carolina and Virginia,

which has prompted the drovers from Tennessee

and southern Kentucky, to take their hogs to

Louisville and Cincinnati. To this extent there

was no actual increase of the pork market in

the whole country, nor taking into view the lato

commercial changes in England, is there any
probability that the price of pork can fall. On
the contrary, it must undoubtedly rise.

Tenth Ward,--CUnciiumti.

This ward comprehends that part of tho city

which lies between Main street and the line of

the Miami Canal on Plum street, and between

the same canal on the south and the northern

Corporation Line. By the formation of this

ward, which was taken, nearly a year since, from

the Fifth and Seventh Wards, the Fifth has
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ceased to be what it has always heretofore been

*—an outside ward.

The public buildings of the Tenth Ward are

9—Cincinnati Orphan Asylum; the Methodist

Protestant and German Reformed Churches, on

Elm street, St. Mary’s Catholic, German Metho-

dist and German Reformed on Walnut and Thir-

teenth streets, German Lutheran, on Bremen st.,

School House, on Thirteenth street, and an En-
gine House.

The buildings of this ward are—bricks 485,

frames 740. Total, 1225.

Of these there were, at the close of the year

1846—
Bricks. Frames. Total.

363 700 1063

Built in 1845, 122 40 162

485 740 1225

This ward is hardly more than one half occu-

pied with buildings, the residue serving as board-

yards and burial grounds, and receptacles of

temporary sheds, shops and stables.

Virginia; tJs History and Antiquities.

This is a work of great interest and value. It

is at once a History and a Gazetteer, the narrative

being embellished and popularised, and the Gazet-

teer enlivened with a great variety of interesting

revolutionary and pioneer adventures, as well as

local facts, not usual in such books. This vol-

ume is one of a saries of which “ New York and

New Jersey” and “Pennsylvania,” have pre-

ceded it, ar.d “ Ohio” is proposed as the next.

Mr. Howe, the indefatigable and accomplished

author, has just left Cincinnati to explore the

State for that purpose. I hazard nothing in as-

serting that the most interesting History of Ohio

which has yet appeared will be the fruit of his

labours, if individuals in each county who are

qualified for the employment, will contribute the

necessary local information to the great ag-

gregate.

The plan of these series seems to be—a gener-

al outline history of the State from its first set-

tlement, forms the first department; a miscella-

ny, statistical and descriptive, makes up the

second division: the last and most extensive sec-

tion of the book is a delineation of the State by
counties, illustrated by various narrative and
pictorial sketches. This department is alphabet-

cd. This volume is a rich treat to the antiqui-

rian, for whom it has extracted much valuable

fact and incident, a large share of which is to be

found no where else; and the res’due deriving

additional value for being now arranged in the

proper place for preservation and reference.

No expense seems to have been spared in get-

ting up this publication, paper, typography and

binding, all being of the best description. Be-

sides innumerable wood cuts of rare excellence,

there are various steel engravings of equal merit,

including a new map of Virginia.

Among these is a very fine whole length en-

graving of Washington, in his prime, in full

regimentals, standing at his horse’s head, from

the original painting of Col. Trumbull, pro-

nounced by the Marquis de la Fayette the only

likeness competent to do justice to the personal

appearance of that great man.

I shall make extracts from time to time for

the Advertiser, which shall serve to give some

idea of the design and character of this publi-

cation.

The Flatbontmnn of the West.

BY T. B. THORPE.

Occasionally may be seen on the Ohio and Mis-
sissippi rivers singularly hearty -looking men, that

puzzle a stranger as to their history and uge.

Their forms always exhibit a powerful develope-

ment of muscle and bone; their cheeks are promi-
nent, and you would pronounce them men en-

joying perfect health in middle life, were it not

for their heads, which, if not bald, will be sparse-

ly covered with steel-gray hair. Another pecu-

liarity about this people is, that they have a singu-

lar knowledge of all the places on the river;

every bar and bend is spoken of with precision

and familiarity; every town is recollected before

it was half as large as the present, or no town at

all. Innumerable places are marked out where
once was an Indian fight, ora rendezvous of rob-

bers. The manner, the language, and the dress

of these individuals are all characteristic of sterl-

ing common sense—the manner modest, yet full

of self-reliance; the language strong and forcible,

from superiority of mind rather than education;

the dress studied for comfort, rather than fashion

—on the whole, you become attached to them
and court their society. The good humour, the

frankness, the practical sense, the reminiscences,

the powerful frame—all indicate a character, at

the present day anomalous; and such indeed is the

case, for your acquaintance will be one of the

few remaining people now spoken of as the “ last

of the fiatboat men.”
Thirty years ago the navigation of the western

waters was confined to this class of men; the ob-

stacles presented to the pursuit in those swift-

running and wayward waters had to be overcome
bv physical force alone; the navigator’s arm grew
strong as he guided his rude craft past the

“snag” and “sawyer,” or kept off the no less

dreaded “ bar.” Besides all this, the deep for-

ests that covered the river banks concealed the

wily Indian, who gloated over the shedding of

blood. The qualities of the frontier warrior as-

sociated themselves with the boatmen, while he
would, when at home, drop both these characters

in the cultivator of the soil. It is no wonder,
then, that they were brave, hardy, and open-

handed men: their whole lives were a round of

manly excitement; they were hyperbolical in

thought and in deed, when most natural, compa-
red with any other class of men. Their bravery
and chivalrous deeds were performed without a

herald to proclaim them to the world—they were
the mere incident of a border life, considered too
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common to outlive the time of a passing wonder.
Obscurity has nearly obliterated the men, and
their actions. A few of the former still exist, as

if to justify their wonderful exploits, which now
live almost exclusively as traditions.

Among the flatboatmen there were none that

gained more notoriety than Mike Fink. His
name is still remembered along the whole of the

Ohio as a man who excelled his fellows in every
thing,—particularly in his rifle-shot, which was
acknowledged to be unsurpassed. Probably no
man ever lived who could compete with Mike
Fink in the latter accomplishment. Strong as

Hercules, free from all nervous excitement, pos-

sessed of perfect health, and familiar with his

weapon from childhood, he raised the rifle to his

eye, and, having once taken sight, it was as firm-

ly fixed as if buried in a rock. It was Mike’s
pride, and he rejoiced on all occasions where he
could bring it into use, whether it was turned
against the beast of prey or the more savage In-

dian; and in his day these last named were the

common foe with whom Mike and his associates

had to contend. On the occasion that we would
particularly introduce Mike to the reader, he had
bound himself fora while to the pursuits of trade,

until a voyage from the head-waters of the Ohio,
and down the Mississippi could be completed.
Heretofore he had kept himself exclusively to the
Ohio, but a liberal reward, and some curiosity,

prompted him to extend his business character
beyond his ordinary habits and inclinations. In
accomplishment of this object, he was lolling

j

carelessly over the big “sweep” that guided the
“ flat” on which he officiated; the current of the
river bore the boat swiftly along, and made his

labour light; his eye glanced around him, and he
broke forth in ecstasies at what he saw and felt.

If there is a river in the world that merits the
name of beautiful, it is the Ohio, when its chan-
nel is

“Without o’erflowing, full.”

The scenery is everywhere soft; there are no
I jutting rocks, no steep banks, no high hills; but

|

the clear and swift current laves beautiful and
unadulterated shores, that descend gradually to

the water’s edge. The foliage is rich and luxu-
I

riant, and its outlines in the water are no less c.is-

!

tinct than when it is relieved against the sky.
Interspersed along its route are islands, as beau-

|

tiful as ever figured in poetry as the land of the

|

fairies; enchanted spots indeed, that seem to sit

60 lightly on the water that you almost expect

i

them, as you approach, to vanish into dreams,

j

So late as when Mike Fink disturbed the soli-

tudes of the Ohio with his rifle, the canoe of the
Indian was hidden in the little recesses along the
shore; they moved about in their frail barks like

I

spirits; and clung, in spite of the constant en-

j

croachments of civilization, to the places which

j

tradition had designated as the happy places of a
I favoured people.

Wild and uncultivated as Mike appeared, he

j

loved nature, and had a soul that sometimes felt,

i while admiring it, an exalted enthusiasm. The
Ohio was his favourite stream. From where it

runs no stronger than a gentle rivulet, to where

|

it mixes with the muddy Mississippi, Mike was as

I
familiar with its meanderings as a child could be
with those of a flower-garden. He could not

I help noticing with sorrow the desecrating hand

|

of improvement as he passed along, and half sol-

iloquizing, and half addressing his companions,
he broke forth:—“ I knew these parts afore a

squatter’s axe had blazed a tree; ’twasn’t then

pulling a sweep to get a living; but pulling

the trigger business. Those were times to see;

a man mightcall himself lucky. What’s the use

of improvements? When did cutting down trees

make deer more plenty? Who ever found wild

buffalo or a brave Indian in a city? Where’s the

fun, the frolicking, the fighting? Gone! Gone!
The rifle wont make a man a living now—he
must turn nigger and work. If forests continue
to be used up, I may yet be smothered in the set-

tlement. Boys, this ’ere life won’t do. I’ll

stick to the broadhorn ’cordin’ to contract; but
once done with it, I’m off for a frolic. If the

Choctaws or Cherokees on the Massassip don’t

give us a brush as we pass along, I shall grow as

poor as a starved wolf in a pitfall. I must, to

live peaceably, point my rifle at something more
dangerous than varmint. Six months and no
fight would spile me worse than a dead horse on
a pararee.”

Mike ceased speaking. The then beautiful

village of Louisville appeared in sight; the labour

of landing the boat occupied his attention—the

bustle and confusion that followed such an inci-

dent ensued, and Mike was his own master by
law until his employers ceased trafficking, and
again required his services.

At the time we write of, there were a great

many renegade Indians who lived about the set-

tlements, and which is still the case in the ex-

treme southwest. These Indians generally are

the most degraded of their tribes—outcasts, who,
for crime or dissipation, are no longer allowed to

associate with their people; they live by hunting
or stealing, and spend their precarious gains in

intoxication. Among the throng that crowded
on the flatboat on his arrival, were a number of

these unfortunate beings; they were influenced

by no other motives than that of loitering round
in idle speculation at what was going on. Mike
was attracted towards them at sight; and as he
too was in the situation that is deemed most fa-

vourable to mischief, it struck him that it was a

good opportunity to have a little sport at the In-

dians, expense. Without ceremony, he gave a

terrific war whoop; and then mixing the lan-

guage of the aborigines and his own together, he
went on in savage fashion and bragged of his

triumphs and victories on the war-path, with all

the seeming earnestness of a real “ brave.” Nor
were taunting words spared to exasperate the

poor creatures, who, perfectly helpless, listened

to the tales of their own greatness, and their own
shame, until wound up to the highest pitch of

impotent exasperation. Mike’s companions join-

ed in; thoughtless boys caught the spirit of the

affair; and the Indians were goaded until they in

turn made battle with their tongues. Then com-
menced a system of running against them, pull-

ing off their blankets, together with a thousand
other indignities; finally they made a precipitate

retreat ashore, amid the hooting and jeering of an
unfeeling crowd, who considered them poor devils

destitute of feeling and humanity. Among this

crowd of outcasts was a Cherokee, who bore the

name of Proud Joe; what his real cognomen was,
no one knew, for he was taciturn, haughty—and,
in spite of his poverty and his manner of life won
the name we have mentioned. His face was ex-
pressive of talent, but it was furrowed by the

most terrible habits of drunkenness. That he
was a superior Indian was admitted; and it was
also understood that he was banished from his

mountain home, his tribe being then numerous
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and powerful, for some great crime. He was al-

ways looked up to by his companions, and mana-
ged, however intoxicated he might be, to sustain

a singularly proud bearing, which did not even
depart from him while prostrated on the ground.
Joe was filthy in his person and habits—in this

respect he was behind his fellows; but one orna-

ment of his person was attended to with a care

which would have done houour to him if sur-

rounded by his people, and in his native woods.
Joe still wore with Indian dignity his scalp-lock;

he ornamented it with taste, and cherished it, as

report said, that some Indian messenger of ven-
geance might tear it from his head, as expiatory

of his numerous crimes. Mike noticed this pe-

culiarity, and reaching out his hand, plucked from
it a hawk’s feather, which was attached to the

scalp-lock. The Indian glared horribly on Mike
as he consummated the insult, snatched the feath-

er from his hand, then shaking his clenched fist

in the air, as if calling on Heaven for revenge,

retreated with his friends. Mike saw that he had
roused the savage’s soul, and he marvelled won-
derfully that so much resentment should be ex-

hibited; and as an earnest to Proud Joe that the

wrong he had done him should not rest unre-

venged, he swore he would cut the scalp-lock off

close to his head the first convenient opportu-

nity he got, and then he thought no more about it.

The morning following the arrival of the boat
at Louisville was occupied in making prepara-
tions to pursue the voyage down the river.

Nearly everything was completed, and Mike had
taken his favourite place at the sweep, when look-

ing up the river bank he beheld at some distance

Joe and his companions, and perceived from their

gesticulations that they were making him the

subject of conversation.

Mike thought instantly of several ways in

which he could show them altogether a fair fight,

and then whip them with ease: he also reflected

with what extreme satisfaction he would enter

into the spirit of the arrangement, and other mat-
ters to him equally pleasing, when all the Indi-

ans disappeared, save Joe himself, who stood at

times reviewing him in moody silence, and then
staring round at passing objects. From the pe-
culiarity of Joe’s position to Mike, who was be-

low him, his head and upper part of his body re-

lieved boldly against the sky, and intone of his

movements he brought his profile face to view.
The prominent scalp-lock and its adornments
seemed to be more striking than ever, and it again
roused the pugnacity of Mike Fink: in an instant

he raised his rifle, always loaded at his command,
brought it to his eye, and, before he could be pre-

vented, drew sight upon Proud Joe and fired.

The ball whistled loud and shrill, and Joe,

springing his whole length into the air, fell upon
the ground. The cold-blooded murder was no-
ticed by fifty persons at least, and there arose
from the crowd, an universal cry of horror and
indignation at the bloody deed. Mike himself
seemed to be much astonished, and in an instant
reloaded his rifle, and as a number of white per-
sons rushed towards the boat, Mike threw aside
his coat, and, taking his powder horn between
his teeth, leaped, rifle in hand, into the Ohio, and
commenced swimming for the opposite shore.

Some bold spirits determined Mike should not so

easily escape, and jumping into the only skiff at

command, pulled swiftly after him. Mike watch-
ed their movements until they came within a

hundred yards of him, then turning in the water,
he supported himself by his feet alone, and raised

his deadly rifle to his eye. Its muzzle, if it spoke
hostilely, was as certain to send a messenger of
death through one or more of his pursuers, as if

it were lightning, and they knew it; dropping
their oars and turning pale, they bid Mike not to

fire. Mike waved his hand towards the little vil-

lage of Louisville, and again pursued his way to

the opposite shore.

The time consumed by the firing of Mike’s ri-

fle, the pursuit, and the abandonment of it, requi-

red less time than we have taken to give the de-
tails; and in that time, to the astonishment of the
gaping crowd around Joe, they saw him rising

with a bewildered air; a moment more and here-
covered his senses and stood up—at his feet lay his

scalp-lock

l

The ball had cut it clear from his

head: the cord around the root of it, in which
were placed feathers and other ornaments, held
it together; the concussion had merely stunned
its owner; farther, he had escaped all bodily harm!
A cry of exultation rose at the last evidence of
the skill of Mike Fink—the exhibition of a shot
that established his claim, indisputable, to the
eminence he ever afterwards held—the unrivaled
marksman of all the flatboatmen of the western
waters. Proud Joe had received many insults.

He looked upon himself as a degraded, worthless
being; and the ignominy heaped upon him ha
never, except by reply, resented: but this last in-

sult was like seizing the lion by the mane, or a
Roman senator by the beard—it roused the slum-
bering demon within, and made him again thirst

to resent his wrongs with an intensity of emotion
that can only be felt by an Indian. His eye gla-

red upon the jeering crowd around like a fiend;

his chest swelled and heaved until it seemed that
he must suffocate. No one noticed this emotion.
All were intent upon the exploit that had so
singularly deprived Joe of his war-lock: and,
smothering his wrath, he retreated to his asso-

ciates with a consuming fire at his vitals. He
was a different man from an hour before; and
with that desperate resolution on which a man
stakes his all, he swore by the Great Spirit of his

forefathers that he would be revenged.
An hour after the disappearance of Joe, both

he and Mike Fink were forgotten. The flatboat,

which the latter had deserted, was got under way,
and dashing through the rapids in the river oppo-
site Louisville, wended on its course. As is cus-
tomary when nights set in, the boat was secure-
ly fastened in some little bend or bay in the
shore, where it remained until early morn.
Long before the sun had fairly risen, the boat

was again pushed into the stream, and it passed
through a valley presenting the greatest possible

beauty and freshness of landscape the mind can
conceive.

Mexican Ladies.

Management of their Dresses, fyc .—The follow-

ing clever sketch is from one of the letters of

the correspodent of the London Times in the city

of Mexico. The same thing which strikes this

writer—the way the Mexican ladies manage
their dresses in threat ing a cord—has often sur-

prised us, and the manner which the women of

the middle and lower classes of Mexico can dis-

pose of themselves upon the floor at a fandango,
or other merry-makings, is even more singular.

We have seen a dozen of them seat themselves
upon a space on the floor that would hardly af-

ford standing-room for that number of females of

any other land, and how they did it was a mys-
tery. But this has nothing to do with the ex-
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tract from the London Times, which is as fol-

lows.

—

N. O. Pic.

I have never gone to the theatre without being

surprised at the talent with which a Mexican
belle pilots her way through the avenues of chairs

in her box to that particular seat which is reser-

ved for her nightly use. Fashion having ordain-

ed that every body shall not wear less than from
seven to eleven petticoats, all starched to the

highest degree, and rendered more balloon-like

by mainstays of canvass equally stiffened, it is

impossible for her safely to pass through any
space less than five yards wide. But as young
ladies must slide between half a dozen chairs, not

two feet apart, each is compelled to reduce that

quart bottle of her dress to a pint decanter, and
that without deranging the general symmetry or

disturbing the flowing outline. She, therefore,

leaving the upper part of her dress to swell to

its greatest extent, attaches firmly both hands to

that part below the knee, and thus clasping it fore

and aft, she glides through the projecting rocks

of the chairs in question like a cutter working its

way through the narrow passage of a reef; with
canvass ten times its bulk swelling in the breeze,

with the graceful craft itself is scarcely seen un-
til it reaches the desired point in safety. When
the Mexican belle has secured her place, the vol-

ume of dress rises at each side to an immense ex-

tent. She sits in the midst of fleecy hosiery,

covered with gauze, in clouds of vapory muslin,

or many-coloured silks, like Mr. Green’s Vaux-
hall balloon. We see only a face, shoulders and
waist.

Bartlett’s Commercial College.

Newspaper recommendations are fast becom-

j!

ing mere inscriptions on tomb-stones, so indis-

jl criminate and so flattering are their notices. It

is therefore probable that their testimony will

j

soon be regarded of as little value. The subject

!
and the writer of this notice will, however, I

hope, be alike exempt from that system of puf-

fing which recommends with equal energy every

i thing, from the shooting star of the theatre to the

last patent itch ointment.

R. M. Bartlett, who has not only reduced

book-keeping to a scientific study, but has varied

!

and adapted its details to every practical purpose

in life, has been engaged in this pursuit for the

! last thirteen years, during which period he has

:

qualified as many hundred individuals, by the

|:
rigid and efficient discipline of his college, not

only to open and keep a set of books for the most

I extensive mercantile houses in our country, but

to take charge, without embarrassment, of any
' set of books already in existence, and carry them

i out upon whatever principles they may be kept,

i All business men will understand the value and

rarity of the last qualification. So general is the

I complaint that book-keeping, as taught in

i, schools, does not fit the pupil for applying his

knowledge to the set of books placed in his

! hands, and the business which he is called to reg-

j

ister on their pages, that I must confess my own

i convictions as an accountant have hitherto been,

that such preparation is of little value in qualify-

ing an individual for a counting-room in our bu-

siness regions. I have been induced to change

my views on this subject, however, not more from

a rigid examination of the system and practice in

his college rooms, than by the uniform and ex-

plicit testimony of a large share of the book-keep-

ers in our principal houses, who have been train-

ed to their business by Mr. Bartlett himself, and

who, of course, are conclusive witnesses on the

subject. The testimony of such persons is ex-

plicit to the value for practical purposes of Mr.
Bartlett’s system of instruction.

The system of Mr. B. is both analytical and

synthetical. It is the taking to pieces, as a

study, a complicated but exact machine, to con-

template and learn the relation of the several

parts to each other and to the machine, and the

putting it together to make it operate accurately,

and without embarrassment. With this view

the student is required to give a reason for

every thing he does, to take up an every day

transaction and put it through the books to its

final close, to shew why one given entry is ac-

curate or any other one incorrect, in short under

the severest drilling to render it apparent that he

has mastered the theory of book-keeping, as well

as reduced it to practice.

The Diploma which Mr. Bartlett furnishes his

pupils, who have finished a regular course, is one

of the finest specimens of design and engraving

that has ever fallen under my notice. It was ex-

ecuted at the establishment of Rawdon, Wright <$•

Hatch
, in our city, and is a credit to Cincinnati.

I regard this establishment, which numbers in

its pupils young men from every district of coun-

try in the west, and which has supplied book-

keepers not only to this region, as well as the

south and southwest, but even prepared them for

Boston, New York, and Philadelphia counting-

rooms, as one of a number of public institutions,

giving a high reputation abroad to Cincinnati.

Yankee Financiering.—A True Story.

A farmer “ Down East,” (a possessor of a vo-

racious appetite) took with him to a neighbour-

ing town, to market, a fine fat turkey. A tav-

ern-keeper espying it, inquired of him his price.

“Wall,” said the Yankee farmer, “if you
would like to buy, I will let you have it for one
dollar in cash,—with the understanding that I am
to have a dinner from the turkey besides.”

The tavern-keeper, unconscious of the farm-
er’s devouring abilities, finally accepted the pro-
position.

When the dinner-hour arrived, in walked the

farmer, and seated himself at the table, upon
which was steaming the turkey, cooked in fine

style, and all the et ceteras.

All preliminaries having been dispensed with

,

the Yankee immediately commenced operations.

Down went one leg of the turkey, succeeded bv
a wing, another leg and wing, and 60 on, until
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all (minus bones) followed in their course. The
company present looked first at the farmer and

turkey, and then at each other, wondering where

would be the limits of his appetite,—when up

jumped the Yankee, having finished his dinner

and the. turkey , leaving his astonished companions

to reconcile themselves as they best could to their

deprivation.

Off went the Yankee farmer with his one dol-

lar in cash , turkey, dressing ,
and all, doubtless

feeling assured that he had satisfactorily disposed

of a portion of his marketing.

ISail-i&oad Anecdote.

One day last week while a train of cars on the

Little Miami Rail-Road, stopped at the depot at

Waynesville, a fellow, who had never seen the

like before, stepped on the locomotive, which for

the time being had been dislocated from the cars,

and being curious to know and see every thing

about it, happened to place his hands an a screw,

which he turned, and in an instant the locomo-

tive started off in full speed, with the fellow upon

it, hallooing and bellowing at the pitch of his

voice to stop the tarnation thing
,
while at the

same time he would pray to God to have mercy
upon him. The locomotive ran about seven

miles, when, by accident, it left the track and

stopped, without any material injury, either to

the unfortunate passenger or locomotive.

—

Ger-

mantown Gazette.

Chronological Table.

March 11th.—Birth of Tasso, 1544. Emperor

Napoleon married the Archduchess of Austria,

1810.

12th.—British garrison, at Mobile, sur-

rendered to the Spaniards, 1780.

13th.—Sir John Herschel discovered a

new planet, which he named Georgium Sidus,

1781. Dr. Priestly, born, 1738.

14th.—Klopstock, died, 1803.

15th.—Andrew Jackson, born, 1767.

16th.—Gustavus III., King of Sweden,

assassinated, 1792. Battle of Culloden, 1746.

17th.—St. Patrick, Tutelary Saint of

Ireland, died at Ulster, 493. Gen. Washington

marched into Boston after it had been evacuated

by the British, 1776.

The Cautatrice and the Empress.

The arrival of the, for a time, “ great attrac-

tion,” Gabrielli the cantatrice, at the Russian

capital, made a sensation of course, at the Court
of Catharine.

“ What are we to do for this young beauty?”
said the Empress, who comes from Naples ex-

pressly for us; or rather my child, speak—what
terms do you expect for your engagement at our
court?

“ Madame,” Gabrielli replied, “ I perceive that

I shall be at a considerable expense for furs this

winter, and I am poor. Shall I ask too much if

I ask of your majesty 20,000 rubles?”

At this demand the brow of the Empress low-
ered, a slight flash was visible on her cheek, and
her eyes glittered—but it was only for a moment.
Nevertheless, (continues Gabrielli,) I was afraid,

and I regretted my words; but, woman like, I

would not for the world have withdrawn them in

the presence of the young officer, who was then
gazing on mo with such interest.

“ Twenty thousand rubles!” exclaimed Cathe-
rine. “ Do you know what you ask, child? For
twenty thousand rubles I can have two field-mar-

shals!”
“ In that case, perhaps, your majesty will en-

gage two field-marshals that can sing,” I replied,

in the most deliberate manner imaginable. I do
not know what possessed me— it must have been
some evil spirit, for as I uttered the words I saw
my fate balancing between Siberia and the Her-
mitage. But my good fortune saved me.
“ You are bold, young woman,” said the Em-

press; and then quickly resuming the pleasant

smile with which she first greeted me; “ but go,”

she said, “ go, and consider yourself as two field-

marshals.

Married I.lie.

Most young men associate the idea of great

expense and the necessary income to meet it,

with married life. But it might easily be shewn,

that a young man, a clerk on a salary, for ex-

ample, could support a wife on what it cost him

to live. I know of cases where men recently

married have actually paid out less than while

they were single. As a family enlarges, other

expenses doubtless increase, but the industry and

economy which a judicious, prudent wife would

stimulate will always provide on that score.

The March of Science.

What next?—The Miners’ Journal, printed at

Pottsville, Pa., says—“We have written on pa-

per manufactured from iron, and seen a hook

whose leaves and binding are both of the same

material.”

Truly the mechanical and chemical transforma-

tions of the present age throw into the shade all

the magic of the east—ancient and modern.

Thunder and Lightning.

A fellow was lately swigging at the bung-hole

of a gallon jug, with all the ardour of one who

really loved its contents. The jug, in reply to

his drafts, went clug, clug, clug,—on which an

anxious expectant, standing by, remarked:

—

“ Jim, you’d better stop; don’t you hear the thun-

der?” “ No,” replied Jim, “ but I perceive the

jug begins to lighten.”

Good Credit.

The members of a certain society having be-

come somewhat remiss in their attendance, it

was proposed to pay their debts, and dissolve the

coneern. “ Pay our debts, indeed!” said a wag,

“let us adjourn now, while we can do so with

credit.”
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Buildings for 1845—*Cincinnati.

I have now completed the enumeration of the

buildings in this city—by wards, during 1845, as

follows:

—

Bricks. Frames. Total.

First, 35 75 110

Second, 86 11 97

Third, 50 65 115

Fourth, 56 35 91

Fifth, 45 10 55

Sixth, 118 22 140

Seventh, 101 76 177

Eighth, 88 100 188

Ninth, 86 31 117

Tenth, 122 40 162— - ——

—

—
769 463 1252

The buildingss for 1844, were 1225. Those for

1843, were 1003. The advance of 1845 over 1844

in the number of buildings has not progressed at

the same rate as that of the previous year; but is

l much greater, if we refer to the character of the

buildings. I have no doubt that 10,000,000 more

i bricks have been used in this year’s erections.

The public buildings alone, put up this year,

have consumed as many bricks as would have

sufficed to put up one hundred and fifty private

dwellings of the usual size.

The total number of buildings in this city, ex-

clusive of frame stables and out-buildings of every

description, is 11,560.

I propose to furnish a comparative table of

buildings of such of the various cities as have put

i their improvements on record—and commence
< with

—

Cincinnati, 85,000 1252 15

Washington, D. C., 33,000 336 10

Columbus (Ohio), 10,016 202 20

Capture of John Andre.

One of them ost remarkable episodes of the

American revolution, and threatening if success-

ful, most disastrous consequences to the issue of

that great event, was the treasonable plot of

Benedict Arnold to deliver West Point, together

with the person of the commander-in-chief, if

possible, into the hands of the British forces.

’• That incident teaches a valuable lesson in mor-

I als and politics, and has consigned the name of

! the great traitor to a signal and unenviable pin-

I nacle of infamy.

Connected with the treason and defection to

43

the enemy, of Gen. Arnold, is recorded the ro-

mantic history of the brave and unfortunate An-

dre
, whose life paid the penalty of the enterprise,

on its failure.

It is not with the view of furnishing a general

history of what is already on record as facts, that

the following narrative is prepared for the press,

but for the correction of various important er-

rors in the statement of Andre’s apprehension, by

the three militiamen, Paulding, Williams and

Van Wert. I derive the information from Mr.

John Hudson, whose narrative of the capture of

Cornwallis, has lately appeared in the “Adver-

tiser.” Mr. H. was for many years of his life a

resident in the immediate neighbourhood where

the events occurred, and was personally ac-

quainted with all three of the captors, from

whose lips he had the statements he makes. I

shall give the narrative in his own language.

“ I have conversed with these men, being a

resident of the neighbourhood where they dwelt,

and was well acquainted with Paulding and Van

Wert. Williams was a small man, in middle

life, and I did not know so much of him as of the

rest. Van Wert was a shoemaker by trade, and

a large athletic man. Paulding was tall, well

built, of a commanding figure; and at the period

of these events, in the twenty-second year of his

age. He had been left an orphan; and was

brought up by his grandfather, an independent

farmer, who resided within four miles of Tarry-

town.

“ Col. Delancey, at the head of the refugees and

tories, had been engaged scouring that part of

the State, seizing the persons of those who were

considered well affected to the cause of liberty,

and taking them on to New York City, where

they were consigned to the custody of the pro-

vost marshal, Cunningham—an absolute ante-

chamber to the grave. Hundreds fell victims to

the barbarities of the enemy, and numbers, to es-

cape that treatment, enlisted in their service;

generally with the design of deserting at the first

favourable opportunity. Paulding fell into these

men’s hands, and like others, enlisted, as the on-

ly means offering an escape with life. He soon

afterwards, in the dress, and with the arms and ac-

coutrements of a British soldier, deserted accord-

ingly and returned home, where he was appoint-

ed a corporal of militia; and having Van Wort

and Williams assigned him as a patrol, was oc-

cupied scouting over the neutral ground—so call-

ed because between the lines of both armies, al-

though occupied by neither. Within this terri-

tory, parties of militia on the one side, and tories

on the other, were constantly on the alert and

look-out for the benefit of their respective sides.

The neutral ground comprehended the country

between Spikenduyvel creek and Croton river.
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“On the hill just abovo Tarrytown, is level, ta-

ble land, to a considerable extent. The post-

road from New York to Albany, crossed the

elevation, and the White Plains road entered it

here, nearly at right angles; a few rods south

stood a poplar or tulip tree, the mo9t remarkable

one I have ever seen, although I have since seen

thousands in the west, and many of great magni-

tude. The trunk was smooth and round, as gen-

erally is the case with that description of tree.

It was at least six feet through, and extended

forty to fifty feet without a limb; and what is un-

usual with the poplar, the branches spread out

to a great length, forming the greatest extent of

shade which I have ever seen to any tree. This

I suppose was owing to its standing alone; no

other tree being within a considerable distance

of it.

“ Under the shade of this tree, these three men

—Paulding, Williams and Van Wert—were play-

ing cards, their guris resting against its trunk.

Andre, as soon as his return by water by the

Vulture had been cut off, it seems had been di-

rected by Arnold, a circuitous route which took

him into the White Plains road, and thence into

the post-road to N. York, as I have already stated,

a few rods north of this tree. As he approached

the party, observing Paulding in the dress and

with the accoutrements ofa British soldier,he very

naturally concluded he belonged to his own side.

He rode up accordingly and accosted the party

—

‘ My lads, am I past all the rebel guards.’ From
the fact of his being Adjutant General to the

troops, the person of Andre was perfectly known
to every soldier in the British lines, and Pauld-

ing, of course, recognised him at once. He rose

up therefore, approached Andre as if to address

him, and seizing the horse by the bridle, ordered

the rider to dismount. Andre promptly produ-

ced his pass signed by General Arnold, as bearer

of a flag of truce. Paulding’s judgment led him
to think it highly improbable that a man of An-
dre’s rank would be employed in that capacity,

and appearing to hesitate as to what he ought to

do, Major Andre proposed to him that he should

dispatch one of his men with a letter to Arnold,

which being assented to, he sat down and wrote,

sending it off by Williams, on Andre’s own horse.

As soon as he was gone, Andre began to tamper

with the others, offering his watch and purse of

gold, and rising in his offers to them as they re-

fused them; and finally making such promises if

they would escort him into the British lines as

convinced Paulding that there was something

wrong in the case, and probably of great import-

ance to the American interests to detect. He ac-

cordingly proceeded to search his prisoner, and
drawing off his boots, found a variety of papers,

which disclosed the whole transaction, as well as

Arnold’s connection with it. Among these were

a plan of West Point, minute returns of the

forces, ordnance and defences of that post, with

critical remarks on the works. His captors then

took him to Sing Sing, where there was a ferry

kept by one Jerry Stuyvers. There they crossed

to the west side of the Hudson and proceeded

down to Tappan, where the main body of the

American troops were encamped. Gen. Wash-

ington was absent at the time, but arrived in a

few minutes. The rest is on the page of history.

“ So near had Andre effected his return to the

British lines, that the Vulture sloop of war,

was in sight of Paulding’s party at the time of

Andre’s capture, waiting only the proper signal

to send off a boat to the shore. He suffered as a

spy on the 2d October, 1780.

“ The poplar tree I have alluded to was in the

centre of the road, and from these circumstances

became an object of such notoriety that stage

passengers made it a constant practice to chip or

cut off pieces of it as mementos. Blany years

afterwards it was struck by lightning so severely

as not only to split it open, but to tear it abso-

lutely out of root.”

It will be readily comprehended by the forego-

ing narrative, that it was the British uniform of

Paulding which led Andre into the mistake which

cost him his life; and a reason is now furnished

for his conduct on that occasion, which serves to

explain what was heretofore unaccounted for

—

his neglect to produce his pass from Arnold, at

once.

The main Chance.

The Pennsylvania Germans are a people, who
by keeping their eye on the main chance, between

earning and saving, have generally become rich,

because always independent of pressure for

money. It is curious to observe the operation of

the money saving principle in these people.

A wealthy German from Eastern Pennsylva-

nia, named Z
,
purchased the village of Har-

monie, on the road from Pittsburgh to Erie, after

Rapp and his associates who had built it, left for

the Wabash. Although a keen, sagacious busi-

ness man, he could hardly read, and his writing

extended no farther than to sign his name; but

having had one of his sons qualified in these ac-

complishments so far as to keep his accounts by

single entry, he devolved that business on him.

One day the old man being absent from home,

a man named Musselman in his employ and fami-

ly, while engaged in raising a barn, fell with a

heavy piece of timber across him, which broke

his leg, as well as inflicted other injuries. As
soon as the poor fellow was brought home on a

litter it was suggested to Mrs. Z., that a physician
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should be sent for. “ Dat’s drue,” remarked the

i
provident lady—“Ape”—her son Abraham

—

«* you look off the pook unt see if dere’s any ting

:

guminto Musselman.” Ape accordingly examin-

|
ed the account and found it unposted, and after

j

hunting up all the charges and credits for six

j months, out of a day-book which contained the

i original entries of accounts with three hundred

ij persons, at least, it was ascertained finally, that

i

1 there were some three dollars due the sufferer,

t who was lying unattended to all this time.

I] “ Well,” exclaimed Mrs. Z, addressing a younger

I son, “Sam, you run for the toctor unt dell him

j

to gum to Musselman, unt tont forket to dell

|j

him we wont bay more dan is on de pooks.”

I have been reminded of the above incident by

i the article in another column—“ The Lost Boy”

—taken from a correspondent to the Morning

i Herald of our city.

Patrick Henry.

Many years ago, I was at the trial, in one of

j

our district courts, of a man charged with mur-

|

der. The case was briefly this:—the prisoner

|
had gone, in execution of his office as a consta-

j

ble, to arrest a slave who had been guilty of some
misconduct and bring him to justice. Expecting
opposition in the business, the constable took sev-

; eral men with him; some of them armed. They
! found the slave on the plantation of his master,

i within view of the house, and proceeded to seize

|

and bind him. His mistress seeing his arrest,

|
came down and remonstrated vehemently against

it. Finding her efforts unavailing, she went off

I to a barn where her husband was, who was pres-

I

ently perceived running briskly to the house. It

I
I was known he had always kept a loaded rifle

j

over his door. The constable now desired his

company to remain where they were, taking care

to keep the slave in custody, while he himself

|
would go to the house to prevent mischief. He

|
accordingly ran toward the house. When he ar-

|
rived within a short distance of it, the master ap-

j

peared coming out of his door with his rifle in his
1 hand. Some witnesses said as he came to the

i
door he drew the cock of the piece, and was seen

in the act of raising it in the position of firing.

But upon these points there was not an entire

I agreement of evidence. The constable, standing

near a small building in the yard at this instant.

|
fired, and the fire had a fatal effect. No previous

j

malice was proved against him, and his plea up-

on trial was that he had taken the life of his as-

:

sailant in necessary self-defence.

A great mass of testimony was delivered. This
i was commented upon with considerable ability

by the lawyer for the commonwealth, and by an-

other lawyer engaged by the friends of the de-

ceased for the prosecution. The prisoner was
also defended in elaborate speeches by two re

spectable advocates. These proceedings brought
the day to a close. The general whisper through

a crowded house was that the man was guilty,

and could not be saved.

About dark, candles were brought in, and Hen-
ry arose. His manner was exactly that which
the British Spy described with so much felicity;

plain, simple and unassuming. “Gentlemen of

the jury,” said he, “ I dare say wo have all been

very much fatigued with this tediou3 trial. The

prisoner at the bar has been well defended al-

ready, but it is my duty to offer you some further

observations in behalf of this unfortunate man.
I shall aim at brevity. But should I take up
more of your time than you expect, I hope you
will hear me with patience, when you consider
that BLOOD IS CONCERNED.”

I cannot admit the possibility that any one
who never heard Henry speak should be made
fully to conceive the force of the impression which
he gave these few words, “ blood is concerned.”

I had been on my feet through the day, pushed
about in the crowd, and was excessively weary.
I was strongly of opinion, too, notwithstanding
all the previous defensive pleadings, that the pris-

oner was guilty of murder; and I felt anxious to

know how the matter would terminate. Yet
when Henry had uttered these words, my feel-

ings underwent an instantaneous change; I found
every thing within me answering at once, yes,

since blood is concerned, in the name of all that

is righteous, go on—we will hear you with pa-

tience till morning’s sun. This bowing of the

the soul must have been universal; for the pro-

foundest silence reigned, as if every breath had
been suspended. The spell of the magician was
upon us, and we stood like statues around him.
Under the touch of his genius every particular of

the story assumed a new aspect, and his cause
became continually more bright and promising.

At length he arrived at the fatal act itself. “ You
have been told, gentlemen, that the prisoner was
bound by every obligation to avoid the supposed
necessity of firing by leaping behind a house,

near which he stood that moment. Had he been
attacked with a club, or with stones, the argu-
ment would have been unanswerable, and I

should feel myself compelled to give up the de-

fence in despair. But surely I need not tell you,
gentlemen, how wide is the difference between
sticks or stones, and a double triggered loaded

rifle cocked at your breast?” The effect of this

terrific image, exhibited in this great orator’s

peerless manner, cannot be described. I dare

not attempt to delineate the paroxysm of emo-
tion which it excited in every heart. The result

was, that the prisoner was acquitted; with the

perfect approbation, I believe, of the numerous
assembly who attended the trial. What was it

that gave such transcendent force to the eqo-

quence of Henry? His reasoning powers were
good; but they have been equalled, more than

equalled, by those of other men. His imagina-
tion was exceedingly quick, and commanded all

the stores of nature as materials for illustrating

his subject. His voice and delivery were inex-

pressibly happy. But his most irresistible charm
was the vivid feeling of his cause with which ho
spoke. Such feeling infallibly communicates it-

self to the breast of the hearer.

—

Howe’s Vir-

ginia.

The Lott Boy.

Mr. Editor :—Under the head of “The Lost
Child,” in your paper of the 28th ult., you relate

a story which brought to my recollection a cir-

cumstance which occurred many years ago in

Orange county, New York; and I do not think

the affair was ever made a matter of newspaper
notoriety. If you think it is worth its room in

your paper, I will give you the story as it was
related to me, more than thirty years ago, by the

friends and neighbours of the parties. Philip D.
in early life was poor, but robust and industri-

ous; consequently he was thrifty. His motto
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was, 14 to make every thing count.” He used to

say, (by the bye he was a Dutchman,) ‘‘When
I can kit a tollar a tay, I takes it, and when I

can kit put a shilling a tay, I takes tat. I lose

no time.” After he had accumulated some prop-

erty, he cast about for a help-mate. He ulti-

mately married Elizabeth W., an Irish girl, of a

very respectable family; though not rich in this

world’s goods—Elizabeth had, however, obtained

(there was reason to believe) a “ better inheri-

tance.” Through their united efforts, they be-

came wealthy, and raised a family. The num-
ber of daughters I do not now remember, but

they raised three sons, viz: Jacob, Joseph and
Philip. I„would here premise, that Mr. D. was
rather singular in his composition—as an instance

or two will go to establish. He thought his wife,

whom he used to called “ Lish,” was one of the

best women in the world—and I believe other

people thought so too. Well, on a certain occa-

sion Mrs. D. was taken violently ill. Dr. M. of

M , was sent for, and after administering

to, and prescribing for Mrs. D., when he was
about to leave, Mr. D. accosted him with, “Well
toctor, I wants you to too the pest you can for

Lish, for I would rather lose the best horse I’ve

cot, as to lose her.” On another occasion, he
was taken very ill himself. Dr. M. was sent for

in the evening—administered to, and prescribed

for him, and left. In the morning the Dr. called

again, and found Mr. D. lying on his back, with
his eyes closed; and stepping up softly, and ta-

king him by the hand, enquires—“ How do you
feel this morning Mr. D?” The patient was
speechless. The Dr. repeats the enquiry, in an
elevated tone,—“ Mr. D. how do you feel this

morning?” The patient felt his risibles, and in

a peevish tone, cries out to his wife—“ Lish, wy
tont you schpeke, and tell te toctor? You know
J can’t schpeke?”

Well, in the fulness of time, when young
Philip was full ten years old, he came up missing
one evening. An enquiry was set on foot. No
body had seen him since early in the evening. A
search was made through the house, the barn,
the out-houses, and even the farm—no Philip.

The neighbours were alarmed, and the news
spread far and wide, “Young Philip is lost.”

The consternation became general. He is cer-
tainly destroyed by the wolves, (for at that time,
wolves often made incursions into the settlement
from the “Shawangunk” mountains, and de-
stroyed the sheep, calves, &c.) The neighbours
—some fifty or sixty of them were out—and kept
up the hunt with dogs and horns, until all hope
was at an end, and it was given up, that Philip
was lost. The neighbours, between midnight
and day, sorrowingly returned to their homes,
and the family sat down in the family room, to
mourn over their loss; the almost broken hearted
mother seated in one corner of the room, giving
vent to her grief for the loss of her youngest
child. Mr. D. stood petrified—he could not shed
tears, nor could he bear the sight of his “ Lish ta-
king on so.” He at length took his seat beside
her, for the purpose of consoling her, and laying
his hand on her knee, exclaimed “veil my tear
Lish, ve has got one morefarm as ve has got sons
now!” That you know was consoling.

Well, at long and last, the family made prep-
aration for bed, when, on pulling out the trundle
bed from under the old family concern, lo, and
behold! young Philip safe and snug, sound asleep
in his usual place of repose, and totally uncon-

scious of the affliction he had brought on his

family and friends.

I was acquainted with him when he was a

young man, and I never met with Philip D., but
I thought of the “ Lost Boy.”

Yours, &c., R. S.

Frankfort , Ross Co., Feb. 6th, 1846.

Auecdotes.

The following naive lover’s promise was offered

as an irresistible temptation to a filially given in-

amorata:—“I like you,” sighed the girl to her

suitor, “ but I can’t leave home. I’m a widow’s
only darling; no husband can ever equal my pa-

rent in kindness.” “ She is kind,” pleaded the

wooer, “ but be my wife, we will all live to-

gether, and see if I don’t beat your mother.”

A Bristol bride, whose French was “some-
what of the oddest,” after listening to her inten-

ded’s various schemes for the honey moon tour,

said modestly, “ I don’t care where we go in rea-

son, Mr. Hadams, honly let us avoid Hecla .'”

A Yorkshire lad, who had lately gone to ser-

vice, having had salad served up for dinner every

day for a week, ran away; and when asked why
he had left his place, he replied:

“ They made me yeat grass i’th summer, and

I wur afraid they’d make me eat hay i’th winter

—and I could not stand that, so I wur off.”

Our markets.

Some idea of the extent and character of the

delicacies we enjoy in Cincinnati, may be infer-

ed from the following list of marketing, brought

in by one person alone, who supplies the city

from the counties of Jay and Randolph, Indiana.

74 Deer—entire carcasses.

270 Deer Saddles.

172 Opossums.

4300 Rabbits.

483 Squirrels.

2290 Pheasants.

10100 Partridges, or Quails.

90 Wild Turkeys.

340 small Birds.

6 Coons.

These were all sold in our market within the

first of December and twentieth of February last.

They were brought in by Mr. Charles Comfort ,

from whose lips the statement is given.

I suggest to the Ohio Legislature, at its next

session, to alter the name of Comfort to that of

Luxury. He well deserves the change.

During the same period there have been sold

2500 cans Baltimore oysters—equal to 1800 bush-

els and 1500 bbls. oysters with the shell, brought

up from New Orleans and across the mountains.

It is not only in the abundance and quality of

our table enjoyments, but in their price—bring-

ing them within the reach of all classes, that the

subject may be refered to. The venison has not

averaged higher per pound than four to five cts.;

Rabbits, ten to twelve cents each; Squirrels, fifty

to sixty cents per dozen; Wild Turkeys, seventy-
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five cents each; Partridges, sixty to seventy-five

cents; and Pheasants one dollar fifty cents to two

dollars per dozen.

Oysters are of course higher for family use

than in Philadelphia or Baltimore. But they can

be purchased at eating houses for refreshment,

as cheaply as at those places.

Hide your diminished heads, ye New York and

Philadelphia epicures!

The Faculty.

It detracts greatly from the specimens of va-

rious good things in the shape of anecdotes, that

we are often led to doubt whether they are

“ founded on facts.” For the following, which

is peculiarly rich, I hold myself responsible.

Professor Miller, in his valedictory to the

late medical class graduating at the Louisville

Medical College, advised the newly manufactu-

red doctors to go and settle where they were not

known! Was this simplicity or archness?

Our own Artists.

One of our Cincinnati Artists, under the direc-

tion of Mr. Charles A. Jewett, has lately furnish-

ed a fine Mezzotint of Bishop Hamline of the Me-

thodist Episcopal Church. This is the first

mezzotint ever engraved in Cincinnati, and will

compare favourably with the efforts of practised

engravers at the east. Specimens may be seen

at Mr. Jewett’s office, on Third street, opposite

the Mayor’s office.

Those who want work of this kind hereafter,

will find competent artists at home to execute it.

COBR£NPOND£NCX
The late Gen. Harrison.

Mr. C. Cist,—Sir:

In the summer of 1791, William H. Harrison

was in the City of Philadelphia, pursuing the

study of medicine under the direction of Doctor

Rush; where he formed a determination to aban-

don the study of his profession, and join the ar-

my. To accomplish his purpose, he made known

his determination to his friends, Robert Morris

and Thomas Willing, one of whom was his guar-

dian, he being then a minor; and requested them

to apply to the President for a commission. They

attempted to dissuade him from his purpose; but

finding that to be impossible, they waited on the

President, who told them that there was no ap-

pointment at his disposal, worthy of the accept-

ance of Mr. Harrison—that he could not offer

him any thing above an ensigncy.

They reported the result of their application,

under a hope that he would decline it, and they ad-

vised him to do so. His reply was:—Gentlemen,

it is all I want.

The result was made known to the President,

who immediately gave him the commission of an

ensign, and he started forthwith for Cincinnati.

The date of the commission is not known to me,

but on the 31st of October, the President report-

ed to the Senate, that he had appointed Wm. IJ.

Harrison an ensign in the army, vice Thompson
promoted. Of course his mind was decided, and

he had entered the service before the unfortunate

battle of General St. Clair was fought, which was

on the 4th of November, after his appointment.

General Wayne was appointed to command
the army in April, 1792. He spent the princi-

pal part of the next summer at Pittsburgh. The
following winter—1792-3—he was at Legionville,

and did not proceed to Cincinnati till late in the

summer of 1793. J. BURNET.
Cincinnati

,
March 13tli, 1846.

Chronological Table.

March 18th.—James Madison, born, 1751.

Horne Tooke, died, 1812.

19th.—The first eclipse of the moon of

which we have any record was observed on this

day, 720 B. C.

20th.—Sir Isaac Newton, died, 1727.

21st.—Due D’ Enghien, shot, 1804.

22d.—Goethe, died, 1832.

25th.—Queen Elizabeth, died, 1603.

A Mistake.

It was thought a few years since that Charles

Carroll, of Carrollton, was the last of the signers

to the Declaration of Independence. This must
be a mistake. A late Vicksburgh Intelligencer,

says—“ The signers to the Declaration of Inde-

pendence are on board a flatboat at the foot of

Jackson street. Visit them—they are worth

seeing.”

A Hard Witness.

Ordinarily, a lawyer has the advantage of a

witness in the “ colloquies at court.” Some-
times, as in the following case, the lawyer fares

second best:

Everybody in Philadelphia and out of Phila-
delphia, we believe, knows or has heard of Got-
lieb Scherer, a tall, robust, well-formed German,
with a small twinkling eye, and a look that tells

you quite as distinctly as language, that he
‘ ‘ knows a thing or two.” Being called upon the
stand as a witness on one occasion, he was cate-
chised rather severely by (so the story goes) Mr.
Dallas, who expected to make out a strong point
by eliciting something from the following ques-
tions:—

“ Were you at Harrisburg, Mr. Scherer, in De-
cember?”
“At Plarrisburg in December, did you say, Mr.

Dallas?”
“ Yes, sir, I said at Harrisburg in December.”
Putting his head down thoughtfully for a mo-

ment, he replied, “ No, sir, I was not.”
“Were you at Harrisburg in January, Mr.

Scherer?”
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“At Harrisburg in January, did you say, Mr.
Dallas?”

“ Yes, sir, I said at Harrisburg in January.
Relapsing into a thoughtful mood for a mo-

ment—“ jNo,sir, [ was not at Harrisburg in Jan-
uary.”

“Well, Mr. Scherer, were you at Harrisburg
in February?”

“ Did you say at Harrisburg in February, Mr.
Dallas?”
“ Yes, sir,—answer me if you please—I said

at Harrisburg in February.”
*

Studying for a moment or two, as before

—

“ No, sir, 1 was not at Harrisburg in February.”
Getting somewhat out of patience with him,

Mr. D., elevating his tone, demanded—“At what
lime, then, sir, were you at Harrisburg?”
“At Harrisburg? at Harrisburg, Mr. Dallas?

—I never was at Harrisburg in my life, sir?”

Of course the Court adjourned instanter.

The Flatboatimiu of the West.—IVo 2.

BY T. B. THORPE.

It was spring, and a thousand tints of green de-

veloped themselves in the half-formed foliage and
bursting buds. The beautiful mallard skimmed
across the water, ignorant of the danger of the

white man’s approach; the splendid spoon-bill

decked the shallow places near the shore, while

myriads of singing birds filled the air with their

unwritten songs. In the far reaches down the

river, there occasionally might be seen a bear

stepping along the ground as if dainty of its feet,

and, snuffing the intruder on his wild home, he
would retreat into the woods. To enliven all

this, and give the picture the look of humanity,
there might also be seen, struggling with the

floating mists, a column of blue smoke, that came
from a fire built on a projecting point of land,

around which the current swept rapidly, and car-

ried every thing that floated on the river. The
eye of the boatman saw the advantage of the sit-

uation which the place rendered to those on shore,

to annoy and attack, and as wandering Indians,

in those days, did not hesitate to rob, there was
much speculation as to what reception the boat

would receive from the builders of the fire.

The rifles were all loaded, to be prepared for

the worst, and the loss of Mike Fink lamented,
as a prospect of a fight presented itself, where he
could use his terrible rifle. The boat in the mean
time swept round the point; but instead of an
enemy, there lay, in profound sleep, Mike Fink,
with his feet toasting at the fire; his pillow was
a huge bear, that had baen shot on the day pre-

vious, while at his sides, and scattered in profu-

sion around him, were several deer and wild

turkeys. Mike had not been idle. After pick-

ing out a place most eligible to notice the passing

boat, he had spent his time in hunting, and he
was surrounded by trophies of his prowess. The
scene that he presented was worthy of the time
and the man, and would have thrown Landseer
into a delirium of joy, could he have witnessed
it. The boat, owing to the swiftness of the cur-
rent, passed Mike’s resting place, although it was
pulled strongly to the shore. As Mike’s com-
panions came opposite to him, they raised such a
shout, half exultation of meeting him, and half
to alarm him with the idea that Joe’s friends were
upon him. Mike, at the sound, sprang to his

feet, rifle in hand, and as he looked around, he
raised it to his eyes, and by the time he discov-

ered the boat, he was ready to fire. “ Down with

your shooting-iron, you wild critter,” shouted
one of the boatmen. Mike dropped the piece, and
gave a loud halloo, that echoed among the soli-

tudes like a piece of artillery. The meeting be-
tween Mike and his fellows was characteristic.

They joked, and jibed him with their rough wit,

and he parried it off with a most creditable inge-

nuity. Mike soon learned the extent of his rifle-

shot—he seemed perfectly indifferent to the fact

that Proud Joe was not dead. The only senti-

ment he uttered, was regret that he did not fire at

the vagabQnd’s head, and if he hadn’t hit it, why,
he made the first bad shot in twenty years. Tho
dead game was carried on board of the boat, the

adventure was forgotten, and every thing resu-

med the monotony of floating in a flatboat down
the Ohio.

A month or more elapsed, and Mike had pro-
gressed several hundred miles down the Missis-

sippi; his journey had been remarkably free from
incident; morning, noon, and night, presented the

same banks, and the same muddy water, and he
sighed to see some broken land, some high hills,

and he railed and swore, that he should have been
such a fool as to have deserted his favourite Ohio
for a river that produced nothing but alligators,

and was never at best half finished.

Occasionally, the plentifulness of game put him
in spirits, but it did not last long; he wranted
more lasting excitement, and declared himself as

perfectly miserable and helpless as a wild-cat

without teeth or claws.

In the vicinity of Natchez rises a few abrupt
hills, which tower above the surrounding low-
lands of the Mississippi like mountains; they are

not high, but from their loneliness and rarity

they create sensations of pleasure and awe.
Under the shadow of one of these bluffs, Mike

and his associates made the customary prepara-

tions to pass the night. Mike’s enthusiasm knew
no bounds at the sight of land again; he said it

was as pleasant as “ cold water to a fresh

wound;” and, as his spirits rose, he went on ma-
king the regions round about, according to his

notions, an agreeable residence.
“ The Choctaws live in these diggins,” said

Mike, “ and a cursed time they must have of it.

Now if I lived in these parts I’d declare war on
’em just to have something to keep me from
growing dull; without some such business I’d be
as musty as an old swamp moccasin. I could
build a cabin on that ar hill yonder that could,

from its location, with my rifle, repulse a whole
tribe if they came after me. What a beautiful

time I’d have of it! I never was particular about
what’s called a fair fight; I just ask half a chance,

and the odds against me, and if I then don’t keep
clear of snags and sawyers, let me spring a leak

and go to the bottom. Its natur that the big fish

should eat the little ones. I’ve seen trout swal-

low perch, and a cat would come along and swal-

low the trout, and perhaps, on the Mississippi,

the alligators use up the cat, and so on to the end
of the row. Well, I will walk tall into varmint
and Indian; it’s a way I’ve got, and it comes as

natural as grinning to a hyena. I’m a regular

tornado, tough as a hickory, and long-winded as

a nor’-wester. I can strike a blow like a falling

tree, and every lick makes a gap in the crowd
that lets in an acre of sunshine. Whew, boys!”

shouted Mike, twirling his rifle like a walking-

stick around his head, at the ideas suggested in

his mind. “Whew, boys! if the Choctaw divils

in them ar woods thare would give us a brush,

just as I feel now, I’d cell them gentlemen. I
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must fight something, or I’ll catch the dry rot

—

> burnt brandy won’t save me.” Such were some

I

1
of the expressions which Mike gave utterance to,

,
and in which his companions heartily joined ;

but

I: they never presumed to be quite equal to Mike,

]
for'his bodily prowess, as well as his rifle, were
acknowledged to be unsurpassed. These displays

of animal spirits generally ended in boxing and

wrestling-matches, in which falls were received,

|
and blows were struck without being noticed,

that would heve destroyed common men. Occa-

[ sionally angry words and blows were exchanged,

|
but, like the summer storm, the cloud that emit-

|
ted the lightning purified the air; and when the

I commotion ceased, the combatants immediately

|
made friends and became more attached to each

|
other than before the cause that interrupted the

|

good feelings occurred. Such were the conver-

I sation and amusements of the evening when the

I boat was moored under the bluffs we have allu-

1 ded to. As night wore on, one by one of the

j
hardy boatmen fell asleep, some in its confined

|
interior, and others protectsd by a light covering

I in the open air. The moon rose in beautiful ma-

|
jesty ; her silver light, behind the highlands, gave

|
them a power and theatrical effect as it ascend-

|
ed; and as its silver rays grew perpendicular,

I; they finally kissed gently the summit of the hills,

I and poured down their full light upon the boat,

|
with almost noonday brilliancy. The silence with

which the beautiful changes of darkness and light

I
were produced made it mysterious. It seemed as

L if some creative power was at work, bringing

I form and life out of darkness. In the midst of

I the witchery of this quiet scene, there sounded

I forth the terrible rifle, and the more terrible war-

|
whoop of the Indian. One of the flatboatmen,

|
asleep on deck, gave a stifled groan, turned upon

1 his face, and with a quivering motion, ceased to

I live. Not so with his companions—they in an

I
instant, as men accustomed to danger and sud-

i den attacks, sprang ready-armed to their feet;

I
but before they could discover their foes, seven
sleek and horribly painted savages leaped from

i the hill into the boat. The firing of the rifle was
I

useless, and each man singled out a foe and met
I him with a drawn knife.

The struggle was quick and fearful; and dead-
! ly blows were given amid screams- and impreca-

tions that rent the air. Yet the voice of Mike
I

Fink could be heard in encouraging shouts above

I the clamour. “ Give it to them, boys!” hecried,

j

“cut their hearts out! choke the dogs! Here’s
hell a-fire and the river rising!” then clenching
with the most powerful of the assailants, he roll-

ed with him upon the deck of the boat. Power-
ful as Mike was, the Indian seemed nearly a

f
match for him. The two twisted and writhed iike

serpents,—now one seeming to have the advan-

|
tage, and then the other.

In all this confusion there might occasionally

be seen glancing in the moonlight the blade of a
I knife; but at whom the thrusts were made, or

who wielded it, could not be discovered.

The general fight lasted less time than we have

I

taken to describe it. The white men gained the

advantage; two of the Indians lay dead upon the

boat, and the living, escaping from their antago-
I

nists leaped ashore, and before the rifle could be

brought to bear they were out of its reach. While
|l Mike was yet struggling with his antagonist, one

of his companions cut the boat loose from the

shore, and, with powerful exertion, managed to

I get its bows so far into the current, that it swung
j

round and floated; but before this was accom-
II life.

plished, and before any one interfered with Mike,
he was on his feet, covered with blood, and blow-

ing like a porpoise: by the time he could get his

breath, he commenced talking. “Ain’t been so
busy in a long time,” said be, turning ever his

victim with his foot; “ that fellow fou’t beautiful

y

if lie’s a specimen o^the Choctaws that live in

these parts, they are screamers; the infernal sar-

pents! the d——d possums!” Talking in this

way, he with others, took a general survey of the
killed and wounded. Mike himself was a geod
deal cut up with the Indian’s knife; but he called

his wounds blackberry scratches. One of Mike’s
associates was severely hurt; the rest escaped
comparatively harmless. The sacrifice was made
at the first fire; for beside the dead Indians, there

lay one of the boat’s crew, cold and dead, his

body perforated with four different balls. That
he was the chief object of attack seemed evident,

yet no one of his associates knew of his having a

single fight with the Indians. The soul of Mike
was affected, and, taking the hand of his deceased
friend between his own, he raised his bloody knife

towards the bright moon, and swore that he
would desolate “ the nation” that claimed the In-

dians who made war upon them that night, and
turned to his stiffened victim, that, dead as it was,
retained the expression of implacable hatred and
defiance, he gave a smile of grim satisfaction,

and then joined in the general conversation,

which the occurrences of the night would natu-

rally suggest. The master of the “ broad horn”
was a business man, and had often been down
the Mississippi. This was the first attack he had
received, or knew to have been made from the

shores inhabited by the Choctaws, except by the

white men, and lie, among other things, sug-
gested the keeping of the dead Indians until day-
light, that they might have an opportunity to ex-
amine their dress and features, and see with
certainty who were to blame for the occurrences
of the night. The dead boatman was removed
with care to a respectable distance; and the liv-

ing, except the person at the sweep of the boat,

were soon buried in profound slumber.

Not until after the rude breakfast was partaken
of, and the funeral rites of the dead boatmen were
solemnly performed, did Mike and his compan-
ions disturb the corses of the red men.
When both these things had been leisurely and

gently got through with, there was a different

spirit among the men.
Mike was astir, and went about his business

with alacrity. He stripped the bloody blanket
from the Indian he had killed, as if it enveloped
something disgusting, and required no respect.

He examined carefully the moccasins on the In-
dian’s feet, pronouncing them at one time Chick-
asas, at another time, the Shawanese. He stared

at the livid face, but could not recognise the style

of paint that covered it.

That the Indians were not strictly national in
their adornments, was certain, for they were ex-
amined by practised eyes, that could have told

the nation of the dead, if such had been the case,

as readily as a sailor could distinguish a ship by
its flag. Mike was evidently puzzled; and as he
was about giving up his task as hopeless, the dead
body he was examining, from some cause, turned
on its side. Mike’s eves distended, as some of
his companions observed, “like a choked cat,”

and became riveted. He drew himself up in a
half serious, and half comic expression, and point-

ing at the back of the dead Indian’s head, there

was exhibited a dead warrior in his paint, desti-
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tute of his scalp-lock, the small stump which was
only left, being stiffened with red paint. Those
who could read Indian symbols learned a vol-

ume of deadly resolve in what they saw. The
body of Proud Joe was stiff and cold before them.
The last and best shot of Mike Fink cost a

brave man his life. The corpse so lately inter-

red, was evidently taken in the moonlight by
Proud Joe and his party, as that of Mike’s, and
they had risked their lives, one and all, that he
might with certainty be sacrificed. Nearly a

thousand miles of swamp had been threaded,

large and swift running rivers had been crossed,

hostile tribes passed through by Joe and his

friends, that they might revenge the fearful in-

sult, of destroying without the life

,

the sacred

scalp-lock.

A Good One.

We understand that a petition was presented

to the House of Representatives, praying the pas-

sage of an act to legalize a lottery for the pur-

pose of completing the Catholic Cathedral, at

Natchez. Mr. McCaughan opposed the petition,

saying “ he had no objection to the erection of a

church to worship our Saviour in, but was oppo-

sed to calling on the devil to build it.”

—

Vicks-

burg Intel.

The Guest.

The first number of this periodical, which is a

semi-monthly quarto, made its appearance last

Friday. The editor, Mrs. R. S. Nichols, is

well and favourably known to the literary world

—east and west—of our country, and she seems

sustained by several spirited contributors, some

of them of great ability. The paper, typogra-

phy, and mechanical arrangement are unexcep-

tionable, and the Guest, for the extent and char-

acter of its original matter, is one of the cheapest

family papers of the day.

Of a writer like Mrs. Nichols, whose fugitive

pieces have been so highly appreciated by the

reading public, it is hardly necessary to speak,

and it may suffice to say, that if she can keep up

in this new enterprize an array of correspondents

and contributors equal to those who have sent in

their pieces to the first number, a literary sheet

will be furnished for the west, of a higher order

of merit than most of the eastern periodicals,

cither weekly or monthly.

I recommend the “ Guest” to all who desire a

good paper for the family circle.

Pleasant Mill Academy.

The semi-annual examination of this institu-

tion commences this day and continues until this

flay week, the 25th inst. This establishment is

the germ out of which is about to be formed “ The

Farmers’ College,” a novel enterprize, although

justified, and indeed, demanded not only by our

republican institutions, but by the commanding

influence which the “ sons of the soil,” as the

great mass of the voters of our country, are

destined to exert in the community of which
they form a part. To what extent the educa-

tional privileges of this institution will diffuse

themselves through our farming community,

may be judged from the fact that more than five

hundred youth have already passed through a

course of study at this Academy.
I recommend a general attendance of those

whose avocations permit a visit on the occasion

from this city.

A Curiosity.

The following is a verbatim copy of a quit
claim Mormon bill of divorce, found on the bank
of the river opposite Nauvoo, a few days since:

Noo no all men buy thes presence that I Mar-
garet Wilcox have settled all my afairs and diffi-

culties with Silas Wilcox my former husband and
hold no more claim on him for any coevnant that
has been made hear to fore and air willing that
we both do part in friend ship hoping that tho
blessings of God may rest upon as and we be pros-
pered both in time and eternity and live as brother
and sister in the church of Jesus Christ of Later-
day saints.

the City of Joseph Oct. 9th 1845.

or so long as we both continue in the faith

or in the feloship of the church.

MARGRIT WILCOX.
J. P. Harmon, Witness,

her
Sarah X Harmon, Witness.

The party interested can have the above by
“ proving property and paying charges.”

Docs auy body want Twins?

We copy the following unique advertisement
from the Detroit Free Press:

“ Twins.—The undersigned, having recently
lost his wife, and leaving a pair of daughters,
which he would give to some good family that

would like to adopt them as their own. The in-

fants can be seen at the house of Mr. H. E. Perry,
Woodward Avenue, Detroit.

Isaac Dieffenderfer.”

Religion and Oysters.

They do such strange things out west that they
no longer surprise us. The St. Louis Gazette of

the 5th says: “This evening, in the Tobacco
warehouse, our Baptist brethren make their first

call—we should rather say, offer, of a fine enter-

tainment—an Oyster Supper—good cheer, musi-
cal airs, &c.—and all for one dollar. We hope,

we expect, we know, there will be a rush for the

Oysters.”

Kindness.
“ What! Mr. Brown a brute! why he writes to

his wife every packet!” “ Yes, he writes a par-

cel of flummery about the agony of absence, but

he has never remitted her a shilling. Do you call

that kindness?” “ Decidedly, unremitting kind-

ness.”

Juvenile Precocity.

“Boy what is your name?” “ Robert, sir.”

“ Yes, that is your Christian name, but what is

your other name?” “Bob, sir.”
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A survey of the last British Tariff, which I

j

have lately made, suggests some curious statis-

!
tics, as respects names.

Among the articles imported into Great Britain,

|

are,—Acorns, Aristolochia, Asses, Bastropes,

Glass Bugles, Singing Birds, Clinkers, Bullrush-

j
vs, Caviare, Chil lias. Civet, Culm, Codilla, Coir,

Coker, Cutch, Divi divi, Flocks, Granilla, Inkle,

I Jet, Latten, Lentiles, Medlars, Orchal, Orsidew,

I Safflower, Salep, Stavesacre, Talc, Tarras, Tin-

I] cal, Tornsal, Truffles, Vallonia, Weld, Woad,

j

and Zaffre. All these are subject to duty. Most

of these things are as much known to the general

reader as if their names were in Arabic; and it

|
must be matter of surprise that many of those

I which are known should be subjects of duty, or

I oven importation.

How far the cheap luxuries of our country are

1 denied to the mass in Great Britain, may be in-

I fered from the duty on mead—5s. 6d. per gallon

I —about one dollar and forty cents ; and cider £10
|' 10s., or fifty-two dollars per/un. It may be said

I these duties are designed as prohibitory, but if

i

even so, they indicate the price at home of these

|
articles, since it is never necessary that a prohibi-

I tory duty should exceed, or even equal, the value

1 of the domestic article.

Sugar Refinery.

Before twenty years shall have elapsed, a man-

ufacturing interest will have sprung into exist-

|
ence in and around Cincinnati, of which we have

|j

no example in the U. States. In but the growth

!;
of our infancy we have already the great amount

of $20,000,000 as an annual product of our me-

chanical and manufacturing industry. What we

shall become when the manufactures of cotton,

woolen, and iron, which are either not now in

existence here or which have been in operation

only upon a limited scale, shall have reached their

utmost capacity of profitable establishment, may

be infered from our progress in this line of the

last twenty years, at the commencement of

j

which period our manufacturing products reach-

ed barely three millions of dollars in value. When

j

capital shall be directed to this point from abroad

j

to such an extent as to enable us to manufacture

the bar and sheet iron of the west, and to make

j

cotton sheetings and printed goods for the United

j

States and foreign markets, which will be done

here within twenty years, we shall then behold

a concentration of business and population at

i
Cincinnati which will surpass the most sanguine

expectations of its citizens at this time.

J

I am aware of the ridicule which men of petty

minds and narrow views may cast upon such pre-

dictions, but I entrench myself on the fact that

the most liberal estimate for the future of the pro-

44

gress of Cincinnati, made by myself or any other

person hitherto, through the medium of the press,

has always fallen far short of the reality, when

the period to which it refered arrived, and the

views I entertain of our ultimate destiny are now

being shared by a much larger portion of our in-

habitants than had sustained my former anticipa-

tions of the progress of Cincinnati.

I shall, therefore, allude now to a branch of

productive industry whish the lapse of a few

years will establish here, and to an extent of which

few persons are now aware. I refer to the refi-

ning of New Orleans sugar.

It is matter of surprise to me, that in a city

now approaching a population of one hundred

thousand souls, no sugar refinery exists, whilo

in St. Louis, destitute of our advantages for their

establishment, there are four or five. A mere

glance at the subject must satisfy almost every

one that the demand upon Cincinnati for the ar-

ticles of refined sugar and molasses, must bo

equal to that of St. Louis, at least.

During the past year the whole region east and

west of the Lakes has been added to the already

extensive markets whichour manufactures and the

foreign goods business have supplied to Ohio, In-

diana, and parts of Kentucky, Virginia, and Il-

linois.

The Miami Extension Canal opens at onco

what our Sandusky Rail-Road will more exten-

sively effect; since by transporting produce at

lower rates„a market to Western New York,

Northern Ohio, Indiana, Illinois, aud Southern

and Eastern Michigan, for groceries, will be crea-

ted which must shortly close the supplies from

the Empire City, in that line.

When our rail-road shall extend to the Lake,

forty thousand additional hogsheads New Or-

leans sugar, and molasses in proportion, will be

needed for the region alluded to. The basis of

this estimate is found in the fact that Louisi-

ana sugar can be put down at the terminus of

the canal and rail-road, for at least one cent per

pound less than it can be supplied via New York.

The figures which establish this are few and ea-

sily comprehended. The freight from plantation

to Cincinnati is i cent per pound; from Cincin-

nati to the Lake 4 cent. Contracts for any

amount of freight can be made at this price now,

the toll being but 124 cents per hundred, or $1.25

per thousand. Now the average of freight from

plantation to New York is all of fifty cents per

hundred, or five dollars per hogshead. Freight,

including tolls, from New York to Buffalo, $

cent additional; and the insurance requisite to

pass it by way of New York, equal to 3-8 cent.

Here are then 14 cent per pound charges via N.

. York, against J cent via Cincinnati. And the

market for the article is principally west of Buf-
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falo, which will make a further difference in fa-

vour of the Ohio route of at least i cent per lb.

to take it as far west as the terminus of our canal

or rail road. All these calculations serve to show

that sugar, molasses, &c., can be sent as far as

Utica, N. Y., before New York City can fairly

compete with us in prices, and the consumption

of sugar in the region west of Utica is known to

exceed fifty thousand hogsheads annually.

In these estimates the expenses of tranship-

ment by both routes are assumed to be equal,

but it might easily be shown that the charges

here are always lighter than at New York, where

the expense in every shape of carrying on busi-

ness is greater than in Cincinnati.

All that has been thus exhibited of superior

access with crude sugar to western and northern

markets, applies with still greater force to refined

sugar, as an article in which less bulk and weight

to higher value has an important bearing in

charges of transportation.

When we recollect that every item of expense

in manufacturing is less costly here than at St.

Louis, it becomes evident that sugar and molas-

ses, refined from crude sugar, with which we are

now extensively supplied from that place, will be

manufactured in this city in the course of a year

or two.

Alligator Killing.

In the dark recesses of the loneliest swamps,
in those dismal abodes where decay and produc-
tion seem to run riot; where the serpent crawls
from his den among the tangled ferns and luxu-
riant grass, and hisses forth its propensities to de-
stroy unmolested; where the toad and lizard

spend the live-long day in their melancholy chirp-

ings; where the stagnant pool festers and fer-

ments, and bubbles up its foul miasma; where the
fungi seems to grow beneath your gaze; where
the unclean birds retire after their repast, and sit

and stare with dull eyes in vacancy for hours and
days together; there originates the alligator;

there, if happy in his history, he lives and dies.

The pioneer of the forest invades his home; the
axe lets in the sunshine upon his hiding places:

he frequently finds himself, like the Indian, sur-
rounded by the encroachments of civilization, a
mere intruder in his original domain, and under
such circumstances only does he become an ob-
ject of rough sport, the incidents of which deserve
a passing notice.

The extreme southern portions of the United
States are exceedingly favourable to the growth
of the alligator: in the swamps that stretch over
a vast extent of country, inaccessible almost to
man, they increase in numbers and size, live un-
disputed monarchs of their abodes, exhibiting but
little more intelligence, or exerting but little more
volition than the decayed trunk of the tree, for
which they are not unfrequently taken. In these
swamp regions, however, are frequently found
high ridges of land, inviting cultivation. The log
cabin takes the place of the rank vegetation; the
evidences of thrift appear; and as the running
streams display themselves, and are cleared for

navigation, the old settler, the alligator, becomes

exposed, and daily falls a victim to the rapacity

of man. Thus hunted, like creatures of higher

organization, he grows more intelligent, from the

dangers of his situation; his taste grows more
delicate, and he wars in turn upon his only ene-

my; soon acquires a civilized taste for pork and
poultry, and acquires also a very uncivilized one
for dogs.

An alligator in the truly savage state is a very
happy reptile: encased in an armour as impene-
trable as that of Ajax, he moves about unharmed
by surrounding circumstances. The fangs of the

rattlesnake grate over his scales as they would
over a file; the constrictor finds nothing about

him to crush; the poisonous moccasin bites at him
in vain; and the greatest pest of all, the musqui-
to, that fills the air of his abode with a million

stings, that burn the flesh like sparks of fire, buzz

out their fury upon his carcass in vain. To say

that he enjoys not these advantages, that he
crawls not forth as a proud knight in his armour,
that he treads not upon the land as a master, and
moves in the water the same, would be doing in-

justice to his actions, and his habits, and the phi-

losophical example of independence which he sets

to the trembling victims that are daily sacrificed

to his wants.

The character of an alligator’s face is far from
being a flattering letter of recommendation. It

suggests a rude shovel; the mouth extends from
the extreme tip of the nose backwards until it

passes the ears; indeed, about one- third of the

whole animal is mouth, with the exact expression

of a tailor’s shears; and this mouth being orna-

mented with a superabundance of rows of white

teeth, gives the same hope of getting out of it,

sound in body and mind, if once in, as does the

hopper of a bark-mill. Its body is short and
round not unlike that of a horse; its tail is very

long and flattened at the end like an oar. It has

the most dexterous use of this appendage, pro-

pelling along, swiftly, and on land it answers the

purpose of a weapon of defence.

The traveler through the lonely swamp at

nightfall often finds himself surrounded by these

singular creatures^ and if he is unaccustomed to

their presence and habits, they cause great alarm.

Scattered about in every direction, yet hidden by
the darkness, he hears their huge jaws open and
shut with a force that makes a noise, when num-
bers are congregated, like echoing thunder.

Again, in the glare of the camp-fire, will some-
times be seen the huge alligator crawling within

the lighted circle, attracted by the smell of food

—perchance you have squatted upon a nest of

eggs, encased with great judgment in the centre

of some high ground you yourself have chosen to

pass the night upon. Many there are, who go
unconcernedly to sleep with such intruders iu

their immediate vicinity; but a rifle-ball, effect-

ively fired, will most certainly leave you unmo-
lested, and the dying alligator, no doubt com-
forts itself that the sun will not neglect its ma-
ternal charge, but raise up its numerous young
as hideous and destructive as itself.

The alligator is a luxurious animal, fond of all

the comforts of life, which are, according to its

habits, plentifully scattered around it. We have

watched them, enjoying their evening nap in the

shades of tangled vines, and in the hollow trunk

of the cypress, or floating like a log on the top of

some sluggish pool. We have seen them sport-

ingin the green slime, and catching, like a dainty

gourmand, the fattest frogs and longest snakes;
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but they are in the height of their glory, stretched

out upon the sand-bar, in the meridian sun, when
the summer heats pour down and radiate back
from the parched sand, as tangibly as they would
from red hot iron. In such places will they bask
and blow off, with a loud noise, the inflated air

and water, that would seem to expand within

them as if confined in an iron pipe, occasionally

rolling about their swinish eyes with a slowness
of motion, that, while it expresses the most per-

fect satisfaction, is in no way calculated to agi-

tate their nerves, or discompose them by too sud-

denly taking the impression of outward objects.

While :hus disposed of, and after the first nap is

taken, they amuse themselves with opening their

huge jaws to their widest extent, upon the inside

of which, instinctively settle, thousands of mus-
quitoes and other noxious insects that infest the

abode of the alligator. When the inside of the

mouth is thus covered, the reptile brings his jaws
together with inconceivable velocity, gives a gulp
or two, and again sets his formidable trap for this

small game.
Some years since, a gentleman in the southern

part of Louisiana, “ opening a plantation,” found,
after most of the forest had been cleared off

1

,
that

in the centre of his land was a boggy piece of low
soil, covering nearly twenty acres. This place

was singularly infested with alligators. Among
the first victims that fell a prey to their rapacity,

were a number of hogs and fine poultry; next
followed most of a pack of fine deer hounds. It

may be easily imagined that the last outrage was
not passed over with indifference. The leisure

time of every day was devoted to their extermi-
nation, until the cold of winter rendered them
torpid, and buried them up in the mud. The fol-

lowing summer, as is naturally the case, the

swamp, from the heat of the sun, contracted in

its dimensions; a number of artificial ditches

drained off* the water, and left the alligators little

else to live in than mud, about the consistency of

good mortar: still the alligators clung, with singu-

lar tenacity, to their native homesteads as if per-

fectly conscious that the coming fall would bring
them rain. While thus exposed, a general at-

tack was planned, carried into execution, and
nearly every alligator of any size was destroyed.

It was a fearful and disgusting sight to see them
rolling about in the thick mud, striking their im-
mense jaws together in the agony of death.

Dreadful to relate, the stench of these decaying
bodies in the hot sun produced an unthought-of
evil. Teams of oxen were used in vain to haul
them away; the progress of corruption under the

sun of a tropical climate made the attempt fruit-

less. On the very edge of the swamp, with noth-

ing exposed but the head, lay a huge monster,
evidently sixteen or eighteen feet long; he had
been wounded in the melee, and made incapable

of moving, and the heat had actually baked the

earth around his body as firmly as if iinbeded in

cement. It was a cruel and singular exhibition,

to see so much power for destruction so help-

less. We amused ourselves in throwing things

into his great cavernous mouth, which he would
grind up between his teeth. Seizing a large oak
rail, we attempted to run it down his throat, but
it was impossible; for he held it for a moment as

firmly as if it had been the bow of a ship, thou
with his jaws crushed and ground it to fine splint-

ers. The odd fellow, however, had his revenge;
the dead alligators were found more destructive
than the living ones, and the plantation for a sea-

son had to be abandoned.

In shooting the alligator, the bullet must hit

just in front of the fore legs, where the skin is

most vulnerable; it seldom penetrates in other

parts of the body. Certainty of aim, therefore,

tells, in alligator shooting, as it does in every
tmng eise connected with sporting. Generally,
the alligator, when wounded, retreats to some
obscure place; but if wounded in a bayou , where
the banks are steep, and not affording any hi-

ding-places, he makes considerable amusement in

his convolutions in the water, and in his efforts

to avoid the pain of his smarting wounds. In
shooting, the instant you fire, the reptile disap-

pears, and you are for a few moments unable to

learn the extent of injury you have inflicted. An
excellent shot, that sent the load with almost un-
erring certainty through the eye, was made at a
huge alligator, and, as usual, he disappeared, but
almost instantly rose again, spouting water from
his nose, not unlike a whale. A second ball, shot

in his tail, sent him down again, but he instantly

rose and spouted: this singularconduct prompted
a bit of provocation, in the way of a plentiful

sprinkling of bits of wood, rattled against his

hide. The alligator lashed himself into a fury;
the blood started from his mouth; he beat the

water with his tail until he covered himself with
spray, but never sunk without instantly rising

again. In the course of the day he died and
floated ashore; and on examination, it was found
that the little valve nature has provided the rep-

tile with, to close over its nostrils when under
water, had been cut off by the first shot, and thus
compelled him to stay on the top of the water to

keep from being drowned. We have heard of
many since who have tried thus to wound them,
and although they have been hit in the nose, yet
they have been so crippled as to sink and die.

The alligator is particularly destructive on pigs

and dogs, when they inhabit places near planta-
tions; and if you wish to shoot them, you can
never fail to draw them on the surface of the

water, if you will make a dog yell, or pig squeal;
and that too, in places where you may have been
fishing all day, without suspecting their presence.
Herodotus mentions the catching of crocodiles in

the Nile, by baiting a hook with flesh, and then
attracting the reptile towards it by making a hog
squeal. The ancient Egyptain manner of killing

the crocodile is different from that of the present
day, as powder and ball have changed the man-
ner of destruction ; but the fondness for pigs in

the crocodile and alligator, after more than two
thousand years, remains the same.

Manufactures of Cincinnati.

The productive industry of Cincinnati is em-
ployed in manufacturing articles requiring man-
ual labour, more than those made by machinery.
In this respect it differs greatly from Pittsburgh.

The manufactures in wood, iron and other met-
als, leather, cotton, wool, linen and hemp, etc.,

of Cincinnati, amounted in the year 1841, to
nearly $17,500,000, and employed 10,640 hands.
Of these manufactures there were five steamboat
yards producing $592,500 per annum, and em-
ploying 306 hands; thirteen foundries and en-
gine shops, employing 563 hands, and producing
$668,657; four machinists employing 42 hands,
and producing $77,000; two rolling mills employ-
ing 148 hands, and producing $394,000; five

sheet iron works employing 33 hands, and pro-
ducing $58,000; eight brass foundries employing
62 hands, and producing $81,000; thirty-two
copper, brass, sheet iron, nnd tin plate shops eni-
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ploying 208 hands, and producing $311,300; in

the manufactures of leather, making boots, shoes,

saddlery, and the material itself, there were 988
hands employed, producing $J ,768,000; the man-
ufactures of cotton, wool, linen and hemp—con-

sisting of awning and sail making, coach lace,

fringe and military equipments, cotton-yarn fac-

tories, oil cloth factories, cordage and rope fac-

tories, etc.—employed 352 hands, and produced
$411,190.

Besides these, there are manufactories of white
lead, oil for machinery etc., paper, flour, clothing,

(the clothing stores alone employ 813 hands, and
produce $1,223,800 per annum,) hats, soap, can-

dles, powder, etc
, etc.

From the above statement we are struck with
the great extent to which the productive industry

of Cincinnati has arrived. Many other articles

might have been added to it, but we have only

selected those which are most required for mili-

tary and naval forces.

The manufactures of Cincinnati are noted

throughout the west for their superiority of

workmanship, and their excellence of material;

hence they command better prices than those

from the east. This city is also famed for its

steamboat building; some of the finest and largest

boats on the western waters have been construct-

ed there. In 1840 there were thirty-three steam-

boats of 5631 tons built, at a cost of $592,000.

|

I

Albert and Victoria.

The present Royal Family of England consists

of six persons; Alexandria Victoria, twenty-six

years of age; and Albert Francis Augustus
j

Charles Emanuel—we delight, like the good Vi- i

car of Wakefield, in giving the full name—her

royal husband, who is three months younger than
j

the lady; his wife and Queen. The eldest child,

will be five years old in November, and rejoices

in the mellifluous appellative of Victoria Adelaide

Mary Louisa. The next child is a boy, and will

be four years old the 9th of November. Pie will

be the king hereafter, if he outlives his mother,
and the Kingdom endures; the boy taking prece-

dence of the sister, although younger. His name
is Albert Edward, and his style the Prince of

Wales. The second Princess Royal—two years
old—is Alice Maud Mary. The Royal Prince
born the 6th of August last, is named Alfred
Ernst Albert.

Advantage of Advertising.

A lady in Providence, R. I., having ordered an

advertisement of “money lost,” in one of the

papers, returned home and found it in the drawer

of her work-table.

To Renders.

There is an admirable publication of T. B
Thorpe, called “ The Mysteries of the Back-

woods ,” which affords a more accurate idea of the

manners, habits and sports of the west than any

thing else I recollect seeing. The chapter on

Alligator killing in the southwest is a specimen

of the sort, and I shall publish one or two more

on other subjects. The book is for sale at Rob-

inson Sy Jones', on Main street.

view of the South and West, 5
’ published at New

Orleans by J. D. B.DeBow,is to hand. The ar-

ticle in to-day’s Advertiser—“ Manufactures in

Cincinnati 55—is from this publication, and af-

fords a striking picture—far short of the reality

however—of our business and industry.

Chronological Table.

March 2’tth.—Embargo, 1794. Peace of Ami-

ens, 1802.

28th.—Gen. Abercrombie, died, 1801.

Raphael, born, 1483.

29th.—The planet Vesta, discovered by

Dr. Olbers of Bremen, 1807. Swedenborg, died,

1772. Siege of Acre, 1799.

30th.—Dr. Hunter, died, 1783. The

Allied Sovereigns entered Paris 1814.

31st.—Beethoven, died, 1827.

Western Literature.

It is not often that western talent is recognised

in our Atlantic Cities, and western literature

finds a market there. Geo. TV. Cutter

,

of our

neighbouring city of Covington, however, has

found a publisher in New York for his poetns, in

one of the first houses there, and the handsome

compensation of one thousand dollars as the price

of the copy right. The volume is in course of

preparation for the press, and will make its ap-

pearance in the course of a few months.

Vicissitudes.

The following is a picture of human life. Mr.

William A. Welles, a journeyman printer, at a

late typographical celebration in Rochester, New

York, gave a synopsis of his ups and downs

through life, to this effect:

He commenced active life in the office of Al-

derman Seymour, of New York. His associates

were Commissary Gen. Chandler, Mr. Mayor

Harper, and Gen. Geo. P . Morris. Here he

pulled the first sheet of the New York American;

set the early numbers of Salaimgundi and the

Sketch Book of Washington Irving. He went

thence to Boston, where he set from manuscript,

Gibbs' Hebrew Lexicon, which included nineteen

different languages, living and dead. Tired of

such employment, and obtaining a midshipman’s

warrant, he then went to sea on board the Brandy-

wine, Com. Morris, in which Gen. Lafayette re-

turned to France, from his visit to America, in

1825. After leaving Lafa}rette at home, onboard

the Brandywine, he makes the circumnavigation

of the Globe, almost.

As a printer he had worked in almost every

city in the United States; besides building a saw

mill, and mill dam across Bear Lake, W estem

The March number of “ The Commercial Re- Michigan. He has acted in every capacity in a
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printing office, from devil to editor and publisher

of a city daily press.

Among other vicissitudes, he was incarcerated

at Buenos Ayres, in the same dungeon of the

|i Carcal with Don Manuel Rosas, now President

||

of the Argentine Republic, although for different

I offences. Rosas was confined for treason—in all

j

ages a gentlemanly crime—at least in despotic

1 governments; Welles for slipping a dirk be-

ll tween the ribs of a Gaucho, who attempted his life.

I

How much of human life is made up of such

vicissitudes; and what varied adventure is within

the recollection of hundreds of our citizens here.—
H COJBRESPONDENCE,

! To Charles Cist,—Sir:

Your correspondent D. has corrected your

i
error in relation to the derivation of the name of

Bucyrus, which is, as he states, a corrupt orthog-

raphy of the fabled Egyptian King, Busirus, who

|

sacrificed all foreigners to Jupiter, whence it

i
means the tomb of Osiris. But my object is to

correct D. in relation to the village of Mansfield,

which was not so named in honour of the Chief

I
Justice of that name, at whom Junius hurled his

j

violent attacks, but in memory of Col. J. Mans-

]

field, a citizen of our state, then Surveyor Gen-

eral and a distinguished mathematician.

Whilst I have my pen in hand allow me to

I copy the following, which may throw some light

! on the subject of your controversy with Phil.

“Esquire (from the French Escu, Latin Scu-

I turn, in Greek Skutos,) signifies a hide, of which

I

shields were anciently made, for in the times of

of the Saxons, the shields were covered with

leather; so that an Esquire was he who attended

a knight in war, and carried his shield, whence

j

he was called Escuier in French, and Scutifer or

Armiger in Latin. Those which the French

call Esquires, were a military kind of vassals,

having jus scuti,\ iz: liberty to bear a shield, and

in it the ensigns of their family, in token of their

dignity.”

In conclusion, you will not wish to make the

acquaintance of XANT1PPE.

What becomes of our Coffee Bags ?

A few days since, during that delightful blend-

ing of cold air and bright sunshine which charac-

terized the atmosphere of week before last, and

which forms weather which no other country

than America can boast of, in walking up Fourth

street to my office, it was my fortune to overtake

a couple of charming girls, whom I knew but a

few years since as Sabbath scholars. In the in-

terval they had ripened into womanhood, and are

now among the most graceful of that large class

of beings which toil not nor spin, and yet are not

surpassed in attractiveness by the fairest and

finest of the lilies and roses of our gardens. Af-

ter the usual salutations and inquiries had been

exchanged, in walking a few paces, I happened

to cast my eyes on one of the young ladies*

skirts, and discovered what I supposed a stray

dark coloured thread, and stretched out a friend-

ly hand to remove it. Mistaking its character, as

well as its degree of resistance, I failed to effect

my design, and making a second effort, I discov-

ered it to be a thread of Manilla sea grass.

“ What is this, my dear?” I exclaimed. The

young lady blushed scarlet and made no reply;

and regreting the embarrassment I had created,

I turned off as soon as the next corner was near

enough to furnish an excuse to leave my com-

pany.

Eureka! I exclaimed, as I extended my soli-

tary walk; the secret is discovered—the problem

what becomes of the coffee bags, is solved at

length. No wonder Mr. C. A. Schumann—
doubtless as commission merchant to the fash-

ionable dress makers—was compelled to adver-

tise for three hundred Havana coffee bags. What
a pity that the coffee of Rio Janeiro has superce-

ded so extensively that of Havana in the Ameri-

can markets.

A long Street.

Front street is not only the longest continu-

ous street in Cincinnati, but with the exception

of one or two streets in London, the longest in

the world. It extends from the three mile post

on the Little Miami Rail-Road

,

through Fulton

and Cincinnati as far west as Storrs township,

an extent of seven miles. In all this range there

are not ten dwellings which are three feet distant

from the adjacent ones, and two-thirds of the

entire route is as densely built as is desirable for

business purposes and dwelling house con-

venience.

Tiie Battle of the 8th January.—IVo. 1.

By a Hunter of Kentucky.

It is the confidence we place in a narrative in

which the narrator is relating facts within his

own knowledge, and the conviction of reality

thus inspired, which gives autobiograph
3
T—the

charm it possesses over history compiled from

other sources. The following, which I condense

from a late Louisville Democrat, will commend
itself to the perusal of my readers.

It was in the fall of 1814, that word came, that

the British had landed in Louisiana, or were about
to land; and pretty soon, there was a draft of
Kentucky militia, to go down and help old Jack-
son dress their jackets. I drew clear, but some-
how or other 1 wasn’t much rejoiced when the
blank ticket came out, for I felt a sort of hank-
ering to go. I had a notion that Old Hickory
would shew us something worth seeing, and be-
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«tdes, I felt as if I wanted to help our brave fel-

lows thrash the British ragmuffins, for coming
on our soil where they had no business. Well, it

wasn’t long, before I met one of my neighbours,

who had been drafted and didn’t want to go. He
was a wealthy man, and had so much business at

home, he said, he did not see how in the world he

could get off. He offered forty dollars for a sub-

stitute, and asked me if I knew where he could

get one. “ Well,” said I, “ that’s easily done. I

have got all my crops well housed and the old

woman and children are pretty well fixed to live

through the winter, so if you’ll give me the forty

dollars, and let me have credit for the tour of ser-

vice, I’ll go myself!” He agreed to that, and we
soon clinched the bargain. When I told my wife

what I had done, she did look a little blank, but

she was good game and didn’t make any fuss.

She soon rigged me out with a yellowish green
hunting shirt of homemade jean, a couple of pairs

of trowsers of the same, with a blanket and some
other nick-nacks for camp use. Then I bought a

stout wool hat with a low crown and broad brim,

and shouldering my rifle I set off from Nelson
county to join the army at Louisville.

We rendesvoused at Shippingsport on the 10th
of November, and next day marched to Louis-
ville and drew provisions. I belonged to Captain
John Farmer’s Company, 15th Regiment, Ken-
tucky militia, commanded by Colonel Slaughter.

The day after we had drawn provisions we went
into an election for company officers, all except
Captain and Orderly Sergeant. When we had
mustered for that purpose Captain Farmer told

us, that it was his right to choose our officers, but
he didn’t want to do so; he wanted us to choose
for ourselves, so that we should be better satisfi-

ed. Every man in the company, he said, must
be a candidate, and whoever had the most votes
should be elected. Then we began to look round
to see who should be our lieutenant, and several

were spoken of, but finally we pitched upon Wil-
loughby Ashby. He was a perfect stranger, and
was neither a drafted man nor a substitute. He
had joined the company at Louisville, purely of
his own free will, and when we were about to

choose a lieutenant he stepped out in front of the
line, and spoke up in this way :

—

“

Boys,” said

he, “ I served in Canada, and was taken prisoner
at the river Raisin, where I was a good deal mis-
listed by the British. Now I am going down
with you to get satisfaction out of them for it,

and if you choose to elect me an officer, I’ll do
my best to do what’s right. I’m willing to go
as a private or as an officer, or any how you
please—so we give the British a good drubbing
it’s all one to me.” This kind of talk took our
fancy, and as he was a good looking fellow and
seemed the right kind of stuff, we thought we
couldn’t do better—so we all stepped out to him
and elected him unanimously. Then we elected
John Figg, a fine young man, from Nelson coun-
ty, Ensign; and after that we appointed our Ser-
geants and Corporals.
We remained at Shippingsport some fifteen or

twenty days, while preparations were making for

stores and boats to convey us down the river.

About the 30th of November, the 13th and 15th
regiments embarked in about twenty flaboats

—

each company occupying one. Our men were
all dressed according to their fancy. Some had
hunting shirts, some long tailed coats, and some
roundabouts. The only thing that made them
look like being in uniform, was the materials out

of which their clothes were made, which were
either homemade jeans, or tanned buckskin.
The only regular uniform coat in our company,
was Lieutenant Ashby’s. He had one of blue
cloth, turned up with red; and I am not sure but
his having an officer’s coat was one reason why
we elected him. He had also epaulettes, but he
wore a common hat, trowsers, and jacket. Our
captain was dressed in common clothes like the

rest of us, and, indeed, the lieutenant only ap-

peared in his fine coat on parade days and very
important occasions. If we didn’t look much like

regular soldiers, however, we were all full of

spirits and devilment. Most of us had a tolera-

ble good idea of the use of the rifle, and we felt

a reasonable confidence that if we drew sight on
a red-jacket within anything like shooting dis-

tance, we should be pretty certain to make a hole

in it.

When we got down to the mouths of the Cum-
berland and Tennessee, we fell in with the 14th

regiment, parts of which had come down both

those rivers. W e lay at Cumberland Island three

days, collecting the different detachments, and
then proceeded on down the river, the three regi-

ments in company.
At New Orleans, as soon as we were disem-

barked, we were formed into a line, a little below
the city. The main part of the army was then

about seven miles below, at the breastworks,

where the battle afterwards took place. Our line

had scarcely been formed before a drum came
round, beating for volunteers to go down to the

lines, and assist the Tennesseeaus, who had been
on fatigue duty for several days. I stepped out

after the drum, and in a few minutes, about four

or five hundred of us were on the march. We
got down to the breast works a little after dark,

and there we laid underarms till morning. Some
were laying or sitting on the grouno, but the

greater part of us stood up all night, ready for

an attack. None took place, and the next morn-
ing we were marched back to join our companies.

It was about one o’clock in the day when we ar-

rived, and immediately there was another call for

volunteers to go down and spend the next night.

A good many of us were so wiry-edged and so

keen to see and know every thing that was going
on, that though we had no time to get any thing

to eat, we volunteered again; and thus we had no
sooner marched up to the city than we had the

pleasure of marching back to the lines. This
night passed as did the one before. There was
no alarm and nothing took place worthy of note.

Next morning we were marched up to the city

as before, but when we arrived we found our regi-

ment paraded, and .'that orders had been given for

the whole army to proceed down to the breast-

works. A third expedition, on such short nQtice,

was one more than we had bargained for in our

own minds, but there was no help for it. We
had but just time to tumble into the ranks, before

the word was given‘to march.
We got down a little before sundown on the

evening of the 7th, and formed about a couple of

hundred yards from the breastwork. Directly af-

ter our line'had been formed, there were three

rockets discharged from the British camp. The
first struck the ground just behind the breast-

work; the second passed high above our heads,

but the third came waving over the breastwork,

and passed right through our line. Our company
parted to the right and left to let it pass. It went
through between William Grubb and Geo. Phil-
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j
j

lips, so close that the sparks flew upon both of

i.

j

them. It struck the ground a few rods behind

,
us, near a grey horse that was feeding on the com-

e mons. Tiie horse was terribly frightened. He
t snorted, jumped and made off as fast as his legs

f could carry him.

3 After these rockets had been discharged we
r were hastily marched up to the breastwork, where

3 we remained until after dark, but nothing farther

• occurring, we were marched back to our former

/ position and dismissed; with orders for every man
e to keep up his arms and to be ready at a mo-
il ment’s notice. By this time some of us were so

• hungry that we felt rather savage. We had had

t nothing to eat since the morning we landed at

i New Orleans. Each time in marching from the

• lines up to the city, we had came back without

j having time to procure or cook our rations; the

first time our own eagerness to be on the second
• volunteering party, had prevented us from get-

i
ting our allowance; and the second time we had

i
no chance, as we found the whole army paraded

j
and ready to march. As good luck would have

|
it, one of our mess had a little flour, which he

made into dough with some water, and another

)

having hunted up an old skillet, we baked it over

.

j

a few coals. I had for my share a piece about

'
I
half as big as the palm of my hand. We passed

i i
the night sitting, standing, or lying, as we could

,

find opportunity, but with our rifles ready for

!
|

use at a moment’s warning. Most of the men
i

were sulky with fatigue and hunger, and there

j

was not much conversation. It was a very dark

night, there being no moon until twelve o’clock,

!

and a considerable fog rendered it still more
I gloomy.

Just at dawn of day—it was a foggy, hazy

I
morning—we heard the firing of our picket guard.

For an instant or two, there was a confused noise

all along the front of our line, as if a high wind
was rushi ng over a field of ripe corn. Then there

were a few dropping shots, and directly volleys

of musketry, as our guard retreated. Our troops

instantly ran up to the breastwork, and we heard

the British troops coming on, like a confused

mass and yelling like devils.

Our regiment—the 1 5th—was about the cen-

tre of the line. The 14th regiment was on our
left, between us and the swamp, and the regulars

were on our right towards the river. The Ten-

|

nesseeans were scattered about amongst us, I

; don’t exactly know how. At any rate, a good
many of them got mixed up with us before the

battle was over. Our company was exactly un-
der the leaning oak, which stood about half way
between the river and the swamp. We were

j

formed into sections five deep, with orders for

the sections to advance and fire alternately. The
section I wa$ik. was composed of Henry Spill-

man, John Ailsgison, Barnet Bridwell, and I

|

think, Matthet^Hane and James Glass. The
I other individuals^fround me, as near as I can re-

collect, were Lieiit;. Ashby, Ensign Weller, Or-
derly Sergqgtot Isaac Chambers, Isaac Wilcox,

j

Alex. Robftison, Thomas Anderson, and Abram

|

Springston. These were my acquaintances whom
I remember seeing about me at the commence-
ment of the battle. It was so dark, however, that

one could see but little.

Captain Farmer was that morning commander
of the picket guard, and, of course, did not join

us until after the battle had commenced. Du-
ring the night, one of our regular soldiers had
deserted to the enemy, and had given them the

countersign and watchword. While on guard.
Captain Farmer, being dressed in dark clothes,

had let the guard fire, and passing through his

own line of sentinels, approached so near that of
the Btitish that he could hear them talking. He
heard them speak of the deserter, and the advan-
tage they would have from knowing our pass-

words. It didn’t turn out any advantage, though,
for as soon as Capt. Farmer returned they were
changed.

The Dress of Authors.

Anthony Magliabechi, who passed his time
among his books, had an old cloak, which served
him for a gown in the day, and for bed-clothes at

night; he had one straw chair for his table, and
another for his bed, on which he generally re-

mained fixed, in the midst of a heap of volumes
and papers, until he was overpowered with sleep.

Emerson, the mathematician, made one hat last

him the greater part of his lifetime, the rim
generally lessening bit by bit, till little remained
except the crown. Another “ shocking bad hat,”
which belonged to a celebrated geologist of the
present day, is honoured with a place among the
curious relics of costumes in the Ashmolean Mu-
seum at Oxford, to which valuable collection

it was presented by some waggish university

youths. In the “ History of Holy Ghost Chapel,
Basingstoke” (I8i9), it is stated that the Rev.
Samuel Loggon, a great student of antiquities,

“used to wear two old shirts at once, saying that

they were warmer than new ones.” Dr. Paris,

in his “ Life of Sir Humphrey Davy,” tells us
that this great philosopher was, in the busiest pe-
riod of his career, so sparing of time, that he
would not afford a moment to divesting himself
of his dirty linen, but would slip clean linen over
it. This practice he would continue, until as

many as even six shirts were on his back at a
time. When at length he had found leisure to

extricate himself from all except the one that

was clean, his bulk was so visibly and suddenly
reduced, that his friends, not knowing the cause,

would remark that he was getting thinner with
alarming rapidity. But their fears of his being
in a consumption would shortly be removed,
when shirt over shirt began to accumulate again.

He was then like a plump caterpillar, existing

under several skins. In later days, Davy became
more attentive to the toilet; in fact the thinking
and busy philosopher merged into a frivolous fop,

cultivating curls, and wearing piebald waistcoats

of patchwork pattern. Shenstone was somewhat
of an exquisite. He loved showy colours in

dress, delighted in trinkets and perfumes, design.-*

ed patterns for snuff-boxes, played .music, sung,
and painted flowers. He had, however, great
antipathy to card playing and dancing; yet he
says that ecstatic, rough, unsophisticated dancing,
is one of the most natural expressions of delight,

for it coincides with jumping for joy ; but when
it is done according to rule, it is, in his opinion,

merely cum ratione insauire. Benjamin Stilling-

fleet generally wore a full dress suit of cloth of

the same uniform colour, with blue worsted
stockings. In this dress ho used frequently to

attend Mrs. Montague’s literary evening parties,

and as his conversation was very interesting, the

ladies used to say,—“We can do nothing with-

out the blue stockings;” hence arose the appella-

tion of has bleu, or “blue stockings” to literary

ladies. Mezerai, the French historian, was sg*

extremely susceptible of cold, that immediately



t»n the. setting in of winter, lie provided himself

with twelve pairs of stockings, all of which he

sometimes wore at once. In the morning he al-

ways consulted his barometer, and, according to

the greater or less degree of cold put on so many
more or fewer pairs of stockings. In reference

to the general seediness of literary costume, a re-

cent writer has justly remarked, that to laugh

—

as has been the custom since the days of Juvenal

—at the loutish manners, threadbare cloak, and
clouted shoe of the mere man of letters, is a stale

and heartless joke, for the poorest, threadbare,

ungainly scholar (if he be indeed a scholar) is a

gentleman in his feelings.

Unililing for 1846.

Early as is the season for building operations,

preparations for that purpose are to be seen on

every side. Not less than one hundred and fifty

cellars are in various stages of progress already,

and the prospect is that the erections of 1846 will

be as numerous as those of the past year, while

the private buildings will doubtless exceed their

predecessors in elegance, covenience, and value.

As regards public edifices, a new Disciples’

Church, fifty by seventy-four feet, for the con-

gregation lately worshiping on Sycamore street,

is now building at the southwest corner of Wal-

nut and Eighth streets, the basement of which

will be laid off for business purposes. A new

Jewish Synagogue

—

Kal a Kodesh Beni Jeshurun

—fifty -five by seventy-five feet, will also be put

up this year, under the direction of Mr. Henry

Walters, Architect. The Synagogue will be

erected on Lodge, between Fifth and Sixth

streets.

Sound the loud timbrel o’er valley and sea,

The cord is now broken that bound thee to me:

As the Hoosier belle apostrophized her corset,

<on learning that the article had gone out of

fashion.

Error of tSie Press.

An exchange mentions the appointment, by

and with the consent of the Senate, of Mr. John

Smith, as “ Master of Chicanery.” In the opin-

ion of the uninitiated, the printer was not far

wrong, as the difference between chicanery and

ichancery is not very great.

Oysters and the Mails.

In my last week’s article—“ Our Markets”

—

I adverted to the abundant supply of oysters to

this market. One circumstance was, however,

emitted, of some statistical importance, of not

less consequence to the gastronome as an index

to the state of supplies in this article, in respect to

freshness and quality, than is the thermometer to

the brewer, or any other manufacturer, as a cri-

terion of atmospheric temperature. It is this, that

in the exact degree of punctuality with which the

Eastern mail arrives, the can oysters are left be*

hind; and to the extent in which the oysters are

received, the Eastern letters and papers are mis-

sing. This is a very singular and curious coin-

cidence.

It follows, therefore, that the annunciation of

mail failures, which are so frequently made by

our editors, is equivalent to an advertisement by

our friends, Selves and Ringgold
,
“ that they have

this day received afresh lot of oysters,” with which

they are ready to supply customers.

The Great Takes.

The Boston Journal observes that but few per-

sons are really aware of the magnitude of the

great Lakes of the West. They are truly inland

seas, and navigation there is as dangerous, and

subjected to all the vicissitudes which are con-

nected with the navigation of the Baltic, the

Black Sea, or the Mediterranean. The follow-

ing is an authentic tabular statement of the ex-

tent of those fresh water seas, embraced in a re-

port of the State Geologist of Michigan:

Lalses. Mean length. Mean breadth. Area sq. miles.

Superior, 400 80 32,000
Michigan, 320 70 22,000
Huron,
Green Bay,

240 80 20,000
100 20 2,000

Erie,

Ontario,

240 40 7,400
180 35 6,300

St. Clair, 20 14 360

90,060

The same tabular statement exhibits also the

depth and the elevation of each above tide-water:

Lakes. Mean depth. Elevation.

Superior, 900 feet. 696 feet.

Michigan, 1000 578
Huron, 1000 578
St. Clair, 20 570
Erie, 84 565
Ontario, 500 232

It is computed that the Lakes contain above
fourteen thousand miles of fresh watdr; a quan-
tity more than half of all the fresh water on earth.

The extent of country drained by the lakes, from
Niagara to the northwestern angle of Superior,
including also that of the lakes themselves, is es-

timated at 335,515 square miles.

A paper in the west abuses a professional gen-

tleman as a “ briefless lawyer. The Louisville 1

Journal takes his cotemporafy to task and ad-

monishes him never to abuse a man without a

cause.

“Out for Five Minutes.”

A lawyer who was in the habit of leaving such

a mem. as the above, on his office door, when
ever business or pleasure called him out, was re-

buked by an addenda to his card, in the follow- I

ing words—“ for one minute in.”

He never hung out that shingle again.
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Legislative Statistics.

I have compiled in tabular form the component

ingredients of such of our State Legislatures as

my statistical information on the subject provided

me with the necessary data. These are those of

Mississippi, Ohio, Kentucky, and Maryland.

Occupations. Aid. Iiy. Ohio. Miss.

Farmers, 50 75 62 89

Lawyers, 17 40 22 26

Physicians, 4 !5 5 11

Mechanics, 5 i6 11 3

Teachers, 1 2

Merchants, 4 !9 6 1

Innkeepers, i :2 1

Ages—Youngest, 26 29 23

Oldest, 68 76 63

Married, 101

Single, 7

Birthplace

.

Ky. Ohio. Miss.

Ohio, 8 28 •

Pennsylvania, 6 24 1

New York, 14 4

Virginia, 34 8 21

Kentucky, 81 5 10

Maryland, 5 5

Connecticut, 1 8

Illinois, 1

Maine, 2 1

New Hampshire, 2 2 2

New Jersey, 2 1

Alabama, 3

District Columbia, 1 1

North Carolina, 3 18

South Carolina, 1 30

Tennessee, 6 14

Vermont, 1 1

Georgia, 11

Mississippi, 10

Native Americans, 126 104 129

Ireland, 2

W ales, 1

Germany, 1

France, 1

It were desirable that fuller statistics on t!

interesting topic should be furnished by the sev-

eral State Legislatures. It would serve to shed

light upon the formation of our national charac-

ter. Imperfect as these are they supply many
valuable inductions, to the cause of knowledge.

Farmers and planters constitute the largest

portion in the legislatures, as they do of the peo-

ple. All classes have probably a fair representa-

tion—lawyers excepted. These always exist in

the legislatures, both state and national, in a pro-

portion which forms a great and crying evil. It

will be found, I apprehend, that they are the

great cause why so much time is wasted in mere

45

talking, to the great disadvantage of getting

through business. I say not this out of disre-

spect to the profession, in whose ranks are to be

found a full share of business tact and talent.

But as the very nature of that profession cannot

permit its members to become legislators but at

the absolute sacrifice of their business, the effect

of sending lawyers to the seat of government is,

as a general rule, to take them from men of fourth

and fifth rate calibre. It appears to me, too, that

the tendency itself of the lawyer’s employment, to

try what can be said on both sides, begets an un-

due distrust of ones own judgment, and a desire

to protract coming to a decision, which is the

common failing in deliberative bodies.

Not the least striking feature in these statistics

is, that the proportion of natives of other coun-

tries does not form much more than one out of

one hundred members. I had no idea that the

proportion was so small.

Valaae of Property.

Our public sales are the true average of the

value of real estate. On Thursday last, Wright

& Graff sold at auction, a lot on the southwest

corner of Walnut and Third streets, and the ad-

jacent lots on both Walnut and Third streets.

The corner twenty-five feet by seventy-five feet,

brought $2,200, or $328 per front foot. The ad-

jacent one on Walnut, same front and depth, was

sold for $5,150, or $23 per front foot; and the

Third street front, twenty-five feet by but fifty

feet deep, was disposed of at $2,250, being $90

per foot front. These prices indicate a steady

advance in the value of property; and although

there are brick buildings on the premises, every

one knows that these lots would have brought as

much if they had been destitute of improvement;

in fact the business wants of Cincinnati will com-

pel the erection of buildings adapted for stores

and offices, at not only this corner, but at the op-

posite one.

These prices seem high, but I am warranted in

pronouncing the purchase safe and prudent. I

can state on the best authority, that the Masonic

Lodge, in whom is vested the title to the proper-

ty, extending from the opposite corner to the al-

ley next the Lafayette Bank, have a day or two

since refusedfour hundred dollars per front foot,

for twenty-five feet west of Watson’s barbering

establishment.

What would an individual unacquainted with

Cincinnati think of the progress of our city to

be told the indubitable fact, that this twenty-five

feet for which $10,000 have been refused form

one eighth, and the least valuable eighth part of

a lot, bequeathed by William McMillan, in 1804,

to the Masonic fraternity, and deemed of so little

value at that period that the legatees suffered it
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to be sold for taxes, and did not deem it worth

redemption until 1810. The naked lot would now

command at sheriff’s sale one hundred thousand

dollars.

Cincinnati Grocery Trade.

That Cincinnati is the largest interior market,

not only in the West, but in the United States, is

a fact no longer disputed. The extent of its op-

erations, however, is, we believe, very inade-

quately appreciated. To give some idea of its

business, we show below, the receipts of Coffee,

Molasses, and Sugar, the three great staples in the

Grocery trade, during the last two years. The
aggregates are as follows:

Coffee, sacks, -

Molasses, barrels,

Sugar, hhds.,

Do. brls.,

Do. boxes, -

1845. 1844.

55,490 46,809

22,928 18,099

12,287 11,404

6,832 4,118

649 1,421

I copy the above from the Atlas. It suggests

a powerful contrast to the past, while it furnishes

one among many evidences of our rapid growth

in every department of business. What that pro-

gress is may be infered from the following inci-

dent.

In 1816, Adam Moore and Nathaniel Reeder

brought up seventy bags coffee from New Or-

leans, and offered it for sale to a firm, at that

time one of the principal grocers in the place.

Before taking the responsibility of making so

heavy a purchase, one of the partners went round

town, and having ascertained that the whole

stock on hand in Cincinnati—their own included

—did not equal that quantity, they purchased it,

under considerable hesitation that the price of the

article might fall before they were able to dis-

pose of their whole supply—less than one hun-

dred bags.

In the business season, it is no uncommon cir-

cumstance now for one of our largest houses to

have two thousand bags on hand at once. And

this too when the daily arrival of steamboats from

New Orleans in short passages affords a constant

opportunity of replenishing a lighter supply.

Steel Belts.

Much mischief is occasionally done by the

press, not only in stating facts which are untrue,

but in extending their circulation by- copying ex-

tracts which a moment’s reflection would exclude

from their columns.

An article has gone the rounds, stating that

“ Steel Bells are now manufactured by an in-

genious mechanic in Cincinnati. A bell of steel

weighing fifty pounds, will cost only thirty dol-

lars, and can be heard two miles, or more. They

are so cheap and good, therefore, that every

church may have a bell of a clear, brilliant, and

musical tone, while the lightness of this species

of bells requires no strength of belfry to support

it. It is rung with a crank which can be moved

by a mere boy. For about two hundred dollars

a chime of steel bells can be bought.”

It is needless for me to say to residents here

that this is an entire fabrication, without the least

foundation in fact.

Dr. Bailey of the Herald and myself, have been

put to trouble and expense by repeated applica-

tions through letter and otherwise, from this silly

paragraph. Probably other publishers also. I

hope this explanation will put inquiries at rest.

The manufacture of steel bells was attempted

in New England some years since, and proved an

absolute failure.

In 1815, after Napoleon’s return from Elba, a
violent royalist exclaimed to his confessor, who
happened to dine with him at Ghent—“ What,
Henry III. and IV. were assassinated, and nobo-
dy can be found to rid us of the usurper Bona-
parte!” The priest fetched a deep sigh:—“Ah,
my dear sir,” said he, “there is no longer any
religion in the world in these days!” Napoleon
is said to have been much amused with this an-

ecdote.

The Battle of the Sth January.—-No. 2.

Bv a Hunter of Kentucky.

The British made their attack in three divis-

ions. That next the river, after forcing the picket

guard, followed it right into the works. I did

not see this part of the attack, of course, but I

heard from Capt. Farmer, Joseph Smithy (Drum
Major of our regiment,) and William Reasoner,
all of whom were on the guard, that the British

were completely mixed up with them, when they
came to the gate which led through the breast-

work. A British soldier kept hunching Rea-
soner with his elbow, telling him to “ form

—

form—form.” Finding after a while that Rea-
soner was an American—in the darkness it was
difficult to distinguish friend from foe—he fired

his musket at him and knocked the cock off Rea-
soner’s gun. At this the latter turned and find-

ing the lock spoiled, he clubbed the rifle and
broke it over the Englishman’s head. Captain
Farmer was one of the last of the picket guard
that passed through the gateway, and just at that

moment he noticed the matchman of the thirty-

two pounder that was placed at that point, bright-

ening his match. The Captain turned to look

—

the old thirty-two went off cutting a wide lane

through the dense mass of red coats, that had by
this time crowded up to its very muzzle. In a

minute it was loaded again with grape and can-

ister shot, and the Captain had an opportunity to

see the effect of a second fire, just as he had turn-

ed to pass up the line and join his company. It

seemed to cut another lane through the British,

taking down every man within several feet of its

range on either side. Still they came rushing on.

A British officer jumped on the works and began
spiking a canon. I heard say it was Colonel

Gibbs. He exclaimed to his men, “ come on boys,

the day’s our own!” but just as he had got the

words out of his mouth, joe Smithy stepped up
to him, saying, “you’re not so sure of that,” and
fired a pistol right in his face. Down went the

officer. Several shots must have been fired at

him at the same time, for I was told that seven

bullets had passed through him before he fell.
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When we first ran up to the breastwork, at our

part of the lines, some of our men began firing,

and orders were passed along rapidly, “ cease that

firing—eease that firing.” Some said the men
we heard coining were the picket guards coming
in. Col. Smjly, from Bardstown, was the first

one who gave us orders to fire from our part of

the line; and then, I reckon, there was a pretty

considerable noise. There were also brass pieces

just on our right, the noisiest kind of varmints,

that began blazing away as hard as they could,

while the heavy iron cannon, towards the river,

and some thousands of small arms, joined in the

chorus and made the ground shake under our

feet. Directly after the firing began, Capt. Pat-

terson—I think he was from Knox county, Ken-
tucky, but an Irishman born—came running

along. He jumped up on the breastwork, and

stooping a moment to look through the darkness

as well as he could, he shouted with a broad North
of Ireland brogue, “ shoot low, boys! shoot low!

rak them—rak them! D them!—they’re a

cornin’ on their ail fours!”

The official report said the action lasted, two
hours and five minutes, but it did not seem half;

that length of time to me. It was so dark that

!

not know his name. A ball passed through his

head and he fell against Ensign Weller. I al-

ways thought, as did many others who were
standing near, that he must have been accident-

ally shot by some of our own men. From the

range of the British balls, they could hardly have
passed over the breastwork without passing over
our heads, unless we were standing very close to

the works, which were a little over breast high,

and five or six feet wide on the top. This man
was standing a little back and rather behind Wel-
ler. After the battle, I could not see that any
balls had struck the oak tree lower than ten or

twelve feet from the ground. Above that height

it was thickly peppered. This was the only man
killed near where I was stationed. It was near
the close of the firing. About the time that I ob-

served three or four men carrying his body away,
or directly after, there was a white flag raised on
the opposite side of the breastwork and the firing

ceased.

The white flag, before mentioned, was raised

about ten or twelve feet from where I stood, close

to the breastwork and a little to the right. It was
a white handkerchief, or something of the kind,

on a sword or stick. It was waved several times

little could be seen, until just about the time the
j

aud as soon as it was perceived we ceased firing.

battle ceased. The morning had dawned to be

sure, but the smoke was sq thick that every thing

seemed covered up in it. Our men did not seem
to apprehend any danger, but would load and fire

as fast as they could, talking, swearing, and jo-

king, all the time. All ranks and sections were
soon broken up. After the first shot, every one

loaded and banged away on his own hook. Hen-
ry Spillman did not load and fire quite so often as

some of the rest, but every time he did fire he
j

would go up to the breastwork, look over till he

could see something to shoot at, and then take

deliberate aim and crack away. Lieut. Ashby
was as busy as a nailor, and it was evident that

the River Raisin was uppermost in his mind all

the time. He kept dashing about, and every now
and then he would call out, “ we’ll pay you now
for the River Raisin, d you! We’ll give you
something to remember the River Raisin!”

When the British had come up to the opposite

side of the breastwork, having no gun he picked

up an empty barrel and flung it at them. Then
finding an iron bar he jumped up on the works
and hove that at them.

At one time I noticed, a little on our right, a

curious kind of a chap named Ambrose Odd, one
of Captain Higdon’s company, and known among
the men by the nickname of “ Sukey,” standing

coolly on the top of the breastwork and peering

into the darkness for something to shoot at. The
balls were whistling around him and over our

heads, as thick as hail, and Col. Slaughter com-
ing along, ordered him to come down. The Co-
lonel told him there was policy in war, and that

he was exposing himself too much. Sukey turned
round, holding up the flap of his old broad britned

hat with one hand, to see who was speaking to

him, and replied: “ Oh! never mind Colonel

—

here’s Sukey— I don’t want to waste my powder
and I’d like to know how I can shoot till I see

something?” Pretty soon after, Sukey got his

eye on a red coat and no doubt made a hole

through it, for he took deliberate aim, fired and
then coolly came down to load again.

During the action a number of Tennessee men
got mixed with ours. One of them was killed

about five or six yards from where I stood. I did

Just then the wind got up a little and blew the

smoke off, so that we could see the field. It then

appeared that the flag had been raised by a Brit-

ish officer wearing epaulets. I was told he was
a Major. He stepped over the breastwork and
came into our lines. Amongst the Tennesseeans
who had got mixed with usduring the fight, there

was a little fellow whose name I do not know;
but he was a cadaverous looking chap and went
by that of Paleface. As the British officer came
in, Paleface demanded his sword. He hesitated

about giving it to him, probably thinking it was
derogatory to his dignity, to surrender to a pri-

vate all over begrimed with dust and powder and
that some officer should shew him the courtesy to

receive it. Just at that moment, Colonel Smily
came up and cried, “ G d you! give it up
—give it up to him in a minute!” The British

officer quickly handed his weapon to Paleface,

holding it in both hands and making a very polite

bow.
A good many others came in just about the

same time. Amongst them I noticed a very neat-

ly dressed young man, standing on the edge of

the breastwork, and offering his hand, as if for

some one to assist him down. He appeared to be

about nineteen or twenty years old, and, as I

should judge, from his appearance, was an Irish-

man. He held his musket in one hand while he

was offering the other. I took hold of his mus-
ket and set it down, and then giving him my
hand, he jumped down quite lightly. As soon
as he got down, he began trying to take off his

cartouch box, and then I noticed a red spot of

blood on his clean white under jacket. I asked

him if he was wounded and he said that he was,

and he feared pretty badly. While he was try-

ing to disengage his accoutrements, Capt. Farm-
er came up, and said to him, “ let me help you
my man!” The Captain and myself then assist-

ed him to take them off. Pie begged us not to

take his canteen, which contained his water. W

e

told him, we did not wish to take any thing but.

what was in his way and cumbersome to him.

Just then one of the Tennesseeans, who had ran

down to the river, as soon as the firing ceased,,

for water, came along with some in a tin coffee-
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pot. The wounded man observing him, asked if '

lie would please to give him a drop. “ 0! yes,”
j

said the Tennesseean, “ I’ll treat you to any thing

I’ve got.” The young man took the coffee-pot,

and swallowed two or three mouthfulls out of the

spout. He then handed back the pot and in an
instant we observed him sinking backwards. We

j

eased him down against the side of a tent, when
he gave two or three gasps and was dead. He had
been shot through the breast.

On the opposite side of the breastwork, there :

was a ditch about ten feet wide, made by the ex-

cavation of the earth of which the work was
formed. In it, was about a foot or eighteen inches

j

of water, and to make it the more difficult of pas-
|

sage, a quantity of thornbush had been cut and
j

thrown into it. In this ditch, a number of British

soldiers were found at the close of the action;
j

some dead, and many who had sought to get

close under the breastwork, as a shelter from
our fire. These, of course, came in and surren-

j

dered.

When the smoke had cleared away and we
could obtain a fair view of the field, it looked, at

the first glance, like a sea of blood. It was not
|

blood itself which gave it this appearance, but the
[

red coats in which the British soldiers were dres-

sed. Straight out before our position, for about

the width of space which we supposed had been
occupied by the British column, the field was en-

tirely covered with prostrate bodies. In some
places they were laying in piles of several, one on
the top of the other. On either side, there was
an interval more thinly sprinkled with the slain;

and then two other dense rows, one near the le-

vee and the other towards the swamp. About
two hundred yards off, directly in front of our

position, lay a large dapple grey horse, which we
understood to have been Packenham’s. Some-
thing like half way between the body of the horse

and our breastwork, there was a very large pile

of dead, and at this spot, as I was afterwards told,

Packenham had been killed; his horse having stag-

gered off to a considerable distance before he fell.

I have no doubt that I could have walked on the

bodies, from the edge of the ditch to where the

horse was lying, without touching the ground. I

did not notice any other horse on the field.

When we first got a fair view of the field in our
front, individuals could be seen in every possible

attitude. Some laying quite dead, others, mor-
tally wounded, pitching and tumbling about in

the agonies of death. Some had their heads shot

off, some their legs, some their arms. Some were
laughing, some crying, some groaning and some
screaming. There was every variety of sight and
sound. Amongst those that were on the ground,
however, there were some that were neither dead
nor wounded. A great many had thrown them-
selves down behind piles of slain, for protection.

As the firing ceased, these men were every now
and then, jumping up and either running off or

coming in and givingthemselves up.

Amongst those that were running off we ob-
served one stout looking fellow, in a red coat,

who would every now and then stop and display
some gestures towards us, that were rather the
opposite of complimentary. Perhaps fifty guns
were fired at him, but as he was a good way off,

without effect. Just then, it was noticed, that
Paleface was loading his rifle, and some one called

out to him, “hurra, Paleface! load quick and give
him a shot. The d rascal is patting his butt
at us!” Sure enough, Paleface rammed home

his bullet, and, taking a long sight, he let 'drive.

The follow, by this time, was from two to three

hundred yards off, and somewhat to the left of

Packenham’s horse. Paleface said he drew sight

on him and then run it along up his back till the

sight was lost over his head, to allow for the sink-

ing of the ball in so great a distance, and then let

go. As soon as the gun cracked the fellow was
seen to stagger. He ran forward a few steps,

then pitched down on his head and moved no
more. As soon as he fell, George Huffman, a

big stout Dutchman belonging to our company,
asked the Captain if he might go and see where
Paleface hit him. The Captain said he didn’t

care, and George, jumping from the breastwork
over the ditch, ran out over the dead and wound-
ed till he came to the place where the fellow was
lying. George rolled the body over till he could

see the face, and then turning round to us, shout-

ed at the top of his voice, “mine got! he ish a

nager!” He was a mulatto, and he was quite

dead. Paleface’s ball had entered between the

shoulders and passed out through his breast.

George, as he came back, brought three or four

muskets which he had picked up. By this time
our men were running out in all directions, pick-

ing up muskets, and sometimes watches and
other plunder. One man who had got a little too

far out on the field was fired at from the British

breastwork, and wounded in the arm. He came
running back a good deal faster than he had
gone out. He was not much hurt but pretty well

scared.

Tales of the Hospital.

Under this title Mrs. Nichols of the “ Guest,”

is publishing a series of articles of deep interest.

The second number affords an example of the

power of presence of mind, united to moral cour-

age, to allay the fury of maniacal violence. The
story is that of a madman who had escaped from

his cell, and to the exceeding terror of the Matron ,

is found by heron lifting up her eyes from work,

confronting her presence. Dreadfully alarmed,

she springs off' and makes her escape, although

pursued by the maniac. Her husband, the Stew-

ard of the Hospital, having made his appearance

at this juncture, arrested his movement by step-

ping forward and observing in a pleasant tone,

—

“ Ah Grant, where are you going?” The mad-
man glared at him a moment, and then replied in

a similar tone—“ to take a walk,” “ Take my
arm,” said the Steward, with a good natured

smile, “ and we will walk together.” The man
complied immediately, and drawing his arm with-

in his own, the Steward conducted him very

slowly back to his cell, talking pleasantly to him
till they reached it, when being joined by the

keeper, they refastened the chains and secured

the door more firmly than before.

I too can tell a tale of the Hospital, which the

narrative, of which I have extracted merely one

of the incidents, brings to my recollection.

In taking the census of 1840, it became my
duty to enumerate the wretched inmates of our

city Hospital, and acquainting its officers with my
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business, William Crossman, one of the township

trustees, accompanied me through its wards to af-

ford me the information which the tenants them-

selves could not impart. It was my first visit to

such abodes of horror and wretchedness, and it is

hardly necessary to add, that the spectacle made a

deep impression on me. After visiting the wards

in which were lodged those whose derangement

was of a mild type, I was pointed to a wretched

object crawling like a brute on all fours. Hav-

ing been told his history, Mr. Crossman led me
to a chamber opposite, and unlocking the door,

its inmate, a half naked woman, who had suc-

ceeded by some means in divesting herself of

the strait jacket, sprang forward, and having a

stout piece of cord wood in her hand, brandish-

ed it over his head and saluted him with,

—

“ There, d you, I have got you now and will

kill you.” Crossman, with a degree of self-pos-

session I thought wonderful, simply smiled and

said in his blandest tones—“Why, Elizabeth,

who has been ill-treating thee so?” She paused

a moment, let fall the stick, and whimpering said

they would not let her have her cup of tea any

longer. “Well,” said our friend, “I must see

that thee gets it, and find out who is keeping thee

out of it. But let me fix thy dress a little.” So

saying he adjusted and secured the strait jacket

as quietly and unresistedly as though he had been

fitting an apron to a child, and bidding her good

bye, withdrew and relocked the door. During

this scene, I trembled for a valuable life, which

I could make no attempt to save, for when
first accosted and threatened, the door was not

more widely opened lhan sufficed for him to fill

the space. He was left to depend upon himself,

and the least faltering would no doubt have

brought the blow down upon his uncovered head.

I never before so fully appreciated the value of

self-possession and presence of mind.

modern Relies.

When we hear or read of “ Relics,” we natu-

rally associate with the subject the church of

Rome. But the protestant churches, and even

the no-church—the world at large—have relics;

as highly prized, if we should judge by the prices

paid for them, as those held by the Papal church.

A few years since a chair which had been the

property of “ the Dairyman's daughter,” was pro-

duced at one of the New York anniversaries. It

was, as might have been expected, a rough arti-

cle, which but for its associated ideas, would not

have brought a dime at public sale. As it was,

an individual offered one hundred dollars on the

spot for it. This relic and rarity mania is, how-
ever, more prevalent in Europe than in this coun-

try. Prince Albert has presented to Greenwich

Hospital the coat worn by Nelson, in which he

received his death wound, at Trafalgar. The
ivory chair of Gustacus Vasa was sold in 1823,

for fifty-eight thousand florins—nearly $30,000.

The coat worn by Charles XII. at the battle of

Pultowa , brought, at Edinburg, in 1825, the

enormous sum of twenty-two thousand pounds

sterling—over $100,000. A tooth belonging to

Sir Isaac Newton, was sold to the celebrated

Shaftsbury for seven hundred and thirty pounds

—$3,500. As far as we may judge by another

relic of this sort, this was far below the value.

Lenoir, the founder of the French museum,

while engaged transporting the remains of Abel-

ard and Heloise to the Petits Augustins, was of-

fered by a wealthy Englishman one hundred

thousand francs—nearly $20,000—for one of the'

teeth of Heloise. At Stockholm, on the contrary,

the whole head—teeth included—of Descartes,

was sold for barely ninety francs—$18—what a

sacrifice!

Voltaire's cane brought five hundred francs;.

Rousseau's waistcoat nine hundred and sixty-nine,

and his copper watch five hundred francs. The

wig of Kant, the founder of transcendentalism,

brought only two hundred francs, while that of

Sterne was sold in London for two hundred

guineas—almost $1000. A hat wore by Napo-

leon, was purchased by M. Lacroix for nineteen

hundred francs. To do this, he had to out bid

thirty-two competitors. Sir Francis Burdett paid

five hundred pounds sterling for the two pens used

to the signature of the treaty of Amiens.

Oeii* City EUtsiitcss.

The sales of Dry Goods, Groceries, &c., this

Spring, although not fairly opened as yet, sur-

pass all previous example, and indicate that our

city will soon supply the surrounding country to

the west, north and northwest, as extensively as

she now does in her own manufactures. Pearl

street, and the business parts of Front, Second,

and Main streets, are putting up and sending off

by drays and wagons, goods of every description,

to an extent which blocks up the side walks,

while it impedes the passage even of the streets.

I know of one firm whose March sales will reach

to one hundred thousand dollars, while there are

others very little behind this in extent. And the

prospect is, that the April sales will equal those-

of March. What kind of stocks we have on hand

for the supply of country customers, may bg in-

fered from a single statistic. I saw in one large

dry goods house twenty-two thousand pieces spring

and summer prints. Every thing else was pro-

portionately abundant.

The western and northern merchants are now
finding out that they can lay in their goods to

better advantage here than at the east, by buying

as low in Cincinnati, carriage added, as at New
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York or Philadelphia, while they save time and

expense in traveling, by the change. If they go

east, it involves a loss of nearly a month, while

here they can buy oftener, at a loss of a day or

two, and just as much as they want from month

to month. In this way they can avoid the accu-

mulation of goods which injure by keeping or

going out of fashion.

Growth of OMi* Cities.

Population. 1840. 1846.

Cincinnati, . . . . . 46,382 83,450

Columbus, . . . . . 6,048 10,016

Cleveland, . . . . 6,071 10,135

Dayton, .... 10.192

It is remarkable what a neck and neck race the

three last places have been running, both in 1840

and at present. Thirty-three hundred and fifty-

four individuals—probably one half of the adult

population of Cleveland—are not natives of the

United States. We have obviously then less

foreigners in proportion in Cincinnati, although

I was not previously made aware of the fact.

Boot-itlaliiug—Quick Work.

The Dover, Mass., Gazette, says:—Mr. Chas.

Mulloy, a journeyman boot and shoe-maker, in

the employ of Mr. D. M. Clark, South Berwick,

made throughout (after they were cut) twenty-

four pair of thick boots in one week; the work
being done in a substantial manner, and to the

entire satisfaction of his employer. This is con-

sidered to be the work of four journeymen.

A correspondent at Clintonville, N. Y., calls

our attention to the above, and says:—Mr. Mar-
tin Clark, a journeyman boot and shoe-maker, in

the employ of L. W. Paige, of this place, made
throughout (after they were cut) twenty-five pair

of thick boots in one week, in a good workman-
like manner, to the entire satisfaction of his em-
ployer, and lie calls upon his friend, the “ Down
Easter,” to go it again, while he pledges to do

the work of five men in one week, if twenty-four

pair is the work of four men.

Confident by what I have seen in other indus-

trial departments, that our Cincinnati workmen

are equal to any in the world, both for skill and

activity, I handed the above statement to L. Cha-

pin of the firm of L. Chapin Sp Co., who are large-

ly engaged in the manufacture here of boots and

shoes. He authorizes me to say, that he has a

journeyman in his employ, Mr. Thomas Starkey,

whose regular day’s work, and of eight hours to

the day only, is six pairs of boots of the descrip-

tion here alluded to—equal to thirty-six pair

per week, and that he has as many as three

times, made twelve pairs of these boots at sittings

of fifteen hours in each instance; and what is

more, he will do it again, in the presence of any

individual Messrs. Clark or Paige may commis-

sion at this place to see it done.

As the eastern working hours are at least ten

to the day, Mr. Starkey’s work is equal to forty-

five pairs in a week of six days of ten hours each.

A pair of these boots are left at my office for a

few days to satisfy those who take an interest in

this subject, of the quality of the article. They
are equal to the No. 1 Coarse boots, which are

warranted, being stamped L. Chapin & Co.

Messrs. Chapin & Co., authorize me further to

say to Messrs. Clark, Paige, or any other indi-

vidual east, that if they desire to seethe perform-

ance of Mr. Starkey and take a lesson in the sci-

ence of boot-making, that if Mr. S. does not in

their presence make a pair of boots in workman-
like style in sixty minutes, which shall be war-

ranted to wear six months at least, that their

expenses to Cincinnati and home, will be re-

imbursed by the proprietors of this establish-

ment.

A new Seal Device.

I have to acknowledge the receipt of public

documents from our Representative in Congress,

James J Faran. The envelope bears the im-

pression on its seal of 54 deg. 40 sec., which is,

of course, the flag under which Mr. F. ranges

himself on the Oregon question.

JSj’iek IVIanufactiare.

The Albany ‘papers state the manufacture of

building bricks in that city for the past year, at

fifteen millions. We have made at least six times

that quantity, during the same period, at the brick

yards in Cincinnati.

Iron Safes.

Although the public attention has been called

to the Iron Safes of Mr. Charles Urban, in the

columns of the Advertiser and in other quarters,

there are individuals here who appear to be ig-

norant that as good an article as Wilder’s or

Rich’s Salamander Safes can be bought here at

a price as low as at New York—ten cents per

pound—while the expense of carriage is saved

and a guarantee secured on the spot, which if of-

fered in New York is worth nothing to the pur-

chaser when he ascertains at the distance of Cin-

cinnati from that place, that his safe i3 defective

in any respect.

As to the quality of the article it is not neces-

sary to refer to the recommendations of those

who have bought. For those who need a safe, by

calling at the store of Messrs. Thompson &
Campbell, on Second street, between Main and

Sycamore, may see one of Urban’s Salamander

Safes, and by comparing it with other Safes of

New York, Philadelphia or Pittsburgh manufac-

ture, they can discover where the superiority of

manufacture lies.

One of these Safes was submitted to the action



< of a fire for twenty-four hours, during which

,
^nineteen and a half cords of hickory and sugar

altree wood were burned beneath and around it.

ii
|i On opening it several hundred dollars in bank

v Jlnotes deposited within, were found to be uninju-

e I red by this test, severe as it was.

) When may a Person be called Drunk ?

•| “ Well, Doctor, pray give us a definition of

I

what you consider being/ou, that we may know
in future, when a cannie Scot may, with proprie-

ty, be termed drunk.”
“Well gentlemen,” said the Doctor, “that is

rather a kittle question to answer, for you must
I know there is a great diversity of opinion on the

j
subject. Some say that a man is sober as long as

i he can stand upon his legs. An Irish friend of

mine, a fire-eating, hard drinking captain of dra-

I goons, once declared to me on his honour as a

I soldier and a gentleman, that he would never al-

, low any friend of his to be called drunk, till he

|
saw him trying to light his pipe at the pump.

I And others there be, men of learning and re-

I spectability too, who are of opinion that a man
I has a right to consider himself sober as long as he

]
can lie flat on his back without holding on by the

]
ground. For my own part I am a man of mod-

I

erate opinions, and would allow that a man was
fou without being just so far gone as any of

these. But with your leave, gentlemen, I’ll tell

you a story about the Laird of Bonmemoon, that

will be a good illustration of what I call being fou.

“ The Laird of Bonniemoon was gae fond of his

bottle—in short just a poor drunken body, as I

said afore. On one occasion he was asked to dine

with Lord B
,
a neighbour of his, and his

lordship being well acquainted with the Laird’s

dislike to small drinks, ordered a bottle of cherry

brandy to be set before him after dinner, instead

I
of port, which he always drank in preference to

Ii claret, when nothing better was to be got. The
I Laird thought this fine heartsome stuff, and on
he went, filling his glass like the rest, and telling

his cracks, and ever the more he drank, the more
he praised his lordship’s port. It was a fine, full

bodied wine, and lay well on the stomach, not like

1
1 that poisonous stuff, claret, that makes a body
feel as if he had swallowed a nest of puddocks.

|

Well, gentleman, the Laird had finished one bot-

tle of cherry brandy, or as his Lordship called it,

* his particular port,’ and had just tossed of a glass

i of the second bottle, which he declared to be even
better than the first, when his old confidential

|

servant, Watty, came stalking into the room, and
making his best bow, announced that the Laird’s

horse was at the door. ‘ Get o’ that, ye fause

loon,’ cried the Laird, pulling off his wig, and
flinging it at Watty’s head. * Don’t ye see, ye
blethering brute, that I’m just beginning my
second bottle?’

“But Maister,” says Watty, scratching his

head, “ amaist twall o’clock.” “Weel what
though it be?” said the Laird, turning up his glass

|

with drunken gravity, while the rest of the com-

(

pany were like to split their sides with laughing
at him and Watty. “ It cannot be ony later my

j

man, so just reach me my wig and let the naig

bide a wee.” Well gentlemen, it was a cold

frosty night, and Watty soon tired of kicking his

heels at the door; so in a little while, back he
comes, and says he, Maister, Maister, it’s amaist

I

ane o’clock! “Well, Watty,” says the Laird,

with a hiccup—for he was far gone by this time—“ it will never be ony earlier, Watty, my man,
and that’s a comfort, so ye may just rest yoursel’

a wee while langer till I finish my bottle. A full

belly makes a stiff back, you know, Watty.”'
Watty was by this time dancing mad; so after

waiting another half hour, back he comes, in an
awful hurry, and says he, “ Laird, Laird, as true

as death the sun’s rising.” “Weel Watty,” says
the Laird, looking awful wise, and trying with
both hands to fill his glass, “ let him rise my man,
let him rise, he has further to gang the day than
aither you or me, Watty.”

This answer fairly dumbfounded poor Watty,
and he gave it up in despair. But at last the bot-

tle was finished ; the Laird was lifted into the sad-

dle, and off he rode in high glee, thinking all the

time the moon was the sun, and that he had fine

daylight for his journey. “ Hech Watty, my
man,” said the Laird, patting his stomach; and
speaking awful thick, “ we were nane the worse
for that second bottle this frosty morning.”

—

“ Faith,” said Watty, blowing his fingers and
looking as blue as a bilberry, “ your honour may
be nane the worse for it, but I’m nane the better;

I wish I was.” Well, on they rode fou cannily,

the Laird gripping hard at the horse’s mane, roll-

ing about like a sack of meal; for the cold air was
beginning to make the spirits tell on him. At
last they came to a bit of a brook that crossed the
road; and the Laird’shorse being pretty well used
to have his own way, stopped short to take a
drink. This had the effect to make the poor Laird'

lose his balance, and away he went over the

horse’s ears, into the very middle of the brook.

The Laird, honest man, had just sense enough to

hear the splash, and to know that something was
wrong, but he was that drunk, that he did not the

least suspect that it was himself. “ Watty 1 ” said

he, sitting up in the middle of the stream, and
stammering out the words with great difficulty,

‘Watty, my man, Watty.’ Faith you may say
that, replied Watty, like to roll offhis horse with
laughing, for its just yourself, Laird! “ Hout fie,

Watty,” cried the Laird, with a hiccup between
every word, “it surely canna be me, Watty, for

I’m, here.'”

Now gentlemen, continued the Doctor, here is

the case in which I would allow a man to be
drunk, although he had neither lost his speech
nor the use of his limbs.

A Razor Strop Trade.
“ I calculate, sir, I couldn’t drive a trade with

you to-day,” said a true specimen of a Yankee
pedlar, as he stood at the door of a merchant of

St. Louis.
“ I calculate you calculate about right, foryou

cannot,” was the sneering reply.
“ Well, I guess you needn’t get huffy about it.

Now here’s a dozen genuine razor strops, worth
two dollars and a half—you may have ’em for two
dollars.”

“ I tell you I don’t want any of your trash, so

you had better be going.”
“ Wal, now, I declare! I’ll bet you five dollars

if you make me an offer for them ere strops we’ll

have a trade yet.”

“Done,” replied the merchant, placing the

money in the hands of a bystander.

The Yankee deposited the like sum—when the

merchant offered him a picayune for the strops.
“ They’re your’n,” as he quietly fobbed the

stakes. “But,” he added with great apparent
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honesty, “ I calculate a joke's a joke, and if you
<ion’t want them strops, I’ll trade back!”

The merchant’s countenance brightened.
“ You’re not so bad a chap after all; here are

your strops—give me tne money.
“ There it is,” said the Yankee, as he received

the strops and passed over the picayune. A trade’s

a trade—and now you’re wide awake in airnest;

I guess the next time you trade with that are pic,

you’ll do better than to buy razor strops.”

And away walked the pedlar with his strops and
the wager, amidjhe shouts of the laughing crowd.

Second Municipality.

John Archangel, charged with stealing some
silver spoons from Mrs. Dewees, was sent to the

Criminal Court yesterday.

—

N. O. Tropic.

This was, as Milton says, “ Not less than Arch-

angel, ruined.

A Cincinnati Convention.

Arrangements are about taking place in Ken-

tucky, to hold a convention of delegates in Cin-

cinnati, from every point on the Ohio interested

in removing the obstructions in that river and

improving its navigation. The meeting of the

convention is proposed fortheilth May ensuing

It will, without doubt, embody a large attend-

ance. As respects Cincinnati, I trust that her

delegation will be select and able rather than

large in numbers, and that mere talkers will not

form any portion of their ranks.

Chronological Table.

April 1.—Napoleon married to Maria Louisa,

1810.

2.

—Florida discovered, 1512. Nelson

victory at Copenhagen. 1801. Mirabeau, died,

1791.

3.

—Crucifixion of Christ. Napier, died,

1617.

4.

—Oliver Goldsmith, died 1774.

5.

—Resurrection of Christ. Robert

Raikes, the introducer of Sunday Schools, died,

1821.

6.

—Richard Cour de Lion
, died, 1199.

Laura, the beloved of Petrarch, died, 1388. La-

lande, the astronomer, died, 1804.

An Austrian Yankee.
Before Prince Metternich attained the exalted

station he now holds, he was particularly fond of
practical jokes, and equally anxious to perpe-
trate outre revenge for annoyances suffered, as he
is at the present moment. A Jew banker, at Vi-
enna, was so desirous to become possessor of an
Arabian horse, a great favourite of the Prince’s,
that he constantly called on him to sell it—his
highness as constantly refusing. At last, the
Prince, being worn out with the banker’s impor-
nities, said to him, “ I will not sell the horse; but
I will part with it only on one condition.”
“ Name it—name it,” exclaimed the banker.
“ It is this,” replied the Prince, “ I will give you
two sound whippings at times proposed by your-
self, and a third on a day appointed by me: after

the last beating the horse shall he yours.” The
Jew asked for the first whipping then, which was
administered with right goodwill; after which
rubbing his sore shoulders, he exclaimed, “Well,
Prince, give me the second,” which was done,
and then, scarcely able to stand, he prayed the

Prince to appoint a day for the third: “ Certain-
ly, sir,” said his highness, chuckling; “this day
seven years, when, you know, according to our
agreement, the horse becomes your property;
good morning, sir,” continued the Prince, and
politely bowed the suffering banker out of the

room.

—

Morris' Nat. Press.

Anecdote.

A worthy old sea captain of our acquaintance

once took on board a large number of passengers

at a port in the Emerald Isle, to bring to this

country. On appoaching our coast, he as usual,

sounded, but found no bottom.

“ And did you strike ground, Captain,” inqui-

red one of the Irishmen.

“No,” was the reply.

“And will you be so good as to tell us,” re-

joined Pat, “ how near ye came to it.”

Faith, Hope and Charity.

A student at a University, being called upon
for a definition of these Christian virtues, made
his reply as follows:

Quid est Fides? Quod non vides.

Quid Spes? Van res.

Quid Charitas? Magna raritas.

TRANSLATION.
What is Faith? What you cannot see.

What Hope? A thing too vain to be.

What Charity? A great rarity.

Erratum.

My compositor made me say in last weeks’s

“Advertiser,” while stating the length of Front

street, that there were not ten houses in the en-

tire length of the street which were three feet

apart. It should have been three hundred, the

last word escaping by oversight. An error lik£

this is a great annoyance, for the correction in

many cases never follows the error through its

various travels.

“ Shepherd,” said a sentimental young lady

(who fancied herself a heroine in the golden

groves of Arcadia,) to a rustic who was tending

some sheep, “ why have you not got your pipe

with you?” “ Bekase, ma’am, I ha’nt got no
’backer.”

“ Make way, here,” said a member of a politi-

cal deputation, “ we are the representatives of the

people,” “ Make way yourself,” shouted a

sturdy fellow from the throng, “ we are the peo-

ple themselves.”

Said an old man, “ When I was young, I was
poor; when old I became rich. But in each con-
dition I found disappointment. When the facul-

ties of enjoyment were bright, I had not the

means, when the means came, the faculties were
gone.
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By a Hunter of Kentucky.

I had not much opportunity to see what passed

I on the field after the battle, for we had scarcely

I time to give a hasty giance on what I have just

I attempted to describe, when orders came for our

I company and five others, to cross the river and

I reinforce our troops that had been beaten on the

I west bank. We were hastily mustered, and leav-

I ing one man from each mess to take care of the

1 baggage, the rest of us moved off up the river at

I a sharp trot. We soon got up to the city, where

[
we were to cross, running a good part of the way.

|
As we passed along the levee to the upper fau-

|
bourg, crowds of men, women, and children ran

|
down to see us. They were singing, dancing,

I shouting, and cutting all manner of antics. The
I
whole city seemed crazy with joy; Some rolled

|
out barrels of bread and biscuit, and there were

|
hundreds of baskets of cakes, cold meat and nick-

|

nacks held out to us as we ran along. We had

I no time to stop and eat, and we were so full of

excitement, that though we had been on foot and
fasting nearly the whole time, for three days and

I
nights, we got little or nothing of the abundance
that was offered us. Some of us snatched a bis-

cuit or two and thrust them into the bosoms of

our hunting-shirts. Some nibbled a little as they
went, but there wasn’t many that felt either

hungry or tired. When we came to the barge

there were three marked boards prepared for us
to run in on, and in a few minutes we were push-
ing over.

As soon as we landed on the other side, cart-

ridges were served out to those men who had not
a full supply. Some of these were worth nothing.

They contained raw cotton, cotton seed, and some
of them a few small shot; or a ball, with scarcely

powder enough to drive it out of the gun. A good
jmany men got supplies of these false cartridges.

The cheat was not discovered until the next day,
when it created considerable excitement, but I

never heard who was to blame.
1 We took our position behind a little breastwork
1 that had been thrown up. At dark the picket

,

guard was detailed. When the Orderly came

I

round, I took the place of one of our men, who
was sick, though 1 had then half a dozen tours

!

! ahead. We were marched out about half way
f ! between our post and that of the British, who oc-

!

cupied a small fort from which they had driven
our troops in the morning. The sentinels were

!

placed about thirty or forty feet apart, along a

small ditch that had been cut through a sugar-
field to the swamp. George Phillips was on my

; right hand and Robert Brown on my left. Next
i to Brown was Wm. Grubb. We four were with-
r in speaking distance of each other. We were
> posted on the bank thrown up from the ditch ; but

j thinking this was rather a conspicuous position,

I placed my blanket against the side of the bank
and sitting down on it, rested my feet on the op-

.
posite edge of the ditch, so that the water ran

, trickling under me. Two hours was our regular

j
tour of duty, when we ought to have been re-

. lieved, but it seems that Sergeant Houston, who
was but a very young man and had been, like the
rest of us, on constant fatigue duty for three days

s

ind nights, fell asleep by the watch fire and did

aot wake until we had been nearly four hours on
" >ur posts. This was rather severe, but we stood

tout. Brown, my next neighbour on the left,
e

ioon laid down on the ground and went to sleep.
5
hillips and Grubb were constantly trving to

46

wake him. He was a son of one of their neigh-

bours. They had promised his parents to take

care of him, and were fearful that he would be

discovered asleep on his post and punished or dis-

graced. I told them to let him alone—the poor
fellow was perfectly worn out with fatigue, and
as there could be no danger unperceived by us,

there would be no harm done and we could wako
him before the relief came round. In fact, just

before this conversation occurred, I was satisfied

that the British had abandoned the fort and gone
off.

During the evening they had set fire to a su-

gar-house, and some other out buildings, just in

the rear of the fort. By the light of this fire, from
the place where 1 sat, I could very plainly seethe
fort and the British soldiers passing to and fro

about it. Sometime towards eleven or twelve
o’clock, I observed three men start out from the

fort and come in a straight line towards the spot

where 1 was stationed. The moon by this time

had got pretty well up, and though the night was
rather hazy, by the light of the moon and fire to-

gether, I could see all their motions very dis-

tinctly. They were, apparently, ignorant of our
position, and seemed to be coming right on to us.

For a few moments I was thinking of the chances
of a rencounter. 1 examined my rifle to see that

every thing was right, brought my tomahawk and
knife round so that I could readily grasp them,
and then waited to see what would come of this

manoeuvre. When they had advanced to within
about a hundred yards, they suddenly halted. A
moment after, they wheeled short round to the

right and marched some three or four hundred
yards towards the river; then, wheeling to the

right again, they returned to the fort. Imme-
diately after this I saw the British troops para-
ding; and in a few minutes they disappeared in

the darkness towards the river. I felt cortain

that they had evacuated the fort and gone down
the river.

Sometime after this the relief came round. I

then went to the guard fire, and sat down on a
bunch of sugar cane till morning. About day*
light I was on post again, and when the sun was
about an hour high, old Looksharp brought me
something like a pound of sugar and a loaf of

bread. This was the first good meal I had had
for four days, and I made a capital breakfast.

About eight o’clock, we were called off post,

and the troops paraded to make an attack upon
the fort. While the line was forming, I observed
Major Harrison coming along the line on horse
back, and not liking to address him directly, I

spoke up pretty loudly to Grubb, “what the

deuce aro they making all this fuss for? There’s
no use in going to attack the British. They’re
all gone.” “I know that,” says Grubb. The
Major rodo along, but in a few minutes he came
back and asked who it was that said the British

were all gone. “ It was me, sir,” said I. “How
do you know?” said he. “ I saw them go last

night when I was on guard,” said I. “ Very good
news if it is true!” said he. We then marched
up to within a short distance of the fort and
formed in line. Major Harrison and several other
officers rode up close to the fort and soon return-
ed. The Major rode up near where was I stand-

ing, and said, “ right, old man, the British are all

goue!” It was iound that the fort had been
evacuated, as I had supposed, and we had nothing
more to do but march back to New Orleans,

which we did to the tune of Yankee Doodle, every
one full of joy and gladness. We re-crossed the
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river and got down to our lines, near the battle

ground, about two o’clock that day.

When we got back to the camp, on the battle

ground, the British were lying about two miles

below. By this time the field was cleared of the

dead. There were, scattered about, a few caps

and fragments of clothing, generally shot to

pieces; and stains of blood, with many other

marks of the dreadful carnage that had been
there. Packenham’s horse was still lying in the

same place, now the only occupant of the bed
where his master and so many hundreds of oth-

ers laid with him the day before.

The second day after the battle, the drums beat

up for volunteers to attack the British redoubt.

Plenty of men turned out, all eager for the at-

tempt. I don’t know who were the projectors of

this attack, but so it was, that just after the men
had paraded and taken leave of their comrades,
and while they were as wolfish and full of fight

as it was possible for that number of animals to

be, here came an order from Old Hickory for

every man to face to tho right-about and go to

cooking and eating. This was quite a damper.
The men could not exactly tell what to make of

it, but they knew if Jackson said so it had to be

done. They didn’t fully understand the long and
short of it, but so it was.

A few days after this, I was walking about the

levee at New Orleans, when I saw three officers

passing on horseback. As they came up I tu rned
to give them the usual salute, when who should

I see but Col. Andrew Hines, then one of Jack-
son’s aids, and who I had been well acquainted

with when he kept store at Bardstown. “ Why,
halloo! old man,” said he, “ are you here?”
“ Yes, Colonel,” said I, “ I’m knocking about
with the rest.” With that we shook hands and
he asked me about my family. After a few words
had passed, I told him I’d like to ask a question,

if he didn’t think it improper—that I didn’t want
to ask him any thing that was improper to be told

;

but there was one thing I had some curiosity to

know. “Well, what is it;” said he, “ I’ll tell

you anything I can consistently.” “Then,”
said I, “ I’d just like to know what was the rea-

son that old Jackson ordered us all out of the field

the other day, when we had got ready to go and
fight the British.” “ 0!” said he, “ I’ll tell you
with freedom. General Jackson has got more
wisdom than all of us put together. He knew
that we had gained one of the greatest victories

that ever was heard of, and he was determined to

keep it. He said, if we attacked the redoubt
there would be a great many good men killed,

and that it was better to drive off the enemy with-

out the loss of our own men.”
About a week or ten days after the battle—

I

don’t recollect the exact time now—the British

broke up their camp and went over to Lake P011 -

chartrain. The night they left, I was out on

P
icket guard, about half way between the camps.
did not notice any thing remarkable during the

night, except the old bluetailed bomb shells that

were discharged at them from our lines, every
half hour. They would go whizzing over our
heads, leaving a long streak of bluish light with
a sprinkling of sparks in their rear. We heard a

great screaming at the moment one of them. fell.

As I afterwards heard, it smashed through the

roof of a little negro house, where a lieutenant

and fourteen men were sleeping, every one of

whom were killed or wounded.
Just at daylight, an Irishman who had deserted

came to the sentinels, with whom he remained

until the relief came round. He told U3 tho Ip

British had all gone, and said, that as they were ft

marching off, he pretended to have left something y

behind, and handing his gun to a comrade to hold, I

he ran back as if to look for it; but instead of do- c

ingso he ran as fast as he could towards the ||
American camp. He soon heard a party in pur- 1

suit of him, and took refuge in a little negro hut,
|

crawling up the chimney. His pursuers entered
the house, and he said his heartbeat so while they
were hunting him, that he was afraid they would

j

hear it thumping. They did not think of the
chimney, however, and the poor fellow escaped. !

As soon as they had gone he made his way to our !

line and came in. I heard of the execution done
by the bomb shell, at the time we heard the

screaming. This man afterwards came to Ken- ,

tucky and is, or was a few years ago, living in !

Nelson county, where he became a very respecta-

ble citizen.

After the British moved down to the Lake, they
j

remained for some time near the mouth of Ville-

ry’s Canal, embarking in flats. Whilst they were
there, a certain number of men were detailed from

!

our camp, every three days, to serve as swamp
guards. The Lake w*as skirted by a cypress
swamp, which, as is the usual character of that I

kind of swamp, was very miry and full of water.

Along the Lake edge of this swamp, the British
j

had sentinels, posted on logs of timber cut for
j

them to stand or lie upon; and in like manner our i

sentinels were stationed in the same way, along
the other edge of the swamp on the land side. At
some places where the swamp was narrow and

J

the timber thin , we could see the British sentinels
j

on their posts very plainly. Amongst the rest, 1

there was one that attracted particular attention. I

He had a plank laid upon some logs along which
|

he walked backwards and forwards. His red coat,
]

with the steel about his accoutrements, and par-

ticularly, the plate upon his cap, glistened very I

conspicuously in the sun. Whether it was be-
j

cause the men had nothing else to do but look at
J

him, or because he was the most conspicuous ob-

ject, or for what precise reason, I do not know,
j

but he became a sort of an eye-sore. So about
ten o’clock in the morning, Col. Ben Harrison, of 1

Bardstown, spoke up to some men, who were
lounging about the guard fire. “ Boys,” said he,

“I’ll give five dollars to any one of you that will

go and shoot that darned red-coat, and a suit of

clothes to boot, as soon as we get home.” With
jj

that, a little, slender, palefaced fellow, belonging I

to Higdon’s company, named Dick Pratt,jumped
j

up and declared he’d try it any how. He wiped
out his rifle, and having loaded it to his mind, he 1

put into the swamp. Dick went crawling along I

among the roots, wading in the water and dodg-
ing about behind the trees and brush, pretty much

]

as if he was trying to get a shot at a scurvy duck.

The Englishman kept on walking up and down
his plank, probably little thinking of being game
for a Kentucky hunter. He might have been
thinking of a wife and children or a sweetheart at

j

home, poor fellow! But our men who knew what I

was on foot, watched the result with breathless ,

interest, though, if the truth must be told, with-

out much thinking of pity. The general impres-

sion was, that the British had come there to kill

our men, if they could, and it was only serving

them as they deserved, to shoot them whenever I

there was an opportunity. They soon lost sight

of Dick who had disappeared in the swamp, but I

they kept their eyes on the sentinel. It was
pretty near half an hour before any thing took •!
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place. At last a little puff of smoke spouted up
from behind a log in the middle of the swamp,
which was quietly followed by a sharp crack of

Dick’s rifle. The poor Englishman instantly

dropped his musket and threw his hands above his

head. He then staggered backwards and forwards

on his plank for a moment or two—the next, he

tumbled head foremost into the water. A sharp

fire of grape and canister shot was immediately

opened from the British boats, which made the

mud and water fly in good earnest; but Dick, the

cunning varmint, as soon as he had fired ran off

I

I rapidly from his smoke to one side, instead of re-

treating in a direct line, and thus fooled them.

He came off scot free, but the British kept up
such a fire that our guards were compelled to re-

treat from their stations on the edge of the swamp.
After this there were no more British sentinels

in sight or within reach of our men. Dick got

his five dollars, and after we got home, I saw him
one day in a suit of clothes, which he said, was
the reward of that exploit.

Next day after returning from swamp guard,

I was detached to go to New Orleans, to attend

some of my comrades who were sick in the hos-

pital. Four of our company were sick, but they

all got well except Barnett Brid well. He, poor

fellow! died of a complication of diseases. I saw
nothing more of the army until we started home.
We left New Orleans about the 20th of March,
ninety of us in company, and arrived safely in

Kentucky about the 1st of April.

A Grizzly Bear Hunt.

The every-day sports of the wild woods in-

I

elude many feats of daring that never find a pen

of record. Constantly in the haunts of the sav-

age, are enacting scenes of thrilling interest, the

very details of which would make the denizen of

j

enlightened life turn away with instinctive dread.

|

Every Indian tribe has its heroes, celebrated re-

spectively for their courage in different ways ex-

I hibited. Some for their acuteness in pursuing the

enemy on the war-path, and others for the de-

struction they have accomplished among the wild

beasts of the forest. A great hunter among the

Indians is a marked personage. It is a title that

j

distinguishes its possessor among his people as a
1 prince; while the exploits in which he has been

I engaged hang about his personas brilliantly as

I the decorations of so many oders. The country
in which the Osage finds a home possesses abund-
antly the grizzly bear, an animal formidable

beyond any other inhabitant of the North Ameri-
can forests: an animal seemingly insensible to

pain, uncertain in its habits, and by its mighty
strength able to overcome any living obstacle that

comes within its reach, as an enemy. The In-

dian warrior, of any tribe, among the haunts of

the grizzly bear, finds no necklace so honourable
to be worn as the claws of this gigantic animal, if

he fell by his own prowess; and if he can add an
! eagle’s plume to his scalp-lock, plucked from a

j

bird shot while on the wing, he is honourable in-

deed. The Indian’s “ smoke,” like the fire-side

of the white man, is often the place where groups
of people assemble to relate whatever may most
pleasantly while away the hours of a long even-
ing, or destroy tho monotony of a dull and idle

day. On such occasions, the old “ brave” will

;

sometimes relax from his natural gravity, and
grow loquacious over his chequered life. But no
recital commands such undivided attention as the

adventures with the grizzly bear; and the death

of an enemy on the war-path hardly vies with it

in interest.

We have listened to these soul-stirring adven-

tures over the urn, or while lounging on the sofa;

and the recital of the risks run, the hardships en=

dured, have made us think them almost impossi-

ble, when compared with the conventional self-

indulgence of enlightened life. But they were
the tales of a truthful man: a hunter, who had
strayed away from the scenes once necessary for

his life, and who loved, like the worn-out soldier,

to “ fight his battles over,” in which he was once
engaged. It may be, and is the province of tho

sportsman to exaggerate; but the “ hunter,” sur-

rounded by the magnificence and sublimity of an
American forest, earning his bread by the hardy
adventures of the chase, meets with too much re-

ality to find room for colouring—too much of tho

sublime and terrible in the scenes with which he

is associated to be boastful of himself. Apart
from the favourable effects of civilization, he is

also separated from its contaminations; and boast-

ing and exaggeration are “settlements” weak-
nesses, and not the products of the wild woods.

The hunter, whether Indian or white, presents

one of the most extraordinary exhibitions of tho

singular capacity of the human senses to be im-

proved by cultivation. The unfortunate deaf,

dumb, aqd blind girl, in one of our public insti-

tutions,* selects her food, her clothing, and her

friends, by the touch alone—so delicate has it be-

come from the mind’s being directed to that sens©

alone. The forest hunter uses the sight most ex-

traordinarily well, and experience at last renders

it so keen, that the slightest touch of a passing

object on the leaves, trees, or earth, seems to

leave deep and visible impressions, that to tho

common eye are unseen as the path of the bird

through the air. This knowledge governs the

chase and the war-path; this knowledge is whet,

when excelled in, makes the master-spirit among
the rude inhabitants of the woods: and that man
is the greatest chief, who follows the coldest trail,

and leaves none behind by his own footsteps.

The hunter in pursuit of the grizzly bear is gov-

erned by this instinct of sight. It directs him with

more certainty than the hound is directed by his

nose. The impressions of the bear’s footsteps

upon the leaves, its marks on the trees, its rest-

ing-places, are all known long before the bear is

really seen; and the hunter, while thus following

“ the trail,” calculates the very sex, weight, and

age with certainty. Thus it is that he will ne-

glect or chose a trail: one because it i3 poor, and

another because it is small, another because it is

with cubs, and another because it is fat, identify-

ing the very trail as tho bear itself; and herein,

perhaps, lies the distinction between the sports-

man, and the huntsman. The hunter follows his

object by his own knowledge and instinct, while

the sportsman employs the instinct of domestica-

ted animals to assist his pursuits.

The different methods to destroy the grizzly

bear, by those who hunt them, are as numerous
as the bears that arc killed. They are not ani-

mals which permit of a system in hunting them;
and it is for this reason they are so dangerous and

difficult to destroy. The experience of one hunt

may cost a limb or a life in the next one, if used

as a criterion; and fatal, indeed, is the mistake, if

it comes to grappling with an animal whose gi-

gantic strength enables him to lift a horse in his

* Hartford Asylum for the Deaf and Dumb.
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is one terrible exception to this rule; one habit of

huge arms, and bear it away as a prize. There
the animal may be certainly calculated on, but a

daring heart only can take advantage of it.

The grizzly bear, like the tiger and lion, have
their caves in which they live; but they use them
principally as a safe lodging-place when the cold

of winter renders them torpid and disposed to

sleep. To these caves they retire late in the fall,

and they seldom venture out until the warmth of

spring. Sometimes two occupy one cave, but

this is not often the case, as the unsociability of

the animal is proverbial, they prefering to be soli-

tary and alone. A knowledge of the forests, and
an occasional trailing for bear inform the hunter
of these caves, and the only habit of the grizzly

bear that can with certainty be taken advantage
of, is that of his being in his cave alive, if at a

proper season. And the hunter has the terrible

liberty of entering his cave single-haijded, and
there destroying him. Of this only method of

hunting the grizzly bear we would attempt a de-

scription.

The thought of entering a,' cave, inhabited by
one of the most powerful beasts of prey, is calcu-

lated to try the strength of the best nerves; and
when it is considered that the least trepidation,

the slightest mistake, may cause, and probably
will result in the instant death of the hunter, it

certainly exhibits the highest demonstration of

physical courage to pursue such a method of

hunting. Yet there are many persons in the for-

ests of North America who engage in such peril-

ous adventures with no other object in view than
the “ sport” or hearty meal. The hunter’s prepa-

rations to beard the lion in his den,” commence
with examining the mouth of the cave he is about
to enter. Upon the signs there exhibited he de-

cides whether the bear is alone; for if there are

two, the cave is never entered. The size of the

bear is also thus known, and the time since he
was last in search of food. The way this knowl-
edge is obtained, from indications so slight, or un-
seen to an ordinary

1

eye, is one of the greatest

mysteries of the woods. Placing ourselves at the

mouth of the cave containing a grizzly bear, to

our untutored senses there Would be nothing to

distinguish it from one that was empty; but if

some Diana of the forest would touch our eyes,

and give us the instinct of sight possessed by the

hunter, we would argue thus: “From all the

marks about the mouth of the cave, the occupant
has not been out for a great length of time, for

the grass and the earth have not been lately dis-

turbed. The beards in the cave, for the last tracks

made are with the toe marks towards the cave.

There is but one bear, because the tracks are

regular and of the same size. He is a large bear;

the length of the step and the size of the paw
indicate this; and he is a fat one, because his

hindfeet do not step in the impressions made by the

fore ones, as is always the case with a iean bear.”
Such are the signs and arguments that present
themselves to the hunter; and mysterious as they
seem, when not understood, when explained they
strike the imagination at once as being founded
on the unerring simplicity and the certainty of

nature. It may be asked, how is it that the griz-

zly bear is so formidable to numbers, when met
in the forest, and when in a cave can be assailed

successfully by a single man? In answer to this,

we must recollect that the bear is only attacked

in his cave when he is in total darkness, and suf-

fering from surprise and the torpidity of the sea-

son. These three things are in this method of

hunting taken advantage of; and but for these ad-

vantages, no quickness of eye, no steadiness of

nerve or forest experience, would protect for an
instant the intruder to the cave of the grizzly bear.

The hunter, having satisfied himself about the

cave, prepares a candle, which he makes out of

the wax taken from the comb of wild bees, soft-

ened by the grease of the bear. This caudle has
a large wick, and emits a brilliant flame. Noth-
ing else is needed but the rifle. The knife and
the belt are useless; for if a struggle should ensue
that would make it available, the foe is too pow-
erful to mind its thrusts before the hand using it

would be dead. Bearing the candle before him,
with the rifle in a convenient position, the hunter
fearlessly enters the cave. He is soon surround-
ed by darkness, and is totally unconscious where
his enemy will reveal himself. Having fixed the

candle in the ground in firm position, with an
apparatus provided, he lights it, and its brilliant

flame soon penetrates into the recesses of the cav-

ern—its size of course rendering the illumination

more or less complete. The hunter now places

himself on his belly, having the candle between
the back part of the cave where the bear is, and
himself; in this position, with the muzzle of the

rifle protruding out in front of him, he patiently

waits for his victim. A short time only elapses

before Bruin is aroused by the light. The noise

made by his starting from sleep attracts the hunt-
er, and he soon distinguishes the black mass,
moving, stretching, and yawning like a person
awaked from a deep sleep. The hunter moves
not, but prepares his rifle; the bear, finally roused,

turns his head towards the candle, and, with slow
and wading steps, approaches it.

Now is the time that tries the nerves of the

hunter. Too late to retreat, his life hangs upon
his certain aim and the goodness of his powder.
The slightest variation in the bullet, or a flash-

ing pan, and he is a doomed man. So tenacious

of life is the common black bear, that it is fre-

quently wounded in its most vital parts, and will

still escape or give terrible battle. But the griz-

zly bear seems to possess an infinitely greater te-

nacity of life. His skin, covered by matted hair,

and the huge bones of his body, protect the heart,

as if incased in a wall; while the brain is buried

in a skull, compared to which adamant is not
harder. A bullet, striking the bear’s forehead,

would flatten, if it struck squarely on the solid

bone, as if fired against a rock; and dangerous in-

deed would it be to take the chance of reaching

the animal’s heart. With these fearful odds
against the hunter, the bear approaches the can-
dle, growing every moment more sensible of

some uncommon intrusion. He reaehes the blaze,

and either raises his paw to strike it, or lifts his

nose to scent it, either of which will extinguish

it, and leave the hunter and the bear in total dark-

ness. This dreadful moment is taken advantage
of. The loud report ©f the rifle fills the cave with
stunning noise, and as the light disappears, the

ball, if successfully fired, penetrates the eye of

the huge animal—the only place where it would
find a passage to the brain; and this not only

gives the wound, but instantly paralyzes, that no
temporary resistance may be made. On such
chances the American hunter perils his life, and
often thoughtlessly courts the danger.
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Railroad Anecdote, 336
Railway speculation, 293
Randolph, John, 159
Rats, 180
Raising the wind, 79
Readers, to, 152, 239, 288, 308, 328,348
Recipes, 136,298
Red brethren, 2-6
Remarkable Incidents, 198
Retort, 296
Reverence for the Sex, 212
Responsibilities. 235
Revolutionary Patriotism, 49
Review, 10], 206, 240, 263, 264,272,

302, 303, 332
Riches, 153
Rising glories, 211
Rivalry, 326
Rise of eminent men, 80
Relic of the Revolution, 242
Reformers, 262
Relic, anti-revolutionary, 170

Royalty, 255
Romantic, £26

Sangfroid, 200
Sausages, 283
Science of Sound, 59
Scott. Sir Walter, 60
Scraps, 4(T, 64, : C8, 215, 295, £96, 299,

3£0, 3^7, 344, 353, 360
Scripture Quotations, ~56

Shoal water. 192

Shakspeare and the Bible, 311
Shoulder Arms, 32
Shut the door, ~28

Sleepy worshippers, 234

Small Pox, 3 2
Smart Boy, 328
Steamboat Travelling, 2£2

St. Clair’s Defeat, 30

S. B. building in the West, 1845, 304

Staff of life, the, 226

Squeezing the hand, £00

St. Clair, General, 180

Spitting, 125
Stultz,ihe tailor, 166

Steamboat Life, 167

Star spangled Banner, S. B. 71

Statistics, 104

Street Loungers, 123
“ A Long, 349

Sugar crop of Louisiana, 245

Refinery, 345
Story, a dog, 187

Steel Bells, 354

Tea and Toast 240
Temperance, 120, 283

“ M ess, 251

Theatre, recollections of the, 235



IV.

Theological Debate, 111
Thunder and Lightning, 33G
The way Americans go down liill, £60
Titles, 287
Tossing in a Blanket, 279
Tobacco Chewing, Jill

Touch not, handle not, 112

Tough Goose, 27

G

Trade, a Razor Strop, 1159

Trandscendentalism, 2G2
Tricking a landlord, 248
Tricks of the Trade, 72
Trifles in Verse, 193
Tripe, 2 0

Trysting tree, 2:0
Turkish runishment, 312

i

Vote, the German, 187
Value of Property, 28
Vicissitudes, 348
Veneers, 17

Verdict, Strong, 211

Wallace. John S.. 217
War of 1812, 1814, 18, fp, 57, 77, 529
Washington, officials, 30, 47

scene at, 112
“ Correspondent, 253

Wayne’s Expedition, 55
“ Letter of, 194

Western Simile. 2-9
“ Mails, 257

Western Poetry, 209
“ Farmer and Gardner, tiW hittemore, Amos, 24G

White Water Canal, 258
Wig, the missing, '59
Wheat crop of 1845, 238
Woman’s earnings, 84
Wonders of art, 41

Yankee, an Anstrian, 360
Yankee Tricks, 308
Yankee Story, 335
Young Men,~U8
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